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Abstract

Background: Governments and health care providers are keen to find innovative ways to deliver care more efficiently. Interest
in electronic consultation (e-consultation) has grown, but the evidence of benefit is uncertain.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the evidence of delivering e-consultation using secure email and messaging or video
links in primary care.

Methods: A systematic review was conducted on the use and application of e-consultations in primary care. We searched 7
international databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, Cochrane Library, PsycINFO, EconLit, and Web of Science; 1999-2017),
identifying 52 relevant studies. Papers were screened against a detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria. Independent dual data
extraction was conducted and assessed for quality. The resulting evidence was synthesized using thematic analysis.

Results: This review included 57 studies from a range of countries, mainly the United States (n=30) and the United Kingdom
(n=13). There were disparities in uptake and utilization toward more use by younger, employed adults. Patient responses to
e-consultation were mixed. Patients reported satisfaction with services and improved self-care, communication, and engagement
with clinicians. Evidence for the acceptability and ease of use was strong, especially for those with long-term conditions and
patients located in remote regions. However, patients were concerned about the privacy and security of their data. For primary
health care staff, e-consultation delivers challenges around time management, having the correct technological infrastructure,
whether it offers a comparable standard of clinical quality, and whether it improves health outcomes.

Conclusions: E-consultations may improve aspects of care delivery, but the small scale of many of the studies and low adoption
rates leave unanswered questions about usage, quality, cost, and sustainability. We need to improve e-consultation implementation,
demonstrate how e-consultations will not increase disparities in access, provide better reassurance to patients about privacy, and
incorporate e-consultation as part of a manageable clinical workflow.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13042)   doi:10.2196/13042

KEYWORDS

referral and consultation; health services accessibility; primary health care; general practice; patient access to records; patient
portals; Web-based access
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Introduction

Background
The growth and ageing of the global population combined with
increased expectations place enormous pressures on primary
health care. Greater use of technology is seen as a partial
solution to the complex challenges of delivering health care to
an increasing and ageing population with more chronic disease.
This is reflected in health policy in the United Kingdom, the
United States, and elsewhere [1]. Technology-supported
consultations provide more flexible, though different, style of
the clinician-patient relationship. However, adoption has been
a challenge [2], and there is limited evidence of benefit [3,4].

The United Kingdom has taken a strong interest in using
technology to deliver care [5], mainly driven by the increased
cost of emergency administrations. Between 2012 and 2013,
there were 5.3 million emergency admissions to UK hospitals,
at a cost of approximately £12.5 billion representing a 47%
increase over the previous 15 years [6]. These increases have
led to growing interest as to whether remote care reduces what
is considered unnecessary doctor’s appointments or avoidable
hospital admissions. However, to be commissioned and
mainstreamed into everyday practice, an innovation must show
that it can provide significant system-level advantages
effectively providing more for less. For example, one of the
worlds’ largest remote care trials, a whole system demonstrator
project saw improvement in patients’ quality of life [7-9].
Telemedicine has also shown benefits in terms of health
outcomes, hospital admission, and in terms of cost-effectiveness
[10-12].

In this study, we focus on electronic consultations
(e-consultations) situated within primary care. Remote care
comes in many forms, including telephone, video, text
messaging, email consultations, Web-based portals for
prescription orders, appointment booking, and patient access
to online health records, or any combinations of all these [13],
recognizing that research in this area is heterogeneous [14]. We
have excluded telemedicine and telemonitoring and generally
specialist-based care that focus on the long-term management
of chronic conditions.

E-consultations are feasible, and reliable, and convenient [15],
although in common with other digital innovation challenging

to implement [16]. Despite the growing use of computerized
medical records [17], it has been challenging to incorporate
e-consultations into clinical workflow [18,19]. To date, trials
show little or no significant difference between usual care and
intervention groups in terms of clinical outcomes [20].

Objectives
The aim of this review was to assess the evidence of delivering
e-consultations using secure email, messaging or video links in
primary care. The objectives were as follows: (1) understand
how e-consultations affect patients’ access to services, their
frequency of use and satisfaction, and any impact on health
outcomes; (2) investigate professional and workforce issues,
including potential changes in workload or flow (actual and
perceived) and barriers to use; and (3) identify possible
organizational or technology barriers and solutions to
implementation.

Methods

Design
This systematic review follows Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses [21] guidelines (Figure
1). The study aims were structured using the population,
intervention, comparator, and outcome format [22]. The study
population was defined as users or nonusers of e-consultation
services, including both patients and carers and clinicians as
well as support staff in primary care. The intervention related
to synchronous or asynchronous e-consultation service used in
primary care. Any comparison was used, including usual care.
Several outcomes were identified including the following:

1. Patient(s): changes to service use including access to
services (by specific patient groups, disorder or attributes
of the user, frequency of attendance, and satisfaction), and
impact on health outcomes.

2. Professional or workforce: workload and barrier to
e-consultation implementation, impact on professional
identity, consultation or revisit rates, and finally (if the
information is available) quality and safety (ie, complaint
numbers).

The protocol was registered on PROSPERO, the international
database of systematic reviews, registration number
CRD42015019152.
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Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.

Information Sources and Searches
Advanced searches were performed across a range of
bibliographic databases, including, the Cochrane Library,
general medical databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL,
via EBSCO platform), PsycINFO, EconLit, and Web of Science.
A search was performed in the database OpenGrey for
unpublished material.

Search strings were developed according to the index terms
(Medical Subject Headings [MeSH] for MEDLINE) of each
database together with keywords within the title or abstract
using Boolean searches (AND, OR) with truncation and wildcard
functions used (Multimedia Appendix 1).

This is an emergent and developing area, so recently published
research was of key interest. We searched the literature from
January 1, 1999, to March 1, 2017. No limits were placed on
the evidence type (type of document, ie, systematic review),
country of origin, or language of literature. Search results were
exported into EndNote (v7.2.1). The search yielded 14,016
references, of which 1610 were duplicates and 12,406 were
screened.

Setting and Participants
The systematic review focused on primary care and ambulatory
care settings. Our principal participants in this study were
patients and their family, caregivers (users and nonusers of
e-consultations), and health care professionals (clinicians, allied
health professionals, practice support staff, and managers). The
technology is also relevant and was included in this review,
focusing on current implementation, design, and the Information
and Technology infrastructure underpinning e-consultations.

Eligibility Criteria
Search results were checked against the predefined inclusion
and exclusion criterion (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for
excluded studies). The inclusion criteria were based on the
following: (1) a range of health care conditions, including any
long-term chronic conditions managed in primary care (diabetes
and hypertension) or routine conditions (skin conditions and
sleep issues); (2) any asynchronous and synchronous use of
emails and visual or video technologies (eg, Skype) used by
both patients, carers and health care professionals in the
e-consultations; and (3) no limitations were placed on the type
of study (randomized controlled trial [RCT], qualitative,
quantitative, and economic impact); however, study protocols
were excluded as they do not contain original outcome data or
review evidence.
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Exclusions were studies focusing on telephone use alone
(without the use of email, video or messaging) and any
experimental studies which fail to provide specific outcomes
measures or reported quality measures for service evaluation
purposes only (eg, National Health Service Information Centre
Quality and Outcomes Framework summary data). Finally,
studies were excluded if they reported the use of medical
records, email or telephone to recruit participants to research
projects. This review only includes studies that performed
e-consultations with primary care staff, with services performed
in other settings (the community, secondary, or tertiary care)
being excluded. Other studies were excluded if they focused on
health promotion or education tools, which was not the primary
focus of this review. Specifically, we were interested in
e-consultations impact on access and health outcomes related
to an illness event, rather than on long-term preventative
strategies. Budgetary constraints excluded the authors from
including studies that needed to be translated. Finally, to avoid
possible bias and overreporting, studies were excluded if their
results were already reported on in included review article [23].
All included studies were required to involve the patient in the
e-consultation with their primary care provider. As such,
provider-to-provider interactions were excluded from this
review.

Data Selection
Evidence was sourced and retrieved by members of the research
team (FM and YL). Results from searches were stored
electronically. An initial screening of titles and abstracts was
independently conducted by 2 team members (YL and FM).
Inclusion queries were resolved through discussion at team
meetings. Inclusion decisions were recorded using EndNote
(v7.2.1). Further exclusions occurred once full texts were
retrieved and when papers failed to meet the inclusion criteria
or were a poor fit.

Data Extraction
Independent duel data extraction was undertaken by 2
researchers using a predesigned data extraction form (DEF)
reflecting the core objectives of the study, including aims and
objectives, study design, setting, type of e-consultation, outcome
measures, comparator groups, and key findings. Data extracted
also focused on a range of clinical outcomes (such as
hemoglobin HbA1c and blood pressure), behavioral outcomes
(patient-clinician interaction, perceptions, acceptance, and
system use), and organizational issues (such as functionality,
usability, cost, and workflow). The DEF aimed to assist the
authors to consistently retrieve the core contents of each study
and aid in the organization of material before analysis.

Data Analysis and Quality Assessment
The analysis was executed in several stages. The first stage was
the identification of the themes arising from the literature. The
themes were developed over a series of meetings when the
researchers clustered the results into higher order categories
that seem to have coherence when summarized together. The
aim of the clustering was to devolve a large and varied number
of results into a smaller number of more easily understood,
salient issues. The analysis was supported using a 3-stage

thematic analysis process previously used [24,25] and guided
by the Mayring framework [26]. The second stage included the
assessment of evidence quality. Finally, themes were grouped
against each of the research objectives to build up a
comprehensive overview of the evidence. The analysis was
undertaken by FM and JH with periodic input from the wider
team.

Critical Appraisal
Studies based on qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods
designs were subject to critical appraisal, using the Mixed
Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT 2011 version) [27,28]. The
MMAT tool uses criteria scored from 0% to 25%, with the
overall score being 100. The interrater reliability of the MMAT
was 0.94 [27]. No quality threshold was imposed, but caution
was used to not overemphasize the contribution of evidence
which had a low score (50% and less; n=7 papers, 25%). In
reporting findings, greater emphasis has been placed on the
literature with a higher MMAT score (>50% and above; n=41).
For this work to be transparent, we have reported the MMAT
score table (see Multimedia Appendix 3).

Results

Study Characteristics
A total of 57 studies were included in the review (n=57),
including evidence from a range of countries, the United States
(n=30) and the United Kingdom (n=13), with the remaining
from Australia (n=3), Sweden (n=3), Finland (n=3), Canada
(n=3), Denmark (n=1), and Italy (n=1), enabling greater ability
for the findings to be generalizable (See Multimedia Appendix
4).

A variety of study designs were used, although the majority
employed quantitative methods including descriptive designs
such as surveys, and analysis of service frequency data (n=22)
[29-50], quasi-experimental, cohort, or cross-sectional designs
(n=10) [51-60], or RCTs (n=2) [61,62]. There was also a range
of qualitative study designs using case studies, interviews, and
focus groups (n=13) [63-75]. Only 6 studies had a mixed method
design [76-81]. A total of 4 review findings were included
[20,82-84].

A total of 5 overarching themes were identified across the
literature: patient access, patient outcomes, workforce issues,
governance and safety, and factors that impact on willingness
to adopt and sustainability.

Patient Access

Age and Gender
The sociodemographics of patients using e-consultations was
mixed. Users of e-consultations [29,38,81,82] and secure
messaging [40,55] were primarily women
[29,38,40,41,43,55,81,82] who used these services during
working hours [29], presumably because of issues of
convenience [41] in terms of organizing care or treatment for
dependents (young children or older relatives) [30]. However,
the evidence is far from conclusive, as 1 study found no
statistical difference between genders [58], and another study
found that more men (59/87) than women used the service
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(28/87) [54]. The mean age of e-consultation users also varies.
Some studies report prevalent users as being younger (45.9 vs
50.3 years, P<.01) [58], some as being 31-49 years (63/87, 77%)
[54,82], middle-aged (50-65 years) [55], or over 60 years of
age [43].

A study comparing patient characteristics receiving face-to-face
or e-consultation in primary care (sinusitis and urinary tract
infection [UTI]) found older people (≥65 years) to be less likely
to use e-consultations (sinusitis, 28/475, 5.8%; UTI, 9/99, 9%,
P<.001) [38]. In a similar study, age (over >65) was also
associated with being less likely to use secure messaging (odds
ratio [OR] 0.65, 95% CI 0.59-0.71) [55]. Early evaluation of
e-consultations in one clinic suggested older patients found the
concept of e-consultations confusing [81]. In contrast, a
systematic review in 2014 suggests concerns about older patients
being confused by them may be unjustified, and benefit could
be gained if offered the right support [82].

Patients’ Socioeconomic Status
Direct measures of socioeconomic status or failure to have health
insurance, which we took as an indirect measure of
socioeconomic status, were associated with limited affordability
and access to emerging technologies [71]. Socioeconomically
disadvantaged patients or those with poorer self-reported health
were less likely to express an interest in communicating about
their care using email or the internet [35]. In addition, patients
who used email to communicate with their clinician were
significantly associated with a higher annual family income
(P=.007; >US $70,000) [34,43]. This group was reported to
communicate with their clinician twice as much as those on
lower incomes (<US $10,000-29,999) [34]. Moreover, a study
investigating the characteristics of e-consultation patients found
a high number of employed patients (for conditions such as
sinusitis, 355/475, 74.7%; or UTI, 59/99, 60%; P<.001),
suggesting out-of-office access is important for those in work
[38].

In contrast, 1 study suggests the lack of medical insurance
increased the odds of using 2-way visual and audible contact
with health providers (OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.72-0.97) [41]. The
cost of e-consultations for patients (email via a portal) varies
between US $35 [29] and US $39 [39]. Earlier work found there
may be a cost threshold, with 60.1% (149/248) of patients
willing to pay up to US $10 or more per year. Only 31.0%
(77/248) of patients were willing to pay up more—up to US
$50 or more per year for secure email contact [31]. Willingness
to pay did not differ by age (P=.06) [31].

Perceived Seriousness of the Condition, Convenience,
and Patient Satisfaction
Patients reported using e-consultations when they did not
perceive that a face-to-face consultation as warranted, even if
conditions were chronic and long term such as diabetes and
hypertension [29,57,79], or in cases where symptoms were
routine or nonurgent, such as skin conditions, low-level pain,
sleep issues, hemorrhoids, coughs, or sinusitis [29,48,79,81,83].
Unlike other studies, email contents analysis in 1 study suggests
emails are useful when patients want to request information
(symptom updates) or simple provider action (referrals,

medications, treatments, or test result information) [63]. This
suggests e-consultation [67,83] and online primary care visits
[29] offer a convenient means through which to manage
low-risk, nonurgent health concerns.

Differences also emerged when using technology to receive test
results. Although many patients were willing to use email to
obtain test results for cholesterol (1045/1229, 85.02%), less
were willing to use this mode of contact for more serious
conditions such as receiving a brain computed tomography scan
test result (725/1229, 58.99%) [34]. Perceived seriousness also
impacted on the mode of communication, with patients reporting
favorable attitudes toward email but not text message or a Web
page for the delivery of blood test results [44].

Convenience was the primary reported reason for choosing an
e-consultation by patients across multiple studies
[35,38,41,45,48,67,79,83]. Patient satisfaction [32,51,59,66,70]
with immediate care received was increased [81] in the short
term at 6 months [52]. Studies exploring the possible long-term
impact of e-consultations over face-to-face encounters reported
similar findings [40,52]. One study found no significant
difference in the 30-day adjusted visit frequency at follow-up
(2.35 visits per year before and 2.35 after portal messaging,
P=.93) [40]. The subgroup analysis at 1 year of follow-up found
an adjusted nonsignificant decrease of 0.1 visits per year (2.44
visits per year before the first message) and 2.34 after (P=.14)
[40].

Timeliness of responses was important to patients using email
[33,74,81] and was associated with satisfaction [84]. Patients
had high expectations regarding the timeliness of responses for
various Web-based services. Almost all patients in 1 study
(2011/2260, 88.98%) expected a reply from email messages
from clinicians within 24 hours, and 67.96% (1536/2260)
expected responses or access to laboratory results within a
24-hour period [34]. More than 50% of patients expected a reply
within 8 hours [34] and preferably the same day [74].

A range of studies found specific advantages to using
e-consultations including improved access to care [66,70,83],
both in the delivery of care outside of standard working hours
[73] and care delivery to remote areas, time saved [32,36,45,73],
and cost-saving including lost wages [73]. One evaluation study,
of joint teleconsultations among general practitioners (GPs),
specialists, and patients, found cost-saving for patients between
€1,000.06 and €2700.50 by patients avoiding travel to
emergency departments and for in-clinic visits or diagnostic
examinations [50]. Finally, video and email consultations
provide both patients and clinicians with opportunities to learn
about health conditions and their management, through
information and image sharing [65,74], offering the potential
for more active patient engagement in the care process
[52,63,82].

Joint e-consultations among GPs, specialists, and patients
resulted in significantly higher levels of patient satisfaction
(mean difference 0.33 scale points, 95% CI 0.23-0.43, P<.001)
[62]. Satisfaction was also associated with a reduction of
distance travelled [38] (average decrease of 170 kms) [32] or
1-way distance saved per patient (average 65 miles) [36]. Not
surprisingly, greater e-consultation use was associated with the
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winter months [38], especially for patients (and families) using
video consultations in rural and remote communities [73].

Patient Outcomes
There is a lack of good quality evidence demonstrating positive
patient outcomes from e-consultations because of the
heterogeneity of existing evidence making an accurate
assessment of benefits difficult [20]. In addition, there are
limitations as to the longevity of follow-up data in trial material,
again limiting the generalizability of any findings [20]. There
were, however, several areas of potential benefit highlighted.
Survey evidence suggests how telemedicine was as good as or
even better than face-to-face consultation concerning the
explanation of care to patients [32]. Email consultations were
also shown to be clinically feasible in terms of diagnostic
accuracy [84].

E-consultations may also play a role in the management of
symptoms [51,57]. A study focusing on the management of
hypertension in rural areas, using videoconferencing, found that
the intervention group had a higher proportion of patients with
blood pressure within treatment goals (systolic blood pressure,
140 mmHg; diastolic blood pressure, 90 mmHg), both at
baseline and at follow-up, compared with a comparison group
[57]. The intervention group was shown to have a higher
probability of meeting their target blood pressure goal (OR 2.7,
95% CI 1.4-5.2) over the comparison group [57]. The quality
of physical examinations in e-consultations was significantly
worse regarding effectiveness (2.3 vs 4.9 for the face-to-face
visit, P<.001), but history taking and therapeutic effectiveness
were not significantly different [59].

Workforce
Several studies report clinicians’ reluctance to use email with
their patients because of increased workload concerns
[37,40,46,84]. Clinicians reported improved efficiencies as
email or secure messaging was described as taking little
additional time [70] and encouraged care access [79]. However,
as time is cumulative, even small additions, for example,
between 2 and 6 min per email consultation [84], may lengthen
the working day [70,76]. A quasi-experimental study reported
how offering access to visit notes or email contact to patients
was actually easier than expected and resulted in no change in
the volume of messaging from patients [51]. Indeed, few
clinicians reported longer visits (0%-5%) or more time
answering patients’ questions outside of face-to-face visits
(0%-8%) [51]. Practice size has little effect on the overall
workload [51]. Similarly, an evaluation of an email service
found email services did not have any adverse time implications
[66]. As such, practice partners were satisfied that the service
worked effectively and did not negatively impact their
day-to-day workload [66].

A retrospective cohort study of patients (n=2357) using
electronic messaging (both secure messages and e-consultations)
via a portal found, after the first message surge, no significant
visit frequency differences (mean 2.35 annual visits per patient
both before and after the first message, P=.93) [40]. Subgroup
analysis indicated no significant change in the frequency of
visits between high messaging users, or for those who had used

messaging for longer. In other studies, e-consultations were
found not to reduce telephone consultations [79] or number of
office visits [70]. Evidence focusing on return visits to primary
care found no significant differences in rates of early return
visits for the same reason (e-consultations 20.2%, 46/228;
face-to-face 19.6%, 98/500; P=.86) [58]. Similarly, a pilot study
found less than <10% of patients who had an e-consultation
(similar to email) required a follow-up face-to-face appointment
[78]. Only the presence of moderate or more comorbidities was
a significant predictor (OR 1.95, 95% CI 1.20-3.17; P<.01)
relating to return visits for the same reason [58]. A small
questionnaire to determine the feasibility of conducting
follow-up visits using videoconferencing compared with
face-to-face visits reported no significant difference in either
group at 6 months [52]. Overall, findings from multiple studies
suggest the use of e-consultations may complement in-person
delivery (or could be a useful adjunct) to routine care [68,79,84],
but this is reliant on the seriousness or risks associated with
specific health conditions [58,68,79].

The Patient-Clinician Relationship
E-consultation was reported to impact on the patient-clinician
relationship. The quality and safety of communication between
groups may be affected as well as the interpersonal relationship
(both positively and negatively). Access to physician notes and
electronic messaging impacted on who initiated the direction
of contact [70] and quality of the clinician and patient
communication (content and tone) [51,63,73,79,83,84]. The
ability to immediately exchange information (in a timely manner
either asynchronous or synchronously) was reported to
potentially improve the therapeutic relationship [84]. Clinicians
felt patients’ access to visit notes and electronic messaging
strengthened their relationship with some patients because of a
sense of enhanced trust, transparency, communication, and
shared decision making [51,79]. Email exchange was also
viewed as a useful tool to enable patients to express individual
concerns and building a partnership, which was supportive and
patient centered [63,83]. Video consultations in remote areas
were also seen as an effective way to maximize home support,
bring comfort to users in their own homes, and bring providers
and families together from various regions [73].

In contrast, there were concerns about how e-consultations might
negatively impact on the clinician-patient relationship [68].
These concerns include the need for professionals to
communicate using nontechnical language [69] and their need
to manage multiple tasks simultaneously (such as recording
information), which might impact on the perceived engagement
and attentiveness of the clinician in the Web-based interaction
[75]. Indeed, in circumstances where nurses were present with
clinicians in the e-consultation, clinicians themselves sometimes
felt like outsiders, as the nurse and patient were better able to
form a mutual bond via nonverbal communication and
empathetic skills (such as maintaining eye contact) [75].

Governance and Safety
Within this review, governance, quality, and safety issues
emerged in various forms, but not widely researched [39]. Only
1 study, a retrospective analysis of secure messaging and
e-consultations was undertaken to assess the potential risk of
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time-sensitive symptoms, such as chest pain or dyspnea [39].
Only 6 hospitalizations were related to a previous secure
message (0.09% of secure messages), and 2 hospitalizations
were related to previous e-consultations (0.2% of
e-consultations, 2/892) [39]. Quality emerged in terms of the
mode of care delivery either in terms of offering patients’
information which impacts on their future service use, such as
offering information which decreases the need for face-to-face
encounters [60], enabling further opportunities to identify new
problems during e-consultations [36] or raising perceptions of
medicolegal liability [79].

Clinicians also raised concerns related to the lack of guidance
about the rules of engagement [67], such as if an email is left
answered [79] or level of confidence about taking medical
history via e-consultations rather than face-to-face [52]. In
response to the lack of guidance, GPs and patients have
introduced their own rules of contact. These rules were not
comprehensive and did not cover all eventualities [67]. Lack of
formal practices and guidance was a recurring issue across the
evidence [74,76,83]. A final concern is whether instructions
through email can be adequately understood and correctly acted
upon as intended by the sender [20,79] and whether some
questions were appropriate for discussion via email [74].

Factors That Impact on Willingness to Adopt and
Sustainability
Willingness to use technologies can be broadly divided into 2
related themes: the patient perspective and professional or
organizational perspective. Low response rates among users
were prevalent across studies [37,56,76], indicating differences
in use depending on the level of experience between first users
and those who are more experienced [36,46,76,81].

Patient enthusiasm was often dependent on their previous
experience of using technology to manage their health [56]. In
a longitudinal study comparing pre and post attitudinal changes
to e-consultation found that first-time users were more likely
to have a positive view, whereas experienced users were more
negative (P=.025), suggesting patient use may tail off over time
[54]. Other factors impact on patients’ willingness to try
e-consultations, including perceived severity of the condition
(minor complaints) [79] and the actual mode of communication
(secure email, direct access to records or laboratory results)
[44].

General practices’ willingness to adopt may also manifest in
terms of the actual characteristics of the general practice (size
and location) [71], with smaller practices in more deprived areas
being less likely to use email [77]. Clinicians working in group
practices were reported to be more in favor of using video
technology for consultations [49].

In terms of sustainability, e-consultation may have repercussions
in respect of further work across settings. A pilot mixed methods
study found that specialist consultation requests made into
primary care clinicians [78] resulted in GPs being asked to offer
more patient advice, order diagnostic tests, or commence a new
course of treatment [78]. Other work has echoed this potential
service push to other health care providers with
teleconsultations, resulting in a small number of additional

diagnostic examinations (n=8) and hospitalizations (n=6) [50].
Similarly, an RCT examining whether e-consultations (called
virtual outreach in the study) among GPs, specialists, and
patients would reduce follow-up appointments found more
e-consultation patients than the standard group being offered a
follow-up appointment (502/971, 51.6%, vs 400/971, 41.1%;
OR 1.52, 95% CI 1.27-1.82; P<.001) [62]. There was, however,
variability associated with rates of follow-up according to
specialty and site [62].

With regard to implementation and sustainability, there is limited
evidence available about the cost-effectiveness of
e-consultations, but the high cost of buying telemedicine
equipment [46] and expense of implementing this technology
is a concern for health care professionals [61].

Costs of clinicians’ time to support joint consultations were
unlikely to be offset against subsequent savings to health care
services in the short term [61]. The total use of UK health care
(NHS) resources over 6 months suggests that the overall mean
cost per patient is significantly higher in the joint consultation
group than the standard outpatient group by approximately £100
[61]. The significant reduction in tests and investigations in the
joint consultation group resulted only in small cost reduction
downstream [61]. Similarly, other studies recommend future
long-term follow-up (over 6 months) to determine downstream
outcomes and full evaluation of cost-effectiveness [62].

Delays in service delivery was also an additional concern with
the provision of out-of-hours services. A small study assessing
delayed response to patients’ secure email messages (messages
not opened after 12 hours or nonresponse after 36 hours) found
both kinds of delays were higher on weekends (P<.001)
(Friday-Sunday) [40]. Delay was more likely to be experienced
by patients aged over 50 years (605/2357, 25.66% delayed;
P=.013) [40]. The study suggests that these delays could be
addressed by automatically rerouting messages to a 24-hour
staffed support service or another mechanism to manage this
after-hour workflow [40]. Provision of logistical support for a
range of e-consultation methods may, therefore, be significant
to enable long-term and efficient implementation of systems in
primary care [62]. In addition, in 1 study, facilities which offered
user support for those wanting secure messaging were found to
have higher rates of adoption (2.13%) over other providers
(1.52%; P=.006) [56].

Other notable barriers to implementation include commissioners’
incentives (or direction of cost) for the introduction of remote
services [65], the impact of size and location of practices [71],
and organizational resistance [59,77]. From the provider’s
perspective, a mixed method study suggests email
communication could be embedded into everyday practice and
be remunerated similarly to usual clinic time, thereby potentially
offering a new structure of care [79]. The direction of cost is
illustrated in 1 study exploring the experience of Greek health
care providers and their patients with the introduction of an
e-consultation service [65]. The study found that there was no
incentive for the health care system to introduce e-consultations
as often patients incurred the cost of their own travel to the
mainland for health care [65]. Implementation may also be
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influenced by whether e-consultations in practice were resource-
or reimbursement-driven [37,71,81].

The final sustainability consideration is system-level fit, the
extent that e-consultations can integrate into existing services
and the scalability of implementing this technology.

Scottish research on the uptake of an electronic clinical
communication system reported that although the current system
was beneficial, issues around system reliability, incompatibility
of systems, and duplication of data hindered widespread uptake
[45]. The main perceived barrier to adoption were views about
the instability of computer networks across the region [45].
Technology design was also seen as critical in relation to ease
of use and functionality for both patients and health care
professionals [36,46,76,81] and can be directly linked to uptake
or adoption [76]. Functionality is also important to clinicians
[46,81]. This emerged in reference to possible technical failure,
level of previous and current training needs, experiences of
technology use (both positive and negative), and the condition,
state and age of the available technology [61].

Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool Results
The overall MMAT study quality was moderate, with only 11
studies identified as excellent (100%). However, use of the
MMAT, aided both description and appraisal of studies, helping
to highlight the need for robust and larger trials as well as to
fully explore the level of risk, both real and perceived [58,79].

As previously mentioned, generalizability of some studies was
limited [46,55,78] in many cases by low participant numbers
[37,52,68] or single or low number of study sites
[34,35,37,40,43,51,66]. Owing to the heterogeneity of (OR and
hazards ratio) measured outcomes across studies, the study team
decided not to conduct a meta-analysis, as this may have resulted
in a misrepresentation of the data.

Discussion

A total of 5 themes emerged which addressed our review
objectives. These themes were patient access, patient health
outcomes, workforce issues, governance and safety, and finally
willingness to adopt and sustainability of e-consultations.

Patient Access
In understanding how e-consultations affect patients’ access to
services, there is evidence to suggest that e-consultations work
well for some patient groups but not for others impacting on
access, with the elderly and the poor less likely to use these
services [36,39,56,72]. As such, there was a disparity between
different users and under what circumstances patients are more
willing to use e-consultations systems and why.

Patient Health Outcomes
There was also a lack of evidence of whether patient health
outcomes improve with e-consultations [20]. Indeed, a potential
limitation to this study is the dearth of studies reporting health
outcomes from e-consultations. As such, there is a need for
further high-quality studies to fully evaluate the usefulness of
e-consultations in primary care, especially on how patient

outcomes are affected and the long-term impact of
e-consultations on the patient-clinician interactions.

Workforce Issues
In investigating professional and workforce issues, evidence
suggests that e-consultations may increase patient expectations
of care delivery [34] and complement existing in-person care
[68,79,84]. There were, however, differences in the perceived
rise of work demand for clinicians and the actual manifestation
of raised workloads reported in studies, with clinicians reporting
little additional time [70] or volume of messaging from patients
[51].

E-consultations may also impact on the patient-clinician
relationship in terms of changing the quality of the
communication [51,63,73,79,83,84], either by fostering an
enhanced sense of trust or transparency in communication
[51,79] or highlighting communication deficiencies regarding
the interpersonal skills needed to manage Web-based
interactions [69,75].

Governance and Safety
The review highlights the lack of evidence or guidance about
any rules of engagement for technology consultations and the
challenges this presents to patient safety [66,74,76-78,83,85].
An appropriate consultative discussion to clarify terms and
conditions and guidance may enhance professionals’confidence
in using these systems and positively impact on implementation
and sustainability of e-consultation.

Further research is also needed to explore the value and
perceived benefit of care provision beyond core working hours
(8 am to 6.30 pm, Monday to Friday). Expectations of timeliness
arising from this review may lead to pressures in other areas of
the health care system, such as secondary care services (accident
and emergency providers). Despite the challenges of providing
comprehensive care coverage to meet changing demographics
and health care demands, early research does suggest the need
to manage and deliver care outside of traditional infrastructures
[86].

Consideration also needs to be given to quality and safety
concerns, especially in relation to the accuracy of e-consultations
diagnoses, or whether differences emerge in the quality and
safety of prescribing (face-to-face vs e-consultation), including
by whom—physician or advanced practitioner [87,88].

Willingness to Adopt and Sustainability
Finally, identifying possible organizational or technological
issues related to the implementation of e-consultations found
little evidence of studies being sustainable in the longer term
(up to 1 year) [40,52]. Therefore, consideration needs to be
given to whether these systems are only useful at specific time
points in the patient journey, for example, newly diagnosed
patients with specific conditions, or whether e-consultations
could be more broadly applied across conditions. Indeed, studies
into a willingness to pay were also underrepresented [61], and
caution is reported in other studies suggesting the need to
adequately fund organizations before establishing video
consultation as routine in general practice [49]. This perhaps
suggests a need for further research, to capture longer term
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economic data related to e-consultation, an important
consideration for any provider considering implementation
[40,48,89]. Adopting e-consultations may also enable greater
communication between clinicians [71], across specialist and
primary care [73,78], and a broader range of geographical urban
and rural areas [33,71,82].

Strengths and Limitations
In a fast-moving field, it is impossible for reviews to always
include the latest developments, and some of these may be
commercialized without publication. In addition, we faced the
challenge of appraising if recent studies carried out in outpatient
clinics are relevant to primary care [90-94]. Finally, in
conducting this review, we also appreciate there are some
technology and infrastructure differences between the countries,
including limitations in using emails to communicate with
patients. This may also have limited the reporting of results,
especially if some studies were not translatable into English.

Conclusions
E-consultations are intended to address the growing demand
for care from general practice. Policies and new funding
opportunities that support innovative ways of care delivery may
encourage a cultural shift in how patients interact with
professionals and manage their own care, while also shaping
the way primary care professionals use and manage technology
in their practice to provide safe and efficient care.

There are 3 key messages identified from this review which
may be considered important in the future developments of
e-consultations. First, the review provides some insight into
who, why, and when specific patient groups may be
disproportionally disadvantaged or advantaged by using
Web-based systems. Second, consideration needs to be given
to providing a better understanding of patients’ views about
privacy and security of their data, so patient privacy and
confidentiality are ensured. This may include exploring patients’
views across different health conditions or time points, as
perceived seriousness of their conditions is one key factor
influencing willingness to consult electronically. Finally, issues
impacting on professional’s use of and perceptions of
e-consultation may also be a limiting factor in terms of adoption.
Fears of extra workload, expectations of quick response time,
insufficient guidelines or training about the rules of online
engagement, and effective communication strategies were all
factors impacting on use.

Our review suggests that e-consultations may improve aspects
of care delivery, but there remains uncertainty about which
potential users to target. Improved e-implementation is a high
priority, as well as the further work needed to develop
innovations which support equitable primary care access and
delivery.
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Abstract

Background: Deploying accurate computable phenotypes in pragmatic trials requires a trade-off between precise and clinically
sensical variable selection. In particular, evaluating the medical encounter to assess a pattern leading to clinically significant
impairment or distress indicative of disease is a difficult modeling challenge for the emergency department.

Objective: This study aimed to derive and validate an electronic health record–based computable phenotype to identify emergency
department patients with opioid use disorder using physician chart review as a reference standard.

Methods: A two-algorithm computable phenotype was developed and evaluated using structured clinical data across 13
emergency departments in two large health care systems. Algorithm 1 combined clinician and billing codes. Algorithm 2 used
chief complaint structured data suggestive of opioid use disorder. To evaluate the algorithms in both internal and external validation
phases, two emergency medicine physicians, with a third acting as adjudicator, reviewed a pragmatic sample of 231 charts: 125
internal validation (75 positive and 50 negative), 106 external validation (56 positive and 50 negative).

Results: Cohen kappa, measuring agreement between reviewers, for the internal and external validation cohorts was 0.95 and
0.93, respectively. In the internal validation phase, Algorithm 1 had a positive predictive value (PPV) of 0.96 (95% CI 0.863-0.995)
and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 0.98 (95% CI 0.893-0.999), and Algorithm 2 had a PPV of 0.8 (95% CI 0.593-0.932)
and an NPV of 1.0 (one-sided 97.5% CI 0.863-1). In the external validation phase, the phenotype had a PPV of 0.95 (95% CI
0.851-0.989) and an NPV of 0.92 (95% CI 0.807-0.978).

Conclusions: This phenotype detected emergency department patients with opioid use disorder with high predictive values and
reliability. Its algorithms were transportable across health care systems and have potential value for both clinical and research
purposes.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e15794)   doi:10.2196/15794
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Introduction

Background
In the decade since the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 was enacted, US
hospitals have achieved greater than 96% adoption of electronic
health records (EHRs) [1]. EHRs are projected to store 2314
exabytes (1 exabyte=approximately 1 billion GB) of health data
by 2020 [2]. This wealth of data has been touted as a practically
inexhaustible source of knowledge to fuel a learning health care
system [3]. Yet at this time, significant challenges remain for
using clinical data for research and optimization of health care
delivery [4]. Integral to addressing these challenges and studying
an intervention in actual clinical care is the ability to accurately
and reliably identify patients with particular diagnoses or
medical conditions across heterogeneous systems [4-6]. An
EHR-based computable phenotype aims to do precisely that.
Henceforth, it is referred to as an EHR-based phenotype, defined
as a set of data elements and logical expressions used to identify
individuals or populations (ie, cohorts) with particular diagnoses
or medical conditions via clinical characteristics, events, and
service patterns that are ascertained using a computerized query
of an EHR system or data repository [5,7]. Phenotypes are
typically used in clinical trial recruitment to identify cohorts
with specific conditions using diverse data sources [5]. They
are also increasingly used to define an authoritative standard
for electronic clinical quality measure reporting [8].

An estimated 2.1 million people in the United States have opioid
use disorder (OUD) [9], and over 33,000 opioid-related deaths
occur annually, a number projected to increase to more than
81,000 by 2025 [10,11]. From 2016 to 2017, emergency
departments (EDs) experienced a 30% increase in visits for
opioid overdose [12]. Buprenorphine, a partial opioid agonist
generally combined with an antagonist (naloxone), is an
effective treatment for OUD that decreases mortality (from
approximately 5% to 3% annually following an ED visit for
opioid overdose), withdrawal symptoms, craving, and opioid
use [13-15]. Initiating buprenorphine in the ED doubles the rate
of addiction treatment engagement in ED patients with OUD
[16]. However, ED-initiated buprenorphine has not yet been
adopted into routine emergency care [17,18].

Objectives
Phenotyping could be used as a clinical tool to identify patients
likely to benefit from ED-initiated buprenorphine or other
interventions and as a research tool to identify patients who
should be included in large-scale intervention studies of OUD
interventions. We will conduct a multi-system pragmatic trial
of user-centered clinical decision support to implement
EMergency department-initiated BuprenorphinE for opioid use
Disorder (EMBED) across 20 EDs in 5 health care systems [19].
EHR phenotyping will allow pragmatic comparison of the
effectiveness of the EMBED intervention to usual care on
outcomes in ED patients with OUD in the upcoming EMBED
trial (primary outcome—adoption of ED-initiated buprenorphine

in routine emergency care). Our objective in this study was to
derive and validate an EHR-based computable phenotype to
identify ED patients with OUD using structured data; physician
validation based on chart review was used as the reference
standard. This phenotype will be used to inform patient
identification and data collection for the subsequent EMBED
pragmatic trial.

Methods

Study Setting and Sample
This phenotype was created for the purposes of identifying
patients with OUD who could benefit from ED-initiation of
buprenorphine in a subsequent trial or quality improvement
initiatives. Therefore, the phenotype only included ED patients
who were discharged from the hospital (ie, not admitted as
inpatients), were not currently prescribed buprenorphine,
methadone, or naltrexone as medication treatment for OUD,
and were not pregnant (as buprenorphine with naloxone may
not be safe for pregnant women and its use requires more
expertise than clinical decision support). This study was
performed within the XXXX Health System in YYYY and
XXXX Health System in YYYY by identifying a cohort of
adults (>18 years of age) with ED encounters between
November 1, 2017, and October 31, 2018, in the EHR. The 2
health care systems use different billing companies, but the
same EHR vendor (Epic; Epic Systems Corporation). Data were
extracted from the EHR of each hospital using local Epic Clarity
databases (Epic; Epic Systems Corporation). These data
comprised information available within the EHR on the date of
service of the ED visit in question. Approval for this study was
provided by the Institutional Review Boards of the respective
institutions (Protocol IDs 2000022749 [internal validation] and
18-2653 [external validation]).

Clinical Definition of Opioid Use Disorder
Although psychiatric evaluation is the gold standard for
diagnosing OUD, within the emergency medicine (EM) context,
diagnosis if performed is based on the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5) criteria [20].
The DSM-5 specifies 11 criteria for the diagnosis of OUD, with
qualifiers for remission [21]. It specifies that OUD consists of
“A problematic pattern of opioid use leading to clinically
significant impairment or distress, as manifested by at least two
of [...eleven criteria], occurring within a 12-month period.”
These criteria include opioids taken repeatedly, continuously,
and in larger amounts over a longer period than was intended,
resulting in sequelae such as tolerance, withdrawal, craving,
desire to cut down, failure to fulfill or engage in social and role
obligations (such as at work, school, or home), and continued
use despite problems related to use.

Electronic Health Record Definition
The computable phenotype algorithm was developed based on
data elements from available primary care OUD phenotypes
[22,23] with additions and revisions based on the clinical
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judgment of an EM attending physician and clinical informaticist
as well as available and high-yield structured ED data elements
as judged by the health system’s medical director of Information
Technology (HP). To maximize the yield and performance of
the phenotype, 2 separate algorithms were created (Figure 1).

Algorithm 1 is a diagnostic coding–based approach to
identifying patients with OUD, utilizing opioid-related
International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD-10) diagnostic codes associated with the ED
visit (as coded by a clinician or medical coder, Table 1).

Figure 1. Flow diagram of phenotypes. ED: emergency department; MOUD: medication for opioid use disorder; ETOH: ethyl alcohol; OUD: opioid
use disorder.

Table 1. List of International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision (ICD-10) codes for opioid-related diagnoses used for Algorithm 1 case detection.

DescriptionICD-10a code

Opioid-related disordersF11

Poisoning by, adverse effect of, and underdosing of opiumT40.0

Poisoning by, adverse effect of, and underdosing of heroinT40.1

Poisoning by, adverse effect of, and underdosing of other opioidsT40.2

Poisoning by, adverse effect of, and underdosing of methadoneT40.3

Poisoning by, adverse effect of, and underdosing of other synthetic narcoticsT40.4

Poisoning by, adverse effect of, and underdosing of other and unspecified narcoticsT40.6

aICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.

Algorithm 2 identifies patients who have not been captured by
Algorithm 1 but have information in their ED chief complaint
suggestive of OUD. This algorithm flagged patients if the words

heroin, opiate, opioid, or narcan were included in their chief
complaint for the ED visit. However, as naloxone is often used
in ED patients with undifferentiated altered mental status or
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overdose, patients with narcan in their chief complain who did
not have an OUD-related final diagnosis were excluded. Upon
preliminary testing of the algorithm, the 2 most frequent
false-positive diagnoses were alcohol- and
benzodiazepine-related. Visits with these chief complaints but
alcohol- and benzodiazepine-related final diagnoses were
removed by excluding patients with the words alcohol or
benzodiazepine in their final ED diagnosis.

Structured Query Language Implementation of the
Phenotype
After the 2 algorithms were reviewed, finalized, and approved
by the investigative team, individual elements of each algorithm
were converted into structured query language (SQL). The

computable phenotype algorithm was written to be deployed in
the Epic EHR systems across both the health systems. Data
structures within Epic were mapped to each of the concepts
(which were standardized across hospitals in the system) by a
clinical informatics expert (HP). This eliminated the necessity
of translating concepts to local codes within hospitals. Sample
queries were run, and HP verified charts for accuracy. The SQL
query and data dictionary (Multimedia Appendix 1, SQL file
and data dictionary) were assembled by HP and reviewed for
accuracy and comprehensiveness by HP, EM, and DC. The
possible values of each variable are described in Figure 1 and
expanded upon in Tables 1 and 2. Once all of the elements of
the phenotype were codified in SQL, the algorithms were
applied to the study population’s ED medical records.

Table 2. Algorithm 2 case definition variables.

Criteria for suspected opioid use disorderEHRa data variable

Chief complaint • Reason for visit contains the words heroin; opiate; opioid
• Reason for visit comment contains the word narcan

Diagnosis description • Not Algorithm 1 positive, that is, does not contain ICD-10b codes F11 or T40. 0-40.6 listed in Table 1
• Does not contain the words alcohol, EtOH, benzodiazepine

aEHR: electronic health record.
bICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision.

Evaluation Phase 1: Internal Validation
Following the implementation of the computable phenotype
algorithm, internal validation was performed using a sample of
125 charts retrieved from the XXXX health system EHR by a
clinical informaticist (HP). A total of 75 charts were intended
to be representative of the resulting OUD phenotypes with 50
of these charts meeting Algorithm 1 criteria and the other 25
meeting Algorithm 2 criteria. The other 50 charts were
phenotype negative (ie, not satisfying criteria for either
algorithm). Charts were selected at random from the cohort with
ED visits from April 10, 2018, to August 1, 2018, across the
health systems and reviewed during August 2018 to October
2018 for the internal validation phase and December 2018 to
January 2019 for the external validation phase. As the chart
reviewers were given access to the patient’s full chart, the time
window for the charts was deliberately narrow to avoid postvisit
information (eg, of someone who subsequently develops OUD
that was not present on the date of the ED visit) confounding
the accuracy of the chart review of the ED visit.

Evaluation Phase 2: External Validation
The external validation cohort was constructed by a clinical
informaticist (WKR) with 20,000 randomly sampled ED visits
occurring between November 1, 2017, and October 31, 2018
across the XXXXX health system. We picked this number of
charts given the rate of phenotype-positive charts in the internal
validation cohort with a goal of estimating sensitivity of the
phenotype based on prevalence in this random sample. A total
of 55 charts met Algorithm 1 criteria. Of those not positive for
Algorithm 1, 1 chart met Algorithm 2 criteria. Of the remaining
negative cases, a 0.25% (50/200) random sample produced 50
charts for review. Cases positive for Algorithm 1 or 2 were

combined owing to the low yield of a single chart identified as
Algorithm 2 positive.

Chart Review
Each chart was reviewed independently and separately by 2 EM
physicians (internal validation: DPN, EB; external validation:
CH, AMS) blinded to the results and the algorithms and the
decision of the other reviewer. All cases of disagreement were
adjudicated by a third EM physician reviewer (internal
validation: KC; external validation: TFP) also blinded to the
results of the algorithms and the decision of the other reviewers.
Reviewers were asked to diagnose patients as OUD-positive or
OUD-negative based upon a review of EHR data available up
to and on the date of the ED visit (but not after the ED visit),
their clinical judgment, and the DSM-5 OUD diagnostic criteria
which were presented to them with each case at the time of
review [21]. For cases that were categorized as OUD-positive,
reviewers were then prompted to select at least 2 of the 11
DSM-5 criteria that informed their diagnosis.

Analysis
Phenotype performance was assessed using descriptive statistics.
A standard 2×2 confusion matrix [24] was configured for
analysis of the performance of each algorithm in each phase.
The reference standard was the adjudicated diagnosis, whereas
the test was the phenotype result. For Algorithm 1 in the internal
validation phase (Table 3), the top row included the 50
phenotype-positive charts, and the bottom row included the 50
phenotype-negative charts. For Algorithm 2 in the internal
validation phase (Table 3), the top row included the 25
phenotype-positive charts, and the bottom row included the 25
phenotype-negative charts. In the external validation phase, the
algorithms were combined because of low incidence of
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Algorithm 2-positive (Table 3), with 56 positive and 50 negative.
Interrater reliability was reported using Cohen kappa. Analyses
were conducted with the scikit-learn package (version 0.19.2)

in Python (version 2.7.12) for internal validation and Stata
(StataCorp, version 14) for external validation.

Table 3. Confusion matrices for validation phases (disease present: reference standard).

ResultTest

95% CIPredictive valueReviewers −Reviewers +

Algorithm 1 (internal validation)

0.863-0.9950.96a248Phenotype +

0.893-0.9990.98b491Phenotype −

Algorithm 2 (internal validation)

0.593-0.9320.8a520Phenotype +

0.863-1.000c1.0b250Phenotype −

Combined phenotype (external validation)

0.851-0.9890.95a353Phenotype +

0.807-0.9780.92b464Phenotype −

aPositive predictive value.
bNegative predictive value.
c97.5%, one-sided.

Results

Among ED visits resulting in discharge from November 1, 2017,
to October 31, 2018, across the 13 EDs in the 2 health care
systems, a total of 474,176 unique ED visits (discharged patients

only) with an average of 36,475 ED visits per year per site were
identified. A total of 2294 of these visits were
phenotype-positive with an average of 176 (median 104)
phenotype-positive visits per site. Site visit by volume is
presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Annual volume of emergency department (ED) visits meeting phenotype criteria (November 1, 2017, to October 31, 2018, ED discharges
only).

Algorithm 2 (n)Algorithm 1 (n)Total visits (n)Total patients (n)Validation

Internal

Department

4934367,99544,291Hospital X I

115629,30922,344Health System X II

4625138,12824,738Health System X III

7332444,50527,220Health System X IV

7050965,83744,780Health System X V

02522,54017,797Health System X VI

2491508268,314181,170Total

41.5251.344,71930,195Average

External

Department

43715,7499818Health System Y I

29125,55615,220Health System Y II

45730,91222,332Health System Y III

410038,08622,080Health System Y IV

12461905467Health System Y V

09846,33534,576Health System Y VI

511043,03432,879Health System Y VII

20517205,862142,372Total

37429,40920,339Average

Internal Validation Cohort
In the internal validation cohort of 125 charts, reviewers
disagreed on the classification of 3 charts (agreement=97%;
kappa=0.95), with the adjudicator identifying the 2 discordant
Algorithm 1 cases as not having OUD and the 1 discordant
Algorithm 2 case as having OUD. Algorithm 1 had a positive
predictive value (PPV) of 0.96 (95% CI 0.863-0.995) and a
negative predictive value (NPV) of 0.98 (95% CI 0.893-0.999;
Table 3). Algorithm 2 had a PPV of 0.8 (95% CI 0.593-0.932)
and an NPV of 1.0 (one-sided 97.5% CI 0.863-1; Table 3). The
most frequently met current DSM-5 criteria were “opioids taken
in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended”
or “recurrent use in situations in which it is physically
hazardous,” whereas the least frequent criteria were those
describing social dysfunction related to the use of opioids (such
as “recurrent opioid use resulting in a failure to fulfill major
role obligations at work, school, or home” or “important social,
occupational, or recreational activities are given up or reduced
because of opioid use”).

External Validation Cohort
In the external validation cohort of 106 charts, reviewers
disagreed on the classification of 8 charts (agreement=92.5%;
kappa=0.85). A total of 3 of the 8 discordant cases were
phenotype-positive, of which the adjudicator determined 2 as
having OUD. Of the 5 discordant cases that were

phenotype-negative, the adjudicator identified 3 as having OUD.
The combined phenotype had a PPV of 0.95 (95% CI
0.851-0.989) and an NPV of 0.92 (95% CI 0.807-0.978; Table
3). The most frequently met current DSM-5 criteria were
“opioids are often taken in larger amounts or over a longer
period than was intended” and “craving, or a strong desire or
urge to use opioids,” whereas the least frequent criterion was
“important social, occupational, or recreational activities are
given up or reduced because of opioid use.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
With an externally validated PPV of 0.95 and NPV of 0.92, the
combined phenotype derived and validated for this study
performed remarkably well in predicting OUD in ED patients
across 2 large health care systems. The strength of the
phenotype’s classification performance may be because of the
possibility that the algorithm and the reviewers were using
similar (if not the same) information from patients’ charts.

In both the internal and external validation chart reviews, the
most common DSM criterion selected by the reviewers was
“opioids are often taken in larger amounts or over a longer
period than was intended.” In the internal validation phase, the
second most common criterion was “recurrent opioid use in
situations in which it is physically hazardous,” whereas the
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second most common criterion in the external validation phase
was “craving, or a strong desire or urge to use opioids.”
Although desire and effort to cut down or control opioid use
are specific diagnostic criteria, they were inconsistently applied
by the reviewers. As these specific criteria are not explicitly
documented in the routine emergency care, the reviewers instead
had to infer which criteria to apply to cases using available
documentation. In both chart review phases, the least frequently
identified criteria were those describing failures in social
behavior as they pertained to the use of opioids. This could be
because of the fact that ED billing requirements do not require
detailed documentation of social history, and the impact of
opioids on social behaviors usually has limited value for
assisting clinicians in making a diagnosis during emergency
care [25].

Given the limitations of ED documentation, our phenotype
benefited from incorporation of available structured data
elements from the data dictionaries created in previous work to
develop EHR phenotypes for primary care patients on chronic
opioid therapy at risk for problematic opioid use [22,23]. Given
the difference in populations and objectives between this study
and the primary care OUD phenotype, it is difficult to compare
the differences in their phenotypes’ performance. In particular,
the previous work focused on the performance of natural
language processing for identifying risk for problematic opioid
use in patients for whom differences in the signs and symptoms
of OUD might be more nuanced: every patient included in that
study was on chronic opioid therapy. The goal of that study was
to capture the presence of OUD symptoms using free-text
notes—a complex machine learning problem. In contrast, our
study included a broader population (all patients presenting to
the ED were eligible for inclusion in the phenotype-negative
sample), and our phenotype drew on structured data elements
including diagnoses and chief complaints; these structured data
generally reflect the clinical judgment of people who have
directly observed the patient and determined that OUD was
likely.

A strength of our study compared with previous EHR phenotype
work is the external validation of the phenotype’s performance
via chart review in the second health care system. For example,
the HIV EHR phenotype developed by Paul et al [26] performs
well, but its transportability and performance in outside health
care systems are not known [27]. External validation is
particularly important for EHR phenotypes that rely on
documentation and diagnostic codes as documentation and
diagnostic codes are dependent on local practice patterns by
clinicians and coders, both of which could vary within and
across health care systems.

The phenotype described here will be used as part of a
subsequent pragmatic trial to be deployed across multiple health
care systems to identify patients who may have been candidates
for ED-initiated buprenorphine—these cases will form the
denominator of a measure to assess what proportion of those
potentially eligible actually received buprenorphine. As most
patients evaluated using the phenotype will screen negative,
our approach would likely result in a high number of false
negatives in a true epidemiologic evaluation. As we were trying
to maximize specificity for a pragmatic trial, the phenotype’s

classification performance will meet the trial’s needs to screen
patients for eligibility for ED-initiated buprenorphine with high
specificity. Furthermore, the goal was not to definitively
determine a diagnosis of OUD for each patient. For clinical
practice, any patient identified as having OUD by this phenotype
would require confirmation using an in-person assessment. As
the capacity and expectation of EDs to treat OUD expands, so
also does the value of an accurate EHR phenotype that could
be used to identify patients who might benefit from treatment
including ED-initiated buprenorphine and referral for ongoing
medication treatment for OUD.

Limitations
The primary limitation of this study is the use of retrospective
ED chart review as a reference standard for the diagnosis of
OUD. Our chart review process was robust and included all
clinical documentation up to date of the ED visit. However, a
full diagnostic assessment by a psychiatrist or addiction
medicine specialist would be the gold standard to establish a
diagnosis of OUD. If available, it is possible that such an
assessment would differ from chart review alone.

External validation in an outside health care system strengthens
the evidence for the generalizability of our phenotype. The
external system uses the same EHR vendor but a different billing
and coding company. It is unknown how the EHR phenotype
would perform in systems using other EHR platforms. In
addition, transportability issues have been discovered in
preliminary estimates from a third health system because of
differences in structured data capture of the chief complaint. In
the external validation phase, the second algorithm did not
identify a substantial number of cases. This suggests that there
are likely local practice patterns in documentation or coding
that may have affected the transportability of this EHR
phenotype [27]. Although local phenotype development and
adaptation could overcome this limitation, the overall
classification performance remained strong in the external
validation phase. Furthermore, in the internal validation phase,
the individual algorithms maintained high PPV values (0.96
and 0.8, respectively) and NPV values (0.98 and 1.0).

In future work, the efficacy of the phenotype algorithms will
be tested in the EMBED trial, and the question as to whether
these algorithms can function in a pragmatic ED setting will be
answered. Statistically, the cohort selection and chart review
performed here did not obtain a patient population reflective of
the true prevalence of the disease, and as such, sensitivity and
specificity calculations would not provide an accurate reflection
of the phenotype’s performance in a true ED population.
Assessment of sensitivity for events with low base rates is
inherently unreliable. A very large sample size would be
necessary for a precise estimate of sensitivity. Therefore, the
assessment of sensitivity in this analysis is limited. To address
this limitation, we report only PPV and NPV here. Estimating
sensitivity and specificity for the external validation study can
be done by inflating the phenotype-negative row numbers in
the external validation confusion matrix by the sampling factor
(Table 3) to represent 19,944 patients who screened negative.
The sampling factor of approximately 399 (19,944/50) would
change this row to extrapolated values of 1596 (false negatives)
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and 18,354 (true negatives). These extrapolated values would
yield a sensitivity of 3.2% with an extremely wide confidence
interval and specificity of 99.9%. This wide range could be
explained by the false negatives that the phenotype is not
identifying. Given the current opioid crisis, we know that the
rates of OUD are high, and there are likely many individuals
with occult OUD that is not being identified in the ED as they
may be presenting with medical complaints unrelated to their
OUD comorbidity. For example, abdominal pain and chest pain
are the 2 most common presenting complaints to EDs nationally.
There is likely a large population of ED patients with these
complaints that have OUD that goes unrecognized in the ED.
Future work should screen for more precise estimates of
undiagnosed OUD in the ED population.

In the upcoming trial, further evaluation of the phenotype
algorithms’ performance will begin to address the intra- and
intersite population sensitivity and specificity. To further refine
the algorithm’s ability to discern between true and false
positives, logistic regression is planned to predict future
OUD-coded diagnoses given information from previous visits,
such that variables can be removed given their performance in
the regression model. Future work will also attempt to quantify
the rate of false negatives through extended manual review and

to determine whether changes to the algorithm improve
sensitivity. The long-term goal of future work is to standardize
the representation of the algorithms such that they can be
portable beyond Epic to other EHR vendors as well as explore
additional information retrieval techniques [28]. A more
comprehensive validation could establish more reliable
sensitivity estimates by use of a gold standard estimate of true
prevalence of OUD in the ED population by screening a
representative ED population for OUD with DSM-5 diagnostic
criteria [21].

Conclusions
An EHR phenotype derived and internally and externally
validated for the purposes of a pragmatic trial to test the
effectiveness of user-centered clinical decision support to
increase the adoption of ED-initiated buprenorphine performed
reliably and accurately to identify ED patients with OUD. The
2 algorithms comprising the phenotype were transportable across
health care systems and have potential value for both clinical
quality improvement interventions as well as research endeavors.
Standardization of the phenotype will support efforts to use
clinical phenotyping as an evidence-based tool at the front line
of clinical practice.
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Abstract

Background: Research has shown that introducing electronic Health (eHealth) patient monitoring interventions can improve
healthcare efficiency and clinical outcomes. The VIGILANCE (VItal siGns monItoring with continuous puLse oximetry And
wireless cliNiCian notification aftEr surgery) study was a randomized controlled trial (n=2049) designed to assess the impact of
continuous vital sign monitoring with alerts sent to nursing staff when respiratory resuscitations with naloxone, code blues, and
intensive care unit transfers occurred in a cohort of postsurgical patients in a ward setting. This report identifies and evaluates
key issues and challenges associated with introducing wireless monitoring systems into complex hospital infrastructure during
the VIGILANCE eHealth intervention implementation. Potential solutions and suggestions for future implementation research
are presented.

Objective: The goals of this study were to: (1) identify issues related to the deployment of the eHealth intervention system of
the VIGILANCE study; and (2) evaluate the influence of these issues on intervention adoption.

Methods: During the VIGILANCE study, issues affecting the implementation of the eHealth intervention were documented
on case report forms, alarm event forms, and a nursing user feedback questionnaire. These data were collated by the research and
nursing personnel and submitted to the research coordinator. In this evaluation report, the clinical adoption framework was used
as a guide to organize the identified issues and evaluate their impact.

Results: Using the clinical adoption framework, we identified issues within the framework dimensions of people, organization,
and implementation at the meso level, as well as standards and funding issues at the macro level. Key issues included: nursing
workflow changes with blank alarm forms (24/1030, 2.33%) and missing alarm forms (236/1030, 22.91%), patient withdrawal
(110/1030, 10.68%), wireless network connectivity, false alarms (318/1030, 30.87%), monitor malfunction (36/1030, 3.49%),
probe issues (16/1030, 1.55%), and wireless network standards. At the micro level, these issues affected the quality of the service
in terms of support provided, the quality of the information yielded by the monitors, and the functionality, reliability, and
performance of the monitoring system. As a result, these issues impacted access through the decreased ability of nurses to make
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complete use of the monitors, impacted care quality of the trial intervention through decreased effectiveness, and impacted
productivity through interference in the coordination of care, thus decreasing clinical adoption of the monitoring system.

Conclusions: Patient monitoring with eHealth technology in surgical wards has the potential to improve patient outcomes.
However, proper planning that includes engagement of front-line nurses, installation of appropriate wireless network infrastructure,
and use of comfortable cableless devices is required to maximize the potential of eHealth monitoring.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02907255; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02907255

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14603)   doi:10.2196/14603

KEYWORDS

continuous pulse oximetry; wireless notification; issues; evaluation of issues; clinical adoption framework; remote monitoring;
postoperative monitoring; false alarm

Introduction

Background
Although the adoption of technology in the hospital environment
is slow compared to other fields, there has been a recent increase
in digital health solutions proposed for health care issues as
technologies improve [1]. With increased workload demands
on health care providers, hospitals have turned to technological
solutions to improve efficiency and safety of patient care [2].
Patient assessment in a typical postsurgical ward happens only
once every four to six hours or, at times, just once during day
shifts and irregularly at night [3-5]. This infrequent monitoring,
combined with the need for opioids and sedatives and the risk
of respiratory depression, may predispose patients
postoperatively to more frequent cardiorespiratory arrests (ie,
code blues), intensive care unit (ICU) transfers, and the need
for resuscitation [6-8]. Early detection is the key to preventing
complications [9]. Pulse oximetry, capnography, and wireless
remote automated monitoring with clinician notification systems
are some of the methods that are being used to support safe
patient care in the face of declining clinical staff complements
[9-11].

The VItal siGns monItoring with continuous puLse oximetry
And wireless cliNiCian notification aftEr surgery (VIGILANCE)
study examined the impact of continuous pulse oximetry
(CPOX) on the incidence of postoperative respiratory
complications [8]. VIGILANCE was an unblinded randomized
controlled trial (RCT), targeting noncardiac postsurgical patients
(n=2049) at the Juravinski Hospital in Hamilton, Canada. All
trial patients with an anticipated length of stay of at least 24
hours and scheduled to stay in one of two surgical wards (E4
and F4) were randomized to either the standard (n=1019) or the
intervention arms (n=1030). The standard arm participants
received routine monitoring, including assessments every four
hours by nurses. The intervention arm patients received
continuous monitoring of blood oxygen saturation (SpO2) and
pulse rate (PR) using a wireless respiratory monitoring system,
the Nellcor Oxinet III system (Covidien, Dublin, Ireland), in
addition to standard monitoring [8,12]. Both E4 and F4 were
mixed surgical wards with postsurgical patients admitted after
plastic surgery, mastectomies, general surgery, urology,
gynecology, orthopedic, and oncology surgeries. Both the wards

have 24 beds and have approximately 1100 elective and
emergent admissions for surgery per year. On both wards the
nurse-to-patient ratio is 1:4.

Need for Evaluation of Issues and Objectives
The VIGILANCE study represented a timely opportunity for
the anesthesia service at our institution to work toward reducing
the rate of postoperative respiratory complications [8]. At the
time, clinical trials research on electronic Health (eHealth)
patient monitoring was a burgeoning field, with little prior
experience to draw upon, and the challenges associated with
introducing digital health systems into the complex hospital
infrastructure were not well studied or appreciated [2,13]. Based
on our experience, we found that multiple factors interfered
with the implementation and conduct of the VIGILANCE study.
The purpose of this report was to engage in a reactive analysis
by reflecting on the challenges faced by the VIGILANCE
research team during the project implementation, followed by
identification and evaluation of issues to facilitate future
improvements [14]. Through examination of the issues and
challenges we faced, our overall aim was to help foster
understanding of the difficulties related to eHealth
implementation and prevent future implementation challenges
[2]. In so doing, our specific objectives were to: (1) identify
issues related to deployment of the eHealth intervention system
of the VIGILANCE study; and (2) evaluate the influence of
these issues on intervention adoption.

Methods

Vital Signs Monitoring with Continuous Pulse
Oximetry and Wireless Clinician Notification After
Surgery: Setting and Structure of the Intervention and
Network
The monitoring system within the intervention arm allowed for
bedside monitoring and wireless pager notification of clinical
staff when the alarm threshold was exceeded. Alarms were set
at a threshold of SpO2<90% and PR of ≤50 beats per minute or
≥130 beats per minute, to set a balance between safety and false
alarms [8]. The network structure of the monitoring system was
comprised of probe, pulse oximeter unit, transmitter, an optional
monitor stand, access points, wireless network, switch, central
station, pager transmitter, and pagers (Figure 1) [12,15].
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Figure 1. Network Structure of the monitoring system of the VIGILANCE Study. VIGILANCE: VItal siGns monItoring with continuous puLse
oximetry And wireless cliNiCian notification aftEr surgery.

The oximetry probe on the patient’s finger was connected to
the bedside CPOX monitor through a cable. The CPOX monitor
sent patient data through a wired port to the transmitter. The
transmitter then converted the data into Ethernet data and
wirelessly sent it to the central station via access points. The
hospital wireless network structure was made up of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards
802.11a and 802.11g. The IEEE 802.11a standard provided up

to 54 megabits per second (Mbps) in a 5 gigahertz (GHz) band,
whereas IEEE 802.11g used a 2.4 GHz band [16]. During the
installation of the Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), the
Health Information Technology Services (HITS) staff installed
the access points after assessing the wireless connectivity, size
of the rooms, and structure of the wards [17]. There were seven
access points forming a WLAN on the E4 surgical ward (Figure
2) and six access points on the F4 ward (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Access points in E4. Green dots: access points in E4 ward; Red dot: central station; Grey rooms: indicate patient rooms; Unfilled/white
rooms: other rooms or spaces.
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Figure 3. Access points in F4. Green dots: access points in F4 ward; Red dot: central station; Grey rooms: indicate patient rooms; Unfilled/white rooms:
other rooms or spaces.

Information from the access points was wirelessly sent to the
hospital’s internet routers or switch, which were connected to
the central station on their respective wards. The patient data,
including the patient name, SpO2 (%), and PR (beats per minute)
along with alarm details, were displayed to the healthcare
personnel at their respective central stations. The central station
served as the application server and had the Oxinet III software
that was required to read the information from the CPOX [12].

Implementation Measures
Testing of the connectivity of the pulse oximeter and the central
monitor to the WLAN was done, and the channels were adjusted
according to their connectivity after the study was initiated.
Prior to study initiation, training and in-service sessions with
the continuous monitoring system were held to train the ward
nurses. Research nurses visited the ward daily to provide support
and to collect the study forms. To reduce the incidence of false
notifications due to transient events, notifications were only
sent to the nurses after 30 seconds of the event, with a delay of
15 seconds set for both pager notifications and the bedside
monitor [8]. Prior to the study starting, the research ethics board
application required key personnel of all the involved hospital
areas, including the nursing managers of the study wards, to
assess the study requirements and comment back to the
originator.

Design and Conceptual Framework
The presentation of findings in this evaluation report has been
guided by Lau et al’s Clinical Adoption (CA) framework
[18,19]. The CA framework is an extension of the benefits
evaluation framework by Canada Health Infoway, and it is
designed to lend guidance to understanding factors, influencing
eHealth intervention adoption, in healthcare organizations at
macro, meso, and micro levels [18-20]. The overall rationale
behind this framework is that, for the successful clinical
adoption of technology, the various factors in the framework
need to be managed efficiently [18,19]. An underlying premise
is that the lower the quality of the technology, as defined by
decreased functionality, performance, security, content,
availability, and responsiveness, there is an associated decrease
of usage, user satisfaction, and acceptance by the stakeholders,
and thus overall decreased net benefits [19]. Therefore, this
framework was used to understand and organize the various
challenges faced during the VIGILANCE study.

For this evaluation, selective constructs were used depending
on the issues identified and the context of the project [19,21].
The people, organization, and implementation issues at the meso
level were identified [19], and the healthcare standards and
funding constructs were included at the macro level [19]. At
the micro level, system, information, service quality, use, and
net benefits in terms of care quality, access, and productivity,
were evaluated [19].

Data Source
During the conduct of the VIGILANCE study, some of the
issues that affected the eHealth intervention arm were
documented in the case report forms, alarm event form, and
nursing user feedback questionnaire. The VIGILANCE study
case report forms included items pertaining to patients’deviation
from the assigned intervention, the evidence of the type of
monitoring received and the reasons for patient withdrawal of
the study intervention. These data were captured through the
Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) system [22]. An
alarm event form was used to capture details of alarms and the
nursing response to these. Nurses who were assigned to
intervention patients completed these forms when patients had
any true or false alarms and documented the associated
symptoms, along with measures taken to address the alarms.
Once the patient was discharged, these alarm event forms were
deposited in the study storage box and collected by the research
nurse, before being deidentified, scanned, and saved in the study
folder in Dropbox [23]. Forms that were not deposited were
scanned, along with the patient chart, into the SOVERA (CGI
Inc, Montreal, Quebec) hospital health record storage system.
Nursing user feedback surveys were also administered to ward
nurses after completion of the VIGILANCE study and will be
reported in a separate study. Any other issues related to the
VIGILANCE pulse oximeter, wireless network connectivity,
or nursing workflow, as experienced by the ward staff and the
research personnel, were reported to the study coordinator on
an ongoing basis.

Data Analysis
Data analysis involved identification of issues from the data
sources, categorization of these issues under the meso and macro
level of the CA framework, and evaluation of the impact of
these on the micro level constructs of the CA framework by
reflecting on the VIGILANCE study happenings during
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discussions within the study team [14,19]. The problems
identified at the meso level were described under people,
organization, and implementation categories, and those
identified at the macro level were described under standards
and funding categories [19]. The impact of these issues on the
micro level factors of the CA framework was described under
quality, usage, and net impact categories [19]. The identified
issues were quantified and are presented using descriptive
statistics generated through REDCap, along with counts and
percentages for these issues.

Results

Summary
This evaluation report used the CA framework to organize
multiple issues that impacted the VIGILANCE intervention
(summarized in Figure 4) [18,19]. A detailed analysis of the
constructs of the CA framework is included in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Figure 4. Evaluation of issues using the clinical adoption framework. HITS: health information technology services.

People
This includes issues encountered by the key stakeholders: nurses
and patients.

Nursing Workflow
Process changes related to the VIGILANCE study protocols
resulted in changes to nursing workflows on the study wards.
Upon receiving a newly transferred study subject, the nurse
assigned to the study patient had to: (1) determine whether the
patient was randomized to the standard care or the intervention
arm; (2) connect the patient to the monitor; (3) carry the pager;
(4) respond to any alarm notifications; and (5) enter the alarm
information on the study form. Nursing staff compliance with
the study was assessed using the alarm event forms. Among the

scanned alarm event forms from the intervention arm, 2.33%
(24/1030) were blank without any entry by the nurses and
22.91% (236/1030) of the forms could not be found, indicating
decreased compliance with the research practice standards
despite multiple in-service sessions. Troubleshooting issues
took their time away from actual clinical work.

Patient Withdrawal
After starting on the monitoring, 10.68% (110/1030) of patients
withdrew from the CPOX monitoring. Of those 110 individuals,
74 did not provide any reason for withdrawal and the remaining
36 patients provided a total of 44 different reasons. The reasons
in the comment section captured various other causes for patient
withdrawal. These reasons were categorized and presented in
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Reasons for patient withdrawal from continuous monitoring (N=110).

Number of patients, n (%)aReason

74 (67.27)No reason provided for withdrawal from monitoring

10 (9.07)Probe cable

6 (5.4)Too many false alarms

6 (5.4)Uncomfortable probe

4 (3.6)Restriction in ambulation

4 (3.6)Noise or beeps

3 (2.7)Confusion or anxiety

3 (2.7)Monitor malfunction

2 (2.7)Sleep disturbance

1 (0.9)Allergic to Velcro

1 (0.9)Carpal tunnel

aPercentage calculated will add up to more than 100% as patients reported more than one reason for withdrawal.

Organization Issues
This includes challenges associated with the wireless network
connectivity and the monitoring technology.

Wireless Network Connectivity
Research personnel and HITS staff reported that the fundamental
structure of the wireless network had the greatest negative
impact on VIGILANCE study implementation. The central
station failed to display the data being recorded by the oximeters
because of a failure in connection at some point in the long
cascade of communication (Figure 1). The hospital had upgraded
to a newer wireless structure just before the use of these
monitors, and a firmware was installed by Covidien to connect
to this newer wireless network. This was thought to have caused
the connectivity issue initially. Once the monitor lost wireless
connectivity, the network connection required reauthentication
for security purposes, but the firmware did not optimally support
this function. In the hospitals that did not require
reauthentication, the firmware was not required for the monitors
to connect to the network. This prevented the bedside monitor
from connecting promptly to the central monitor and led to
nurses taking more time in some cases and in other cases failing
to connect the monitor. Although the access points were installed
to create a WLAN, the monitors in the rooms farther from the
central station had more difficulty in connecting to the WLAN.
The CPOX monitors in both E4 and F4 would alternate between

the wireless channels 1, 6, or 11 by default and were later set
permanently to only channel 6, which resulted in somewhat
better stability. Along with unsupported wireless adapter
firmware inside the monitor, other medical devices that were
connected to the WLAN increased the traffic and caused
interference. Interference from nonmedical devices, such as
microwaves and other wireless devices, was thought to be
another cause for the wireless CPOX failing to connect to the
WLAN [24].

Monitoring Technology Issues
Out of 1030 patients, 369 reported at least one
monitoring-related issue, and a total of 380 issues were
identified. The list of monitoring technology issues for which
quantitative data were available is presented below (Table 2).

If a patient’s SpO2 was >90% and they were not bradycardic or
tachycardic, the alarm was considered to be false. Among the
intervention patients, 30.87% (318/1030) had at least one
episode of false alarm. The most common reason for false alarms
was movement of the probe. These false alarms resulted in
notifications being sent to the nurses, with the nurses going
back to the patient room to examine the patient and leading to
both a disruption in their workflow and alarm fatigue. Failure
of the bedside CPOX monitor to connect or respond was
considered a monitor malfunction. Malfunction constituted
9.75% (36/369) of the monitoring technology issues and led to
3.49% (36/1030) of patients receiving standard monitoring.

Table 2. Reported monitoring technology issues (N=369).

Number of patients, n (%)aIssue

318 (86.17)At least one false alarm

36 (9.75)Monitor malfunction

16 (4.33)Stopped using monitor due to probe or probe cable

6 (1.62)Stopped using monitor due to false alarms

4 (1.08)Stopped using monitor due to constant beeping or noise

aPercentage calculated will add up to more than 100% as patients reported more than one monitoring technology issue.
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Constant beeping or noise from a monitor occurred when it was
unable to connect to an access point. This issue led to 1.08%
(4/369) of the patients with monitoring technology issues to
discontinue use of the monitor. An uncomfortable probe or
probe cable resulted in 1.55% (16/1030) of the patients
withdrawing from the wireless monitoring system. The research
personnel and the nurses reported that the bedside monitor was
too large for patient rooms. The dimensions were 8.4 cm × 26.4
cm × 17.3 cm [15]. Although the monitor itself was not that
big, the broad base of the monitor stand, the intravenous stand,
and a chair in the cramped patient cubicle made the nurses feel
as if the monitors were bulky.

Implementation Issues
The study design planning and signing off on the ethics approval
application of the study did not require the nursing managers
to assess the change in workflow prior to study commencement.
The ward nurses and HITS team were not part of the study
design or planning, and feedback from the nurses was only
sought after the study was completed. This led to difficulty
managing changes in the nursing workflow and delays in
detecting connectivity issues.

Standards and Funding Issues
The frequency that is internationally followed for the Industrial,
Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band is between 2.4 and 2.5 GHz,
which is not exclusive for medical devices and thus leads to the
issue of interference [10]. Congestion caused by multiple
medical and nonmedical devices (eg, microwaves and
nonhospital devices such as mobile phones) trying to connect
to the WLAN resulted in connectivity issues [24]. Research
study requirements changed the workflow for the nurses and
added extra requirements to their regular practice standards,
and there was a lack of funding for involving front-line nurses
as part of the study team to lead the project on the wards.

Quality, Use and Net Impact
An evaluation of impact of the meso and macro level issues on
the constructs of the micro level is included in Multimedia
Appendix 1 and summarized in Figure 4. The key meso and
macro level issues identified during the VIGILANCE study
impacted system, information, and service quality at the micro
level that led to: (1) decreased use; (2) suboptimal system
access; (3) decreased care coordination; and (4) decreased
effectiveness and efficiency of the system. The wireless
connectivity issues and monitor malfunction affected access
through a decreased ability of the nurses to make complete use
of the monitors, patient withdrawal, change in nursing workflow,
false alarms, wireless connectivity, and probe issues affected
the care quality of the trial intervention through decreased
effectiveness, and productivity was affected by interference
with care coordination. Thus, the decreased quality of the
eHealth solution led to decreased clinical adoption by
stakeholders.

Discussion

Overview
This evaluation report examining the key challenges impacting
the implementation of the VIGILANCE trial identified multiple
issues in people, organization, implementation, standards, and
funding dimensions of the CA framework [19]. Key issues
included nursing workflow changes, patient withdrawal, wireless
network connectivity, false alarms, monitor malfunction, probe
issues, and wireless network standards. These issues led to
decreased net benefits and thus decreased clinical adoption of
the monitoring system.

Comparison with Prior Work
Ross et al’s [2] systematic review discussed factors that
influenced eHealth systems in clinical environments. Factors
such as the ability of eHealth interventions to adapt to the local
environment, system functionality, implementation climate,
stakeholder engagement, and stakeholder knowledge and beliefs
are consistent with the issues that were identified in this study
[2].

In the article by Soomro and Cavalcanti [16], they studied the
challenges and opportunities associated with the use of WLAN
in hospital environments. The 802.11a and 802.11g wireless
network standards, which operate on the distributed coordinated
function, work on the random-access mechanism where multiple
analog and digital signals are combined and transmitted
randomly [16]. When there is an overlap of these signals, the
channels will randomly retry to transmit after some time, which
might lead to the loss of real-time data [16]. To address this
lack in Quality of Service (QoS) support, some of the proposed
solutions include: (1) extensions such as 802.11e that can
provide priority QoS-based access depending on the type of
signal (voice, video, best-effort, background traffic) and
parameter-based QoS (allots channel time to each station); (2)
guaranteed QoS for distinctive traffics; (3) differentiated services
architecture based on traffic and QoS guarantees; and (4)
integrated networks with both WLAN and wireless personal
area networks [16,25]. Some additional factors that affected
WLAN connectivity include: coexistent interference from other
devices operating in the same ISM band, different configuration
requirements for various devices, and the increasing use of
mobile devices [16,26]. With the increasing use of mobile and
wireless technology in health care, hospitals must update their
infrastructure accordingly [26]. Wireless medical device
manufacturers must ensure that devices can coexist with other
devices prior to their approval for premarket submission,
according to the current guidelines by Food and Drug
Administration in the United States [27]. Standards for
coexistence and the testing of coexistence of wireless medical
devices are currently being developed [27,28]. International
groups and the Continua Health Alliance have been formed and
are collaborating to standardize medical devices and
transmission of data [10,29].

Literature has shown that having a comprehensive approach
that involves the stakeholders during the planning of any eHealth
implementation yields better results, with increased buy-in,
improved workflow, and acceptance of the system [2,30]. In
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eHealth projects, issues with change management and omission
to test the system prior to implementing have led to project
failures [31,32]. User testing before implementation ensures
that the system works according to plan and facilitates user
buy-in with the digital intervention [31,33]. Champions of the
systems have also been identified in the literature as crucial
components of eHealth intervention implementation [2,30].
Therefore, involving users in planning the workflow and testing
and engaging front-line nurses who could act as champions of
the wireless system monitoring would have facilitated the
VIGILANCE team in identifying any system issues,
streamlining the workflow, and engaging the nurses more
efficiently.

False alarms and constant beeping led to patients withdrawing
from the continuous monitoring system and interfered with the
nursing workflow. Alarm fatigue is a major concern in the
hospital environment with the increasing use of monitoring
technology in the hospitals, as desensitization of the health care
providers due to constant exposure to alarms, beeps, and other
noises can put the patient’s safety at risk [4,34]. False alarms
from the CPOX due to motion have been a significant concern
over the years [35]. A cableless oximetry probe is a potential
solution to remove hindrances to patient ambulation after
surgery [33]. With the recent improvements in motion-resistant
technology and algorithms, manufacturers are now using new
techniques to address this issue [36].

Lau et al used the CA framework to evaluate the impact of
electronic medical records postimplementation in an ambulatory
care clinic [19,21]. Various evaluation studies, including
systematic reviews, have used this framework to understand
technology adoption in different clinical settings [19,37,38].
The CA framework offered a multilevel, interrelated view of
the various issues impacting the VIGILANCE intervention
implementation.

With future trends towards improvements in biosensors, wireless
technology, Bluetooth and radio-frequency identification, more
wireless devices capturing multiple physiological parameters

are being developed and marketed [4,10,39]. Soon, these
monitors will make it possible to monitor all the vital signs on
regular hospital wards that are currently routinely monitored in
the ICU. It will be important to evaluate this technology
carefully to ensure it functions in a way that clinicians expect
and in a reliable manner [31,32].

Limitations
A key limitation of this report is that the need to evaluate the
impact of factors that might have affected the VIGILANCE
study was conceived post study design, and thus we do not have
event numbers for all the issues. As this report looked at issues
impacting just a single intervention, they might not be
generalizable to other eHealth interventions. Future evaluations
could include formal evaluation throughout different phases of
the project to enhance eHealth intervention implementation and
stakeholder management.

Lessons Learned
The findings from this study support the significance of giving
importance to not only health outcomes but also to evaluating
the process and people aspects of eHealth research projects to
overcome challenges and to optimize the use of eHealth
intervention. The results from this study have key implications
in a clinical setting. The assessment of challenges shows that
it is essential for the originators of eHealth research projects to
ensure that the stakeholders, such as nurses, other health care
providers, and information and technology staff, are consulted
in planning and implementing the intervention, establishing the
workflow, and testing the intervention in the already existing
hospital infrastructure. Identifying champions among the
involved stakeholders and having them as leaders of a research
project is crucial for better stakeholder engagement and
successful eHealth project completion. Medical device
manufacturers are encouraged to consider alarm fatigue while
providing configuration and display features for their devices.
The lessons learned from this study can help future eHealth
research implementation projects. Key issues and potential
solutions are summarized in (Table 3).

Table 3. Key issues and potential solutions for eHealth research projects.

Potential solutionsIssues

Involve key stakeholders in planning, establishing workflows, and user testing. Project originators should
identify champions and involve them to lead the projects from front-line.

Issues with stakeholder engagement
and change management

Usability testing in the actual hospital environment prior to project implementation.Monitoring technology issues

Test for interference and connectivity in the actual environment prior to procuring wireless medical devices.Wireless connectivity

Medical device manufacturers are encouraged to consider alarm fatigue while providing configuration and display
features.

False alarms

Conclusion
Lau et al’s CA framework was a useful tool for categorizing
and understanding the impact of the issues that influenced the
deployment of the intervention in the VIGILANCE study. The
wireless network in the hospital was demonstrated to be a critical
enabler for eHealth interventions. Devices should be chosen
based on the available bandwidth and the ability of the device
to coexist with other connected devices, and alarm fatigue

should be considered while configuring medical devices.
Managing change, establishing workflows, testing usability,
and engaging stakeholders are key factors in deploying new
digital health solutions aimed at improving the process of care
and ultimately patient outcomes. The complexities surrounding
the implementation of digital interventions should be taken into
consideration along with the clinical outcomes while planning
eHealth research studies.
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Abstract

Background: Constantly changing and difficult-to-use information systems have arisen as a significant source of stress in
physicians’ work. Physicians have reported several usability problems, system failures, and a lack of integration between the
systems and have experienced that systems poorly support the documentation and retrieval of patient data. This stress has kept
rising in the 21st century, and it seems that it may also affect physicians’ well-being.

Objective: This study aimed to examine the associations of (1) usability variables (perceived benefits, technical problems,
support for feedback, and user-friendliness), (2) the number of systems in daily use, (3) experience of using information systems,
and (4) participation in information systems development work with physicians’distress and levels of stress related to information
systems (SRIS) levels.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey was conducted among 4018 Finnish physicians (64.82%, 2572 out of 3968 women) aged
between 24 and 64 years (mean 46.8 years) in 2017. The analyses of covariance were used to examine the association of independent
variables with SRIS and distress (using the General Health Questionnaire) adjusted for age, gender, employment sector,
specialization status, and the electronic health record system in use.

Results: High levels of technical problems and a high number of systems in daily use were associated with high levels of SRIS,
whereas high levels of user-friendliness, perceived benefits, and support for feedback were associated with low levels of SRIS.
Moreover, high levels of technical problems were associated with high levels of psychological distress, whereas high levels of
user-friendliness were associated with low distress levels. Those who considered themselves experienced users of information
systems had low levels of both SRIS and distress.

Conclusions: It seems that by investing in user-friendly systems with better technical quality and good support for feedback
that professionals perceive as being beneficial would improve the work-related well-being and overall well-being of physicians.
Moreover, improving physicians’ skills related to information systems by giving them training could help to lessen the stress that
results from poorly functioning information systems and improve physicians’ well-being.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13466)   doi:10.2196/13466
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Introduction

Background
The poor usability of information systems (IS)—such as
problematic data entry and difficulties in use—has arisen as an
important source of stress in physicians’ work [1-3]. Moreover,
a recent finding shows that the physicians’ strain coming from
the IS has kept rising in the 21st century [1]. Evidence implies
that this strain may even affect the well-being of physicians
[4,5].

Finnish physicians have given their electronic health record
(EHR) systems rather critical ratings, depending on the working
facility. When asked about the overall school grading for the
EHR primarily in use, on a scale from 1 (fail) to 7 (excellent),
the average ratings varied from 2.5 to 4.3 in 2010 and 3.2 to 4.4
in 2014 [6,7]. Recent findings from the United States showed
that EHR design and use factors accounted for 12.5% of variance
in measures of stress and 6.8% of variance in measures of
burnout [8]. However, previous findings also showed that
satisfied physicians who find their IS facilitate the continuity
of care and make clinical information more accessible [9-11].

Usability problems with the current EHRs are common. Previous
studies from the United States and Denmark showed over 100
usability problems, for example, related to consistency, user
control, flexibility, and lack of support [12,13]. Poor IS usability
and time-consuming data entry have been found as prominent
sources of US physicians’ professional dissatisfaction [5].
Moreover, technical problems in IS have been related to more
experiences of time pressure and lower possibilities to control
one’s job [14]. Previous studies have also shown that physicians’
stress emerging from the IS is related to cognitive workload
and time pressures at work [1,15].

The use of the IS is further complicated by the multiplicity of
screens and options and by the need to use many different
systems. There are findings suggesting that a higher number of
functions increase stress and job dissatisfaction [4]. In addition,
the ever-changing new functionalities and systems need constant
development of physicians’skills and time for orientation. Thus,
being experienced in using different systems might help when
facing challenges related to the IS.

Physicians’ participation in the development work associated
with the IS might help to tackle usability problems and improve
physicians’ attitudes toward the IS. However, physicians are
dissatisfied with their impact possibilities and think that neither
managers nor software providers are interested in end users’
opinions [16].

Objectives
Thus, as mentioned above, the increasing use of IS in daily work
is associated with many problems that stress physicians, and
previous findings suggest that this might even have negative
ramifications for physicians’ general well-being. However, the
evidence is still limited; there are no exact findings showing
which factors related to IS and EHRs are the most stressful, and
whether these problems are related to the actual well-being of
physicians. Therefore, this study examined the associations of
(1) usability variables (perceived benefits, technical problems,

support for feedback, and user-friendliness), (2) the number of
systems in daily use, (3) experience of using EHRs, and (4)
participation in EHR development work with physicians’distress
and stress related to IS (SRIS).

Methods

The Study Sample
The data were collected in April 2017 [17]. The addresses were
obtained from the Finnish Medical Association’s register. A
link to the study was sent via email to the target group that was
all physicians younger than 65 years who lived in Finland
(N=19,627). Altogether 93.37% (18,326/19,627) had provided
email addresses to which the survey could be sent. The
questionnaires were sent to all working-aged physicians with a
cover letter calling for responses from physicians in clinical
work. This was done because the Finnish Medical Association’s
membership register did not allow us to select only physicians
in clinical work as the target population. Thus, the sample also
included physicians who were not practicing clinical patient
work at the time of the data collection. Those who answered
that they did not do clinical patient work (n=48) were coded as
missing.

The representativeness of the sample was assessed by comparing
the distributions of the background variables with the
corresponding distribution of the target population. The
respondents were slightly older than the eligible population (the
percentage of those older than 54 years was 31.65% (1266/3999)
in the respondents, whereas it was 26.90% (5280/19,627) in the
eligible population), more often female (64.81% (2572/3968)
in the respondents and 61.09% (11,992/19,627) in the eligible
population), and more often specialized (67.44% (2710/4018)
in the respondents and 59.90% (11,757/19,627) in the eligible
population) [18]. There were no significant regional differences
between the respondents and eligible population according to
the place of work [18]. Due to incomplete data in some
variables, the n varied between 3744 and 3780 in different
analyses.

The Context
There have been multiple reforms in Finland lately regarding
IS in the health care sector. The public sector EHR adoption in
Finland reached 100% in 2010, and the private sector adoption
rates of EHRs are also high [19]. Finland has launched the
national digital repository for electronic patient data, Kanta, in
phases during the period 2012 to 2017. Kanta is targeted to
health care service providers, pharmacies, and citizens. Kanta
services include electronic prescriptions, My Kanta pages for
citizens, a patient data repository, and an electronic prescription
database. It is mandatory for all public health care providers to
join Kanta and also for those private service providers that use
electronic archiving.

Measurements
The measure items used in this study can be seen in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

SRIS was used as a dependent variable and measured with the
mean of 2 items, framed in 1 question that asked how often
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(during the past half-year period) the respondent had been
distracted by, worried about, or stressed about (1) constantly
changing IS and (2) difficult, poorly performing information
technology (IT) equipment or software. The answers were rated
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (very often).
The scale’s reliability (Cronbach alpha) was .66 in this sample.
This measure has previously been used and associated with, for
example, employees’ distress, cognitive workload, and higher
levels of on-call duties [15,20,21]. In Finland, in addition to
EHRs, a large number of separate IS are also in physicians’use,
such as laboratory and radiological data systems, clinical
decision-making software, and systems related to quality, patient
safety, and security [22]. The wording of this measure refers to
all these systems, not only to EHRs. The reliability of this scale
(.66) can be considered low but acceptable given that the scale
only included 2 items [23].

Psychological distress was used as a dependent variable and
measured with the 4 items (alpha=.84) from General Health
Questionnaire-12 (GHQ-12) [24] that represent the
anxiety/depression factor, as suggested by Graetz [25]. Graetz’s
3-factor structure has been suggested to be the most preferable
factor model for GHQ-12 [26]. The GHQ is one of the most
popular and very widely used measures of mental health and
minor psychiatric disorders. A variety of scoring methods can
be used when using the GHQ. The bimodal scoring method
allows identification of the threshold for pathological deviations.
This study used Likert-scale answer options ranging from 1 to
4 with a continuous mean variable, higher scores indicating a
higher level of distress. This scoring method was used to get
more variation because we were interested in general well-being
and distress levels (not in pathology) in the basically healthy
working-aged physician population. We have previously
associated this measure with, for example, physicians’collegial
support, team climate, and patient-related stress [27,28].

The following variables were used as independent variables:
The number of systems in daily use was assessed by asking
about the number of clinical systems that the responder needed
to log into on a daily basis when working with patients. The
response options were 0/1/2/3/4/5 or “more”/“my work does
not include clinical work” (coded as missing). For the analyses,
this measure was coded as 0=1 to 2 systems in daily use (nobody
answered that they had 0 systems in daily use) and 1=3 or more
systems in daily use. Experience of using EHRs was assessed
by asking how experienced the respondent was as an EHR user
with a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (beginner) to 5 (expert).
For the analyses, this variable was coded as 0=beginner (answer
options 1-3) and 1=expert (answer options 4 and 5).
Participation in the development work of the IS was assessed
by asking whether respondent had participated in the
development work of the IS. Answer options were as follows:
plenty/a little/no. For the analyses, variable was coded as 0=no
and 1=yes (answer options: plenty and a little).

The usability variables were used as independent variables in
this study and represented the 4 strongest factors (perceived
benefits, technical problems, feedback, and user-friendliness)
with the highest loadings from a previous factor analysis that

used 36 usability-related items among Finnish physicians [14].
These variables have previously been associated with
physicians’ time pressure and control [14]. The perceived
benefits of the EHRs were assessed by 6 items (alpha=.79)
asking, for example, how IS help to improve the quality of care.
Technical problems was a topic assessed by 6 items (alpha=.81),
for example, “Information entered/documented occasionally
disappears from the information system.” Feedback was
assessed with 4 items (alpha=.78), such as “The system vendor
implements corrections and change requests according to the
suggestions of end users.” User-friendliness was assessed with
9 items (alpha=.86) asking, for example, whether the
arrangement of fields and functions is logical on the computer
screen. These usability variables were rated on a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree). We
analyzed technical quality and user-friendliness in separate
analyses to avoid multicollinearity because these variables
correlated (r=–0.65). However, a recent validation study showed
that these dimensions are separate constructs and should be
studied separately as well as that all these usability variables
offer a useful tool to measure the usability of the health IS [29].

The adjustment variables used were as follows: specialization
status, which was asked as none/specialization is
ongoing/specialist. Employment sector was categorized into 3
groups: hospitals, primary care, and other sectors. Moreover,
respondents were asked their age, gender, and which EHR
system they mainly use.

Statistical Analysis
The association of independent variable levels with SRIS and
distress was analyzed with analyses of covariance (in separate
analyses). The analyses were conducted in 2 steps. In the first
step, the analyses included adjustments variables (age, gender,
employment sector, specialization status, and the EHR system
in use), the number of systems in daily use, experience of using
EHRs, and participation in IS-related development work. In the
second step, usability variables (perceived benefits, feedback,
and technical problems/user-friendliness) were added to the
former model. The analyses were conducted in these 2 steps to
find out whether usability variables would partly account for
possible associations of the independent variables from the first
step with SRIS or distress. User-friendliness and technical
problems were analyzed in separate analyses to avoid
multicollinearity.

Results

Characteristics of the Study Population
The characteristics of the study population can be seen in Table
1. The questionnaire was answered by 4018 physicians (64.82%,
2572/3968, women; response rate 21.9%) aged between 24 and
64 years (mean 46.8, SD 11.1). Almost half of the respondents
worked in hospitals, and two-thirds were specialists. Over half
of the respondents had 1 to 2 systems in their daily use and
71.82% (2886/4018) considered themselves as experienced in
using EHRs.
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Table 1. The characteristics of the study sample (N=4018).

ValueCharacteristic

Gender, n (%)

1396 (35.18)Men

2572 (64.82)Women

Employment sector, n (%)

1943 (48.59)Hospital

1070 (26.76)Primary health care

986 (24.65)Other

Specialist status, n (%)

401 (10.00)No

907 (22.57)Specialization ongoing

2710 (67.43)Yes

Systems in daily use, n (%)

2375 (60.43)1–2

1555 (39.57)≥3

Experience in using EHRsa, n (%)

1111 (27.80)Beginner

2886 (72.20)Experienced

Participation in ISb development, n (%)

2045 (51.34)Not at all

1938 (48.66)Yes

46.76 (11.05)Age, mean (SD)

3.32 (0.92)SRISc,d, mean (SD)

1.83 (0.66)Psychological distresse, mean (SD)

2.77 (0.79)Perceived benefitsd, mean (SD)

2.83 (0.86)Technical problemsd, mean (SD)

2.25 (0.91)Feedbackd, mean (SD)

2.81 (0.81)User-friendlinessd, mean (SD)

aEHRs: electronic health records.
bIS: information systems.
cSRIS: stress related to information systems.
dThe scale ranged between 1 and 5.
eThe scale ranged between 1 and 4.

Stress Related to Information Systems
Analyses of covariance showed that all the studied variables
were significantly associated with SRIS (Table 2), but the
association of participation in development with SRIS attenuated
to nonsignificance after adjusting for usability factors. Those
who had more than 3 systems in daily use (mean SRIS 3.47,
SE 0.027) had higher levels of SRIS compared with those who
had only 1 or 2 systems in daily use (mean SRIS 3.23, SE 0.022;

the means shown here are estimated marginal means with all
adjustments). Those who had longer experience in using EHRs
(mean SRIS 3.30, SE 0.022) had lower levels of SRIS compared
with those who were beginners (mean SRIS 3.40, SE 0.029).
High levels of technical problems were associated with high
levels of SRIS, whereas high levels of user-friendliness,
perceived benefits, and feedback were associated with low levels
of SRIS. The study variables were able to explain much of the
variance in SRIS given the rather high adjusted R squared (0.35).
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Table 2. The results of the analyses of covariance for stress related to information systems.

Model BModel AStudied variablesa

P valueF test (df)P valueF test (df)

<.00152.32 (1)<.001145.70 (1)Number of systems in daily use

<.00113.73 (1)<.00112.22 (1)Experience of using EHRsb

.063.54 (1)<.00115.76 (1)Participation in ISc development

<.00195.13 (1)——dPerceived benefits

<.001719.50 (1)——Technical problems

<.00125.88 (1)——Feedback

<.001376.86 (1)——User-friendliness

—0.349 (1)—0.082 (1)R2

aAll analyses were adjusted for gender, age, employment sector, specialization status, and electronic health record in use.
bEHRs: electronic health records.
cIS: information systems.
dNot applicable.

Psychological Distress
The experience of using EHRs, technical problems, and
user-friendliness were significantly associated with distress
(Table 3). Those who were experienced users of EHRs (mean
SRIS 1.82, SE 0.019) had lower levels of distress compared
with those who were beginners (mean SRIS 1.92, SE 0.025).

High levels of technical problems were associated with high
levels of distress, whereas high levels of user-friendliness were
associated with low levels of distress. Even though technical
problems had a rather strong association with distress, the
studied IS-related variables were not able to explain much of
the variance in distress given the low adjusted R squared levels
of the models.

Table 3. The results of the analyses of covariance for distress.

Model BModel AVariablesa

P valueF test (df)P valueF test (df)

.460.56 (1).063.61 (1)Number of systems in daily use

<.00115.54 (1)<.00115.32 (1)Experience of using EHRsb

.990.00 (1).750.11 (1)Participation in ISc development

.053.74 (1)——dPerceived benefits

<.00121.05 (1)——Technical problems

.520.41 (1)——Feedback

.016.77 (1)——User friendliness

—0.028 (1)—0.018 (1)R2

aAll analyses were adjusted for gender, age, employment sector, specialization status, and the electronic health record in use.
bEHRs: electronic health records.
cIS: information systems.
dNot applicable.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study found that high levels of technical problems and high
number of systems in daily use were associated with high levels
of IS-related stress, whereas high levels of user-friendliness,
perceived benefits, and support for feedback were associated
with lower levels of this stress. SRIS levels were also lower for

those who considered themselves as experienced users of EHRs.
Moreover, we found that IS-related variables were also
associated with physicians’ well-being. More specifically, we
found that high levels of technical problems were associated
with high levels of psychological distress, whereas high levels
of user-friendliness were associated with low distress levels.
Those who considered themselves as experienced users of EHRs
had lower levels of distress.
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Limitations
This study relied on self-reported measures, which may lead to
problems associated with an inflation of the strengths of
relationships and with common method variance. To minimize
problems with self-reports, we used measures that showed good
reliability and have been used in previous studies. Moreover,
although we controlled for many factors—such as age, gender,
employment sector, specialization status, and the EHR system
in use—we cannot rule out the possibility of residual
confounding. Finland is among the forerunners in the
digitalization of health care [30], and tax-financed universal
health care is provided for all residents; therefore, generalizing
our findings to countries with other types of health care systems
or IT systems should be done with caution. However,
digitalization is increasing at a high pace in developed countries,
and previous studies showed that IS cause stress to physicians,
and all physicians have to face new challenges coming from IS
[1].

The total number of respondents in the survey was rather large,
about 4000. However, the response rate remained relatively low
(21.92%; 4018/18,326), thus the generalizability of the findings
to all physicians should be done with caution. The questionnaire
was sent only electronically to physicians’ emails; thus, it was
not possible to answer by paper, which may have affected the
response rate. Moreover, the survey was targeted to all
physicians in clinical work, but the Finnish Medical
Association’s membership register did not allow us to select
only physicians in clinical work as the target population.
Therefore, the questionnaire was sent to all working-aged
physicians with a cover letter calling for responses from
physicians in clinical work. However, comparison with the
target population showed good representativeness of the sample
[18].

We found that IS-related variables were associated with stress
levels and even well-being. However, according to our findings,
it is not possible to clearly indicate whether the use of too many
poorly functioning IS has extreme consequences and seriously
impairs physicians’ working life. Thus, it is difficult to define
the clinical meaning of our findings. Future studies are needed
in this regard.

Comparison With Previous Results
Our findings are congruent with previous findings showing that
problems with IS may have negative ramifications for the
well-being of physicians. For example, problems with IS have
been associated with physicians’ higher likelihood of burnout
[31]. Poor EHR usability, time-consuming data entry,
interference with face-to-face patient care, inefficient and less
fulfilling work content, an inability to exchange health
information between EHR products, and the degradation of
clinical documentation have all been associated with physicians’
professional dissatisfaction [5]. Moreover, technical problems
in EHRs have been related to more experiences of time pressure
and fewer possibilities to control one’s job [14]. Previous studies
have also shown that physicians’ stress emerging from IS is
related to cognitive workload, problems in teamwork, job
dissatisfaction, and time pressures at work [1,15]. Moreover,

IS have been associated with job dissatisfaction and intent to
leave [4].

Technical problems appeared as the most important IS-related
risk factor for both SRIS and psychological distress in our study.
In addition, previous studies have shown the importance of the
technical quality of the IS among physicians. For example, it
has been shown that the technical characteristics of the IS, such
as the reliability, response time, and functionality, emerged as
the most important factor associated with user satisfaction [32].
Moreover, technical problems have been related to more
experiences of time pressure and fewer possibilities to control
one’s job [14]. Technical problems have also been found as an
important barrier to the uptake of a computerized
decision-support system [33]. Moreover, technical problems
have also previously been found to be one of the most important
challenges for patients when using mobile intervention tools
[34] and Web-based intervention tools [35]. Of the technical
problems, system instability in particular has been a primary
concern in previous studies [6,7]. The importance of technical
problems is not a surprise given that system errors, instability,
missing information, low speed, and unexpected reactions may
seriously challenge the workflow, waste time, hinder the
doctor-patient relationship, and cause danger to patient safety.

Experience in using EHRs seemed to be an important factor in
our study. Years of experience in using laboratory IS have
previously been associated with usability ratings [36].
Experience is important given that systems change often, and
physicians have to learn to master the new systems and are
required to constantly develop their skills. In Finland, it has
been found that learning to use an EHR requires a lot of training,
and the time needed for this learning has increased between the
years 2010 and 2014. EHRs may be challenging to use because
of the multiplicity of screens, options, and navigational aids
[37]. The complexity and usability problem associated with
EHRs demands that physicians allocate time and effort to
mastering them. However, the demands and pressures of care
may not afford them this time [38]. Physicians may also see
being forced to learn how to use the EHR system effectively
and efficiently as a burden.

SRIS was higher among those physicians who had a higher
number of systems in daily use. This corresponds well with
previous findings showing that the multiple sign-ins required
for multiple systems and the use of several systems
simultaneously caused stress among health care professionals;
in addition, the need to use multiple views was perceived as
disruptive [39]. It has also been found that using several clinical
systems on a daily basis led to the experience of time pressure
and lessened job control [14]. We found that approximately
40% (39.56%, 1555/3930) of our respondents used 3 or more
clinical systems on a daily basis. These physicians might be a
group at high risk of stress. Thus, decreasing the number of
systems a physician needs to log in to could have a big effect
on physicians’ work-related stress levels. If it is not possible to
decrease the number of systems in daily use, it might be useful
to identify these physicians and offer them support or provide
them with compensation for their efforts (such as extra time
off).
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In our study, participation in IS-related development work did
not have an effect on SRIS or distress levels. Half of the
participants had participated in development work, which can
be considered as a big proportion. A previous study suggested
that participation in development work may cause time pressure
but gives an important perception of having opportunities to
control one’s job [14]. It has been suggested that physicians
should be included more in the development of their IS [1,15].
Moreover, it has been shown that physicians are interested in
participating in IS development [16] and physician-driven
improvements to EHR systems have been found to be useful
[40]. An alternative approach to physicians’ participation in
development work is to question why physicians should invest
their time and be involved in developing the IS when their
education is totally focused on another subject. On the contrary,
perhaps IT professionals should invest more time and effort in
understanding the needs of physicians, for example, by using
robust heuristic methods and dedicated resources.

Conclusions
We found that the usability of the IS, the number of systems in
daily use, and one’s experience as a user are associated with
how stressful a physician perceives the IS to be and,
furthermore, to a smaller extent, associated with the physician’s
well-being. According to our results, it seems that by investing
in user-friendly systems with better technical quality and good
support for feedback that professionals perceive as being of
benefit would improve the work-related well-being and overall
well-being of physicians. In particular, preventing technical
problems seems to be very important.

Organizations should pay much more attention to the usability
of their systems. By offering easy-to-use systems without
technical problems, organizations could promote the work of
physicians and release time for patient work. Good systems
support workflow instead of hindering it. Improving the stability
of the IS, a single sign-on, better documentation and retrieval
of patient data, a peaceful documentation environment, and
better access to patient data from other organizations have all
been suggested as tools for promoting the IS-related well-being
of health care professionals [39]. However, it seems that the
needs of documenting and billing are prioritized when designing
the IS instead of focusing on the needs of doctors and patients
[11]. Moreover, IT professionals and hospital administrators
may have a stronger voice compared with end users in decisions
about the IS because they are perceived more clearly by vendors
as the buyers of their systems and given higher priority [41].

Moreover, organizations would benefit from offering training
opportunities to physicians and minimizing the number of their
systems in daily use. However, uncertainty seems to exist about
whose responsibility this training would be [39], and it would
be beneficial if organizations had some kind of strategy for
improving their professionals’ electronic skills. Time has been
shown to be of great importance in relation to IS use [1,15].
Physicians also need some sort of support when they face
IS-related problems. For instance, clerical support personnel
have been found to lessen stress and fatigue after implementing
new systems [42].
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Abstract

Background: Clinical trials are an important step in introducing new interventions into clinical practice by generating data on
their safety and efficacy. Clinical trials need to ensure that participants are similar so that the findings can be attributed to the
interventions studied and not to some other factors. Therefore, each clinical trial defines eligibility criteria, which describe
characteristics that must be shared by the participants. Unfortunately, the complexities of eligibility criteria may not allow them
to be translated directly into readily executable database queries. Instead, they may require careful analysis of the narrative sections
of medical records. Manual screening of medical records is time consuming, thus negatively affecting the timeliness of the
recruitment process.

Objective: Track 1 of the 2018 National Natural Language Processing Clinical Challenge focused on the task of cohort selection
for clinical trials, aiming to answer the following question: Can natural language processing be applied to narrative medical
records to identify patients who meet eligibility criteria for clinical trials? The task required the participating systems to analyze
longitudinal patient records to determine if the corresponding patients met the given eligibility criteria. We aimed to describe a
system developed to address this task.

Methods: Our system consisted of 13 classifiers, one for each eligibility criterion. All classifiers used a bag-of-words document
representation model. To prevent the loss of relevant contextual information associated with such representation, a pattern-matching
approach was used to extract context-sensitive features. They were embedded back into the text as lexically distinguishable
tokens, which were consequently featured in the bag-of-words representation. Supervised machine learning was chosen wherever
a sufficient number of both positive and negative instances was available to learn from. A rule-based approach focusing on a
small set of relevant features was chosen for the remaining criteria.

Results: The system was evaluated using microaveraged F measure. Overall, 4 machine algorithms, including support vector
machine, logistic regression, naïve Bayesian classifier, and gradient tree boosting (GTB), were evaluated on the training data
using 10–fold cross-validation. Overall, GTB demonstrated the most consistent performance. Its performance peaked when
oversampling was used to balance the training data. The final evaluation was performed on previously unseen test data. On
average, the F measure of 89.04% was comparable to 3 of the top ranked performances in the shared task (91.11%, 90.28%, and
90.21%). With an F measure of 88.14%, we significantly outperformed these systems (81.03%, 78.50%, and 70.81%) in identifying
patients with advanced coronary artery disease.

Conclusions: The holdout evaluation provides evidence that our system was able to identify eligible patients for the given
clinical trial with high accuracy. Our approach demonstrates how rule-based knowledge infusion can improve the performance
of machine learning algorithms even when trained on a relatively small dataset.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e15980)   doi:10.2196/15980
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Introduction

Background
Clinical trials are medical research studies focusing on a specific
health intervention. They involve human participants to generate
data on safety and efficacy as any new health intervention needs
to comply with the Hippocratic Oath: “First, do no harm!” With
this principle in mind, clinical trials leading up to regulatory
approval are typically divided into 3 phases, each involving a
significantly higher number of patients (see Figure 1). Phase I
aims to answer the following question: Is the intervention safe?
The first few healthy participants are given very low doses of
the treatment and are monitored closely. If there are no major
side effects, the dose is iteratively increased until an effective
dose whose possible side effects that are deemed acceptable is
reached. Phase II involves patients to determine whether the
new intervention works or not. In other words, it assesses its
efficacy while continually monitoring the side effects. Finally,
in addition to safety and efficacy, phase III also tests the
efficiency of the intervention by comparing it with other
available interventions. When introducing control groups of
participants, clinical trials need to ensure that they are as similar
as possible to be able to attribute any findings to the
interventions studied and not some other factors. Therefore,

each clinical trial defines the eligibility criteria that describe
characteristics that must be shared by all participants.

Patient recruitment is universally recognized as a key
determinant of success for clinical trials, yet they commonly
fail to reach their recruitment goals [1]. Almost a fifth of trials
were terminated because they failed to recruit enough
participants [2], with less than one-fifth managing to reach their
recruitment targets within the proposed time frames [3].
Eligibility represents a major clinical domain barrier to
participation [4]. The eligibility criteria are often criticized for
being too narrow, thus having a negative impact on recruitment
rates and also the generalizability of findings. A stakeholder
survey of the barriers to patient recruitment and possible
solutions revealed identification of eligible patients using
medical records and hospital-based registries and other databases
as the key method to improve recruitment [5]. Unfortunately,
the complexities of the eligibility criteria do not allow them to
be translated directly into readily executable database queries.
Instead, they require careful analysis of information contained
in the narrative sections of medical records. Manual screening
of medical records is time consuming, thus negatively affecting
the timeliness of the recruitment process. Text mining has a
potential to provide a technical means for unclogging this
bottleneck.

Figure 1. The three premarketing phases of a clinical trial.

Related Work
The problem of matching the eligibility criteria against their
electronic medical records (EMRs) can be framed using a variety
of natural language processing (NLP) tasks depending on the
type and level of automation expected. In the context of decision
making, automation can be applied to 4 classes of functions:
information acquisition, information analysis, decision selection,
and decision implementation [6]. In our scenario, we focused
on a clinician as a human operator who, given a collection of
EMRs and a set of eligibility criteria, needs to decide which
patients should be recruited to a given clinical trial. In this
context, we can think of information acquisition as identification
of information relevant to the eligibility criteria. This task can

be automated by means of information retrieval (IR) or
information extraction (IE).

IR can be applied to both structured and unstructured
components of the EMRs to retrieve relevant records or their
parts. The usability of any IR system depends on two key
factors: system effectiveness and user utility [7]. A test
collection of 56 topics based on patient statements (eg, signs,
symptoms, and treatment) and inclusion/exclusion criteria (eg,
patient’s demographics, laboratory test, and diagnosis) can be
used to evaluate the effectiveness of IR for cohort selection [8].
The utility of IR systems can be improved by designing an
intuitive visual query interface easily used by clinical researchers
[9]. Both utility and effectiveness depend on how well the
system incorporates domain-specific knowledge. An ontology
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can be used to support term disambiguation, term normalization,
and subsumption reasoning. Most studies mapped textual
elements to concepts in the Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS) for normalization with few studies discussing the use
of semantic Web technologies for phenotyping [10]. For
instance, the UMLS hierarchy can be used to expand a query
searching for cancer to other related terms (eg, neuroblastoma
and glioma). However, using such a broad hierarchy for
unsupervised expansion can introduce many irrelevant terms,
which can be detrimental to eligibility-screening performance
[11]. This problem can be reduced by using the UMLS to
bootstrap creation of custom ontologies relevant to the problem
at hand. For example, to identify patients with cerebral
aneurysms, a domain-specific ontology was created by querying
the UMLS for concepts related to the locations of aneurysms
(eg, middle cerebral artery or anterior communicating artery),
other clinical phenotypes related to cerebral aneurysms (eg,
saccular aneurysm or subarachnoid hemorrhage), associated
conditions (eg, polycystic kidney disease), and competing
diagnoses (eg, arteriovenous malformation) [12]. Where
available, other relevant systems can be used to inform the
development of domain-specific ontologies. For instance, the
Epilepsy Data Extraction and Annotation uses a novel Epilepsy
and Seizure Ontology, which is based on the International
League Against Epilepsy classification system as the core
knowledge resource [9].

The complexity of clinical sublanguage may require new
language modeling approaches to be able to formulate
multilayered queries and customize the level of linguistic
granularity [13]. This approach to IR incorporates the output
of other NLP systems to represent a document or a query using
multiple aligned layers consisting of tokens, their part of speech,
named entities with mappings to external knowledge sources,
and syntactic dependencies among these elements. Other IR
efforts focused on directing a clinician’s attention toward
specific sentences that are relevant for eligibility determination
[14]. This is achieved by segmenting the natural language
description of eligibility criteria into individual sentences,
analyzing them further to identify domain-specific concepts,
and using them to identify sentences in the EMRs that make
references to these concepts. This approach is designed to work
with categorical data but falls short when numerical data need
to be interpreted. For instance, 5 numerical values are needed
to diagnose a metabolic syndrome [15]. Of these values, 3
(triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, and elevated
fasting glucose) are stored in the laboratory information system,
and as structured data are readily available for querying and
comparison with referent values. However, in some systems, 2
values may be hidden in the narrative notes (elevated waist
circumference and elevated blood pressure). Traditionally, IR
approaches are based on the bag-of-words (BoW) model, which
represents each document as an unordered collection of features
that correspond to the words in a vocabulary for a given
document collection. Therefore, by design, IR approaches will
be ineffective when it comes to dealing with continuous
variables. Conversely, IE based on simple regular expressions
can be used to extract numerical values from text and make
them amenable for further analysis and interpretation [15-18].

However, the technical feasibility of the IE process does not
mean that all relevant attributes are necessarily documented in
a single source as the previous example illustrates. For example,
a study on case-finding algorithms for hepatocellular cancer
discovered significant differences in performance between 2
types of documents (pathology and radiology reports) [19]. It
also revealed a significant difference between the narrative
reports and coded fields. This raises an important aspect of the
completeness of information recorded in an EMR [15]. It has
been established that case finding by the International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) coding alone
is not sufficient to reliably identify patients with a particular
disease or risk factors [20-22]. A few studies contrasted the
utility of structured and unstructured information, with the NLP
approaches usually demonstrating better results [19,23-28]. In
particular, the use of ICD-9 codes for patient phenotyping
demonstrated markedly lower precision (or positive predictive
value) [19,24,26]. This finding is compatible with a hypothesis
that ICD-9 codes are designed for billing purposes and as such
may not capture the nuances of phenotypic characteristics in
terms of information completeness, expressiveness, and
granularity [23].

The analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of both data
sources together with practical experiments has led to a
consensus that clinical narratives should be used in combination
with structured data for eligibility screening [19,23,25,26,28].
Therefore, data fusion is a key component of the information
acquisition step in eligibility screening. It should by no means
be limited to these 2 modalities of data. For example, clinical
electroencephalography (EEG) is the most important
investigation in the diagnosis and management of epilepsies. A
multimodal patient cohort retrieval system has been designed
to leverage the heterogeneous nature of EEG data by integrating
EEG reports with EEG signal data [29]. Though evidently
important, data fusion techniques are beyond the scope of this
study. Here, we focused exclusively on reviewing the methods
used to mine clinical narratives for the purpose of eligibility
screening. However, the awareness of the need for data fusion
can help the reader realize the existence of an externally imposed
upper bound on expected performance of text mining
approaches.

We have thus far discussed the role of IR and IE in the context
of information acquisition. The clinician is still expected to
review the retrieved information to decide who satisfies the
eligibility criteria. Text mining can be used to support this
process by automating information analysis and decision
selection by means of feature extraction and text classification,
respectively. Two NLP systems tailored to the clinical domain
are most often used to extract rich linguistic and semantic
features from the narrative found in EMRs: Medical Language
Extraction and Encoding (MedLEE [30]) [16,23,25] and clinical
Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES
[31]) [9,11,12,16,18,19,32,33]. They model the semantics by
mapping text to the UMLS or a custom dictionary if required.
Clinical text analysis needs to make fine-grained semantic
distinctions as medical concepts may be negated, may describe
someone other than the patient, and may be referring to time
other than the present [13]. MedLEE and cTAKES can not only
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identify concepts of interest but can also interpret their meaning
in the context of negation, hedging, and specific sections. Both
systems can also perform syntactic analysis to extract linguistic
features such as part of speech and syntactic dependencies.
Abbreviations are some of the most prominent features of
clinical narratives. Unfortunately, both MedLEE and cTAKES
demonstrated suboptimal performance in abbreviation
recognition [34], which may require development of bespoke
solutions [16,35].

Once the pertinent features have been extracted, they can be
exploited by rule-based or machine learning approaches. A
review of approaches to identifying patient cohorts using EMRs
revealed that out of 97 studies, 24 described rule-based systems;
41 used statistical analyses, data mining, or machine learning;
and 22 described hybrid systems [10]. A minimal set of rules
is sufficient to accurately extract highly standardized information
from the narratives [15]. Their development requires iterative
consultation with a clinical expert [26]. Nonetheless, a
well-designed rule-based system can achieve good performance
on cohort selection even with a small training dataset [36],
which remains a problem associated with supervised machine
learning approaches. When relevant concepts can be accurately
identified from clinical text, both rule-based and machine
learning approaches demonstrate good performance, albeit it is
slightly in favor of machine learning [25,33].

A variety of supervised machine learning approaches have been
used to support cohort selection, including support vector
machines (SVMs) [22,25], decision trees [22], Repeated
Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction, random forests
[25], C4.5 [33], logistic regression (LR) [25,28], naïve Bayesian
(NB) learning [22,37], perceptron [37], conditional random
fields [19], and deep learning [29,38]. Unfortunately, few studies
report systematic evaluation of a wide range of machine learning
algorithms, thus offering little insight into the optimal
performance of machine learning for cohort selection [39].
Another issue associated with supervised learning is that of
imbalanced data. The number of positive examples will typically
vary significantly across the eligibility criteria. The data used
for the 2018 National Natural Language Processing Clinical
Challenge (n2c2) shared task on cohort selection for clinical
trials provide a perfect illustration of this problem [18,36,38].
Yet, few approaches tackled this issue with different sampling
approaches. Instead, they may resort to using machine learning
approaches generally perceived to be the most robust for
imbalanced data, for example, SVMs [40,41].

Our review of related work illustrates the ways in which the
eligibility screening process can be automated. One study
reported that the time for cohort identification was reduced
significantly from a few weeks to a few seconds [16]. Others
reported the workload reduction with automated eligibility
screening around 90% [42] achieved a 450% increase in trial

screening efficiency [11]. Most recently, the patient screening
time was reduced by 34%, allowing for the saved time to be
redirected to activities that further streamlined teamwork among
the clinical research coordinators [43]. The same study showed
that the numbers of subjects screened, approached, and enrolled
were increased by 14.7%, 11.1%, and 11.1%, respectively. In
this study, we aimed to illustrate the complexity of the eligibility
screening problem and propose a way in which this task can be
automated.

Methods

System Overview
In this paper, we describe Cardiff Cohort Selection System
(c2s2) [44], an open-source NLP system that, given a
longitudinal patient record, performs binary classification against
13 eligibility criteria for a clinical trial. For each criterion in
turn, the system determines whether a patient meets or does not
meet a given criterion. The eligibility criteria were predefined
by the organizers of the 2018 n2c2 shared task (see Table 1)
that aimed to answer the question whether NLP systems can
use narrative medical records to identify patients eligible for
clinical trials.

For the majority of criteria, a record needs to contain the
supporting evidence for the corresponding patient to meet a
given criterion, otherwise the criterion is considered not met
(eg, if glycated hemoglobin [HbA1c] value is 4.7 or missing,
then the criterion HBA1c is not met). The only 2 exceptions are
the criteria concerning a patient’s ability to speak English and
make their own medical decisions, which are assumed to be
met, that is, the evidence of the contrary needs to be identified
to overturn this assumption. Our system is designed to find and
tag such evidence in text using a rule-based approach. A text
classifier was trained on the tagged text for each criterion that
had a sufficient number of both positive and negative
representatives to learn from. Overall, the system consists of 5
modules whose functionality is outlined in Figure 2.

The input to the system is a longitudinal patient record
distributed as a single UTF-encoded text file, which contains
multiple records generated across various health care encounters.
Each individual record represents either a discharge summary
or a correspondence between health care professionals [45,46].
Their content may cover patient demographics, progress notes,
problems, prescribed medications, vital signs, past medical
history, immunizations, laboratory data, and radiology reports.
Individual records start with a line formatted as Record date:
YYYY-MM-DD and are arranged in the ascending order by the
record date. Other than that, there are no other restrictions on
the format of individual records. Indeed, they may reflect a
variety of different styles.
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Table 1. Description of the eligibility criteria, as provided in the annotation guidelines used for the National Natural Language Processing Clinical
Challenge shared task.

DefaultTime periodCriterionID

Not metAnyIntra-abdominal surgery, small or large intestine resection, or small bowel obstructionABDOMINAL

Not metPresentAdvanced artery diseaseADVANCED-CAD

Not metPresentAlcohol use exceeds weekly recommended limitsALCOHOL-ABUSE

Not metAnyUse of aspirin to prevent myocardial infarctionASP-FOR-MI

Not metAnySerum creatinine is above the upper limit of normalCREATININE

Not metPast 2 monthsUse of dietary supplements (excluding vitamin D)DIETSUPP-2MOS

Not metAnyDrug abuseDRUG-ABUSE

MetAnySpeaks EnglishENGLISH

Not metAnyGlycated hemoglobin value is between 6.5 and 9.5HBA1c

Not metPast yearDiagnosed with ketoacidosisKETO-1YR

Not metAnyMajor diabetes-related complicationMAJOR-DIABETES

MetPresentAble to make decisions for themselvesMAKES-DECISIONS

Not metPast 6 monthsMyocardial infarctionMI-6MOS

Figure 2. System architecture.

Preprocessing
In addition to standard preprocessing operations (see Figure 2),
special consideration is given to punctuation. Its use in clinical
narratives proved to affect the results of text segmentation
algorithms developed for general language [47]. On one hand,
clinical narratives commonly use punctuation as means of
abbreviation (see Table 2 for examples). Such use of punctuation

may easily be misinterpreted as a sentence terminator. For
instance, phrases such as “q. Sunday,” “vit. D,” and “Dr. Harold
Nutter” feature a period followed by an uppercase letter, a
pattern that is commonly exploited in both rule-based and
machine learning approaches to split sentences. Segmentation
errors can propagate onto the subsequent stages of text
processing, resulting in the loss of syntactic dependencies
between related words and consequently their contribution to
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the overall semantics. For example, incorrectly splitting a
sentence within the phrase “vit. D” would effectively erase this
mention of “vitamin D,” a named entity of direct relevance to
the eligibility criterion DIETSUPP-2MOS (see Table 1). To

prevent parsing errors of this type, pattern-matching rules were
developed to identify and remove punctuation used in such
contexts before performing sentence segmentation (see Table
2 for examples).

Table 2. A selection of rule-based punctuation removal examples.

OutputInputRule target

Prescription •• qamq. a.m.
• •q. Sunday q Sunday

•• tabtab.

Vitamin •• vit Dvit. D
• •MVit. MVit

Personal title •• Dr Harold NutterDr. Harold Nutter
• •Harold Nutter, Ph.D. Harold Nutter, PhD

Shorthand x •• hx of migraineshx. of migraines
• •sx. of depression sx of depression

•• Rx for cpapRx. for cpap

Species name •• E coliE. coli
• •C. diff C diff

•• H pyloriH. pylori

Clinical narratives also feature prevalent use of short formulaic
statements such as field:value combinations (eg, Substance
abuse: none) and itemized lists (see Textbox 1 for an example).

Such statements are not commonly terminated by means of
punctuation. When used consecutively, this can often result in
independent statements being incorrectly grouped together in
a single sentence. Their intersentential co-occurrence may later
be easily confused with relatedness. Consider, for instance,
amalgamating the above itemized list into a continuous sequence
“s/p cerebral infarction myocardial scan normal blood pressure
today 190/108.” It could lead to incorrectly recognizing
infarction as a myocardial one and the blood pressure as normal,
when in fact, the infarction is cerebral, and the blood pressure

is abnormally high. Acting preemptively, we perform document
layout analysis to identify itemized lists and insert punctuation
where appropriate before performing sentence segmentation.
Consequently, this will enforce independent fragments to be
interpreted as separate sentences.

Finally, to streamline subsequent text analysis, we use
pattern-matching rules to fully expand enclitics and special
characters. For example, couldn't is expanded to could not,
whereas con't is expanded to continue. This will later simplify
identification of negated expressions. Similarly, to prune the
number of IE rules, we lexicalized a relevant set of special
characters. For example, BUN/Cr ratio is >20 would become
BUN/Cr ratio is greater than 20.

Textbox 1. An example of assessment recorded as an itemized list.

• s/p cerebral infarction

• myocardial scan normal

• blood pressure today 190/108

Normalization
Text normalization is performed with a similar intent: to simplify
subsequent text analysis. It involves mapping of a selected
subset of words and phrases onto their representatives, which
can be either a preferred synonym or a hypernym (see Table 3
for examples). Special consideration is given to acronyms and
abbreviations as they are known to have a major impact on

retrieval of relevant information. First, disambiguation is
performed for a small subset of abbreviations of direct relevance
for the given classification tasks. Examples include ca (calcium
vs cancer), mg (magnesium vs milligram), and CR (creatinine
vs controlled release). A context-sensitive approach is used to
select an appropriate interpretation. For example, if CR is used
in combination with words such as tablet or capsule, then it is
assumed to refer to controlled release.
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Table 3. Examples of text normalization.

RelevanceNormalized formSurface formsExample

filteringfamily membermom, father, sister1

filteringfamily historyFH, FHx, FamHx2

ALCOHOL-ABUSEalcoholwhiskey, vodka, beer3

MAJOR-DIABETESinsulinLantus, Humalog, NPH4

MAJOR-DIABETESdiabetes mellitus 2DM2, DMII, NIDDM5

MAJOR-DIABETEScontinuous renal replacement therapyCRRT, CRRTX6

MAJOR-DIABETESacute renal failureARF7

MAJOR-DIABETESchronic kidney diseaseCKD8

ADVANCED-CADbeta blockerBB, bblocker, betablocker9

ADVANCED-CADelectrocardiogramECG, EKG10

ADVANCED-CADimplantable cardioverter defibrillatorICD11

ADVANCED-CADcardiovascular diseaseCVD12

MI-6MOS, ASP-FOR-MI,
ADVANCED-CAD

myocardial infarctionMI, heart attack13

MI-6MOS, ASP-FOR-MI,
ADVANCED-CAD

ST elevation myocardial infarctionSTEMI14

ASP-FOR-MIaspirinASA, ECASA15

Other acronyms and abbreviations of interest are then expanded
using a bespoke lexicon (>500 entries) developed specifically
for this task. To bootstrap the lexicon construction, the raw
training data were used to analyze frequently occurring words.
Orthographic features (uppercase typeset, eg, STEMI, or the use
of punctuation, eg, q.a.m. or r/o) and spelling checker (eg, inpt)
were used to identify potential acronyms and abbreviations as
unknown words that are also relatively short. Medical expertise
was used to identify the corresponding full forms. Simple
Concordance Program [48] was used to verify manually whether
the proposed full forms apply across the majority of contexts
within the training data to enable the use a context-free approach
for acronym and abbreviation expansion.

The only acronym exempt from expansion was CCB. In fact,
all occurrences of calcium channel blocker were replaced by

the corresponding acronym. The reason behind this decision is
the fact that both calcium as a supplement and calcium channel
blocker often occur in similar context (eg, medication list). As
one of the eligibility criteria was concerned with dietary
supplementation (see DIETSUPP-2MOS in Table 1), this
reduced the risk of interpreting the latter mention of calcium as
a supplement.

To illustrate the extent to which text normalization can simplify
its subsequent analysis, we can use examples provided in Table
3. For example, by replacing the surface forms in Example 1
by their hypernym and expanding abbreviations in Example 2,
we can simply use the occurrence of the word family to filter
out sentences or the whole sections that refer to family members.
Consider, for example, the original text given in Textbox 2 and
its normalized counterpart in Textbox 3.

Textbox 2. An original example of family history.

FH: Mom w/ PM at age 50, died of MI at 71. Father w/ EtOH, HTN. Sister w/ 4 miscarriages.

Textbox 3. A normalized example of family history.

Family history: Family member with pacemaker at age 50, died of myocardial infarction at 71. Family member with alcohol abuse, hypertension.
Family member with 4 miscarriages.

By filtering out references to family members, we are effectively
removing the mentions of myocardial infarction and alcohol
abuse that do not apply to the given patient. Consequently, we
can use the remaining references to myocardial infarction and
alcohol abuse, if any, as evidence for eligibility criteria
MI-6MOS and ALCOHOL-ABUSE (see Table 1). Similarly,
by mapping alcoholic beverages in Example 3 to their
hypernym, the subsequent analysis related to the eligibility
criterion ALCOHOL-ABUSE (see Table 1) can simply focus

on any mention of the word alcohol. Examples 4 and 5 show
that 2 keywords, insulin and diabetes, can be used to look for
evidence of diabetes. Once unpacked from the corresponding
acronyms (Example 5), the word diabetes becomes accessible
to text analysis. Similarly, words renal and kidney become
visible after expanding acronyms in Examples 5-7. Knowing
that diabetes is a major risk factor for kidney disease, we can
subsequently use close occurrences of the word diabetes to
either of the words renal or kidney as evidence for the eligibility
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criterion MAJOR-DIABETES (see Table 1). Similar to lexical
analysis, morphological analysis can be used to identify features
relevant to the given eligibility criteria. Normalized forms in
Examples 10-14 related to ADVANCED-CAD (see Table 1)
incorporate a morpheme cardi(o), which signifies that these
medical concepts are related to the heart, which can be affected
by coronary artery disease.

Filtering
Once the text has been regularized by means of preprocessing
and normalization, information not directly relevant to the given
classification tasks is filtered out. We focus on 4 types of such
information:

1. negation, for example, ruled out for MI by enzymes
2. family history, for example, mother died at age 62 of a

heart attack
3. allergies, for example, Allergies: aspirin—GI upset
4. time window, for example, records older than the last 6

months

Removal of such information simplifies subsequent
classification by allowing the use of a BoW approach. For
example, by not considering the first 2 examples, the risk of
misclassifying a patient as having a myocardial infarction is
reduced. Similarly, by removing the third example from
consideration, the risk of misclassifying a patient as one taking
aspirin to prevent myocardial infarction is also reduced. Finally,
as some of the eligibility criteria were time dependent (namely,
ALCOHOL-ABUSE, DIETSUPP-2MOS, KETO-1YR,
MAKES-DECISIONS, and MI-6MOS—see Table 1 for
definitions), we identified dates of individual medical records
to extract the ones relevant to the given time windows and stored
them separately for use by the corresponding classifiers.

We used a set of regular expressions, which are available from
the c2s2 GitHub repository [42], to identify the 4 types of
information considered. Regular expressions used to identify
negation are based on the NegEx algorithm for identifying
negated concepts in clinical notes [49].

Feature Extraction
Thus far, we reduced the noise and lexical variability in the data
by means of filtering and normalization. This is expected to
improve the performance of a supervised classifier. Another
action that stands to improve the classification performance
when trained on a relatively small dataset is that of reducing
dimensionality of a BoW representation by aggregating related
features into a single representative. In its simplest form, feature
aggregation can be achieved by abstracting words into semantic
classes. Where domain ontology is available, such abstraction
can be automated by exploiting its taxonomic structure. The
Semantic Network of the UMLS can be used to automatically
abstract words into semantic types. However, as examples given
in Table 4 illustrate, the UMLS semantic types are too broad in
the context of eligibility criteria described in Table 1. For
example, abstracting Examples 1-4 into pharmacologic
substance would dilute rather than distil relevant information.
A finer-grained abstraction tuned for the given eligibility criteria
would be more appropriate (see the last 2 columns in Table 4),
but it would also incur some knowledge engineering overhead.
However, the widespread availability of Web resources that
summarize information pertaining to health and well-being can
greatly reduce such overhead. We defined a total of 8 abstraction
categories and assembled the corresponding lexica using online
resources (see Table 5).

Table 4. Examples of word abstraction.

RelevanceAbstractionSemantic typeSurface formsExample

DRUG-ABUSEIllicit drugPharmacologic substancemarijuana, heroin, ecstasy1

ADVANCED-CADHeart medicationPharmacologic substancebeta blocker, nitroglycerin, CCB2

ADVANCED-CADStatinPharmacologic substancecrestor, advicor, compactin3

DIETSUPP-2MOSSupplementPharmacologic substancevitamin C, calcium, primrose oil4

DIETSUPP-2MOSSupplementFoodturmeric, green tea, cinnamon5

ALCOHOL-ABUSEAlcoholFoodvodka, beer, wine6
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Table 5. Rule-based feature extraction.

ExamplesbExtractionaFeatureTag

po q4h prnRegular expressionsPrescription instructionsMEDRX

ThymoglobulinLexicon (221 entries)cKidney medicationKIDMED

Avapro—dBlood pressure medicationBRPMED

Plavix—Heart medicationHRTMED

RecatheterizationRegular expressionsHeart treatmentHRTTRT

Electrocardiogram demonstrated ischemic changesRegular expressionsHeart ischemiaHRTISC

Chest wall heavinessRegular expressionsAnginaHRTANG

Given his extensive cardiac historyRegular expressionsAny of the HRT tags above + explic-
it references to CAD

HRTCAD

Start on heparin HRTMED and aspirin and take
to HRTTRT catheterization laboratory

Regular expressionsAspirin for heart problemsASPFMI

Ibuprofen 800 mg MEDRX potassium chloride
10 meq MEDRX lasix 20 mg MEDRX

Lexicon (67 entries) + regular expres-
sions

Supplement (strong evidence)SPLMNT

Iron deficiency anemiaLexicon (27 entries) + regular expres-
sions

Supplement (weak evidence)DFCNCY

Increasing disorientation and visual hallucinationsRegular expressionsMental capacityMNTCAP

History of cocaine abuseLexicon (17 entries) + regular expres-
sions

Substance abuseDRGADD

An Indonesian speaking 85-year-old maleLexicon (66 entries) + regular expres-
sions

Does not speak EnglishNOENGL

Alcoholism 10 years agoLexicon (7 entries) + regular expres-
sions

Alcohol abuseALCABS

Alcoholism 10 years agoRegular expressionsStopped drinking alcoholALCSTP

Ketones positiveRegular expressionsKetoacidosisKETACD

Worsening renal dysfunctionRegular expressionsKidney problemsKIDDAM

Diabetes mellitus related retinopathy/neuropathyRegular expressionsDiabetic complicationsDMCMPL

Gastric laparoscopic bypass surgeryRegular expressionsAbdominal surgery or small bowel
obstruction

ABDMNL

Blood urea nitrogen/creatinine of 21/1.7Regular expressions + information
extraction

High creatinineHIGHCRT

HbA1c one month ago was 6.7Information extractionGlycated hemoglobin in a given in-
terval

GLYHMG

aAll lexicons and regular expressions are available from the c2s2 GitHub repository [44].
bItalic typeset is used to indicate the types of text features targeted by lexicons and regular expressions.
cKIDMED, BRPMED, HRTMED are organized into a single lexicon of 221 entries.
dNot applicable.

Once the BoW representation is passed onto a supervised
classifier, the context of individual words will be lost. For
instance, blood tests frequently feature essential minerals such
as calcium, potassium, and iron, which can also be prescribed
under the same names as supplements. The BoW approach will
take these names out of context, keeping their frequency as the
only information about them. Conversely, simple pattern
analysis can be used to differentiate between the 2 types of
context. For example, we can model prescription instructions
using regular expressions (see Table 5) and tag this information
in text in the form of a token (eg, MEDRX) that is lexically
distinguishable from other tokens. We can subsequently apply

another regular expression to find mentions of essential minerals
in the close proximity to the MEDRX token and tag such
mentions using another special-purpose tag (eg, SPLMNT).
When we now apply the BoW approach, the token SPLMNT,
treated as any other text token, will represent a feature that
preserves relevant contextual information. Supervised machine
learning algorithms can then take advantage of such a feature
in combination with the standard BoW features. Regular
expressions are used to embed a total of 18 context-sensitive
features into text (see Table 5).

Regular expressions can be used to model categorical references
to information relevant to the given eligibility criteria. For
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example, regular expressions can be used to link the word
creatinine with a stem elev-in the phrase a mildly elevated
creatinine and use it as an indication for meeting the eligibility
criterion CREATININE (see Table 1). However, knowing
whether serum creatinine is above the upper limit of normal in
a phrase such as “blood urea nitrogen and creatinine ratio of 40
and 1.0 respectively” requires not only extracting the correct
numerical value (1.0) but also comparing it with the reference
value (1.5). Two eligibility criteria, CREATININE and HBA1c,
require extraction of numerical information and its subsequent
analysis, as indicated in Table 5. As before, the outcome of such
context-sensitive analysis is embedded back into the text for
further exploitation by supervised machine learning.

Overall, a total of 22 tags described in Table 5 were chosen so
that they can be lexically and orthographically distinguishable
from other words upon their imputation into the processed text.
The corresponding features are extracted incrementally in the
order given in Table 5 and, when appropriate, used to support
extraction of other features. For example, knowing that heparin
is a heart medication (indicated by the tag HRTMED—see Table

5) can be used to infer that, when aspirin is taken together with
heparin, it is likely to be used as prophylaxis for the prevention
of cardiovascular events such as myocardial infarction (indicated
by the tag ASPFMI—see Table 5).

Classification
This module consists of 13 binary classifiers, 1 for each
eligibility criterion (see Table 1). The distribution of class labels
in the training data informed the choice of a classification
method. Supervised machine learning was chosen wherever a
sufficient number of both positive and negative instances were
available to learn from (see Figure 3). A rule-based approach
focusing on a small set of relevant features was chosen for the
remaining criteria (see Table 6). The corresponding
classification rules were based on a relevant set of manually
engineered features described earlier in Table 5. Each rule was
defined as a function of these features and a threshold value
that maximizes the class separation, both chosen manually. The
only exception was associated with the criterion MI-6MOS,
where the final rule was induced from the training data in the
form of a decision tree using a manually selected set of features.

Figure 3. Distribution of class labels.

Table 6. Features used in rule-based classification.

FeaturesID

ALCABS, ALCSTPALCOHOL-ABUSE

DRGADDDRUG-ABUSE

NOENGLENGLISH

KETACDKETO-1YR

MNTCAPMAKES-DECISIONS

BRPMED, HRTMED, HRTTRT, HRTISC, HRTANG, HRTCAD,
ASPFMI

MI-6MOS
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Note that the numerical values used in criteria CREATININE
and HBA1c were also extracted using a rule-based approach.
However, in a longitudinal report, different values may be
reported at different time points. In the absence of clear
guidelines, we used machine learning on top of IE to determine
automatically from the training data how to deal with such cases.

A machine learning approach was used for all other criteria.
According to the no free lunch theorem [39], there is no
universally best learning algorithm. In other words, the
performance of machine algorithms depends not only on a
specific computational task at hand but also on the properties
of the data that characterize the problem. To compare the
performance of different algorithms, we used 10–fold
cross-validation experiments. We chose a representative
algorithm from 4 major categories: function-based learning,
regression analysis, probabilistic learning, and ensemble
learning. Specific algorithms chosen were SVM with radial
basis function kernel, LR, NB classifier, and gradient tree
boosting (GTB), respectively. In our experiments, we used
implementations of the first 3 algorithms in scikit-learn, an
open-source Python library for data analysis and modeling [50].
Experiments with GTB were performed using XGBoost, an
open-source software library that implements a gradient boosting

framework for Python [51]. All experiments were performed
with the default parameter values.

We trained all classifiers using single words and/or bigrams as
features with and without feature selection based on L1
regularized linear SVM. The overall performance was
statistically indistinguishable across different types of features
used. Therefore, we opted for a simple BoW approach with
feature selection for efficiency reasons. To evaluate the impact
of the class imbalance on the classification performance, we
balanced the training data using random undersampling and
oversampling with default parameters from scikit-learn [50].

Figure 4 summarizes the performance in terms of microaveraged
F measure. Overall, GTB demonstrated the most consistent
performance. Its performance peaked when oversampling was
used to balance the training data. GTB is an ensemble classifier
over a set of simple decision trees, which are varied according
to specific parameter settings (learning rate and maximum tree
depth). Having chosen GTB as the learning method, we
optimized its parameters by performing grid search on learning
rate (0.001-0.5) and maximum tree depth (2-10) using the
oversampled training data. The learning rate of 0.02 and
maximum depth of 10 were chosen for the holdout evaluation
described in the next section.
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Figure 4. Summary of cross-validation results. SVM:support vector machines; LR: logistic regression; NB: naïve Bayesian; GTB: gradient tree boosting;
HBA1c:glycated hemoglobin.

Results

The results of classification experiments on previously unseen
test data are summarized in Table 7. The evaluation results were

calculated using a script released by the organizers of the 2018
n2c2 shared task. We used the best results from 3 related studies
as the baseline. They used rule-based [36], hybrid [18], and
hierarchical neural network (HNN) [38] approaches. We
interpret the results for each classifier separately.
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Table 7. Detailed holdout test results.

c2s2cBaselinebOverallNot metaMetaID

RankSystemF (%)F (%)F (%)R (%)P (%)Ff (%)Re (%)Pd (%)

4Rules90.6476.7781.9076.7987.7671.6480.0064.86ABDOMINAL

1c2s288.1488.1486.4978.0596.9789.8097.7883.02ADVANCED-CAD

2Hybrid89.7064.1795.0091.5798.7033.3366.6722.22ALCOHOL-ABUSE

2HNNg77.3474.4258.0650.0069.2390.7894.1287.67ASP-FOR-MI

2Rules89.7587.1692.6891.9493.4481.6383.3380.00CREATININE

4Hybrid89.5383.5081.5873.8191.1885.4293.1878.85DIETSUPP-2MOS

2Hybrid92.5573.7897.5696.3998.7750.0066.6740.00DRUG-ABUSE

4Hybrid97.6679.2963.1646.15100.0095.42100.0091.25ENGLISH

2Rules93.8292.5394.44100.0089.4790.6282.86100.00HBA1c

1All50.0050.00100.00100.00100.000.000.000.00KETO-1YR

2Hybrid86.0282.5483.1586.0580.4381.9379.0785.00MAJOR-DIABETES

2HNN74.4069.1040.0033.3350.0098.2098.8097.62MAKES-DECISIONS

4Rules87.5966.0592.1189.7494.5940.0050.0033.33MI-6MOS

4Hybrid91.1189.0490.6187.8693.5487.4791.2983.97Overallh (microaveraged)

aThe binary classification task involves 2 classes (met and not met). The results are provided for each class separately and then combined into the overall
F value.
bThe best results from 3 related studies are used as the baseline. They are named after the approach they used: rules [34], hybrid [17], and HNN [36].
The baseline results in italics were calculated on the basis of at most eight positive examples, which account for less than 10% of the test data.
cc2s2: Cardiff Cohort Selection System.
dP: precision.
eR: recall.
fF: F measure.
gHNN: hierarchical neural network.
hThe overall values provided in the bottom row have been microaveraged across the 13 classifiers.

The best results marked with an asterisk in Table 7 were
calculated on the basis of at most 8 positive examples, which
account for less than 10% of the test data. This makes it
impossible to differentiate between random and statistically
significant outcomes, thus making it difficult to generalize the
findings. The most extreme example is that of KETO-1YR,
which had no positive examples in the test data. The results of
all 4 systems were identical with no classification errors. Again,
given that the training data contained only 1 positive example,
the best classification strategy would be the majority rule, which
would achieve the same result. Similarly, ALCOHOL-ABUSE,
DRUG-ABUSE, and MAKES-DECISIONS had only 3 positive
examples in the test data. On these classes, the 4 systems
achieved average precision, recall, and F measure of 58.43%,
65.46%, and 59.38% with standard deviations of 40.11%,
36.51%, and 37.48%, respectively, again illustrating the
difficulty of generalizing these findings. Finally, MI-6MOS had
8 positive examples. The rule-based system achieved the best
performance followed by HNN. At 40.00%, the remaining 2
systems achieved a modest F measure on the met class, but they
did differ in the way they balanced precision and recall. Overall,
no obvious pattern could be noticed in the classification
performance on this class.

All 4 systems achieved similar performance for HBA1c and
ASP-FOR-MI. On the met class, all 4 systems achieved maximal
precision on HBA1c with recall in the 80s, resulting in an F
measure just below or just above 90%. Conversely, on the met
class, all 4 systems achieved almost perfect recall on
ASP-FOR-MI with precision in the high 80s, resulting in an F
measure over 90%. Given the consistently high performance,
we infer that the 2 eligibility criteria are semantically tractable
in the sense that they lend themselves to being modeled
computationally.

The rule-based approach performed best against the following
eligibility criteria: ABDOMINAL and CREATININE. For
ABDOMINAL, recall was in the 80s on the met class with no
significant variation across the systems. However, the 2 machine
learning approaches demonstrated markedly lower precision
than the rule-based approach: 60s versus 90s. Further
experiments are needed to determine whether more training
data would help reduce the number of false positives. In reality,
the cost and time associated with data annotation imposes an
upper bound on the amount of training data available. Given
the F measure is in high 80s, rule-based approaches could be a
preferred option for narrowly defined eligibility criteria, which
can be mapped to explicit references in text. We can observe
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similar results for CREATININE. The rule-based approach
performed best with an F measure in the 80s on the met class,
followed by our own approach with comparable performance.
Although we used machine learning, the key feature used by
the classifier was in fact extracted using a rule-based approach.
This is consistent with our previous recommendation.

Conversely, broader eligibility criteria, which require some
reasoning over multiple references made across the discourse,
may require a machine learning approach to model the
complexities of target classification problems.
MAJOR-DIABETES is one such example where major
complications may not be restricted to a finite class of signs
and symptoms. In addition, such complications may be
mentioned without an explicit reference to diabetes. This
requires complex analysis of the wider context. Neural networks
can be used to model nonlinearity in text. Not surprisingly, the
HNN approach achieved the best results in this case. In
particular, the robustness of this approach is reflected in
achieving a recall of over 90% on the met class. The rule-based
approaches demonstrated lower recall. Our own approach
demonstrated the lowest recall as we also used a rule-based
approach to extract pertinent features. However, our use of

machine learning on top of such features resulted in the second
highest precision on the met class.

Another example of this type of problem is ADVANCED-CAD.
As expected, both machine learning approaches performed better
than the other 2, with overall F measure in the 80s and 70s,
respectively. In particular, our approach significantly
outperformed all others in both precision and recall (see Table
8). We attribute such a performance to a suitable combination
of rule-based feature extraction and supervised classification.
By examining Table 5, we can see that the majority of features
are related to advanced cardiovascular disease either directly
(eg, HRTMED, HRTTRT, HRTISC, HRTANG, HRTCAD,
and ASPFMI) or indirectly (eg, BRPMED and DMCMPL). Our
approach demonstrates the degree to which domain knowledge
infusion can improve the performance of machine learning when
trained on a relatively small dataset. However, it does not require
comprehensive knowledge elicitation. We simply used online
resources and simple corpus analysis to inform the development
of the corresponding lexica and regular expressions following
the same approach used successfully in previous shared tasks
[52,53].

Table 8. Detailed holdout test results for ADVANCED-CAD.

OverallNot metMetSystem

F (%)F (%)R (%)P (%)Fc (%)Rb (%)Pa (%)

88.1486.4978.0596.9789.8097.7883.02c2s2d

78.5075.0065.8587.1082.0091.1174.55Hybrid

70.8164.7153.6681.4876.9288.8967.80Rules

81.0378.3870.7387.8883.6791.1177.36HNNe

aP: precision.
bR: recall.
cF: F measure.
dc2s2: Cardiff Cohort Selection System.
eHNN: hierarchical neural network.

Discussion

Ideally, supervised learning performs best when large training
datasets with a reasonable class balance are available to
extrapolate a classification model while minimizing overfitting.
As we can see from the data (see Figure 3), this was not the
case in this particular study. This is likely to be the norm in
practice rather than the exception. When structured data are
available to support certain eligibility criteria, there is no need
for analyzing the unstructured text data. When such a need does
exist, the use of supervised learning requires manual annotation
of text data, which requires clinical expertise. The cost and time
associated with this activity naturally imposes an upper bound
on the amount of training data available. This limited amount
of training data will immediately exclude approaches such as
deep learning, which, in theory, could be used to extract complex
relationships between words using long- and short-term memory.
Therefore, the remaining choices include rule-based
classification and supervised learning. Clinical trials are plagued

by insufficient recruitment rates. On average, 86% of trials fail
to recruit a sufficient number of patients, 85% of trials overrun
because of insufficient recruitment, 37% of sites do not meet
their recruitment targets, and 20% fail to recruit any patients
[54]. Even when sufficient numbers are initially recruited, the
problem of 30% dropout rate remains. Not surprisingly, 30%
of phase III trial terminations are because of recruitment failures.
Owing to these recruitment concerns, one would naturally opt
for supervised learning approaches as they are more robust than
rule-based approaches in terms of recall. In other words, it would
help identify a much larger pool of patients to potentially recruit.
However, the limited amount of training data will prevent the
use of longer n-grams as it would lead to document
representation vectors that are long and sparse, a combination
prone to overfitting. This leaves the BoW approach as the most
plausible option. To compensate for the loss of context, manual
feature engineering can be used to model complex relationships
between words. This represents a practical compromise between
rule-based and machine learning approaches. This study
provides a practical example of such a hybrid approach. The
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development of our system incurred less than 2 person-months,
while achieving performance that could boost the recruitment.

The system is expected to reduce clinicians’ workload in line
with the estimates reported by other studies [11,16,42,43].
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Abstract

Background: The increasing adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) in clinical practice holds the promise of improving
care and advancing research by serving as a rich source of data, but most EHRs allow clinicians to enter data in a text format
without much structure. Natural language processing (NLP) may reduce reliance on manual abstraction of these text data by
extracting clinical features directly from unstructured clinical digital text data and converting them into structured data.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the performance of a commercially available NLP tool for extracting clinical features
from free-text consult notes.

Methods: We conducted a pilot, retrospective, cross-sectional study of the accuracy of NLP from dictated consult notes from
our tuberculosis clinic with manual chart abstraction as the reference standard. Consult notes for 130 patients were extracted and
processed using NLP. We extracted 15 clinical features from these consult notes and grouped them a priori into categories of
simple, moderate, and complex for analysis.

Results: For the primary outcome of overall accuracy, NLP performed best for features classified as simple, achieving an overall
accuracy of 96% (95% CI 94.3-97.6). Performance was slightly lower for features of moderate clinical and linguistic complexity
at 93% (95% CI 91.1-94.4), and lowest for complex features at 91% (95% CI 87.3-93.1).

Conclusions: The findings of this study support the use of NLP for extracting clinical features from dictated consult notes in
the setting of a tuberculosis clinic. Further research is needed to fully establish the validity of NLP for this and other purposes.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e12575)   doi:10.2196/12575
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Introduction

Background
In recent years, the use of electronic health records (EHRs) in
office-based clinical practices in the United States has more
than doubled, from approximately 40% in 2008 to nearly 90%
in 2015 [1]. This rise has been even sharper in hospitals, where
EHR adoption has increased from about 10% in 2008 to nearly
85% in 2015 [2]. The increasing adoption of EHRs in clinical
practice holds the promise of improving care and advancing
research by serving as a rich source of data. However, gleaning
useful information from EHR data can be challenging, and the
use of such data for research purposes varies considerably across
jurisdictions [3].

One challenge relates to EHRs allowing clinicians to enter data
in text format without much structure. Although this enhances
clinical usability, it often requires costly and time-consuming
manual chart abstraction processes to extract useful information
in a structured manner. These challenges have sparked an
increasing interest in the potential for natural language
processing (NLP) approaches to process unstructured clinical
digital text data, extract clinical features, and convert them into
structured data.

Although NLP approaches for processing radiological reports
are now well established [4], the practice of using NLP for
processing more general clinical documentation, especially
consult notes, is still developing. Research to date has explored
several applications of NLP to general clinical documentation,
including identification of breast cancer recurrence [5], social
isolation [6], falls risk [7], depression [8], homelessness [9],
intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms [10], and new
clinically relevant information for organ transplant patients [11].
One common feature of much of the research to date is that
studies have tended to leverage open-source and academic tools
for NLP. Although these tools can be highly effective, most are
available as libraries for programing languages such as Python
and R, which can pose a barrier for health care organizations
that lack robust digital capacity or academic partnerships.
However, there are an increasing number of commercially
available NLP tools, such as Linguimatics I2E and Google
Cloud’s AutoML, that promise to make NLP significantly more
accessible for general users, but to date, there have been

relatively fewer studies that have evaluated the validity of these
tools for clinical feature extraction [6,7,12].

Objective
We conducted a pilot study to examine the accuracy of a
commercially available NLP tool relative to manual chart
abstraction in capturing useful information from free-text consult
notes in an outpatient tuberculosis (TB) clinic.

Methods

Study Setting
We conducted a pilot, retrospective, cross-sectional study of
feature extraction accuracy using NLP, with manual chart
abstraction as the reference standard. The study setting was St.
Michael’s Hospital, which is a 450-bed urban academic hospital
affiliated with the University of Toronto. The St. Michael’s TB
program serves as a tertiary referral center for patients with
active TB and latent TB infection, managing patients in both
inpatient and outpatient settings. The program is staffed by a
rotating roster of 8 physicians (6 respirologists and 2 infectious
disease physicians) and 1 TB nurse practitioner and has a
volume of approximately 2000 outpatient encounters annually.
This study was approved by the St. Michael’s Hospital Research
Ethics Board and conducted in accordance with its policies.

Natural Language Processing Approach
We conducted our NLP analysis using a commercial NLP engine
(Pentavere’s DARWEN), which integrates 3 primary approaches
to extract clinical features: (1) manually prepared natural
language extraction rules that describe the general syntax and
lexicon of each feature (both custom and internationally
recognized ontologies such as Medical Subject Headings and
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms are
utilized as an initial source of synonyms for common clinical
terms), (2) machine-learned inferred rules that are designed to
complement and reduce the extraction error rate of the manually
prepared rules (the usage of machine learning in DARWEN is
directed to improve the quality of the clinical natural language
extraction rather than to predict or infer clinical features based
on other features, as is the case with many competing systems),
and (3) heuristic rules that encapsulate overarching clinical
knowledge that must be respected when considering the clinical
features holistically. This workflow is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Natural language processing (NLP) workflow using the DARWEN tool. PRP: pronoun; VB: verb; RB: adverb; JJ: adjective; CC: coordinating
conjunction; DT: determiner; NN: noun; IN: preposition; TB: tuberculosis; TST: Tuberculin Skin Test.

We followed the standard process for employing DARWEN,
which involves tuning, testing, and retuning against a reference
standard, together with clinician consultation to resolve any
semantic issues as well as to develop the heuristic rules. Tuning
refers to the process of refining NLP extraction rules based on
manual analysis of text and is an essential step to successfully
account for the variability in terminology and documentation
structure between clinicians. Generating rules during the tuning
process is an iterative, feature-by-feature, semisupervised
process. First, we focused on recognizing the key entities
associated with any feature, such as comorbidities. Given the
low volume of data in the training set, we started with recurrent
neural network-based named entity recognition (NER) models,
which were pretrained for recognizing drugs, diagnosis, medical
risk factors, and adverse drug reactions on Pentavere’s
proprietary clinical dataset (Pentavere’s proprietary corpus
includes over 100,000 patients, with an average of 50 clinical
notes per patient); discussed the match results with the clinician;
and supplemented the NER model with heuristics to
accommodate any discrepancies. For clinical features not
appropriate for NER models, we employed a purely heuristic
approach. For example, for a feature such as smoking status,
we developed an initial set of rules to cover 3 straightforward
cases: explicit mention of nonsmoker (eg, “She never smokes”),
explicit mention of former smoker (eg, “she is a former light
smoker”), and qualified mention of former smoker (eg, “She is
a smoker who gave up 2 years ago”). Although these captured
many cases of smoking found in the text, the tuning process
revealed many more subtle cases that require further
development of rules, such as a smoker who quit and then started
again, handling of indeterminant language (eg, “She has a 20
pack year smoking history” in which it is not clear whether the
patient still smokes or has quit), oblique mentions (eg, “She
uses marijuana”), and second-hand smoker (eg, “Her former
roommate was a smoker, but she was not.”) In this case, we
developed rules to label token sequences (spans) into each of
the different cases of smoker, former smoker, and nonsmoker.

These rules are a combination of syntactic and lexical patterns,
sometimes manually specified and sometimes induced from the
data itself.

We then turned our attention to modeling the relationships
between entities using a constituent parse tree kernel–based
induction semisupervised machine learning technique,
Pentavere’s proprietary algorithm inspired by the Dual Iterative
Pattern Relation Expansion algorithm [13]. For training data,
the algorithm uses a few starting phrases or sentences that
provide a valid relationship and a few that provide an invalid
relationship. Given some initial examples of related entities,
the algorithm finds generalizations of parse trees that define
those known relationships. These syntactic rules/patterns were
then applied to find other entities that appear to be in similar
relationships. We also leveraged features of the tool that support
several contextual states, including polarity (negation),
certainty/uncertainty, hypothesis (if… then…), historical context
(history of…), and experiencer (patient and family member).
This contextualization uses constituent and dependency parse
trees to describe different types of relationships between tokens
in text and thus determine the scope of the context, for example,
to restrict a context to only apply to entities contained in specific
sub (constituent) trees of the context and/or require a specific
dependency relationship between the entities in context. For a
case such as, “She has no apparent rash causing her pruritus,”
this approach recognizes that rash is negated but pruritus is not
negated.

Sampling Approach
To create our corpus, we randomly sampled 130 patient records
from a total pool of 351 records from our hospital’s outpatient
TB clinic without exclusion and extracted their consult notes
from their EHR. Consult notes for all outpatient encounters in
the TB clinic are dictated by the attending physician or resident,
followed by review and electronic sign-off by the attending
physician. Dictations are free format, with no standardized
template. They contain detailed clinical information about
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patients’ demographics, diagnosis, treatment course (including
medications), and progress. Given that these notes contain
personal health information, we are not able to share the corpus,
but we have included synthetic samples of both assessment and
follow-up notes in Multimedia Appendix 1, which are
representative of the corpus.

We randomly divided our sample into 3 parts to support the
tuning process described above, a tuning sample (n=30), a
first-round testing/retuning sample (n=50), and a final testing
sample (n=50). A single patient record allotted to the final

testing sample contained corrupted data, reducing the final
testing sample size to 49.

Feature Identification
The following features were selected for extraction: country of
birth, date of immigration to Canada, HIV status, known TB
exposure, previous TB, smoking status, diagnosis, method of
diagnosis, TB sensitivities, sputum culture conversion date,
drug treatments, adverse drug reactions, medical risk factors
for TB acquisition, social risk factors for TB acquisition, and
disease extent (Table 1).

Table 1. Feature categorization based on a priori assessment of clinical and linguistic complexity.

ExamplesTypeFeature complexity and feature

Simple

India; IndonesiaCountryCountry of birth

30/06/2013DateDate of immigration

Current smoker; former smokerCategoricalSmoking status

Isoniazid; rifampinText mapped to drug listDrug treatment

Moderate

Positive/negativeBinaryHIV status

Yes/noBinaryKnown TBa exposure

Yes/noBinaryPrevious TB

Culture positive; polymerase chain reaction positiveCategoricalMethod of diagnosis

Fully sensitive; isoniazid resistantCategoricalTB sensitivities

Complex

Active TB; latent TB infectionCategoricalDiagnosis

22/07/2016DateSputum conversion date

Peripheral neuropathy; rashCategoricalAdverse drug reactions

Chemotherapy; renal failureCategoricalMedical risk factors

Refugee camp resident; jail inmateCategoricalSocial risk factors

Pulmonary acid fast bacilli smear positive; disseminatedCategoricalDisease extent

aTB: tuberculosis.

For each feature where a patient could have multiple
observations, a series of dichotomous indicator features were
created. For example, for drug treatment, patients could be on
multiple medications, so dichotomous features were created for
each relevant medication.

For analysis, we pooled these features into 3 categories—simple,
moderate, and complex—based on an a priori assessment by a
clinical expert of the relative clinical and linguistic complexity
of each feature, based upon their clinical judgment (Table 1).
Complex features were typically those where NLP would have
to go well beyond simply categorizing terms based on a
reference dictionary but would instead have to successfully
process rich language with significant clinical context. For
example, adverse drug reactions are particularly challenging as
we may see the mention of a rash in the text, but this does not
determine whether there was in fact a rash or whether a rash
was the result of an adverse drug reaction. To determine whether
there was a rash, we have to be able to rule out cases with the

physician dictating “no evidence of rash,” patient complaining
of rash but not diagnosed as such by the physician, and the
physician dictating that she discussed rashes as possible side
effects of the medication. Once it has been determined that a
rash is present, we must first determine whether a rash is in fact
a possible side effect of a drug the patient had been prescribed
and then identify if the rash started when the drug was
administered, which unless explicitly dictated, requires the
solution to process the patient encounters longitudinally.

The reference standard was created by manually extracting
features from patient records using a standardized data extraction
form by a trained chart reviewer to serve as the reference
standard analysis. One of the coauthors (JB) trained both the
chart reviewer and the NLP engineer on how to perform chart
abstraction to ensure the same clinical criteria would be used
by both. This coauthor (JB) performed arbitration in cases of
disagreement between the chart abstractor and the NLP tool’s
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output. Arbitrated results were used to retune the model on the
training dataset before the final testing phase.

Statistical Analysis
The primary outcome of our study was overall accuracy, defined
as the number of correctly classified observations divided by
the total number of observations [14]. Secondary outcomes were
sensitivity (recall), specificity, positive predictive value (PPV;
precision), and negative predictive value (NPV) [15,16].
NLP-abstracted data were treated as the index analysis, with
manual chart review acting as the reference standard analysis.

Analysis was divided into 2 stages. The first stage was
conducted after a single round of tuning of the NLP algorithms
(n=50). The results of this stage were used to retune the semantic
and heuristic rules used by the NLP tool to improve accuracy.
The final analysis stage was conducted on the remaining records
(n=49).

For the primary outcome, within each feature category, we
calculated the accuracy and a 95% CI using standard methods
for continuous features and proportions [17]. For secondary
outcomes, we calculated the average and standard deviation
within each category. For example, for the simple category, we
calculated secondary outcomes for each feature within the
category, averaged them, and calculated the standard deviation.
This is a way of illustrating the average sensitivity, specificity,
PPV and NPV, and spread across all classes of a multicategorical
feature. All analyses were conducted using R (v 3.3.0).

Results

Overview
The study sample of 129 subjects included 71 females (55.0%,
71/129) with a mean age of 36.51 years and 58 males (45%)

with a mean age of 46.74 years. Consult notes from 9 clinicians
(8 physicians and 1 nurse practitioner) were included in the
sample. A total of 138 points of discrepancy between the NLP
process and the reference standard chart abstraction were
identified.

Natural Language Processing Performance
For the primary outcome (Table 2), NLP performed best for
features classified as simple, achieving an overall accuracy of
96% (95% CI 94.3-97.6). Performance was slightly lower for
features of moderate clinical and linguistic complexity at 93%
(95% CI 91.1-94.4) and lowest for complex features at 91%
(95% CI 87.3-93.1).

For secondary outcomes (Table 2), NLP achieved a sensitivity
of 94% (SD 7.7) for simple, 60% (SD 38.6) for moderate, and
74% (SD 45.7) for complex features and PPV of 96% (SD 6.4)
for simple, 70% (SD 33.7) for moderate, and 54% (SD 37.4)
for complex features. The relatively low sensitivity and PPV
for moderate and complex features is in contrast to its specificity
of 99% (SD 0.5) for simple, 94% (SD 5.0) for moderate, and
89% (SD 8.3) for complex features and NPV of 99% (SD 1.7)
for simple, 96% (SD 6.6) for moderate, and 98% (SD 2.9) for
complex features.

Unsurprisingly, we saw considerable variation in NLP’s
performance at the clinical feature level (Table 3). NLP
performed extremely well for detecting drug prescriptions,
achieving 100% for all primary and secondary outcomes for
moxifloxacin, rifampin, ethambutol, and isoniazid. In contrast,
NLP did not perform well at the feature level when measuring
disease extent, with a sensitivity of only 25% for pulmonary
acid fast bacilli (AFB) positive and 0% for extra pulmonary
cases because of a very low number of these cases in our sample
(4 pulmonary AFB-positive cases and 2 extrapulmonary cases).

Table 2. Primary and secondary outcomes for natural language processing (index analysis) compared with manual chart review (reference standard
analysis).

Secondary outcomesPrimary outcome, overall
accuracy (95% CI)

Feature complexity

Negative predictive
value (SD)

Positive predictive
value/precision (SD)

Specificity (SD)Sensitivity/recall (SD)

99.0 (1.7)96.4 (6.4)99.7 (0.5)93.8 (7.7)96.3 (94.3-97.6)Simple

95.6 (6.6)70.2 (33.7)94.2 (5.0)60.2 (38.6)92.9 (91.1-94.4)Moderate

98.4 (2.9)53.6 (37.4)89.2 (8.3)73.8 (45.7)90.6 (87.3-93.1)Complex
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Table 3. Primary and secondary outcomes for natural language processing (index analysis) compared with manual chart review (reference standard
analysis) at the clinical feature level.

Secondary outcomesaPrimary outcome, overall
accuracy (95% CI)

Feature

Negative predictive
value (SD)

Positive predictive
value/precision (SD)

Specificity (SD)Sensitivity/recall (SD)

Simple features

0.99 (0.01)0.97 (0.11)0.99 (0.01)0.88 (0.32)0.92 (0.80-0.98)Country of birth

0.99 (0.01)0.98 (0.08)0.99 (0.02)0.89 (0.29)0.90 (0.78-0.97)Year of immigration

0.97 (0.02)0.85 (0.30)0.98 (0.03)0.92 (0.08)0.94 (0.83-0.99)Smoking status

0.99 (0.01)0.99 (0.01)0.99 (0.01)0.80 (0.45)0.98 (0.89-0.99)Sputum conversion date

1.000.950.851.000.96 (0.86-0.99)Pyrazinamide

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Moxifloxacin

1.000.840.861.000.92 (0.80-0.98)Vitamin B6

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Rifampin

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Ethambutol

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Isoniazid

N/AN/A0.98N/Ab0.98 (0.89-0.99)Levofloxacin

Moderate features

0.970.890.940.940.94 (0.83-0.99)HIV status

0.900.670.820.800.82 (0.68-0.91)TBc contact

0.950.830.980.710.94 (0.83-0.99)Old TB

0.871.001.000.330.88 (0.75-0.95)Culture positive

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Polymerase chain reaction
positive

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Clinical diagnosis

0.91 (0.14)0.73 (0.25)0.97 (0.04)0.81 (0.27)0.92 (0.80-0.98)Drug sensitivity

N/AN/A0.98N/A0.98 (0.89-0.99)Corticosteroids

0.980.330.960.500.94 (0.83-0.99)Chemotherapy

0.770.500.970.080.76 (0.61-0.87)Other immunosuppressive
drugs

1.000.330.911.000.92 (0.80-0.98)Cancer

0.981.001.000.860.98 (0.89-0.99)Diabetes

0.960.000.980.000.94 (0.83-0.99)Malnutrition

0.811.001.000.100.82 (0.68-0.91)Other immunosuppressive
conditions

0.91 (0.14)0.99 (0.02)0.93 (0.12)0.66 (0.57)0.96 (0.86-0.99)Marginalized

0.97 (0.03)0.95 (0.08)0.95 (0.08)0.38 (0.48)0.90 (0.78-0.97)Health care facility

Pulmonary acid fast bacilli

0.930.500.980.250.92 (0.80-0.98)Positive

1.000.670.961.000.96 (0.86-0.99)Negative

0.910.000.960.000.88 (0.75-0.96)Extrapulmonary (other than
lymphadenitis)

N/AN/A0.94N/A0.94 (0.83-0.99)Lymphadenitis

0.96N/A1.000.000.96 (0.86-0.99)Disseminated

Complex features
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Secondary outcomesaPrimary outcome, overall
accuracy (95% CI)

Feature

Negative predictive
value (SD)

Positive predictive
value/precision (SD)

Specificity (SD)Sensitivity/recall (SD)

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Active TB disease

0.920.760.790.900.84 (0.70-0.93)Latent TB infection

1.000.250.871.000.88 (0.75-0.95)Pulmonary nontuberculous
mycobacteria

Adverse drug reaction

1.000.650.761.000.84 (0.70-0.93)Gastrointestinal

1.000.780.951.000.96 (0.86-0.99)Peripheral neuropathy

1.000.500.891.000.90 (0.78-0.97)Rash

0.960.000.980.000.94 (0.83-0.99)Other

0.980.000.920.000.90 (0.75-0.97)Ocular toxicity

aValues within parenthesis are standard deviation values.
bN/A: not applicable.
cTB: tuberculosis.

Natural Language Processing Performance Adjusted
for Adjudication
To understand whether NLP’s relatively low sensitivity and
PPV for moderate and complex features might be driven by
errors in the manual chart review, rather than errors in NLP, we
conducted a post hoc analysis in which all 138 points of
discrepancy between the reference standard and index analysis
were arbitrated by a clinical expert. The expert found the results
to be in favor of NLP in 51.4% (71/138) of cases and chart
review in 45.6% (63/138) of cases and found that both were
incorrect in 2.8% (4/138) of cases.

After adjusting for the results of adjudication, results for our
primary outcome of overall accuracy increased modestly to 98%

(95% CI 96.1-98.7) for simple, 96% (95% CI 94.8-97.3) for
moderate, and 94% (95% CI 91.3-96.1) for complex features.
The sensitivity increased to 78% (SD 25.0) for moderate and
86% (SD 35.0) for complex features, and PPV increased to 93%
(SD 14.7) for moderate and 70% (SD 34.2) for complex features
(Table 4).

At the feature level (Table 5), adjustment for adjudication
resulted in several dramatic improvements, particularly in the
area of immunosuppressive drugs and conditions. For example,
PPV for both cancer and chemotherapy was only 33% before
adjudication but increased to 100% following adjudication.
Similarly, for other immunosuppressive drugs, sensitivity was
only 8% and PPV was only 50% initially, but it increased to
67% and 100%, respectively, after adjudication.

Table 4. Primary and secondary outcomes for natural language processing compared with manual chart review, adjusted for results of adjudication.

Secondary outcomesPrimary outcome, overall
accuracy (95% CI)

Feature complexity

Negative predictive
value (SD)

Positive predictive
value/precision (SD)

Specificity (SD)Sensitivity/recall (SD)

99.2 (1.7)98.3 (4.5)99.8 (0.5)96.4 (5.4)97.8 (96.1-98.7)Simple

97.2 (3.2)92.7 (14.7)93.3 (4.7)78.2 (25.0)96.2 (94.8-97.3)Moderate

98.7 (2.9)70.5 (34.2)92.8 (8.2)86.3 (35.0)94.1 (91.3-96.1)Complex
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Table 5. Primary and secondary outcomes for natural language processing compared with manual chart review, adjusted for results of adjudication at
the clinical feature level.

Secondary outcomesaPrimary outcome, overall
accuracy (95% CI)

Feature

Negative predictive
value (SD)

Positive predictive
value/precision (SD)

Specificity (SD)Sensitivity/recall (SD)

Simple features

0.99 (0.01)0.98 (0.10)0.99 (0.01)0.91 (0.28)0.94 (0.83-0.99)Country of birth

0.99 (0.01)0.99 (0.06)0.99 (0.02)0.92 (0.23)0.92 (0.80-0.98)Year of immigration

0.97 (0.02)0.85 (0.30)0.98 (0.03)0.92 (0.08)0.94 (0.83-0.99)Smoking status

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Sputum year

1.000.950.851.000.96 (0.86-0.99)Pyrazinamide

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Moxifloxacin

1.000.840.861.000.92 (0.80-0.98)Vitamin B6

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Rifampin

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Ethambutol

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Isoniazid

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Levofloxacin

Moderate features

0.971.001.000.950.98 (0.89-0.99)HIV status

0.970.670.830.920.86 (0.73-0.94)TBb contact

0.951.001.000.750.96 (0.86-0.99)Old TB

0.871.001.000.330.88 (0.75-0.95)Culture positive

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Polymerase chain reaction
positive

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Clinical diagnosis

0.94 (0.10)0.80 (0.26)0.99 (0.01)0.98 (0.03)0.96 (0.86-0.99)Drug sensitivity

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93, 1.00)Corticosteroids

0.981.001.000.750.98 (0.89-0.99)Chemotherapy

0.981.001.000.670.98 (0.89-0.99)Other immunosuppressive
drugs

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Cancer

0.981.001.000.860.98 (0.89-0.99)Diabetes

0.960.000.980.000.94 (0.83-0.99)Malnutrition

0.981.001.000.50.98 (0.89-0.99)Other immunosuppressive
conditions

0.99 (0.01)0.99 (0.01)0.95 (0.10)0.75 (0.50)0.98 (0.89-0.99)Marginalized

0.97 (0.03)0.95 (0.06)0.86 (0.29)0.50 (0.50)0.92 (0.80-0.97)Health care facility

Pulmonary acid fast bacillus

0.930.500.980.250.92 (0.80-0.98)Positive

1.000.670.951.000.96 (0.86-0.99)Negative

0.951.001.000.500.96 (0.86-0.99)Extrapulmonary (other than
lymphadenitis)

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Lymphadenitis

N/AN/A1.00N/Ac1.00 (0.93-1.00)Disseminated

Complex features
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Secondary outcomesaPrimary outcome, overall
accuracy (95% CI)

Feature

Negative predictive
value (SD)

Positive predictive
value/precision (SD)

Specificity (SD)Sensitivity/recall (SD)

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Active TB disease

0.920.760.790.900.84 (0.70-0.93)Latent TB infection

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Pulmonary nontuberculous
mycobacteria

Adverse drug reaction

1.000.780.841.000.90 (0.78-0.97)Gastrointestinal

1.001.001.001.001.00 (0.93-1.00)Peripheral neuropathy

1.000.500.891.000.90 (0.78-0.97)Rash

1.000.500.981.000.97 (0.89-0.99)Other

0.980.000.920.000.90 (0.75-0.97)Ocular toxicity

aValues within parenthesis are standard deviation values.
bTB: tuberculosis.
cN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The findings of this study suggest that a commercially available
NLP tool can perform very well when compared with the
reference standard of manual chart review in extracting useful
clinical information from digital text notes in our TB clinic with
limited training. This was especially true in the case of
straightforward findings, such as prescribed medications,
smoking status, country of birth, year of immigration, and
sputum conversion date. Unsurprisingly, accuracy decreased
slightly as clinical features became more complex, but it
remained over 90% for complex features.

One notable finding is that although NLP performed extremely
well with respect to specificity and NPV for moderate and
complex findings, sensitivity and PPV were considerably lower.
These results are in keeping with other studies using free-format
clinical notes for complex feature extraction, such as the study
by Perlis et al, who reported a sensitivity of 42% and PPV of
78% for the detection of depression [8]. However, these findings
are in contrast to the high sensitivity and PPV reported in studies
looking at radiology reports, such as the study by Al-Haddad
et al, who demonstrated a sensitivity of 97% and PPV of 95%
in the detection of intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms
[10]. This discrepancy may be either because of differences in
complexity of features or because of differences inherent
between radiology reports, which are relatively structured, often
with minimal variability from practitioner to practitioner, versus
free-format clinical notes, which have less structure and greater
variability across practitioners.

In terms of ease of use of a commercially available tool,
deploying Pentavere’s DARWEN in our environment was a
straightforward installation of their application on a desktop
computer. The iterative tuning and relationship modeling for
all clinical features took our NLP engineer roughly 4 weeks to
complete. The tuning required roughly 6 hours of clinician time

to provide clinical context for the NLP engineer, confirm clinical
validity of heuristic rules, and perform arbitration of
discrepancies between chart review and NLP.

Strengths and Limitations
Our study is novel in several ways. First, to our knowledge, this
is only the third study to explore the validity of NLP for the
identification of TB patients and the first to examine dictated
consult notes versus radiological reports and structured
laboratory results for this purpose [18,19]. Second, research on
NLP applications in medicine tend to focus on only a single
clinical condition such as the presence of a tumor [10], a
diagnosis such as depression [8], or a social condition such as
homelessness [9]. In contrast, our study is substantially broader
compared with other more commonly published studies, looking
at 15 distinct medical and social features. Finally, our study is
one of the few to evaluate the performance of a commercially
available NLP tool [6,7,12].

Our study has several limitations. First, review of the
feature-level analysis reveals that some dichotomous features
had very low incidence, making sensitivity and PPV very
sensitive to error. Second, our choice to randomly sample for
our initial training dataset (n=30) resulted in an undersampling
of cases of ocular toxicity because of adverse drug reaction. As
a result, the NLP tool was never trained on this feature and
subsequently performed poorly for this feature during the final
testing set, potentially underestimating the effectiveness of a
properly trained tool. This suggests that a real-world application
of this technology may require a more purposive sampling
strategy than our random sampling approach. Third, our study
employed only a single chart abstractor and a single adjudicator.
Finally, this study was conducted at a single center, in a focused
clinical area, and with a relatively small final test sample (n=49),
which may limit the generalizability of our findings. However,
the goal of this pilot study was to establish the feasibility of
using NLP to extract clinical features from dictated consult
notes and to inform the approach to larger future studies.
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Conclusions
NLP technology has been advancing quickly in recent years,
and the potential clinical applications are numerous. The
findings of this study support the application of extracting
clinical features from dictated consult notes in the setting of a
TB clinic. Further research is needed to fully establish the

validity of NLP for this and other purposes. However, its
application to free-format consult notes may be of particular
benefit, as it offers a course whereby clinicians can document
in their preferred method of narrative free text, with data still
available for applications such as research and program quality
control initiatives, for example, without the cost and effort of
manual chart review.
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Abstract

Background: Named entity recognition (NER) is a key step in clinical natural language processing (NLP). Traditionally,
rule-based systems leverage prior knowledge to define rules to identify named entities. Recently, deep learning–based NER
systems have become more and more popular. Contextualized word embedding, as a new type of representation of the word, has
been proposed to dynamically capture word sense using context information and has proven successful in many deep learning–based
systems in either general domain or medical domain. However, there are very few studies that investigate the effects of combining
multiple contextualized embeddings and prior knowledge on the clinical NER task.

Objective: This study aims to improve the performance of NER in clinical text by combining multiple contextual embeddings
and prior knowledge.

Methods: In this study, we investigate the effects of combining multiple contextualized word embeddings with classic word
embedding in deep neural networks to predict named entities in clinical text. We also investigate whether using a semantic lexicon
could further improve the performance of the clinical NER system.

Results: By combining contextualized embeddings such as ELMo and Flair, our system achieves the F-1 score of 87.30% when
only training based on a portion of the 2010 Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside NER task dataset. After
incorporating the medical lexicon into the word embedding, the F-1 score was further increased to 87.44%. Another finding was
that our system still could achieve an F-1 score of 85.36% when the size of the training data was reduced to 40%.

Conclusions: Combined contextualized embedding could be beneficial for the clinical NER task. Moreover, the semantic lexicon
could be used to further improve the performance of the clinical NER system.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14850)   doi:10.2196/14850

KEYWORDS

natural language processing; named entity recognition; deep learning; contextualized word embedding; semantic embedding;
prior knowledge

Introduction

History of Clinical Named Entity Recognition
Clinical named entity recognition (NER), an important clinical
natural language processing (NLP) task, has been explored for
several decades. In the early stage, most NER systems leverage
rules and dictionaries to represent linguistic features and domain
knowledge to identify clinical entities, such as MedLEE [1],
SymText/MPlus [2,3], MetaMap [4], KnowledgeMap [5],
cTAKES [6], and HiTEX [7]. To promote the development of

machine learning–based system, many publicly available corpora
have been developed by organizers of some clinical NLP
challenges such as the Informatics for Integrating Biology and
the Bedside (i2b2) 2009 [8], 2010 [9-13], 2012 [14-18], 2014
[19-23], ShARe/CLEF eHealth Evaluation Lab 2013 dataset
[24], and Semantic Evaluation 2014 task 7 [25], 2015 task 6
[26], 2015 task 14 [27], and 2016 task 12 [28] datasets. Many
machine learning–based clinical NER systems have been
proposed, and they greatly improved performance compared
with the early rule-based systems [13,29,30]. Most systems are
implemented based on two types of supervised machine learning
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algorithms: (1) classification algorithms such as support vector
machines (SVMs) and (2) sequence labeling algorithms such
as conditional random fields (CRFs), hidden Markov models
(HMMs), and structural support vector machines (SSVMs).
Among all of the algorithms, CRFs play the leading roles due
to the advantage of the sequence labeling algorithms over
classification algorithms in considering context information
when making the prediction; CRFs, as one type of discriminative
model, tend to achieve better performance for the same source
of testing data compared with generative model-based
algorithms such as HMMs. Even though CRFs have achieved
a huge success in the clinical NER area, they have some obvious
limitations: CRF-based systems lie in manually crafted features,
which are time consuming, and their ability to capture context
in a large window is limited.

Deep Neural Network–Based Named Entity
Recognition Algorithms
In recent years, deep neural network–based NER algorithms
have been extensively studied, and many deep learning–based
clinical NER systems have been proposed. They have an obvious
advantage over traditional machine learning algorithms since
they do not require feature engineering, which is the most
difficult part of designing machine learning–based systems.
They also improve the ability to leverage the context

information. Initially, word embedding [31] is proposed as a
method to represent the word in a continuous way to better
support neural network structure. Then several new neural
network structures including recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
and long short-term memory (LSTM) [32] have been introduced
to better represent sequence-based input and overcome long-term
dependency issues. Recently, contextual word representations
generated from pretrained bidirectional language models
(biLMs) have been shown to significantly improve the
performance of state-of-the-art NER systems [33].

In biLMs, the language model (LM) can be described as: given
a sequence of N tokens, (t1, t2, ..., tN), the probability of token
tk can be calculated given the history (t1, ..., tk–1), and the
sequence probability can be computed as seen in Figure 1.

Recent neural LMs usually include one layer of token input,
which is represented by word embedding or a CNN over
characters, followed by L layers of forward LSTMs. On the top
layer, the SoftMax layer is added to generate a prediction score
for the next token [33]. The biLM combines two such neural
LMs: the forward LM and backward LM; the backward LM is
similar to the forward LM, except it runs over the reverse
sequence. As a whole, the biLM tries to maximize the
log-likelihood of the forward and backward directions as seen
in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Sequence probability in bidirectional language models.

Figure 2. Log-likelihood of the forward and backward directions language models.

Where θx represents the token representation layer, θs represents

the Softmax layer, and LSTM and LSTM represent the forward
and backward directions of the LSTM layer.

In 2017, Peters et al [34] introduced a sequence tagger called
TagLM that combines pretrained word embeddings and biLM
embeddings as the representation of the word to improve the
performance of the NER system. Since the output of each layer
of the biLM represents a different type of contextual information
[35], Peters et al [33] proposed another embedding, a deep
contexualized word representation, ELMo, by concatenating
all the biLM layer outputs into the biLM embedding with a
weighted average pooling operation. The ELMo embedding
adds CNN and highway networks over the character for each
token as the input. ELMo has been proven to enhance the

performance of different NLP tasks such as semantic role
labeling and question answering [33].

Similar to Peters’ELMo, Akbik et al [36] introduced contextual
string embeddings for sequence labeling, which leverages neural
character-level language modeling to generate a contextualized
embedding for each word input within a sentence. The principle
of the character-level LM is that it is the same as biLMs except
that it runs on the sequences of characters instead of tokens.
Figure 3 shows the architecture of extracting a contextual string
embedding for the word “hypotensive” in a sentence. We can
see that instead of generating a fixed representation of the
embedding for each word, the embedding of each token is
composed of pretrained character embeddings from surrounding
text, meaning the same token has dynamic representation
depending on its context.
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Figure 3. Architecture of extracting a contextual string embedding.

Deep Neural Network–Based Clinical Named Entity
Recognition Systems
In the clinical domain, researchers investigated the performance
of clinical NER tasks on various types of deep neural network
structures. In 2015, researchers showed it is beneficial to use
the large clinical corpus to generate word embeddings for
clinical NER systems, and they comparatively investigated the
different ways of generating word embeddings in the clinical
domain [37]. In 2017, Wu et al [38] produced state-of-the-art
results on the i2b2 2010 NER task dataset by employing the
LSTM-CRF structure. Liu et al [39] investigated the effects of
two types of character word embeddings on LSTM-based
systems on multiple i2b2/Veterans Administration (VA) NER
task datasets. In 2018, Zhu et al [40] employed a contextualized
LM embedding on clinical data and boosted the state-of-the-art
performance by 3.4% on the i2b2/VA 2010 NER dataset. The
above studies show that, with the development of methods in
text representation learning, especially contextual word
embedding, more and more hidden knowledge can be learned
from a large unannotated clinical corpus, which is beneficial
for clinical NER tasks. According to the study by Peters et al
[35], contextual word representations derived from pretrained
biLMs can learn different levels of information that vary with
the depth of the network, from local syntactic information to
long-range dependent semantic information. Even without
leveraging traditional domain knowledge such as lexicon and
ontology, deep learning–based NER systems can achieve better
performance than traditional machine learning–based systems.

Besides using pretrained representation from large unlabeled
corpora, researchers started to integrate prior knowledge into
deep learning frameworks to improve the performance of the
NER system. For example, in the general domain, Yu and
Dredze [41] created a semantic word embedding based on
WordNet and evaluated the performance on language modeling,
semantic similarity, and human judgment prediction. In another
example, Weston et al [42] leveraged a CNN to generate a
semantic embedding based on hashtags to improve the
performance of the document recommendation task. In the

clinical domain, Wu et al [43] compared two types of methods
to inject medical knowledge into deep learning–based clinical
NER solutions and found that the RNN-based system combining
medical knowledge as embeddings achieved the best
performance on the i2b2 2010 dataset. In 2019, Wang et al [44]
explored two different architectures that extend the bidirectional
LSTM (biLSTM) neural network and five different feature
representation schemes to incorporate the medical dictionaries.
In addition, other studies also use prior knowledge to generate
embeddings [45-49].

To date, no detailed analysis has been published to investigate
the value of combining different types of word embeddings and
prior knowledge for clinical NER. In this study, we made the
following contributions: (1) we proposed an innovative method
to combine two types of contextualized embeddings to study
their effects on the clinical NLP challenge dataset, (2) we
incorporated prior knowledge from semantic resources such as
medical lexicon to evaluate if it could further improve the
performance of the clinical NER system, and (3) we conducted
a thorough evaluation on our models with different sizes of data
to gain knowledge on how much data are needed to train a
high-performance clinical NER system.

Methods

Datasets
For this study, we used two datasets, the 2010 i2b2/VA concept
extraction track dataset and the Medical Information Mart for
Intensive Care III (MIMIC-III) corpus. The 2010 i2b2/VA
challenge dataset is annotated with named entities, while the
MIMIC-III corpus is unannotated data.

2010 i2b2/VA Concept Extraction Track Dataset
The goal of the 2010 i2b2/VA concept extraction task is to
identify three types of clinical named entities including problem,
treatment, and test from clinical notes. The original dataset
includes 349 notes in the training set and 477 notes in the testing
set, which include discharge summaries and progress notes from
three institutions: Partners HealthCare, Beth Israel Deaconess
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Medical Center, and University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.
Since the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center’s data have
been removed from the original data set, the portion of discharge
summaries that is available contains 170 notes for training and
256 for testing. In total, the training set contains 16,523 concepts
including 7073 problems, 4844 treatments, and 4606 tests. The
test set contains 31,161 concepts including 12,592 problems,
9344 treatments, and 9225 tests.

Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care III Corpus
The MIMIC-III corpus [50] is from MIMIC-III database, which
is a large, freely available de-identified health-related dataset
that integrates de-identified, comprehensive clinical data of
patients admitted to the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
in Boston, Massachusetts.

The dataset comprises 2,083,180 notes from 15 different note
types including “rehab services,” “case management,” “general,”
“discharge summary,” “consult,” “radiology,”
“electrocardiography,” “nutrition,” “social work,” “pharmacy,”
“echocardiography,” “physician,” “nursing,” “nursing/other,”
and “respiratory.”

Embedding Generation
In order to fit our text input into the deep neural network
structure, we generated three types of embeddings: classic word
embeddings, (2) contextualized LM–based word embeddings,
and semantic word embeddings.

Training Classic Word Embeddings
We generated two types of word embeddings based on the
MIMIC-III corpus and a medical lexicon: MIMIC-III
corpus-based embeddings and tagged MIMIC-III corpus-based
embeddings. We adopted the Word2Vec implementation
database from Github [51] to train word embeddings based on
the MIMIC-III corpus. We used a continuous bag-of-words
architecture with negative sampling. In accordance with the
results from the study by Xu et al [52], we set the dimension of
embedding as 50.

Training Contextual Language Model–Based
Embeddings
Besides the word embeddings, we employed two recently
proposed methods to generate contextual LM-based embeddings:
ELMo embeddings and (2) contextual string embeddings for
sequence labeling (Flair).

Training ELMo Embeddings
We followed the method introduced by Zhu et al [40] that uses
a partial MIMIC-III corpus combined with a certain portion of
Wikipedia pages as a training corpus to train the ELMo

contextual LM in the clinical domain. In more detail, it combines
discharge summaries and radiology reports from the MIMIC-III
corpus and all the Wikipedia pages with titles that are items
from the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine–Clinical
Terms. Such a corpus is trained on a deep neural network that
contains a character-based CNN embedding layer followed by
a two-layer biLSTM. Details have been published elsewhere
[40].

Training Contextual String Embeddings for Sequence
Labeling
Akbik et al [36] proposed a new method to generate a neural
character-level LM. The paper shows the state-of-the-art
performance on the Conference on Computational Natural
Language Learning 2003 NER task dataset. The LM for the
general domain is publicly accessible. The author also integrates
all the codes into an NLP framework called Flair. It achieved
great success on the data in the general domain. However,
according to the research by Friedman et al [53], clinical
language has unique linguistic characteristics compared with
general English, which make models generated from the public
domain poorly adaptable to clinical narratives. It is demanding
to train the LM on the clinical corpus to better support the
clinical NER task. For training corpus preparation, we first did
sentence segmentation on the entire corpus, then we randomly
selected 1500 sentences as the testing set and another 1500
sentences for the validation set. The remaining part serves as
the training set. For the hyperparameters, we kept the default
setting: learning rate as 20.0, batch size as 32, anneal factor as
0.25, patience as 10, clip as 0.25, and hidden size as 1024.

Training Semantic Word Embeddings
Injecting domain knowledge into the deep learning model is a
potential way to further improve the performance of the NER
system. According to the results by Wu et al [43], combining
medical knowledge into the embedding outperforms the method
of representing it as a one-hot vector. Therefore, we similarly
created the embedding to represent medical lexicon and fed it
into the deep learning framework in our study. More specifically,
we initially generated a lexicon dictionary based on a subset of
semantic categories in the Unified Medical Language System.
We then identified all the lexicon occurrences in the corpus
using the dictionary and replaced them with semantic categories.
Figure 4 shows an example of the conversion. In the example
sentence of “No spontaneous thrombus is seen in the left
atrium,” “thrombus” is replaced with the tag “DISORDER” and
“left atrium” is replaced with two “BODYLOC” tags. In this
way, we can integrate semantic information into the word
embeddings. For the embedding generation, we use the same
setting as in the previous section.
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Figure 4. One example of converting the sentence into the tagged sentence.

Deep Neural Network Architecture
After we generated all the embeddings, we started to fit them
as the input into our deep neural network for the supervised
training stage. Since each type of embedding is generated using
one method, meaning each represents different aspects of
knowledge from the large corpus, combining them is an obvious
solution to potentially further improve the performance, which
has also been proven by clinical NER studies [40,43]. Although
there are many options to combine multiple embeddings in the
deep neural network system such as weighting [54] and
ensemble [55], in this study, we adopted the most

straightforward way, which is simply concatenating them as
the input.

We used the biLSTM-CRF sequence labeling module proposed
by Huang et al [56]. Figure 5 shows the architecture of the whole
deep neural network structure; the input is the embedding layer,
which is concatenated by different types of embeddings as
described in the previous section. Before we extracted
embeddings for tagged word embedding, we used the same
medical lexicon–based tagger to replace the tokens with the
semantic tags. All the embedding inputs went through the
biLSTM layer to generate forward and backward output, which
was used to calculate the probability score by CRF layers. On
the top, the prediction was given by a SoftMax layer.

Figure 5. Deep neural network structure with combined embeddings. Bi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory; CRF: conditional random field.

Training the Deep Neural Network–Based Sequence
Tagger
For the implementation, we employed Flair [57], which is a
simple framework for NLP tasks including NER and text
classification. We used the default hyperparameter setting in
Flair, and we used the following configuration: learning rate as
0.1, batch size as 32, dropout probability as 0.5, and maximum
epoch as 500. The learning rate annealing method is basically
the same as the default: we half the learning rate if the training
loss does not fall for the consecutive “patience” number of

epochs. We set the patience number to 12 in this study. A
TITAN V (NVIDIA Corporation) graphics processing unit was
used to train the model. We took about 4 hours to train our
model each time.

Evaluation
In order to get more reliable results, we ran each model three
times. For the measurement of each running, we used precision,
recall, and F-1 score.
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Results

Table 1 shows the performance of the challenge winner system
and different deep neural network systems. We used four
benchmarks as our baseline systems, and then we reported the
performance of the systems when adding ELMo embeddings,
Flair embeddings, and tagged embeddings one at a time. All
evaluation scores were based on exact matching. For the baseline
systems, the first one is the semi-Markov model, developed by
Debruijn et al [13], which reported an F-1 score of 85.23%. The
second and third baselines are both based on the LSTM model,
and they reported F-1 scores of 85.78% and 85.94%,
respectively. The last baseline is the best result for the
nonensemble models from Zhu et al [40], which used ELMo
embedding. The three baseline systems used the original corpus
(training: 349 notes; test: 477 notes), all other systems are based
on the existing modified corpus (training: 170 notes; test: 256
notes). To start, we combined word embeddings with ELMo
and Flair embeddings, respectively. Both models achieved an
F-1 score of 87.01%, which is a little bit higher than what was

reported by Zhu et al [40]. After combining word embeddings
with ELMo and Flair embeddings, the F-1 score increased to
87.30%. When the word embedding on the tagged corpus was
incorporated, the performance was further improved to 87.44%
for the F-1 score.

In order to test if the improvement between different results is
statistically significant, we conducted a statistical test based on
results from bootstrapping. From the prediction result of the
test set, we randomly selected 1000 sentences with replacement
for 100 times and generated 100 bootstrap data sets. For each
bootstrap data set, we evaluated F-measures for three pairs of
results: (1) “biLSTM + ELMo” and “biLSTM + ELMo + Flair,”
(2) “biLSTM + ELMo + Flair” and “biLSTM + ELMo + Flair
+ semantic embedding,” and (3) “biLSTM + ELMo by Zhu et
al [40]” and “biLSTM + ELMo + Flair + semantic embedding.”
After that, we adopted a Wilcoxon signed rank test [58] to
determine if the differences between F-measures from the three
pairs were statistically significant. The results show that the
improvement of F-measures for all three pairs were statistically
significant (P values were .01, .02, and .03, respectively).

Table 1. Performance of all the models on the 2010 i2b2/VA dataset.

Recall (%)Precision (%)F-1 (%)Model

83.6486.8885.23Hidden semi-Markova

—c—c85.78LSTMb by Liu et al [39]a

86.5685.3385.94LSTM by Wu et al [43]a

86.25 (0.26)87.44 (0.27)86.84 (0.16)BiLSTMd + ELMo by Zhu et al [40]a

86.49 (0.21)87.54 (0.15)87.01 (0.18)BiLSTM + Flair

86.40 (0.30)87.64 (0.19)87.01 (0.24)BiLSTM + ELMo

86.85 (0.07)87.78 (0.09)87.30 (0.06)BiLSTM + ELMo + Flair

86.91 (0.10)88.03 (0.14)87.44 (0.07)BiLSTM + ELMo + Flair + semantic embedding

aModel is trained using the complete dataset of i2b2 2010, which contains 349 notes in the training set and 477 notes in the test set.
bLSTM: long short-term memory.
cNot reported.
dBiLSTM: bidirectional LSTM.

Discussion

Principal Findings
NER is a fundamental task in the clinical NLP domain. In this
study, we investigated the effects of combinations of different
types of embeddings on the NER task. We also explored how
to use medical lexicon to further improve performance. Based
on the result, we found that either ELMo or Flair embeddings
could boost the system’s performance, and combining both
embeddings could further improve the performance. Although
both ELMo and Flair embeddings use biLM to train the LM on
MIMIC-III corpus, they actually generate the contextualized
word embeddings in different ways. ELMo concatenates all the
biLM layers to represent all different levels of the knowledge,
while Flair embedding is generated by a character-level LM.
Character-level LM is different from character-aware LM [59]
since it actually uses word-level LM while leveraging
character-level features through a CNN encoding step. It was

composed by the surrounding text’s embedding in the
character-level. The difference between ELMo and Flair
embeddings could explain the reason why they can play
complementary roles in the model.

The results show that adding semantic embeddings could further
improve performance. According to the study by Peters et al
[35], the lower biLM layer specializes in local syntactic
relationships, while the higher layers focus on modeling longer
range relationships. Those relationships are learned from the
pure clinical corpus without any resources from outside such
as medical lexicons and ontologies. This study shows an
effective way to incorporate domain knowledge into the deep
neural network–based NER system.

A large amount of training data is required to achieve success
when applying deep learning algorithms [60]. Within the general
domain, it is more difficult to accumulate a large size of the
annotated corpus for most of the clinical NLP tasks since it
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usually requires the annotator to have in-depth domain
knowledge. Contextualized word embeddings, as an effective
way of transferring the knowledge from the large unlabeled
corpus, could address the issue of lack of training data.
According to the results, by only using the small size of the
training corpus (170 notes), contextualized word
embedding–based models could achieve better performance
than the models that use the large size training corpus (349
notes). To further investigate the effectiveness of transfer
learning in our proposed models, we compared the performance
of our best model generated from different sizes of the training
data. Table 2 shows the F-1 score for the model “biLSTM +
ELMo + Flair + semantic embedding” on randomly selected
80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, and 10% of the training data.
Surprisingly, we found that using only 40% of the training
corpus could achieve comparable performance as the original
state-of-the-art traditional machine learning–based system. Even
using 20% of the training corpus, the model’s F-1 score is still
more than 80%. This result indicates that contextualized word

representation could potentially be an effective way to reduce
the size of the training corpus, which could significantly improve
the feasibility of applying deep learning to real practice.

Besides the performance reported in the Results section, we
also recorded the change of performance for our proposed
models during the fine-tuning stage. Table 3 shows the F-1
score on 1, 20, 40, and 60 epochs for our three models. On epoch
1, comparing to only word embeddings, any contextualized
word embedding boosts the F-1 score. This is mostly because
pretraining on contextualized word embeddings is very
beneficial for the task of named entity recognition. This proves
that the LM is a good way for pretraining that can be adapted
to different downstream NLP tasks. Another interesting finding
is that even though the model ELMo achieved the best
performance among our three models, it was surpassed by the
other two models on later epochs, which indicates that during
the optimization process, the best starting point does not
necessarily lead to the best local optimal solution.

Table 2. Performance of the best model training, BiLSTMa + ELMo + Flair + semantic embedding, on different sizes of the training corpus.

Rec (%)Prec (%)F-1 (%)Amount of training data (%)

72.7469.5971.1310

82.1881.9282.0520

84.9085.8385.3640

85.8686.8186.3360

86.4387.4286.9280

aBiLSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.

Table 3. F-1 score for our proposed models on different epochs.

60 epochs (%)40 epochs (%)20 epochs (%)1 epoch (%)Model

79.5278.1175.6761.23Classic word embedding

86.6385.6885.6476.18Classic word embedding + ELMo

86.9685.9785.3373.28Classic word embedding + ELMo + Flair

87.1386.4685.8574.38Classic word embedding + ELMo + Flair + semantic embedding

Limitations
This study has some limitations. For contextualized embedding
generation, we followed others’ research methods and didn’t
test different configurations for LM training. For example, for
ELMo embeddings, we followed the work of Zhu et al [40] for
Flair embedding generation and kept the same configuration as
seen in the work by Akbik et al [36]. For the fine-tuning stage,
we only fine-tuned a limited set of hyperparameters including
learning rate and patience. For domain knowledge integration,
there are a lot of options that could be explored to merge the
lexicon information into the input of the deep neural network
structure. In this study, we only tried one way to represent it in
the form of word embeddings. In this paper, we studied two
contextualized embeddings: ELMo and Flair. In the future, we
plan to test our framework by adding bidirectional encoder

representations from transformers, which is another popular
contextualized embedding [61].

Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the effects of the combination of
two contextualized word embeddings including ELMo and Flair
and clinical knowledge for the clinical NER task. Our evaluation
on the 2010 i2b2/VA challenge dataset shows that using both
ELMo and Flair embeddings outperforms using only ELMo
embeddings, which indicates its great potential for the clinical
NLP research. Furthermore, we demonstrate that incorporating
the medical lexicon into the word representation could further
improve the performance. Finally, we found that adopting our
best model would be an effective way to reduce the size of the
required training corpus for the clinical NER task.
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Abstract

Background: Research on disease-disease association (DDA), like comorbidity and complication, provides important insights
into disease treatment and drug discovery, and a large body of the literature has been published in the field. However, using
current search tools, it is not easy for researchers to retrieve information on the latest DDA findings. First, comorbidity and
complication keywords pull up large numbers of PubMed studies. Second, disease is not highlighted in search results. Finally,
DDA is not identified, as currently no disease-disease association extraction (DDAE) dataset or tools are available.

Objective: As there are no available DDAE datasets or tools, this study aimed to develop (1) a DDAE dataset and (2) a neural
network model for extracting DDA from the literature.

Methods: In this study, we formulated DDAE as a supervised machine learning classification problem. To develop the system,
we first built a DDAE dataset. We then employed two machine learning models, support vector machine and convolutional neural
network, to extract DDA. Furthermore, we evaluated the effect of using the output layer as features of the support vector
machine-based model. Finally, we implemented large margin context-aware convolutional neural network architecture to integrate
context features and convolutional neural networks through the large margin function.

Results: Our DDAE dataset consisted of 521 PubMed abstracts. Experiment results showed that the support vector machine-based
approach achieved an F1 measure of 80.32%, which is higher than the convolutional neural network-based approach (73.32%).
Using the output layer of convolutional neural network as a feature for the support vector machine does not further improve the
performance of support vector machine. However, our large margin context-aware-convolutional neural network achieved the
highest F1 measure of 84.18% and demonstrated that combining the hinge loss function of support vector machine with a
convolutional neural network into a single neural network architecture outperforms other approaches.

Conclusions: To facilitate the development of text-mining research for DDAE, we developed the first publicly available DDAE
dataset consisting of disease mentions, Medical Subject Heading IDs, and relation annotations. We developed different conventional
machine learning models and neural network architectures and evaluated their effects on our DDAE dataset. To further improve
DDAE performance, we propose an large margin context-aware-convolutional neural network model for DDAE that outperforms
other approaches.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14502)   doi:10.2196/14502
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Introduction

Background
The origin and treatment of disease is an important research
field in the life sciences, covering a wide range of research
topics such as comorbidity, complication, genetic disorder, drug
treatment, and adverse drug reaction. As disease is involved in
many areas, new scientific findings are frequently made or
updated.

Disease-disease association (DDA) is an important research
topic in the biomedical domain [1-5]. The influence of one
disease on others is wide ranging and can manifest in any
patient. Diabetes, for example, may cause macrovascular
diseases [6], such as cardiovascular disease [7] and
cerebrovascular disease [8]. Treating a disease without
consideration of potential DDAs may result in poor treatment
outcomes. Therefore, DDAs are often a prime concern for
researchers and doctors involved in drug discovery and disease
treatment. Figure 1 illustrates examples of DDAs in the literature
(refer to Multimedia Appendix 1 for more examples, including
comorbidity, complications, general associations, and risk
factors). There have been several studies attempting to generate
disease connectivity networks [3-5]. However, the enormous
and rapidly growing disease-related literature has not been
utilized.

Finding DDA in the literature is a time-consuming and
challenging task for researchers. First, there are huge numbers
of DDA papers to sort through, and existing search engines,
such as PubMed, do not mark up all relevant disease mentions
in search results. Although there are text-mining tools available

that could automatically identify diseases [9-11], genes
[10,12,13], chemicals [14,15], and associations among them
[16-22], they have not been integrated into a single interface to
assist researchers in searching through the latest DDA findings.
The main obstacle in creating a DDA extraction (DDAE) system
is the lack of a relevant dataset. Moreover, only a few
text-mining approaches [23] are suitable for extracting DDA.

In this study, we compiled a DDAE dataset consisting of 521
annotated PubMed abstracts. As it is hard for a human annotator
to distinguish one DDA type from another without reading a
broader context, such as a whole paragraph, we therefore
annotated only 3 DDA types: positive, negative, and null
associations:

1. Positive associations include comorbidity, complications,
physical associations, and risk factors.

2. Negative associations are counted when the text clearly
states that there is no association between 2 diseases.

3. Null associations are annotated when 2 diseases co-occur
in a sentence, but no association is stated, suggested, or
apparent.

In this study, we formulated DDAE as a supervised machine
learning (ML) classification task in which, given a sentence
containing a disease pair, the goal was to classify the pair into
one of the DDA types. For classification, we employed 2
machine learning models, support vector machine (SVM) [24]
and convolutional neural network (CNN) [25]. We compared
different combinations of SVM and CNN to maximize
performance, arriving at a novel neural network architecture,
which we termed as large margin context-aware CNN
(LC-CNN). LC-CNN achieved the highest F1 measure of
84.18% on our DDAE test set.

Figure 1. Disease-disease association extraction examples.
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Related Work
In this section, we first review published disease annotation
datasets. Then, we briefly review different methods of relation
extraction in biomedical domains.

Disease Annotation Datasets
Before identifying DDAs, we have to identify diseases in the
text first. Fortunately, there are many datasets for developing
such disease name recognition and normalization systems. The
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) disease
dataset [26] is the most widely used. For instance, Leaman and
Lu [9] proposed a semi-Markov model trained on an NCBI
disease dataset that achieved an F1 measure of 80.7%. However,
DDAs are not annotated in the NCBI dataset abstracts, limiting
its usefulness for the DDAE task.

As DDAs can give insights into disease etiology and treatment,
many studies focus on generating DDA networks [1-5]. For
example, Sun et al [4] used disease-gene associations in the
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man [27] to predict DDAs
with similar phenotypes. Bang et al [3] used disease-gene
relations to define disease-disease network, and the causalities
of disease pairs are confirmed through using clinical results and
metabolic pathways. However, the constructed networks lack
text evidence and therefore cannot be used to develop a DDAE
dataset.

Xu et al [23] proposed a semisupervised iterative
pattern-learning approach to learn DDA patterns from PubMed
abstracts. They constructed a disease-disease risk relationship
knowledge base (dRiskKB) consisting of 34,000 unique disease
pairs. However, there are some limitations of dRiskKB that
make it hard to use in developing DDAE systems. First,
dRiskKB only provides positive DDA sentences. Owing to the
lack of negative instances, it cannot be used to train ML-based
classifiers. In addition, as the development of dRiskKB is based
on a pattern-learning approach, it only includes DDA sentences
with very simple structures and thus is not ideal for training a
DDA system capable of analyzing complicated sentences.

To solve the above problems, we developed a DDAE dataset.
Our dataset was different from dRiskKB in 3 aspects. First, our
DDAE dataset contained positive, negative, and null DDAs.
Second, it did not use patterns to annotate DDAs and therefore
included DDA sentences with more complex expressions.
Finally, it annotated DDAs in the entire abstract, allowing an
ML-based classifier to use document-level features.

Relation Extraction
Rule-based approaches are commonly used in new domains or
tasks that do not have large-scale annotated datasets. Lee et al’s
[28] approach is an example. They extracted protein-protein
interactions (PPIs) from plain text using handcrafted dependency
rules. Their approach did not require a training set, but it
achieved a high precision of 97.4% on the Artificial Intelligence
in Medicine (AIMed) dataset [29]. However, it was difficult for
them to create rules that can extract all PPIs, and their system,
therefore, achieved a low recall of 23.6%. Moreover, Nguyen
et al [30] used predicate-argument structure (PAS) [31] rules
to extract more general relations including PPI and drug-drug

interaction. Their rules detected PPIs by examining where
relation verbs and proteins are located in the spans of predicates
and arguments. Their approach required less effort to design
rules and was able to adapt to different relation types. Compared
with Lee et al’s system, it achieved a higher recall of 52.6% on
the AIMed dataset but a lower precision of 30.4%.

ML-based approaches can usually achieve relatively higher
performance than rule-based ones. For instance, Zhang et al
[32] used hybrid feature–based and tree-based kernels
implemented with SVM-LIGHT-TK [33] for PPI extraction.
The feature-based kernel uses SENNA (Semantic/syntactic
Extraction using a Neural Network Architecture)’s pretrained
word-embedding model [34]. In the tree-based kernel
configuration, the sentence dependency structure is used as
input. The structure is decomposed into substructures and then
transformed into one-hot encoding features for SVMs. Zhang
et al’s approach achieved an F score of 69.7% on the AIMed
dataset, which is higher than Lee et al’s 26.3% and Nguyen et
al’s 38.5%.

In addition to sentence-level features, document-level features
are also useful in relation extraction. Peng et al [17] proposed
an SVM-based approach for document-level chemical-disease
relation (CDR) extraction. They used statistical features, such
as whether a chemical or disease name appears in the title, to
classify document-level chemical-disease pairs. By adding the
features, they improved their F score from a baseline of 46.82%
to 57.51% on the BioCreative V CDR dataset [35]. Our
LC-CNN is partly inspired by Peng et al’s [17] statistical
features; our context vector adopts document-level features for
sentence-level DDA classification.

Although the abovementioned feature-based approaches have
made gains in many relation extraction tasks [36-38], it is
difficult to find novel features to further improve performance.
Several researchers are exploring deep learning approaches as
a way forward. For instance, Peng and Lu [39] proposed a
multichannel dependency-based CNN model (McDepCNN).
McDepCNN uses 2 channels to represent an input sentence.
One is the word-embedding layer, whereas the other is the
head-word-embedding layer. Each embedding layer concatenates
pretrained word-embedding vectors, one-hot encodings of part
of speech, chunks, named entity labels, and dependency words.
In PPI prediction, Peng and Lu’s CNN model achieved F scores
of 63.5% on AIMed and 65.3% on BioInfer.

For drug-drug interaction extraction, Lin et al [20] proposed a
syntax CNN (SCNN) that integrates syntactic features, including
words, predicates, and shortest dependency paths into a CNN.
They trained their model with word2vec [40] and the Enju parser
[31]. The Enju parser breaks the sentence into PASs, and
non-PAS words or phrases are removed. The pruned sentences
are then used to train the word-embedding model. Their
approach achieved an F score of 68.6% on the 2013
DDIExtraction dataset.

Our LC-CNN was also inspired by Zhao et al’s [20] SCNN
architecture with 3 main differences. First, we replaced the log
loss function with the hinge loss function. Second, SCNN uses
a fully connected layer for traditional features before merging
them with the CNN’s output. However, LC-CNN directly
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merges the CNN’s output with traditional features. Finally,
SCNN’s traditional features only use sentence-level information,
whereas LC-CNN also uses both sentence-level and
document-level features.

Methods

Study Process
In this section, we have first described the process of DDAE
dataset construction. We then introduced our LC-CNN
architecture in subsection The Neural Network Architecture.
Further, we described each layer of LC-CNN in subsection
Composite Embedding Vector to Output Layer of Combined

Sentence and Context Vector. Finally, we introduced backward
propagation for learning parameters of each layer.

Dataset Construction
The process of DDAE dataset construction is illustrated in
Figure 2. Our DDAE dataset consisted of abstracts found in
PubMed. To generate PubMed search queries related to DDA,
we selected all disease nodes of the MeSH [41] tree whose tree
number prefix starts with C and F, indicating diseases. We then
selected any nodes related to human diseases. This produced a
list of approximately 4700 disease names, which we then used
to retrieve 236,000 abstracts whose titles or content contain one
or more query terms.

Figure 2. Disease-disease association extraction dataset construction process. MeSH= Mesdical Subject Headings.

As some of these abstracts do not contain any DDAs, we used
simple heuristic rules and a disease name recognizer/normalizer
to select abstracts with a higher likelihood of containing DDAs.
The process was as follows:

1. We selected only abstracts published from 2013 to 2017.
2. We used DNorm [42] to annotate disease mentions and

their Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) IDs in these
abstracts.

3. To ensure that the selected abstracts contain rich DDAs for
training classifier, we removed abstracts that have fewer
than 3 sentences that contain at least two different disease
MeSH IDs.

4. To ensure the selected abstracts contain at least one DDA,
we applied a DDA-adapted version of Lee et al’s [28]
dependency tree-based relation rules and removed any
abstract not matched by any rule.
5. We randomly selected 521 abstracts from the remaining
abstracts for annotation.

For the manual annotation step, we employed 2 biomedical
specialists. Annotator 1 is a PhD candidate in a bioinformatics
program, whereas Annotator 2 is a full-time research assistant
in a hospital. Both have at least 6 years of biomedical
experience. After agreeing on initial annotation guidelines (refer
to Multimedia Appendix 1—Annotation Guideline), they used
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the brat rapid annotation tool [43] to annotate 10 abstracts and
then compare results. In the first independent annotation
processing, Cohen kappa value was 34%. Once both annotators
agreed that all annotations that indicate consistency is
satisfactory, they each annotated all remaining abstracts. Thus,
each abstract was annotated independently twice. Inconsistent
annotations were resolved afterward through discussion. The
final Cohen kappa value was 76%.

The Neural Network Architecture
We formulated relation extraction as a classification problem
in which, given a sentence containing a mention pair, the goal
was to classify the pair into one of relation types. For
classification, we propose an LC-CNN architecture as illustrated
in Figure 3. The network is fed input in 2 forms: sentence
representation and context representation (CR). Sentence
representation is a nemb x T matrix representing the sentence.

nemb and T are the length of composite embedding vector and
the length of the sentence, respectively. The sentence
representation uses only word embedding, part of speech (POS)
encoding and Named Entity (NE) distance information, and
parameters are learned through the next CNN and max-pool
layers, which outputs an m-dimension sentence-level feature
vector. The CR is a feature-rich n-dimension vector containing
both syntactic and document-level features, such as whether the
disease pair also appears in the title. Next, the m-dimension
vector and the n-dimension vector are concatenated to form the
final feature vector with (m+n) dimension. To compute the
confidence of each relation type, the feature vector is fed into
a fully connected layer, where we use a linear activation function
with categorical hinge loss [44]. The output layer is a
three-dimensional vector, with each dimension value
representing the confidence of a predefined relation type.

Figure 3. Large margin context-aware convolutional neural network (LC-CNN) architecture. BOW: Bag of words; POS: Part of speech; NE: Named
Entity.

Composite Embedding Vector
In a sentence, each word is represented as a composite
embedding vector, as shown in Figure 3 (or in Multimedia
Appendix 2). A composite embedding vector consists of 3 parts:
word embedding, POS one-hot coding, and the distance between
the word and disease pair. A matrix represents a sentence. The
matrix contains the composite embedding vectors in the
sentence, each placed in the order in its row. The sentence matrix
is a matrix of size nemb x T, wherenemb is the dimension of the
composite embedding vector and T represents the maximum
length of the sentence in the dataset.

Word Embedding
The embedding of a word is a mapping of the word to a vector
of real values. Generally, the word embeddings of semantically
similar words are closer together in the vector space. Word
embedding learned by neural networks has been demonstrated
to be able to capture linguistic regularities and patterns in
language models [40]. Therefore, it is commonly used in features

in popular NN approaches, such as CNN [20,39] and long-short
term memory (LSTM) [19]. In general, word embeddings are
learned from large corpora such as Wikipedia or PubMed. For
example, Pyysalo et al [45] applied word2vec to learn word
embeddings from different texts, including Wikipedia, PubMed
abstracts, and PubMed Central full-text papers, and developed
a word-embedding lookup dictionary. Here, we employed their
dictionary to generate word embeddings.

Part of Speech
The embedding of a word is a single vector and, therefore,
cannot fully represent the multiple syntactic/semantic roles of
a word like good, which can be either an adjective or a noun.
The POS feature is designed to provide syntactic information
(part of speech) to help the model separate the different semantic
senses of a word. We used Zhao et al’s [20] approach, in which
similar POSs are assigned to the same group. We divided POSs
into 11 groups, including adjectives, adverbs, articles,
conjunctions, foreign words, interjections, nouns, prepositions,
pronouns, punctuation, and verbs. If a word belongs to a POS
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group, the corresponding bit value will be 1; otherwise, it will
be 0.

Named Entity Distance
Zeng et al [46] proposed the use of NE distance (position
features) to improve a CNN by keeping track of how close words
are to the target nouns. We adopted their NE distance in this
study. The NE distance feature is a two-dimensional vector (d1,
d2). d1 and d2 represent the distance (number of words) between
the current word and the first and second diseases of the pair.

Context Representation Layer
Contextual information, such as pair and document information,
is very useful for classification and has been widely used in
previous research. The purpose of using contextual
representation is to introduce traditional contextual features into
a neural network architecture through simple representation.
We can then apply the fully connected layer to the context vector
to obtain a condensed vector that combines 2 different
representations.

Here are the features used in our contextual representation (refer
to Multimedia Appendix 3 for more details).

Bag of Words
Word embedding has been shown to represent abstract
information about words. However, word embedding can
sometimes change the original meaning of a word. For example,
not usually appears in negative relation statements. However,
in the word2vec model trained on news, the 3 words most
similar to not are do, did, and anymore. This violates our
intuition that don’t, doesn’t, and isn’t are more similar to not
in the relation statement. As the embedded vector words of
certain words may differ in the news and biomedicine domains,
we use BOW features for context vector. Our BOW features
include unigram, bigram, and surrounding diseases.

Part of Speech
The POS tags are commonly used for relation extraction. We
used one-hot encoding to represent each word’s POS tag type.

Named Entity Information
The number of diseases is useful when classifying relations.
We used 3 different features to capture information, including
the following:

1. The number of tokens between disease pairs.
2. The number of diseases between disease pairs.
3. The number of diseases in the sentence.

Document-Level Information
Biological papers usually follow a certain flow to describe their
experimental and scientific findings. Therefore, article structure
often provides valuable information about relations. We used
2 types of document-level feature, core pair and pair location.
The core pair features indicate whether the current disease is a
top-3 frequent disease pair in the article. The 3 most frequent
pairs are treated as 3 features. The pair location feature is used
to indicate the position of the sentence containing the relation
in the article. If the sentence is the article title, it usually contains
the subject of the article, which might be a relation investigated

in the paper. Similarly, if the sentence is the last sentence of the
abstract, it may summarize the main scientific discovery of the
article. We used 3 binary features to represent relation pairs that
appear in the title, the first sentence of the abstract, the last
sentence of the abstract.

Output Layer of Combined Sentence and Context
Vector
We used mconcat = [sr cr] to represent the concatenation of
sentence representation sr and context representation cr. The
size of the vector mconcat is nconcat = nsr + ncr. We then applied
a fully connected layer to mconcat to obtain a 3D vector out, each
value of which refers to the confidence of a predefined category.

out = Wout x mconcat + Biasout

Wout is a matrix with a size of nout x nconcat and Biasout is a bias
matrix with a size of nout x 1. nout is the number of predefined
categories. out is the output of this fully connected layer and is
defined as matrix Wout multiplied by matrix mconcat, plus bias
Biasout Therefore, the size of out is nout x 1. out is the final output
of the prediction, and each dimension value of out refers to the
score of its predefined category. out is calculated by a linear
activation function, the values of out could be R × R × R.

Backward Propagation With Large Margin Loss
We used the following parameters:

1. k weight matrices, convWf each with a size of ne x f. Here,
ne is the size of the input embedding vector of a word, and
f is the window size of the filter.

2. k biases, convBf, each with size of ne x 1.
3. Weight matrix Wsr with a size of nsr x npool. Here, nsr is

the output dimension of sentence vector and a
hyperparameter.

4. Bias Biassr with a size of nsr x 1.
5. Weight matrix wout with a size of nout x nconcat. Here,

nout is the number of relation types.
6. Bias BiasmaxF with a size of nout x 1.

In forward propagation, given those parameters, we calculated
out with the methods mentioned in section The Neural Network
Architecture to Context Representation Layer. In backward
propagation, gradient descent is used to learn these parameters
through minimizing the hinge loss of out. Given a sentence and
its disease-disease pair, we defined a vector y as the pair’s
relation label vector. y is a 3D vector, and each dimension value
of y represents the score of one relation type. According to the
definition of hinge loss [44], the value is either -1 or 1. 1 means
that the pair belongs to the relation type, whereas –1 means it
does not. Therefore, one value of the 3D vector must be 1, and
the others must be –1. For instance, the 3 vectors <1, –1, –1>,
<–1, 1, –1>, and <–1, –1, 1> indicate that 3 vectors are Positive,
Negative, and Null, respectively. We used the hinge loss function
to evaluate the loss between prediction out and its truth label y;
a larger loss indicates a larger gap between out and y. The hinge
loss function is defined as follows:

loss(out, y)=sumi=1 tonout(max(1 - yi * outi, 0))/nout
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Here, yi is the i-th dimension value of y. out is calculated by
using forward propagation (sections The Neural Network
Architecture to Context Representation Layer), and each
dimension value of o refers to the prediction score of one
predefined relation type. outi is the i-th dimension value of out.
outi belongs to R. If outi is a positive value, then the pair may
be the i-th relation type. Otherwise, if outi is a negative value,
then the pair is less likely to be the i-th relation type.

In the equation, 1 is the value of the decision boundary. Ideally,
yi * outi will be larger than the decision boundary value. If yi

and outi have the same sign, then yi * outi will be a positive
value belong to R. If yi * outi is larger than the decision
boundary value 1, then the loss(out, y) must be 0. If yi * outi is
smaller than the decision boundary value 1, then the loss(out,
y) must be 1 - yi * outi which is equal to the cost. If yi and outi
are different signs, then yi * outi will be a negative value ε R.
Therefore, the loss(out, y) is a value greater than 1.

Given the training set

T={(x(i),y(i)) | i = 1,…, N },

x(i) is the i-th instance in the training set, y(i) is its label vector,
and N is the number of training instances. Weight learning
consists of the following optimization:

argminconvWf, convBf, Wst, Biassr, Wout, Biasout loss(out,y)

Finally, mini-batch stochastic gradient descent [47] is applied
to update the learned parameters in each iteration.

Results

Dataset
Currently, there are no available annotated datasets for training
DDA extraction systems. To create one, we used our DDAE
dataset development process, described in section Dataset
Construction. The DDAE dataset consists of 521 annotated
abstracts. After annotation, we used Cohen kappa coefficient
to evaluate annotation consistency. The final kappa value is
76%, suggesting a high level of agreement.

For the experiments in this study, we divided our DDAE dataset
into a training set of 400 abstracts and a test set of 121 abstracts.
Before testing, we tuned the hyperparameters on one-third of
abstracts randomly chosen from the training set called tuning
set. Finally, our classifiers were trained on the whole training
set and evaluated on the test set. A summary of the final DDAE
dataset is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of disease-disease association extraction dataset.

Total, nTest set, nTraining set, nType

521121400Abstracts

636915494820Sentences

12,34628249522Diseases

11,50524199086Total pairs

31616232538Positive pairs

16135126Negative pairs

818317616422Null pairs

Experiment Setup
We conducted 3 experiments to evaluate our LC-CNN. The first
experiment was designed to measure the effects of different NN
architectures and ML models. In the second experiment, we
evaluated the effects of different approaches combining context
features with NN methods. In the third experiment, we evaluated
the effects of different word embeddings. The hyperparameters
are listed in Multimedia Appendix 4. The performances of

experiments on the tuning set can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 5.

Our system is implemented on TensorFlow with Keras and runs
on an Nvidia GTX 1080ti GPU. The process used in our
experiments to generate the word-embedding model can be
found in Multimedia Appendix 6.

Evaluation Metric
We used the F1 measure to evaluate system performance. The
precision and recall are defined as given in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Precision and recall formula.

Experiment 1—Performance Comparison With Other
Models
The performance comparison between LC-CNN and different
methods is listed in Table 2. It shows the performances on the
tuning and test sets. The NN models (models 1 to 3) use only
sentence representation. The CRcross-entropy and SVM methods
use only CR. CRcross-entropy is implemented using a single hidden
fully connected layer with the context vector as its input layer,
and its architecture can be found in Multimedia Appendix 7.
Furthermore, we also compared LC-CNN with LSTM and
bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) models. They have been used
in many relation extraction tasks, such as those seen in the
studies by Hsieh et al and Zhao et al [19,48]. In our experiment,
we were surprised to find that LSTM achieved the lowest F1
measure (65.02%) on the test set among all tested models.
Furthermore, we also evaluated the performance of SCNN,
Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding (BERT)
[49], and BioBERT [50]. As we would like to compare the
architecture of SCNN with LC-CNN, LC-CNN and SCNN use
the same sentence representation, CR, and hinge loss function.
The architecture of SCNN is illustrated in Multimedia Appendix
8.

As shown in Table 2, NN models trained on the entire training
set (models 1 to 3) performed worse on the test set than on the
tuning set. One potential reason is that the selected
hyperparameters and parameters may be less likely to find
unseen data, which could cause the hyperparameters and

parameters of the NN models to overfit the tuning set. This
problem is especially obvious in the LSTM and BiLSTM
models. In contrast, CRcross-entropy, SVM, and LC-CNN models
trained on the entire training set with context information
performed better on the test set than on the tuning set.

Furthermore, as shown in Table 2, CNN and CRcross-entropy

performed similarly on the tuning set. The F1 measures of CNN
and CRcross-entropy were 75.35% and 75.76%, respectively. CNN’s
recall rate was better than CRcross-entropy’s recall rate by 2.84%,
whereas CRcross-entropy’s precision was 3.95% higher than that
of CNN. This may be because the document feature provides
CRcross-entropy with the information on the entire document, thus
causing the model to generate fewer false positive cases. As
CNN does not directly encode document information, it predicts
more FPs. However, as CNN does not use any particular feature
to separate positive, negative, and null relation pairs, it may be
able to extract potential positive and negative pairs missed by
CRcross-entropy, resulting in higher recall rates. In addition, the
SVM and CRcross-entropy use the same input features, but SVM
mainly uses large margin for learning. The result shows that
the SVM implemented with LibSVM [24] outperforms the
CRcross-entropy by an F1 measure of 2.83%. Moreover, LC-CNN
is able to combine the advantages of CNN and SVM to achieve
the highest precision/recall/F1 measure among the tested models
and outperforms SCNN, BERT, and BioBERT by F1 measures
of 3.25%, 2.06%, and 1.91, respectively.
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Table 2. Performances of different models. P: Precision; R: Recall; F: F1-Measure.

Test setTuning setModelInput

F (%)R (%)P (%)F (%)R (%)P (%)

65.0263.9566.1367.7670.1565.53LSTMbSRa

65.4065.6465.1671.9070.1273.78BiLSTMcSR

73.3271.8474.8675.3575.3975.31CNNdSR

77.4977.1977.7875.7672.5579.26CRcross-entropyCRe

80.3282.2978.4477.8681.0374.86SVMfCR

80.9387.4475.3183.5288.3079.23SCNNgSR+CR

84.1885.0082.3685.0787.7282.58LC-CNNhSR+CR

82.1285.2379.2478.7280.2777.23BERTSentence+pair

82.2785.3580.2481.9583.7580.22BioBERTSentence+pair

aSR: sentence representation.
bLSTM: long-short term memory.
cBiLSTM: bidirectional long-short term memory.
dCNN: convolutional neural network.
eCR: context representation.
fSVM: support vector machine.
gSCNN: syntax convolutional neural network.
hLC-CNN: Large margin context-aware convolutional neural network.

Experiment 2—Effect of Different Uses of Context
Information
To demonstrate the advantage of integrating CNN and context
information in a single LC-CNN architecture, we evaluated
different ways of combining them. The performances of these
combinations are shown in Table 3. There are 3 baseline models
that use only either CNN or context information. Baselines 1
to 3 are CRcross-entropy, SVM, and CNN and are used in
Experiment 1. Only CRcross-entropy and SVM use contextual
information.

SVM + CNN is an intuitive method in which the output vector
of CNN is considered an additional feature vector of SVM, and
its architecture is illustrated in Multimedia Appendix 9. As
shown in Table 3, the F1-measure of SVM + CNN is
significantly lower than that of SVM by 6.98%. One possible
reason is that the CNN used in SVM + CNN is adjusted on the
tuning set, so it causes the model to overfit CNN predictions,
making it difficult to learn feature weights well.

We designed the LC-CNN to learn the model in a single stage.
LC-CNN achieves an F1 measure of 84.18% on the test set,
which is the highest score among all methods and outperform
SCNN. The results showed that LC-CNN can learn CNN and
context information well in a single stage.

Table 3. Performance of combined classifiers. P: Precision; R: Recall; F: F1-Measure.

F (%)R (%)P (%)Method

77.4977.1977.78Baseline 1 (CRa
cross-entropy)

80.3282.2978.44Baseline 2 (SVMb)

73.3271.8474.86Baseline 3 (CNNc)

80.9387.4475.31SCNNd

84.1885.0082.36LC-CNNe

73.3472.2674.45SVM+CNN (2-stage)

aCR: context representation.
bSVM: support vector machine.
cCNN: convolutional neural network.
dSCNN: syntax convolutional neural network.
eLC-CNN: large margin context-aware convolutional neural network.
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Experiment 3—Effect of Composite Embedding
Vectors on Large Margin Context-Aware
Convolutional Neural Networks
In our third experiment, we evaluated the effect of different
composite embedding vectors on LC-CNN (the effect of
different features on LC-CNN can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 10). The performance on the test set is shown in Table
4. We compared 3 different word embeddings. The word
embeddings of LC-CNNPubMed are from Pyysalo et al [45], who
learned them from Wikipedia, PubMed abstracts, and PubMed
Central full texts. The word embeddings of LC-CNNNews are

learned from Google News using word2vec. In contrast,
LC-CNNno pretrain does not use any pretrained word embeddings.
Its word embeddings are treated as parameters and are learned
through training LC-CNNno pretrain on the training set. Moreover,
we also evaluated the effect of 3 different embedding features
(word embedding, POS, and NE distance) by removing them
individually from the LC-CNNPubMed.

As shown in Table 4, the model with PubMed word embeddings
(LC-CNNPubMed) outperformed LC-CNNNews and LC-CNNno

pretrain. In addition, our removal tests indicated that both POS
and NE distance have strong impact on performance.

Table 4. The effect of different composite embedding vectors on large margin context-aware convolutional neural network performance. P: Precision;
R: Recall; F: F1-Measure.

F (%)R (%)P (%)Method

84.1885.0082.36LC-CNNa
PubMed

83.4187.3679.80LC-CNNnews

81.9786.5877.83LC-CNNno pretrain

82.1984.2680.23LC-CNNPubMed—POSb

82.1187.0877.68LC-CNNPubMed—distance

aLC-CNN: large margin context-aware convolutional neural network.
bPOS: part of speech.

Discussion

Large Margin Context-Aware Convolutional Neural
Network Error Cases Distribution
We randomly sampled approximately 60 error cases of the
LC-CNN’s predictions, and their distribution is illustrated in
Table 5. FP and FN denote the false positive and false negative
cases, respectively. As shown in Table 5, the symptom/subclass
is a common error category in the FPs, and it contains a ratio
of 28% in the sampled error cases. The symptom/subclass
indicates that a disease is either a subclass or a symptom of
another disease in the FP/FN disease pair. For example, an FP
case: “Other large-artery aneurysms, including carotid,
subclavian, and iliac artery aneurysmsDISEASE1, have also been
associated with Marfan syndromeDISEASE2. --- PMID:23891252”
[51].

Here, the carotid, subclavian, and iliac artery aneurysms are 3
Traumatic syndrome for Marfan syndrome. They are the
symptoms of Marfan syndrome. The symptom is not included
in our DDA definition. Therefore, iliac artery aneurysmsDISEASE1

does not have a relation with the Marfan syndromeDISEASE2.

However, in this case, the keyword phrase been associated with
makes LC-CNN predict it as positive relation, and thus results
in an FP case.

In contrast with the FP cases, the FN cases are relatively sparse,
and most of them cannot be categorized. For example,
“CONCLUSION: CataractDISEASE1, uncorrected refractive error,
and fundus diseases are ranked in the top 3 causes of moderate
to severe visual impairment DISEASE2 and blindness in adults
aged 50 years or more in rural Shandong Province. --- PMID:
23714032” [52].

In the sentence, Cataract is one cause of visual impairment;
however, the description also lists the other 2 diseases that cause
visual impairment. For example, “it can be associated with any
type of vision lossDISEASE1 including that related to
maculardegenerationDISEASE2, corneal diseaseDISEASE3, diabetic
retinopathyDISEASE4, and occipital infarctDISEASE5. ---
PMID:24339694” [53].

Here, the LC-CNN correctly identifies the relation between
DISEASE1 and DISEASE2. However, it failed to identify the
relations between DISEASE1 and the other diseases
(DISEASE3, DISEASE4, and DISEASE5).
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Table 5. The distribution of sampled large margin context-aware convolutional neural network error cases.

Ratio (%)DescriptionType, category

FPa

28A disease is a symptom/subclass of another diseaseSymptom/subclass

242 diseases co-occur in the sentenceCo-occur

82 diseases are negative relationNegation

40The error cannot be categorizedOthers

FNb

23There is an obvious relation keyword for disease pairSimple FN

162 diseases are negative relationNegation

61No obvious relation keyword, or the statements of DDAc are too complicatedOthers

aFP: False positive.
bFN: False negative.
cDDA: disease-disease association.

The Result of Using Automatic Annotated Disease
Mentions
In our experiment, we used the manually annotated disease
mentions, which may not reflect the actual performance of the
fully automated DDAE task. Hence, we conducted an
experiment, in which we used the TaggerOne [9], a
state-of-the-art disease mention recognizer/normalizer, to
annotate the disease mentions of the test set. Then we used the
LC-CNN to extract DDAs from the TaggerOne-annotated test
set. As the boundaries of some predicted mentions may be
inconsistent with the gold mentions, we used an approximate
matching to allow this. In the fully automatic process, the
LC-CNN achieved a Precision/Recall/F1 measure of
75.28/55.03/63.57, respectively. The recall is significantly lower
because it failed to recognize some diseases. However, the
performance is reasonable but 7.08% lower than that of the
semiautomatic process (using gold disease mentions).

Principal Findings
Our objective was to develop a DDAE dataset and a neural
network–based approach to extract DDAs. In our experiments,
the LC-CNN trained on our dataset achieved an F1 measure of
84.18%. We also compared LC-CNN with common NN models
including CNN, Bi-LSTM, and SVM. The results showed that
the LSTM and BiLSTM models achieved relatively lower F1
measures of 65.02% and 65.40%, respectively. This may be

because the hyperparameters and parameters tend to overfit the
training set. The CNN and SVM models achieved relatively
higher F1 measures of 73.32% and 77.49%, respectively, but
LC-CNN still outperformed all tested methods. In addition, the
results showed that the 2-stage SVM + CNN model scored
significantly lower in terms of F1 than SVM and LC-CNN by
6.98% and 10.84%, respectively. This suggests that simple
methods may achieve better results than complex ones.
Furthermore, in our experiments, the model with PubMed word
embeddings (LC-CNNPubMed) outperformed the LC-CNNNews

and LC-CNNno pretrain models, indicating that PubMed word
embeddings may be more compatible with our DDAE dataset.

Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a text-mining approach for
automatically extracting DDAs from abstracts. We collected
disease-related abstracts from PubMed and annotated the first
publicly available DDAE dataset consisting of 521 abstracts
and 3322 disease-disease pairs. Moreover, to extract DDAs, we
used several different ML models, including BiLSTM, CNN,
and SVM. We also evaluated the effect of combining CNN and
context features. Finally, we implemented a novel neural
network called LC-CNN to integrate context features and CNN
through the large margin function. Our experiment results
showed that LC-CNN achieved an F1 measure of 84.18%, the
highest among the tested models.
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Abstract

Background: The quality of health care is continuously improving and is expected to improve further because of the advancement
of machine learning and knowledge-based techniques along with innovation and availability of wearable sensors. With these
advancements, health care professionals are now becoming more interested and involved in seeking scientific research evidence
from external sources for decision making relevant to medical diagnosis, treatments, and prognosis. Not much work has been
done to develop methods for unobtrusive and seamless curation of data from the biomedical literature.

Objective: This study aimed to design a framework that can enable bringing quality publications intelligently to the users’ desk
to assist medical practitioners in answering clinical questions and fulfilling their informational needs.

Methods: The proposed framework consists of methods for efficient biomedical literature curation, including the automatic
construction of a well-built question, the recognition of evidence quality by proposing extended quality recognition model
(E-QRM), and the ranking and summarization of the extracted evidence.

Results: Unlike previous works, the proposed framework systematically integrates the echelons of biomedical literature curation
by including methods for searching queries, content quality assessments, and ranking and summarization. Using an ensemble
approach, our high-impact classifier E-QRM obtained significantly improved accuracy than the existing quality recognition model
(1723/1894, 90.97% vs 1462/1894, 77.21%).

Conclusions: Our proposed methods and evaluation demonstrate the validity and rigorousness of the results, which can be used
in different applications, including evidence-based medicine, precision medicine, and medical education.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13430)   doi:10.2196/13430

KEYWORDS

data curation; evidence-based medicine; clinical decision support systems; precision medicine; biomedical research; machine
learning; deep learning

Introduction

Objective and Contributions
Personalized health care and wellness management have rapidly
grown during recent years because of the increase in data influx,

the development of innovative tools, and the advancement of
artificial intelligence techniques. These innovations can engage
patients and offer additional modalities in the treatment of
chronic diseases [1]. In addition, with the advent of the
next-generation sequencing and the widespread use of electronic
health records (EHRs), clinicians and researchers have the
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opportunity to have a wealth of data and the precise
characterization of individual patient genotypes and phenotypes
[2]. It is now evident that the research on internet health
information–seeking behavior is on the rise [3].

Furthermore, people’s interest in seeking the support of scientific
research evidence is increasing daily for their level of
satisfaction over medical decisions or advice, and it keeps them
aware of the research about the matter. Clinicians seek for
external evidences to make informed clinical decisions,
particularly when internal evidences (information derived from
unicenter data) are insufficient because of lack of required data.
Likewise, medical researchers and students are interested in the
external evidences to educate themselves on the substance of a
medical problem, whereas the patients could use such evidences
for their own awareness and comparative analysis of available
treatments. Fortunately, an overwhelming amount of biomedical
information is available in the form of scientific publications,
which can be retrieved to support the process of medical
decision making and for self-awareness. PubMed, which is a
search engine for biomedical literature, can provide access to
a set of more than 27 million articles from more than 7000
journals, including full text for about 4 million of these articles
[4]. However, the current process of retrieving research
publications from the external biomedical literature is a daunting
task and is largely done manually, which requires not only a
high level of expertise but also time and money. As the demand
for evidence-based medicine (EBM) is increasing, it is important
to lower the costs to identify and evaluate the best evidence.
Little has been done to improve the overall efficiency of curating
the quality evidences automatically from the biomedical
literature until recently. One of the major challenges in this
regard is to design the search query from the input information
and to embed the user context in an automatic and intelligent
manner to save time and cost. In addition, the low quality of
the articles from where the evidence is retrieved for the decisions
adds further to the challenge of an automated acquisition of
evidence. Moreover, the results are summarized and ranked
majorly with manual efforts.

In this paper, we contributed to the design of a comprehensive
framework architecture to achieve the goal of curating
biomedical literature and mining data from scientific
publications to construct precise evidence to assist medical
practitioners, researchers, medical students, and patients in the
clinical decision-making process. The proposed framework
consists of several methods for automating the process of
biomedical curation. The main contributions of this paper are
as follows:

• It presents the design of a comprehensive framework for
biomedical literature curation. It describes proposed
architecture in detail, which includes designs for methods
of well-built automatic query construction, evidence quality
recognition, and article summarization and ranking.

• It describes the proposed process of the construction of a
well-built query. We designed a set of methods and
guidelines to construct a well-structured question from the
input information in a standard format for a better user
understandability and content categorization.

• It presents the design of proposed extended quality
recognition model (E-QRM) that identifies scientifically
sound publications on the basis of content rigorousness.
We developed and compared a set of machine and deep
learning (DL) models with a higher level of precision as
evaluation criteria.

• It offers methods for contextual ranking and summarization.
We designed a cross-context interpretation model for
ranking the publications based on the context captured from
the input information, the user of the system, and the articles
that are retrieved. In addition, we propose a conceptual
model for summarization of the results based on input
information.

Background and Motivation
For evidentiary support, medical professionals mostly rely on
the publicly available searching services, such as PubMed [5],
Google, UptoDate [6], and other search engines. These search
engines are reliable, but they need to be integrated with a health
care information system (HIS) in a way to make the process of
evidence retrieval seamless and meaningful. In addition, an HIS
is required to evaluate the retrieved evidence for quality rather
than relying on a search engine’s built-in evaluation
mechanisms.

Some of today’s HISs are equipped with the knowledge base
(KB) of a clinical decision support system (CDSS), which
provides additional support to automate the evidence retrieval
from external sources in following ways: (1) it aids to automate
query construction process for evidence retrieval by offering
knowledge rules that consist of patient information with
established logical connections and (2) it assists to enrich query
for evidence with metadata such as the purpose or the query
type information to improve the quality of evidence extraction.
The query type information shows the purpose for which a
CDSS is developed, such as a treatment plan or diagnosis
recommendations.

Figure 1 shows the interaction among a health system, KB of
CDSS, and the system for extraction of external evidence
resources. The health system manages the patient records to be
used by the clinician, and the KB of a CDSS is created with the
support of expert clinicians either through directly authored
rules or the machine learning (ML)–based data-driven
approaches [7]. The evidence-based subsystem shows the
appraised evidence synthesized from the literature through the
automatic methods of acquisition and appraisal. In this study,
we proposed a comprehensive framework to combine the
abovementioned processes, particularly, the evidence acquisition
and evidence appraisal to facilitate the clinical decision making.
The proposed methodology uses the information contents from
a health system and the KB of CDSS for the query construction
to search and retrieve relevant research papers from the literature
to support the evidence-based practice (EBP). The EBP and the
CDSS have long been used in the clinical domain to enhance
clinical efficacy. The EBP and the CDSS share clinical expertise
as a source of data. The EBP uses the clinical expertise along
with the research evidence and other factors for a clinical
decision. A CDSS KB is the representation of clinical expertise
of 1 or more clinical experts. The EBP is defined as “the
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conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best
evidence in making decisions about the care of individual

patients” integrated with clinical expertise and patient values
to optimize outcomes and quality of life [8].

Figure 1. Clinical decision support system knowledge base linkage with evidence base synthesized from biomedical literature.

Role of User Context in Query Construction
For any evidence-based system to work efficiently, the context
of the domain plays a crucial role. The context provides the
features for query generation to seek the relevant information
from external sources. The source and format of the data are
crucial to consider automatic or semiautomatic query generation.
Cimino [9] presented the idea of Infobuttons and Infobutton
Manager, which attempt to determine the information needs
based on the user context. Infobuttons are mainly topic-specific
questions with a facility for the users to tune the query more
toward the context. CDAPubMed [10] is a browser extension
that aims to provide a tool to semiautomatically build complex
queries. It provides additional information to the contents of
the EHR to improve the biomedical literature searches. A
platform called ProvCaRe [11] has the provision for search and
query operations on provenance metadata to enable
reproducibility of research articles. There are other approaches
described in the studies by Bakal et al [12] and Sahoo et al [13]
that use semantic patterns over biomedical knowledge graphs
for treatment and causality predictions and semantic provenance
to apprehend high-quality domain-specific information using
expressive domain ontologies.

Related Work on Finding High-Quality Articles in the
Literature
A decent set of approaches is available that had improvised the
results of literature searching with respect to quality of studies.
The PubMed Clinical Queries (CQ) [14] is one of the most
prominent endeavors to retrieve scientifically sound studies
from the biomedical literature. Afterward, supervised ML
approaches were introduced mainly to improve the precision of
the results in terms of quality checking for methodological
rigorousness. Similarly, to find high-quality papers in
MEDLINE, Wilczynski et al [15] developed CQ filters, which
were later adapted by PubMed for use as CQ. The data collection

used in the CQ filters is annotated across the following 4
dimensions: the format, the human health care, the purpose, and
the scientific rigor. The experimental studies [16,17] introduced
ML (supervised learning) classification models to differentiate
between the methodologically rigorous and the nonrigorous
articles. In an article about evidence quality prediction [18], the
authors addressed the problem of automatic grading of evidence
on a chosen discrete scale. The authors experimented many
features, such as publication year, avenue, and type to evaluate
the quality of the evidence. They found that the publication type
is the most eminent feature to consider for evaluation of the
evidence quality results. A DL neural network known as the
Convolutional Neural Network approach [19] was very recently
tried to further improve accuracy over the existing approaches
of PubMed CQ and McMaster’s text word search in terms of
precision.

Limitation of the Existing Approaches
The existing approaches discussed mainly focus on the
automation of evidence processing to overcome the central
problem of time spent on searching while practicing EBM. The
inclusion of the research evidence in clinical decisions varies
with respect to domain context and objective. Conceptually, the
evidence adaption follows the same 5As cycle as mentioned in
the study by Leung [8]; however, implementation makes the
scenario different. A user in a clinical setup with a CDSS
implementation needs to approach the evidence differently than
a user who does not have a CDSS implementation. The dataset
selection, the feature engineering, and the context awareness
bring uniqueness to the approach and pose challenges at the
same time. The objective of this study was to circumvent the
issues of efficient searching in the biomedical literature to find
evidentiary articles that are qualitative and fit-to-context in the
user scenario.
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Methods

Overview
To achieve the research goal of curating and mining data from
scientific publications in biomedical literature, we designed a
coherent and comprehensive architecture of the framework,
which is depicted in Figure 2. The architecture is divided into
3 layers to accommodate the necessary functions of connecting
a health system with the scientific research. In the first layer,

an optimized query is constructed in a well-built form from the
input data streams. In the second layer, the quality is evaluated
with data-driven approaches that include a ML or DL algorithm,
which is meaningfully selected for the input set of parameters
and the data requirements. Finally, in the third layer, the
scientific research articles that have been evaluated for quality
are summarized and ranked according to the user context to
bring an article to the top, such that it is not only relevant and
qualitative but also contextually viable and applicable.

Figure 2. The conceptual diagram of the proposed biomedical literature curation framework. CDSS: clinical decision support system; EHR: electronic
health record.

Query Construction
The query construction is a widely studied and multiaspect
topic. One aspect concerns the type of query, which could be
manual, semiautomatic, or automatic. Other important aspects
include the input data, the context, and the environment of the
user. Finally, the query format and the structure could be either

just random or well built. Here, we provide a summary of
different query construction strategies and recommendations
for an efficient strategy from the input clinical information. As
shown in Figure 3, there are multiple paths to construct a final
query. As examples, we discuss a few popular strategies in Table
1 that were and are in practice or envisioned in this study as a
potential futuristic strategy.
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Figure 3. Query construction strategies. EHR: electronic health record.

Table 1. Descriptions of different query construction strategies.

NegativesPositivesDescriptionStrategy

Achieving accuracy needs extra
effort at the beginning; the design
of the intelligent methods is re-
quired to correctly place the terms
in the appropriate place of a stan-
dard or well-built structure.

An efficient method that does not in-
volve a human to write the query
terms; it is easily understandable by
the user because of the well-built for-
mat; it is comparatively straightfor-
ward to summarize the retrieved con-
tents.

In this strategy, a final question is constructed without
human intervention. The raw data are acquired
meaningfully from the patient information stored in
the patient record, and they are associated with the
rules of the clinical decision support system or curat-
ed from the sensor devices. The acquired elements
of the data are transformed autonomously to a well-
built or standard format.

The automatic
well-built question

It is less understandable by the us-
er because of the randomly placed
terms; the interpretation and the
summarization of the retrieved re-
sults will be a daunting task.

It is an efficient method because a
human is not required to write the
query terms; no effort is required to
place the query terms in the required
slots.

The input part is the same as in the first strategy, and
the ingredients of the query are automatically ac-
quired from the input sources. However, they are
placed randomly without arranging in a specific for-
mat.

The automatic ran-
dom-formatted
question

It is expensive in terms of time
because a user will still be required
to complete the query contents and
the structure.

Trustworthiness is higher than auto-
matic because of the user’s involve-
ment; an edge in ranking and summa-
rization of the retrieved results.

The acquisition of the query terms from the input
source may be semiautomatic, and human involve-
ment will be necessary to complete the missing sec-
tion. In addition, placing the terms in the required
slots of a standard structure will need human assis-
tance.

The semiautomatic
well-built question

The interpretation of the query
terms and the summarization of
results will be a problem.

The trustworthiness is high.The input acquisition is partially automated. The ar-
rangements of the query terms are random.

The semiautomatic
random-formatted
question

It is time consuming; it is hard for
naïve users to write complex
queries.

The trustworthiness and a better inter-
pretation of the query terms, the ease
in ranking, and the summarization.

In this strategy, a human is involved thoroughly to
write all the contents of a query in a specified struc-
ture.

The manual well-
built question

It is time consuming;

it is hard for naïve users; the inter-
pretations, the ranking, and the
summarization issues.

The trustworthiness is high because
all the terms are written by the hu-
mans.

All the contents of the query are written by humans
without arranging them in a specific format.

The manual ran-
dom-formatted
question

In this study, our main focus is the first strategy, which involves
constructing an automatic well-built question. We have chosen
to formulate the query in Patient/problem, Intervention,
Comparison, and Outcome (PICO) format [20] from the input
data, which included the patient structured information and the
knowledge rules. PICO has a well-structured format, which

differentiates different parts of a clinical question in more
applicable parts that are easily understandable for the clinicians
and other users. It also helps to determine the context of the
question. In addition, the structure is helpful to summarize and
rank the retrieved articles.
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Input Acquisition and Preprocessing
The contents are preprocessed based on the nature of the input.
This section summarizes the guidelines for the developers and
the implementers of the representative scenarios. These
scenarios represent automatic queries constructed from the
following 3 types of inputs: patient record, CDSS rules, and
sensory data.

Scenario 1: An Automatic Query Construction From a
Patient Record of the Electronic Health Record Data
There are 2 possibilities, which involve the data being in a
structured or an unstructured format. If the data are structured
with assigned labels, they are placed in the target P, I, C, and
O sections accordingly. However, if the data are in an
unstructured format, then an additional step of the natural
language processing (NLP) is required to extract the meaningful
terms from the unlabeled contents, to recognize their type and
context, and then finally to place the processed terms in the

target PICO format. The abstract flow of PICO construction
from EHR data is depicted in Figure 4.

The following natural language preprocessing steps are applied
in a pipeline: (1) the text is broken into tokens with a space
delimiter; (2) stopwords of English language are removed; (3)
case of the letters is changed to lower; and (4) the words are
stemmed to their root words using porter stemming.

The stemmed words are mapped to the PICO format using
salient term identification (STI) algorithm explained in the
following section. After finding out a concept in the standard
vocabulary of Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical
Terms (SNOMED-CT) implemented through the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) vocabulary service
application programming interface (API), the algorithm further
finds out the semantic and entity types of the identified concepts.
Finally, the identified concepts are mapped to
PICO-corresponding slots. For example, because female belongs
to population group, it is mapped to the P slot of PICO.

Figure 4. The flow of Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome query construction from the patient record of the electronic health
record data. EHR: electronic health record; PICO: Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome.

Scenario 2: An Automatic Query Construction From
the Clinical Decision Support System Knowledge Base
In this scenario, the contents of the query are extracted from
the rules of a CDS KB. The rules are actuated against a
particular decision. The extraction process relies on the
representation scheme of knowledge. Of these schemes, we
elaborated on the following 2 schemes for the mapping of rules
to PICO: plain production rules (if-then) and the HL7 medical
logic modules (MLM) [21]. We designed a general model that
could be used for any of the representation schemes. According
to the proposed mapping model, different parts of a rule are
mapped to PICO as described in equation 1:

PICO=D ∩ A ∩ P (1)

In equation 1, D represents the set of elements in the data part
of a rule, A is the set of elements in the action part, and P shows
the purpose of a rule. More specifically, D maps to P of PICO,
A maps to both I and C, and P maps to O of PICO. For clarity,
Figure 5 is provided to describe the mapping from rules to PICO
using MLM and the plain production rules as an example. In
the scenarios where there is lack of information to get outcome
information from the input, some elements of PICO can be
unmapped. For example, in the scenario of production rules,
the O part of PICO remains unmapped.
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Figure 5. An example of Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome mapping from the HL7 medical logic module and the production
rule. MLM: medical logic module; PICO: Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome.

Scenario 3: Constructing a Query From the Multimodal
Sensory Data
This scenario is more applicable to participatory health
management, where user activity, diet, sleep, and other related
information are acquired through different sensors and devices.
The information from these sensors and devices are collected
independently through their independent clocks with an
associated time stamp. A logical clock is required to identify
the data origination at the same time [22]. After synchronization,
the raw data need to be labeled and persisted for other services
to consume. Using the labeled data may require further
processing to determine the high-level context for the
appropriate usage in the query. For instance, if a user is doing

a set of activities, such as walking, running, or lying down, in
an adjacent frame of time, it may refer to a high-level context
of exercise. In one of our preliminary work on the project of
Mining Minds [23], we have developed different models for
context recognition both at the lower and the higher levels on
the basis of data curated from different sensors. The dataflow
of the raw sensory data is briefly illustrated in Figure 6. It must
be noted that the contextual information determined from the
sensory data could either be used in an independent query or
used as a subset information of a query constructed from the
EHR data as noted in previous subsections. There could be
scenarios to combine methods of the abovementioned 3
scenarios and construct a single query depending on the
availability of the data and the user needs.
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Figure 6. A dataflow diagram of the raw sensory data acquisition and the context identification. EHR: electronic health record.

Concept Matching for Term Inclusion and Exclusion
At the time of term extraction from the EHR data, it is important
to include only pertinent and important terms. We developed
the STI algorithm to filter out the less effective terms from the
user question. The STI is a weight-based algorithm that finds
an input term in a terminology source (SNOMED-CT/UMLS)

and provides weight according to the matching level, such as
exact match, partial match, and synonym match. The steps of
the STI algorithm are described in Figure 7. According to this
algorithm, if a term finds an exact match, it gets more weight
(w=1.0) compared with the partial match and synonym match
(w=0.5). The algorithm is formally represented in algorithm 1
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 7. The salient term identification algorithm.

Standardization and Context Enrichment
It is not mandatory to use standard form of the terms; however,
it is important to infer the overall intentions of the user from
the query. In other words, the standardization helps to determine
the users’ interest in obtaining results that are related to the
diagnosis, the treatment, or the prognosis. In addition, it helps
in understanding the meaning of a particular term precisely and
helps avoid confusion. To achieve standardization of the terms
and determine the purpose of the query, a terminology source,
preferably the UMLS, could be used. We must remember that
the function of standardization is achieved at the time of

executing the STI algorithm. The purpose of the query, also
known as query type, is determined from identifying the
semantic types and entity types of the concepts used in the I
and/or C parts of the PICO. As described in Figure 8, the
concepts extracted from the PICO I and/or the C parts are used
to determine their parent concepts with the help of the
terminology services. After getting translated from the
translation table for the parental term, the inferred translated
concept (diagnosis/treatment/prognosis) is attached to the PICO
query. During implementation of the query to run on the
PubMed, the purpose term or the query type is used as a clinical
filter for an increased recall [15].
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Figure 8. The steps of query type identification algorithm. PICO: Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome.

Query Optimization and Searching
A well-built structured query may be unnecessarily too lengthy
to return absolutely no results or too short to return too many
results. In this case, a query optimization technique is necessary
to balance the resultant set. If there is a query that occasionally
fails to retrieve any results, the query is optimized to exclude
the least important term from a list of terms. As a general
guideline, the P and I set of terms in PICO is the core, and they
are considered comparatively more important than C and O. On
the basis of this theory, we designed an optimization strategy,
which is illustrated in Figure 9, to exclude a term from the least
important parts one by one unless we retrieve an acceptable set

of publications. For instance, if there are 4 terms ANDed in a
query belonging to one of each PICO element and by running
that query returns 0 records, we remove the C term first and
check if the resultant set satisfies a threshold; if that is the case,
we execute the query and continue the process further;
otherwise, we remove the O term in the next cycle.

Even if the query terms consist of only P and I of PICO but are
too many to retrieve any results, we can use the weights
determined by the STI algorithm and remove the least effective
term(s). The final optimized query was executed on biomedical
literature and used the retrieved articles for further processing.
For this research, we used the PubMed service to access the
biomedical literature.

Figure 9. The query optimization process flow. PICO: Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome.
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Quality Evaluation
Articles retrieved using the PubMed built-in search strategy
could possibly include quality, nonquality, or less quality articles
that need to be segregated before presentation to the user. For
this very reason, we designed quality parameters that need to
be checked so that only quality contents come forward to be
read by the users.

Guidelines for Using the Gold Standard
We learned from previous studies that the Clinical Hedges
database [24], which was developed by the Hedges Group at
McMaster University, can be used as a gold standard dataset.
Clinical Hedges was initially employed to develop and evaluate
the CQ filters [15]. It is also used for ML approaches that
identify the scientifically sound PubMed clinical studies [17].
The database consists of 50,594 MEDLINE articles published
in 170 clinical journals, of which 49,028 articles are unique.
All the articles are manually annotated by a team of specialized
experts, and they classified the articles across the following 4
dimensions: format (O=original study, R=review, GM=general
and miscellaneous articles, and CR=case report), human health
care interest (yes/no), scientific rigor (yes/no), and purpose
(diagnosis, etiology, prognosis, treatment, economic studies,
reviews, and clinical predication guides). The primary purpose
of creating the database was to evaluate whether each study was
scientifically sound or not using the criteria for the treatment
interventions, which include clinically relevant outcomes,

random allocation of study participants, and at least 80% of the
follow-up of study participants.

Selection of the Search Strategy
One of the issues for common users and researchers is to choose
an appropriate search strategy to satisfy their information needs.
None of the state-of-the art search strategies could be considered
ideal in all situations. We provide a common standpoint and
recommendations to opt for a strategy based on the users’needs
and rationale. We divide the set of approaches in 3 groups: (1)
PubMed search strategies that include mainly CQ, (2) the ML
approach, and (3) the DL approach. We also categorize the user
information needs based on recall, precision, and recentness,
which is the instant availability of a study. Table 2 provides the
performance evidence of the existing state-of-the-art approaches,
whereas Table 3 provides the recommendation of using an
approach on the basis of given rationale.

Regarding the third criteria, such as the recentness, we
elaborated the abovementioned approaches on a delay factor.
As both the PubMed CQ and the mentioned ML approaches
use a Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) filter in the search
strategies, they encounter problems classifying the most recent
articles. The mean delay in the MeSH indexing per journal was
recorded as 162 days. The DL neural network considers only
the title and the abstract features and has no dependency on the
MeSH terms and does not encounter any delays to evaluate even
the most recent studies.

Table 2. Average recall and precision of different search strategies.

ReferenceDeep learningMachine learningPubMed Clinical Queries (broad)Approach

Reported in the study by Perez-Rey et al [10] and Del
Fiol et al [19]

96.991.498.4Average recall

Reported in the study by Perez-Rey et al [10] and Del
Fiol et al [19]

34.686.522.4Average precision

Table 3. Recommendation of the search strategy in a given rationale.

RecommendationRationale

PubMed Clinical QueriesUser top priority is high coverage (recall)

Machine learning classification approachUser top priority is to get precise results (precision)

Deep learning neural network approachUser top priority is more recent studies

Feature Engineering and Corpus Preparation
Irrespective of the strategy, we need to engineer the features
and prepare a corpus to run ML or DL classifiers. We used the
Clinical Hedges dataset and acquired the PubMed identifiers,
which we posted to create a custom database on PubMed
through the Entrez Post service method of the Entrez
Programming Utilities API, and we searched the publications
using the eSearch service for the Entrez Fetch (eFetch) service
by enabling the history and the environment variables to yes.
The eFetch function was used to download the searched articles.
The downloaded records were programmatically parsed to obtain

the data for the data features, such as the title, the abstract, and
the metadata features, which include the MeSH terms and the
article type. The process of downloading and parsing the articles
is described in Figure 10.

We engineered 2 sets of features, which included the data
features and the metadata features. The data feature vector was
created by tokenizing the titles and abstracts, changing the case
to lower, eliminating the stop words, stemming the words using
the porter stemmer, and filtering the tokens by lengths. Unlike
the data features, the metadata features were created by applying
only tokenization and case transformation because there was
no need to remove stop words and stemming.
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Figure 10. The article downloading and parsing algorithm. MeSH: Medical Subject Headings; PMIDs: PubMed Identifiers.

Extended Quality Recognition Model
Previously, we worked to identify the relevant and quality
articles using the ML approach and developed a model called
quality recognition model (QRM) [25]. The QRM was a binary
classification model with the following 2 classes: rigor and
nonrigor, where rigor and nonrigor represent the quality and
nonquality articles, respectively. It was tested with 4 different
ML algorithms, including Naïve Bayes (NB), k-nearest neighbor
(kNN), decision tree (DT), and support vector machine (SVM).
For this study, we extended the QRM with inclusion of DL
model and ensemble technique to get a better performance. With
the advent of automodel feature in the data science tool
RapidMiner Studio 9.0.003 [26], it is rather more expedient to
opt for an efficient model in a range of applicable models. Using
the same dataset that we previously used for building QRM,
the RapidMiner automodel function proposed 7 algorithms,
including NB, DT, logistic regression, generalized linear model
(GLM), random forest, gradient boosted trees, and DL. We keep

consistency in the feature set selection, similar to the previous
model of QRM. The automodel function allows us to intervene
in the settings of parameters at different steps including the load
of dataset, selection of the task, preparing a target, selection of
the input features, and model types to execute for getting the
final results. We described these steps in Figure 11 by
highlighting our selection among alternatives.

We use the automodel function to select the individual learners
to build our ensemble model to acquire high accuracy as
compared with the performance of individual learners. We first
experimented with the individual models proposed by automodel
function. Later, we develop an ensemble learner over the
individual learners. In the first layer of assembling, we use
AdaBoost learner, whereas on the second layer, we use ensemble
voting (stacking model) with a sampling type of automatic,
which uses stratified sampling per default. However, if the
example set does not contain a nominal label, shuffled sampling
is used instead. The split was relative with a split ratio of 0.7.
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Figure 11. Automodel steps and parameter settings. DL: deep learning; DT: decision tree; GBT: gradient boosted trees; GLM: generalized linear model;
LR: logistic regression; MeSH: Medical Subject Headings; NB: Naïve Bayes; PMIDs: PubMed Identifiers; RF: random forest.

Ranking and Summarization
A potential problem that clinical user face is the management
of the results set to identify, appraise, and synthesize the best
available evidence to answer the clinical question in the best
possible manner. In all this process, a lot of manual effort is
required to extract the data to make a summary, and it is also
subjected to error [27]. Moreover, the context of the user may
change the default ranking of an article to bring it to the top or
take it to the bottom. Some of the existing approaches use a
grading mechanism of ranking the articles based on the strength
of the contents [18,28]. The need to develop a ranking
mechanism that is more patient-centered rather than only
evidence-centered is needed. In addition, the model needs to
consider the user’s context in addition to the articles’ strength
and quality.

To address these issues, we conferred our previous work [25]
and made possible extensions to provide guidelines for using
an appropriate model in a given clinical situation. We devised
a cross-context evaluation strategy that involves crossly
matching 2 contexts, such as user contexts and evidence
contexts. User contexts have multiple elements, such as basic
information, which shows the user educational level. The
background is the experience of the user, and the goal shows

the short-term learning or the long-term learning. The interest
represents the preferences, and the learning style is the pattern
of user learning, such as textual and visual. On the other hand,
an evidence context includes the article meta-features or
properties, such as the publication type, the publication avenue
(eg, journal and book), and the year of publication.

We devise a cross-context evaluation method that accumulates
contextual parameters of both user and evidence contexts. User
context parameters are represented as C1, C2, ..., Cn, whereas
the evidence contextual parameters, which are properties of a
publication, are represented as P1, P2, ..., Pn. These 2 sets of
contexts are aggregated first vertically and then horizontally to
reach to the final grading of a publication as H=high,
M=medium, L=low, and U=unknown. In other words, the
algorithm first finds the aggregate value of each column, such
as the highest value of all the cells using the majority vote
procedure, and the process is repeated for all the cells. The
example described in Table 4 for a user with three contexts and
a publication with two properties, the final context value is
calculated for a given publication-x by learning the highest
value from the aggregate contexts AggCtx-1 and AggCtx-2.
The value H, M, L, and U are learned from the ranking values
assigned to each of the article types described in Table 5.

Table 4. The context aggregation for article ranking.

Publication-x contextUser context

P2P1

MbHaC1

MLcC2

HHC3

AggCtx-1=MAggCtx-1=HAggregate context

aH: high.
bM: medium.
cL: low.
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Table 5. Values of publication types ranking and grading.

Grade valueRankingPublication types

Ha1Systematic reviews

H1Meta-analysis of RCTsb

H3RCTs

Md4Meta-analysis of CTsc

M5Systematic review of CTs

M6CT

M7Cohort study/case-control study/report

Le8Guidelines

L9Opinion

L10Observational study

L11Any other publication type

aH: high.
bRCTs: randomized controlled trials.
cCT: control trials.
dM: medium.
eL: low.

Finally, the evidence is formed from the set of the ranked
articles, and it is presented in the form of a summary. As
mentioned earlier, the manual summarization is a daunting task,
and researchers have devised different methodologies to perform
the automatic summarization of the articles. Bui et al [27]
developed a computer-based ML and an NLP approach to
automatically generate a summary of full-text publications by
extracting the PICO values alongside the sample size and group
size from the text. There are few other studies that proposed
algorithms to detect PICO elements in the primary studies
[29,30], which in term assisted the process of summarization.

We are convinced that the PICO-based approach assists the
extractive method of automatically generating the summaries
of articles. As a result, we followed the extraction of the PICO
values from the text of an article. Before the extraction, we
identify if the type of article is primary or secondary. The
secondary articles such as systematic reviews (SRs) are formed
from multiple primary studies, and they could be considered as
evidence. However, the primary studies required summarization

to form an evidence. We provide an abstract view of the
proposed summarization system, as shown in Figure 12, to
categorize articles as secondary and primary studies and
construct summaries for the latter. The system works as each
ranked article is taken as input and is distinguished as a primary
study or secondary study. A secondary study is only processed
to extract the meta information and is stored to the evidence
base as an evidence. A primary study is preprocessed to convert
the format from pdf to text in the first place. The text is passed
to the information extraction module to identify sections and
PICO elements in different section to generate individual
summaries for P, I, and O elements of PICO. The element C is
also an intervention, so a separate summary is not necessary;
therefore, we consider it as a part of I during summarization.
On the basis of individual summaries of Patient/problem,
Intervention, and Outcome elements, a complete summary is
constructed for the whole article. Individual articles’ summaries
are grouped based on their similarities to form a single evidence,
which is then stored to the evidence base by including the meta
information associated with each article.
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Figure 12. The framework for article summarization. PICO: Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome; PIO: Patient/problem, Intervention,
and Outcome.

Results

Overview
As mentioned earlier, the focus of this study is to construct a
PICO-compliant query from EHR data where there were 2
evident options to acquire query terms: structured data and
unstructured data. One of the possible options that could be
used for structured data is the knowledge rules of a CDSS, and
any clinical scenario explained in simple English can be
considered for the unstructured data case study. In knowledge
rules, it is quite straightforward to identify the clinical concepts
and map them to the PICO elements. However, unstructured
data mapping to PICO requires quite a few steps to get the final
PICO-based query, as discussed in the query construction
section.

Case Study—Query Construction From a Clinical
Scenario
Here, we present a clinical scenario and step-by-step outcomes
of our proposed algorithms, mapping to PICO and finally a
search query construction. The first step is to find important
clinical concepts in the given clinical scenario followed by
finding their semantic type and entity type. In the scenario
shown in Figure 13, our proposed STI algorithm found out 8
concepts in the standard vocabulary of SNOMED-CT
implemented through the UMLS vocabulary service API. For
the identified concepts, we identified the semantic and entity
types of the identified concepts. In the second step, the identified
concepts are mapped to PICO-corresponding slots, such as
female belongs to population group, so it is mapped to the P
slot of PICO. Similarly, beta-blocker has the entity type of
chemical and drugs, so it went to the I (intervention) slot of
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PICO. In the same way, we mapped the rest of the concepts.
Finally, in the third step, we find the type of the query among
diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, or etiology. Looking at the
semantic/entity types of majority of the concepts in I and C, the
algorithm concluded with the query type as treatment. Using

the logic of searching query construction as described earlier,
we will get the query as follows:

q=female blood pressure and (beta-blocker or ACE
inhibitor) (2)

This query q is passed to our searching algorithm to search for
the publications using the PubMed CQs utility.

Figure 13. Results of a clinical scenario conversion to Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome with query type (purpose). ACE:
angiotensin-converting-enzyme; PICO: Patient/problem, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome; STI: salient term identification.

Quality Evaluation
The existing QRM was tested using multiple ML approaches,
which included the SVM, the DT, the kNN, and the NB. The
results were reported in our previous study [25], where the SVM
algorithm has performed better than other algorithms. The
automodel employed algorithms produced varied results for
different algorithms. As shown in Table 6, the gradient boosted
trees (GBT) algorithm outperformed other algorithms with
accuracy of about 84.98%, followed by GLM with accuracy of
about 83.80% at the individual learning stage. To minimize the
instances of wrong classification, we tested ensemble method
using AdaBoost on top 3 individual learners. We noticed that
GBT was still on the top, with an increase of about 4% accuracy
jumping from 84.98 to 88.50. The performance of GLM was

slightly increased by about 1%, whereas the DL performance
with AdaBoost was increased by about 9% accuracy from 75.48
to 84.57. In the final model, we use a second level of ensemble
over AdaBoost (GBT) and GLM and obtained about 3%
improved accuracy of 90.97%. Moreover, area under the curve
(AUC) value of the E-QRM was noted as 0.989, whereas for
AdaBoost (GBT), it was 0.950, followed by AdaBoost (DL)
with AUC value of 0.921.

It is important to note that the experiments are performed using
RapidMiner Studio version 9.3.001, which is an improved
version of the descendants. All the models, particularly the
automodel, may generate a different set of results even on the
same data because of the changes in operators for the possible
improvement from version to version.
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Table 6. Extended quality recognition model performance overview using different algorithms.

Area under the curveAccuracyPrecisionF measureAlgorithm/criteria

0.530.640.420.53Naïve Bayes

0.890.840.820.72GLMa

0.630.620.390.46Logistic regression

0.500.700.500.09Decision tree

0.780.750.590.57DLb

0.870.850.770.75GBTc

0.820.850.780.73AdaBoost (GLM)

0.920.850.790.72AdaBoost (DL)

0.950.890.850.79AdaBoost (GBT)

0.980.910.830.85Extended quality recognition model

aGLM: generalized linear model.
bDL: deep learning.
cGBT: gradient boosted trees.

Ranking and Summarization
Linking to our previous study results for contextual ranking,
we determine the ranks for the studies retrieved against the
query in equation 1. The query returned overall 5243 articles,
of which 5217 were primary studies and other 26 were SRs. In
the primary studies, the highest count of 5187 was assigned to

randomized controlled trials, and the rest were distributed among
meta-analysis (6), observational studies (5), case reports (2),
and others (17). On the basis of the ranking assigned to different
publication types in Table 5, the rank and grade values are
produced for the selected set of top 50 out of 5243 publications,
as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Top 50 publication types with rank and grade values. CT: control trials; RCTs: randomized controlled trials.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The main findings of this study include the design of a
comprehensive framework encompasses methods of automatic
query construction using PICO, the quality assessment using

data-driven approaches, and the ranking of studies using
contextual aggregation matrix. Compared with the existing
QRM, our high-impact ensemble classifier E-QRM obtained
significantly improved accuracy (1723/1894, 90.97% vs
1462/1894, 77.21%). Moreover, the proposed work has the
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significance and the implication in multiple domains, and here,
we present a few of those applications.

Significance in Evidence-Based Medicine
Research evidence is one of the components of EBM. The
proposed literature curation framework is best fit to locate and
incorporate the best evidence from the biomedical literature in
PubMed to support the evidence-based medical decisions. This
work provides a comprehensive set of methods to bring
automation to different levels of searching scientific
publications, ranging from query construction, quality
recognition, and summarization and ranking. The implementers
of the EBM can extend and integrate the proposed framework
with the health system to use in their daily clinical practice.

Significance in Precision Medicine
Precision medicine is a multidisciplinary approach, which
involves genetic characteristics along with clinical and
environmental behavior for making a precise decision. There
is an opportunity to study how observational studies and clinical
trials can be used in conjunction to improve health outcomes
in real-world practice settings [31]. This work can greatly
contribute to find relevant phenotypes and genetic information
precisely from Web-based biomedical resources, including the
GenBank [32], MedGen [33], ClinVar [34], and other databases.
A set of studies have investigated and developed tools for the
evaluation of phenotype candidates using online medical
literature [35,36]. The work discussed in this study provides
flexibility to apply it to find phenotypes and genome-related
clinical trials and evaluate their strength.

Significance in Clinical Decision Support Systems
The CDSS decisions are more trustable if relevant evidence
from external sources is timely integrated. The proposed
framework could be integrated with the existing CDSS by
connecting the query part with the output of the CDSS. The
concept of health level seven clinical decision support hooks
(HL7 CDS Hooks) [37,38] was very recently extended to include
evidence information retrieved from scientific literature.
Moreover, the existing CDSSs could be extended to adapt the
scientific research evidence in real time.

Significance in Medical Education
Students and researchers require to educate themselves on the
existing work from experts. An efficient way to access the

existing research work is to implement a system that assists
them in a meaningful manner. The proposed framework is
capable of providing a unique opportunity to obtain the best
evidence in less time and with a higher level of accuracy.
Researchers need guidance on whether they have to apply a
new method of intervention and at what cost. Patients do need
literature to study and compare their conditions with other
similar patients and find out about the outcomes of the
interventions on other patients.

Limitations of the Work
The summarization research work is yet to mature; therefore,
its results are not reported in this study. We have a plan to
continue our investigation further to design automated methods
and guidelines for the construction of summarization such as
designing methods to generate a summary of different articles
for the formation of a consolidated evidence. Moreover, we are
also interested in investigating the strategies for discovering
knowledge from the evaluated quality articles.

Conclusions
There is a great demand for consultation of external clinical
evidences to be considered in a complex clinical
decision-making process, particularly when internal evidences
are insufficient. In addition, medical researchers, students, and
patients use them for education, training, and self-awareness
about their health problems, respectively. To satisfy these users’
needs and desires, we proposed a comprehensive framework
for automated curating of biomedical literature, which facilitates
the task of bringing a quality research evidence intelligently to
the users’desk to assist the users in answering clinical questions
and fulfilling their informational needs. We presented a set of
methods and guidelines to automate the process of curating
biomedical literature at 3 levels: query construction, quality
recognition, and ranking and summarization supported with
sample results. This proposed automated framework is expected
to improve the overall efficiency of clinical staff and researchers
in terms of time and effort. However, the proposed system needs
to be thoroughly tested on multiple domains before adoption.
Our future work will focus on the optimization of quality
evaluation and ranking and summarization. The final approval
of the evidence by a human is crucial to avoid interpretations
if wrong decisions are made by the system.
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Abstract

Background: Much effort has been put into the use of automated approaches, such as natural language processing (NLP), to
mine or extract data from free-text medical records in order to construct comprehensive patient profiles for delivering better
health care. Reusing NLP models in new settings, however, remains cumbersome, as it requires validation and retraining on new
data iteratively to achieve convergent results.

Objective: The aim of this work is to minimize the effort involved in reusing NLP models on free-text medical records.

Methods: We formally define and analyze the model adaptation problem in phenotype-mention identification tasks. We identify
“duplicate waste” and “imbalance waste,” which collectively impede efficient model reuse. We propose a phenotype
embedding–based approach to minimize these sources of waste without the need for labelled data from new settings.

Results: We conduct experiments on data from a large mental health registry to reuse NLP models in four phenotype-mention
identification tasks. The proposed approach can choose the best model for a new task, identifying up to 76% waste (duplicate
waste), that is, phenotype mentions without the need for validation and model retraining and with very good performance (93%-97%
accuracy). It can also provide guidance for validating and retraining the selected model for novel language patterns in new tasks,
saving around 80% waste (imbalance waste), that is, the effort required in “blind” model-adaptation approaches.

Conclusions: Adapting pretrained NLP models for new tasks can be more efficient and effective if the language pattern landscapes
of old settings and new settings can be made explicit and comparable. Our experiments show that the phenotype-mention embedding
approach is an effective way to model language patterns for phenotype-mention identification tasks and that its use can guide
efficient NLP model reuse.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14782)   doi:10.2196/14782
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Introduction

Compared to structured components of electronic health records
(EHRs), free-text comprises a much deeper and larger volume
of health data. For example, in a recent geriatric syndrome study
[1], unstructured EHR data contributed a significant proportion
of identified cases: 67.9% cases of falls, 86.6% cases of visual
impairment, and 99.8% cases of lack of social support. Similarly,
in a study of comorbidities using a database of anonymized
EHRs of a psychiatric hospital in London (the South London
and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust [SLaM]) [2], 1899 cases
of comorbid depression and type 2 diabetes were identified from
unstructured EHRs, while only 19 cases could be found using
structured diagnosis tables. The value of unstructured records
for selecting cohorts has also been widely reported [3,4].
Extracting clinical variables or identifying phenotypes from
unstructured EHR data is, therefore, essential for addressing
many clinical questions and research hypotheses [5-7].

Automated approaches are essential to surface such deep data
from free-text clinical notes at scale. To make natural language
processing (NLP) tools accessible for clinical applications,
various approaches have been proposed, including generic,
user-friendly tools [8-10] and Web services or cloud-based
solutions [11-13]. Among these approaches, perhaps, the most
efficient way to facilitate clinical NLP projects is to adapt
pretrained NLP models in new but similar settings [14], that is,
to reuse existing NLP solutions to answer new questions or to
work on new data sources. However, it is very often burdensome
to reuse pretrained NLP models. This is mainly because NLP
models essentially abstract language patterns (ie, language
characteristics representable in computable form) and
subsequently use them for prediction or classification tasks.
These patterns are prone to change when the document set
(corpus) or the text mining task (what to look up) changes.
Unfortunately, when it comes to a new setting, it is uncertain
which patterns have and have not changed. Therefore, in
practice, random samples are drawn to validate the performance
of an existing NLP model in a new setting and subsequently to
plan the adaptation of the model based on the validation results.

Such “blind” adaptation is costly in the clinical domain because
of barriers to data access and expensive clinical expertise needed
for data labelling. The “blindness” to the similarities and
differences of language pattern landscapes between the source
(where the model was trained) and target (the new task) settings
causes (at least) two types of potentially unnecessary, wasted
effort, which may be avoidable. First, for data in the target
setting with the same patterns as in the source setting, any
validation or retraining efforts are unnecessary because the
model has already been trained and validated on these language
patterns. We call this type of wasted effort the “duplicate waste.”
The second type of waste occurs if the distribution of new
language patterns in the target setting is unbalanced, that is,

some—but not all—data instances belong to different language
patterns. The model adaptation involves validating the model
on these new data and further adjusting it when performance is
not good enough. Without the knowledge of which data
instances belong to which language patterns, data instances
have to be randomly sampled for validation and adaptation. In
most cases, a minimal number of instances of every pattern
need to be processed, so that convergent results can be obtained.
This will usually be achieved via iterative validation and
adaptation process, which will inevitably cause commonly used
language patterns to be over represented, resulting in the model
being over validated/retrained on such data. Such unnecessary
efforts on commonly used language patterns result from the
pattern imbalance in the target setting, which unfortunately is
the norm in almost all real-world EHR datasets. We call this
“imbalance waste.”

The ability to make language patterns visible and comparable
will address whether an NLP model can be adapted to a new
task and, importantly, provide guidance on how to solve new
problems effectively and efficiently through the smart adaptation
of existing models. In this paper, we introduce a contextualized
embedding model to visualize such patterns and provide
guidance for reusing NLP models in phenotype-mention
identification tasks. Here, a phenotype mention denotes an
appearance of a word or phrase (representing a medical concept)
in a document, which indicates a phenotype related to a person.
We note two aspects of this definition:

1. Phenotype mention ≠ Medical concept mention. When a
medical concept mentioned in a document does not indicate
a phenotype relating to a person (eg, cases in the last two
rows of Table 1), it is not a phenotype mention.

2. Phenotype mention ≠ Phenotype. Phenotype (eg, diseases
and associated traits) is a specific patient characteristic [15]
and a patient-level feature, (eg, a binary value indicating
whether a patient is a smoker). However, for the same
phenotype, a patient might have multiple phenotype
mentions. For example, “xxx is a smoker” could be
mentioned in different documents or even multiple times
in one document, and each of these appearances is a
phenotype mention.

The focus of this work is to minimize the effort in reusing
existing NLP model(s) in solving new tasks rather than
proposing a novel NLP model for phenotype-mention
identification. We aim to address the problem of NLP model
transferability in the task of extracting mentions of phenotypes
from free-text medical records. Specifically, the task is to
identify the above-defined phenotype mentions and the contexts
in which they were mentioned [10]. Table 1 explains and
provides examples of contextualized phenotype mentions. The
research question to be investigated is formally defined as
mentioned in Textbox 1 and illustrated in Figure 1.
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Table 1. The task of recognizing contextualized phenotype mentions is to identify mentions of phenotypes from free-text records and classify the
context of each mention into five categories (listed in the second column of Table 1). The last two rows give examples of nonphenotype mentions—the
two sentences are not describing incidents of a condition.

Types of phenotype mentionsExamples

Positive mentiona49 year old man with hepatitis c

Negated mentionaWith no evidence of cancer recurrence

Hypothetical mentiona…Is concerning for local lung cancer recurrence

History mentionaPAST MEDICAL HISTORY: (1) Atrial Fibrillation, (2)...

Mention of phenotype in another personaMother was A positive, hepatitis C carrier, and...

Not a phenotype mentionShe visited the HIV clinic last week.

Not a phenotype mentionThe patient asked for information about stroke.

aContextualized mentions.

Textbox 1. Research question.

Definition 1. Given an natural language processing model (denoted as ) previously trained for some phenotype-mention identification task(s), and a
new task (denoted as , where either phenotypes to be identified are new or the dataset is new, or both are new), m is used in to identify a set of phenotype
mentions—denoted as S. The research question is how to partition S to meet the following criteria:

1. A maximum p-known subset Sknown where m’s performance can be properly predicted using prior knowledge of m;

2. p-unknown subsets: {Su1, Su2…Suk}, which meet the following criteria:

Figure 1. Assess the transferability of a pretrained model in solving a new task: Discriminate between differently inaccurate mentions identified by
the model in the new setting.

The identification of “p-known” subset (criterion 1) will help
eliminate “duplicate waste” by avoiding unnecessary validation
and adaptation on those phenotype mentions. On the other hand,
separating the rest of the annotations into “p-unknown” subsets
allows processing mentions based on their performance-relevant
characteristics separately, which in turn helps avoid “imbalance
waste.” The abovementioned criterion 2a ensures completeness
of coverage of all performance-unknown mentions and criterion
2b ensures no overlaps between mention subsets, so that no
duplicated effort will be put on the same mentions. Criterion
2c requires that the partitioning of the mentions is

performance-relevant, meaning that model performance on a
small number of samples can be generalized to the whole subset
that they are drawn from. Lastly, a small (criterion 2d) enables
efficient adaptation of a model.

Methods

Dataset and Adaptable Phenotype-Mention
Identification Models
Recently, we developed SemEHR [10]—a semantic search
toolkit aiming to use interactive information retrieval
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functionalities to replace NLP building, so that clinical
researchers can use a browser-based interface to access text
mining results from a generic NLP model and (optionally) keep
getting better results by iteratively feeding them back to the
system. A SLaM instance of this system has been trained for
supporting six comorbidity studies (62,719 patients and
17,479,669 clinical notes in total), where different combinations
of physical conditions and mental disorders are extracted and
analyzed. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides details about the
user interface and model performance. These studies effectively
generated 23 phenotype-mention identification models and
relevant labelled data (>7000 annotated documents), which we
use to study model transferability.

Foundation of the Proposed Approach
Our approach is based on the following assumption about a
language pattern representation model:

• Assumption 1. There exists a pattern representation model,
A, for identifying language patterns of phenotype mentions
with the following characteristics:
1. Each phenotype mention can be characterized by only

one language pattern.
2. Patterns are largely shared by different mentions.
3. There is a deterministic association between NLP

models’ performances with such language patterns.

• Theorem 1. Given A, a pattern model meeting Assumption
1, m—an NLP model, T—a new task, let Pm be the pattern
set Aidentifies from dataset(s) that m was trained or
validated on; let PT be the pattern set A identifies from Sthe
set of all mentions identified by m in T. Then, the problem
defined in Definition 1 can be solved by a solution, where
Pm ∩ PTis the “p-known” subset and PT – Pm ∩ PT is
“p-unknown” subsets.

Proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the Multimedia Appendix
2. The rest of this section provides details of a realization of
Ausing distributed representation models.

Distributed Representation for Contextualized
Phenotype Mentions
In computational linguistics, statistical language models are,
perhaps, the most common approach to quantify word
sequences, where a distribution is used to represent the
probability of a sequence of words: P(w1…wn). Among such
models, the bag-of-words (BOW) model [15] is perhaps the
earliest and simplest, yet widely used and efficient in certain
tasks [16]. To overcome BOW’s limitations (eg, ignoring
semantic similarities between words), more complex models
were introduced to represent word semantics [17-19]. Probably,
the most popular alternative is the distributed representation

model [20], which uses a vector space to model words, so that
word similarities can be represented as distances between their
vectors. This concept has since been extensively followed up,
extended, and shown to significantly improve NLP tasks
[21-26].

In original distributed representation models, the semantics of
one word is encoded in one single vector, which makes it
impossible to disambiguate different semantics or contexts that
one word might be used for in a corpus. Recently, various
(bidirectional) long short-term memory models were proposed
to learn contextualized word vectors [27-29]. However, such
linguistic contexts are not the phenotype contexts (Table 1) that
we seek in this paper.

Inspired by the good properties of distributed representations
for words, we propose a phenotype encoding approach that aims
to model the language patterns of contextualized phenotype
mentions. Compared to word semantics, phenotype semantics
are represented in a larger context, at the sentence or even
paragraph level (eg, he worries about contracting HIV; here,
HIV is a hypothetical phenotype mention). The key idea of our
approach is to use explicit mark-ups to represent phenotype
semantics in the text, so that they can be learned through an
approach similar to the word embedding learning framework.

Figure 2 illustrates our framework for extending the continuous
BOW word embedding architecture to capture the semantics of
contextualized phenotype mentions. Explicit mark-ups of
phenotype mentions are added to the architecture as placeholders
for phenotype semantics. A mark-up (eg, C0038454_POS) is
composed of two parts: phenotype identification (eg, C0038454)
and contextual description (eg, POS). The first part identifies
a phenotype using a standardized vocabulary. In our
implementation, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
[30] was chosen for its broad concept coverage and the provision
of comprehensive synonyms for concepts. The first benefit of
using a standardized phenotype definition is that it helps in
grouping together mentions of the same phenotype using
different names. For example, using UMLS concept
identification of C0038454 for STROKE helps combining
together mentions using Stroke, Cerebrovascular Accident,
Brain Attack, and other 43 synonyms. The second benefit is
from the concept relations represented in the vocabulary
hierarchy, which helps the transferability computation that we
will elaborate on later (step 3 in the next subsection). The second
part of a phenotype mention mark-up is to identify the mention
context. Six types of contexts are supported: POS for positive
mention, NEG for negated mention, HYP for hypothetical
mention, HIS for history mention, OTH for mention of the
phenotype in another person, and NOT for not a phenotype
mention.
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Figure 2. The framework to learn contextualized phenotype embedding from labelled data that an natural language processing model m was trained
or validated on. TIA: transient ischemic attack.

The phenotype mention mark-ups can be populated using
labelled data that NLP models were trained or validated on. In
our implementation, the mark-ups were generated from the
labelled subset of SLaM EHRs.

Using Phenotype Embedding and Their Semantics for
Assessing Model Transferability
The embeddings learned (including both word and
contextualized phenotype vectors) are the building blocks
underlying the language pattern representation model—A, as
introduced at the beginning of this section, which is to compute
Pm (the landscape of language patterns that m is familiar with)

and PT (the landscape of language patterns in the new task T)
for assessing and guiding NLP model adaptation for new tasks.

Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of our approach. The
double-circle shape denotes the embeddings learned from m’s
labelled data. Essentially, the process is composed of two
phases: (1) the documents from a new task (on the left of the
figure) are annotated with phenotype mentions using a pretrained
model m and (2) a classification task uses the abovementioned
embeddings to assess each mention—whether it is an instance
of p-known (something similar enough to what m is familiar
with) or any subset of p-unknown (something that is new to m).
Specifically, the process is composed of the following steps:

Figure 3. Architecture of phenotype embedding-based approach for transferring pretrained natural language processing models for identifying new
phenotypes or application to new corpora. The word and phenotype embedding model is learned from the training data of the reusable models in its
source domain (the task that m was trained for). No labelled data in the target domain (new setting) are required for the adaptation guidance. NLP:
natural language processing.

1) Vectorize phenotype mentions in a new task: Each mention
in the new task will be represented as a vector of real numbers
using the learned embedding model to combine its surrounding

words as context semantics. Formally, the reference is chosen
as shown in Textbox 2.
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Textbox 2. Vector representation of a phenotype mention.

Let s be a mention identified by m in the new task, where scan be represented by a function defined as follows:

(1)

Where

is the embedding model to convert a word token into a vector, tj is the jth word in a document, i is the offset of the first word of s in the document, l
is the number of words in s, and f is a function to combine a set of vectors into a result vector (we use average in our implementation).

With such representations, all mentions are effectively put in a
vector space (depicted as a 2D space on the right of the figure
for illustration purposes).

2) Identify clusters (language patterns) of mention vectors: In
the vector space, clusters are naturally formed based on
geometric distances between mention vectors. After trying
different clustering algorithms and parameters, DBScan [31]
was chosen on Euclidean distance in our implementation for
vector clustering. Essentially, each cluster is a set of mentions
considered to share the same (or similar enough) underlying
language pattern, meaning that language patterns in the new
task are technically the vector clusters. We chose the cluster
centroid (arithmetic mean) to represent a cluster (ie, its
underlying language pattern).

3) Choose a reference vector for classifying language patterns:
After clusters (language patterns) are identified, the next step

is to classify them as p-known or subsets of p-unknown. We
choose a reference vector–based approach, classifying patterns
using the distance to a selected vector. Such a reference vector
is picked up (when the phenotype to be identified has been
trained in m) or generated (when the phenotype is new to m)
from the learned phenotype embeddings the model m has seen
previously. Apparently, when the phenotype to be identified in
the new task is new to m (not in the set of phenotypes it was
developed for), the reference phenotype needs to be carefully
selected, so that it can help produce a sensible separation
between p-known and p-unknown clusters. We use the semantic
similarity (distance between two concepts in the UMLS tree
structure) to choose the most similar phenotype from the
phenotype list m was trained for. Formally, the reference is
chosen as shown in Textbox 3.

Textbox 3. Reference phenotype selection

Let cp be the Unified Medical Language System concept for a phenotype to be identified in the new task and Cm be the set of phenotype concepts that
m was trained for, the reference phenotype choosing function is

(2)

Where D is a distance function to calculate the steps between two nodes in the Unified Medical Language System concept tree.

Once the reference phenotype has been chosen, the reference
vector can be selected or generated (eg, use the average) from
this phenotype’s contextual embeddings.

4) Classify language patterns to guide model adaptation: Once
the reference vector has been selected, clusters can be classified
based on the distances between their centroids (representative
vectors of clusters) and the reference vector. Once a distance
threshold is chosen, this distance-based classification partitions
the vector space into two subspaces using the reference vector
as the center: the subspace whose distance to the center is less
than the threshold is called p-known subspace and the remainder
is the p-unknown subspace. The union of clusters whose
centroids are within the p-known subspace is p-known, meaning
m’s performances on them can be predicted without further
validation (removing duplicate waste). Other clusters are
p-unknown clusters, and m can be validated or further trained
on each p-unknown cluster separately instead of blindly across
all clusters. This will remove imbalance waste.

Results

Associations Between Embedding-Based Language
Patterns and Model Performances
As stated in the beginning of Method section, our approach is
based on three assumptions about language patterns. Therefore,
it is essential to quantify to what extent the language patterns
identified by our embedding-based approach meet these
assumptions. The first assumption—a phenotype mention can
be assigned to one and only to one language pattern—is met in
our approach, since (1) (Equation 1) is a one-to-one function
and (2) DBScan algorithm (the vector clustering function chosen
in our implementation) is also a one-to-one function.
Assumption 2 can be quantified by the percentage of mentions
that can be assigned to a cluster. This percentage can be
increased by increasing the epsilon (EPS) parameter (the
maximum distance between two data items for them to be
considered in the same neighborhood) in DBScan. However,
the degree to which mentions are clustered together needs to be
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balanced against the consequence of the reduced ability to
identify performance-related language patterns, which is the
third assumption: associations between language patterns and
model performance. To quantify such an association, we propose

a metric called bad guy separate power (SP), as defined in
Equation 3 below (Textbox 4). The aim is to measure to what
extent a clustering can assemble incorrect data items
(false-positive mentions of phenotypes) together.

Textbox 4. Bad Guy Separate Power.

Let C be a set of binary data items –

(stands for true; stands for false), given a clustering result {C1…Ck｜C1∪C2…∪Ck=C}, its separate power for f typed data items is defined as follows:

(3)

In our scenario, we would like to see clustering being able to
separate easy cases (where good performance is achieved) from
difficult cases (where performance is poor) for a model .

To quantify the clustering percentage, the ability to separate
mentions based on model performances and the interplay
between the two, we conducted experiments on selected
phenotypes by continuously increasing the clustering parameter

EPS from a low level. Figure 4 shows the results. In this
experiment, we label mentions into two types—correct and
incorrect—using SemEHR labelled data on the SLaM corpus.
Specifically, for the mention types in Table 1, incorrect mentions
are those denoted “not-a-phenotype-mention” and the remainder
are labelled as correct. We chose incorrect as the f in equation
3, as we evaluate the separate power on incorrect mentions.
Four phenotypes were selected for this evaluation: Diabetes
and Hypertensive disease were selected because they were most
validated phenotypes and Abscess (with 13% incorrect mentions)
and Blindness (with 47% incorrect mentions) were chosen to
represent NLP models with different levels of performance. The
figure shows a clear trend in all cases: As EPS increases, the

clustered percentage increases, but with decreasing separate
power. This confirms a trade-off between the coverage of
identified language patterns and how good they are. Regarding
separate power, the performance on two selected common
phenotypes (Figure 4a and 4b) is generally worse than that for
the other phenotypes, starting with lower power, which
decreases faster as the EPS increases. The main reason is that
the difficult cases (mentions with poor performance) in the two
commonly encountered phenotypes are relatively rare (diabetes:
8.5%; hypertensive disease: 5.5%). In such situations, difficult
cases are harder to separate because their patterns are
underrepresented. However, in general, compared to random
clustering, the embedding-based clustering approach brings in
much better separate power in all cases. This confirms a
high-level association between identified clusters and model
performance. In particular, when the proportion of difficult
cases reaches near 50% (Figure 4d), the approach can keep SP
values almost constantly near 1.0 when the EPS increases. This
means it can almost always group difficult cases in their own
clusters.
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Figure 4. Clustered percentage versus separate power on difficult cases. The x-axis is the Epsilon (EPS) parameter of the DBScan clustering algorithm---the
longest distance between any two items within a cluster; the y-axis is the percentage. Two types of changing information (as functions of EPS) are
plotted on each panel: clustered percentage (solid line) and SP on incorrect cases (false-positive mentions of phenotypes). The latter has two series: (1)
SP by chance (dash dotted line) when clustering by randomly selecting mentions and (2) SP by clustering using phenotype embedding (dashed line).
N: number of all mentions; N_f: number of false-positive mentions; SP: separate power.

Model Adaptation Guidance Evaluation
Technically, the guidance to model adaptation is composed of
two parts: avoid duplicate waste (skip validation/training efforts
on cases the model is already familiar with) and avoid imbalance
waste (group new language patterns together, so that
validation/continuous training on each group separately can be
more efficient than doing it over the whole corpus). To quantify
the guidance effectiveness, the following metrics are introduced.

• Duplicate waste: This is the number of mentions whose
patterns fall into what the model m is familiar with. The
quantity

is the proportion of mentions that needs no validation or
retraining before reusing .

• Imbalance waste: To achieve convergence performance,
an NLP model needs to be trained on a minimal number
(denoted as e) of samples from each language pattern.
Calling the language pattern set in a new task as
C={C1…Ck}, the following equation counts the minimum
number of samples needed to achieve convergent results
in “blind” adaptations:

(4)

When the language patterns are identifiable, the Imbalance
waste that can be avoided is quantified as

• Accuracy: To evaluate whether our approach can really
identify familiar patterns, we quantify the accuracy of those
within-threshold clusters and those within-threshold single
mentions that are not clustered. Both macro-accuracy
(average of all cluster accuracies) and micro-accuracy
(overall accuracy) are used (detailed explanations provided
elsewhere [32]).

Figure 5 shows the results of our NLP model adaptation
guidance on four phenotype-identification tasks. For each new
phenotype-identification task, the NLP model (pre)trained for
the semantically most similar (defined in Equation 2) phenotype
was chosen as the reuse model. Models and labelled data for
the four pairs of phenotypes were selected from six physical
comorbidity studies on SLaM data. Figure 5 shows that
identified mentions have a high proportion of avoidable
duplicate waste in all four cases: Diabetes and heart attack start
with 50%, whereas stroke and multiple sclerosis are >70%.
Such avoidable duplicate waste decreases when the threshold
increases. The threshold is on similarity instead of distance,
meaning that new patterns need to be more similar to the reuse
model’s embeddings to be counted as familiar patterns.
Therefore, it is understandable that duplicate waste decreases
in such scenarios. In terms of accuracy, one would expect this
to increase, as only more similar patterns are left when the
threshold increases. However, interestingly, in all cases, both
macro- and micro-accuracies decrease slightly before increasing
to reach near 1.0. This is a phenomenon worth future
investigation. In general, the changes in accuracy are small
(0.03-0.08), while accuracy remains high (>0.92). Given these
observations, the threshold is normally set at 0.01, to optimize
the avoidance of duplicate waste with minimal effect on
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accuracy. Specifically, in all cases, more than half of the
identified mentions (>50% for Figure 5a and 5b; >70% for
Figure 5c and 5d) do not need any validation/training to obtain
an accuracy of >0.95. In terms of effective adaptation on new

patterns, the percentages of avoidable imbalance waste in all
cases are around 80%, confirming that a much more efficient
retraining on data can be achieved through language
pattern-based guidance.

Figure 5. Identifying new phenotypes by reusing natural language processing models pretrained for semantically close phenotypes: The four pairs of
phenotype-mention identification models are chosen from SemEHR models trained on SLaM data; DBScan Epsilon (EPS) value=3.8, and imbalance
waste is calculated on e=3, meaning at least 3 samples are needed for training from each language pattern. The x-axis is the similarity threshold, ranging
from 0.0 to 0.8; the y-axes, from top to bottom, are the proportion of duplicate waste saved over total number of mentions, macro-accuracy, and
micro-accuracy, respectively.

Effectiveness of Phenotype Semantics in Model Reuse
When considering NLP model reuse for a new task, if there is
no existing model that has been developed for the same
phenotype-mention identification task, our approach will choose
a model trained for a phenotype that is most semantically similar
to it (based on Equation 2). To evaluate the effectiveness of
such semantic relationships in reusing NLP models, we
conducted experiments on the previous four phenotypes by

using phenotype models with different levels of semantic
similarities. Table 2 shows the results. In all cases, reusing
models trained for more similar phenotypes can identify more
duplicate waste using the same parameter settings. The first
three cases in the table can also achieve better accuracies, while
multiple sclerosis had slightly better accuracy by reusing the
diabetes model than the more semantically similar myasthenia
gravis. However, the latter identified 46% more duplicate waste.
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Table 2. Comparisons of the performance of reusing models with different semantic similarity levels. Similarity threshold: 0.01; DBScan EPS: 0.38.
Reusing models trained for more (semantically) similar phenotypes achieved adaptation results with less effort (more duplicate waste identified) in all
cases, and the results were more accurate in three of four cases. Performance metrics of better reusable models are highlighted as bold numbers.

Micro-accuracyMacro-accuracyDuplicate wasteModel reuse cases

0.933b0.966b0.502bDiabetes by Type 2 Diabetesa

0.9300.9650.477Diabetes by Hypercholesterolemia

0.955b0.948b0.711bStroke by Heart Attacka

0.9380.8840.220Stroke by Fatigue

0.966b0.989b0.569bHeart attack by Infarcta

0.8890.8210.529Heart attack by Bruise

0.9710.9440.761bMultiple Sclerosis by Myasthenia Gravisa

0.979b0.993b0.522Multiple Sclerosis by Diabetes

aMore similar model reuse cases.
bPerformance metrics of better reusable models.

Ethical Approval and Informed Consent
Deidentified patient records were accessed through the Clinical
Record Interactive Search at the Maudsley NIHR Biomedical
Research Centre, South London, and Maudsley (SLaM) NHS
Foundation Trust. This is a widely used clinical database with
a robust data governance structure, which has received ethical
approval for secondary analysis (Oxford REC 18/SC/0372).

Data Availability Statement
The clinical notes are not sharable in the public domain.
However, interested researchers can apply for research access
through https://www.maudsleybrc.nihr.ac.uk/facilities/clinical-
record-interactive-search-cris/. The natural language processing
tool, models, and code of this work are available at
https://github.com/CogStack/CogStack-SemEHR.

Discussion

Principal Results
Automated extraction methods (as surveyed recently by Ford
and et al [33]), many of which are freely available and open
source, have been intensively investigated in mining free-text
medical records [10,34-36]. To provide guidance in the efficient
reuse of pretrained NLP models, we have proposed an approach
that can automatically (1) identify easy cases in a new task for
the reused model, on which it can achieve good performance
with high confidence and (2) classify the remainder of the cases,
so that the validation or retraining on them can be conducted
much more efficiently, compared to adapting the model on all
cases. Specifically, in four phenotype-mention identification
tasks, we have shown that 50%-79% of all mentions are
identifiably easy cases, for which our approach can choose the
best model to reuse, achieving more than 93% accuracy.
Furthermore, for those cases that need validation or retraining,
our approach can provide guidance that can save 78%-85% of
the validation/retraining effort. A distinct feature of this
approach is that it requires no labelled data from new settings,
which enables very efficient model adaptation, as shown in our

evaluation: zero effort to obtain >93% accuracy among the
majority (>63% in average) of the results.

Limitations
In this study, we did not evaluate the recall of adapted NLP
models in new tasks. Although the models we chose can
generally achieve very good recall for identifying physical
conditions (96%-98%) within the SLaM records, investigating
the transferability on recalls is an important aspect of NLP
model adaptation.

The model reuse experiments were conducted on identifying
new phenotypes on document sets that had not previously been
seen by the NLP model. However, these documents were still
part of the same (SLaM) EHR system. To fully test the
generalizability of our approach will require evaluation of model
reuse in a different EHR system, which will require a new set
of access approvals as well as information governance approval
for the sharing of embedding models between different hospitals.

We chose a phenotype embedding model to represent language
patterns. One reason is that we have a limited number of
manually annotated data items. The word embedding approach
is unsupervised, and the word-level “semantics” learned from
the whole corpus can help group similar words together in the
vector space, so that it can help improve the phenotype-level
clustering performances. However, thorough comparisons
between different language pattern models are needed to reveal
whether other approaches, in particular, simpler or less
computing-intensive approaches can achieve similar or different
performances.

In addition, implementation-wise, vector clustering is an
important aspect of this approach. We have compared DBScan
with k-nearest neighbors algorithm in our model, which revealed
that DBScan could achieve better SP powers in most scenarios.
Using a 64-bit Windows 10 server with 16 GB memory and 8
core central processing units (3.6 GHz), DBScan uses 200 MB
memory and takes 0.038 seconds on about 300 data points on
average of 100 executions. However, it is worth the in-depth
comparisons between more clustering algorithms. In particular,
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a larger dataset might be needed to compare the clustering
performances on both computational aspect and SP powers.

Comparison With Prior Work
NLP model adaptation aims to adapt NLP models from a source
domain (with abundant labelled data) to a target domain (with
limited labelled data). This challenge has been extensively
studied in the NLP community [37-41]. However, most existing
approaches assume a single language model (eg, a probability
distribution) from each domain. This limits the ability to identify
and subsequently deal differently with data items with different
language patterns. Such a limitation prevents fine-grained
adaptations, such as the reuse or adaptation of one NLP model
on those items for which it performs well, and the retraining of
the same model or reuse of other models on those items for
which the original NLP model performs poorly. In contrast, our
work aimed to depict the language patterns (ie, different
language models) of both source and target domains and
subsequently provide actionable guidance on reusing models
based on these fine-grained language patterns. Further, very
few NLP model reuse studies have focused on free text in
electronic medical records. To the best of our knowledge, this
work is among the first to focus on model reuse for
phenotype-mention identification tasks on real-world free-text
electronic medical records.

Modelling language patterns have been investigated for different
applications, such as the k-Signature approach [42] for
identifying unique “signatures” of micro-message authors. This
paper models language patterns for characterizing “landscape”
of phenotype mentions. One main difference is that we do not
know how many clusters (or “signatures”) of language patterns
exist in our scenario. Technically, we use phenotype embeddings
to model such patterns and, particularly, utilize phenotype
semantic similarities (based on ontology hierarchies) for reusing
learned embeddings, when necessary.

Conclusions
Making fine-grained language patterns visible and comparable
(in computable form) is the key to supporting “smart” NLP
model adaptation. We have shown that the phenotype
embedding-based approach proposed in this paper is an effective
way to achieve this. However, our approach is just one way to
model such fine-grained patterns. Investigating novel pattern
representation models is an exciting research direction to enable
automated NLP model adaptation and composition (ie,
combining various models together) for efficiently mining
free-text electronic medical records in new settings with
maximum efficiency and minimal effort.
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Abstract

Background: The huge amount of clinical, administrative, and demographic data recorded and maintained by hospitals can be
consistently aggregated into health data warehouses with a uniform data model. In 2017, Rouen University Hospital (RUH)
initiated the design of a semantic health data warehouse enabling both semantic description and retrieval of health information.

Objective: This study aimed to present a proof of concept of this semantic health data warehouse, based on the data of 250,000
patients from RUH, and to assess its ability to assist health professionals in prescreening eligible patients in a clinical trials
context.

Methods: The semantic health data warehouse relies on 3 distinct semantic layers: (1) a terminology and ontology portal, (2)
a semantic annotator, and (3) a semantic search engine and NoSQL (not only structured query language) layer to enhance data
access performances. The system adopts an entity-centered vision that provides generic search capabilities able to express data
requirements in terms of the whole set of interconnected conceptual entities that compose health information.

Results: We assessed the ability of the system to assist the search for 95 inclusion and exclusion criteria originating from 5
randomly chosen clinical trials from RUH. The system succeeded in fully automating 39% (29/74) of the criteria and was efficiently
used as a prescreening tool for 73% (54/74) of them. Furthermore, the targeted sources of information and the search engine–related
or data-related limitations that could explain the results for each criterion were also observed.

Conclusions: The entity-centered vision contrasts with the usual patient-centered vision adopted by existing systems. It enables
more genericity in the information retrieval process. It also allows to fully exploit the semantic description of health information.
Despite their semantic annotation, searching within clinical narratives remained the major challenge of the system. A finer
annotation of the clinical texts and the addition of specific functionalities would significantly improve the results. The semantic
aspect of the system combined with its generic entity-centered vision enables the processing of a large range of clinical questions.
However, an important part of health information remains in clinical narratives, and we are currently investigating novel approaches
(deep learning) to enhance the semantic annotation of those unstructured data.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13917)   doi:10.2196/13917
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Introduction

Background and Significance
Hospitals maintain important health data that can be used in
various contexts: first and foremost, clinical care and then data
reusability, clinical decision support systems [1], clinical
research and cohort selection [2], education [3,4], and indicators.
However, the exploitation of these data remains difficult for
several reasons. First, the data are produced and maintained by
different systems and health professionals and are consequently
spread over multiple sources and even across multiple
establishments. Second, the significant amount of data generated
results in problematic management of data both in terms of data
storage capabilities and data access performances. Health data
can synthetically and legitimately be described as big data. For
instance, according to research [5,6], in the United States, the

health care system alone reached 150 exabytes (1.5×1020 bytes)

in 2011 and will reach the yottabyte scale (1024 bytes) in the
near future. Moreover, the health data produced are of different
nature; some data are natively structured (eg, diagnosis-related
group [DRG] codings and laboratory tests results), but an
important part of medical information remains in unstructured
free-text clinical narratives (CNs; eg, admission notes, history
and physical reports, discharge summaries, radiology reports,
and pathology reports) [7]. This unstructured information is
particularly relevant in the context of cohort selection tasks.
However, in the study by Raghavan et al [8], the authors found
that not only unstructured data were essential to resolve between
59% and 77% of some clinical trials criteria but also that
combining the use of structured and unstructured data enabled
leverage of patient recruitment. To process unstructured data,
the main approaches rely on natural language processing (NLP)
methods [9,10]. The background knowledge, as represented in
terminologies and ontologies (T&Os; that describe the domain),
plays a crucial role in any clinical NLP task [11]. A common
approach to information retrieval (IR) in clinical unstructured
text outside the basic full-text search comprises partially
restructuring the original texts using semantic annotators (eg,
MetaMap [12]) that map words or expressions to concepts from
domain knowledge databases.

Consistently aggregating all these scattered, big, complex, and
diversely structured data is, in fact, the role of health data
warehouses (HDWs). An HDW is defined as a grouping of data
from diverse sources accessible by a single data management
system [13]. This kind of data repository centralizes clinical,
demographic, and administrative data within a uniform and
consistent data model. Many HDWs have been proposed
worldwide. From a holistic point of view, the majority of these
solutions provide aggregated data mainly focusing on patient
data as a result. Furthermore, they do not necessarily allow the
full and independent visualization and retrieval of the different
atomic entities conceptually composing the whole scope of
clinical information (eg, Stanford Translational Research
Integrated Database Environment or STRIDE [14] and Data
Warehouse for Translational Research or DW4TR [15]). This
is, nevertheless, particularly important in an IR context, as
potential clinical questions and inquiries from health

professionals are formulated in terms of their vision of the
conceptual organization of data that derive from the actual
patient management process. The Enterprise Data Trust [16]
relies heavily on industrial solutions to cope with the huge
amount of data. Many solutions also implement generic
frameworks, such as Informatics for Integrating Biology and
the Bedside (i2b2) database. This, however, implies concessions
to conciliate the original conceptual representation of data with
the data model required by the framework (eg, The European
Hospital George Pompidou HDW [17]). Furthermore, many
standardized controlled vocabularies used to semantically
describe health information do not always provide access to
concepts in French, and access to the data through these T&Os
is not always provided for the whole set of data notably as far
as the unstructured data are concerned (eg, Electronic Medical
Record Search Engine or EMERSE [18] and STRIDE [14]).

In this context, in 2017, the Biomedical Informatics and
Information Department of Rouen University Hospital (RUH)
initiated the conception and development of a semantic HDW
(SHDW). The SHDW functionally relies on 3 independent
semantic layers: layer 1—the cross-terminological health T&O
portal (HeTOP) [19] that provides the background knowledge
necessary to semantically describe the health data; layer 2—a
semantic annotator, the extracting concepts from multiple
terminologies (ECMT) [20,21], that enables the annotation of
unstructured data; and layer 3, the semantic search engine (SSE)
[22-24] and a Web application interface semantic access to
health information, ASIS, that enable access and retrieval of
health data through different conceptual entities composing
health information. A generic entity-attribute-value (EAV) data
model and a not only structured query language (NoSQL) layer
(layer 0) enable data structuring while preserving the original
conceptual data model.

This study aimed to present a proof of concept (POC) of this
SHDW based on the data of 250,000 patients from RUH and
to assess its ability to assist health professionals in prescreening
eligible patients in a clinical trial context. Since November 2018,
this POC has integrated all the data of 1.8 million patients from
RUH.

Related Studies
Clinical data warehousing manages health data from hospitals
and is a well-addressed research field. Few generic frameworks
and components exist. i2b2 [25,26] is a data mart used in >200
hospitals worldwide. Initiated within the Massachusetts General
Hospital in 2004, i2b2 was developed by the Harvard Medical
School and is funded by the National Institutes of Health. It
enables the integration of clinical and genomic data into an
EAV model known as the star schema. i2b2 enables the retrieval
of patients’ data using graphically built queries and querying
of free-texts and coded information. Another example of a
distributed solution is the Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership Common Data Model [27]. This EAV model tends
to standardize data from HDW at structure and representation
levels (ie, terminologies and vocabularies).

In France, a few open-source solutions exist, such as Dr
Warehouse [28]—the CN-oriented data warehouse of Necker
Children’s Hospital, but 2 solutions really stand out from the
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others: the ConSoRe system [29] used in some French Oncology
Hospitals and the query engine Biomedical data warehouse of
the hospital whose French acronym is eHOP [30,31] that is
being deployed in 6 University Hospitals in Western France.

Owing to the specificity of the data and their private and
sensitive aspect, HDWs are specific systems that are used locally
in Hospital Information Systems (HISs) rather than distributed
and ready-to-use solutions, and many specific HDWs have been
developed worldwide in addition to the previously cited generic
solutions.

The STRIDE (United States) [14] project focuses on a clinical
data warehouse supporting clinical and translational research.
It was initiated in 2003 at Stanford University when the
functionalities of i2b2 and CAncer Biomedical Informatics Grid
were not considered optimal. An Oracle database and an EAV
data model derived from the Health Level 7 Reference
Information Model (RIM) standard are used for data storage
and representation. Several (mainly English) standardized
terminologies are used to represent important biomedical
concepts and their relationships (eg, Systematized Nomenclature
Of MEDicine–Clinical Terms or SNOMED-CT, RxNorm, 9th
revision of the International Classification of Diseases or
ICD-9–Clinical Modification, and current procedural
terminology). STRIDE provides hierarchical concept-based
retrieval as far as structured data are concerned and provides
full-text search access to more than 6 million CNs. The system
is based on an n-tiered architecture and the querying of the data
is distributed along several client applications whose scope
targets patient cohort selection, cohort chart review, clinical
data extraction, research data management, and specimen data
management. The querying is done graphically using drag and
drop interface-based components and returns aggregated data
as a result without exposing individual patient data.

EMERSE (Michigan, United States) [18] is an electronic health
record–oriented system exclusively providing full-text search
capabilities into free-text clinical notes.

The Windber Research Institute (United States) developed the
DW4TR [15] system to support multiple translational research
projects through highly structured medical information
represented in 3 dimensions (namely, clinical data, molecular
data, and temporal information). Data are collected into an
Oracle Relational DataBase Management System (RDBMS)
with an EAV data model and are subsequently hosted in an
extensible data model that organizes it into a structure of
hierarchical modules inherited from especially developed
ontologies. It provides 2 graphical querying interfaces designed
to provide aggregated data dedicated to data analysis (eg, mean,
standard deviation, counts, categorical data, and chronological
view).

The Enterprise Data Trust [16] is an industrial HDW initiated
in 2005 at the Mayo Clinic (50,000 employees, Rochester,
Minnesota, United States). It collects patient care, education,
research, and administrative data to support IR, business
intelligence, and high-level decision making. The Enterprise
Data Trust strongly relies on industrial technologies (eg,
InfoSphere Information Server—International Business
Machines; iSight and iGuard—Teleran;

BusinessObjects—Systems Applications and Products; and
PowerDesigner—Sybase) and enables integration and
exploitation of important volumes of data (eg, more than 7
million unique patients, 64 million diagnoses, and 268 million
test results). The architecture and functionalities of the
Enterprise Data Trust rely on legacy technical components and
long-standing governance works on data and metadata
management, data modeling, and standardized vocabularies.
Those initiatives provide the HDW with a reliable organization
of information on patient, genomic, and research data as well
as querying capabilities for cohort selection and aggregate
retrieval.

In 2008, the European Hospital George Pompidou (Paris,
France) initiated an HDW [17] based on the i2b2 framework.
It is strongly integrated in the clinical information system (IS)
of the hospital that relies on several industrial solutions (eg,
OneCall—McKesson; Act management, computerized physician
order entry—Medasys; and integration platform—Thales). The
core HDW infrastructure relies on an Oracle database for storage
(1.2 million patients and 1 million stays) and the i2b2 framework
for data representation. Several client applications are connected
to the system to provide technical access to the data but mainly
use i2b2 client as far as researchers are concerned. The SMart
Eye DATabase (SMEYEDAT) [32] is an
ophthalmologic-specialized HDW developed at the University
Eye Hospital in Munich in Germany. SMEYEDAT is based on
a Microsoft structured query language (SQL) database updated
daily from the HIS and uses a star-like patient-centered data
model for data representation. The QlikView (QlikTech) [33]
tool was implemented as an analytic tool to visualize and explore
patient data. This interface enables patient selection using
criteria and views specific to the domain.

Methods

Overall, the first prerequisite pertaining to the design of an
HDW-based system is the extraction of data from the HIS. This
can be achieved in 2 ways: by (1) setting up a data stream from
the production environment (or a replicated database) to the
HDW data storage component, or (2) using
extract-transform-load (ETL) scripts. As far as the SHDW is
concerned, ETL scripts are used. The following section describes
the targeted sources of data of the HIS of RUH.

Data Sources
Since 1992, RUH has collected and maintained patient identity
(eg, name, date of birth, and gender), clinical (eg, biological
test results, medical procedures, visit records, letters, and
discharge summaries), administrative, and less frequently, omics
data [34]. The data are produced by different subsystems and
applications of the IS of RUH. A subsystem called CPage
Dossier Patient partially aggregates some of this important data
such as laboratory results, DRGs, procedures, and clinical
documents. Other data remain in other subsystems that have to
be accessed separately. Overall, RUH maintains the data of 1.8
million patients that represent approximately 14.4 million visits,
11.9 million clinical documents (free-texts recorded since 2000),
and 107 million single laboratory tests (eg, Sodium and
Potassium being considered as 2 distinct tests; recorded since
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2004). Since November 2018, the SHDW POC presented in
this study includes the whole set of data. However, this study
is based on a randomly chosen subset of data from 207,357
patients, 1.7 million visits, 671,442 clinical documents, and
14.2 million single laboratory tests. ETL scripts are used to
incorporate data from the production environment repositories
into an Oracle database. Figure 1 summarizes included data
according to their specific domain (ie, reference management,
administrative record, care, examinations, health economy,

planning and coordination, external data, resource management
and billing, sharing, and security). Data already included in the
semantic health data warehouse (SHDW) are represented by a
dark gray opaque background, whereas a light gray background
indicates that data are neither included nor planned to be
included in the short or medium term. Background partially or
totally covered with bricks corresponds to data for which
inclusion is in progress or is planned in the short term or medium
term.

Figure 1. Functional coverage of the semantic health data warehouse in terms of data according to each domain. SHDW: semantic health data warehouse;
CPOE: computerized physician order entry; DCC: French cancer communication file; PMR: personal medical record; DRG: diagnosis-related group;
EHR: electronic health record.

The SHDW currently focuses on clinical data and, more broadly,
on health data according to a patient-centered strategy. In
addition to the structured patient data, the different data
pertaining to multiple admissions and events at RUH are
collected (eg, diagnoses, biology, procedures, and movements).
The reference-controlled vocabularies (ie, reference management

domain) necessary to the understanding of those data are notably
widely collected and maintained. In contrast, pure management
and administrative data, such as appointment and planning data,
billing data, and data governance, are not likely to be included
in the short term. All those data are integrated into a modular
architecture that is described in the following section.
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Overall Architecture of the Semantic Health Database
Warehouse
Much health information remains in CNs [7]. The 11.9 million
clinical documents in French of RUH consequently play a
strategic role in the context of the SHDW. Since its creation in
1995, our research team has strongly investigated French IR
research domains through T&Os (and more broadly knowledge
organization systems or KOSs), which has led to the
development of several search tools mostly dedicated to IR from
documentary and bibliographical resources [22,35]. However,

the complexity of the clinical data and, more broadly, of SHDWs
as a whole required the pooling of several of these acquired
skills and tools. The SHDW enables the semantic retrieval of
health data in French based on several T&Os and consequently
relies on 2 datasets: a domain knowledge database and a health
database maintaining clinical and patient data. The
functionalities of the SHDW are ensured by the collaboration
of 3 distinct layers, where each layer consumes data from the
above layers (see Figure 2): the (1) cross-terminological HeTOP
[19], (2) semantic annotator ECMT [20,21,36], and (3) SSE
[22-24].

Figure 2. Functional architecture of the semantic health data warehouse that provides semantic information retrieval (IR) functionalities form clinical
data. The 2 data repositories, knowledge data and health data, respectively, maintain the reference knowledge organization systems and the health data
pertaining to the semantic health data warehouse. These data are accessed through a not only structured query language (NoSQL) layer by the 3 distinct
components: the cross-terminological health terminology and ontology portal (HeTOP), the semantic annotator extracting concepts from multiple
terminologies (ECMT), and the semantic search engine (SSE), each operating on a different range of data. CN: clinical narrative; T&O: terminology
and ontology.

The HeTOP provides access to domain knowledge data. The
ECMT matches words and expressions in natural language to
domain knowledge concepts included in the HeTOP. In fact,
ECMT enables the extraction of semantic information from
unstructured data. Its functional scope consequently lies between
domain knowledge and clinical data. Together, the 2 components
HeTOP and ECMT serve as a base for the semantic description
of the clinical information in a computer-processable form. In
contrast, the SSE and the coupled Web application, are dedicated
to IR tasks on health data by using this extracted semantic
description.

Considering the amount of data, access to health data and
domain knowledge data is made through an NoSQL layer [22]
based on the Infinispan solution, an in-memory data grid

(IMDG), on a server with 192 cores and 1 TB (ie, 1012 bytes)
of random access memory (RAM) allowing vertical scaling.

Each of these layers is functionally and technically detailed
below.

Semantic Representation
This section describes data and the methods for data storage
and modeling and presents ECMT that enables the link between
knowledge data and actual clinical data.

Domain Knowledge Data
The HeTOP provides cross-lingual access to concepts
originating from 75 T&Os. A set of 2,639,620 concepts and
10,735,905 terms are available mainly in English and French.
However, 32 languages are available overall. Some of the T&Os
have been partially or totally translated into French (eg,
SNOMED 3.5—52.3%; Medical Subject Heading
descriptors—100%; National Cancer Institute
Thesaurus—53.35%; Online Mendelian Inheritance in
Man—79.67%; Human Phenotype Ontology—72.19%; and
RadLex—22.1%). More broadly, 50% of the 2.64 million
concepts accessible through the HeTOP are provided in French,
and 19.1% of the 10.74 million terms have a French translation.
T&Os from the HeTOP come with their original sets of
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hierarchies and semantic relationships but also with additional
cross-terminological exact, broader to narrower, and narrower
to broader mappings performed manually or supervised by our
health professionals at RUH.

As a primary use, the different concepts are bound to the
different clinical entities (eg, procedure and DRG codings, and
CN annotations), thus allowing a semantic description of the
clinical information to be obtained. This allows both refining
and broadening of the IR tasks by exploiting the underlying
semantic network formed by the concepts (ie, by controlling
the granularity and the depth with which this semantic network
should be browsed in search processes).

Health Data Model
Health data are stored in a PostgreSQL [37] relational database.
A generic and very adaptable physical EAV data model [34,38]
is used to integrate the data. This model structures the
information in terms of objects, attributes, and relationships and
thus defines an underlying entity-association modeling of the
data. It enables the preservation of any original conceptual
organization of the information without altering the physical
data model and consequently maintains the desired vision of
the data at conceptual level. A partial and simplified
representation including the main entities and a limited number
of relationships and attributes of the conceptual data model used
for this study is shown in Figure 3. This model is used on a
daily basis to satisfy the information needs of the different health
professionals of RUH.

Figure 3. Partial Conceptual Model of the semantic health data warehouse represented as a directed and attributed graph. Entities corresponding to
elements from terminologies and ontologies are represented with dashed outlines. DRG: diagnosis-related group; PIN: personal identification number.
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Semantic Annotator
The semantic annotator ECMT [20,21,36] matches the natural
language words and expressions to the domain knowledge
concepts included in the HeTOP. Technically, the ECMT relies
on the bag-of-word method for concept matching but also
provides pattern-matching functionalities, in particular, to deal
with negation and contextual information such as numerical
values in CNs. Functionally, the ECMT is used in query building
processes to match user inputs to accurate sets of concepts but
plays a major role in CN indexing.

Semantic Retrieval
Access to the data is allowed by a NoSQL layer before
processing by the SSE.

Not Only Structured Query Language Layer
Owing to the considerable amount of health data that need to
be retrieved and the well-known limitations of the RDBMSs in
terms of scalability, a NoSQL layer was designed to interface
access to all the data and improve data access performances.
This layer is based on the IMDG Infinispan [39,40]. It is a Java
NoSQL solution that uses key-value hash tables as storage
structure, which allows efficient recovery of unitary data via
the associated keys. Moreover, the hash tables are stored in
memory and not on disk, which leverages access times.

The NoSQL layer was conceived in a generic way to mirror the
EAV data model used to structure health data (ie, Java object
used as values in hash tables mimics the objects and
relationships of the relational databases). This generic NoSQL
layer consequently preserves the conceptual data model of health
and knowledge data implicitly drawn by the EAV data model.
A more detailed description of this layer and an overview of
performance gain compared with relational RDBMSs are
presented in the study by Lelong et al [22].

Semantic Search Engine
The main purpose of the SSE is to deal with the multiplicity
and the diversity of conceptual entities inherent to clinical and
patient data (eg, patients, stays, CNs, diagnosis, and biological
tests). Overall, the entire set of data originating from the SHDW
can be seen as a comprehensive oriented attributed graph that
can be queried by the SSE. The SSE was designed to concentrate
on semantic retrieval by allowing navigation through the
semantic networks, not only included in the T&Os but also
those representing clinical data conceptual entities. From a more
clinically coherent point of view, the data of the SHDW can be
organized in 4 levels: (1) patient level corresponding to patient
identity information, (2) hospital level defining the sources of
information (this level is currently not implemented as all the
data originate from RUH), (3) visit level that defines much
organizational and administrative information about the health
care process, and (4) health level enabling group medical
procedures and biological tests [24]. As an HDW can be used
in various contexts (eg, health care, health research, and
secondary use of health data), access and search capabilities of
the full scope of those types of information must be provided.
Technically, the SSE is a Boolean and entity-oriented search
engine. It enables the retrieval and display of data at any of the

previous clinical levels. As mentioned in section above, the
NoSQL key-value store used to interface data does not provide
proper querying solutions. The SSE consequently relies on a
specific query language based on formal grammar. It enables
the expression of queries targeting any of the different
conceptual entities selected through constraints focusing on
attribute values and other linked entities [24]. The SSE is used
through a Web application that enables the querying of clinical
data using forms and string-based queries. This application is
described below.

The Semantic Access to a Health Information Web
Application: ASIS
The SSE provides a powerful means to select data using textual
logical queries. To bypass the complexity of the query language
syntax, we designed a user-friendly Web application known as
ASIS. It enables the retrieval of clinical data by means of a form
that generates an SSE-processable logic-based query. The
clinical data selection process is divided into 4 numbered steps
clearly identifiable on the graphical interface. Step 1 comprises
building a set of constraints related to any desired entity of
interest as patient, diagnosis (DRG), biological tests, stays,
procedures, records (CNs), drugs, and medical devices (see
Figure 4). Constraints are built via (1) the choice of the entity
of interest; (2) the choice of the targeted metadata of this entity
as date of birth (patient), gender (patient), type of biological
test (biological test), date (eg, procedures, biological tests, and
stays), and coding (eg, diagnosis, records, and procedures); and
finally, (3) the entry of the inputs corresponding to the chosen
entity and metadata as male/female for the gender metadata of
a patient constraint and the desired numeric value for the
biological test constraint. To facilitate the reading of the
interface, each type of entity is represented using a specific
color (eg, green for patient, red for diagnoses, green-cyan for
biology, and blue for stays). As the SHDW was conceived to
focus on semantics, many metadata inputs concentrate on
selecting T&Os and concepts by the user from fields
autocompleted to facilitate the selection. For instance,
constraints 2 and 3 enable retrieval of CNs indexed with the
different concepts referring to type 1 and 2 diabetes (Figure 4).
Step 2 comprises aggregating the constraints defined in step 1
into a Boolean query. In this form, constraints are represented
as colored buttons showing their IDs, a short description of
them, and the numbers of results of the subqueries corresponding
to them. A click on a constraint button enables the visualization
of the partial results corresponding to the constraints. The step
2 subform editable area enables the composition of the query
using parentheses, Boolean operators (ie, AND, OR, and NOT),
and the defined constraints that can be selected using an
autocompletion feature. Nevertheless, the step 1 subform enables
the predefinition of a basic Boolean query skull that is on-the-fly
reported in step 2 and can be later manually modified or left
untouched in step 2. Step 3 comprises choosing the desired
output entity type classified according to the 3 clinical
information levels: patient, visit (stay), and health levels. The
choice of an entity type generates a button similar to constraint
buttons in step 4.
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Figure 4. The interface of the semantic access to health information, ASIS, Web application, and its 4 steps: (1) definition of constraints, (2) composition
of a Boolean query from atomic constraint defined in step 1, (3) selection of the desired output entity according to its clinical coherent level, and (4)
visualization of the results.

Evaluation Methodology
A total of 5 clinical trials originating from the RUH, covering
a total of 95 criteria (36 inclusions/59 exclusions), were
randomly selected without previous information on the content
of those clinical trials. The selection was done from a pool of
57 clinical trials initiated between 2005 and 2018 and that were
either still recruiting or already completed. The 5 selected
clinical trials were initiated in 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2018
with various medical objectives. Of them, 3 were still in the
recruitment phase. The ability of the system to automate patient
prescreening was then assessed on each of those criteria, taken
independently from both the originating clinical trial and the
overall context of the clinical trials. For each criterion, a search
strategy was designed. Each of them required the collaboration
of a medical doctor (to clinically interpret the criteria and
identify the different sources of information to target) and a
computer engineer to master the ASIS tool querying process.
The search for a single criterion can be done through multiple
search directives (ie, ASIS constraints) targeting different
sources of information (ie, entities). Those search directives are
then aggregated into a single search strategy (ie, a global query)
by combining the different search directives using Boolean
operations and relational links between the entities

corresponding to each search directive. The different constraints
that could reduce the accuracy of each search directive were
also investigated. In this study, 3 characteristics are finally
considered and linked to each other to more precisely identify
the different capabilities and limitations of the system: (1) the
global support level of the criteria by the system, (2) the targeted
source of information, and (3) the obstacle and barriers that tend
to lower the effectiveness of the search.

Each of the criteria was, therefore, classified into 6 levels of
global support by the system.

Fully Supported Level
This represents the criteria that can be fully automated by the
system with a search strategy that retrieves all and only the
resources (without false positives or false negatives) that fulfill
the exact requirements of the criteria, for example, 18-year-old

patients and patients with a neutrophil level below 1700/mm3.

Accurately Supported Level
This represents the criteria that are based on consistently
recorded data in the IS and on reliable search. The result may,
however, possibly include some irrelevant resources or miss
relevant ones depending on the choices made in the elaboration
process of the search strategy, mainly about the choice of
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concepts to search and the exploitation of their semantic
networks, for example, patients with hepatitis B or active
hepatitis C and patient with acute kidney failure. In absolute
terms, a relevant resource may also be ignored if the data have
not been entered in a standard way in the IS.

Broadly Supported Level
This represents the criteria for which the search results in a lack
of precision (ie, inclusion of irrelevant resources or absence of
relevant ones). These criteria can only be reliably answered
partially. This implies a broadened search of the core
requirement of the criteria and a manual postfiltering of the
result and/or supervision by a health professional to decide
whether, or not, the retrieved resources effectively fit the criteria,
for example, patient with an evolving organic digestive and/or
inflammatory pathology and patient with a badly regulated
cardiac rhythm disturbance.

Inaccurately Supported Level
This represents the criteria that cannot be searched precisely
enough (both technically and in terms of data) to fulfill the core
requirement of the criteria or systematically provide consistent
results. For example, criterion pregnant woman or breastfeeding
mother cannot be searched correctly as the information used to
record pregnancy is only very rarely provided as structured data.
Thus, the search for information relating to pregnancy and
breastfeeding is, therefore, provided mainly in the reports and
is, in addition, not systematically provided. This information is
sometime provided in a roundabout way involving an effort of
deduction or through hardly analyzable natural language
expressions. It is, consequently, a difficult information to
retrieve. Nevertheless, this information constitutes the essential
part of the medical objective of the criterion. Another type of
inaccuracy because of technical limitations of the system can
also be observed with criterion patient admitted for a stomach
hemorrhage resulting in a favorable evolution without surgery
during the hospitalization. Although the first part of the criterion
is searchable (ie, stomach hemorrhage), the second part of the
criterion is not defined with metrics that can be easily interpreted
in terms of a query and, more particularly, with regard to
favorable evolution. In addition, extensive temporal
functionalities would have been necessary, in particular, to
exclude favorable evolution following surgery.

Nonsupported Level
This represents the criteria for which the system fails to properly
select the relevant resources (ie, the medical doctor did not
consider any of the first results as relevant to the criterion)
and/or a search strategy is hardly feasible. For example, the
criterion patient with a regular consumption of licorice or
derived substances is not supported because the patients' diet
is an information which is essentially absent from the IS. In the
rare cases where the information appears in the unstructured
data, this information is incomplete, unreliable, and technically
difficult to identify/extract. Similarly, none of the attempts to
define a research strategy to solve the criterion abdominal pain
presenting once a week during the last 3 months associated
with 2 of the following criteria [...] yielded consistent results.

This criterion involves temporal considerations that are not
currently within the scope of the IR system.

Not Applicable and Instruction Level
This represents criteria that either does not connect to the
medical domain or that corresponds more to instructions than
real requirements, for example, patient participating in another
clinical trial and contraception will be required during the
treatment.

A total of 6 types of source of information were identified: (P)
Patient structured data as age and gender, (D) DRG data
corresponding to structured diagnosis coded with the 10th
revision of the ICD and related health problems, (S) stay data
and other organizational structured data as medical units, (B)
biological structured data, (N) CN unstructured data as full-text
and/or automatic indexing including drug data, and (I) for
information that is not within the scope of RUH IS.

Finally, the different obstacles or limitations that lower the
effectiveness of the search were recorded for each atomic search
directive and were distributed among 6 categories: (o) for search
directives that are free of any obstacles, (d) for data obstacles
corresponding to inconsistently provided or insufficiently
accurate data from the IS, (s) for difficulties to perform an
accurate search in CN or DRG data as complex information
search, (t) for technical limitations of the system as
chronological querying handling or search for quantitative values
in CNs (partially implemented), (c) for subjective and/or generic
criteria implying the interpretation or value judgment of a health
professional, and (e) when it is necessary to meet the patient to
complete the criteria.

The global support levels of criteria observed in this study are
first detailed in section Global Support of Criteria. A 2-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test is used to examine the
different levels of support of inclusion versus exclusion criteria.
The 3 sets of scores detailed in this methodology section are
then matched with each other in Observed Sources of
Information and Limitations to objectify and identify the
concrete abilities and limitation of the system.

Results

Global Support of Criteria
As a primary and holistic result, the support levels of the 36
inclusion and the 59 exclusion criteria from the 5 randomly
selected clinical trials of RUH are shown in Table 1. The
percentage of criteria for each of these levels was recorded.

According to the methodology used to classify criteria, 3 out
of the 6 levels of support, full, accurate, and broad could be
considered as contributing to cohort’s prescreening. Taken
together, the system was consequently able, at least partially,
to automate the search for 15 out of 36 (15/36, 42%) of inclusion
criteria versus 39 out of 59 (39/59, 66%) of exclusion criteria.
Among the 5 clinical trials used in this study, the number of
exclusion criteria exceeded the number of inclusion criteria by
20% on average (6 vs 16, 9 vs 13, 5 vs 4, 7 vs 13, and 9 vs 13
inclusion vs exclusion criteria, respectively).
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Table 1. Number, percentage, and 95% confidence interval of the percentage of criteria for each support level and type (inclusion or exclusion).

TotalExclusion criteriaInclusion criteriaSupport level

95% CIn (%)95% CIn (%)95% CIn (%)

(5.1-18.0)11 (11.58)(1.4-15.6)5 (8.47)(4.5-28.8)6 (16.67)Full

(11.1-26.8)18 (18.95)(14.3-36.5)15 (25.42)(0.0-17.4)3 (8.33)Accurate

(17.5-35.2)25 (26.32)(20.3-44.1)19 (32.20)(4.5-28.8)6 (16.67)Broad

(4.4-16.7)10 (10.53)(2.5-17.9)6 (10.17)(0.8-21.4)4 (11.11)Inaccurate

(4.4-16.7)10 (10.53)(3.6-20.1)7 (11.86)(0.0-17.4)3 (8.33)None

(13.8-30.4)21 (22.10)(3.6-20.1)7 (11.86)(23.0-54.8)14 (38.89)Not applicable

—95 (100.00)—59 (100.00)—a36 (100.00)Total

aNot applicable.

A fairer and more reliable measure was also investigated. Of
the 95 criteria, 21 (21/95, 22%) of this study were actually not
applicable (N/A) criteria. This type of criteria is not in the scope
of an HDW-based system and should consequently be set aside.
Moreover, 14 of these 21 criteria (67%) were attributed to
inclusion criteria. Excluding N/A criteria, the percentages of
criteria for which the system was able to contribute increased
to 68% for inclusions (15/22 criteria) and 75% for exclusions
(39/52 criteria). When only considering support levels that did
not imply postfiltering (ie, only full and accurate), 9 out of 22
(9/22, 41%) inclusion criteria could be answered compared with
20 out of 52 (20/52, 38%) exclusion criteria.

A 2-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test was used to
compare the levels of support of inclusion versus exclusion
criteria. To perform that test, a mean support score was
calculated for each subset of inclusion or exclusion criteria of
each clinical trial. The calculation of these means was made by
assigning to each support level a score from 0 to 100. The test
was not significant with a homogeneous distribution of the
scores, but a trend was observed toward better support of

inclusion criteria compared with exclusion criteria for
distributions that weighted full criteria twice as much as the
others. The mean support score of inclusion criteria was
constantly greater than that of exclusion criteria for each clinical
trial. The tests resulted in observed statistics T=15 with a P
value equal to .06, which, even if slightly greater than the 5%
significance level, suggested a better support of inclusion
criteria.

Observed Sources of Information and Limitations
The results obtained in Table 1 should, nevertheless, be regarded
more qualitatively than quantitatively as regard the 95%
confidence intervals that show widths of 20.37% on average
(15.08% when inclusion and exclusion criteria are taken
together). To achieve that goal, both the targeted sources of
information and the observed limitations for each support level
of each criterion were investigated.

The support level of the criteria according to the combination
of information sources required to search them are displayed in
Table 2.

Table 2. Number of criteria of each support level according to the combination of sources necessary to search them. The sources of information are as
follows: P: patient data, D: diagnoses-related group data, S: stay data, B: biological data, N: clinical narrative, and I: other information.

D+N+IS+D+NP+S+DN+ID+NB+ND+BP+NS+NINDBSPSupport level

000000000000704Full

000050310008001Accurate

020041001076220Broad

111011000050000Inaccurate

010130000320000None

0000000002100000Not applicable

1411132311241414925Total

Setting aside N/A criteria, 47 out of the 74 criteria (47/74, 64%)
could be answered using a single search directive (ie, by
exploiting a single source of information) against 27 criteria
(36%) that required combined search directives. The calculation
of the mean scores of level of support of these 2 groups of
criteria resulted in scores between accurate and broad. Of single
search directives, 23.40% versus 0% of combined search
directives concerned fully supported criteria.

The different sources of information were not uniformly
distributed. Patients (P) and stays (S) structured data were
involved in the search for only 7 out of the 95 (7/95, 7%) and
8 out of the 95 (8/95, 8%) criteria, respectively. In contrast, the
top 2 sources of information, CNs (N) and diagnoses (D), were
involved in the search of 37 (37/95, 39%) and 36 (36/95, 38%)
of the 95 criteria, respectively.
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The percentages of involvement of sources of information and
the percentages of involvement of observed limitations for each
support level are presented in Figure 5.

Only continuously provided and fully structured data were used
to answer fully supported criteria. The only sources of
information used were patient structured data (P) and biological
data (B). Fully supported criteria were consequently based on
very precise characteristics not subject to errors or ambiguity
and relying on numeric or symbolic data such as female or male
patient aged 18 to 75 years and patient with glycated
hemoglobin ≤6.5% or ≥8%.

Accurately supported criteria were mostly searched in DRG
data (D). In practice, these criteria either rely on a single source
of information (eg, HIV-positive patient and type 2 diabetic
subject) or the combination of data consistently provided or
properly coded as “known active hepatopathy, [...], transaminase
and/or alkaline phosphatase levels twice the normal level of the
laboratory” (DRGs and biological data) or men aged 18 to 70
years or women aged 18 to 70 years in menopause (patient data
and CNs).

From a holistic point of view, we observed that DRGs (D) and
CNs (N) were the 2 major sources of information used. As stated
before, both were involved in the search strategy of
approximately 38% of criteria (58% if taken together). The

support of the criteria by the system decreased as the
exploitation of CNs (N) took precedence over DRG data (D).
In this study, the search within CNs (N) were performed through
both full-text and semantic searching. As far as semantic
searching is concerned, the 11,928,168 CNs (N) of RUH have
been indexed using ECMT over 55 terminologies available in
French from the HeTOP server. These CNs were first collected
from the RUH IS in their original format (ie, as Microsoft Word
files). The raw text was then extracted from these Word
documents and stored in simple text files that were provided as
input to the ECMT semantic annotator. After some performance
optimizations of this annotator, the indexing of all the CNs
could be completed in slightly less than 24 hours on a machine
equipped with 1 TB of RAM and 144 cores. The insertion of
the annotations in the database was done separately. Indexes
allowing retrieval were also generated. The indexing process
resulted in a total of 5,043,731,628 annotations. Some of the
most redundant concepts were found clinically irrelevant, and
a manual filtering process was applied based on the top 5000
most frequent medical concepts (eg, the 27 million annotations
with “university hospital” were considered as irrelevant as the
information was present elsewhere in the SHDW). A total of
2,087,784,055 annotations were retained after the filtering
process. This set of semantic annotations served as a basis for
the SSE in the semantic retrieval process.

Figure 5. The central gray band gives the percentage of criteria of each support level excluding not applicable criteria. The upper bars show, for each
support level, the percentages of involvement of each source of information in the search of criteria. The lower bars show the distribution (in percentage)
of the different obstacle categories identified as lowering the effectiveness of the search of criteria. CN: clinical narrative; DRG: diagnosis-related group.
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The search accuracy obstacles (s) category represented 20.2%
of all obstacles (32/158), and 84% (27/32) of these obstacles
were attributed to CN search (N). However, the exploitation of
the semantics (ie, synonyms, hierarchical, and semantic
relationships) through the automatic indexing of CNs (N) by
the ECMT and the ability of the SSE to combine multiple search
directives (using Boolean operators) enabled a broad search
support of 25 criteria out of 95 (25/95, 26.3%). Even when
postfiltering was required, the system could be used effectively
as a prescreening tool. For instance, the search for the criterion
patients with severe heart failure (including New York Heart
Association or NYHA Classes III and IV) was done through the
search for heart failure in DRG data (D) and the search for
NYHA Classes III and IV in CN data (N). Separately, it resulted
in 11,880 diagnoses and 3311 CNs. The combination of both
search directives into a single search enabled the prescreening
of only 36 patients.

Data inconsistency (d) was also a major challenge, as 37
obstacles out of the 158 obstacles (37/158, 23.4%) were of that
type and found across different sources of information including
10 of those (10/37, 27%) for DRGs (D) and 6 of those (6/37,
16%) for stays (S). Many data are sparsely recorded in the IS
even outside CNs (eg, weight of the patient as structured data
for each stay or S, diet plan in CNs, and hypersensitivity to
substances in DRG data or D).

This lack of consistency of information tends to explain the
focus on CNs (N) of inaccurately supported (Inaccurate level)
and nonsupported (None level) criteria. In practice, these criteria
suffer from the association of concurrent obstacles, often
including a data consistency obstacle (d). For instance, both
data inconsistency (d) and technical limitations (t) were found
for the nonsupported criteria regular consumption of alcohol
exceeding 60 g per day. Information on alcohol consumption
was in fact not provided consistently in CNs (N), and
technically, it would have required the following: (1) the
extraction of a quantitative value from CNs and (2) the
processing of this value as data (partially implemented). As
another example, the criterion patient with a creatinine
clearance ≤50 ml/mn according to Cockroft formula was
inaccurately managed by searching instead for the biological
tests of creatinine higher than 100 μmol/L. The criterion strongly
relies on specific calculation functionalities not provided by the
system and is based on sparsely provided data (eg, weight of
the patient).

With regard to efficiency, the NoSQL layer used to access the
data gave querying performances that were considered extremely
satisfactory. On the basis of the data of 250,000 patients, each
of the search directives used for this study took less than 2
seconds. As far as the POC integrating the entire patient dataset
(1.8 million patients) is concerned, similar performances were
observed except for some specific queries targeting and
returning huge amounts of biological tests which exceeded 1
min.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To our knowledge, no formal evaluation of the criteria for
clinical trial inclusion and exclusion has been performed using
an SHDW. The system based on an SHDW presented in this
study could be successfully used to fully automate 29 criteria
out of the 74 non-N/A criteria (29/74, 39%). Moreover, with a
limited postfiltering process, it could be efficiently used as a
prescreening tool for 54 of those (54/74, 73%).

A trend was observed toward better support of inclusion criteria
compared with exclusion criteria for distributions of scores that
weighted full criteria twice as much as the others. However,
with homogeneous distributions of scores, no conclusion could
be made. A lower support of inclusion requirements tends to
affect the ability of the system more to assist prescreening tasks.
Manual exclusion of patients is usually a lighter task than
manual inclusion (especially if the exclusion is made from a
small set of patients who already meet the inclusion criteria).
Furthermore, clinical trials usually rely on fewer inclusion than
exclusion criteria (36 inclusion vs 59 exclusion criteria in this
study), which often makes the inclusion requirements more
critical prerequisites. Inclusion criteria are indeed used to target
specific medical characteristics essential to clinical trials,
whereas some exclusion criteria tend to be more generic. For
example, one of the clinical trial used in this study included the
specific inclusion criteria type 2 diabetic subject and subject

with a weight mass index (weight/height2) greater than 27 and,
in contrast, more generic inclusion criteria such as patients with
a severe medical or surgical history, in particular, endocrine
history or patients treated with drugs interfering with the
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system.

There are still many criteria (ie, 20/74 non-N/A criteria, 27%)
that cannot be searched or can only be partially searched by the
system. Several mishandled sources of information along with
specific limitations of the system are apt to explain these results.
DRG and CN data remain an important source of information
for nonsupported or inaccurately supported criteria. Consistent
and systematic recording of necessary information in the IS not
always performed. Furthermore, this information often resides
within the unstructured CNs form, which is often difficult to
extract.

Technically, our system relies only on free solutions. It accesses
the data through an IMDG NoSQL layer that offers very
satisfactory performances with the data of 250,000 patients.
Since November 2018, all the data of the 1.8 million patients
from RUH have been integrated into the POC with relatively
constant performance (ie, most of the queries tested in this paper
are still under the 5-second threshold considered acceptable by
health professionals).

Comparison to Prior Work
The general philosophy of the system relies on a generic
representation of clinical information. It enables the independent
search and visualization of each conceptual entity (eg, patient,
biology, diagnoses, and CNs) that composes the entire health
information of the SHDW. Clinical information originating
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from HDWs inherits from a complex data structure. This data
structure is very different from documentary and bibliographic
IR context, which has been studied in the last 2 decades [22,35]
and involves a limited number of entities and relationships and
where data are classically more flatly structured with a limited
depth (basically, a resource entity possibly surrounded with
several other entities, such as an author or an editor entity). We
believe that this entity-oriented vision of the SHDW gives added
value to the IR systems dedicated to HDW, compared with
existing solutions, such as i2b2, which usually adopt a
patient-centered vision and provide the user with aggregated
data and lists of patients as a result. Notably, the system allows
the search to be conducted in an iterative manner by visualizing
the search of each entity before aggregating all of them into a
comprehensive and coherent search.

In addition, the underlying powerful query language used by
the system makes the querying of entity-based co-occurring
events more generic and more intuitive (ie, searching several
events occurring in the same stay, hospitalization, and medical
units) [23,24]. In contrast, that kind of functionality is usually
proposed through user-friendly but predefined and specific
forms (eg, STRIDE [14] and i2b2 [25,26]).

One of the fundamental aspects of SHDW is the semantic
description of the health information. This was achieved with
the help of many health T&Os provided by the HeTOP. The
ECMT semantic annotator notably enabled to automatically
annotate the 11.9 million CNs, and thus, provided a semantic
access to these CNs despite the difficulties to access unstructured
information contained within CNs. A bunch of semantic
annotators have been proposed for English texts. Recently,
Névéol et al [41] performed a literature review on NLP tools in
health in languages other than English. In this study, French
was the most studied language, followed by German and
Chinese. Nevertheless, most of the existing semantic annotators
usually extract concepts from the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) Metathesaurus (eg, MetaMap [12]) [42] or
from mainly English T&Os such as the SNOMED-CT
terminology (eg, Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction
System, SNOMED-CT and RxNorm [43], and the National
Center for Biomedical Ontology Annotator [44]). French is little
represented in the UMLS [45]. The HeTOP includes only 17
KOSs of the 2017 edition of the UMLS. However, the UMLS
only manages 11 resources providing concepts in French, and
among the 978,233 concept unique identifiers of the UMLS
included in the HeTOP, only 143,762 (143,762/978,233, 14.7%)
concepts in French originate from the UMLS. In contrast, the
HeTOP provides access in French to 428,854 of them
(428,854/978,233, 43.8%; almost 3 times more than the UMLS).

The vast majority of HDWs are based on RDBMS (eg, i2b2,
STRIDE, DW4TR, SMEYEDAT, and Dr Warehouse). In
contrast, the system proposed in this study relies on a NoSQL
solution that overcomes the limitations of RDBMS as far as the
scalability of data is concerned.

Limitations
From a holistic point of view, the level of support clearly
decreased as the CNs became the predominant source of
information. The exploitation of unstructured data (N) is

consequently considered as the major challenge for the SHDW
in this study. More advanced methods of information extraction
from those unstructured data, such as the extraction and
exploitation of quantitative values from CNs (which is only
partially implemented in our system) or the on-the-fly
computation of relevant measures (eg, body mass index), could
drastically improve the capabilities of the system.

Furthermore, despite the growing interest in statistical machine
learning methods, rule-based NLP methods remain predominant
as far as clinical information extraction is concerned mainly
because of their potential of interoperability and interpretability
[9,10]. Nevertheless, since 2018, our team has engaged new
research on the semantic annotator ECMT to investigate the
development of a hybrid approach between bag-of-words
algorithm and word embeddings.

Temporal and chronological aspects are a topic of interest of
many IR systems and particularly relevant to IR in clinical data
[15]. For instance, DW4TR fully integrates temporal aspects to
data modeling by the mean of 3 types of temporal information
(eg, static, events, and intervals). Together with clinical and
biological data, temporal information is 1 of the 3 dimensions
of the 3-dimensional representation of health data in DW4TR.
Temporal querying (ie, querying data occurring at a definite
moment in time) can be achieved by the underlying search
engine of the SHDW and its associated specific query language,
but the ASIS Web interface still needs to be enhanced to provide
specific forms able to generate the entire set of proper
string-based queries. In contrast, the querying of chronologically
co-occurring events (ie, searching events occurring before, after,
at the same time, or within a definite time frame compared with
another) is not well supported. Our department is currently
discussing generic technical upgrades of the SSE that will enable
us to overcome those limitations and also offer powerful
functionalities beyond the scope of time handling.

One of the major drawbacks of NoSQL layer used for data
access (ie, Infinispan), and more generally, of many in-memory
key-value stores, is that no comprehensive query language is
provided as opposed to the SQL for RDBMS. Complex querying
capabilities must be fully implemented from the basic
application programing interface (ie, obtaining and removing
a value of a specific key) proposed by this kind of solution. In
particular, in this study, neither join nor reverted index
functionality is natively fully provided by Infinispan and
requires, respectively, the maintenance of custom maps and the
use of Lucene [46] tools to enable the search from concrete
values (ie, text and numerical and data values).

An optimized version of the SHDW is, nevertheless, currently
in progress.

Conclusions
An HDW is defined as a grouping of data from diverse sources
accessible by a single data management system [13] that
centralizes clinical, demographic, and administrative data within
a uniform and consistent data model. In this study, a POC of
an SHDW based on the data of 250,000 patients from RUH is
presented along with a graphical interface semantic access to
health information. The system provides semantic IR capabilities
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and relies on 3 distinct semantic layers. The system was
evaluated for its ability to support prescreening of eligible
patients in 5 randomly selected clinical trials from RUH. The
system showed encouraging results in accurately automating
the search of the criteria and good results when used as a
prescreening tool. However, this study underlines some

limitations of the system especially in relation to information
extraction from unstructured CNs, which is still an essential
source of information. Since November 2018, all the data of
1.8 million patients from RUH have been included in the POC,
and an optimized version is in progress since July 2019.
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Abstract

Background: Artificial intelligence (AI)–based therapeutics, devices, and systems are vital innovations in cancer control;
particularly, they allow for diagnosis, screening, precise estimation of survival, informing therapy selection, and scaling up
treatment services in a timely manner.

Objective: The aim of this study was to analyze the global trends, patterns, and development of interdisciplinary landscapes in
AI and cancer research.

Methods: An exploratory factor analysis was conducted to identify research domains emerging from abstract contents. The
Jaccard similarity index was utilized to identify the most frequently co-occurring terms. Latent Dirichlet Allocation was used for
classifying papers into corresponding topics.

Results: From 1991 to 2018, the number of studies examining the application of AI in cancer care has grown to 3555 papers
covering therapeutics, capacities, and factors associated with outcomes. Topics with the highest volume of publications include
(1) machine learning, (2) comparative effectiveness evaluation of AI-assisted medical therapies, and (3) AI-based prediction.
Noticeably, this classification has revealed topics examining the incremental effectiveness of AI applications, the quality of life,
and functioning of patients receiving these innovations. The growing research productivity and expansion of multidisciplinary
approaches are largely driven by machine learning, artificial neural networks, and AI in various clinical practices.
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Conclusions: The research landscapes show that the development of AI in cancer care is focused on not only improving prediction
in cancer screening and AI-assisted therapeutics but also on improving other corresponding areas such as precision and personalized
medicine and patient-reported outcomes.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14401)   doi:10.2196/14401
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scientometrics; cancer; artificial intelligence; global; mapping

Introduction

Background
Every year, over 200 million healthy life years are lost because
of cancer, making it one of the highest health care burden
causing disability and mortality among men and women [1].
Fortunately, many types of cancers can be prevented or
effectively treated if patients are diagnosed in a timely manner
and offered optimal therapies. In many parts of the world,
however, programs for cancer control and prevention are facing
multiple barriers because of limited health service infrastructure,
availability of treatment options, and health worker capacities.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is considered a disruptive innovation
in health and medicine. Over the past six decades, AI has been
widely applied to many areas of medical research and clinical
practice. The number of published papers on AI and its impacts
has been rapidly growing within the research community over
the past decade. A bibliometric study has shown that the number
of studies on AI applications in medicine has tripled in the past
3 years, with the highest interest in cancer research [2]. Various
techniques, such as robotics, machine learning, and artificial
neural networks, have been applied to the study of cancer,
showing promising improvements in clinical prediction,
treatment, and diagnosis. For instance, machine learning
techniques in the application of proteomics and genomics could
increase precision in estimating survival and inform the selection
of therapies [3]. In large populations, the development and
application of AI also holds potential in screening for cancer
and scaling up treatment services in a timely manner.

Literature Review
Many approaches and products have been developed to support
cancer treatment and for prevention at health facilities and within
communities. However, the synthesis of resulting evidence from
these efforts is necessary to inform decision making. Some
authors have conducted systematic reviews of the performance
and effectiveness of AI techniques and products in specific
cancers [3-10]. Overall, these reviews found that almost all
AI-assisted interventions led to greater effectiveness than
conventional approaches. However, insights from these efforts
have raised some important points for further exploration. Lisboa
et al reviewed predictive models using artificial neural networks
and suggested the need for rigorous evaluation of results [4].
In addition, Spelt et al emphasized the importance of justifying
the complex structure of datasets and individual factors in these
models [5]. Ray et al reviewed the wearable systems for cancer
detection and found that cloud computing and long-range
communication paradigms are still lacking, and that AI and
machine learning should be applied to current products [8].

Other authors affirmed the greater performance of image-based
AI applications to breast cancer diagnosis, but few studies have
been supported by a high level of evidence. Conducting further
clinical research and health technology assessment is
recommended.

Objectives
With the rapid development of technologies, AI-based
therapeutics, devices, and systems will be vital innovations in
cancer control. To accelerate research and development, it is
critical to understand current approaches in the applications of
AI in cancer care, multiple disciplines involved, and the trends
and establishment of the research landscapes. To our knowledge,
none of the previous studies have systematically quantified the
development of AI in the bibliographic literature of cancer
studies. This study analyzes the global trends, patterns, and
development of interdisciplinary landscapes in AI and cancer
studies.

Methods

Search Strategy
We searched and retrieved all papers related to AI in cancer
care on the Web of Science (WOS) that is a Web-based database
covering the largest proportion of peer-reviewed literature in
this field. The full search strategy has been presented elsewhere
[2]. In short, we used a set of predefined search terms related
to artificial intelligence and health and medicine to search the
WOS for publications (inclusion step) and then excluded those
that did not satisfy our eligibility criteria of publication year
from 1991 to 2018 and publications other than articles and
reviews (exclusion step). In this analysis, we selected all the
documents of retrieved data on AI applications related to cancer
care.

Data Extraction
We downloaded all data from the WOS database in .txt format,
including all information such as author names, paper title,
journals, keywords, affiliations of institutions, the prevalence
of citation, categories, and abstracts. All of these data were
converted to an Excel file (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft
Corporation) for checking the data error. A process of
standardization was carried out by 2 researchers to bring together
the different names of an author. Then, we filtered all
downloaded data using the following criteria: (1) not original
articles and reviews, (2) not about cancer and AI, and (3) not
in English. Any conflict was solved by discussion (Figure 1).
The combined dataset was transferred into Stata (version 14.0,
STATA Corporation) for further analysis.
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Figure 1. The global networking of 53 countries having at least five coauthorships classified in 8 clusters.

Data Analysis
Data were resolved based on basic indicators of publication
(number of authors, publication years, and main categories),
keywords (most common keywords and co-occurrence
keywords), citations, usages, and abstracts. After downloading
and extracting the data, we applied the descriptive statistical
analysis using Stata to calculate country citations and
intercountry collaboration. A network graph illustrating the
network of countries by sharing the co-authorships was created,
along with the author keyword co-occurrence network and
countries network. VOSviewer (version 1.6.8, Center for Science

and Technology, Leiden University) was used to establish a
co-occurrence network and a countries network. The principles
of underlying algorithms used by the software for clustering
have been documented elsewhere [11-14] For content analysis
of the abstracts, we applied the exploratory factor analysis to
identify research domains emerging from all content of the
abstracts, loadings of 0.4 [15]. The Jaccard similarity index was
utilized to identify research topics or terms most frequently
co-occurring with each other [16]. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) was used for classifying papers into corresponding topics
[17-21]. The summary of analytical techniques for each data
type is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of data analytical techniques.

Presentations of resultsAnalytical methodsUnit of analysisType of data

Map of authors keywords clustersFrequency of co-occurrenceWordsAuthors, keywords, countries

Top 50 constructed research domains; clustering map
of the landscapes constructed by these domains

Exploratory factors analysesWordsAbstracts

10 classifications of research topicsLatent Dirichlet AllocationPapersAbstracts

Dendrogram of research disciplines (WOS classifica-
tion)

Frequency of co-occurrenceWOS research areasWOSa classification of research areas

aWOS: Web of Science.

Results

The Number of Published Items and Publication Trend
There has been a rapid increase in the number of studies
applying AI to cancer research from 1991 to 2018. In particular,

the research productivity of the past 10 years has accounted for
over 90.66% (3223/3555) of the total papers. Rates of citation
and usage are also growing fast. The mean usage (downloads)
in the past 6 months of papers published in the past 1 to 2 years
was twice that of those published in the past 3 to 4 years (Table
2).
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In Table 3, we examine the study settings mentioned in the
abstracts of publications. The bibliography included country
settings 749 times, and in those, the United States was
mentioned 46.5% of the times. Over 90% of the total settings

were in developed countries. Noticeably, 2 countries with large
populations, China and India, accounted for 3.3% and 4.4%,
respectively.

Table 2. General characteristics of publications.

Mean use rate for

the last 5 yearsd
Mean use rate for

the last 6 monthsc
Total usage in

the last 5 yearsb
Total usage in the

last 6 monthsb
Mean citation

rate per yeara
Total citationsTotal number

of papers
Year published

1.173.77385824891.228096612018

1.851.9846639943.1932065032017

2.540.9955294312.8236804352016

2.130.8737133043.2445243492015

2.050.4929141402.9141312842014

2.160.4428931183.2151672682013

1.500.331511663.2846422022012

1.330.371150643.4047061732011

1.210.35881514.1754741462010

1.280.48729553.1135501142009

1.090.41478363.793671882008

1.140.35388243.042480682007

0.820.31238183.082324582006

0.970.31219142.991885452005

1.030.2313464.061582262004

2.050.56399224.993115392003

3.491.882973211.103208172002

1.000.137523.57964152001

2.130.61192115.962040182000

0.780.385154.011043131999

0.520.333142.17548121998

0.620.562852.1242091997

0.400.00401.135221996

2.802.502856.1929721995

0.450.00901.7217241994

0.000.00000001993

0.400.67621.3010531992

0.400.00200.07211991

aMean citation rate per year=total citations/(total citations×[2018−that year]).
bTotal usage: total downloads.
cMean use rate for the last 6 months=total usage in the last 6 months/total number of papers.
dMean use rate for the last 5 years=total usage in the last 5 years/(total number of papers×5).
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Table 3. Number of papers by countries as study settings (N=749).

Frequency, n (%)Country settingsRank

348 (46.5)United States1

47 (6.3)Ireland2

44 (5.9)Taiwan3

41 (5.5)Japan4

37 (4.9)United Kingdom5

33 (4.4)India6

25 (3.3)China7

22 (2.9)Australia8

14 (1.9)Italy9

12 (1.6)Mali10

11 (1.5)Sweden11

10 (1.3)Wallis and Futuna12

9 (1.2)Germany13

9 (1.2)Netherlands14

9 (1.2)Poland15

7 (0.9)France16

7 (0.9)Spain17

6 (0.8)Denmark18

6 (0.8)Hong Kong19

5 (0.7)Canada20

5 (0.7)Finland21

5 (0.7)Iran22

4 (0.5)Singapore23

3 (0.4)Belgium24

3 (0.4)Brazil25

3 (0.4)Egypt26

3 (0.4)Israel27

3 (0.4)Malaysia28

3 (0.4)Turkey29

2 (0.3)New Zealand30

2 (0.3)Norway31

1 (0.1)Antarctica32

1 (0.1)Austria33

1 (0.1)Georgia34

1 (0.1)Greece35

1 (0.1)Iceland36

1 (0.1)Indonesia37

1 (0.1)Jersey38

1 (0.1)Jordan39

1 (0.1)Pakistan40

1 (0.1)Saint Pierre41

1 (0.1)Saudi Arabia42
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Figure 1 presents the global network among 53 countries having
at least five co-authorships with other countries. The range of
nodes represents the contribution of each country to the total
number of publications, and the thickness of lines indicates the
proportion of the volume of collaborations. These countries
were classified into 8 clusters depending on their level of
international collaborations.

Analyses of keywords and abstract contents provide us with a
better understanding of the scopes of studies and development
of the research landscapes. Figure 2 describes the co-occurrence
of keywords with the most frequent groups of terms. There were
8 major clusters emerging from 180 most frequent keywords
with a co-occurrence of 30 times and higher. Some major
clusters included the following: Cluster 1 (red) refers to surgery
and treatment outcomes; Cluster 2 (green) focuses on the
applications of AI techniques in some specific cancers; Cluster
3 (yellow) describes the therapies for colorectal cancers; and
Cluster 4 (blue) illustrates applications of chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. The colors of the nodes indicate principal
components of the data structure; the node size was scaled to
the keyword occurrences; and the thickness of the lines is based
on the strength of the association between 2 keywords.

As for the content analysis of abstracts, the top 50 emerging
research domains are listed in Table 4. AI techniques have been

applied to various aspects of cancer research, including therapies
(radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and surgery), capacities
(prediction, screening, and treatment), and factors associated
with outcomes (physical, social, and economic).

Figure 3 illustrates the classification of the co-occurrence of
research domains into principal components. Primarily, we have
the following major landscapes: (1) robotic surgery (blue), (2)
AI techniques for detection and prediction (gray), (3)
chemotherapy (jade), and (4) radiotherapy (yellow).

In Table 5, we present the research topics that were constructed
using LDA. The labels of the topics were manually annotated
by scrutinizing the most frequent words and titles for each topic.
Topics with the highest volume of publications included (1)
machine learning, (2) comparative effectiveness evaluation of
AI-assisted medical therapies, and (3) AI-based prediction.
Noticeably, this classification has revealed topics examining
the incremental effectiveness of AI applications (Topic 2) and,
more interestingly, the quality of life outcomes and functioning
of patients receiving these innovations. The changes in research
productivity over time are illustrated in Figure 4, which shows
the rapid growth of Topics 1, 2, 3, and 4, especially in recent
years.

Figure 2. Co-occurrence of the most frequent author’s keywords.
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Table 4. Top 50 research domains that emerged from the exploratory factor analysis of the content of all abstracts.

Cases, n (%)Eigen valueKeywordsNameNumber

6104 (58.09)4.71Classification; feature; proposed; features; selection; breast; performance;
algorithm; diagnosis; classifier; paper; accuracy; machine

Classification; feature selection1

3413 (52.69)2.94Survival; free; recurrence; follow; disease; localDisease-free survival2

2218 (42.31)1.85Medical; processing; information; system; systemsMedical; processing3

5050 (41.13)17.16Loss; blood; stay; operative; complications; length; hospital; min; postop-
erative; conversion; perioperative; complication; safe; intraoperative;
feasible

Blood loss; hospital stay4

4050 (41.04)3.97Prostatectomy; prostate; radical; RARPa; localized; men; assisted; radical

prostatectomy; robot; Gleason; RALPb; PSAc

Prostate; assisted radical5

2495 (37.16)5.18Gy; dose; SBRTd; radiation; radiotherapy; therapy; local; body; treatedGy; radiation dose6

2562 (36.71)2.34Predict; prediction; predictive; models; predicting; prognostic; variables;
validation

Predict; prediction7

2398 (36.68)2.27Learning; machine; accuracyMachine learning8

1759 (36.54)1.44Cohort; risk; outcome; retrospectiveCohort; risk9

1970 (34.04)1.38PSA; Gleason; specific; biopsy; serum; prostatePSA; Gleason10

1700 (33.47)1.48Early; cervical; stage; hysterectomyEarly stage11

1185 (28.16)1.37Evaluate; evaluated; accordingEvaluate12

1573 (27.74)1.60Training; set; test; sets; validationTraining set13

1323 (27.34)1.51Chemotherapy; adjuvant; therapy; advancedAdjuvant chemotherapy14

1253 (27.12)1.46Tumor; tumors; sizeTumor15

1194 (26.69)1.36Mortality; morbidity; rateMorbidity and mortality16

1759 (25.26)3.09Endometrial; hysterectomy; laparotomy; staging; lymphadenectomy;
pelvic; cervical; laparoscopy; women

Staging for endometrial; hysterec-
tomy

17

1405 (23.74)2.17Specificity; sensitivity; serum; detection; diagnosticSensitivity and specificity18

1267 (23.57)1.53Plans; planning; target; mm; volume; dose; averagePlans; planning19

1235 (22.53)2.83Cystectomy; bladder; RARCe; urinary; radicalCystectomy; bladder20

913 (22.50)1.26Cases; caseCase21

2060 (22.17)3.32Neural; artificial; network; ANNf; networksArtificial neural22

1363 (21.77)2.59Images; image; imaging; deep; CTg; MRIhImage23

1148 (21.55)2.09Life; quality; health; sexualQuality of life24

1909 (21.24)2.47Lymph; node; dissection; nodes; pelvic; lymphadenectomyLymph node25

1020 (20.39)1.25Safe; feasible; procedureSafe and feasible26

1062 (19.86)1.45Support; SVMi; decision; classifierDecision support27

926 (19.16)1.57Rectal; colorectal; resection; conversionRectal resection28

903 (19.10)1.31Functional; function; sexual; oncologicalOncological and functional; sex-
ual function

29

1369 (18.90)3.24Gene; expression; genes; molecular; protein; samples; mutationsGene expression30

815 (18.71)1.51Purpose; materialsPurpose31

824 (18.54)1.41Pathology; reports; processing; reportPathology; reports32

728 (17.64)1.29Diagnosed; screening; womenWomen diagnosed33

1183 (16.48)3.48Transoral; tors; oropharyngeal; neck; head; HPVk; carcinomaTransoral; TORSj34

884 (16.15)1.80Margin; PT; margins; pathologic; Gleason; RALPMargin; PTl35

712 (16.06)1.93Cost; costs; careCost36
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Cases, n (%)Eigen valueKeywordsNameNumber

690 (15.22)1.70Experience; surgeons; surgeonSurgeon experience37

628 (14.91)1.29Lung; smallSmall cell lung38

823 (14.91)1.89Mass; index; bodyBody mass39

588 (14.68)1.56Multiple; multi; drugMulti drug40

649 (12.52)1.68Curve; operating; AUCmOperating curve41

579 (11.14)1.59Malignant; benign; lesionsBenign and malignant42

460 (11.11)1.40Tissue; normalNormal tissue43

435 (10.63)1.39MRI; imagingImaging (MRI)44

416 (9.51)1.39Metastases; metastasis; liverMetastases45

376 (8.27)1.74Renal; partial; sparingRenal46

312 (8.07)1.33Negative; HPVHPV-negative47

239 (6.72)1.34TrialsTrials48

171 (4.81)1.25BiomarkersBiomarkers49

205 (3.63)1.77Gastric; gastrectomyGastrectomy for gastric50

aRARP: robotic-assisted radical prostatectomy.
bRALP: robot assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy.
cPSA: prostate specific antigen.
dSBRT: stereotactic body radiation therapy.
eRARC: remittance advice remark code.
fANN: artificial neural network.
gCT: computed tomography.
hMRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
iSVM: support vector machine.
jTORS: transoral robotic surgery.
kHPV: human papilloma virus.
lPT: prothrombin time.
mAUC: area under the curve.

Figure 3. Co-occurrence of most frequent topics emerged from exploratory factor analysis of abstracts contents.
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Table 5. Ten research topics classified by Latent Dirichlet Allocation.

Frequency (N=3555), n (%)Research areasTopics

824 (23.18)Machine learningTopic 1

513 (14.43)Comparative effectiveness evaluation of AIa-assisted medical therapiesTopic 2

456 (12.83)AI-based predictionTopic 3

371 (10.44)Multidisciplinary care, precision, and personalized medicineTopic 4

312 (8.78)Quality of life outcomes, physical and mental health, and functioningTopic 5

270 (7.59)Enhanced radiotherapyTopic 6

229 (6.44)Robotic surgeryTopic 7

215 (6.05)AI-assisted imaging and signalsTopic 8

183 (5.15)Data mining and natural language processingTopic 9

182 (5.12)AI and robotic-assisted cancer diagnosis and therapiesTopic 10

aAI: artificial intelligence.

Figure 4. Changes in the applications of artificial intelligence to cancer research during 1991-2018.

Figure 5 presents the hierarchical clustering of research
disciplines used in AI and cancer research. The horizontal axis
of the dendrogram represents the distance or dissimilarity
between clusters. The vertical axis represents the research
disciplines. It shows that AI applications in cancer care are
rooted in the following disciplines: robotics, multidisciplinary

engineering, and multidisciplinary sciences. Imaging science
and photography was very close to oncology, obstetrics and
gynecology, dentistry, radiology, and optics. Those biomedical
and clinical aspects account for the major areas of AI
application; meanwhile, health service–focused areas, for
example, operations and management, are rather distant.
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Figure 5. Dendogram of coincidence of research areas using the Web of Science classifications.

Discussion

Principal Findings
By systematically synthesizing and analyzing the bibliography
of AI applications in cancer studies, we have characterized the
development of its research landscape over the period from
1991 to 2018. The findings illustrate the rapidly growing
research productivity and expansion of multidisciplinary
approaches, largely driven by machine learning, artificial neural
networks, and AI in various clinical practices. Our analysis
highlights the most frequent areas of research and the paucity
of research in other areas. The research topics and landscapes
constructed show that the development of AI in cancer care is
focused on improving prediction in cancer screening and
AI-assisted therapeutics and corresponding areas of precision
and personalized medicine. Our findings show the rapid growth
in these areas over the past decade. Although cancer outcomes
of interest covering clinical and physical functioning and mental
and quality of life measures are on the rise, our analysis indicates
the relative paucity of research focusing on cancer outcomes
and survivorship. This is of special relevance, considering the
continuously growing cancer survivor population [22].

Comparison With Past Work
This study supplements the previous global mapping on AI in
medicine by analyzing the content and characteristics of studies
of specific applications of AI in cancer research and clinical
practice [2]. Compared with previous reviews, this study is more

comprehensive in describing the research trends by applying
content analysis and topic modeling [4-10]. Therefore, the
findings are helpful to inform the design and priority of the
settings of future studies. Classifying information sources and
content in corresponding topics to identify priorities for
interventions has been widely applied in many studies. For
example, previous authors have analyzed newspaper and social
media content to understand topics of interest related to breast
cancer and secondhand smoking [23-28]. However, none of the
previous studies have analyzed the scientific bibliography to
determine the development of research landscapes in AI applied
in cancer care. Li et al proposed a text-mining framework using
LDA to construct topics that were helpful for supporting
systematic reviews [29]. In this study, we applied this approach
to classify topics that a paper belongs to. Moreover, we further
analyzed the frequency of concurrence of terms and their
associated clusters using factor analysis. These clusters of terms
enrich the understanding of scopes of each topic, especially for
diseases involving the development of multidisciplinary
research.

The findings from this study help inform the future development
of AI applications in cancer research and clinical practices of
cancer control and management. First, the difference in citation
rates between very recent articles and older articles demonstrates
the speed of knowledge accumulation in this area. Understanding
the scope of research landscapes helps inform the selection of
variables and topics to develop an application or conduct a
study. Moreover, the previous bibliometric analysis could only
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distinguish and determine trends in the applications of AI
techniques in cancer care, whereas this study showed that
research trends have also expanded to encompass the
comparative effectiveness of these innovations compared with
traditional practices [2]. In addition, research landscapes have
expanded beyond clinics to evaluate the functioning and
performance of the patients being treated, in addition to their
mental well-being and quality of life. To support this research
topic, there should be more exploration of different study
settings and incorporation of individual characteristics to
improve the validity of AI techniques. One important question
is how to integrate and scale-up AI-based applications in cancer
care into clinical practice and community prevention. Currently,
little is known on the adaptation and integration of AI
applications into health systems and communities; future
implementation research should be conducted.

Limitations
One of the shortcomings of this study is that we used only WOS
databases. Although the WOS covers the greatest proportion of
the literature in the field of AI research, it might not be fully
representative of all databases. Another limitation is that only
documents in English were selected for this study. Finally, the
content analysis included only abstracts instead of full texts.
Nonetheless, this topic modeling serves to expand, improve,
and supplement previous systematic reviews in this field.

Conclusions
In conclusion, AI applications have been rapidly growing in
cancer clinical practices, including prediction, diagnosis,
enhanced therapeutics, and optimal selection. As interest in AI
in medicine continues to grow, it will be increasingly critical
to better understand the incremental effectiveness of these
innovations and their validities in supporting the performance
and quality of life of individuals after getting treated.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has 2 courses with different options for medical treatment: the
acute exacerbation phase and the stable phase. Stable patients can use the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease
(GOLD) to guide treatment strategies. However, GOLD could not classify and guide the treatment of acute exacerbation as acute
exacerbation of COPD (AECOPD) is a complex process.

Objective: This paper aimed to propose a fast severity assessment and risk prediction approach in order to strengthen monitoring
and medical interventions in advance.

Methods: The proposed method uses a classification and regression tree (CART) and had been validated using the AECOPD
inpatient’s medical history and first measured vital signs at admission that can be collected within minutes. We identified 552
inpatients with AECOPD from February 2011 to June 2018 retrospectively and used the classifier to predict the outcome and
prognosis of this hospitalization.

Results: The overall accuracy of the proposed CART classifier was 76.2% (83/109 participants) with 95% CI 0.67-0.84. The
precision, recall, and F-measure for the mild AECOPD were 76% (50/65 participants), 82% (50/61 participants), and 0.79,
respectively, and those with severe AECOPD were 75% (33/44 participants), 68% (33/48 participants), and 0.72, respectively.

Conclusions: This fast prediction CART classifier for early exacerbation detection could trigger the initiation of timely treatment,
thereby potentially reducing exacerbation severity and recovery time and improving the patients’ health.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13085)   doi:10.2196/13085
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Introduction

Background
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is characterized
by incomplete reversible airflow obstruction. Patients with
COPD may experience exacerbations of the disease, which are
associated with significant morbidity and mortality as well as
reduced quality of life. COPD is a serious long-term condition
that progressively restricts airflow from the lungs and imposes
a significant burden on patient’s daily lives [1]. Currently, it is
the fourth leading cause of death in the world but is projected
to be the third by 2030 [2-4]. As one of the most common and
frequently occurring diseases, COPD has 2 different courses:
the acute exacerbation phase and the stable phase. An acute
exacerbation of COPD (AECOPD) has been described as an
acute worsening of respiratory symptoms associated with a
variable degree of physiological deterioration [5]. Sudden
deterioration because of any cause requires critical medical care
and may require hospitalization. Previous studies have shown
that early intervention on these COPD patients decreases
morbidity of acute exacerbation and mortality [6].

Since 2001, according to the Global Initiative for Chronic
Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) guideline, patients with
stable COPD have been classified as mild, moderate, severe,
and extremely severe depending on lung function. The 2011
GOLD guideline has been revised to divide patients with COPD
into grades A, B, C, and D. This classification method has been
improved several times and is still in use today, which is based
on lung function, frequency of acute exacerbations, symptom
scores, and risk factors [7]. However, AECOPD patients are
highly heterogeneous. According to the differences in basic
conditions, causes, and complications, the acute exacerbations
of different patients in the same grade may be different, and
even the 2 consecutive acute exacerbations of the same patient
may be very different. Patients with mild acute exacerbation
may be discharged after several days of treatment; however,
patients with severe acute exacerbation may require longer
hospital stay, higher costs, ICU admission, and even mechanical
ventilation. In the worst case, a small number of patients may
eventually die without remission. Therefore, it is important to
assess the severity of acute exacerbations in patients with COPD,
which can determine what treatments are needed to improve
prognosis and reduce mortality [8,9]. However, there is currently
no consensus on the assessment of the severity of acute
exacerbations.

There are some attempts to predict the course of disease using
machine learning in general and deep learning models in
particular. Most of the studies analyzed the correlation between
clinical treatment and prognosis. Amalakuhan et al [10] took
advantage of random forest (RF) algorithm to research which
patients were at high risk for multiple COPD exacerbations and
hospital readmission within a single year. The study included
60 indicators in 106 patients, such as medical history, general
conditions, and medication, and the prediction accuracy is 0.72.
However, because patients have many influencing factors
outside the hospital, such as weather changes, environmental
pollution, treatment compliance, and pathogen epidemics, this

may affect the accuracy of prediction. Yang et al [11] used 3
methods to predict the risk of 30-day readmission of patients.
The study used a public database with a total of 323,813 patients
and 100 features, and COPD patients were a subgroup among
them. The precision rate was 0.257, and the recall rate was
0.786. Zheng et al [12] proposed a hesitant fuzzy linguistic
complex proportional assessment method to solve the
decision-making problems under hesitant fuzzy linguistic
environment. The study assessed the severity of COPD patients
by outpatient doctors’ description of patient symptoms and risk
factors, but it was difficult to verify the accuracy of the
evaluation because of lack of follow-up and prognostic data.
Swaminatha et al [13] collected vital signs, symptoms, and
comorbidities data of patients with COPD. The study used
physician opinion in a statistically and clinically comprehensive
set of patient cases to train a supervised prediction algorithm.
After 2400 training sessions, the gradient-enhanced RF
algorithm was 88% identical to the physician’s judgment in 101
validated cases. However, the study also lacked follow-up
outcome data, making it difficult to verify whether the subjective
judgment of the physician met the objective prognosis.

Objectives
Although scholars have worked on predicting the severity of
AECOPD with various machine learning algorithms, none of
the abovementioned studies examined the fast severity
assessment approach, which only requires the patient’s vital
signs and admission history data that can be collected within
minutes after admission. In this study, we propose a fast severity
assessment and risk prediction approach by exploring the
usefulness of the classification and regression tree (CART) for
fast predicting the severity of AECOPD once the patient is
admitted to the hospital. CART as a decision tree algorithm was
introduced by Leo Breiman in 1985, which is successfully used
for classification or regression predictive modeling problems
[14]. The proposed fast assessment system can help the doctors
to obtain the severity assessment of the patients quickly within
minutes after admission. The fast prediction CART classifier
is a promising research tool for the identification of at-risk
populations with COPD. Therefore, it is necessary to establish
a rapid classification method to predict the outcome and
prognosis of patients with AECOPD.

Methods

Data Acquisition
The data of AECOPD patients were obtained from the
Department of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine of the
Third Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yat-sen University (TAHSYU).
TAHSYU is a comprehensive third-grade class-A hospital
directly managed by the National Health Commission of the
People’s Republic of China. We searched for medical records
of all inpatients from 2011 to 2018, screening out patients with
a major diagnosis of AECOPD by using International
Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-10-CM) code for AECOPD (J44.100, J44.101). Patients
needed to have a pulmonary function test record with forced
expiratory volume in 1 second/forced vital capacity <0.7, and
the main complaint in this hospitalization included a description
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of increased cough or shortness of breath. We excluded the
patients who were discharged without medical advice or had
missing variables. Finally, 552 hospitalized AECOPD patients
were included. For statistical purposes, the triage was labeled
as mild group and severe group according to the situation of
the patient during hospitalization. Here, mild group means the
patient was stable and no intensive care was required, eventually

got better, and was discharged. Severe group means the patient
had a notable deterioration, needed intensive care, was dead,
dying, incurable, and automatically discharged. The distribution
of AECOPD patients with mild and severe symptoms is shown
in Table 1. The research was performed under the guidance of
the TAHSYU Institutional Review Board, protocol
#2019-02-334-01.

Table 1. Distribution of mild and severe groups in patients with acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Severe group (high risk)Mild group (low risk)Characteristic

244 (44.2)308 (55.8)Number of cases, n (%)

Outcome, n (%)

24 (9.8)0 (0.0)Dead

50 (20.4)0 (0.0)Deteriorating discharge

Sex, n (%)

201 (82.4)240 (77.9)Male

43 (17.6)68 (22.1)Female

167 (68.4)215 (69.8)Smoking history, n (%)

76.66 (9.49)75.06 (7.94)Age (year), mean (SD)

5.97 (6.87)4.21 (4.07)Number of hospitalizations, mean (SD)

73.96 (195.21)8.01 (2.64)Days in hospital, mean (SD)

68,860 (98,109)9428 (2921)Costs (RMB Yuan), mean (SD)

Data Analysis
The GOLD guideline is only for the classification of patients
in stable phase, and there is no consistent classification for
patients with acute exacerbations. Some scholars have proposed
a 2-axis and 4-group classification by considering the
pathobiological and clinical heterogeneity of AECOPD [15],
but it takes a long time to get results and also requires more
clinical validation. Thus, we propose a fast assessment indicator
system to make it more reasonable and practical by the advice
of the clinician.

One of the important missions is the variable selection in the
process of fast assessing the severity of the COPD. In this paper,
the process of predictor selection is shown as follows:

• Step 1: Find some predictors from the perspective of system
engineering;

• Step 2: Make sure the predictors can be collected quickly
after the patient is admitted to the hospital;

• Step 3: Verify the reasonability of the above predictors
from the clinical experience of professional pulmonary
physicians;

• Step 4: Predictors with too many missing values (more than
10% over 552 rows of records) are discarded directly to
avoid inaccurate predictions;

• Step 5: Laboratory testing data are not included because
most laboratory testing results are not available within 10
min, such as blood gas analysis, sputum culture, and so on;

• Step 6: Text-based features like common chief complaints
that need to be processed by natural language processing
are left for subsequent processing and are not included now.

From the abovementioned steps, we can establish a fast
assessment system that only includes these 7 variables at the
beginning of admission. In particular, this indicator can be
obtained within minutes after admission.

1. Respiratory rate (RR): RR is one of the most important
predictors of the COPD, and excessive breathing rate is the
main factor causing the patients feeling anxious with the
loss of physical ability [16]. Normal respiration rate is
between 12 and 18 breaths per minute. Typical COPD
patients describe excessive breathing rate as a sense of
shortness of breath, wheezing, or needing great effort to
breathe.

2. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure
(DBP): Blood pressure is usually expressed in terms of SBP
over DBP and is measured in millimeters of mercury
(mmHg), reflects the stability of the blood circulation.
Blood pressure in patients with severe COPD may be
affected by hypoxemia or cardiac insufficiency.

3. Pulse rate (PR): Pulse is also one of the important indicators
for doctors to diagnose COPD. The PR changes obviously
when the patient is in critical condition. Therefore,
measuring PR is an indispensable examination item for
patients.

4. Number of hospitalizations (NOH): NOH is defined as the
total number of hospitalizations of patients at TAHSYU.
NOH is proportional to the severity of the disease.
Generally, the greater the number of admissions, the more
severe the COPD patient will be.

5. Temperature (TEMP): Body temperature is an important
indicator of body metabolism, which is dynamically
balanced within a certain range. COPD patients often
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develop fever because of inflammation. Especially, the
measurement of the patients’ TEMP is relatively simple
and rapid.

6. Smoking: Define a patient who has smoked for 6
consecutive months as having a history of smoking.
Smoking is one of the most common risk factors of COPD
and will worsen the severity of COPD.

Mode Selection
CART is a nonparametric statistical procedure containing
classification procedure and regression procedure. It is formed
by using a set of if-then-else logical conditions to assign an
unknown vector of feature values (or predictors) to a predefined
class or category. CART methodology has been increasingly
applied to health sciences and clinical research and has been
applied to a much lesser extent in COPD condition monitoring.
Algorithms for constructing a CART usually work top down,
by choosing a variable at each step that best splits the set of
items [17]. Gini impurity, information gain, and variance
reduction are often applied to each candidate subset, and the
resulting values are combined (eg, averaged) to provide a
measure of the quality of the split [18].

The results calculated by CART techniques are straightforward
to interpret. Compared with the black box model, such as neural
network algorithm, CART is a highly interpretive model.
Compared with the white box model, such as linear regression,
CART does not need data to satisfy the linear priori hypothesis.
In addition, CART analysis has the statistical advantage of being
a nonparametric technique that does not invoke assumptions
about the functional form of the data. Furthermore, CART can
process multiclass problem easily. Finally, CART is good at
processing categorical and missing features easily and nonlinear
test efficiently.

Classification Using a Classification and Regression
Tree
At this stage, 7 predictors collected from 552 COPD patients’
records included NOH, smoking history, RR per minute, TEMP,
PR, SBP, and DBP. From the available dataset, each of the N
observations is denoted by the 2-tuple, (x, y), where x
∈{x1,x2,...,x7} is the vector containing all the 7 features. y
∈{1,2} represents the categories of low risk and high risk.

In the process of mode training, we use 80% of the observations
for model training and the remaining 20% for mode validation.
A cross-validated grid-search approach is employed to tune the
hyperparameters of the CART. To avoid overtraining the CART,
we first estimate the optimal depth of the CART. The tree depth
is defined as the maximum number of branches (a branch joins
2 nodes) on the path from any leaf node to the root node. The
tree construction algorithm is described as follows: (1) search
the best predictor as the root node of the tree according to gini
index. The node is then split using the best predictor to create

2 leaf nodes; for multivariate classification, all variables are
evaluated by gini values to find the variable with the minimum
gini values as the root node of the CART. Gini index is usually
selected as the measurement for the classification problem to
reduce a chosen global measure of impurity for the tree; the
messier the category overall, the bigger the gini index; (2) if
the node is no longer separable, then the node is stored as a leaf
node; a completely pure node contains only instances from 1
class; (3) the splitting process is repeated (binary splitting) until
all leaf nodes reside no greater than the predefined depth from
the root node for all existing leaf nodes [19,20]; (4) create left
and right subtrees recursively.

In the process of the model testing, we measure the classification
performance of CART model by precision, recall, and
F-Measure. We check the prediction performance of the model
on the training set and the test set to choose the best model by
avoiding overfitting and underfitting. We implemented CART
classifier on the development platform of R 3.5.1. R is available
as free software in source code form. It was originally developed
at Bell Laboratories by John Chambers and colleagues, which
provides a wide variety of statistical and graphical techniques
and is highly extensible.

Results

The Accuracy of Classifier
Precision, recall, and F-measure are the measures widely used
in the field of information retrieval and statistical classification
to evaluate the quality of results. Precision is defined as the
ratio of the correct number predicted by the model to the actual
correct number. Recall is defined as the ratio of the actual
correct number to the correct number predicted by the model.
F-measure is the weighted average of precision and recall. The
larger the parameters are, the better the prediction performance
will be. In particular, 1 is the ideal state.

The overall accuracy on the test dataset of the proposed CART
classifier was 76.2%, with 95% CI 0.67-0.84. The evaluation
of the fast prediction CART classifier is shown in Table 2. The
receiver operating characteristic curve of the CART classifier
is shown in Figure 1. The optimal tipping point is 1.50 (0.82,
0.69). The area under the curve is 0.75.

Currently, the proposed CART classifier can achieve the same
performance on a similar test dataset. However, to improve the
generalization of the model, it is necessary to provide a wide
variety of training samples to gain more comprehensive
knowledge. By working with external data sources, we can
provide a more comprehensive set of training for the model,
allowing the model to gain more comprehensive knowledge
and continuously improve predictive performance. In addition,
we use the K-fold cross verification method to estimate the
depth of the CART tree.

Table 2. Evaluation of fast prediction classification and regression tree classifier on test dataset. The overall accuracy was 76.2%.

F-measureRecall, %Precision, %Group

0.798276Mild group (low risk)

0.726875Severe group (high risk)
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Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic curve in the classification and regression tree classifier. AUC: area under the curve.

The Importance of Variables
To understand the contribution of each predictor to the CART
model, we computed the variable importance in the tree model.
Table 3 shows the variable importance of the fast prediction
CART classifier. The predictor is more important if the value
on the x-axis is bigger. We can find that RR per minute, SBP,
PR, DBP, NOH, TEMP, and smoking history (Smoking) were
important predictors. The RR per minute reflects the severity
of dyspnea and may be a good indicator of prognosis [21]. Other
vital signs also reflect the overall condition of the patient. For
example, elevated TEMP may mean more serious infections,
increased heart rate may represent severe dyspnea, or heart
failure. Hypertension is one of the most common comorbidities
in COPD patients; all of the above are related to the prognosis
of the patient [22,23].

This CART model for early detection could trigger the initiation
of timely treatment, thereby potentially reducing exacerbation
severity and recovery time and improving the patients’ health.
Figure 2 is an illustration of a CART constructed from one run.
A leaf node in the tree, 1 represents a low-risk health prediction
and 2 represents high-risk one. Each decision node represents
the corresponding feature used and the decision threshold. At
each decision node, the left branch is chosen if the feature is
less than the threshold value. RR is the root node of the tree.
The closer the root node is, the more important the feature is.
We can see from Figure 2 that if the RR of a patient with COPD
is greater than 29 breaths per minute, the patient is a high-risk
patient; otherwise, it can be judged according to other features,
and so on.

Table 3. The relative importance of each variable to the prediction, with respiratory rate as 100%.

Relative importance (%)Variables

100.0Respiratory rate

85.8Systolic blood pressure

68.6Pulse rate

66.1Diastolic blood pressure

59.2Number of hospitalizations

49.0Temperature

22.8Smoking
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Figure 2. The classification and regression tree constructed from one run. DP: diastolic pressure; NOH: number of hospitalizations; PR: pulse rate;
RR: respiratory rate; SP: systolic pressure; Temp: temperature.

Discussion

Clinical Significance
In this study, we investigated approaches to fast predict the
severity and risk of patients with AECOPD within minutes after
admission. Fast predicting can serve as a useful tool for
physicians to assess the risk of deterioration, thereby
strengthening monitoring and medical interventions in advance.
CART classifier proposed in this paper predicts 76.2% of
instances correctly.

The clinical presentation and disease progression of AECOPD
patients are significantly heterogeneous, that means the severity
of patients is quite different. Severe patients may need to be
admitted to the ICU with systemic glucocorticoids,
broad-spectrum antibiotics, or even mechanical ventilation
[24,25]. Therefore, it is important to judge the severity and
prognosis of patients with AECOPD early. However, the GOLD
guideline is only for the treatment of patients in stable phase,
and there is no consistent classification for patients with acute
exacerbations. Some scholars have proposed a 2-axis and
4-group classification by considering the pathobiological and
clinical heterogeneity of AECOPD [15], but it also requires
more clinical validation.

Machine learning provides a powerful tool for the classification
and prediction of COPD patients, but the pathogenesis of COPD
is not completely clear, the course of the disease is extremely
complex. Therefore, the data need to be properly selected and
analyzed to obtain more accurate and credible conclusions. The
patients in this study had an exact outcome and were
hospitalized for standardized treatment, effectively reducing
the impact of factors outside the hospital. The selection of
features and the time span of observation are also very
important, and there are many factors that influence the

prognosis of patients with AECOPD. Multiple studies have
attempted to predict risk factors that affect mortality and
readmission rates in AECOPD patients, such as acute physiology
and chronic health evaluation scores, C-reactive protein, blood
carbon dioxide partial pressure, and blood urea nitrogen [26,27].
Obviously, incorporating more features and increasing
observation time is beneficial to improve the accuracy of the
forecast, but it also increases the cost and complexity of the
assessment. If a large number of examinations and several days
of time are needed for prediction, the clinical significance will
become very poor.

The 7 indicators we selected are simple, fast, noninvasive, and
objective. Measurements only require watches,
sphygmomanometers, and thermometers. In clinical work,
usually the nurses measure vital signs, ask for general
information, and register after admission, which takes 7 to 10
min. If we only specifically acquire the 7 indicators and use an
electronic sphygmomanometer and an infrared thermometer,
the time can be shortened to less than 3 min. Doctors, nurses,
and even trainees can quickly grasp the assessment method.
This is very helpful in assessing the severity and risk of patients
before the senior physician arrives or in scheduling the intensive
care unit resources faster. Although this study included
hospitalized patients, it can be applied to outpatients or even
patients for self-assessment because features can be easily and
quickly obtained.

Limitations
In addition to the 7 indicators of this study, there are some other
indicators that can be quickly obtained and may be helpful in
predicting prognosis. Cough, dyspnea, and increased sputum
are criteria for judging acute exacerbations, and the severity of
these symptoms correlates with prognosis. However, most of
the hospitalized patients in this study have these symptoms to
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varying degrees, and it is difficult to quantify the changes and
severity of these symptoms in the medical records. Some studies
use a sound monitoring system to continuously record a patient’s
cough and perform an automated analysis to assess the severity
of cough [28]. However, it is still difficult to guide clinical
practice in the short term.

Complications, such as acute heart failure and diabetes, may
significantly increase mortality in patients with AECOPD [29].
However, for newly hospitalized patients, multiple tests and
several days may be required to diagnose the comorbidities,
which limits the rapid judgment of prognosis. For patients with
repeated hospitalizations and chronic comorbidities with a clear
history, this may be more meaningful. We will use text mining
methods to improve data and further study the impact of chronic
comorbidities on the prognosis of patients with AECOPD.

There are also some shortcomings in this study. Due to the
single-center study, the number of cases is small. The research
also lacks oxygen saturation data, which is a simple, noninvasive
indicator of oxygenation in patients. This is because in the past
few years, not all patients, especially those with mild symptoms,
have routinely measured blood oxygen saturation. If oxygen
saturation is included, the amount of data will be significantly
reduced, while causing bias. Now, with the popularity of
portable finger oximeters, the vast majority of patients measure

blood oxygen saturation on admission, which can be used in
subsequent studies.

In summary, this study shows that the use of machine learning
methods to analyze the vital signs and other indicators of newly
hospitalized patients may help clinicians to judge the severity
of patients more quickly, so as to carry out early medical
intervention for patients with severe AECOPD. In spite of this,
the results are still valid when some of the variables are not
included, as this study is not a causal analysis, but an exploratory
data analysis. The proposed model is generic enough to cope
with similar medical scenarios, provided that these data can be
obtained as long as COPD patients are hospitalized.

Conclusions
In this study, we developed a fast severity assessment and risk
prediction approach, which only requires the patient’s vital signs
and admission history data that can be collected within minutes,
and showed that it can rapidly predict the severity of COPD
patients. The overall accuracy of the proposed CART classifier
is 76.2% with 95% CI 0.67-0.84. It is concluded that CART
classifier can be used as a forecasting tool for COPD inpatients.
As CART is a nonlinear system, it is found that its performance
is better than previous classifiers or regression techniques.
Further work can be done on similar lines by adding predictors,
or optimizing the classifier parameters, or using other fusion
learning algorithms, such as RF [30].
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Abstract

Background: Delirium is a temporary mental disorder that occasionally affects patients undergoing surgery, especially cardiac
surgery. It is strongly associated with major adverse events, which in turn leads to increased cost and poor outcomes (eg, need
for nursing home due to cognitive impairment, stroke, and death). The ability to foresee patients at risk of delirium will guide
the timely initiation of multimodal preventive interventions, which will aid in reducing the burden and negative consequences
associated with delirium. Several studies have focused on the prediction of delirium. However, the number of studies in cardiac
surgical patients that have used machine learning methods is very limited.

Objective: This study aimed to explore the application of several machine learning predictive models that can pre-emptively
predict delirium in patients undergoing cardiac surgery and compare their performance.

Methods: We investigated a number of machine learning methods to develop models that can predict delirium after cardiac
surgery. A clinical dataset comprising over 5000 actual patients who underwent cardiac surgery in a single center was used to
develop the models using logistic regression, artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM), Bayesian belief
networks (BBN), naïve Bayesian, random forest, and decision trees.

Results: Only 507 out of 5584 patients (11.4%) developed delirium. We addressed the underlying class imbalance, using random
undersampling, in the training dataset. The final prediction performance was validated on a separate test dataset. Owing to the
target class imbalance, several measures were used to evaluate algorithm’s performance for the delirium class on the test dataset.
Out of the selected algorithms, the SVM algorithm had the best F1 score for positive cases, kappa, and positive predictive value
(40.2%, 29.3%, and 29.7%, respectively) with a P=.01, .03, .02, respectively. The ANN had the best receiver-operator area-under
the curve (78.2%; P=.03). The BBN had the best precision-recall area-under the curve for detecting positive cases (30.4%; P=.03).

Conclusions: Although delirium is inherently complex, preventive measures to mitigate its negative effect can be applied
proactively if patients at risk are prospectively identified. Our results highlight 2 important points: (1) addressing class imbalance
on the training dataset will augment machine learning model’s performance in identifying patients likely to develop postoperative
delirium, and (2) as the prediction of postoperative delirium is difficult because it is multifactorial and has complex pathophysiology,
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applying machine learning methods (complex or simple) may improve the prediction by revealing hidden patterns, which will
lead to cost reduction by prevention of complications and will optimize patients’ outcomes.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14993)   doi:10.2196/14993

KEYWORDS

delirium; cardiac surgery; machine learning; predictive modeling

Introduction

Background
Delirium or acute confusion is a temporary mental disorder that
occurs among hospitalized patients [1]. The Society of Thoracic
Surgeons defines delirium as a mental disturbance marked by
illness, confusion, and cerebral excitement, with a comparatively
short course [2], developing over a short period (usually from
hours to days) and which tends to fluctuate during the day [3].
Delirium symptoms range from a disturbance in consciousness
(eg, coma) to cognitive disorders involving disorientation and
hallucinations. Delirium has a wide range of presentations, from
extremely dangerous agitation to depression-like isolation and,
on the basis of its presentation, it has 3 distinct subclasses—that
is, hyperactive, hypoactive, and mixed [4]. This diversity of
possible presentations, along with its sudden onset and
unpredictable course, makes early detection challenging.
Royston and Cox state that “from the patient’s point of view,
delirium and subsequent cognitive decline are among the most
feared adverse events following surgery” [5]. The diversity of
delirium’s presentation, along with its sudden onset and
unpredictable course, makes its early detection difficult;
however, the ability to predict delirium in patients can play a
fundamental role in initiating preventive measures that can
significantly improve outcomes.

Patients undergoing cardiac surgery are at higher risk of
developing delirium [6-9]. Several studies demonstrated a
negative association between postoperative delirium and an
increased morbidity and mortality [7-10]. Of particular concern
is the strong relationship between delirium and postoperative
infections in cardiac surgery patients [7,9,11].

Given the undesirable consequences of delirium on surgical
outcomes, it is deemed useful to predict the potential incidence
of delirium in patients to pre-emptively administer and plan for
therapeutic interventions to deal with delirium and in turn
improve the surgical outcomes. Typically, predictive models
for delirium use a range of clinical variables, applied to
conventional statistical methods, mainly logistic regression (LR)
[12-14]. The current predictive models for delirium generally
present a simplified linear weighted representation of the
statistical significance of the clinical variables toward the
prediction of delirium [15].

However, we argue that the prediction of delirium is quite
complex given the multiplicity of reasons and confounding
factors contributing to the manifestation of delirium in patients.
Data mining methods can be used to uncover underlying
relationships between variables to develop predictive models
that can categorize the patient population into ones that have
the propensity to develop delirium versus those that are less

likely to develop delirium. Sometimes, these relationships or
patterns cannot be easily explained yet appear to be essential
and have a significant contribution to the improvement of the
predictive model’s performance, even if it is minimal (eg, a
0.01% improvement in a model’s performance means that for
every 1000 patients, 1 extra life is saved or a complication is
prevented or an accident is avoided).

Artificial intelligence in health care, particularly the use of
machine learning methods, provides a purposeful opportunity
to discover such underlying patterns and correlations by mining
the data leading to the learning of data-driven prediction models.
Machine learning models have been successfully applied in
medical data [16-22] to solve a wide range of clinical issues,
such as myocardial infarction [23], atrial fibrillation [24], trauma
[25], breast cancer [26-28], Alzheimer [29-31], cardiac surgery
[22,32], and others [20,21,33-35].

The main objective of this study was to develop predictive
models to pre-emptively predict the manifestation of agitated
delirium in patients after cardiac surgery. Although discovering
underlying hidden patterns is interesting and can be done using
the data mining methods used in this work, this was not our
main objective as the pathophysiology of delirium is considered
multifactorial and complex to start with. The rationale is that if
we can identify based on preoperative clinical parameters which
patients are likely to develop postoperative delirium, then
clinicians can initiate preventive and therapeutic measures in a
timely fashion, to mitigate the undesirable effects of delirium.
Our approach for predictive modeling is to investigate machine
learning methods to learn the prediction models using
retrospective clinical data for around 5500 patients over a 7-year
period who received cardiac surgery at Queen Elizabeth II
Health Sciences Center (QEII HSC) in Halifax, Canada. In this
paper, several machine learning models were explored, including
artificial neural networks (ANN), Bayesian belief networks
(BBN), decision trees (DT), naïve Bayesian (NB), LR, random
forest (RF), and support vector machines (SVM).

Related Work
Although the prevalence of postoperative delirium is low
(10%-25%), it is associated with cognitive deterioration coupled
with a set of complications in surgical patients. The complexity
of delirium comes from its relation to multiple risk factors and
the accompanying uncertainty of its pathophysiology [10,11,36];
this leads to challenges in pre-emptively identifying patients
that are likely to develop postoperative delirium. Several authors
have indicated that delirium is associated with adverse outcomes
and advocate early recognition to ensure preventive measures
can be applied in a timely and effective manner
[3,7,9,10,13,14,37]. Some of the proposed preventive
interventions that have been shown to reduce the incidence of
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delirium in high-risk patients include early mobilization and
use of patient’s personal aids (reading glasses, hearing aid, etc)
[38]. However, the pre-emptive identification of postoperative
delirium is clinically challenging.

A structured PubMed search using the PubMed Advanced
Search Builder with the structure (“delirium”) AND “predictive
model”, will result in only 38 items. If we direct our attention
to all the research published focusing on delirium and cardiac
surgery, query structure (“delirium”) AND “cardiac surgery”,
we will get 485 items. If we combine all the 3 terms, query
structure ((“delirium”) AND “cardiac surgery”) AND “predictive
model”, we will narrow the results down to 4 items.

In recognition of the importance of delirium within the cardiac
surgical population, some have attempted to develop a predictive
model. In this work, we decided to focus on articles that were
published in English and focused on developing a predictive
model for the prediction of delirium after cardiac surgery in
adult patients. The initial search resulted in 38 articles. After
reviewing the articles’ abstracts, we excluded articles that were
not written in English, not about cardiac surgery patients, and
in which no statistical model was developed. We ended up with
16 articles that were available for review. Multimedia Appendix
1 represents a summary of most relevant studies that attempted
to develop a model for the prediction of delirium after cardiac
surgery on adult patients.

For patients who underwent cardiac surgery, Afonso et al [12]
conducted a prospective observational study on 112 consecutive
adult cardiac surgical patients. Patients were evaluated twice
daily for delirium using Richmond Agitation-Sedation Scale
(RASS) and confusion assessment method for the intensive care
unit (CAM-ICU), and the overall incidence of delirium was
34%. Increased age and the surgical procedure duration were
found to be independently associated with postoperative
delirium. Similarly, Bakker et al [13] prospectively enrolled
201 cardiac surgery patients aged 70 years and above. They
found that a low Mini-Mental State Exam score and a higher
preoperative creatinine were independent predictors of
postoperative delirium [13]. Unfortunately, both of these models
were based on a small sample size (<250 patients) and did not
have a validation cohort.

Research in the use of machine learning–based prediction
models to detect delirium is rather limited, especially for cardiac
surgery. Kramer et al [39] developed predictive models using
a large dataset comprising medical and geriatrics patients that
had the diagnosis of delirium in their discharge code and a
control group of randomly selected patients from the same
period who did not develop delirium. The prediction models
performed well with the highest performance achieved by the
RF model (receiver operating characteristic-area under the curve
[ROC-AUC]≈91%). Although they argue that their data were
imbalanced, they used the ROC-AUC as their evaluation metric,
which does not consider the class imbalance. Davoudi et al [40]
applied 7 different machine learning methods on data extracted
from the electronic health (eHealth) record of patients
undergoing major surgery in a large tertiary medical center to
predict delirium; they found an incidence of 3.1%. They were
able to achieve a ROC-AUC ranging from 71% to 86%. Owing

to the class imbalance secondary to the low incidence of
delirium and to improve the model’s performance, they applied
data-level manipulation using over- and undersampling, which
did not result in a significant improvement (ROC-AUC ranging
from 79% to 86%). Lee et al [41] published a nice systematic
review and identified 3 high-quality ICU delirium risk prediction
models: the Katznelson model, the original PRE-DELIRIC
(PREdiction of DELIRium in ICu patients), and the international
recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC model. All of these models used
LR modeling as the primary technique for creating the predictive
model. In the same paper by Lee et al [41], they externally
validated these models on a prospective cohort of 600 adult
patients that underwent cardiac surgery in a single institution.
After updating, recalibrating, and applying decision curve
analysis (DCA) to the models, they concluded that the
recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC risk model is slightly more helpful.
They argue that available models of predicting delirium after
cardiac surgery have only modest accuracy. The current models
are suboptimal for routine clinical use. Corradi et al [42]
developed a predictive model using a large dataset (~78,000
patients) over 3 years in a single center using a good number
of feature set (~128 variables). Their model had very good
accuracy and the ROC-AUC ~90% on their test dataset. They
used the CAM to detect delirium in the intensive care
(CAM-ICU) and regular patient wards. Lee et al [41] conducted
a systematic review in search for prediction models for delirium
specifically designed for cardiac surgery patients. They found
only 3 high-quality models and externally validated them on a
local population of 600 patients. They used several metrics to
evaluate the recalibrated models on the validation cohort
(ROC-AUC, Hosmer–Lemeshow test, Nagelkerke’s R2, Brier
score, and DCA). In their analysis, the recalibrated
PRE-DELIRIC prediction model performed better when
compared with the Katznelson model. However, based on the
DCA and the expected net benefit of both models, there appears
to be limited clinical utility of any of the models.

Methods

Data Sources and Study Population
This single-center retrospective cohort study included patients
who underwent cardiac surgery at the QEII HSC in Halifax,
Canada, between January 2006 and December 2012. Over those
7 years, 7209 patients underwent cardiac surgery. The Maritime
Heart Center (MHC) registry was used to create the dataset.
The MHC registry is a prospectively collected, detailed clinical
database on all cardiac surgical cases performed at the MHC
since March 1995 with more than 20,000 patients and 500
different variables. The final dataset included 5584 patients who
met our inclusion criteria and were successfully discharged
(home, other institution closer to home, nursing home, or
rehabilitation facility).

Delirium in the acquired database is coded as a binary outcome
(Yes/No) and is defined as short-lived mental disturbance
marked by illusions, confusion, or cerebral excitement, requiring
temporary medical and/or physical intervention or a
consultation, or extending the patient’s hospital stay.
Intraoperative management varied depending on the anesthetist
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preferences and the patient clinical status. Although most
patients were managed in a systematic approach based on
standard of care, in the ICU, CAM-ICU was used to trigger
further investigations if delirium was suspected. If delirium had
been suspected after transfer from the ICU, the diagnosis was
confirmed using different diagnostic criteria and screening tools
(eg, Mini-Mental State Exam and CAM).

Full ethics approval was obtained from the Capital Health
Research Ethics Board, in keeping with the Tri-Council Policy
Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans.
Informed consent was waved by the ethics board as the study
did not involve therapeutic interventions or potential risks to
the involved subjects.

Predictive Modeling: Methodology and Methods
Our aim was to develop a prediction model that can identify
patients who are at risk of developing delirium after cardiac
surgery. We investigated relevant machine learning methods,
each with a specific learning algorithm to correlate the patient
presurgery variables with a probabilistic determination of
delirium as per the observations noted in the cardiac surgery
dataset. The rationale for working with multiple machine
learning methods was to determine the effectiveness of the
different methods and then to select the best performing model
that can be used in a clinical setting to predict postoperative
delirium in new patients.

We pursued the standard data mining methodology comprising
6 steps as shown in Multimedia Appendix 2. These steps are as
follows: (1) data acquisition: This step involved the procurement
of the required dataset from the source (in this case from the
MHC), while complying with data access and secondary data
usage protocols; (2) data preprocessing: This step involved the
cleaning of the dataset by removing incomplete records and
next identifying the significant features/variables to develop
the prediction models; (3) modeling strategy set-up: This step
involved the formulation of the modeling strategy in terms of
data partitioning into training dataset (N=4476; 80% of original)
and test dataset (N=1117; 20% of original), data presentation
during training, model evaluation criteria; (4) class imbalance
and training dataset class optimization: This step was
introduced to address the target class imbalance in the original
dataset, so as to minimize the effect of the dominant class on
the performance of the predictive models. We explored data
level techniques, such as over- and undersampling, to address
the class imbalance in the final training dataset, resulting in the
final balanced training dataset (n=1014). (5) model learning:
This step involved setting up different model
configurations—that is, setting up the model parameters for the
candidate machine learning methods—and learning the models
by presenting the preprocessed training data (step 2) as per the
modeling strategy (step 3). As model learning is an exploratory
exercise where different model configurations and multiple
instantiations of the model are pursued to account for the
probabilistic nature of machine learning methods and to avoid
overfitting, 10-fold stratified cross-validation was used; and (6)
model evaluation: In this step, the learnt models are evaluated
(against the predefined criteria) for their effectiveness to predict
delirium using the test data.

Data Preprocessing and Variables Selection
Characteristics of patients who developed delirium
postoperatively were compared with patients who did not. The
mean and standard deviation were used for continuous variables
that had a normal distribution and were compared using the
2-sided t test. Continuous variables that were not normally
distributed were reported using the median and interquartile
range and were compared using the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
Categorical variables were reported as frequencies and

percentages and were analyzed by 2 (Chi-square) or Fisher exact
test as appropriate. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used for ordinal
variables. Next, exploratory data analysis followed by univariate
LR analysis was applied to isolate key perioperative variables
with significant influence on postoperative agitated delirium.

All measures of significance are 2-tailed, and a P value <.05
was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis and
the assessment of model’s performance was conducted using
the R-Software, version 3.1.0 (R Project for Statistical
Computing) [43]. On the basis of univariate LR analysis, 22
variables were used to generate the machine learning–based
predictive models.

The basic premise of any DT model is that it recursively split
features based on the target variable’s purity. The ultimate goal
of the algorithm is to optimize each split on maximizing the
homogeneity of the grouping at each split (also known as purity)
[44-46]. A node having multiple classes is impure, whereas a
node having only 1 class is pure. One of the useful features of
RF is its ability to identify relevant variables by assigning
variable importance measure to the input variables [44-46].
Variable importance in RF can be measured using either
misclassification error, Gini index, or cross-entropy. Most
machine learning experts discourage the use of misclassification
error in tree-based models because it is not differentiable and,
hence, less amenable to numerical optimization [44,46]. In
addition, cross-entropy and the Gini index are more sensitive
to changes in the node probabilities than the misclassification
rate. Both Gini index and cross-entropy apply probability to
gauge the disorder of grouping by the target variable. However,
they are a bit different, and the results can vary. The Gini index
measures how often a randomly chosen element from the set
would be incorrectly labeled, starting with the assumption that
the node is impure (Gini index=1) and subtracting the
probabilities of the target variable. If the node is composed of
a single class (also known as pure), then the Gini index will be
0. On the other hand, cross-entropy is more computationally
heavy because of the log in the equation. Instead of utilizing
simple probabilities, this method takes the log of the
probabilities (usually the log base 2; any log base can be used,
but it has to be consistent for the sake of comparison between
different tree-based models). The entropy equation uses
logarithms because of many advantageous properties (mainly
the additive property) that can be very beneficial in imbalanced
class distributions and multiclass target variables [44,46]. A
cross-entropy of 1 indicates a highly disorganized node (impure
node), whereas a cross-entropy of 0 indicates a highly organized
node (pure node).
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In RF, each tree in the forest is grown fully (unpruned) using
bootstrap samples of the original dataset, the out-of-bag (OOB)
samples are used as test samples. A random subset of variables
k from the original input variables space K (where k<K) is used
at each node. On the basis of a specific measure (eg, mean
decrease in impurity, Gini index, and mean decrease in
accuracy), variables are selected, and the process is repeated to
the end of the tree. The performance of each tree is computed
over the corresponding OOB sample. For each variable, its
importance is calculated as the mean relative decrease across
the forest of trees performance when the observations of this
variable in the OOB sample are randomly permuted. As the
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Acquisition software
(WEKA) was used in this work to develop the RF model, it
applies the cross-entropy method as its default method for
variables importance ranking.

The Issue of Outcome Class Imbalance
In our dataset, the outcome class distribution is notably
imbalanced (only 11.4% of patients developed delirium).
Typically, classification algorithms tend to predict the majority
class very well but perform poorly on the minority class due to
3 main reasons [47-49]: (1) the goal of minimizing the overall
error (maximize accuracy), to which the minority class
contributes very little; (2) algorithm’s assumption that classes
are balanced; and (3) the assumption that impact of making an
error is equal.

Several data manipulation techniques can be applied to reduce
the impact of this class imbalance: at the data level
(oversampling minority class or undersampling the majority
class) or at the algorithm level (applying different costs to each
class) [47-49]. Although data manipulation methods can improve
a model’s performance, these methods do have some drawbacks
[49]. At the data-level manipulation, oversampling tends to
artificially increase the number of the minority class by creating
modified copies; it tends to overfit the results to the training set
and consequently is likely to poorly generalize. On the other
hand, because undersampling discards some of the majority
class observations, it essentially bears the risk of losing some
potentially important hidden information. Algorithm level
manipulation involves some trial and error and can be sensitive
to training data changes.

In real life, class imbalance cannot be avoided as it is a result
of the nature of the problem and domain (eg, natural disasters
and patient death). In our dataset, oversampling led to overfitting
on the training dataset with suboptimal generalization when
applied to the imbalanced dataset. As postoperative delirium is
linked with a wide range of complications (from a minor
temporary confusion that totally resolves with no sequalae to
the other extreme of sepsis and death), it is very hard to associate
it to a specific cost. As such, given the intent of this study, we
decided to apply random subsampling to balance the training
dataset and have equal representation of outcome classes, thus
optimizing the training dataset for the models. We used the
SpreadSubSample filter in WEKA [46] to produce a random
subsample by undersampling the majority class (which can be
done by either specifying a ratio or the number of observations).
In our case, we specified a ratio of 1:1. By doing so, the filter

generates a new balanced dataset by decreasing the number of
the majority class instances, which reduces the difference
between the minority and the majority classes. Undersampling
is considered an effective method for dealing with class
imbalance [50]. In this approach, a subset of the majority class
is used to learn the model. Many of the majority class examples
are ignored; the training set becomes more balanced, which
makes the training more efficient. The most common type of
undersampling is random majority undersampling (RUS). In
RUS, observations from the majority class are randomly
removed. The final balanced training dataset (N=1014, 1:1
delirium) was used to develop the models.

Training With 10-Fold Cross-Validation and Test
Datasets
In predictive modeling, it is a common practice to separate the
data into training and test dataset. In an effort to avoid
overfitting and overestimating the model’s performance, the
test dataset is only used to evaluate the performance of the
prediction model [44,46,51,52]. The problem of evaluating the
model on the training dataset is that it may exhibit high
prediction ability (overfitting), yet it fails when asked to predict
new observations. To address this issue, cross-validation is
commonly used to (1) estimate the generalizability of an
algorithm and (2) optimize the algorithm performance by
adjusting the parameters [44,46,51-53]. We applied stratified
10-fold cross-validation on the balanced training dataset (50%
delirium). The test dataset was preserved imbalanced to simulate
the real clinical scenario and evaluate the behavior of different
methods. Several metrics were used, that are immune to class
imbalance, to appraise the final model’s performance on the
test dataset [44,46,47,49,51,52].

Results

Development of Prediction Models: Experiments and
Results
We investigated a range of relevant predictive modeling
methods—that is, function-based models (LR, ANN, and SVM),
Bayesian models (NB and BBN), and tree-based models (C4.5
DT and RF)—to generate 7 prediction models (all developed
using the same balanced dataset). All models were generated
and tested using the WEKA software, version 3.7.10 [54]. The
setting of the prediction models and the optimization steps that
were applied in this research are available in Multimedia
Appendix 3. These predictive modeling algorithms were chosen
based on 2 main reasons: (1) their noted effectiveness in solving
medical-related classification problems and (2) a strong
theoretical background that supports predictive modeling via
data classification [11,16,19,20,22,23,25,30,31,39,46,52,55-63].
Experiments were conducted on a MacBook Pro (Apple Inc;
15-inch, 2017) with a 3.1-GHz Intel Core i7 processor and a 16
GB RAM 2133 MHz, running a MacOS High Sierra Version
10.13.

General Patients’ Characteristics and Important
Variables in the Dataset
Given the above definitions and procedures, agitated delirium
was documented in 11.4% patients (n=661). The majority of
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patients were men (74%). Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG)
was the most commonly performed procedure (67%). Almost
56% stayed in the ICU for 24 hours or less. Only 2% suffered
a permanent stroke. Patients who developed postoperative
agitated delirium were older and had a significantly higher
incidence of comorbid diseases. A higher proportion of patients
who developed agitated delirium underwent a combined
procedure (CABG plus valve). The median stay in the
cardiovascular intensive care unit in hours was 4 times higher
for patients who developed agitated delirium postoperatively,
compared with patients who did not (P<.001). Univariate
analysis of in-hospital mortality did not show any statistical
significance (in-hospital mortality: 4.1% vs 3.6%; P=.57; Table
1).

Univariate LR analysis of all pre-, intra-, and postoperative
variables that can contribute to the development of delirium
was performed using appropriate statistical tests in the
R-Software. Univariate LR was applied on all candidate
variables with a P value of less than .05 in univariate LR
analysis to extract odds ratio (OR) with 95% CI generated for
each candidate variable. The candidate variables were ranked

based on the how low is the actual P value, the Akaike
information criterion (lower is better), and impact of variable
on postoperative delirium (signified by the OR). Then WEKA
was used to generate variable importance using the RF model.
WEKA applies the cross-entropy method to assess purity of the
candidate variables with the RF algorithm as its default method,
as it is more sensitive to class imbalance. Variables that appear
higher at the trees are considered more relevant [44,51,52,63].
This is represented by the percentage of decrease of impurity
(or increase of purity) of the final model based on adding this
specific attribute. The number of times the candidate variable
appeared in any location in all of the created tree models through
the RF ensemble model process is also a criterion used in
WEKA. The more times a variable is being selected in the RF
creation process, the higher likelihood of it being important for
the classification of the final target variable. This is also
reflected in the decrease of impurity measure as the more
decrease in impurity, the higher number of times that variable
appears, which can imply its importance. Table 2 displays the
importance of each input variable used in our RF model and its
rank compared with the univariate LR analysis.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics (N=4467).

P valueDeliriumPatient characteristics

Yes (n=507)No (n=3960)

Preoperative characteristics

<.001  Age (years) 

72 (10)66 (11)Mean (SD)  

25-9119-95Range  

.36386 (76.1)2942 (74.3)Male gender, n (%) 

.04401 (79)2970 (75)Hypertension, n (%) 

<.001223 (44)1426 (36)Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 

<.001112 (22)436 (11)Cerebrovascular disease, n (%) 

<.001104 (20.5)531 (13.4)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, n (%) 

.00249 (9.7)238 (6)Frail, n (%) 

<.001106 (21)436 (11)Ejection fraction <30%, n (%) 

<.001102 (20.1)424 (10.7)Preoperative atrial fibrillation, n (%) 

<.001231 (45.6)717 (18.1)EURO IIa score >5%, n (%) 

<.001Urgency, n (%) 

198 (39)1901 (48)Elective (admitted from home)  

223 (44)1742 (44)Need surgery during hospitalization  

91 (18)317 (8)Urgent/emergent (life threatening)  

<.001Intraoperative characteristics, n (%)

Procedure 

291 (57.4)2744 (69.3)Coronary artery bypass graft  

93 (18.3)622 (15.7)Aortic valve replacement  

20 (4)170 (4.3)Mitral valve surgeryb  

79 (15.6)325 (8.2)CABG+AVRc  

3.4 (17)51 (1.3)CABG+MVd surgery  

<.00159 (11.6)230 (5.8)Repeat sternotomy 

<.001In-hospital morbidity, n (%)

48 (9.5)79 (2)Reintubation 

217 (42.8)1247 (31.5)New postoperative atrial fibrillation 

101 (20)174 (4.4)Pneumonia 

35 (6.9)40 (1)Sepsis 

15 (3)24 (0.6)Deep sternal wound infection 

269 (53)990 (25)Blood products transfusion within 48 hours from surgery 

66 (13)2257 (57)Length of stay after surgery <1 week 

301 (59.4)3513 (88.7)Discharged home 

aEURO II: European System for Cardiac Operative Risk Evaluation II.
bMitral valve replacement or repair.
cCABG+AVR: coronary artery bypass graft + aortic valve replacement.
dCABG+MV: coronary artery bypass graft + mitral valve.
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Table 2. List of candidate variables based on univariate logistic regression analysis compared with random forest.

Random forestUnivariate logistic regression analysisaUnitTypeVariable

RankNodes using
that attribute, n

Decrease of
impurity, %

RankP valueOR (95% CI)

13238431b<.0011.1 (1.03-1.07)YearsContinuousAge (years)

21297213<.0015.8 (3.9-8.6)Yes/noCategoricalMechanical ventilation >24 hours

42544391b<.0010.97 (0.96-0.98)μmol/LContinuousPreoperative creatinine clearance

20590262———dOrdinalLength of stay in the ICUc

————<.0017.6 (4.9-11.9)——>72 hours

————<.0011.7 (0.9-2.8)——24-72 hours

15370286<.0012.9 (1.8-2.5)Yes/noCategoricalProcedure other than isolated CABGe

14452285<.0012.9 (2.0-4.2)Yes/noCategoricalBlood product within 48 hours

185682710.0022.0 (1.3-3.1)Yes/NoCategoricalIntraoperative TEEf

227164117<.0011.07 (1.05-1.09)PercentContinuousEURO IIg score

32766401b<.0010.98 (0.97-0.99)gm/dLContinuousPreoperative hemoglobin

6486357<.0012.3 (1.4-3.6)Yes/noCategoricalPreoperative A-Fibh

12329294———OrdinalTiming of IABPi

————.421.4 (0.6-2.9)——Preoperative

————.0026.8 (1.9-23.1)——Intraoperative

17514278<.0012.1 (1.4-3.0)Yes/noCategoricalIntraoperative inotropes

96893314.021.7 (1.1-2.7)Yes/noCategoricalCOPDj

135162913.011.8 (1.1-2.9)Yes/noCategoricalCVDk

59953916.790.9 (0.6-1.4)Yes/noCategoricalDMl

113813012.032.0 (1.1-3.5)Yes/noCategoricalFrail

2293211b<.0018.2 (2.8-24.3)Yes/noCategoricalHistory of turn down

1089339———OrdinalEFm categories

————.181.4 (0.9-2.1)——30%-50%

————.042.1 (1-4.2)——<30%

77523516.471.2 (0.8-1.9)Yes/noCategoricalGender

168992614———OrdinalAortic stenosis

————.431.4 (0.6-2.8)——Moderate

 ———.011.6 (1.1-2.5)——Severe

198992615———OrdinalMitral insufficiency

————.071.4 (0.9-2.1)——Moderate

————.032.3 (1.02-4.6)——Severe

87463411.0021.8 (1.3-2.8)Yes/noCategoricalPostoperative arrhythmias

aAnalysis was done using univariate logistic regression with a P value of <.05 considered to be statistically significant.
bThese variables were all equally ranked as 1st because they had almost equal odds ratios and a P value of <.001.
cICU: intensive care unit.
dNot applicable.
eCABG: coronary artery bypass graft.
fTEE: transesophageal echo.
gEURO II: European System for Cardiac Operative Risk Evaluation II.
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hA-Fib: atrial fibrillation.
iIABP: intra-aortic balloon pump.
jCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
kCVD: cerebrovascular disease.
lDM: diabetes mellitus.
mEF: ejection fraction.

Prediction Model’s Performance Evaluation
There exist several metrics to evaluate the performance of a
predictive model, whereby predictive accuracy is the most
commonly used metric as it relates a model’s ability to correctly
identify observation assignments, irrespective of the class
distribution. However, in the presence of a noted class imbalance
in the dataset, this measure can be misleading because the
minority class (positive cases in our dataset) has a smaller
influence of the model’s output, and as such the model will tend
to favor the majority class [47]. In our dataset, there is a
significant imbalance of the outcome of interest distribution
(delirium: 11.4% positive cases).

To provide a more robust evaluation of the prediction model’s
performance, in the presence of the class imbalance in our
dataset, we used the evaluation measures of F1 measure,
ROC-AUC, and precision-recall curve area under the curve
(PRC-AUC) [44,46,47,51,52]. The ROC-AUC was primarily
used to assess the classifier’s general performance (model
discrimination=how well the predicted risks distinguish between
patients with and without disease) [64]. The F1 score was
primarily used as the harmonic mean of precision and recall
[46,52]. The F1 score provides the most reliable assessment of
a model’s prediction performance, while considering the
worst-case prediction scenario for a classifier (model
calibration=evaluates the reliability of the estimated risks: if
we predict 10%, on average 10/100 patients should have the
disease) [64].

Sensitivity (recall) is considered a measure of completeness
(the percentage of positive cases that have been correctly
identified as positive). Positive predictive value (precision, PPV)
is considered a measure of exactness (the percentage of cases
labeled by the classifier as positive that are indeed positive)
[46,52]. The PRC-AUC is a useful measure in the presence of
class imbalance, and the outcome of interest is to identify the
minority class [65,66]. The PRC identifies the PPV for each
corresponding value on the sensitivity scale (model calibration).
As the PRC is dependent on the class representation in the
dataset, it provides a simple visual representation of the model’s
performance across the whole spectrum of sensitivities. By
doing so, it can aid in identifying the best model (based on the
trade of being either exact vs complete, ideally optimizing both)
[66]. In addition, the PRC enables comparing models at
predetermined recall thresholds (eg, the best precision at 50%
recall). This adds more fixability in choosing the best model
based on the domain and problem in hand.

As our primary interest was to identify patients who were more
likely to develop delirium (minority class) while accounting for
the class imbalance in the test dataset, we decided to evaluate
the models using the ROC-AUC as a measure of the model
discrimination in conjunction with F1 score and PRC-AUC as
measures of the model calibration. Tables 3 and 4 present the
prediction performance of all prediction models based on the
test data. Figure 1 illustrates the ROC-AUCs and PRC-AUCs
for the developed models.

When comparing the prediction performance using the
ROC-AUC (Figure 1) for the test dataset, it may be noted that
the prediction performance of all the prediction models on the
test dataset is quite similar, except for DT, which was lower.
This indicates that there is no obvious difference in the
discriminative power of the classification models—that is, the
ability of a model to distinguish between positive cases from
negative ones. However, given the class imbalance in our
dataset, this result might not be representative of a model’s true
predictive power; hence, a further examination of the results
was needed to identify the best performing model given the
class imbalance.

As LR was the most commonly used algorithm to predict the
manifestation of postoperative delirium in the medical literature
[8,12,13,40,41,67-74], we developed a multivariate step-wise
LR model that identified 8 variables as significant predictors
of postoperative agitated delirium (Multimedia Appendix 2).
The main purpose of developing the LR model was to give
medical experts, who are not familiar with machine learning
algorithms, an algorithm that they are acquainted with and use
as a comparator.

In our study, for every 100 patients who developed delirium,
the RF model had the best sensitivity and was able to correctly
identify 72 patients (see Tables 3 and 4). The SVM model had
the best PPV (out of 100 patients who were labeled positive by
SVM, 30 were actually positive) and the best accuracy,
specificity, and kappa. The PRC-AUC and F1 scores for SVM
were the best out of all models (29.2% and 40.2%, respectively),
with moderate discrimination (ROC-AUC=77.2 %). We also
examined the relationship between precision (PPV) and recall
(sensitivity) at different thresholds (see Table 5). At 50%
sensitivity (recall), the RF model had the best precision, 37%).
At 75% sensitivity (recall), RF was the best model with a
precision of 25% followed by ANN with a PPV of 24%.
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Table 3. Comparison of model’s performance metrics applied on the balanced training dataset using 10-fold cross-validation and the imbalanced test
dataset to predict delirium after cardiac surgery. Performance metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive
value, and Cohen kappa. All measures are reported out of 100% with standard deviation in brackets as a measure of variability.

ΔKappaΔNPVcΔPPVbΔSpecificityΔSensitivityΔaAccuracyModel

Dataset: 10-fold cross-validation applied on the balanced training dataset (N=1014, delirium=50%)

ns43.3 (9)−71.7 (7)−71.7 (5)−g71.6 (7)+f71.8 (7)nse71.7 (4.3)ANNd

ns43.1 (9)−71.3 (7)−69.9 (5)−71.2 (7)+72.2 (7)ns71.3 (4.4)BBNh

ns43.3 (8)ns72.6 (9)ns72.9 (5)ns72.9 (9)ns68.1 (7)ns70.1 (4.3)DTi

B44.5 (9)B75.6 (6)B75 (5)B76.7 (7)B69.8 (7)Bk73.3 (4.4)LRj

ns42.9 (8)+79.5 (5)ns74.4 (5)+79.5 (5)ns64.8 (7)ns73.0 (4.2)NBl

ns45.7 (9)−72.8 (7)ns72.1 (4)−71.7 (7)+74.3 (7)ns72.5 (4.4)RFm

ns43.2 (9)+83.1 (5)+77.8 (5)+83.8 (5)−60.2 (8)ns71.3 (4.5)SVMn

Dataset: Imbalanced test dataset (N=1117, delirium=11.4%)

ns22.85 (9)ns94.6 (5)ns24.3 (14)ns72.9 (5)+67.7 (5)ns74.3 (3.2)ANN

ns21.81 (11)ns94.5 (6)ns22.9 (15)−70.8 (9)+68.7 (9)ns74.1 (3.8)BBN

ns24.97 (13)ns94.7 (10)ns25.8 (17)ns75.4 (10)+66.9 (10)ns74.4 (5.4)DT

B22.6 (13)B94.4 (8)B26.5 (16)B77.1 (7)B64.6 (9)B75.6 (4.7)LR

ns21.55 (10)ns94.3 (9)ns23.5 (18)−72.4 (8)ns66.1 (12)−71.7 (3.1)NB

ns24.69 (7)+95.3 (4)+25.2 (8)−72.4 (4)+72.4 (4)ns75.4 (3.4)RF

+29.33 (9)ns94.4 (6)+29.7 (12)+81.1(3.2)ns62.2 (4)+78.9 (2.1)SVM

aChange compared to base model (B).
bPPV: positive predictive value.
cNPV: negative predictive value.
dANN: artificial neural networks.
ens: not a statistically significant change in performance (P≥.05).
fStatistically significant improvement of performance metric (P<.05).
gStatistically significant deterioration of performance metric (P<.05).
hBBN: Bayesian belief networks.
iDT: J48 decision tree.
jLR: logistic regression.
kB: base comparator (reference) algorithm.
lNB: naïve Bayesian.
mRF: random forest.
nSVM: support vector machines.
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Table 4. Comparison of model’s performance metrics applied on the balanced training dataset using 10-fold cross-validation and the imbalanced test
dataset to predict delirium after cardiac surgery. Performance metrics: receiver operator curve-area under the curve, harmonic mean of precision and
recall, and precision-recall curve-area under the curve. All measures are reported out of 100% with standard deviation in brackets as a measure of
variability.

PRC-AUCcF1 scorebROC-AUCaModel

ΔAvgΔNoΔYesΔAvggΔNofΔeYesd

Dataset: 10-fold cross-validation applied on the balanced training dataset (N=1014, delirium=50%)

ns79.3 (5)ns80.1 (5)ns78.5 (5)ns71.7 (5)ns71.7 (5)ns71.7 (5)nsi80.4 (4)ANNh

−76.3 (5)ns77.3 (5)ns75.3 (5)ns69.6 (5)ns69.1 (5)ns70.1 (5)−k77.4 (4)BBNj

−73.8 (5)ns73.8 (5)ns74.4 (5)ns71.7 (4)ns72.4 (4)ns70.9 (4)ns77.2 (4)DTl

B80.4 (5)B81 (5)B79.8 (5)B73.2 (5)B74.2 (5)B72.3 (5)Bn81.4 (4)LRm

ns78.9 (5)ns79.8 (5)ns78.1 (5)ns73 (5)ns73.2 (5)ns72.7 (5)ns79.9 (4)NBo

ns79.9 (5)ns81 (5)ns78.8 (5)ns73.3 (5)ns72.6 (5)ns74.1 (5)ns81.3 (4)RFp

ns80.4 (5)ns80.5 (5)ns80.4 (5)−71.1 (6)ns74.4 (6)−67.2 (6)ns81.1 (5)SVMq

Dataset: Imbalanced test dataset (N=1117, delirium=11.4%)

ns88.7 (9)ns96.2 (9)+r30.4 (9)ns77.1 (9)ns82.4 (9)ns35.8 (9)ns78.2 (6)ANN

ns88.4 (8)ns95.8 (8)+30.7 (8)ns76.6 (8)ns82.9 (8)ns34.3 (8)ns77.3 (6)BBN

ns86.5 (8)ns94.3 (8)ns25.3 (8)ns78.6 (8)ns83.9 (8)ns37.3 (8)−74.6 (7)DT

B88.4 (10)B97.1 (10)B27.1 (10)B79.5 (11)B84.9 (11)B37.6 (11)B77.5 (5)LR

ns88.0 (9)ns95.6 (9)ns28.7 (9)ns76.6 (10)ns81.9 (10)ns34.7 (10)ns75.6 (8)NB

ns88.6 (8)ns96.3 (8)ns28.3 (8)ns77.2 (8)ns82.3 (8)ns37.4 (8)ns78.0 (4)RF

ns88.4 (9)ns96.0 (9)+29.6 (9)+81.9 (7)+87.2 (7)+40.2 (7)ns77.2 (6)SVM

aROC-AUC: receiver operator curve-area under the curve.
bF1 score: harmonic mean of precision and recall.
cPRC-AUC: precision-recall curve-area under the curve.
dYes: positive instances or patients who developed delirium.
eChange compared to base model (B)
fNo: negative instances or patients who did not develop delirium.
gAvg: weighted average measured as the sum of all values in that metric, each weighted according to the number of instances with that particular class
label by multiplying that value by the number of instances in that class, then divided by the total number of instances in the dataset.
hANN: artificial neural networks.
ins: not a statistically significant change in performance (P≥.05).
jBBN: Bayesian belief networks.
kStatistically significant deterioration of performance metric (P<.05).
lDT: J48 decision tree.
mLR: logistic regression.
nB: base comparator (reference) algorithm.
oNB: naïve Bayesian.
pRF: random forest.
qSVM: support vector machines.
rStatistically significant improvement of performance metric (P<.05).
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Figure 1. Receiver-operator curves (ROC) and precision-recall curves (PRC) for the training dataset using 10-fold cross-validation and test datasets.
(A) ROC for training using 10-fold cross-validation. (B) ROC for test dataset. (C) PRC for training using 10-fold cross-validation. (D) PRC for test
dataset. ANN: artificial neural networks; BBN: Bayesian belief networks; DT: J48 decision tree; LR: logistic regression; NB: naïve Bayesian; RF:
random forest, SVM: support vector machines; P:N: positive to negative ratio.
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Table 5. Precision of each model for all datasets at different recall thresholds.

Model precision (%)Recall threshold (%)

SVMgRFfNBeLRdDTcBBNbANNa

Dataset: Training with 10-fold cross-validation

91878588818387~25

83837882817880~50

72727073697071~75

Dataset: Test

36323236314035~25

34373134303334~50

23252023212224~75

aANN: artificial neural networks.
bBBN: Bayesian belief networks.
cDT: J48 decision tree.
dLR: logistic regression.
eNB: naïve Bayesian.
fRF: random forest.
gSVM: support vector machine.

On the basis of our experiments using the PRC-AUC and PRC
analysis, the RF and ANN models demonstrated the ability to
distinguish patients at risk of developing delirium (minority
class) when compared with the other models. ANN is considered
to be a black box as it is difficult to explain, especially to people
who are nonexperts, not familiar with the principles and
motivation behind the ANN algorithm, and do not know how
the algorithm reaches its decision and activation thresholds.
However, major work has been conducted over the last decade
and is still ongoing to enhance the expandability of ANN by
unlocking the black box to allow accountability [75-77].
Numerous techniques have been developed and were
successfully applied [78-80], giving some transparency to the
model and making it more human interpretable.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Patients undergo high-risk interventions with the expectation
of improving their quality of life. It is highly undesirable that
any medical intervention, inadvertently, negatively impacts
their cognitive functions and in turn quality of life, especially
if an adverse outcome is preventable.

With the paradigm shift in health care emphasizing the patient’s
quality of life after an intervention [81], innovative approaches
are needed to both pre-emptively identify and effectively treat
delirium. Given the availability of long-term surgical outcome
data and advance machine learning methods, it is now possible
to investigate the formulation of data-driven prediction models
to pre-emptively identify patients susceptible to postsurgery
delirium. LR-based prediction models to detect delirium have
been developed using patient data from electronic medical
records—in one study advanced text mining has been applied
to abstract relevant data from clinical notes [82], and in another
study attribute-based triggers were used [57]. We contend that

with the availability of large volumes of patient data (before,
during, and after the medical intervention), there are practical
opportunities to develop data-driven prediction models to detect
postoperative delirium in patients. Such artificial
intelligence–based machine learning–based models are quite
capable of identifying hidden yet important relations among
variables and representing them in terms of a mathematical
model that can be applied to classify/predict the output for new
scenario. The artificial intelligence-based machine learning
approach is rather different from the traditional statistical data
analysis approaches; however, recently such methods have been
applied to improve early and precise detection of diseases
[16,21,25,27-29], including the prediction of outcomes after
cardiac surgery [22,32,83].

In our study, we investigated the development of delirium
prediction models using long-term (over 5 years) surgical
outcomes data for over 5000 patients. We developed several
prediction models, while addressing the underlying class
imbalance issue, and compared their performance on an
independent test set. Except for SVM (ROC-AUC=71.7%), the
ROC-AUC of the predictive models was at least 75%, indicating
a good general performance by predicting the correct
classification most of the time [84,85]. Using the F1 score and
the PRC-AUC, which are more sensitive to class imbalance,
we were able to demonstrate that the SVM followed by the BBN
models offered the best prediction performance in correctly
identifying adult patients at risk of developing agitated delirium
after cardiac surgery (F1 score: 40.2 and 34.4 and PRC-AUC:
30.7 and 29.6; respectively).

Our predictive models had a worse performance when compared
with the findings of Kumar et al [39] (ROC-AUC of the RF
model ~91%). Although they argue that their data were
imbalanced, they used the ROC-AUC as their evaluation metric,
which does not consider the class imbalance. On the other hand,
PRC-AUC inherently accounts for class distribution (the
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probability is conditioned on the model estimate of the class
label, which will vary if the model is applied on a population
with different baseline distributions). It is more useful if the
goal is improving the prediction of positive class in an
imbalanced population with known baseline probability (eg,
document retrieval, fraud detection, and medical complications)
[44,46,48,51,66].

Compared with the findings of Corradi et al [42] (ROC-AUC
of the RF model ~91% and PRC-AUC ~61 %), our model was
worse. Although they included a lot of physiological parameters,
they did not include any laboratory parameters. In addition, they
applied the algorithm on all patients within the study period
(medical and surgical). Most of the variables used were
correlated—that is, they were a function of each other (eg, RASS
and mechanical ventilation, RASS score and vasopressors, and
dementia and the Charleston Comorbidity Index)—which likely
impacted the generalizability of the model.

The paper published by Davoudi et al [40] is the only paper that
is closely related to our work as they were specifically
addressing the question of predicting delirium after major
surgery and had a large cohort of patients who underwent
cardiothoracic surgery (6890 patients, 13%). They were able to
achieve an ROC-AUC ranging from 79% to 86%, which was
close to the ROC-AUC we were able to achieve (71.7%-78%).
Unfortunately, it is not clear what type of delirium they were
capturing and the urgency of surgery these patients were
undergoing. Also, only 13% of these patients underwent
cardiothoracic surgery. They mainly relied on the ROC-AUC
to compare the model’s performance, which is insensitive to
the target class imbalance.

Lee et al [41] conducted a unique systematic review in 2017,
addressing the issue of predictive models for discovering
delirium after cardiac surgery. They were only able to identify
3 high-quality models (Katznelson, Original PRE-DELIRIC,
and the recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC). As the original
PRE-DELIRIC was recently externally validated, they externally
validated the Katznelson and recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC model
on a local population dataset of 600 patients. Several metrics
were used to evaluate the model’s discrimination and calibration.
All metrics for recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC model outperformed
the Katznelson model (see Multimedia Appendix 1). However,
these metrics cannot distinguish clinical utility. To identify
clinical utility of these models, they performed DCA to ascertain
the clinical utility of each model. The main advantage of DCA
is that it incorporates preferences (patient or physician)
represented as threshold probability of choosing or denying a
treatment, across a range of probabilities [41]. The net benefit
(the expected benefit of offering or denying a treatment at that
threshold) of each algorithm was evaluated. Based on the DCA
analysis, both models had limited clinical utility, with the
recalibrated PRE-DELIRIC having marginally better
performance at low thresholds between 20% and 40%.
Regrettably, they used already validated models that are based
on LR. They mentioned very limited information about the
validation cohort (such as mean age, gender distribution, and
type of cardiac surgery). In addition, they did not address the
significant class imbalance (delirium=13.8%). Finally, the use
of DCA to evaluate clinical utility of the models is very

innovative but it can be only applied to evaluate models that
were developed by the same algorithm but have different
parameters. Its applicability across different modeling algorithms
is still not clear. One of the essential assumptions of DCA is
that the predicted probability and threshold probability are
independent. In the case of delirium, it would be very difficult
to assert that independence, as delirium is multifactorial, and
there is no clear mechanism to its development. Violating this
assumption might significantly affect the results and
interpretation of the DCA.

To our knowledge, this is the first paper that explicitly attempts
to develop several predictive models using machine learning
methodology and compare their performance for the sole
purpose of proactively predicting agitated delirium in adult
patients undergoing cardiac surgery. A notable aspect of our
work is the use of multiple performance evaluation measures
to evaluate the different facets of a prediction model with respect
to its prediction performance. We demonstrated the importance
of using different metrics when analyzing model’s performance
(eg, F1 score and PRC-AUC) and the importance of visual
analysis of the curves across different probabilities (eg, PRC).
Using a static or single measure, like ROC-AUC or accuracy,
might lead to false assumptions and incorrect decisions,
especially in the presence of class imbalance in the dataset [66].

An important factor in the selection of a prediction model is its
interpretability (clarity) to the users (especially health care
providers) who are particularly keen to know the basis for a
recommendation/decision when it is derived from a
computational model. One of the drawbacks of ANN and SVM
is that they are not easy to explain, that is, how the output was
produced (ie, they are regarded as black box models). This
inability to explain the model and its predictions tends to raise
a degree of skepticism among health care practitioners regarding
the prediction produced [46,52,56]. However, the application
of additional methods to decipher the ANN and SVM models’
decision logic in terms of understandable production rules that
illustrate a correlation between clinical attribute values and the
output class can increase their acceptance and subsequent use
by medical practitioners [75-80]. Other machine learning
methods, such as the BBN model provides a simple but elegant
graphical representation of the problem space that can be
interpreted by health care professionals.

Predicting delirium is a challenging problem, but with a
significant health outcome and system use impact. Given the
complexity of how and why delirium manifests in certain
patients, the ability to correctly identify if not all but even a fair
number of the potential patients who are at risk of developing
delirium will be a significant improvement from the current
state where patients are diagnosed with delirium only after it
starts, and hence, the administration of appropriate interventions
is delayed. To address this challenging problem, we investigated
the application of machine learning methods to predict
postoperative delirium after cardiac surgery. Our methodology
involved addressing the target class imbalance and employing
appropriate evaluation metrics to measure the prediction
performance from a clinical utility perspective. We argue that
with the increased use of eHealth records and auxiliary data
collection tools, the volume of health data being collected is
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reaching the level of big data. This brings relief to the need to
apply advance machine learning techniques to analyze the data
for improved and effective data-driven decision support [86,87]
that would enable timely intervention for negative outcomes
[5,56,87] to improve health outcomes and in turn enhance patient
safety and satisfaction.

Limitations
We recognize that our study has certain limitations. First, as
postoperative complications (including delirium) in our database
are captured as binary outcomes (yes/no) but without a time
stamp, it was hard to determine if agitated delirium was a
secondary phenomenon (eg, because of infection, uncontrolled
pain, and prolonged mechanical ventilation) or because of a
pre-existing medical comorbidity. Second, the prevalence of
agitated delirium was only 11.4%. This low representation is
most likely because of the definition of delirium in the source
database (only agitated subtype). This can potentially limit the
ability to generalize the developed models to other types of
delirium [10,11]. Third, there exist more advance machine
learning software than what were available in WEKA, but we
chose WEKA because of its open source, flexibility, and ease
of use [54]; and finally, the study is based on a retrospective
design and hence may suffer from the pitfalls associated with
such a design.

Clinical Equipoise and Key Messages
The key messages of this paper are as follows:

• From a clinical standpoint:
• Patients undergoing cardiovascular surgical procedures

are at higher risk of developing agitated delirium due
to several factors, including surgical complexity,
comorbidities, and age [7,8].

• Preventing delirium should be the goal, especially if
patients at risk were identified. This will mitigate its
negative sequalae and improve the patient’s quality of
life. Some of the proposed preventive interventions
that have been shown to reduce the incidence of
delirium in high-risk patients include early
mobilization, use of patient’s personal aids (reading
glasses, hearing aid, etc), pharmacological interventions
(the use of less sedatives and addressing pain), and
improving sleep environment especially in the intensive
care [38,88-91].

• From a predictive modeling perspective:
• Addressing class imbalance on the training dataset (a

common feature of medical datasets) could enhance
the machine learning model’s performance in
identifying patients likely to develop postoperative
delirium.

• Keeping an open mind and exploring different modeling
methodologies will enable the selection of the most
appropriate model that can generate the best results.

• The PRC offers a more intuitive and direct measure of
the model performance that is representative of its true
performance, especially in the presence of class
imbalance.

Conclusions and Future Research
Postoperative agitated delirium is associated with major
morbidity that impacts the patient postoperative recovery.
Cardiac surgery patients are at high risk of developing
postoperative delirium. To improve health outcomes of cardiac
surgery, the current approach to address the effects of delirium
is a preventive program of care [88-91], such as ABCDE, which
involves awakening and breathing coordination for liberation
from sedation and mechanical ventilation, choosing sedatives
that are less likely to increase risk of delirium, delirium
management, and finally, early mobility and exercise [36]. As
much as the ABCDE approach provides a road map of how to
manage delirium, it does not provide mechanisms to identify
patients at risk of developing delirium. Hence, the ABCDE
approach serves as an after-the-event management strategy,
while leaving a gap in terms of a proactive prevention strategy
for delirium. Our ability to predict delirium in patients, and in
turn proactively administer therapeutic and behavioral therapies
to mitigate the negative effects of delirium, will lead to
significant improvements in health outcomes, patient satisfaction
and quality of life, and health system cost saving.

In this study, we pursued the development of prediction models
using preoperative clinical data to establish a mapping between
the patient’s preoperative clinical variables and the onset of
postoperative delirium. We investigated machine learning
methods to develop a viable postoperative delirium prediction
model which can be operationalized in a clinical setting as a
delirium screening tool to proactively identify patients at risk
of developing postcardiac surgery agitated delirium. We posit
that the use and operationalization of delirium predictive model
can significantly reduce the incidence of delirium by enabling
the administration of preventive measures in a timely manner.
In this paper, we presented work detailing the development of
data-driven delirium prediction models with a reasonable
accuracy. Furthermore, the work contributes 3 findings that are
useful for future efforts to develop advanced delirium prediction
models—that is, (1) addressing class imbalance on the training
dataset will enhance the machine learning model’s performance
in identifying patients likely to develop postoperative delirium,
(2) when evaluating the model’s performance, selecting
unsuitable measures can influence model interpretation and its
utility, and (3) the PRC offers a more intuitive and direct
measure of the model’s performance that is representative of
its true performance, especially in the presence of class
imbalance.

In our future research, we will attempt to apply feature extraction
to identify key features to enhance the model’s performance.
At the same time, we will attempt to isolate modifiable features
that are clinically relevant so that personalized interventions
can be started in a timely fashion. We will also attempt to apply
evolutionary computations to optimize classifiers parameters.
Another interesting application is the use of deep learning
methods to create new features or feature sets to boost the
model’s performance and accuracy.

In conclusion, we argue that any improvement in our ability to
predict delirium using prediction models, even if numerically
small, is of consequential clinical significance—this situation
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is like 2 drugs that have the same treatment profile, but one drug
has fewer side effects, and hence, the ability to precisely select
the right drug has an impact on patient safety. When dealing
with complex medical problems, such as delirium, we posit that
the application of advanced machine learning methods might

actually improve disease prediction capabilities which in turn
will enhance opportunities for preventive, personalized, and
precise medical interventions that would improve the patient’s
quality of life after surgery.
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Abstract

Background: Hemodynamic assessment of critically ill patients is a challenging endeavor, and advanced monitoring techniques
are often required to guide treatment choices. Given the technical complexity and occasional unavailability of these techniques,
estimation of cardiac function based on clinical examination is valuable for critical care physicians to diagnose circulatory shock.
Yet, the lack of knowledge on how to best conduct and teach the clinical examination to estimate cardiac function has reduced
its accuracy to almost that of “flipping a coin.”

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the decision-making process underlying estimates of cardiac function of
patients acutely admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) based on current standardized clinical examination using Bayesian
methods.

Methods: Patient data were collected as part of the Simple Intensive Care Studies-I (SICS-I) prospective cohort study. All adult
patients consecutively admitted to the ICU with an expected stay longer than 24 hours were included, for whom clinical examination
was conducted and cardiac function was estimated. Using these data, first, the probabilistic dependencies between the examiners’
estimates and the set of clinically measured variables upon which these rely were analyzed using a Bayesian network. Second,
the accuracy of cardiac function estimates was assessed by comparison to the cardiac index values measured by critical care
ultrasonography.

Results: A total of 1075 patients were included, of which 783 patients had validated cardiac index measurements. A Bayesian
network analysis identified two clinical variables upon which cardiac function estimate is conditionally dependent, namely,
noradrenaline administration and presence of delayed capillary refill time or mottling. When the patient received noradrenaline,
the probability of cardiac function being estimated as reasonable or good P(ER,G) was lower, irrespective of whether the patient
was mechanically ventilated (P[ER,G|ventilation, noradrenaline]=0.63, P[ER,G|ventilation, no noradrenaline]=0.91, P[ER,G|no
ventilation, noradrenaline]=0.67, P[ER,G|no ventilation, no noradrenaline]=0.93). The same trend was found for capillary refill
time or mottling. Sensitivity of estimating a low cardiac index was 26% and 39% and specificity was 83% and 74% for students
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and physicians, respectively. Positive and negative likelihood ratios were 1.53 (95% CI 1.19-1.97) and 0.87 (95% CI 0.80-0.95),
respectively, overall.

Conclusions: The conditional dependencies between clinical variables and the cardiac function estimates resulted in a network
consistent with known physiological relations. Conditional probability queries allow for multiple clinical scenarios to be recreated,
which provide insight into the possible thought process underlying the examiners’ cardiac function estimates. This information
can help develop interactive digital training tools for students and physicians and contribute toward the goal of further improving
the diagnostic accuracy of clinical examination in ICU patients.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02912624; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02912624

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e15358)   doi:10.2196/15358

KEYWORDS

cardiac function; physical examination; Bayesian network; critical care; ICU; medical education; educated guess; cognition;
clinical decision-support; cardiology

Introduction

Background
In hemodynamically unstable patients admitted to the intensive
care unit (ICU) for circulatory shock, the diagnosis and
treatment decisions initially rely on accurate assessment of
clinical examination [1,2]. Shock is the clinical expression of
circulatory failure that results in inadequate cellular oxygen
utilization and is often accompanied by systemic arterial
hypotension, clinical signs of tissue hypoperfusion, and
hyperlactatemia [3]. About one-third of critically ill patients
experience circulatory shock, which is associated with increased
morbidity and mortality [4].

Hemodynamic assessment of critically ill patients is challenging;
depending on the type of shock, patients present with highly
variable states of circulating blood volume, cardiac contractility,
sympathetic nervous activity, vascular tone, and
microcirculatory dysfunction. In addition, assessment is even
more difficult if comorbidities are present [5]. Currently,
hemodynamic estimates based on clinical examination show
poor association with cardiac index in both univariate and
multivariate analyses, and these estimates are no better than
flipping a coin [6]. Due to this limited ability to assess a patient’s
hemodynamic status using clinical examination, physicians
often base changes in treatment primarily on information
obtained through advanced monitoring techniques [7]. However,
advanced monitoring techniques are currently advised and
desired when clinical examination does not lead to a clear
diagnosis, or when a patient does not respond to initial therapy
[2,8]. Therefore, it is important to place emphasis on improving
hemodynamic estimates made with clinical examination, to
avoid inappropriate overuse of technological aid [9].

The first step in developing improved clinical examination
structures for hemodynamic estimates is to study the current
clinical practice. To understand how students and physicians
diagnosed low cardiac index, Bayesian networks can be used
to gain insight into the thought process behind the educated
guess on hemodynamic status.

Bayesian networks have been frequently used to model domain
knowledge in the context of decision support in other fields of
medicine, given their ability to be interpreted as causal networks
when no confounders are present [10-13]. By combining prior

knowledge and the uncertainty in data, Bayesian networks allow
for inference tasks to be performed, which establish conditional,
possibly causal, dependencies between variables [14].
Conditional probabilities queries are interesting tools to study
clinical reasoning, which are seen as an additive thought process
where, at every step, information is interpreted conditioned on
previously acquired information.

Objectives
The aim of this study was to use Bayesian networks to
investigate the decision-making process underlying estimates
of cardiac function of patients acutely admitted to the ICU,
based on current standardized clinical examination using
Bayesian methods. Additionally, we aimed to determine the
diagnostic accuracy of the current standardized clinical
examination for estimating cardiac function in patients acutely
admitted to the ICU.

Methods

Design, Setting, and Participants
This study was a predefined substudy of the prospective
observational cohort Simple Intensive Care Studies-I (SICS-I)
(ClinicalTrial.gov trial registration: NCT02912624) [15]. The
study was approved by the local institutional review board
(METc M15.168207). In SICS-I, all consecutive, acutely
admitted adults expected to stay beyond 24 hours were included
on their first day of admission to the ICU. Written informed
consent was obtained from all patients or their relatives. This
study is reported following the Standards for the Reporting of
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies guidelines [16].

Aims
The primary aim was to determine the conditional probabilities
relating the variables measured during clinical examination to
the cardiac function estimate made by the examiners.

The secondary aim of this study was to assess the diagnostic
accuracy of cardiac function estimates made by the examiners
and compare them to the cardiac index measured by critical
care ultrasonography (CCUS).
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Bayesian Network Analysis
Bayesian networks are probabilistic models that represent the
conditional (in)dependence relations between a set of variables
in the form of a directed acyclic graph. In the graph, each
variable is represented as a node and the directed edges (arcs)
connecting the nodes represent the conditional dependency
relations among the variables. Given the conditional
(in)dependencies implied by the directed acyclic graph, the joint
probability distribution of all variables can be factorized into a
product of simpler local probability distributions.

From the initial set of variables registered during clinical
examination, 14 clinical variables available from bedside
monitors and patient record files, perfusors, physical
examination, and the cardiac function estimate were included
for modeling (Multimedia Appendix 1). All continuous variables
were discretized according to the definitions provided in the
study protocol. The correlation coefficients between variables
after discretization were calculated with the Cramér V test for
correlation strength.

The network structure was learned using the Max-Min
Hill-Climbing algorithm with the Bayesian-Dirichlet equivalent
scoring metric, as implemented in the R package “bnlearn” [17].
The Max-Min Hill-Climbing algorithm searches for the best
network structure (ie, the best directed acyclic graph) that
maximizes the Bayesian-Dirichlet equivalent scoring metric.
To this end, the algorithm starts with an initial directed acyclic
graph and then improves the Bayesian-Dirichlet equivalent
score by iteratively adding, deleting, and reversing individual
edges until the Bayesian-Dirichlet equivalent score does not
improve further [18].

A set of restrictions can be applied to enforce certain
connections between arcs in the network, so that prior
knowledge is implemented a priori [13]. Arcs representing
known dependencies can be whitelisted (ie, forced to appear in
the directed acyclic graph), while arcs that represent impossible
dependencies can be blacklisted (ie, excluded from the directed
acyclic graph). In this network, age and gender are not
determined by any other variables, so all arcs from other
variables to these two were blacklisted. Similarly, as estimate
does not influence any clinical variable, any arc from estimate
to other variables was also blacklisted.

After the restrictions are defined, to obtain a confidence measure
for the presence and directionality of the individual network
edges, the bootstrap technique was applied. R=2000 bootstrap
samples were generated from the original data, and the Max-Min
Hill-Climbing algorithm was used to search for the best network
for each bootstrap data set. This gives R=2000 best networks,
and the confidence on the presence of an edge ranges from 0
(learned from 0 bootstrap samples) to 1 (learned from all
bootstrap samples) [13]. To further increase the robustness of
the final or consensus network, we defined the minimum
significance threshold for arc strength as 0.700 if the calculated
significance threshold was lower and accepted the calculated
threshold otherwise. Regarding directionality, arcs with a
direction coefficient below 0.666 after bootstrapping were
considered undirected.

To determine the distributions of the variables and calculate the
associated probabilities of the network, the adjacency matrix
of the average bootstrapped directed acyclic graph was
reproduced using the Bayesian network function, and belief
propagation was carried out using the gRain package [13,19].
Belief propagation allows for inference tasks (probability
queries) to be performed on the learned Bayesian networks,
thereby providing a calculation of the distribution of values of
a certain variable and the marginal and conditional probabilities
of these values occurring based on the known value of an
observed variable. Given a certain distribution, the marginal
probability of a certain value occurring is calculated by
integrating out all other variables, while the conditional
probability is the probability of a value occurring for one
variable, given a known, fixed value for at least one other
variable [20]. These probability queries will allow for multiple
relevant clinical scenarios to be recreated, based on the
consensus network and the properties of the Markov blanket.
When carrying out a query for estimate, if the values of its parent
nodes are known, no other node can influence the conditional
distribution of estimate [21]. If only some of its parent nodes
are known, however, then some of the ancestors upstream of
the undefined parent nodes can still influence the conditional
probability of estimate [21]. To validate the structure learning
process beyond the bootstrapping strategy used in learning a
consensus network, two steps were taken. First, an ad hoc expert
analysis was conducted to assess the plausibility and accuracy
of the physiological relationships identified in the network.
Second, 10-fold cross-validation was used to determine its
predictive accuracy. Using the consensus network, the accuracy
of the cross-validated predictions was determined by
dichotomizing the estimates as described below and by
calculating the area under the receiver operating curve,
specificity, and sensitivity of the predictions made for patients,
from which a validated cardiac index measurement was
available.

Definitions and Bias
Patients underwent a protocolized and standardized clinical
examination and subsequent CCUS, as described in the SICS-I
protocol [15]. The main variable of interest was cardiac function
estimation made by the student or physician after clinical
examination was performed but before CCUS was performed.
Examiners could score cardiac function as “poor,” “moderate,”
“reasonable,” or “good.” For diagnostic test analyses and the
validation step of the network structure, the “poor” and
“moderate” estimates were grouped as “low,” and the
“reasonable” or “good” estimates were grouped as “high.”
Quality of the CCUS images and measurements of cardiac index
were validated by core laboratory technicians (Groningen Image
Core Lab, Groningen, The Netherlands) who were blinded for
the rest of the measurements. Cardiac index measurements were
categorized in two groups: “low” for cardiac index≤2.2

L/min/m2 and “high” for cardiac index>2.2 L/min/m2 [22]. All
patients for whom a validated cardiac index measurement and
estimate of cardiac function were available were included in
the Bayesian network analysis. Patients for whom CCUS images
were of insufficient quality or cardiac index measurements were
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not available, were excluded from the diagnostic accuracy
analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Due to the observational nature of the study, a formal sample
size calculation was not possible. Statistical analyses were
performed in STATA 15.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas)
and R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, Vienna, Austria). Data are
presented as mean with SD when normally distributed, or as
median with interquartile range in case of skewed data.
Dichotomous and categorical data are presented in proportions.
Sensitivity and specificity for both the network’s and the
examiners’estimated guess were calculated by cross-tabulation
of the respective predictions and the validated cardiac index
measurements. Additionally, positive predictive values (PPV)
and negative predictive values (NPV) and positive likelihood
ratios (LR+) and negative likelihood ratios (LR-) were calculated
with 95% CIs for the examiners’estimates. For these, the overall
accuracy was further expressed as a proportion of correctly
classified cardiac index measurements (true negative and true
positive measures) among all measures.

Results

Participants
A total of 1075 patients fulfilled our inclusion criteria, of which
1073 patients had available cardiac function estimates and were
therefore included in the Bayesian network analysis. Of the
included patients, 783 (73%) had validated cardiac index
measurements and were included in the diagnostic accuracy
tests. Further, 569 patients (73%) were included by students
and 214 patients (27%) were included by physicians.

Descriptive Measures
Characteristics of included patients according to availability of
cardiac index measurements are shown in Table 1. Body mass
index and Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS) II score
were significantly different between patients (Table 1).

Bayesian Network Analysis
The structure learned for the network identified two clinical
variables, namely, noradrenaline administration and the presence
of delayed capillary refill time or mottling (dCRT-M), upon

which the estimates of cardiac function are directly conditionally
dependent (Table 2).

As denoted in Figure 1 by the dotted line, the arc from elevated
lactate to oliguria had the lowest strength coefficient (0.728).
The average directionality coefficient was 0.909, indicating
well-defined directionality. Only one edge (between mechanical
ventilation and high respiratory rate) did not meet the threshold
for directionality and was thereby left undirected in the
consensus directed acyclic graph (for querying, however, a
direction from high respiratory rate to mechanical ventilation
was defined based on expert knowledge to comply with the
formal computational requirements) [15]. Additionally, there
was no difference in network structure when including only
students (n=801) or only physicians (n=271) compared to the
network obtained with all the participants’ estimates.

The probability queries conducted with the conditional
probabilities for estimate are presented in a tree diagram in
Figure 2. Each of the pathways in the diagram represents a
scenario that could occur during clinical examination. Since
one of the main focuses of SICS-I was the collection and
interpretation of information available at bedside during physical
examination, we expanded the conditional probability queries
to also include respiratory rate and mechanical ventilation.
Tachypnea virtually did not influence the probability of cardiac
pump function being estimated as reasonable or good P(ER,G),
whereas ventilation status did (P[ER,G|not ventilated, no
tachypnea]=P[ER,G|not ventilated, tachypnea)=0.85;
P[ER,G|ventilated, tachypnea]=0.69 and P[ER,G|ventilated, no
tachypnea]=0.63). When the patient received noradrenaline,
P(ER,G) was lower irrespective of whether they were
mechanically ventilated (P[ER,G|ventilation, noradrenaline]=0.63,
P[ER,G|ventilation, no noradrenaline]=0.91, P[ER,G|no ventilation,
noradrenaline]=0.67, P[ER,G|no ventilation, no
noradrenaline]=0.93). The same trend was found for dCRT-M,
with reasonable or good estimates being more likely in the
absence of dCRT-M.

Finally, an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
of 0.58 was obtained for the 10-fold cross-validated predictions
of cardiac function made by the consensus network, with a
specificity of 36% and a sensitivity of 79% [23].
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Table 1. Patient characteristics.

P valueTotal
(N=1075)

Cardiac index measurement
(n=783)

No cardiac index measurement
(n=292)

Variable

.7562 (15)62 (15)62 (14)Age (years), mean (SD)

.49674 (63)486 (62)188 (64)Male gender, n (%)

.0426.9 (5.5)26.7 (5.6)27.5 (5.4)Body mass index (kg/m2), mean (SD)

.3078 (14)79 (14)78 (14)Arterial pressure (mm Hg), mean (SD)

.3588 (21)88 (21)87 (22)Heart rate (bpma), mean (SD)

.44116 (11)88 (11)28 (10)Irregular heart rhythm, n (%)

.749 (5, 13)9 (5, 13)9 (5, 12)Central venous pressure (mm Hg), median (IQR)

.85528 (49)386 (49)142 (49)Patients administered noradrenaline, n (%)

.220.6 (0.4, 1.2)0.7 (0.4, 1.2)0.6 (0.3, 1.2)Urine output (mL/kg/h), median (IQR)

.5018 (6)18 (6)18 (5)Respiratory rate (bpm), mean (SD)

.29631 (59)452 (58)179 (61)Mechanical ventilation, n (%)

.417 (5, 8)7 (5, 8)7 (5, 8)Positive end-expiratory pressure (cm H2O), median (IQR)

.8436.9 (0.9)36.9 (0.9)37.0 (0.9)Central temperature (°C), mean (SD)

.667.8 (3.2)7.8 (3.2)7.7 (3.2)Difference between central temperature and temperature
of the dorsum of the foot (°C), mean (SD)

.88398 (37.2)289 (37.1)109 (37.6)Subjective “cold” temperature, n (%)

Capillary refill time

.483.0 (2.0, 4.5)3.0 (2.0, 4.5)3.0 (2.0, 4.5)Knee (s), median (IQR)

.843.0 (2.0, 3.0)3.0 (2.0, 3.0)2.8 (2.0, 3.0)Sternum (s), median (IQR)

.372.5 (2.0, 4.0)2.5 (2.0, 4.0)3.0 (2.0, 4.0)Finger (s), median (IQR)

.64Mottling rate, mean (SD)

554 (57.3)397 (56.8)157 (58.8)None

103 (10.7)79 (11.3)24 (9.0)Mild

276 (28.6)201 (28.8)75 (28.1)Moderate

33 (3.4)22 (3.1)11 (4.1)Severe

.906.8 (1.4)6.8 (1.4)6.8 (1.5)Hemoglobin (mmol/L), mean (SD)

.791.4 (0.9, 2.2)1.4 (0.9, 2.2)1.4 (0.9, 2.4)Lactate (mmol/L)

.293.2 (1.9, 6.6)3.1 (1.9, 6.5)3.5 (1.9, 6.9)ICUb length of stay (days)

.03745 (35, 57)44 (34, 56)47 (37, 58)SAPSc II (points)

.1474 (56, 92)73 (55, 91)77 (56, 92)APACHEd IV score (points)

.99298 (27.7)217 (27.7)81 (27.7)90-day mortality, n (%)

.004Cardiac function estimate, n (%)

26 (2.4)18 (2.3)8 (2.8)Poor

211 (19.7)165 (21.1)46 (15.9)Moderate

513 (47.8)349 (44.6)164 (56.6)Reasonable

323 (30.1)251 (32.1)72 (24.8)Good

abpm: beats per minute.
bICU: intensive care unit.
cSAPS: Simplified Acute Physiology Score.
dAPACHE: Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation.
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Table 2. Strength and direction coefficients of the consensus directed acyclic graph.

DirectionStrengthToFrom

1.000.983Irregular rhythmAge

0.5040.994High respiratory rateMechanically ventilated

0.8840.875dCRT-MaMechanically ventilated

0.9540.848TachycardiaIrregular rhythm

0.9310.999High respiratory rateTachycardia

0.8830.821Low SBPbTachycardia

0.8210.832Elevated lactateTachycardia

11Low MAPcLow SBP

11Low MAPLow DBPd

0.8030.728OliguriaElevated lactate level

11Noradrenaline administrationElevated lactate level

0.9571Mechanically ventilatedNoradrenaline administration

10.999EstimateNoradrenaline administration

10.876EstimatedCRT-M

adCRT-M: delayed capillary refill time or mottling.
bSBP: systolic blood pressure.
cMAP: mean arterial pressure.
dDBP: diastolic blood pressure.

Figure 1. Consensus directed acyclic graph. Red lines represent direct conditional dependencies to estimate. Black lines represent direct conditional
dependencies to other variables. Width of the line represents strength coefficient. The dotted line represents the weakest strength coefficient. DBP:
diastolic blood pressure; SBP: systolic blood pressure; MAP: mean arterial pressure; CRT: capillary refill time.
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Figure 2. Tree diagram showing the conditional probabilities queries for estimate associated with multiple scenarios during clinical examination. At
each step, only the variables above the split are known and as more information becomes available, the conditional probabilities change. P=Poor;
M=Moderate; R=Reasonable; G=Good; CRT: capillary refill time.

Diagnostic Accuracy
Diagnostic accuracy tests for estimating of a low cardiac index
showed a sensitivity of 26% and 39%, a specificity of 83% and
74%, PPV of 45% and 48%, NPV of 67% and 66%, LR+ of
1.52 and 1.52, and LR- of 0.89 and 0.82 for students and

physicians, respectively. The overall accuracy of cardiac index
estimates was 63% and 61% for students and physicians,
respectively. For all patients combined, sensitivity was 30%,
specificity was 80%, PPV was 46%, NPV was 67%, LR+ was
1.53, LR- was 0.87, and the overall accuracy of diagnostic tests
was 62% (Table 3).

Table 3. Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and likelihood ratios for students’ and physicians’ estimates.

Overall (N=783)Physicians (n=214)Students (n=569)Variable

30 (25-36)39 (28-50)26 (20-33)Sensitivity, % (95% CI)

80 (77-84)74 (66-82)83 (78-86)Specificity, % (95% CI)

46 (40-53)48 (39-58)45 (38-53)Positive predictive value, % (95% CI)

67 (65-69)66 (61-71)67 (65-69)Negative predictive value, % (95% CI)

1.53 (1.19-1.97)1.52 (1.02-2.25)1.52 (1.10-2.09)Positive likelihood ratio, 95% CI

0.87 (0.80-0.95)0.82 (0.67-1.00)0.89 (0.81-0.98)Negative likelihood ratio, 95% CI

62 (59-66)61 (54-67)63 (59-67)Overall accuracy, % (95% CI)
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Clinical examination is used daily by physicians as an easy,
cheap, and noninvasive way of gathering information to guide
interventions and further diagnostic testing. Clinical signs such
as oliguria; altered consciousness; and cold, clammy skin are
known possible indicators of organ hypoperfusion and are used
to diagnose shock in critically ill patients [2]. However, the
value of clinical examination has been questioned, and previous
studies have shown physicians to perform poorly in diagnosing
a low cardiac index based on physical signs alone [8,9]. In this
study, we confirmed that the accuracy of these estimates remains
low for both students and physicians. Surprisingly, we identified
noradrenaline administration and delayed CRT or mottling as
seemingly the major factors influencing cardiac function
estimates using Bayesian network analysis. These findings may
serve as the basis for improving the value of clinical examination
(1) by identifying some of the biases clinicians may be subjected
to, which causes them to overdiagnose compared to students,
and (2) by clarifying some of the thought process behind the
clinical examination. This allows the examiner to “think about
how they think” when performing clinical examination and can
help clinicians be trained to prioritize or leave out certain
variables when making their assessment.

Bayesian Network Analysis

Validation and Limitations
Validation of the network structure was a crucial yet challenging
step toward our goal of trying to obtain a plausible
representation of the examiners’knowledge network and thought
process at bedside. We believe to have tackled this challenge
in the best way possible by validating it in three different ways:
using the bootstrapping process to generate a consensus network;
conducting expert validation of the plausibility of the arcs; and
using the network as a predictor, as previously suggested [13].
We believe that the similarity in accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity between the network’s predictions and the examiners’
own estimates is further proof of the validity of its structure. It
must be restated that the goal of this study was not to build and
optimize a predictive model, in which case the predictive
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity we obtained would be
subpar. In fact, had the network been able to make the estimates
with a substantially higher accuracy than the examiners’
estimates, we would be more reluctant to affirm that is parallel
with the examiner’s thought process.

As any exploratory study, however, we faced several limitations.
The first was practical, as not all included patients had cardiac
index measurements, since CCUS is not applicable for every
ICU patient and views obtained by CCUS can be obstructed
due to lines, wounds, or excess adiposity [24]. This prevented
us from using the complete cohort and likely accounted for the
difference in SAPS-II score and body mass index in the patients
with and without CCUS measurements. Second, the
discretization required by the parametric assumptions of
Bayesian network algorithms comes with the inherent risk of
useful information being discarded in the process, which does

not guarantee that the dependence relationships involving the
original variables are preserved. Last, for causality to be derived
from Bayesian networks, there must be no unobserved variables
influencing the variables included in the network that may act
as confounding factors. In SICS-I, the focus was on examining
and improving students’ and physicians’ educated guess,
resorting primarily to bedside information, such as vasopressor
and fluid perfusors, vital signs, and physical examination.
Therefore, to best replicate this scenario, we opted to include
in the network only variables that are readily available during
the protocolized examination. Although this increases the risk
of introducing bias in the causal network, the accuracy of the
physiological dependencies identified gives us reason to believe
that no substantial bias is present.

Do Probability Queries Help Explain the Modest
Diagnostic Accuracy?
Previous studies on the diagnostic accuracy of clinical
examination have found the performance of experienced
physicians and students to be comparable [6]. Expert physicians
are more often affected by multiple cognitive biases, such as
confirmatory bias and premature closure, compared to students,
who remain more open to new hypotheses and persist in
collecting data [25,26]. Interestingly, while the diagnostic
accuracy for individual physicians can be as low as 62.5%, there
is a visible increase as the number of physicians involved
increases (up to 85.6% for groups of nine physicians) [27]. Our
results are in line with the literature, and we additionally showed
that physicians had a higher sensitivity but lower specificity
than students (39% and 26%, and 74% and 83%, respectively).
These differences in sensitivity and specificity represent a
tendency of physicians to overdiagnose, which has previously
been related to confirmatory bias and premature closure. Indeed,
two other findings support the idea already given by the direct
dependence of estimate solely on noradrenaline and dCRT-M
that premature closure was a common phenomenon. First, in
the probability queries, while machine ventilation does not
directly influence the estimate, considerable changes in the
probability of the estimate are still observable, depending on
whether the patient is ventilated, before noradrenaline use and
dCRT-M are known. This could be due to the fact that
mechanical ventilation is almost inevitably the first variable to
be noted when the examiner approaches bedside. Second, a
comparison of the change in the probabilities of estimate based
on varying clinical evidence with the likelihood ratios calculated
in another SICS-I substudy shows that variables further upstream
of estimate such as respiratory should be taken more into
account [15]. For example, while the positive and negative
likelihood ratios of a high respiratory rate are as suggestive as
those of a delayed CRT, the query shows that the probability
of being estimated to have low cardiac function was
considerably lower in those without dCRT-M (0.25) than in
those with dCRT-M (0.46) and the probability of a patient with
tachypnea being estimated to have low or high cardiac function
was virtually the same. This is despite tachypnea having a
positive and negative likelihood ratio of 1.16 and 0.68,
respectively.
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Conclusion and Future Implications
This study confirms that the accuracy of cardiac function
estimates remains low for both students and physicians, and it
identifies noradrenaline administration and delayed CRT or
mottling as seemingly the major factors influencing these
estimates. Although it will remain challenging to try to replicate
the thought process of the examiner, not only methodologically,
but also because different individuals have different levels of
knowledge and different examination routines, Bayesian
networks seem like a promising tool to help break down and

better understand the educated guessing process. The insight
gained in studies such as this one, can help teach students think
about how they think and, on a clinical level, provide
much-needed guidance for prioritization of variables during
clinical examination. In fact, our team is currently compiling
the knowledge acquired in the SICS-I substudies to build an
interactive game for medical students, residents, and specialists.
This electronic learning tool will ask the player to estimate
cardiac function using the same scale and data from variables
such as bedside monitor hemodynamic variables, ventilator and
pump settings, and urine output.
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Abstract

Background: Automated medical history–taking devices (AMHTDs) are emerging tools with the potential to increase the
quality of medical consultations by providing physicians with an exhaustive, high-quality, standardized anamnesis and differential
diagnosis.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the effectiveness of an AMHTD to obtain an accurate differential diagnosis in an outpatient
service.

Methods: We conducted a pilot randomized controlled trial involving 59 patients presenting to an emergency outpatient unit
and suffering from various conditions affecting the limbs, the back, and the chest wall. Resident physicians were randomized
into 2 groups, one assisted by the AMHTD and one without access to the device. For each patient, physicians were asked to
establish an exhaustive differential diagnosis based on the anamnesis and clinical examination. In the intervention group, residents
read the AMHTD report before performing the anamnesis. In both the groups, a senior physician had to establish a differential
diagnosis, considered as the gold standard, independent of the resident’s opinion and AMHTD report.

Results: A total of 29 patients were included in the intervention group and 30 in the control group. Differential diagnosis
accuracy was higher in the intervention group (mean 75%, SD 26%) than in the control group (mean 59%, SD 31%; P=.01).
Subgroup analysis showed a between-group difference of 3% (83% [17/21]-80% [14/17]) for low complexity cases (1-2 differential
diagnoses possible) in favor of the AMHTD (P=.76), 31% (87% [13/15]-56% [18/33]) for intermediate complexity (3 differential
diagnoses; P=.02), and 24% (63% [34/54]-39% [14/35]) for high complexity (4-5 differential diagnoses; P=.08). Physicians in
the intervention group (mean 4.3, SD 2) had more years of clinical practice compared with the control group (mean 5.5, SD 2;
P=.03). Differential diagnosis accuracy was negatively correlated to case complexity (r=0.41; P=.001) and the residents’ years
of practice (r=0.04; P=.72). The AMHTD was able to determine 73% (SD 30%) of correct differential diagnoses. Patient satisfaction
was good (4.3/5), and 26 of 29 patients (90%) considered that they were able to accurately describe their symptomatology. In 8
of 29 cases (28%), residents considered that the AMHTD helped to establish the differential diagnosis.

Conclusions: The AMHTD allowed physicians to make more accurate differential diagnoses, particularly in complex cases.
This could be explained not only by the ability of the AMHTD to make the right diagnoses, but also by the exhaustive anamnesis
provided.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14044)   doi:10.2196/14044
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Introduction

Background
In studies performed in the United States on medical errors in
primary care medicine, diagnostic errors are the most common
[1-3] and the most expensive [4,5], as well as the cause of most
malpractice claims [1,4,6]. A prevalence of diagnostic errors in
outpatient care of at least 5% has been reported [7]. Despite
their importance, diagnostic errors are underemphasized and
underidentified [6,8], and the development of novel strategies
to improve the accuracy of the initial diagnosis should be a
priority.

Interactive computerized interviews completed by patients have
several advantages and are shown to be as accurate as classic
clinician records. Notably, they permit a significant difference
in time taken during the consultation [9], thus demonstrating
that the initial triage could be performed in less time [10].
Physicians also receive more data than that from conventional
history taking [11-15]. In addition, false positive answers to
classic interviews may less likely occur as answers could be
optional, thus allowing blank responses [16]. In the waiting
room, patients have reported high satisfaction by helping their
physician through the completion of interactive computerized
interviews [17,18]. The interview is better organized and permits
the physician to easily consolidate the anamnesis with
supplementary questions, depending on the data provided [16].
Patients are also more likely to reveal sensitive data to a
computer than to a physician [19-21]. Finally, the process is an
effective strategy to empower patients to be active in their own
care (patient engagement) [22,23].

At present, 2 types of interactive computerized interviews exist
to facilitate the anamnesis and diagnosis before the consultation,
that is, symptom checkers and automated medical history–taking
devices (AMHTDs). Recently, 23 symptom checkers were
evaluated with standardized vignettes. The correct diagnosis
was made in 58% of the cases, and a correct triage was
performed in 80% [24], which can be considered as insufficient.
Another solution includes an AMHTD based on a single
symptom or localization [17]. This type of system can be useful
and accurate, provided that the clinical presentation is typical,
for example, a patient presenting with calf pain after strenuous
exercise and a potential sciatica.

Objectives
The primary aim of this pilot study was to investigate whether
the DIAANA AMHTD allowed physicians to establish a more
accurate DD, with the DD of a senior physician considered as
the gold standard. Secondary aims were to assess the accuracy
of the DD list established by the AMHTD, identify factors that
might influence the usefulness of the AMHTD, and evaluate
physician and patient satisfaction with its use.

We tested a novel AMHTD, named DIAANA (DIAgnosis &
ANAmnesis; created by Logic-based Medicine Sàrl), to help

the physician to establish the differential diagnosis (DD) more
accurately, based on broad possibilities of disease or trauma
localization, triggering factors, and symptoms. The physician
can therefore begin his consultation with an exhaustive
anamnesis summary including a more precise localization and
nature of symptoms as well as a high-sensitivity DD list with
corresponding triggering factors for each diagnosis. We consider
that this tool could help the physician in his/her diagnostic
reasoning and to perform tasks more efficiently, without being
substituted by the AMHTD.

Methods

Study Design
We conducted a pilot, single-center, unblinded, 1:1
parallel-group, randomized efficacy trial. No follow-up was
necessary. There were no changes in the protocol after trial
commencement. The study protocol was optimized and approved
by an independent expert methodologist. It was not registered
as it was considered to be a pilot phase. Given that recruitment
began just after the approval, it would therefore have not been
relevant to register the study after the beginning of the
recruitment. The protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of Geneva University Hospitals (Geneva,
Switzerland; REQ-2017-00878). No bugs were fixed during the
trial. As this was a purely observational study without
identifiable side effects or negative consequences for patients,
only oral informed consent was obtained, supported by a brief
written description of the project. Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile Health Applications
and online TeleHealth V 1.6 (see Multimedia Appendix 1) was
used to improve and standardize the quality of this paper [25].

Patient Population
From May to September 2018, we prospectively enrolled adult
patients presenting to the emergency outpatient unit of our
institution and suffering from symptoms covered by the
AMHTD. Symptoms were localized to the superior member
(apart from the hand, as the device had not yet been programmed
to take related conditions into consideration), the trunk, and the
inferior member, with the exception of strictly dermatologic
concerns and toes and inversion ankle trauma as the diagnosis
is generally obvious. We excluded patients with a medical
situation considered as urgent and unable to complete the
digitalized AMHTD (sight problems, advanced age, and
non-French-speaking). Patients were enrolled only when one
of the senior physicians in charge of the project (CL, TW, RG,
MB, and HS) and one of the coordinators (CJ and BV) were
available.

Randomization and Recruitment
At the beginning of the study, 18 residents of the emergency
outpatient unit were stratified, and 1:1 matched by their years
of clinical experience (orthopedics, rheumatology, and physical
medicine counted twice) and then randomized. When a patient
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was allocated to a resident physician using the emergency
software system, the coordinating researcher evaluated the
patient’s potential eligibility. The senior physician then
confirmed the patient’s eligibility and applied the exclusion
criteria. Depending on the resident physician’s allocation, the
patient was included in either the intervention or the control
group. In each group, the recruitment was blocked after the
inclusion of 30 patients.

DIAANA Tool Presentation
The DIAANA AMHTD functions as follows: On the basis of
an interactive questionnaire completed by the patient before the
consultation, which includes 269 questions (mainly multiple
choice), it performs an exhaustive anamnesis focused on the
problem and proposes a panel of DDs with a high sensitivity,
selected on a panel of 126 diagnostic entities. The artificial
reasoning system of DIAANA mimics how a specialist physician
would reason to establish a DD. The information transmitted is
in an easy-to-use form for the physician that includes a summary
of the anamnesis centered on relevant elements from the
questionnaire and a list of possible diagnoses with their
emergency level, potential contributing factors, and first-line
management proposals. Multimedia Appendix 2 illustrates an
example of a patient suffering from deep vein thrombosis that
was initially confounded with a tennis leg. More detailed
information is available on the AMHTD’s website [26].

DIAANA Tool Development
For 3 years, AS was involved in the development of the
AMHTD, taking into consideration all aspects of the diagnosis
and management of orthopedic, rheumatologic, vascular,
neuropathic, and sports-related medical conditions, with the
help of a few sources [27-29] as well as peer advice.

The system was built with triggering conditions that are turned
on when the patient selects a specific answer. The triggering
condition will then call up new questions and diagnostic entities.
As an example, if the patient clicks leg on the general
localization, the trigger leg is turned on, and a more specific
question about the leg localization appears (see Multimedia
Appendix 2). AS built a first draft of DIANNA including the
principal questions of a proper musculoskeletal anamnesis.
Then, he considered the 126 selected diagnosis entities in more
depth and added more specific questions for each diagnosis step
by step. The accuracy of DIANNA depends, therefore, on the
accuracy of the patient’s answer as well as the exhaustivity of
the questions and diagnostic entities. As an example, if the
correct localization (eg, ankle) is not selected, specific questions
(eg, trauma in external rotation) and a specific diagnosis (eg,
syndesmosis sprain) will not be triggered and thus be missing
in the DIANNA summary.

Hundreds of episodes of testing with healthy volunteers, medical
students, and patients were performed during the development
process, and the formulation of questions, triggering conditions,
and the DIANNA summary were adjusted according to feedback
from users. A final development phase was conducted with the
feedback of 20 patients presenting to the emergency outpatient
unit, and the first version of the digital content of the tool was

then frozen for the pilot study. This frozen version remains
available upon request to the corresponding author.

Intervention
In the intervention group, patients in the AMHTD group were
asked to complete a digital form on a touch pad by the
coordinator (and without help) before the medical consultation.
The AMHTD summary was then printed and given to the
resident physician before the consultation. At the end of the
consultation, but before consulting the complementary medical
examination results (radiographs and blood laboratory results),
the resident physician established his/her DD on the diagnosis
list (see Multimedia Appendix 3) on a touch pad, without the
help of the research coordinator. In parallel, the senior physician
established the gold standard DD on the same list. In the control
group, the resident physician established his DD on the diagnosis
list at the end of the consultation, but before consulting the
complementary medical examinations. The senior physician
followed the same procedure. For ethical reasons, the use of the
AMHTD had no influence on patient care as the clinical
management was fully decided upon by the senior physician
who had no access to the summary generated.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the percentage of correct DDs
established by the resident physician compared with the senior
physician. Secondary outcomes included (1) the percentage of
correct AMHTD DDs and the percentage of correct AMHTD
DDs followed/not followed by the resident, as well as the
percentage of incorrect AMHTD DDs followed by the resident
and the number of incorrect AMHTD DDs; (2) overall patient
satisfaction on the understandability of AMHTD questions (1-5
Likert scale), ability to describe symptoms accurately
(percentage), and respect of the patient’s wish to use the
AMHTD at home and to keep the generated summary
(percentages); (3) resident’s feedback on the wish to obtain the
integrality of the AMHTD summary (percentage), whether the
AMHTD found DDs that would have been omitted otherwise
(percentage), and if the use of the device saved time (1-5 Likert
scale); and (4) the percentage of correct DDs depending on case
complexity, defined as the number of DDs present in the gold
standard DD (1-2 DDs=low complexity; 3 DDs=intermediate
complexity; and 4-5 DDs=high complexity). The stratification
for the case complexity definition used has never been
published. The rationale was to highlight that the AMHTD was
built and conceived to help the physician when the diagnosis
might be confusing or in the case of a complex situation. Indeed,
it would not be relevant to ask the patient to provide a complete
anamnesis if the physician can complete it in 2 min for a
problem such as benign soft tissue trauma.

Statistical Analyses
A sample size of 30 patients per group was chosen as
recommended for pilot studies to achieve an appropriate level
of statistical power [30]. It corresponds to the detection of a
potential difference of 21% between groups for a power of 80%
and an alpha significance level of 5%. Descriptive statistics
were used to describe baseline characteristics. Differences
between groups in the intention-to-treat analysis were evaluated
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using Student t test or the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, when
appropriate. Analysis of covariance was performed considering
the covariables of interest (primary outcome, case complexity,
and resident’s years of experience) with a P value <.20
considered as significant in univariate analysis. P values <.05
were considered as statistically significant. All analyses were
performed using R v3.4.2 Portable (Free Software Foundation
Inc).

Results

Population
Of the 81 patients screened, 64 were randomized and allocated
to residents (Figure 1). Among the randomized patients, 4
allocated to the intervention group were not included as 30
patients were already included in the intervention group; 1
patient was lost to follow-up. In the final analysis, 29 patients
were included in the intervention group and 30 in the control
group. Preintervention patient demographics, case complexity,
and initial complaint/s did not differ between the groups (Table
1). Residents in the control group had more years of practice
(P=.03).

Figure 1. Study flow chart. AMHTD: automated medical history–taking device; DD: differential diagnosis.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

P valueControl group (n=30)AMHTDa (n=29)Baseline characteristics

Age (years)

.2942.1 (16)38 (14)Mean (SD)

.2919-7517-66Range

.8222 (73)23 (79)Male gender, n (%)

Physician’s practice (years)

.035.5 (2)4.3 (2)Mean (SD)

.033-83-8Range

Case complexity (number of differential diagnoses to find)

.602.9 (1)3.1 (1)Mean (SD)

.601-51-5Range

Initial complaint, n (%)

>.991 (3)1 (3)Elbow pain

.972 (7)3 (10)Shoulder pain and trauma

.807 (23)5 (17)Back pain and trauma

.460 (0)2 (7)Pelvic pain

.706 (20)8 (28)Knee pain and trauma

.776 (20)4 (14)Ankle trauma

>.992 (7)2 (7)Foot trauma

>.995 (17)4 (14)Soft tissue trauma and swelling

aAMHTD: automated medical history–taking device.

Analysis of Accuracy of Differential Diagnosis
In the univariate analysis, the percentage of correct DDs was
(1) higher in the intervention group (mean 75% [SD 26%] vs
mean 59% [SD 31%], respectively; P=.03); (2) negatively
correlated to case complexity (r=0.41; P=.001); and (3)
negatively correlated to residents’ years of practice (r=0.04;
P=.72). The P value of the analysis of covariance model,
including the percentage of DDs found and case complexity
was .01. Considering case complexity, we observed
between-group differences in favor of the AMHTD of 3% (83%
[17/21]-80% [14/17]) for low-complexity cases, 31% (87%
[13/15]-56% [18/33]) for intermediate-complexity cases, and

24% (63% [34/54]-39% [14/35]) for high-complexity cases
(Table 2). The type of DD made by the senior physician,
depending on the case complexity, is presented in the
Multimedia Appendix 4.

By comparison, the AMHTD was able to find 73% (SD 30%)
of correct DDs for the whole cohort: 91% (SD 20%) for
low-complexity cases; 67% (SD 24%) for moderate-complexity
cases; and 58% (SD 32%) for high-complexity cases (see
Multimedia Appendix 5). The AMHTD also proposed 5(SD 4)
incorrect diagnostic proposals. Residents did not list 10% (SD
19%) of the correct DDs proposed by the AMHTD and listed
21% (SD 51%) of incorrect DDs.

Table 2. Percentage of correct differential diagnoses per group.

Multivariate analysis
P value

Univariate analysis
P value

Control group (n=30)AMHTDb (n=29)DDa studied

RangeMean (SD)RangeMean (SD)

<.001.030-10059 (31)25-10075 (26)DD accuracy

—c.7650-10080 (26)50-10083 (25)Low complexity (1-2 DDs to find)

—.020-10056 (26)67-10087 (18)Moderate complexity (3 DDs to find)

—.080-8039 (29)25-10063 (25)High complexity (4-5 DDs to find)

aDD: differential diagnosis.
bAMHTD: automated medical history–taking device.
cNot applicable.
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Users Satisfaction
Patient satisfaction was good regarding overall satisfaction with
questions and their understandability, and 26 of 29 (90%)
patients considered that they were able to accurately describe
their symptoms. Of note, 14 of 29 (48%) patients wished to use
the AMHTD at home, and 20 of 29 (69%) resident physicians
wished to obtain the full report of the AMHTD. Although 8 of
29 (28%) residents considered that the device helped to establish
the DD, they estimated overall that the AMHTD was neither
time-saving nor time-wasting (see Multimedia Appendix 6).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results confirmed that the AMHTD significantly allowed
the physician to establish a more exhaustive DD (from 59% to
75%). This effect was more important in moderate-complexity
(from 56% to 87%) and high-complexity (from 39% to 63%)
cases. Of note, the diagnostic list established by the AMHTD
was not as accurate as expected (73%, 66/90) and was more
precise for low-complexity cases. Overall patient satisfaction
(4.3/5) was good, including the ability to accurately describe
the presented symptomatology (90%, 26/29). Thus, our results
were in agreement with the main factors that guarantee the
success of electronic health (eHealth) [31], that is, an improved
diagnosis and clinical management, as well as patient-centered
care. Our panel of patients presenting to the outpatient unit had
common pathologies and was managed by residents at the end
of their training. These conditions are common in outpatient
services in Switzerland, and our results should be applicable to
other hospitals in the country.

Limitations
Our study has some limitations. First, it was an unblinded pilot
study with a limited sample size in 1 care center. Therefore, we
did not anticipate statistically significant results and did not
register our protocol following ethics committee approval.
Second, our groups were not balanced as resident physicians in
the control group had more years of practice, thus leading to a
potential selection bias that could have induced an
overestimation of the ability to find a correct DD in the control
group. Therefore, the positive effect of 16% (75% [68/90]-59%
[50/85]) on the accuracy of the DD might be underestimated.
Third, even though our senior physicians were experts in the
fields of orthopedics and emergency medicine, the gold standard
DD might be flawed, especially in more complex cases. This
may be a potential explanation for the observed poorer accuracy
of the AMHTD DDs in complex cases. Finally, our AMHTD
is still under development, and the reliability of patient responses
may be suboptimal, especially because of the absence of images
to help in patient symptom localization. This could potentially
lead to a degree of uncertainty related to the summary generated.
Concerning the DIANNA tool digital content, even if we are
fully satisfied with the anamnesis summary, the list of diagnoses
might lack accuracy.

Interpretation and Comparison With Prior Research
At present, artificial intelligence systems are still unable to
replace physicians for the establishment of a correct DD [31].

Despite this, artificial intelligence allows to complement the
work of the physician [32] and even establish an accurate list
of problems [33] as shown recently with IBM Watson. The
physician’s ability to establish a DD can be improved by
providing a case summary and a list of possible diagnoses
[32,34]. In contrast with other existing digital systems designed
to work hand-to-hand with the physician, such as Ada (Ada
Health GmbH), K (K Health), and the Mayo Clinic Symptom
Checker (Mayo Clinic), DIAANA is focused on the anamnesis
rather than the diagnosis, and highly specialized in injury/disease
of the musculoskeletal system. To the best of our knowledge,
these abovementioned systems have not been challenged in
randomized trials. In addition, we were unable to find any
relevant literature concerning other similar systems in the field
of general medicine or orthopedics. For instance, in the field of
psychiatry, a self-report tool allowed the physician to perform
a more accurate diagnosis [35]. Similarly, in acute pediatric
assessment, it was shown that junior physicians were able to
significantly improve the quality of their diagnostic workup and
reduce diagnostic omission errors with the use of a Web-based
diagnostic reminder system [36]. These observations are
concordant with our results as we showed that it was possible
to significantly improve the quality of the DD by providing the
physician with an exhaustive anamnesis summary and a list of
possible DDs. However, in our study, whether the physician
was helped by the exhaustive anamnesis summary or by the DD
panel remains open. Both may be useful, although we would
suggest that the medical history summary may be superior as
the DD panel was not as accurate as expected. Indeed, the DD
accuracy of the AMHTD alone (73%, 66/90) was slightly
superior to the resident physician in the control group (59%,
55/85), but not superior to the resident physician aided by the
AMHTD (75%, 68/90). The reliability of the AMHTD DD
without the interpretation of the physician is, therefore, not
sufficient. On the other hand, the physician may have
underestimated the AMHTD DD reliability, as 10% (9/90) of
diagnoses were omitted by residents, but suggested by the
AMHTD. This means that if the physician had systematically
followed the suggestions of the AMHTD, he/she would have
found 85% (78/90) of correct DDs instead of 75% (68/90). The
physician should be also aware that the correct diagnosis may
be absent on the diagnosis list and, in this case, he/she should
not waste energy and resources by trying to explore the entire
diagnosis list in depth.

The AMHTD presented was conceptualized as a consultation
complement for the physician, and not as a substitute.
Physician-informatics partnership is the cornerstone of quality
of care improvement, not only because it preserves human
relationships [31,37], but also because it is the only condition
under which diagnostic assistance has been proven to date. In
addition to the existing solutions presented above, it has been
shown that patients with unresolved medical issues who
submitted their cases on the Web to a panel of specialized
case-solvers estimated being helped in their diagnosis process
in 60% of the cases [38]. We used the DD as a primary outcome
rather than the finally retained diagnosis. Even if only the final
diagnosis makes clinical sense, it is well known that only an
exhaustive DD can lead to a correct diagnosis with any certainty
in medical practice. Using the DD as a primary outcome allowed
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to increase the effect size because the success rate in establishing
a DD is poorer than finding the correct diagnosis. Moreover, to
identify situations where a rare but serious diagnosis is missed,
thousands of patients should be included if the primary outcome
was to be considered as the final diagnosis.

The use of eHealth devices for training purposes is on the rise,
as reflected in the increasing use of anamnesis and diagnostic
supporting tools used by medical students [39]. We consider
that our AMHTD presents ideal characteristics for the training
of resident physicians by providing an exhaustive anamnesis
and a list of DDs with their degree of emergency and associated
factors, as well as initial management guidance. Moreover, the
device could be used as a tool for asynchronous teleconsultation.

Workload and workflow disruption are recognized as negative
factors influencing the outcome of eHealth interventions [31].
We hypothesized that the exhaustive information collected by
the AMHTD would allow the physicians to gain some time.
Surprisingly, our physicians estimated that the AMHTD was
neither time-saving nor time-wasting. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to differentiate the potential time gain for clinical
evaluation and reasoning from the time associated with the study
itself, for example, contact with the coordinating researcher or
waiting for the AMHTD summary to be generated. It is also
possible that in low-complexity cases, where the medical history
is easily performed, the AMHTD becomes time-consuming.
We were unable to measure objectively the consultation time,
which may be fragmented when physicians are managing more
than one patient at the same time. Completion of the AMHTD
form takes some time for patients (20 min in our experience).
However, as evidenced by the high satisfaction rate, patients
are generally happy to take the necessary time to complete the
form. In our study, patients completed the AMHTD form when

the waiting time was estimated to be greater than 20 min before
the start of the consultation.

Overall, patient satisfaction was good. Of 29 patients, 12 (41%)
expressed willingness to keep the AMHTD at home, thus
emphasizing the subjective importance for the patients to keep
their medical folder and the eHealth tool. We did not provide
patients with the AMHTD summary because of the necessity
to remain noninterventional in the context of the study for ethical
purposes and to avoid causing anxiety to patients when reading
highly sensitive DDs. A minority of residents (8/29, 28%)
considered the AMHTD as meaningful, and this might reflect
the lack of usefulness of the AMHTD for low-complexity cases.
Interestingly, 69% (20/29) of physicians wished to obtain the
entire AMHTD form, thus potentially highlighting the need to
obtain the most accurate and least transformed information as
possible, even to the detriment of their time. This contrasts with
our initial point of view that the AMHTD summary was
sufficient, and the full form would lead to time loss for the
physician.

Conclusions
The tested musculoskeletal-focused AMHTD allowed physicians
to make a more accurate DD, particularly for complex cases.
This could be explained not only by the ability of the AMHTD
to propose the right diagnosis but also by the exhaustive
anamnesis provided. Patients and physicians expressed overall
satisfaction with the process. On the basis of these pilot study
results, further research will aim to assess and clarify the
following points: confirmation of the findings and a fine-tuned
assessment of the accuracy of the established DD, depending
on complexity; objective measurement of consultation time;
and an evaluation of the physicians’ learning curve, both in
terms of the accuracy of the DD and duration of the consultation.
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Abstract

Background: Hypoglycemic events are common and potentially dangerous conditions among patients being treated for diabetes.
Automatic detection of such events could improve patient care and is valuable in population studies. Electronic health records
(EHRs) are valuable resources for the detection of such events.

Objective: In this study, we aim to develop a deep-learning–based natural language processing (NLP) system to automatically
detect hypoglycemic events from EHR notes. Our model is called the High-Performing System for Automatically Detecting
Hypoglycemic Events (HYPE).

Methods: Domain experts reviewed 500 EHR notes of diabetes patients to determine whether each sentence contained a
hypoglycemic event or not. We used this annotated corpus to train and evaluate HYPE, the high-performance NLP system for
hypoglycemia detection. We built and evaluated both a classical machine learning model (ie, support vector machines [SVMs])
and state-of-the-art neural network models.

Results: We found that neural network models outperformed the SVM model. The convolutional neural network (CNN) model
yielded the highest performance in a 10-fold cross-validation setting: mean precision=0.96 (SD 0.03), mean recall=0.86 (SD
0.03), and mean F1=0.91 (SD 0.03).

Conclusions: Despite the challenges posed by small and highly imbalanced data, our CNN-based HYPE system still achieved
a high performance for hypoglycemia detection. HYPE can be used for EHR-based hypoglycemia surveillance and population
studies in diabetes patients.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14340)   doi:10.2196/14340

KEYWORDS

natural language processing; convolutional neural networks; hypoglycemia; adverse events

Introduction

An estimated 29.1 million Americans aged 20 years or older
have diabetes mellitus [1]. Current standards of care call for
stringent glycemic control to prevent the complications of
diabetes. Intensive drug therapy, particularly in older adults,
increases the frequency of hypoglycemia, defined as blood

glucose less than 70 mg/dL [2]. Treatment-associated
hypoglycemia is the third-most common adverse drug event in
patients with diabetes mellitus. Severe hypoglycemia, requiring
third-party help or with blood glucose below 54 mg/dL, is
associated with seizures, coma, and death and results in about
25,000 emergency department visits and 11,000 hospitalizations
annually among Medicare patients in the United States [3]. In
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addition, mild hypoglycemia causes troublesome symptoms,
such as anxiety, palpitations, and confusion, and is associated
with increased mortality. A cross-sectional study of Veterans
Health Administration patients with diabetes indicated that 50%
of those aged 75 years or older taking insulin and/or
sulfonylureas were at risk of hypoglycemia [2].

Electronic health records (EHRs) are important resources for
documenting hypoglycemia [3]. However, studies have shown
that many hypoglycemic events are not represented within the
structured EHR information but are described in EHR notes [4].
Manual chart review could be prohibitively expensive compared
to automatic methods [5,6]. Automatically extracting
hypoglycemia-related information from EHR notes can be a
valuable complement to structured EHR data for guiding the
management of diabetes, developing high-risk alerts, monitoring
the impact of quality-improvement work, and informing research
on hypoglycemia prevention [3]. In clinical settings, similar
systems could be used to prefill structured EHR information
from patient notes.

However, reliably detecting hypoglycemic events in EHR notes
is very challenging. First, the descriptions of hypoglycemia vary
broadly across clinical notes (eg, “patient with hypoglycemia,”
“she has low bs [blood sugar] level,” and “bs is in low 20”) and
it is difficult to manually specify rules to accurately detect all
the variations. Second, hypoglycemia, as with most adverse
events, is relatively rare. Therefore, it is difficult to collect
enough patient data to train a high-performing machine learning
model.

In this paper, we are aiming to develop a machine
learning–based natural language processing (NLP) system that
is able to reliably detect hypoglycemic events from EHR notes.
As we are the first group to develop such a system, there are no
publicly available reference datasets and baseline models for
this task. We assembled an annotated dataset from 500 EHR
notes, with sentences labeled as hypoglycemia related or not
by experts. We trained and evaluated different sentence
classification models on this dataset to find the best model
architecture and hyperparameter settings for this task.

Methods

Dataset
With approval from the Institutional Review Board at the
University of Massachusetts Medical School, we randomly
selected 500 deidentified EHR notes from among all diabetic
patients who had been treated at the UMass Memorial Medical

Center in 2015. Since hypoglycemia is a relatively rare event
in the general population [2,3], we only selected notes containing
hypoglycemia code 251 from the International Classification
of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM):
Other disorders of pancreatic internal secretion. We selected
only these notes to increase the frequency of hypoglycemia
occurrence and still cover most of the patterns in descriptions
of hypoglycemic symptoms.

For annotation, we divided each note into sentences with the
natural language toolkit [7]. Two domain experts annotated
each sentence as containing a hypoglycemic event (Positive) or
not (Negative). A sentence was annotated as Positive if it
described any hypoglycemia-related diagnosis or symptoms
(eg, “patient has low blood sugar level”). To measure the
accuracy of the annotation, we randomly selected 50 annotated
EHR notes and asked a third domain expert to review the
annotations in those notes. The third domain expert agreed with
all existing annotations, which reflects the high quality of our
annotation.

Problem Formalization
We formalized the detection of hypoglycemic events as a
sentence classification problem: given sentence x, our models
will classify its category y as either Positive or Negative. We
proposed three deep learning models to tackle the classification
task, the details of which are described in the following section.

Model Designs

Deep Learning Model

Overview

Deep learning models have been widely adopted in various
machine learning tasks, including computer vision [8,9], speech
recognition [10], and NLP [11-13]. These models typically take
raw data as input and apply one or more hidden layers of
transformation to automatically learn the mapping between
input and output. Deep learning models have already been
investigated in sentence classification problems [14]. In this
paper, we followed Kim’s work [14] by adopting a feed-forward
neural network architecture (see Figure 1). Our model,
High-Performing System for Automatically Detecting
Hypoglycemic Events (HYPE), is composed of three layers: an
input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. We investigated
three kinds of hidden layers: recurrent neural network (RNN)
[15], convolutional neural network (CNN) [16], and temporal
convolutional neural network (TCN) [17]. We describe the
details of our system in the following sections.
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Figure 1. Model architecture of our High-Performing System for Automatically Detecting Hypoglycemic Events (HYPE). The architecture can be
divided into three parts: (1) an input layer computing word embeddings for each word, (2) a sentence embedding layer always generating sentence
vectors of a fixed dimension regardless of the input sentence length, and (3) an output layer projecting the sentence vector onto a probability score for
each class.

Input Layer

Given a sentence, we first tokenized it into l words. We then
represented each word by a distributed vector using an
embedding resource that was pretrained using Word2Vec on a
combined text corpus of PubMed and PubMed Central Open
Access [18,19]. In this work, we used 100-dimensional
pretrained embeddings. For the words that were not in the
pretrained embeddings, we randomly initialized them.
Specifically, the input layer takes a tokenized sentence
containing l words as input and outputs an ln matrix W, where
the i-th row of W is the n-dimensional embedding of the i-th
word in the sentence.

Hidden Layer

The dimension of the matrix W we get from the input layer is
ln, where l is the sentence length. Therefore, W cannot be
directly processed by a standard feed-forward neural network.
To handle this problem, we used a hidden layer to transform W
to a fixed-length vector C. In this work, we experimented with
three variations: RNN, CNN, and TCN.

For RNN, we used long short-term memory (LSTM) [20], which
is a common type of neural network for processing sequential
data [21,22] (see Figure 2). Given a matrix W, we sequentially
fed each row vector into the LSTM unit, along with the hidden
vector generated at the previous step. We then used the hidden
vector at the previous step, hl, as the representation of this
sentence. At the same time, we could process the sentences in

both forward and reverse orders using a bidirectional version
of the RNN. The final sentence vector H is the concatenation
of the last vectors from both directions hl and hl. A formalized
description and details of the RNN are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

For the CNN, we utilized a widely used architecture [14] (see
Figure 3). Specifically, we applied several filters with
fixed-length windows to slide on the sentence. For the i-th filter,
it generated multiple value ci=[ci,1, ci,2, ..., ci,l-m+1], where m is
the length of the window. Next, a max-over-time pooling was
applied to c to produce the output value of this filter. Finally,
the outputs of these filters were concatenated to form the
sentence representation H. A formalized description and details
of the CNN are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

For the TCN, we employed a recently proposed architecture
[17]. It utilized a one-dimensional fully convolutional network
and a causal convolution network at the same time. In a fully
convolutional network, the output layer is the same length as
the input layer after the convolution operation. The causal
convolution ensures that there is no leakage of information from
the future to the past (ie, the output at time t is convolved only
with elements from time t and earlier in the input layer). Dilated
convolution and residual connections were used in each layer
to help maintain a long history size and train a deep network
[23]. A formalized description and details of the TCN are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 2. Recurrent neural network layer with forward and backward connections. In a unidirectional setting, the backward connections (dashed lines)
are absent.

Figure 3. Convolutional neural network layer. Each color represents a different filter with possibly different window size. The max pooling operation
produces a single signal value for each filter and the sentence vector is constructed by concatenating signal values from all filters.

Output Layer

The output layer predicts whether the current sentence contains
a hypoglycemic event (Positive) or not (Negative), based on the
hidden representation H from the previous layer. The output
layer squashes the hidden representation to a two-dimensional
vector (ie, matrix multiplication) and transforms it to probability
scores of Positive and Negative classes (ie, computing softmax).
To train our model, we used the cross-entropy loss and standard
backpropagation algorithm. The models were trained for 50
epochs with early stopping (ie, the parameter settings with the
best performance on the development set were chosen for
evaluation on the testing set).

Baseline Model

We applied support vector machines (SVMs) [24], commonly
used learning algorithms for classification problems, as our
baseline model. SVMs have been shown to outperform neural

network models in some clinical applications [25]. SVMs use
kernels to separate data points belonging to different classes in
a nonlinearly transformed space. We used the scikit-learn
package, version 0.19.0 [26], in Python, version 2.7 (Python
Software Foundation), to implement the SVM model and
performed grid search for the best hyperparameter settings, such
as different kernel functions, down-sampling rate, class weights,
penalty parameters, and various n-grams. Training was repeated
until convergence of the cost function. We experimented with
two kinds of feature vectors: word embedding and term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TFIDF) matrix. With
word embedding vectorization, each sentence is vectorized by
the mean of its word embeddings. With TFIDF vectorization,
each sentence is vectorized by a long sparse vector with the
dimension equal to the vocabulary size. Each dimension of the
vector is the TFIDF of the corresponding word in the sentence
with respect to the training set corpus; common stop words are
removed.
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Hyperparameter Settings of Deep Learning Models
We performed a grid search for the optimal hyperparameter
settings for the deep learning models using the development set
(see Table 1). Overall, the final performance was not very
sensitive to the hyperparameter settings. However, we observed
that different choices of the learning rate could greatly affect

the convergence time. Our best-performing model was trained
using the Adam algorithm [27] with an optimum batch size of

64 and learning rate of 5×10-5. To prevent overfitting, we added
a dropout layer [28] with an optimum dropout rate of 0.5 in the
output layer. The dimension of the word embeddings was set
to 100 and the optimum sentence vector setting was 300.

Table 1. Hyperparameter settings in our model.

Search rangeOptimum valueHyperparameter

{1×10-3, 1×10-4, ..., 1×10-6}5×10-5Learning rate

{16, 32, 64, 128, 256}64Batch size

{100, 200, 300, 400, 500}300Sentence vector size

{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 0.8}0.5Dropout rate

{0, 0.1, ..., 1}0aDown-sampling rate

aThe optimum setting had no down-sampling.

Evaluation Metrics
We performed 10-fold cross-validation. The dataset was
randomly split into 10 groups of 50 notes. For each fold, we
used one group as the testing set and the rest made up the
training set. The development set was constructed by randomly
selecting 10% of the notes from the training set.

We report recall, precision, and F1 scores for the performance
of our models. They are all quantities between 0 and 1. Let P
denote the set of the positive instances in the testing dataset and
A denote the set of instances that are predicted to be positive
by the model. Obviously, the set P∩A represents the set of
positive instances that get correctly classified. Recall is the
number of true positive instances divided by the number of
positive instances in the dataset (ie, |P∩A|/|P|). Precision is the
number of true positive instances divided by the number of
predicted positive instances (ie,|P∩A|/|A|). However, either
precision or recall is a good measure for model performance.
For example, a simple model could consistently predict every
instance to be positive and therefore achieve the maximum
recall. On the other hand, it could reject every instance and
achieve the maximum precision. The F1 score, which is defined
by the harmonic mean of the recall and precision (ie,
2×[precision×recall]/[precision+recall]), is a much more
objective measure and is common for comparing model
performance. In our 10-fold cross-validation scheme, precision,
recall, and F1 scores were calculated for each fold, and we report
the means and standard deviations for all the folds.

We also report the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve,
which is created by plotting the true positive rate and false
positive rate with different thresholds. However, in a highly
imbalanced dataset as in this case, where only 3% of sentences
are Positive, the ROC curve is not sufficient to reflect the true
performances of different models because a classifier could
achieve a high-performing ROC curve via bias toward the
majority class [29]. Thus, the precision-recall (PR) curve is used
to remedy this problem. Because we used 10-fold

cross-validation, every sentence in the dataset was assigned to
the testing set once and thus received a decision score. The ROC
and PR curves were constructed by pooling all the decision
scores. We performed two-sample t tests for measuring statistical
differences between different models.

Results

Dataset
After removing identical sentences from the dataset, the 500
EHR notes contained a total of 41,034 sentences (mean 82, SD
50) with 1316 (3.21%) (mean 2.6, SD 3) annotated as Positive.
The average number of words per sentence was 11.2 (SD 11),
with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 318. The distribution
of positive instances among notes was not particularly even, as
is common in the case of adverse events. A total of 387 out of
500 notes (77.4%) contained positive instances and the
maximum number of positive sentences from one note was 17.
A total of 46.73% (615/1316) of positive sentences mentioned
the word hypoglycemia directly and 22.11% (291/1316)
mentioned keywords concerning blood sugar level; this includes
quantitative lab results (eg, “BS [blood sugar] is 68”) or
qualitative descriptions (eg, “blood sugar is high”). The rest of
the sentences were mostly concerned with various hypoglycemic
symptoms (eg, “feeling dizzy”).

Comparisons Between the HYPE and the Baseline
Model
As shown in Table 2, all deep learning models outperformed
the best baseline SVM model—with TFIDF vectorization and
radial basis function kernel—in precision, recall, and F1 scores.
For the RNN-based HYPE, LSTM and bidirectional long
short-term memory (bi-LSTM) had similar performances. The
TCN-based HYPE slightly outperformed the RNN-based HYPE
and achieved a balanced precision and recall. The CNN-based
HYPE performed the best and was the most time-efficient model
due to the simplicity and parallelism of its architecture.
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Table 2. Performance of the SVM (support vector machine) baseline and HYPE (High-Performing System for Automatically Detecting Hypoglycemic
Events) based on different kinds of neural networks.

P valueCNNeP valueTCNdP valueBi-LSTMcP valueLSTMbP valueaSVMPerformance measures

N/Af0.96 (0.03).050.92 (0.03)<.0010.91 (0.02)<.0010.91 (0.02)<.0010.74 (0.07)Precision, mean (SD)

.100.86 (0.03)N/A0.89 (0.04).100.87 (0.04).020.86 (0.02)<.0010.57 (0.05)Recall, mean (SD)

N/A0.91 (0.02).300.90 (0.02).0010.88 (0.02)<.0010.88 (0.02)<.0010.64 (0.03)F1, mean (SD)

N/A0.966N/A0.964N/A0.942N/A0.934N/A0.745PR-AUCg

N/A0.998N/A0.998N/A0.997N/A0.996N/A0.970ROC-AUCh

aP values are based on two-sample t tests between the performance of the system and the best-performing system; values <.05 are significant.
bLSTM: long short-term memory.
cbi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.
dTCN: temporal convolutional neural network.
eCNN: convolutional neural network.
fN/A: not applicable.
gPR-AUC: precision-recall area under the curve.
hROC-AUC: receiver operating characteristic area under the curve.

In terms of the receiver operating characteristic area under the
curve (ROC-AUC), all of our models achieved good scores
(>0.95) because of the highly imbalanced nature of our dataset.
We also reported the precision-recall area under the curve
(PR-AUC) value of each model, which is more suitable for
skewed datasets [29], as in our case. The ROC and PR curves
show that the CNN model has the best PR curve and PR-AUC
value (see Figure 4).

Down-Sampling for Data Imbalance
To address data imbalance, we experimented with
down-sampling by randomly selecting a subset of the negative
training examples at the start of each epoch. We used the
best-performing CNN-based HYPE in the down-sampling

experiments. As shown in Table 3, down-sampling increased
the weight of the minority class, thus increasing the recall.
However, the precision dropped because of the lack of the
negative examples during training. Therefore, the overall
performance decreased when using down-sampling.

Influence of the Training Data Size
To investigate the influence of the training data size on the
model performance, we varied the number of examples in the
training set. A certain percentage of training examples were
randomly selected, while the development and test sets remained
the same. We again used the CNN-based HYPE for these
experiments. As shown in Table 4, the precision of our model
was only sensitive to the training size at the very smallest level.

Figure 4. Precision-recall (PR) and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of each model. Bi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory;
CNN: convolutional neural network; LSTM: long short-term memory; SVM: support vector machine; TCN: temporal convolutional neural network.

Table 3. Effect of down-sampling on convolutional neural network (CNN) model performance.

Ratio of positive to negative training examples, mean (SD)Performance measures

1:91:41:1

0.93 (0.03)0.86 (0.04)0.46 (0.03)Precision

0.88 (0.02)0.89 (0.03)0.92 (0.02)Recall

0.91 (0.02)0.87 (0.03)0.62 (0.03)F1
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Table 4. Convolutional neural network (CNN) model performance with percentage reduction in training examples.

Percentage reduction in training examples, mean (SD)Performance measures

80%40%20%10%5%

0.95 (0.02)0.96 (0.03)0.96 (0.02)0.97 (0.02)0.81 (0.38)Precision

0.85 (0.03)0.77 (0.04)0.67 (0.03)0.43 (0.05)0.03 (0.03)Recall

0.90 (0.02)0.86 (0.03)0.79 (0.03)0.60 (0.04)0.05 (0.05)F1

However, recall progressively deteriorated as the training size
decreased. As the example size becomes smaller, the model
tends to be more conservative about making positive predictions.
The overall performance (F1) increases as the number of training
examples increases, which is expected.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results show that HYPE outperformed SVMs by a large
margin in every evaluation metric. One major difference
between HYPE and SVMs is how they represent an input
sentence. SVMs use bag-of-words and n-grams to represent the
input sentence as a sparse vector. In contrast, HYPE uses neural
networks to convert the input sentence into a dense vector,
which is able to improve the representation ability while
avoiding sparsity [18]. Our results also show that neural network
models can successfully be trained using a relatively small and
imbalanced dataset: a total of 41,034 sentences, of which 1316
sentences were positive instances. The implication is significant
as the “knowledge-bottleneck” challenge has made it unrealistic
to annotate a large amount of clinical data for supervised
machine learning applications.

Comparisons Between Different Hidden Layers of
HYPE
In our results, HYPE achieved good performance for detecting
sentence-level hypoglycemia, even though the data were
imbalanced. We also found that the commonly used approach
of down-sampling did not improve performance. While
CNN-based HYPE achieved the best precision (mean 0.96, SD
0.03), TCN-based HYPE achieved the best recall (mean 0.89,
SD 0.04). One possible explanation for the difference in recall
is that CNN is able to capture only the local contextual
expressions of hypoglycemic events. TCN is a version of CNN
that is equipped with residual connections and diluted
convolutions; as such, TCN has the advantage of capturing
information in a long context. However, CNN outperformed
TCN for the overall performance. CNN also outperformed the
two RNN-based models (ie, LSTM and bi-LSTM). This suggests
that RNN is less effective than CNN in capturing the contextual
patterns of hypoglycemic events. The performance of CNN
might be further improved by adding an attention mechanism
but we leave this investigation for future work. As for time
efficiency, RNN-based HYPE was 10 times slower than the
CNN in training. This is because we need to perform many
expensive computations in the LSTM units and RNN is hard to
parallelize due to its recurrent nature. Thus, CNN is more
suitable for our task than RNN.

Effects of Tuning Word Embeddings
A common practice for NLP tasks when working with a small
dataset is to fix the pretrained word embeddings during training.
The rationale is that when the model encounters a word in the
testing set that is not presented in the training set, the model is
still able to make correct predictions because its embedding is
close to a similar word presented in the training set. However,
in our experiments if the embeddings were fixed, we observed
a 3%-4% performance loss in F1 score. The best-performing
approach was to update word embeddings through
backpropagation. The reason for the performance loss of fixed
pretrained embeddings might be that the vocabulary size used
for describing hypoglycemic events is both small and domain
specific. Pretrained embeddings allow a model to attain useful
information on general words in the open domain, but
fine-tuning word embeddings allows the model to learn
domain-specific knowledge. An interesting example is that, if
word embeddings were fixed, the model would not be able to
discriminate “blood sugar is low” from “blood sugar is high.”
This may be because the words “high” and “low” have similar
distributions in the open domain and because their embeddings
are very close to each other. If we tuned their embeddings, the
model could learn that “low” and “high” have very different
semantics.

Error Analysis
We manually examined the error cases and identified two types
of common errors. First, HYPE often failed in cases where
hypoglycemic events were indicated by numerical measurements
of blood sugar levels. Our model could easily identify sentences
such as “BS is low” as hypoglycemic events but it often made
mistakes when it encountered sentences such as “BS is 68” or
“fsbs [finger stick blood sugar] noted to be 9.” Such sentences
are difficult to identify for many reasons. One reason is that the
word embedding we used in this work transformed numbers to
zero during training in order to avoid sparsity [18]. Therefore,
the number value was lost in the embedding space and it was
impossible for the model to learn a less than operation to identify
low blood sugar value. Also, the units of the numeric value were
often absent and, therefore, needed to be inferred from the
context. In the above examples, “68” should be “68 mg/dL”
and “9” should be “9 nmol/L.” Since such information may not
be obtained from the sentence, external human knowledge along
with clear definitions for hypoglycemic blood glucose values
must be incorporated. In the future, we will explore effective
approaches to cope with this issue.

The second type of error was negated events, such as “The
patient had no seizures, headaches, abdominal pain, sweating,
or other adrenergic symptoms of hypoglycemia.” In this
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example, HYPE failed to understand the negated word “no”
and identified this sentence as a hypoglycemic event. Because
the number of such sentences was small, it would be difficult
to solve this problem by adding additional features to capture
the negation expression. Therefore, we need to incorporate
additional approaches for negation identification [30].

Limitations and Future Work
The main limitation of our study is that we selected EHR notes
using only diabetes-related ICD-9-CM codes, so the scale of
our dataset was relatively small and may not have reflected the
true distribution of hypoglycemia sentences in real-world
applications. Moreover, because HYPE focuses on
sentence-level event detection, it will miss hypoglycemic events

that are expressed across multiple sentences. In future work,
we will explore document-level hypoglycemic event detection.

Conclusions
In this study, we developed and evaluated state-of-the-art
machine learning models to detect hypoglycemia events from
EHR notes. We explored three different deep learning
models—RNN, CNN, and TCN—and found that the CNN
model performed the best, achieving 96% precision and 89%
recall. Our work is an important step toward automated
surveillance of hypoglycemic events in EHRs and helping
clinicians, health care system leaders, and researchers in their
efforts to prevent hypoglycemia and to safely manage diabetes
mellitus.
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Abstract

Background: In a multisite clinical research collaboration, institutions may or may not use the same common data model (CDM)
to store clinical data. To overcome this challenge, we proposed to use Health Level 7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(FHIR) as a meta-CDM—a single standard to represent clinical data.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to create an open-source application termed the Clinical Asset Mapping Program for FHIR
(CAMP FHIR) to efficiently transform clinical data to FHIR for supporting source-agnostic CDM-to-FHIR mapping.

Methods: Mapping with CAMP FHIR involves (1) mapping each source variable to its corresponding FHIR element and (2)
mapping each item in the source data’s value sets to the corresponding FHIR value set item for variables with strict value sets.
To date, CAMP FHIR has been used to transform 108 variables from the Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2)
and Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network data models to fields across 7 FHIR resources. It is designed to allow input
from any source data model and will support additional FHIR resources in the future.

Results: We have used CAMP FHIR to transform data on approximately 23,000 patients with asthma from our institution’s
i2b2 database. Data quality and integrity were validated against the origin point of the data, our enterprise clinical data warehouse.

Conclusions: We believe that CAMP FHIR can serve as an alternative to implementing new CDMs on a project-by-project
basis. Moreover, the use of FHIR as a CDM could support rare data sharing opportunities, such as collaborations between academic
medical centers and community hospitals. We anticipate adoption and use of CAMP FHIR to foster sharing of clinical data across
institutions for downstream applications in translational research.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e15199)   doi:10.2196/15199
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Introduction

Background
The proliferation of common data models (CDMs) for electronic
health record (EHR) data has had a positive impact on
cross-institutional data sharing and large-scale participant
recruitment [1-3]. At present, the 3 major clinical CDMs in use
by the academic community are Informatics for Integrating
Biology & the Bedside (i2b2) [4], Patient-Centered Outcomes
Research Network (PCORnet) [5], and Observational Medical
Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) [6], each of which uses a slightly
different architecture to achieve the same result: to represent
and store EHR data in a relational database. The ability to query
common data structures and provision data to collaborators in
a shared format reduces the burden on data analysts and enforces
common definitions that allow clinical data to be appropriately
merged and compared across institutions. However, despite
these affordances, there is no guarantee that all institutions
involved in a multisite collaboration are using the same CDM,
potentially negating the advantage.

The challenge of cross-institutional sharing of clinical data has
risen in the context of the Biomedical Data Translator program
[7-9], funded by the National Center for Advancing
Translational Sciences. The Translator program aims “to design
and prototype a ‘Translator’ system capable of integrating
existing biomedical data sets...and ‘translating’ those data into
insights that can accelerate translational research, support
clinical care, and leverage clinical expertise to drive research
innovations” [8]. Clinical data are central to the program and
critical for its success. Yet, despite the importance of clinical
data, Translator teams have not adopted a uniform CDM to
enable the sharing of clinical data across the consortium.
Moreover, even if current Translator teams were to adopt a
uniform CDM, (1) future Translator collaborators and users
may not be positioned to support the agreed-upon model and
(2) the dynamic and complex nature of clinical data could render
an agreed-upon model quickly obsolete.

Common Data Models: Current State
The challenge of cross-institutional EHR data sharing is by no
means limited to the Translator program [10]. Institutions
wishing to engage in data sharing may not support the same
CDM—perhaps one uses i2b2, whereas another uses OMOP.
In such cases, it is likely not possible for one institution to
simply agree to stand up a new CDM to accommodate the other
institution. Mapping institutional EHR data to any one of the
major CDMs is resource- and personnel-intensive and requires
an ongoing commitment to maintain and refresh infrastructure
and data over time. The North Carolina Translational and

Clinical Sciences Institute (NC TraCS), home of University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s National Institutes of
Health-funded Clinical and Translational Science Award
(CTSA), participates in 2 i2b2-powered networks (CTSA
Accrual to Clinical Trials [ACT] and the Carolinas
Collaborative) and one PCORnet-powered network
(Stakeholders, Technology, and Research Clinical Research
Network [STAR CRN]). In a poll of STAR collaborators, we
discovered that maintaining CDM infrastructure consumes, on
average, just over 1 full-time equivalent (FTE) per CDM per
year. Initial implementation effort varies by CDM, but ranged
from 0.8 to 3.8 FTE in our poll (see Table 1). As institutions
are asked to adopt more CDMs (and the number of available
CDMs multiply), this level of effort increases and can quickly
become untenable, even with existing expertise, education, and
documentation. Moreover, as can be seen in Table 1, the effort
expended can differ greatly between sites, with some sites
needing to expend far more resources than others to achieve the
same goals.

The core function of a CDM is to enable clinical data
harmonization and interoperability. CDMs thus share a goal
with Health Level 7’s Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(HL7’s FHIR), a health care data representation standard
increasingly supported by major EHR vendors. In FHIR, clinical
data are split into resources or data domains. As of version
4.0.0, FHIR provides 22 nondraft-status Base resources, such
as Patient, Practitioner, and Encounter, and 33 nondraft-status
Clinical resources, such as Procedure, Observation, and
MedicationRequest. Other types of FHIR resources include
Foundation, Financial, and Specialized [11]. Each resource
comprises structured fields that describe the resource—for
example, the Encounter resource contains fields to capture the
type of encounter, length of stay, and discharge disposition. In
addition to defining specific resources and fields, FHIR enforces
the use of established code sets (eg, LOINC, SNOMED CT,
and ICD-9/-10) or FHIR-specific value sets in many of its fields
to maximize standardization. Where provided fields and code
sets are not sufficient, FHIR offers the ability for individual
users and organizations to build extensions to the standard to
capture data that are not explicitly defined by HL7 [12].
Considering these characteristics, FHIR can also be considered
a CDM [13].

A testament to the connection between FHIR and CDMs is the
fact that several efforts have already been initiated to map either
i2b2, PCORnet, or OMOP to FHIR [14-19]. The software
applications described in these previous studies each map a
single-source data model to FHIR; to be able to map additional
data models, a user must use multiple applications.
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Table 1. Effort expended by Stakeholders, Technology, and Research Clinical Research Network sites to stand up and maintain common data models.

Number of FTE to maintain all CDMsNumber of full-time equivalent (FTE) to stand
up one new CDM

Sitea and number of common data models (CDMs)
currently maintained

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

Informatics: 2.0Informatics: 1.03 (PCORnetb, i2b2c [2 separate ontologies])

Project Management: 1.0Project Management: 0.5

Site 1

Informatics: 5.0Informatics : 2.33 (PCORnet, i2b2, OMOPd)

Project Management: 2.0Project Management: 1.5

Site 2

Informatics: 3.0Total: 2.53 (PCORnet, i2b2 [2 separate ontologies])

Project Management: 2.0

Site 3

Informatics: 3.0Informatics: 2.56 (PCORnet, i2b2, OMOP, 3 regional models)

Project Management: 0.3Project Management: 0.3

Site 4

Total: 0.6Total: 0.82 (PCORnet, i2b2)

aNon-University of North Carolina STAR sites have been masked. Sites that did not differentiate between project management and informatics FTE
have their effort reported as “Total.”
bPatient-Centered Outcomes Research Network.
cInformatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside.
dObservational Medical Outcomes Partnership.

Objective of This Study
Rather than continuing to treat each of these source data models
individually, we proposed to improve interoperability,
standardization, and semantic harmonization by enabling
transformation from any of these (or other) models to FHIR
with a single, source-agnostic tool, Clinical Asset Mapping
Program for FHIR (CAMP FHIR), that can read from any CDM
and map to its straightforward views. This approach will
facilitate a multi-institutional collaboration by providing an
application that harmonizes across CDMs.

Mapping an individual CDM to FHIR is resource-intensive;
collaborating institutions may have mismatched CDMs (in terms
of model, version, or both); and new CDMs will likely continue
to emerge. Although not a replacement for CDMs, on a
project-by-project basis, FHIR-formatted data generated by
CAMP FHIR can enable easier cross-site data harmonization,
supplementing the advances that CDMs have already made in
this space. Upon widespread adoption, CAMP FHIR and
applications such as these could encourage eventual uptake of
FHIR as a meta-CDM—a single standard to represent clinical
data sourced from any data model.

Methods

Designing the Transformation Pipeline
Simply proposing FHIR as yet another CDM for institutions to
map their EHRs to would add to, not alleviate, the institutional
burden illustrated in Table 1. To avoid this burden and

associated costs, we designed CAMP FHIR (and its mapping
process) to (1) leverage as much existing CDM mapping and
curation work as possible and (2) allow our team to share our
mapping work with others, giving other institutions an
opportunity to use CAMP FHIR with minimal site-specific
changes and resource expenditure required. Thus far, CAMP
FHIR has been used to transform data from the i2b2 and
PCORnet data models, though the application is designed to
allow input from any source data model.

To use FHIR as a meta-CDM, it is important to recognize that
unlike i2b2, OMOP, and PCORnet, FHIR was designed to be
a standard for data exchange—not data persistence. Thus, any
CDM-to-FHIR mapping effort involves translating a relational
CDM to a serialized format. CAMP FHIR was developed
expressly to address this challenge and to make the conversion
process as simple as possible.

CAMP FHIR is designed to apply the FHIR standard to EHR
data from any source system, although we focused our initial
development on the CDMs used at our institution, specifically
i2b2 and PCORnet. We began with i2b2, which can be
considered a CDM when used with a standard ontology.
(University of North Carolina; UNC’s local i2b2 uses a custom
ontology and is, thus, not strictly a CDM, but we have also
created a version of our i2b2 mapping scripts that uses the i2b2
ACT ontology, which is standardized.) We first profiled the
overlap and gaps between the i2b2 schema (version 1.7.10) and
the corresponding FHIR resources (version 3.0.1) and then
began to map individual variables (see Mapping Details, below).
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As we mapped, we quickly faced the challenge of accounting
for inconsistencies between the out-of-the-box i2b2 schema and
our institution’s modified local version. The challenge was
compounded by our knowledge that other institutions that use
i2b2 have their own local modifications to contend with,
although this is less of an issue if the use of standard ontologies
is enforced. Regardless, the realization that some site-specific
flexibility would be necessary led us to develop CAMP FHIR
with the assumption that many local data sources have
idiosyncrasies (even if they are CDMs). (As an example,
laboratory reference ranges can be very difficult to harmonize,
with different organizations storing the range either as a single
field or 2 fields [low end and high end], and with or without
comparators such as < and >.) Considering this, it should
therefore be the responsibility of the local database layer to
model views to conform to CAMP FHIR’s specific input format.
Putting the mapping responsibility on the database layer (rather
than within the application itself) provides more flexibility and
portability, giving the application the capability to interface
with any clinical relational database schema. To achieve this
architecture, we chose to use the object-relational mapping tool,
Hibernate, which is an open-source Java (Oracle) persistence
framework for mapping a relational database to an
object-oriented domain model.

After completing the mappings for i2b2, we then created a
separate set of mappings for the PCORnet CDM (version 4.1).
PCORnet is much stricter about its data model than i2b2, not
allowing for local variation in structure or code sets. For this
reason, the PCORnet CAMP FHIR mappings are especially
portable and would require few (if any) changes to run at any
site using the PCORnet CDM.

We provide the PCORnet and ACT mappings as starter scripts
in the CAMP FHIR GitHub repository [20] to acclimate new
users to the tool. To use CAMP FHIR, users run these scripts
(or their own versions) to create views within their source
database that conform to our CAMP FHIR standard, populate
a code mapping table for any value sets, and point CAMP FHIR
at the database.

Mapping Details
Using CAMP FHIR to map to FHIR from any source data model
involves two major tasks: (1) mapping each source variable to
its corresponding FHIR element; and (2) for variables with strict
value sets (eg, race, smoking status, and discharge disposition),
mapping each item in the source model’s value set to the
corresponding FHIR value set item. We completed these tasks
for both the i2b2 and PCORnet data models.

Our i2b2 and PCORnet data marts contain data for 2.9 million
patients, with data spanning from July 2004 to the present. Our
i2b2 data mart has values populated for 100% of the variables
supported by the ACT ontology [21]. Our PCORnet data mart
supports all version 4.1 tables [22] other than OBS_GEN,
DISPENSING, and DEATH_CAUSE.

Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside (i2b2)
UNC at Chapel Hill’s local i2b2 implementation contains data
in the following domains: patient demographics, encounter
details, diagnoses, procedures, point-of-care location, patient

vital signs, laboratory tests, medications, clinical observations,
social history, and insurer. To map i2b2 to FHIR, a group of 3
informaticians experienced with the underlying structure and
data definitions within UNC’s local i2b2 (1) took each unique
concept in a given domain (eg, diagnosis date from the domain
Diagnosis), (2) reviewed the FHIR documentation for the
corresponding resource for that domain (eg, FHIR’s condition
resource), (3) determined which field within that FHIR resource
was the best fit for the source concept, and (4) recorded the
suggested mapping for inclusion in one of the CAMP FHIR
views.

For variables with strict value sets, an additional step was
necessary. If the best-fit FHIR field had its own strict value set,
then each value set item in the source set was mapped to its
nearest equivalent in the FHIR set. All value set mappings were
stored in a single table, which was then loaded into the i2b2
database. An excerpt from this mapping table is provided in
Table 2.

To adhere to our goal of standardization, we opted not to create
custom value sets for use within FHIR, opting instead to use
the exact value sets provided in the FHIR specification. The
tradeoff for this strict adherence to standardization is potential
loss of data or loss of granularity. Not every source value set
item had an equivalent in FHIR. For example, when the source
value was Other or another generic catch-all, there was generally
not a match in the FHIR set. At this time, unmappable items in
our source value sets are left null in the FHIR version of the
data. There were also several instances where the FHIR value
set was less granular than the source dataset, resulting in a loss
of detail after mapping. An example is discharge disposition,
where UNC’s local value set contains 44 choices, and FHIR’s
value set contains 11. The current version of the i2b2 value set
mapping table (using the ACT ontology) can be found in the
CAMP FHIR GitHub repository [20].

All mapping tasks were divided among the 3 informaticians,
with each person’s mappings peer-reviewed by the other 2.
After the mappings were finalized, the mapping team defined
database views for each mapped domain. As the views
themselves are completely independent of the i2b2 data model,
even though they were designed during our i2b2 mapping
exercise, they ultimately became the generic set of CAMP FHIR
views that are packaged with the tool for use with any data
model.

For i2b2, the views served to transform the data from the native
star schema (with the majority of the data stored in a central
fact table, OBSERVATION_FACT) to a normalized format
more easily consumable by CAMP FHIR. The code snippet in
Textbox 1 shows the construction of the OBSLABS_2FHIR
view from OBSERVATION_FACT.

For views containing variables that needed value set conversions
(eg, smoking status descriptors in the Observation [Vitals] view),
we joined to the prepopulated mapping table when creating the
view and populated the FHIR version of each value set item
rather than the local option.

Patient-Centered Outcomes Research NetworkPCORnet
mapping proceeded in much the same way as i2b2; each table,
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variable, and value set was mapped to FHIR following the steps
outlined above, and a value set transformation table was loaded
into the PCORnet database. The current version of the PCORnet
value set mapping table can be found in the CAMP FHIR
GitHub repository [20]. The code snippet in Textbox 2 shows

the construction of the OBSLABS_2FHIR view from the
LAB_RESULT_CM table. (Note the join to our custom
PCORNET_FHIR_MAPPING table to transform the value sets
for RESULT_MODIFIER and ABN_IND.)

Table 2. Excerpt from University of North Carolina’s Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside-Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
mapping table.

FHIR_SYSTEMFHIR_OUT_CDLOCAL_IN_CDCOLUMN_CDTABLE_CD

https://hl7.org/fhir/STU3/v3/ActEncounterCode/vs.htmlEMEREMERGENCYINOUT_CDVISIT_DIMENSION

https://hl7.org/fhir/STU3/v3/ActEncounterCode/vs.htmlIMPINPATIENTINOUT_CDVISIT_DIMENSION

https://hl7.org/fhir/STU3/v3/ActEncounterCode/vs.htmlAMBOUTPATIENTINOUT_CDVISIT_DIMENSION

Textbox 1. Structured Query Language (SQL) to create the Clinical Asset Mapping Program for Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources view
OBSLABS_2FHIR from Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside 's OBSERVATION_FACT textbox.

select distinct
 ofc.patient_num||'-'||ofc.encounter_num||'-'||ofc.provider_id||'-'||
    to_char(ofc.start_date, 'DD-MON-YYYY')||'-'||ofc.concept_cd||'-'||
    ofc.instance_num as OBS_IDENTIFIER,
 'Patient/'||ofc.patient_num as OBS_SUBJECT_REFERENCE,
 'Encounter/'||ofc.encounter_num as OBS_CONTEXT_REFERENCE,
 'http://hl7.org/fhir/ValueSet/observation-category' as OBS_CATEGORY_SYST,
 'laboratory' as OBS_CATEGORY_CODE,
 'Laboratory' as OBS_CATEGORY_DISPLAY,
 'http://loinc.org' as OBS_CODE_CODING_SYST,
  ofc.concept_cd as OBS_CODE_CODING_CODE,
  cd.NAME_CHAR as OBS_CODE_CODING_DISPLAY,
  ofc.nval_num as OBS_VALUEQUANTITY_VALUE,
  case when ofc.VALTYPE_CD = 'N' and ofc.TVAL_CHAR = 'E' then null
     when ofc.VALTYPE_CD = 'N' and ofc.TVAL_CHAR = 'L' then '<'
     when ofc.VALTYPE_CD = 'N' and ofc.TVAL_CHAR = 'G' then '>'
     when ofc.VALTYPE_CD = 'N' and ofc.TVAL_CHAR = 'LE' then '<='
     when ofc.VALTYPE_CD = 'N' and ofc.TVAL_CHAR = 'GE' then '>='
     else null end as OBS_VALUEQUANTITY_COMPARATOR,
  ofc.units_cd as OBS_VALUEQUANTITY_CODE,
  case when ofc.VALTYPE_CD = 'T' then ofc.TVAL_CHAR
     else null end as OBS_VALUESTRING,
  ofc.START_DATE as OBS_ISSUED,
  null as OBS_EFFECTIVEDATETIME
from
  observation_fact ofc
     left join concept_dimension cd on ofc.concept_cd=cd.concept_cd
     inner join visit_dimension vd ON vd.encounter_num = ofc.encounter_num
where
  ofc.concept_cd like 'LOINC%'
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Textbox 2. Structured Query Language (SQL) to create the Clinical Asset Mapping Program Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources view OBSLABS_2
Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources from Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network's LAB_RESULT_CM table.

select distinct
  labs.LAB_RESULT_CM_ID as OBS_IDENTIFIER,
  'Patient/'||labs.PATID as OBS_SUBJECT_REFERENCE,
  'Encounter/'||labs.ENCOUNTERID as OBS_CONTEXT_REFERENCE,
  'http://hl7.org/fhir/ValueSet/observation-category' as OBS_CATEGORY_SYST,
  'laboratory' as OBS_CATEGORY_CODE,
  'Laboratory' as OBS_CATEGORY_DISPLAY,
  'http://loinc.org' as OBS_CODE_CODING_SYST,
  LAB_LOINC as OBS_CODE_CODING_CODE,
  null as OBS_CODE_CODING_DISPLAY,
  labs.RESULT_NUM as OBS_VALUEQUANTITY_VALUE,
  nvl(tcc1.FHIR_OUT_CD,null) as OBS_VALUEQUANTITY_COMPARATOR,
  case
    when labs.RESULT_UNIT = 'NI' then null
    else labs.RESULT_UNIT
    end as OBS_VALUEQUANTITY_CODE,
  case
    when labs.RESULT_QUAL = 'NI' then null
    else nvl(labs.RESULT_QUAL,labs.RAW_RESULT)
    end as OBS_VALUESTRING,
  labs.RESULT_DATE as OBS_ISSUED,
  nvl(labs.SPECIMEN_DATE,labs.LAB_ORDER_DATE) as OBS_EFFECTIVEDATETIME,
  case
    when labs.NORM_MODIFIER_LOW IN ('EQ,''GE,''GT,''NO') then
    labs.NORM_MODIFIER_LOW||' '||labs.NORM_RANGE_LOW
    else labs.NORM_RANGE_LOW
    end as OBS_REFRANGE_LOW,
  case
    when labs.NORM_MODIFIER_HIGH IN ('EQ,''GE,''GT,''NO') then
    labs.NORM_MODIFIER_HIGH||' '||labs.NORM_RANGE_HIGH
    else labs.NORM_RANGE_HIGH
    end as OBS_REFRANGE_HIGH,
  nvl(tcc2.FHIR_OUT_CD,null) as OBS_INTERPRETATION_CODE,
  'http://hl7.org/fhir/ValueSet/observation-interpretation' as
  OBS_INTERPRETATION_SYST
from
  lab_result_cm labs
  left join PCORNET_FHIR_MAPPING tcc1 on tcc1.column_cd='RESULT_MODIFIER'
  and labs.RESULT_MODIFIER=tcc1.local_in_cd
  left join PCORNET_FHIR_MAPPING tcc2 on tcc2.column_cd='ABN_IND' and
  labs.ABN_IND=tcc2.local_in_cd

In contrast with the i2b2 mapping exercise, we found that we
had more gaps and mismatches to handle between PCORnet
and FHIR owing to PCORnet’s much stricter data model.
Mapping results fell into 3 categories: (1) variable and/or value
set was mappable and was mapped; (2) variable and/or value
set was mappable and will be mapped in a future CAMP FHIR
release; or (3) variable and/or value set has no equivalent (or
no exact equivalent) in FHIR and cannot be mapped either
partially or fully. A list of variables and value sets in the third
category of PCORnet data are provided in Tables 3 and 4.

Regardless of source data model, we operationalize the
Hibernate mappings using the open-source HAPI-FHIR API,

which is an implementation of the HL7 FHIR specification for
Java. HAPI-FHIR supports all versions of FHIR, although
CAMP-FHIR currently supports FHIR version 3. Taken
together, this setup allows CAMP FHIR to read in the mapped
data (via Hibernate), convert to the FHIR standard (via
HAPI-FHIR), and output valid FHIR files in XML or JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) format. This process is illustrated with
fictitious data in Figure 1.

CAMP FHIR is intended to transform CDM data for a given
cohort, rather than an entire warehouse of EHR data. We have
found performance to be quite efficient with a predefined cohort,
as detailed in Table 5.
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Table 3. Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network 4.1 data with no (noncustom) exact Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources equivalent.

Field(s) with no Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) equivalentTablea,b

SEXUAL_ORIENTATION, GENDER_IDENTITY, BIOBANK_FLAGDEMOGRAPHIC

DX_ORIGIN, DX_POADIAGNOSIS

PX_SOURCEPROCEDURE

VITAL_SOURCE, BP_POSITION, TOBACCOc, TOBACCO_TYPEVITAL

RESULT_LOCLAB_RESULT_CM

Entire table cannot be mappedPRO_CM

RX_SOURCEPRESCRIBING

Entire table (other than DEATH_DATE) cannot be mappedDEATH

Entire table cannot be mappedDEATH_CAUSE

aThis table is inclusive of all PCORnet 4.1 fields that did not map to one of the FHIR resources accounted for in the current version of CAMP FHIR,
which does not include all PCORnet fields. There may be additional unmappable fields uncovered in future versions of CAMP FHIR. Current resources
are: Patient, Encounter, Condition, Procedure, Observation, MedicationRequest, and Practitioner.
bPCORnet 4.1 tables not intended to hold EHR data are not accounted for here: ENROLLMENT, PCORNET_TRIAL, and HARVEST
cNote that this refers specifically to smokeless tobacco. Smoking status is mappable.

Table 4. Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network 4.1 value sets with no (noncustom) exact Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources equivalents.

CommentValue seta

No Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) value for multiple racesDEMOGRAPHIC.RACE

No FHIR equivalent for visits of type EI (emergency department admit to inpatient
hospital stay), IC (institutional professional consult)

ENCOUNTER.ENC_TYPE

Imperfect FHIR equivalents for several discharge statuses; 17 possible values in
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network

(PCORnet) versus 11 in FHIR; values were mapped where possible.

ENCOUNTER.DISCHARGE_STATUS

Imperfect FHIR equivalents for several admitting sources; 16 possible values in
PCORnet versus 10 in FHIR; values were mapped where possible.

ENCOUNTER.ADMITTING_SOURCE

aPCORnet 4.1 values of No information, Unknown, and Other were rarely mappable to FHIR and are not noted each time.
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Figure 1. An example of demographic data transformation. CAMP FHIR: Clinical Asset Mapping Program for Fast Healthcare Interoperability
Resources; i2b2: Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside.

Table 5. Clinical Asset Mapping Program Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources’s (CAMP FHIR) performance extracting data from the
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Network common data model.

Number of recordsTime to write JavaScript Object
Notation files to disk (seconds)

Time to populate database viewa (seconds)Domain

15,94566Patient

2,766,556415480Condition

1,010,823115200Encounter

2,081,826350390Observation (Labs)

1,663,897250360Observation (Vitals)

2,435,813420450Medication Request

36,74977Practitioner

442,9218080Procedure

aDatabase server specifications: OS: Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.10 (Santiago), Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v2 @ 3.00GHz,
Database: Oracle 12.1.0.2.0 (Enterprise Edition), Database memory_target: 2 GB, Database size: 464 GB.

Results

Asthma Use Case
The JSON-formatted FHIR files output by CAMP FHIR would
rarely be the end deliverable for any project. Rather, the FHIR
files are a launching point for further transformation, as can be
seen in the context of our work with the Translator program.

For Translator, we have used CAMP FHIR to extract and
transform data from our institution’s i2b2 database on
approximately 23,000 patients with asthma, including their
associated encounters, laboratory results, vital signs, diagnoses,
procedures, medications, and smoking status. (Although this
particular use case is using an asthma cohort, the same processes
and level of effort would apply to any defined cohort; nothing
in the transformation effort described here is specific to asthma.)
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For this use case, the JSON-formatted FHIR files output by
CAMP FHIR were then ingested by a second application, termed
FHIR PIT (FHIR Patient data Integration Tool) [23]. FHIR PIT
is a custom, open-source application that was developed as part
of the Translator program to integrate FHIR-formatted clinical
data with environmental exposures data (ie, airborne pollutant
exposures, roadway exposures, and socioeconomic exposures)
for downstream application in translational research. The

resulting data then are accessible via an API endpoint, termed
Integrated Clinical and Environmental Exposures Service
(ICEES) [24]. As we use FHIR as a standard, any Translator
institution or non-Translator institution is able to use CAMP
FHIR to transform their source clinical data and use FHIR PIT
to provision integrated data via ICEES, with very little local
variation. The CAMP FHIR to FHIR PIT to ICEES process is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Clinical Asset Mapping Program fast healthcare interoperability resources (CAMP FHIR) pipeline as used for translator. CSV:
comma-separated value; JSON: JavaScript Object Notation; PIT: Patient data Integration Tool.

Validation
To validate the output from CAMP FHIR, we compared the
ICEES clinical data generated by the CAMP FHIR/FHIR PIT
pipeline with equivalent clinical data for the same patient cohort
extracted directly from UNC Health Care System’s enterprise
data warehouse, the Carolina Data Warehouse for Health
(CDWH). The validation process included the generation of
summary statistics for each variable from the 2 data files,
including patient counts, mean values, standard deviations, and
quartile values. As we iterated through the validation process,
we did encounter issues with the software that needed to be
corrected. For example, we initially identified inconsistencies
in medication data, which we discovered was because of the
fact that our i2b2 instance uses RxNorm to code medications,
and our warehouse uses nonstandard medication IDs (generated
by our EHR). This issue was resolved by referencing a crosswalk
between RxNorm codes and our internal medication IDs to
translate between the 2 code sets. Any other similar issues
causing inconsistencies between the 2 datasets were ultimately
discovered and resolved.

In the end, we were able to successfully demonstrate that the
final ICEES output of clinical data from CAMP FHIR/FHIR
PIT matched exactly the raw extract of clinical data from the
CDWH (ie, our validation test, after code corrections,
demonstrated 100% accuracy in the mappings). A total of 53
ICEES fields were mapped to FHIR, including 3 Encounter
resource mappings on ED and inpatient visits, 4 patient resource
mappings on demographics, 1 Observation resource mapping
on BMI, 25 condition resource mappings on diagnoses, and 20
MedicationRequest resource mappings on prescribed
medications. Note that the particular set of fields chosen did
not include any field that was unmappable or resulted in a loss
of granularity, thus ensuring a faithful translation for this
particular use case. A list of the ICEES fields is available on
the ICEES GitHub repository [25].

Discussion

Principal Findings
We have shown that CAMP FHIR is a sound method for
conversion of relational clinical data to the HL7 FHIR format.
On the basis of our experience with the Translator program and
our participation in various clinical data research networks, we
believe that for certain projects, the use of CAMP FHIR to
harmonize clinical data across institutions will save resources
over the alternative of standing up matching CDMs. Moreover,
because we have made our mapping work public, we are hopeful
that new users of CAMP FHIR will not always need to undertake
this mapping effort themselves, so long as they use one of
CAMP FHIR’s supported CDMs. If a CAMP FHIR user wanted
to build a new set of mappings to support an entirely new data
model, 4 weeks of effort split among two informaticians (with
appropriate understanding of the CDM in question) would be
a reasonable estimate for the amount of effort required to map
value sets and variables and perform peer review.

The biggest challenge encountered during the mapping process
was limiting subjectivity as much as possible, which we handled
with peer review, and resolving mapping decisions where
disagreements occurred. Another challenge (with no immediate
solution) was determining how to handle valid source system
data with no match in FHIR—eg, if a patient’s race is multiple,
without the exact races specified, FHIR has no standard way of
storing that information. That means the patient’s race becomes
null in the FHIR version of their record, unless custom values
or extensions are used. Depending on the use case or research
question, these losses could be significant. At this time, the way
to handle this issue is through documentation, so that the user
understands what data can and cannot be represented through
the CAMP FHIR process.

Indeed, we did find examples of loss of data (where source data
have no good equivalent in FHIR), change of data meaning
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(where FHIR equivalents are close, but not an exact match), or
loss of granularity (where FHIR value sets have less detail than
source value sets). These issues are not uncommon in data
transformation in general, and are certainly not limited to
transformations to FHIR. In particular, FHIR’s current lack of
coverage for data on cause of death, patient reported outcomes,
genomics, or patient gender identity (to pick a few examples)
may disqualify it for use in answering certain research questions.
It is important, then, to put data mapped to FHIR (or any
transformed data) in its proper context, and acknowledge that
at present, FHIR is likely not ready (yet) to be a single source
of truth for clinical research data. For a given use case, if highly
granular detail from the source system is important to the
research question and that detail is lost during transformation
to FHIR, then CAMP FHIR may not be sufficient in and of
itself for that study. In short, no data model is the right choice
for all applications. This should particularly be taken into
account where institutions have no choice as to which data
model to use, such as studies that must use CDISC ODM/SDTM
standards for FDA compliance. However, our hope is that
FHIR’s breadth of data domains and wide adoption would allow
it to serve a large variety of use cases, if not all.

Despite its many potential benefits for data harmonization,
output from CAMP FHIR would not serve as a replacement for
CDMs (and certainly not enterprise clinical data warehouses).
Rather, CAMP FHIR output is better suited to handling data
for a defined cohort, particularly in the context of a
multi-institutional collaboration involving multiple CDMs. If
a participating institution is able to take advantage of the
prepackaged mapping scripts included with CAMP FHIR,
CAMP FHIR will reduce, though not eliminate, cost and effort
barriers to participation in such a collaboration. Although there
is no particular size limitation on such a cohort, attempting to
store millions of patient records in FHIR files could be unwieldy
from a file-size and data-manipulation perspective. However,
that limitation alone does not discount FHIR’s value as a
potential data persistence model, even if the data to be persisted
cover individual patient cohorts. The adoption of FHIR as a
persistence model is strengthened by the reality that many
organizations can export data directly from their EHR using
ubiquitous FHIR APIs, thus obviating any translation pathway
through other CDMs. This assumes the institutions can agree
upon a consistent version of FHIR, which, as is the case with
many CDMs, can cause mismatched schemas even within the
same data model. Assuming such version agreement is possible,
academic medical centers might leverage such a FHIR
persistence layer to consolidate data from legacy CDMs,
ongoing EHR updates, and accretions from research protocols.

If an institution is capable of natively outputting FHIR files
from its EHR, whereas a collaborator prefers to use a CDM as
its data source, there is no reason why the native FHIR output
could not be combined with the CAMP FHIR output. This
provides additional CAMP FHIR use cases—eg, to support rare
data sharing opportunities, such as collaborations between
academic medical centers and community hospitals. As EHRs

increasingly adopt FHIR as a standard for data transmission, it
will be far more likely for nonacademic clinical organizations
to be able to produce FHIR-formatted data using their EHR
than they are to stand up an instance of i2b2, PCORnet, or
OMOP, which are more commonly found at academic medical
centers. The ability to combine CAMP FHIR output with native
FHIR could thus help to democratize the opportunity to
participate in data-driven clinical research.

Future Work
Future work will look beyond data harmonization toward the
variety of ways in which the output from CAMP FHIR can be
used. FHIR output is intended to be used in a variety of
downstream applications, as was done as part of the Translator
program with ICEES. Other possibilities include consumption
and display by a Web application, consumption by an EHR, or
conversion to another data format such as Resource Description
Framework (RDF). RDF is an example of another
interoperability-focused technology that may prove useful in
interinstitutional clinical data sharing in the near future. In this
context, CAMP FHIR would thus be situated as middleware
between raw clinical data and its ultimate use case.

On the basis of the successful implementation and application
of CAMP FHIR at our institution, another logical next step is
to formally evaluate its performance at another institution for
further testing and validation. A critical metric to track will be
the amount of local configuration (and effort) necessary to run
the application at an outside institution, as users should only
need to make minimal changes to implement the pipeline locally.
In general, the more strict the source CDM (eg, PCORnet), the
less we expect local variation to necessitate mapping changes.
Less strict CDMs may require more local changes, though the
structure of the queries and the FHIR side of the mappings
should remain constant. In the near future, we plan to (1) add
additional views in future releases to cover more FHIR
resources, such as Coverage, Location, Medication Dispense,
and Medication Administration; (2) build in OMOP mappings;
and (3) introduce support for FHIR version 4.0.

Conclusions
The Translator program envisions a future in which the entire
range of biomedical data, from clinical data to data derived from
chemistry, genomics, anatomy, and beyond, is accessible within
a unified framework. Such a framework will allow translational
research questions to be formulated and answered via query and
computation over federated, interoperable data models. As part
of the Translator program, we saw a need for unifying
heterogeneous clinical data models from collaborating
institutions. CAMP FHIR was motivated by a need to foster the
sharing of clinical data across Translator institutions for
downstream applications in translational research. As CAMP
FHIR’s utility ultimately extends beyond the Translator use
case, we anticipate its adoption and use across the CTSA
consortium and other clinical and translational research
collaborations facing a need to harmonize clinical data.
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Abstract

Digital health systems and innovative care delivery within these systems have great potential to improve national health care and
positively impact the health outcomes of patients. However, currently, very few countries have systems that can implement digital
interventions at scale. This is partly because of the lack of interoperable electronic health records (EHRs). It is difficult to make
decisions for an individual or population when the data on that person or population are dispersed over multiple incompatible
systems. This viewpoint paper has highlighted some key obstacles of current EHRs and some promising successes, with the goal
of promoting EHR evolution and advocating for frameworks that develop digital health systems that serve populations—a critical
goal as we move further into this data-rich century with an ever-increasing number of patients who live longer and depend on
health care services where resources may already be strained. This paper aimed to analyze the evolution, obstacles, and current
landscape of EHRs and identify fundamental areas of hindrance for interoperability. It also aimed to highlight countries where
advances have been made and extract best practices from these examples. The obstacles to EHR interoperability are not easily
solved, but improving the current situation in countries where a national policy is not in place will require a focused inquiry into
solutions from various sources in the public and private sector. Effort must be made on a national scale to seek solutions for
optimally interoperable EHRs beyond status quo solutions. A list of considerations for best practices is suggested.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e12712)   doi:10.2196/12712
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Introduction

Digital health systems and innovative care delivery within these
systems have great potential to improve national health care
and positively impact the health outcomes of patients. However,
currently, very few countries have systems that can implement
digital interventions at scale. This is, in part, because of the
well-known lack of interoperable electronic health records
(EHRs). EHRs are the connective tissue of a health system; yet,
most countries have systems that cannot unite the information
of all their citizens because even within 1 city, the software used
in 1 hospital is incompatible with that used in another, although
it may have been procured from the same company.

Once digital health records are interoperable, digital health
systems may function on a national scale rather than piecemeal
or in isolation. Treatment of noncommunicable diseases could
benefit from digital health coaching, personalized delivery of
care, and quality of care improvements [1-3]. In addition, there
may be thousands of patients who share the symptoms or side
effects or respond in revealing patterns, leading to new
treatments and personalized medicine, and even new disease
surveillance tools could be developed [4]. However, we cannot
explore or create these tools without aggregating and sharing
patient data under a common set of (secure) standards. Without
interoperability, using these tools or implementing remote
patient monitoring products is extremely complex or simply
happens in small samples. This potential use of health
information technology has been discussed in papers dating
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back to 2005 [5] and analyzed for impact once EHRs were well
established [6]; however, because of legacy systems and the
design of those systems, the choices of EHRs are limited and
incapable of algorithmic analysis across their entire client base.
Epic (Epic Systems Corporation), for example, is an EHR
software first designed in 1979 [7], and although the code has
evolved since then, the company commands a 10-fold price
difference compared with more agile solutions with no evident
improvement in quality [8]. Epic is simply the most prevalent
EHR available in the United States; the company now archives
at least part of the health records of approximately half the US
population [8].

Partners HealthCare is a sprawling 10-hospital system in Boston,
which, in 2015 to 2016, spent US $1.2 billion [9] implementing
an upgraded EHR system from Epic. The intention was to
decrease errors and unify a previously disparate network that
made it difficult for physicians in 1 hospital within the system
to cross-reference information from a patient who had been at
another [10]. When the system launched, 1000 Epic employees
were required on hand to troubleshoot, which was perhaps
foreseen, but the technical issues that persist today may not
have been calculated. As recently as February 2019, the system
was down for several hours [11], and it does not perform
integration that patients are beginning to expect, such as
integrating data from a connected glucose monitor. The upgrade
was simply not designed with this feature. This integration is
possible with a consolidation of the Apple HealthKit and the
Dexcom Share2 app, as piloted on an Epic system in 2016 [12],
but this extra patching work perhaps should not be required
with a billion-dollar price tag. Epic is by no means alone on the
list of EHR companies that are faced with a more technically
savvy client base who expect better interfaces and services, and
they are trying to become more agile; in 2018, the company
announced One Virtual System Worldwide, which allows
providers to access patient information from other institutions
[13], which is a notable step but perhaps not on par with the
data integration and analysis capabilities of companies such as
Google and Apple.

Digital health investment is at an all-time high, with nearly US
$7 billion invested in 2018 in the United States alone [14].
However, most of the solutions being funded are not addressing
the administrative foundations of the health care system such
as EHRs. Investment in artificial intelligence (AI) for health
care, a perhaps more tantalizing venture, is estimated to reach
US $6.6 billion by 2021 [15]. Meanwhile, the current state of
real workflows at hospitals is not sustainable.

Physicians in the United States may spend half their day filling
out patient histories. A 2018 study in Family Medicine found
that of 982 patient visits that each lasted on average for 35.8
min, 19.3 min were spent on the EHR [16]. It is imperative that
health systems gain time (and quality) where they can. In Spain,
there is a notable delay to health care access; the Spanish
Ministry of Health reported that in 2018, wait times for surgery
had improved but were still 137 days in certain regions [17].
Systems subject to a lack of efficiency cannot afford more time,
and valuable analysis is lost because of poor information
systems.

Machine Learning With Electronic Health
Records

AI is often presented as a solution to ease some of this burden.
In a recent paper from Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory,
numerous AI and machine learning (ML) opportunities in
medicine were outlined and discussed. Among those of note
were methods to classify patients according to the tests that
doctors ordered for them: “Perhaps deep neural networks, by
reevaluating data without the context of our assumptions, can
reveal novel classes of treatable conditions [18].” To do this,
however, the AI must be carefully taught with data, much or
all of it coming from EHRs, that are accurate and standardized.
The term garbage in, garbage out, attributed most often to
George Fuechsel [19], encapsulates the biggest issue with AI
and ML. The outputs of the system will inevitably reflect the
quality and biases of the data fed into it. At a recent AI
hackathon for health outside Barcelona in 2018, the Medical
Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) database was
used. It is a freely accessible database that has associated more
than 53,423 admissions at a large hospital in Boston from the
years 2001 to 2012 [20]. The MIMIC, MIMIC II, and MIMIC
III datasets have been used numerous times to demonstrate
health analytics, and explorations of ML predicted patient
outcomes. However, it was stated at the event that the data took
nearly 2 years to clean and this length of time is not realistic if
we have to use historical and real-time data to treat patients in
the present. For MIMIC, creating an interoperable database was
complex; standards on how to indicate fluid intake, data from
critical care information systems, and data from the Social
Security Administration all had to be developed, and this was
within a single hospital system.

There is no formula for the exact sample size needed in ML,
although the more complex the problem, the more data needed
[21]; more complex questions such as disease treatment
decisions carry a high level of risk; therefore, 100,000 could be
considered a reasonable starting point. If the target is to analyze
a specific rare disease, such as idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis,
EHRs from multiple sources would have to be accumulated to
reach that number, as the disease affects 18 of every 100,000
adults [22]. Extrapolating from these statistics, if we had
complete EHRs from, for example, the entire state of Texas
with a population of 28.7 million, we may get information on
5000 patients—which is not nearly enough. To effectively
analyze health records from patients with rare diseases and to
identify indicators within those populations, the ML would need
to be able to read EHRs from across the United States
(population 328,929,623 as on May 23, 2019 [23]) and ideally
aggregate data from other countries as well.

We are at the beginning of a data-rich and connected century.
To deliver optimal care to the millions of patients who are living
longer with more complex and chronic diseases, we need to
harness the fundamental technology of interoperable EHRs.
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Obstacles

Cost
Health care expenditure for the entire country of Spain was
more than €65 billion in 2015, according to a European
Observatory on Health Systems and Policy report [24]. A US
$1.2 billion expenditure (as occurred at Partners HealthCare)
to integrate 1 hospital system is not feasible in countries with
fewer resources, as is the case in many single-payer systems.
Solutions that do not financially cripple a health care system
need to be identified. There are now companies that are
harnessing the immense value of health data and are willing to
implement integration and analysis systems at no cost in return
for access to data [25]. This is a new frontier, akin to the new
marketplace of genomic data, which likely has its own set of
benefits and repercussions, and it must be analyzed as to what
the implications will be.

The cost, however, should be calculated by subtracting the added
value of the benefits. With properly integrated EHRs,
administrative costs can be lowered, adherence rates to care
protocols have shown to improve [26,27], and many in-patient
visits could be achieved with remote monitoring or telehealth
services. In addition, ideally, the software could scan for coding
errors, which are also costly in the United States (see the section
Coding and Semantics).

Coding and Semantics
The main technical issue with arriving at interoperability is the
huge variation in semantics and coding standards. Hospitals
code their patients differently; in our hospital, we use a case
number 7 digits long, but a neighboring hospital uses their own
system with 6 digits. There is a unique identifier for each patient
in the regional system, but many hospitals do not enter that data
at all, and that regional identifier is not used at the national level.

The Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC)
is an international standard used by more than 78,000 agencies
and health care institutions to code for health measurements
and observations [28]. However, in everyday practice, these
standards are not used in EHRs. Blood pressure, for instance,
in the United States, will be documented as 120/80 mm Hg.
LOINC states, “They should be reported as 2 separate variables,
systolic (LOINC 8480-6) and diastolic (LOINC 8462-4) [29].”
That same reading will be noted as 12/8 mm Hg in some
European countries. In addition, blood sugar is annotated
differently across borders. In the United Kingdom, blood sugar
is annotated in millimoles per liter. A normal reading would be
under 7.8 [30]. In the United States, blood sugar is usually
written using milligrams per deciliter; therefore, a normal
reading is 70 to 130 mg/dL. These are simplistic examples to
illustrate a fundamental concept.

There is also the conundrum of free text. Health care
professionals annotate data and events in different ways. In our
hospital, arterial hypertension may be listed in more than 4
ways: ht, HTA, hypertension, or hipertensió. In addition, text
is used for describing symptom and disease evolution as well
as test results. All these would have to be standardized or
interpreted to make logical comparisons between charts. There

has been an increased use of natural language processing to read
free text in an EHR for disease phenotyping [31] and even
detecting associations that led to adverse events [32], and it is
likely this technology will be applied on a broader scale as it
improves and becomes automated.

Human error is also a consideration. Within 1 country, there
may be discrepancy among codes for diagnosis. When
International Classification of Diseases (ICD), Tenth Revision,
Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM) replaced ICD-9 in the
United States in 2015, the coding options increased 10-fold,
from 14,400 to 144,000 [33]. The ICD-10-CM codes were linked
to reimbursement for health care services, which made it all the
more critical that codes be correct because mistakes could be
taken as fraud. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
released data indicating preventable billing errors had cost US
$31.6 billion in 2018 [34]. However, it has been found that 1
ICD-9 code could be interpreted as 100 different ICD-10-CM
codes, and not all of these codes seem logical: Y92.241, hurt
at the library; W56.22, struck by Orca, initial encounter [33].
The United States is the only country that uses ICD-10-CM,
creating yet another layer of incompatibility. If we had global
compatibility of ICD coding, the statistics for global health
would be far more accurate, which could, in theory, shift
treatment protocols by allocating resources more precisely or
seeing new trends in both communicable and noncommunicable
diseases.

Privacy Issues
Privacy and security for health care data are of utmost
importance. Effort must be made to educate health care
administrations on how EHRs work, why they can be considered
as safe as banking data, and what cybersecurity checks are in
place and emphasize the importance of a continually updated
security plan. Often, it is not a real security risk that needs to
be addressed but the perception of risk [35]. Blockchain or other
technologies should be analyzed for use, and more importantly,
personnel who are equipped to detect and patch issues as well
as develop solutions should be on staff.

Analysis of Progress
Over the years, there have been substantial efforts in the
advocacy for EHR systems to integrate their internal sources
of data as well as myriad external sources of patient information.
Exemplary work from Mandl and Kohane in 2009 petitioned
for EHRs and personally controlled health records to be built
on open standards, accommodating both open-source and
closed-source software, including data generated by a patient’s
iPhone [36]. The authors advocated as well for federal support
to clear the financial and taxonomic barriers to achieve this
asking, “Can we produce a medication list for every American
that can be obtained through standards-based, interoperable,
substitutable applications?” The answer then was no, but open
standards efforts are currently being developed and used
internationally.

For instance, there is now RxNorm from the US National
Library of Medicine, which can mediate messages between
systems not using the same software and vocabulary, linking
names of clinical drugs and drug interaction software [37].
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Fast Health Interoperability Resources (FHIR) from HL7 is
now widely recognized as the standard for EHR integration; it
is used by Google for its Cloud Healthcare API stating that
“FHIR specifies a robust, extensible data model for interacting
with clinical resources” [38]. Analysis of data from Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services and the Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology in 2018 revealed
that 32% of health information technology developers in the
United States are using 2015 FHIR-certified standards, and the
biggest EHR companies (including Epic and Cerner) are to
some extent using FHIR standards [39]. Microsoft announced
their Azure API for FHIR in February 2019 [40], and FHIR
standards are also being used for the integration of wearables
data and personalized devices [41]. SMART for FHIR is a
project, which started in 2010 (FHIR was defined during the
project) at Harvard Medical School and Boston Children’s
Hospital, aimed for medical applications to run without
modifications across disparate health information systems.
Mandel et al. demonstrated that within 2 months, a couple of
software engineers could implement SMART on FHIR for 4
different EHR vendors [42].

In January 2018, Apple announced their version of a
personalized EHR called HealthKit [43], which patients can
access on their iPhone; it would appear Apple understands the
value of providing a service that is user-friendly and that patients
can monitor themselves and integrate data from fitness devices
that connect to Apple.

Examples of Innovation in National
Electronic Health Record Systems

Most countries in the world now use digital health records to
some extent. The author of this paper (JS) collaborated with a
team from the World Health Organization that was
implementing a digital health information system in Sierra
Leone in 2007, chosen precisely because it was a nearly entirely
paper-based system and therefore a blank canvas. Since then
much more infrastructure has been installed, and Sierra Leone
has implemented district health information software from HISP
in large hospital centers; in 2016, during the Ebola outbreak, a
specialized EHR based on OpenMRS was developed for the
Ebola treatment centers [44].

Rwanda began implementing OpenClinic electronic medical
record in 2007, and it is now used throughout the country, in
20 hospitals and clinics [45]. In 2016, the Rwandan Ministry
of Health partnered with Babylon Health, a company that now
offers electronic prescriptions and telephone consultations to
the now more than 2 million subscribers [46]. In addition, users
can access their clinical records anytime via their phone,
including images and audio and video of the consultations.

Estonia is another country where significant advances in health
information technology innovation have been deployed at scale.
The government launched an effort in 2016 to implement
blockchain validation into the national EHR [47], the first
country in the world to do so. The technology ensures data
integrity and substantially reduces the risk of malicious intent
or hacking because of blockchain’s immutable data logs. This

addresses the aforementioned issue of security, often cited by
health care administrations when the question of electronic
health data sharing is discussed.

In 2016, the Thai Health Information Standards Development
Center published a plan for adopting national standards for
patient health care summary, laboratory terminology (LOINC),
syntax (HL7), and security (MICT) [48]. Thailand has already
been notably forward-thinking by creating a unique national
identifier system and achieving universal health care coverage
in 2002 [49]; hence, the country is familiar with the effort it
takes to align all the stakeholders involved in this type of
initiative.

Israel has an integrated health monitoring system covering 4.2
million patients [50]. Since the implementation, studies have
shown that patients are more adherent to medications [51].

In January 2019, Abu Dhabi launched a unified health
information exchange platform called Malaffi, which allows
approximately 2000 public and private health care providers
across the Emirates to access and share information for
approximately 3 million people [52]. This top-down approach
is very effective when there are adequate funds to enact the
process, but not possible in a country similar to the United
States, where there is no single authority for a very disparate
private health care system.

Belgium has coordinated an interoperable health record for all
citizens, which came to full implementation in 2019, called
MijnGezondheid [53]. Patient records can now be seen by any
physician in any hospital in the country, not an easy feat when
considering it includes all periphery hospitals, mental health
institutions, pharmacies, and laboratory systems in 2 languages
across 3 regions.

Viewpoint on Best Practices

All stakeholders within a health system can participate in
shaping EHRs to be useful and evolved. The following are
considerations for establishing best practices for effective and
interoperable EHRs.

Standards
Adopt international standards such as FHIR, LOINC, and
SNOMED CT and introduce these standards starting in medical
school and university informatics classes. There should be
International Standard Organizations standards required of any
wearable that is integrated into an EHR so that physicians can
be assured the data are reliable. For instance, a 6-m walking
test may be performed by a patient at home and recorded for
reference, but the results must be obtained by a device that has
been proven to have accurate readings in a clinical setting. This
is integral to the policy work on digital health regulation.

Education and Awareness
It is the responsibility of health care administrations to
understand interoperability obstacles, the benefits of achieving
this, and how it may be done. Investigation is required. In
addition, a top-down approach is not the only effective means
for adoption of interoperable EHRs. Citizen scientists are
constantly developing their own hacks for integration of digital
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health data, and indeed everyone, from patients to surgeons and
from physiotherapists, nurses, to the billing office, should be
involved or at least aware of the design process as it affects
them all. Use the principle of user experience design and the
way that all digital health platforms should be developed: know
your user. A software developer may not intuit a cardiologist’s
needs (for instance, fast access to images and laboratory results)
as opposed to a general practitioner (perhaps most important is
an immediate view of history and medications); therefore,
physicians, nurses, and administrators must be there to advise
and do testing. Physicians can bring solutions that work to
hospital administration, highlighting the benefits. On the other
side, information technology professionals should be aware of
how reimbursement works (among a myriad of other processes)
and who needs to see what information when, including the
entire arc of care from home caretakers to statisticians.

Ensure awareness of wearables and other sensor data and the
fact that eventually patients will likely want this information to
be incorporated into their EHR. The new companies developing
EHR integration software must also be discerning of the quality
and clinical validity of data being integrated.

Privacy
Hospital administration should request education on privacy
and cybersecurity issues, and perhaps, ministries of health
should offer short courses to strengthen their knowledge base.
Ideally, hospital administration will feel comfortable in
considering innovative solutions such as blockchain or in hiring
the appropriate people who can, to ensure security and integrity
of all patients’ health data.

Hospital administration, ministries of health, and the general
public should know how to access their data, how data are

protected, and what the data can do for them. Perhaps there can
be public service announcements on television, radio, and social
media.

Alternative Solutions
Although the importance of interoperability seems to be a
concept now recognized by the large EHR vendors, alternative
and economically feasible solutions should be considered by
health care administrations. There are solutions that do not
require an entire retrofit of a hospital system to deliver data,
which avoids the issue of interoperability altogether: Redox,
which states it is Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act compliant and secure, can intake HL7, FHIR, CDA, or X12
data, combine the data, and deliver an output [54].

Seqster is a company that officially entered the marketplace in
2018 and claims to be, “the only technology capable of enabling
the majority of 350 million Americans to instantly connect to
their EHR(s) along with major fitness/wearable devices, and
consumer genetic labs” [55]. They have managed to aggregate
and unify health information coming from Epic, Cerner, Strava,
and even Fitbit.

There are likely many more companies that will appear in the
marketplace as the value is increasingly recognized for having
interoperable, clean, and accurate health records that can be
data mined for life-saving decision making, research, and public
health policy.

Author's Note
Since the writing of this article, Smart on FHIR has been
implemented in over 100 Epic sites, and the trend is continuing.
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Abstract

Background: An electronic health record (EHR) is the state-of-the-art method for ensuring all data concerning a given patient
are up to date for use by multidisciplinary hospital teams. Therefore, medical students need to be trained to use health information
technologies within this environment from the early stages of their education.

Objective: As little is known about the effects of specific training within the medical curriculum, this study aimed to develop
a course module and evaluate it to offer best practice teaching for today’s students. Moreover, we looked at the acceptance of
new technologies such as EHRs.

Methods: Fifth-year medical students (N=104) at the University of Tübingen took part in a standardized two-day training
procedure about the advantages and risks of EHR use. After the training, students performed their own EHR entries on hypothetical
patient cases in a safe practice environment. In addition, questionnaires—standardized and with open-ended questions—were
administered to assess students’ experiences with a new teaching module, a newly developed EHR simulator, the acceptance of
the health technology, and their attitudes toward it before and after training.

Results: After the teaching, students rated the benefit of EHR training for medical knowledge significantly higher than before
the session (mean 3.74, SD 1.05). However, they also had doubts about the long-term benefit of EHRs for multidisciplinary
coworking after training (mean 1.96, SD 0.65). The special training with simulation software was rated as helpful for preparing
students (88/102, 86.2%), but they still did not feel safe in all aspects of EHR.

Conclusions: A specific simulated training on using EHRs helped students improve their knowledge and become more aware
of the risks and challenges of such a system. Overall, students welcomed the new training module and supported the integration
of EHR teaching into the medical curriculum. Further studies are needed to optimize training modules and make use of long-term
feedback opportunities a simulated system offers.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e12648)   doi:10.2196/12648
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Introduction

Electronic health records (EHRs) comprise health information
of a patient showing clinical data collected from all professionals
involved in the patient’s care, including nurses, doctors,
therapists, laboratories, and external specialists [1].

Besides the immediate integration of a wealth of clinical data
and examination results, implementing the usage of EHR
provides numerous benefits, including increased adherence to
guidelines in preventive care, decreased paperwork for
providers, improvement in overall quality, efficiency of patient
care [2], reduction of errors [3,4], enhanced monitoring of drug
therapy [4], better daily workflow management [5], easy access
of clinical data, legibility of notes, improved problem and
medication lists, and better preventive care documentation.
Challenges and risks, however, have been reported regarding
heightened susceptibility to automation bias, decreased quality
of notes because of copying and pasting [6,7], alert fatigue
(desensitization) [8], disruption of the patient-physician
relationship [9], mismatch of human and machine workflow
models, and productivity loss potentially caused by EHR
usability issues [2].

However, despite all the current knowledge of the benefits and
risks of use of EHR and other technology, there has not been
much research on the acceptance of new health technology
systems such as EHR particularly among students. Students
seem to be generally positive and more receptive to new
technologies than more experienced health care providers [4,10].
The acceptance of health technology is mainly influenced by 2
underlying factors: the devices’ perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness [11,12]. More perceived ease of use and
higher usefulness might also underlie the findings of Tierney
et al [10], with medical students as digital natives being closer
to technology systems. However, medical students—despite
their high exposure to and experience with electronic
media—still need specific training in electronic health care
systems as they rate their ability to use such clinical information
systems as rather low [3,13-16]. The need for training is also
mirrored by the fact that accreditation bodies and national
catalogs of learning objectives expect medical graduates to be
able to communicate clearly orally and in writing, including the
documentation process in medical charts coining it a core
competency [15,17-19]. However, so far, not enough clarity
has emerged as to how and when such training in EHR usage
should be integrated into the medical curriculum and which
specific competencies should be reached [15,20-22]. In addition,
Berndt and Fischer in their recent review [20] concluded that
the growing use of EHR “for medical education, [...] poses many
new challenges for teaching and learning (e.g., teaching of new
data management skills; new roles and responsibilities for
students and teachers) which have hardly been addressed.”
Previous studies have shown that training in the implementation
process of EHR in general is useful [2], training in EHR has
specifically improved communication when using the EHR
[23], and training in the usage of EHR should already be in the
focus of medical education fairly early on [9,15]. This also takes
into account that most errors in EHR usage come down to issues

concerning adequate training, well-prepared implementation,
and the possibility of getting accustomed to the system [24,25].

Also requiring attention in line with these considerations are
the technical, ethical, and legal points accompanying such
training. Before digitalization, students could simply walk into
the nurses’ station and pick up the paper chart [15]. With EHR,
the procedure is quite different as students now need individual
login data, and unfortunately, a lot of medical schools deny
their students permission to document EHR live, which lessens
the potential benefit EHR can have in medical education and
might lead to information loss within health care teams [26-28].
Despite the widespread usage of EHR in clinical practice in
Germany and elsewhere, surveys show that medical students
are often not allowed to make use of its full potential
[3,26,29,30]. Simulated training environments offer a safe
solution to this issue and are well accepted by students but are
so far only rarely used [24,31-33]. However, clear rules of
responsibility have to be defined when students are working
with live EHR, particularly when considering the complicated
general legal regulations in the European Union and the German
system [34,35].

In summary, students need access to EHR to become
knowledgeable and skilled in its use and to improve their
understanding of system-based practice, because future medical
practice environments will likely include the use of EHR. As
students use EHR regardless of prior preparation, the need for
training guidelines definitely exists [3,15,20]. Just as medical
schools currently teach proper documentation as part of good
clinical care in a paper-based world, they should be similarly
obligated to teach students proper use of an EHR in an
increasingly electronic world [26]. Atwater et al [9] concluded
that “Best practices and strategies for teaching medical trainees
in the setting of EHR have not been identified or widely shared
with the medical education community.” Thus, in this study,
we aimed to develop a course module and evaluate it to offer a
best practice teaching example.

Methods

Study Design and Participants
This longitudinal study took place at the Medical Faculty of the
University of Tübingen in summer term 2018. A paper-based
questionnaire was administered before and after the teaching
session on EHR. Fifth-year medical students were recruited
within their regular seminar in internal medicine. Participation
in the EHR training was mandatory. However, participation in
this study was on a voluntary basis. Out of 171 students, 116
(response rate 68.8%) participated in the study.

Test System
Teaching was conducted using a specially designed test system
that exactly mirrored the EHR software program Meona (Meona
GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) used in the clinical service at the
University Hospital of Tübingen. It was created with 2
imaginary wards (internal medicine and surgery), allowing the
virtual accommodation of up to 28 patients. Patient cases were
developed by clinical experts in internal medicine before the
teaching began. The cases were either simply created as plain
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characters or entered with a full medical history and doctor’s
orders depending on the respective purpose. As there was no
link to the actual EHR (Meona) version in clinical use, it
provided a safe training environment without any implications
for real patients. At the same time, however, the students were
able to practice with a perfectly realistic copy of the original
EHR system. The system was created and supported by the
Information Technology (IT) Department of the University
Hospital, which also maintains the actual clinical version. Once
every 24 hours, it had to be updated after which one could either
use the new blank version or upload the screenshot from before
the update.

Teaching
The teaching course on EHR was held as a full-day intensive
training over 2 consecutive days (6 hours per day). Before the
actual teaching on day 1, students had to fill in the first
questionnaire (T0). Afterward, teaching started with a lecture
on the general advantages, disadvantages, and pitfalls of EHR
as well as a specific training on how to use the Meona system.
As EHR count as a medical device in Germany demanding
formalized training, part of the teaching was a standardized
video on how to use the EHR system. This was followed by an
interactive class including a lecture on how to perform a chart
review and common medical errors to avoid. After lunchbreak,
students were shown specific procedures within the EHR system
(eg, tasks when admitting or discharging a patient) and had
ample time to practice with a fictive patient, who was created
as a new admission, with the student being asked to enter all
the necessary information into the system and make orders
accordingly. Day 1 ended with a wrap-up discussion exchanging
experience using the EHR. On day 2, teaching started with a

short refresher course on main points from the day before.
Afterward, students were given specifically designed patient
cases to perform a chart review. The cases covered typical
patients seen in internal medicine (eg, complicated diabetes and
gastrointestinal bleeding). Students first had to work on their
own; this was followed by an interactive discussion including
medical and technical issues. At the end of day 2, students filled
in the second questionnaire (T1).

Teaching was conducted by 2 experienced clinicians who each
held a certificate as an official Meona instructor as well as a
Master’s Degree in Medical Education.

Questionnaire
We developed a questionnaire based on literature-derived
common themes in EHR use and adapted from prior
questionnaires in use [9,15,36]. The questionnaire had
undergone cognitive pretesting using the method of think aloud,
where the subject concurrently verbalizes thoughts when
answering a questionnaire [37,38]. Consequently, minor
adaptions to the questionnaire were made, and it was
administered pre teaching (T0) and post teaching (T1) to allow
for comparisons. The questionnaire can be obtained upon
request. Students provided basic sociodemographic data (eg,
age, gender, and semester), former training data, IT/electronic
health–related data (eg, possession of devices and usage of the
internet for health topics), and information regarding their prior
experience with traditional chart reviews as well as EHR. In
addition, they rated the general potential of EHR as well as the
specific benefit for different professional groups (students,
physicians, nurses, patients, and other professional groups) and
their collaboration. Students also rated the teaching and the test
system used. Table 1 provides an overview on the items used.

Table 1. Overview of outcomes and their corresponding measurement of the questionnaire.

Number of itemsItemOutcome

3Gender, age, and response rateSociodemographics

6Yes/noPrevious experience with electronic devices (eg, mobile
phones, personal computer, and laptop)

5Yes/noPrevious experience with EHRa (participation, contribution,
and contact)

6Likert scale from 0 to 5 (“not at all” to “completely”)Benefit for different professions

3Likert scale from 0 to 3 (“not at all” to “completely”)Concerns and inhibitions

6Likert scale from 0 to 3 (“not at all” to “completely”)Evaluation of the test system

5Likert scale from 0 to 3 (“not at all” to “completely”)Evaluation of the teaching module

6Likert scale from 0 to 3 (“not at all” to “completely”)Students’ experiences with EHR

aEHR: electronic health record.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using SPSS version 24. For
statistical analysis, frequencies, means, and associated SDs were
calculated for different items of the questionnaire. Data were
normally distributed as tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
T tests for 2-paired samples were conducted to allow
comparisons of pre teaching and post teaching. For further
comparison, analyses of variance were conducted. Here, the

level of significance was P<.05. For the comparison of pre
teaching and post teaching, data were included only when the
students filled in both questionnaires. Furthermore, we
considered the cumulative frequencies in percentages for several
items such as prior usage of EHR. Here, questionnaires of all
116 students taking part in the study were included, and
frequencies were calculated proportionately for each item. At
the end of the study, 104 out of 116 students had returned the
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complete pre- and postquestionnaires and could be included in
the analyses of comparisons. Again, on the singe-item level,
frequencies were calculated proportionately. The absolute
numbers might differ slightly from 116 or 104 students because
of missing data.

Ethics
The Ethics Committee of Tübingen Medical Faculty
(#260/2016BO2) approved this study.

Results

Sociodemographics
A total of 116 students participated in the study, and 104
students returned the completed pre- and postquestionnaires
and showed up for both appointments of the study. Moreover,
59 (56.7) students were female and 45 (43.3) were male. Their
mean age was 25.6 (SD 3.0) years.

Previous Experience With Electronic Devices
Nearly all the students (103/113, 91.1%) had a mobile phone,
111 (98.2%) had a personal computer with internet connection,
and 79 (69.9%) owned a tablet. Out of 112 students, 76 (67.8%)
stated owning all 3 devices, and 108 (96.4%) students rated the
internet as rather important or important for their daily lives.
Students checked their private emails every day, which was
significantly more often than their professional ones (F1,4=38.04;
P<.001).

Previous Experience With Electronic Health Records
Out of 104 students, 67 (64.4%) had already participated in a
chart review in general (paper or EHR). However, out of these,
only 18 (27%) students had actively contributed to one. Mostly,
the chart review was part of their mandatory clinical placements.
In addition, 66 out of 101 (65.3%) students already had contact
with an EHR system, with proportionally the largest group
(36/47, 77% students) having watched someone else using it.
Finally, 99 out of 103 students (96.1%) had thus far no formal
training in EHR.

Benefit for Different Professions
The students’ judgment of the relative benefit of EHR for
medical professionals did not vary significantly between T0 and
T1 regardless of the group (see Table 2). In addition, students
rated the benefit of EHR significantly higher for doctors and
nurses than for any other professions both before and after
training (pre teaching—benefit doctors, mean 4.11; nurses,
mean 3.90; therapists, mean 3.67; patients, mean 3.10; medical
students, mean 3.55; P<.001 for doctors and nurses compared
with all other professions—and post teaching—benefit doctors,
mean 3.96; nurses, mean 3.82; therapists, mean 3.68; patients,
mean 3.29; medical students, mean 3.68; P<.001 for doctors
and P=.03 for nurses compared with all other professions).
Analyzed in detail, students rated the benefit of EHR for their
medical knowledge significantly higher after the teaching
session (Table 2).

Table 2. Ratings of benefits, concerns, and inhibitions of electronic health record.

T0–T1 comparisonPost teachinga, mean (SD)Pre teachinga, mean (SD)Item

P valuet test (df)

.40−0.84 (100)3.96 (0.93)4.11 (0.88)Benefit for doctors

.360.92 (99)3.82 (0.99)3.90 (0.98)Benefit for nursing stuff

.90−0.12 (97)3.68 (0.95)3.67 (1.05)Benefit for physiotherapist or speech therapist

.13−1.52 (97)3.29 (1.32)3.10 (1.31)Benefit for patients

.25−1.16 (97)3.68 (1.08)3.55 (1.18)Benefit for students

.005−2.86 (98)3.29 (1.11)2.96 (1.27)Benefit for students’ medical knowledge

.56−0.58 (101)0.69 (0.86)0.63 (0.89)General concerns

.800.26 (100)0.38 (0.77)0.40 (0.76)Inhibitions

.0491.99 (99)3.01 (0.88)3.18 (0.87)Potential as a collaboration tool

aAgreement (“0” = “not at all” to “5” = “completely”).

Concerns and Inhibitions
There was no significant difference before and after training
regarding concerns and inhibitions related to EHR use. However,
students evaluated EHR’s potential long-term benefit as a
collaboration tool in the multiprofessional health care team to
be significantly lower at T1 compared with T0. Table 2 provides
further details.

Evaluation of the Test System
The most frequently mentioned positive aspects were the
protected and safe environment (29/58 students, 50%) in which

to practice as well as the general benefits of an EHR system
such as drug interaction warnings. EHR needs a substantial
amount of training with proper facilities (16/70 students, 23%)
and the fear that other hospitals might have different systems
(2/70, 3%) for which they would then not be prepared were
some of the critical issues mentioned by the students. In
addition, students pointed out that the training system still had
some technical difficulties (23/70, 33%; eg, no immediate
connection to current treatment guidelines and inappropriate
date of birth of the created patients). When presented with a list
of areas where support in the future would be needed most,
issues concerning active processes such as change the patient’s
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medication (17/104 students, 16%) and confident navigation
through the system (28/104 students, 27%) were among the
most frequent answers.

Evaluation of the Teaching Module
Out of 102 students, 88 (86.3%) stated that the teaching prepared
them in a rather good or good way for later usage of EHR.
When asked for which area they felt best prepared specifically
(eg, navigation, patient admission, placing orders, and changing
medication), there was a significant difference among the
subthemes (F6,64=3.59; P=.002), with students feeling best
prepared for reading and understanding the current medication
scheme (mean 2.25, SD 0.66) and worst prepared for navigation
through the EHR (mean 1.96, SD 0.65). Out of 103 students,
44 (42.7%) would have liked to have the teaching video in a
web-based version as well, with another 24 students (23.3%)
agreeing that it might be helpful to have such an additional
option. However, they also generally appreciated the presence
of a real teacher, as 74 out of 103 students (71.8%) stated that
a web-based teaching program alone would not or possibly not
be sufficient to reach the desired competencies and
understanding.

After the teaching, the students felt rather motivated to work
with EHR in the future (mean 3.74, SD 1.05) and considered
EHR as a useful tool in clinical practice (mean 3.7, SD 0.04).
Looking closer at different aspects of time saving and patient
safety when using EHR, EHRs were mostly considered as a

very helpful or helpful tool in later work in hospitals by our
students. For the advantages and details they identified, see
Figure 1.

In addition, 82 out of 104 students (78.8%) considered the
system’s offer of templates (eg, normal findings on physical
examination and electrocardiography) helpful or very helpful.
Reasons for finding it only somewhat helpful or not helpful
were producing data waste, limitation of expressions, and
standard formulations are known by heart anyway. Accordingly,
98 out of 104 students (94.2%) considered the integrated support
system of EHR (eg, immediate warnings about drug interactions)
helpful or very helpful. The 6 students considering the system
not helpful or only somewhat helpful were most critical on the
following points: giving a false sense of security (n=3), danger
of not thinking critically on one’s own (n=1), and limited
flexibility through forced adherence to guidelines (n=1).
However, the problem of alert fatigue, as mentioned in the
Introduction, was not reported by our students. Our medical
students seemed unsure about how to judge the potential
problem of copy and paste—also one of the main risks and
pitfalls of EHR—rating it mean 2.3 (SD 1.5) on the
abovementioned scale. Of the 48 students being more reserved
toward the copy and paste possibility, the majority mentioned
worries along the issue of blind take-over of information/no
cross-checking/no reflection on (potentially wrong) diagnoses
(n=41). Only 3 students were concerned about the potential
issue of loss of quality/reduced doctor-patient interaction.

Figure 1. Percentage of students (N=104) who found the electronic health record very helpful, helpful, little helpful, and not helpful, respectively, with
regard to time saving and patient safety aspects. Values less than 3% are not marked on the graph to improve readability.

Discussion

Summary
This study looked at undergraduate medical students’
perspectives toward EHR in general and with a specific focus
on a particularly designed teaching module. Teaching included
a formalized introduction to EHR accounting for legal demands
as well as plenty of contextual training applying medical
knowledge in the electronic system.

Perspectives on Electronic Health Records
In general, the students in this study had a positive attitude
toward EHR usage, which is generally in line with previous
findings [4,10]. Interestingly, participants rated the benefit of
EHR usage significantly higher for doctors and nurses than for
other health care professionals or their patients at both
measurements. This might be because of the fact that medical
students still mostly see those 2 professions in action of patient
care. Interestingly, students in this study rated the potential
benefits for coworking in a multiprofessional team significantly
lower after their teaching sessions. This seems counterintuitive
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as common access to medical charts should foster team
collaboration, although caveats have been described in literature
with current systems yet lagging the full potential [39-41]. The
students’ reservations might be explained by the fact that
through specific training, they become aware not only of the
advantages but also of the shortcomings of EHR usage, as
already mentioned in the Introduction, enabling them to evaluate
clinical information systems more critically. In addition, they
have not been using them in real clinical practice. Therefore,
they can only imagine and anticipate or remember complex
interactions they have been observing in clinical internships
where frequent difficulties and problems with EHR are discussed
more prominently than effectively working examples in team
interactions. The possible influence of EHR on the
patient-physician relationship was not an issue for our students.
This is in line with literature showing effective patient-centered
interactions despite usage of EHR in the encounters [42,43].

Although clinical decision aids integrated into EHR offer great
learning opportunities, there is a danger of alert fatigue in users
[8,44]. Students in this study did not show such concerns. We
assume that this phenomenon might not be prominent in
students, who have not been using the system frequently so far
but is more of an issue for experienced system users working
with EHR on a daily basis. However, it seems crucial to create
an awareness of this issue early on. This also accounts for
possible negative implications of the copy&paste phenomenon.
Our medical students were unsure how to rate this issue, but
those concerned named well-known reasons in the clinical
context [6,7]. So far, literature has not shown any negative
educational consequences of copy and paste (eg, impaired
critical thinking and reduced self-directed learning). However,
there is certainly the need for more standardized examinations
on that matter [44-46].

Teaching
In this study, students accepted the new technology well and
felt highly motivated to use EHR. They all represented the
generation of digital natives—as reflected in their possession
and usage of technical devices and the internet and students
thus might be especially receptive to the use of new technologies
[10]. However, this might not be transferable to an adequate
professional use, and despite being digital natives, students do
need specific training in technical devices in the health care
context [3,13,14,16]. As documentation is a core competency
that graduates should show from day 1 of their clinical work,
the need for specific training in the usage of EHR is thus
undisputable [15,17,19]. There are even demands of whole
longitudinal curricula on this issue [15]. This enables several
levels of reality: starting with theoretical input in the early years
and proceeding to simulated scenarios as well as a structured
integration of live EHR use in clinical placements. However,
reality does look different: students usually are not officially
allowed to document in EHR or sometimes do so without proper
training in the systems beforehand [3,26,29,30]. The students
in this study also reported mostly just having watched someone
using an EHR. However, some students had documented on
their own but without training, which poses a legal problem in
Germany as EHR count as a medical device is not allowed to
be used without a formalized introductory teaching beforehand.

Directors of medical schools should be aware of this potentially
dangerous issue.

Although the students evaluated their training course positively,
it does not seem to have been thorough enough, as students still
did not feel safe when navigating through the EHR afterward.
This uncertainty might have resulted from students focusing on
the medical information and casework, prioritizing this part of
the task over organizational and structural learning objectives
of this class. This was reflected in the in-class discussions where
students’ questions mainly concerned medical issues, and EHR
seemed to be merely a means for that purpose. A lack of EHR
navigating skills is also what Morrow et al [23] discuss when
finding that after training, students had significantly better
communication skills within the EHR tool but did not show
satisfying navigation skills such as finding previous data or
creating trend graphs. It may be necessary to separate medical
content from technical information or at least specifically stress
the importance of structural skills [20].

Simulated Electronic Health Record System
When looking at students’ experiences with the new EHR
software program (Meona) in general, the feedback was positive.
Overall, the students appreciated the features they would also
encounter in the live version, although they were also aware of
the technical difficulties still present in the newly developed
copy of the actual Meona. We want to draw attention to some
of these, as we consider this as helpful for other medical schools
planning to develop an EHR simulator. When creating a teaching
version of an in-use EHR, it is important to keep in mind that
the system needs constant updating. In our case, this meant
reinstalling the initial version to delete the entries of one student
group before the next one works with the program. However,
this means that when you have admitted the patient in April and
constantly back up to this initial version, the students who have
their training class in June are supposed to work with patients
who have been on the ward for 2 months with nothing having
been done up to this point. In the whole process, it is also crucial
to involve IT [47]. This accounts for making them familiar with
the content of your teaching before they start to program the
virtual patients. It does not foster the degree of felt reality when
students work on 19-year-old patients who have been in and
out of hospital for the past 20 years because of their poorly
controlled diabetes. When creating such a system, it is also
important to predefine who will be responsible for tasks, who
has the administrator’s rights, and when the program is to be
updated or reloaded so that you have a secured environment
[47]. During our first term of teaching EHR, not having clarified
all these issues, we more than once had to manually reenter all
patient data because IT made an update without a screenshot
first. In addition, in the beginning, we were unable to change
minor issues ourselves as we did not have the rights to do so.
Thus, it might be helpful to have key users with limited
administrative rights who can customize the system accordingly,
such as only updating it during semester break.

Simulated systems are created to prepare for reality. There is
ample literature regarding the rights of medical students in live
EHR systems [3,48]. When using real systems, one has to find
the balance between allowing students to be part of the team
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with the same duties and ownership as other team members on
the one hand [3], whereas, on the other hand, taking into account
legal issues of responsibility that might exceed a student’s
capability level and will need to be reviewed [49,50]. By
choosing a mirrored version of the actual EHR system used in
our hospital, all students in the class automatically got the
training necessary to be allowed to work with the live electronic
chart. As a consequence of this teaching, the Medical Faculty
of the University of Tübingen together with the Quality
Management Department of the University Hospital defined
and implemented those rights for all students in their final year
to ensure quality of care and reproducibility of the clinical
documentation within the EHR system. One key element of this
process was to show students’entries color coded as preliminary
documentation that has to be checked and confirmed by a fully
trained physician before release, although this has been shown
to be a source of concern among deans of medical schools
[30,45]. Thanks to such provisions, students could start using
EHR immediately the day they entered their final practical year
without endangering patient safety.

Limitations
The study has several limitations. First, we only looked at
medical students at one semester and one faculty, which limits

generalizability. In addition, the training class was relatively
short, being an intensive course over 2 days; thus, some of the
results might be not representative enough. Finally, we did not
look at transfer into the clinical environment, thus not being
able to say if the students’ self-ratings would hold up in the
actual context of use.

Despite these limitations, we strongly believe that our study
delivers valuable insight into aspects of consideration when
planning and implementing a teaching class on EHR into the
medical curriculum.

Conclusions
Overall, the class showed several advantages, and the training
was regarded as helpful. However, it might have been more
helpful to separate medical content from the technical aspects
to reduce cognitive overload or have at least more teaching time
longitudinally, as already practiced in some medical schools
[20,51]. Future development could include assigning
person-specific logins to track individual progress. In addition,
the potential of interprofessional as well as nationwide or even
worldwide web-based learning opportunities should be
considered [52].
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Abstract

Background: Chronic diseases are the leading cause of death worldwide. In Canada, more than half of all health care spending
is used for managing chronic diseases. Although studies have shown that the use of advanced features of electronic medical record
(EMR) systems improves the quality of chronic disease prevention and management (CDPM), a 2012 international survey found
that Canadian physicians were the least likely to use 2 or more EMR system functions. Some studies show that maturity vis-à-vis
clinicians’ EMR use is an important factor when evaluating the use of advanced features of health information systems. The
Clinical Adoption Framework (CAF), a common evaluation framework used to assess the success of EMR adoption, does not
incorporate the process of maturing. Nevertheless, the CAF and studies that discuss the barriers to and facilitators of the adoption
of EMR systems can be the basis for exploring the use of advanced EMR features.

Objective: This study aimed to explore the factors that primary care physicians in Ontario identified as influencing their use
of advanced EMR features to support CDPM and to extend the CAF to include primary care physicians’ perceptions of how their
use of EMRs for performing clinical tasks has matured.

Methods: Guided by the CAF, directed content analysis was used to explore the barriers and facilitating factors encountered
by primary care physicians when using EMR features. Participants were primary care physicians in Ontario, Canada, who use
EMRs. Data were coded using categories from the CAF.

Results: A total of 9 face-to-face interviews were conducted from January 2017 to July 2017. Dimensions from the CAF emerged
from the data, and one new dimension was derived: physicians’ perception of their maturity of EMR use. Primary care physicians
identified the following key factors that impacted their use of advanced EMR features: performance of EMR features, information
quality of EMR features, training and technical support, user satisfaction, provider’s productivity, personal characteristics and
roles, cost benefits of EMR features, EMR systems infrastructure, funding, and government leadership.

Conclusions: The CAF was extended to include physicians’ perceptions of how their use of EMR systems had matured. Most
participants agreed that their use of EMR systems for performing clinical tasks had evolved since their adoption of the system
and that certain system features facilitated their care for patients with chronic diseases. However, several barriers were identified
and should be addressed to further enhance primary care physicians’ use of advanced EMR features to support CDPM.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13318)   doi:10.2196/13318
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Introduction

Background
According to the World Health Organization, by 2020, chronic
diseases will account for 73% of all deaths and 60% of the
global burden of disease [1]. The World Health Organization
recommends that chronic disease prevention must focus on
controlling risk factors such as high blood pressure and tobacco
use [1].

Electronic medical records (EMRs) are one of many initiatives
available in high-income countries to assist in addressing these
risk factors. In a systematic review, approximately 67% of
studies showed that EMRs have a positive effect on preventive
care, and about 57% of studies found that EMRs contribute to
a modest improvement in disease management [2].

Electronic reminder features for preventive or follow-up care
automate reminders for specific tests (eg, vaccinations and blood
tests) based on recommended guidelines [3]. Advanced EMR
features, such as electronic reminders, have been shown to
support chronic disease prevention and management (CDPM).
When EMR reminders were combined with access to EMR
information (eg, history of hypertension and cardiovascular
disease), 28% of the patient population was found to be at risk
for undiagnosed type 2 diabetes [4].

A grounded theory study of EMR usage ranked EMR features
from basic to advanced [5]. Advanced features included
automated reminders for tests and screening; using decision
support tools, such as a cardiovascular risk tool; using a recall
system to search for patients with a specific condition; creating
customized templates, such as diabetic flow sheets; and using
a graph feature to view the trend of a patient’s test results over
time [5].

Statement of the Problem
Not all physicians use the advanced features of EMR systems
to support CDPM. A 2012 study showed that Canadian
physicians were the least likely to use at least two EMR
functions [6]. Thus, there is a gap in our understanding of the
barriers to and facilitating factors of the use of advanced features
in EMR systems.

Factors That Impact the Adoption of Electronic
Medical Records
Much of the literature has focused on the factors that contribute
to successful EMR adoption. Studies have discussed the need
for EMR champions and staff participation to encourage
adoption [7-9]. Rogers’diffusion of innovations theory suggests
that the characteristics of potential adopters are also a key factor
for EMR adoption [10].

In addition, studies have identified the importance of providing
adequate education and training to support EMR adoption
[11,12]. In the Canadian province of Ontario, the Association
of Family Health Teams developed a program comprising

individuals known as quality improvement decision support
specialists (QIDSS) who were available on-site to assist teams
to access and better use EMR data to improve care [13].

Furthermore, some studies have highlighted the importance of
advancing the level of health information system (HIS) use to
obtain improved clinical outcomes and have suggested that
benefits grow over time as users gain experience, as
improvements are made in systems, and as workflows are
adjusted to users’ needs [14,15]. A Canadian study in Ontario
assessed the progress in the use of advanced EMR features and
found a direct correlation between years of EMR use and EMR
maturity [14]. Thus, in evaluating the use of advanced features
of EMR systems, it is important to consider how the use of EMR
systems by clinicians has evolved since EMR adoption.

Conceptual Framework
In this study, the Clinical Adoption Framework (CAF) [16] was
used to categorize the study results and to explore the barriers
and facilitators that primary care physicians encounter when
using EMR features to support CDPM. Although the CAF does
not evaluate the maturity of a clinician’s HIS use, the framework
is appropriate for this study as it identifies microlevel,
mesolevel, and macrolevel factors that influence EMR success.

Several frameworks for HIS adoption have been reported in the
literature [16-21]. OntarioMD, a cooperative owned by the
Ontario Medical Association and funded by the provincial
government, is responsible for certifying EMRs in Ontario [22].
OntarioMD developed the EMR Maturity Model [21] to help
clinicians optimize their EMR use by evaluating their level of
EMR use. The model evaluates maturity in terms of how the
product is used, and users can measure their maturity level for
a certain function (eg, appointment scheduling and laboratory
results) across 6 maturity levels (see Multimedia Appendix 1)
[21]. Thus, this study refers to maturity as the maturity of the
user’s skill set and clinical processes in using the HIS, rather
than the maturity of a product (ie, type of features implemented).
The EMR Maturity Model is based on existing models such as
the CAF.

The CAF (shown in Multimedia Appendix 2) proposes that
successful clinical adoption of HISs at the microlevel depends
on the following dimensions: the quality of the system’s
performance, information, and support service provided for the
HIS; its use and user satisfaction; and net benefits. At the
mesolevel, the people involved, the organization, and the
implementation of the HIS have a direct effect on the microlevel
HIS adoption by health care professionals. At the macrolevel,
successful clinical adoption depends on health care standards;
funding and incentives; legislation/policy and governance; and
societal, political, and economic trends. A detailed description
of the dimensions for each level can be found in previous studies
[16,17,23].

Purpose of the Study
This study explored the barriers primary care physicians
encounter while using advanced EMR features to facilitate
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CDPM and the factors facilitating their use of these features.
Furthermore, this study extends the CAF to include primary
care physicians’perceptions of how their use of the EMR system
had evolved. Thus, the main contribution of this study was
looking at the CAF and the maturity of EMR use from the
perspective of primary care providers, as they are the ones
managing chronic illness.

Methods

Study Setting and Design
On the basis of existing evidence about factors influencing EMR
adoption, a qualitative directed content analysis was conducted
using the CAF. A directed content analysis is typically used
when existing theory or prior research about a phenomenon
needs further description to validate or extend a theoretical
framework or theory [24]. Thus, we used directed content
analysis to extend the CAF.

The study was conducted at primary care clinics located in the
Canadian province of Ontario. Although there are various EMR
systems available in Ontario, the most common systems used
at primary care clinics are PS Suite EMR (produced by Telus
Health) [25], Nightingale On Demand (produced by Telus
Health) [26], IndiviCare (produced by Indivica) [27], and
OSCAR (produced by OSCAR EMR Inc) [28]. Advanced EMR
features available in these systems include but are not limited
to the following:

• Drug databases that provide dosing information,
administration, and medication allergy alerts.

• Hospital Report Manager [29], an Ontario provincial feature
used to electronically integrate patient reports (eg, medical
records and diagnostic imaging reports) from hospitals and
specialty clinics directly into a patient’s chart.

• Ontario Laboratories Information System (OLIS) that
automatically receives laboratory results from hospitals
directly into the patient’s chart [30].

• Electronic fax to electronically receive faxed documents
into EMRs.

Study Participants, Sampling, and Recruitment
Eligible participants were primary care physicians located in
Ontario who had used EMRs for at least one year. Purposeful
sampling was used to represent a range of ages (less than 30
years, 30-40 years, 41-50 years, 51-60 years, 61-70 years, and
greater than 71 years), sexes (female and male), and individuals
from different cities in Ontario. Face-to-face interviews were
conducted.

Data saturation determined the sample size. After 7 interviews,
no new ideas were being introduced. Nevertheless, 2 more
interviews were conducted to validate that saturation had
occurred. A similar study exploring primary care physicians’
experience with EMRs also had a sample size of 9 participants
[31].

OntarioMD assisted in recruiting participants by sharing an
advertisement about this study with its peer leaders. Similarly,
Ontario academic family practices were contacted to identify
participants, resulting in the Ottawa Hospital Family Health

Team reaching out to its members. Recruitment emails were
also sent to individual family practices.

Data Collection and Research Instruments
Data were actively collected between January 2017 and July
2017 by the primary author (RR). In-person interviews were
audio recorded. Interviews were approximately 20 min to 60
min and were conducted by using a semistructured interview
guide (Multimedia Appendix 3). The interview guide was
pilot-tested in July 2016 with a primary care physician.

Data Analysis
Audio recordings of interviews were transcribed verbatim. The
directed content approach using the CAF helped determine the
initial coding scheme [16,17]. Each interview transcript was
read line by line; any text that appeared to describe a barrier or
facilitating factor was highlighted (RR). Next, NVivo software
(QSR International) [32] was used to help code all highlighted
text using predetermined codes (RR). Data that could not be
coded into one of the categories of the CAF were coded with a
label that captured the essence of the barrier or facilitating factor.
Finally, 2 team members (RR and SY) independently analyzed
transcripts, and 3 team members (RR, SY, and CK) audited the
data analysis findings.

Ethical Considerations
The University of Ottawa Research Ethics Board (H01-16-02)
granted approval for the study. All participants provided written
informed consent before their interview; no personal information
was recorded.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Table 1 summarizes the sample and participant characteristics.
All participants’ practices were located in an urban setting in
Ontario. Participants’ experience in using an EMR system
ranged from 3 to 15 years. Overall, 5 of the participants were
part of a group practice using the family health organization’s
capitated payment model, 3 of the participants were from a
family health team (FHT) practice model, and 1 participant was
from an independent practice. In addition, 5 of the participants
identified themselves as the information technology (IT) leader
in their clinic. A total of 4 participants used the EMR system
PS Suite, 3 used IndiviCare, and 1 worked with Nightingale On
Demand.

Patterns from the data were categorized into themes. In this
study, themes refer to barriers and facilitating factors that
influenced participants’ use of advanced EMR features. A total
of 10 themes emerged from the data: 9 themes directly mapped
to the dimensions of the CAF and one new theme was derived
from our analysis. The dimensions from the framework that
directly mapped to the 9 themes were system quality;
information quality; service quality; user satisfaction; net
benefits; people; organization; legislation, policy, and
governance; and funding and incentives. Figure 1 shows the
dimensions from the CAF that emerged from the data and the
one new dimension (maturity of EMR use) that was derived
from our analysis.
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Table 1. Respondents’ characteristics.

Information technology leadExperience using electronic
medical records (years)

Primary care modelSexAge range (years)Participants

Yes15FHTaMale51-60P1

No3Independent practiceFemale61-70P2

Yes10FHTMale61-70P3

Yes7FHObFemale41-50P4

Yes7FHOMale30-40P5

Yes15FHOMale51-60P6

No4FHTFemale30-40P7

No4FHOMale41-50P8

No9FHOFemale61-70P9

aFHT: family health team.
bFHO: family health organization.

Figure 1. Dimensions emerging from the data. EMR: electronic medical record.

Theme 1: System Performance (Microlevel)
The CAF defines the dimension, system quality, as the reliability
of the system’s performance, features, and security and is
estimated in terms of performance and reliability, based on the
system’s response times for standardized tasks, integration with
workflow, user-friendliness, and security [16].

Several participants explained that the quick response time for
standardized tasks was a system performance factor that
facilitated their use of advanced EMR features:

When I receive an abnormal test result I get it right
away and I don’t need to wait for the next day. [P2,
age 61-70 years]

However, 2 participants mentioned that the drug database feature
was not user friendly. Owing to the limitations of this feature,
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participants used mobile or Web-based drug database
applications that were not part of the EMR software as they had
an easier interface and quicker response time:

It’s so confusing…but I can write the same thing in
my app…it’s just easier to read and it’s quicker. [P4,
age 41-50 years]

Participants also described system reliability as a barrier to using
advanced EMR features (eg, EMR feature not working).

Theme 2: Completeness of Information (Microlevel)
The dimension information quality is defined as the
completeness and accuracy of information in addition to the
timeliness and relevance of information [16]. Another
facilitating factor is the completeness and relevance of
information provided by the EMR drug database feature:

The system is more sophisticated than the last time…it
will show me the various dosage forms…that are
available. [P1, age 51-60 years]

A few participants were concerned about the completeness and
relevance of information provided by the EMR graph feature.
These limited their ability to plot and view the trend of a
patient’s test results:

It’s a terrible graph…because it’s not temporally
organized…so it’s useless as a graph. (P3, age 61-70
years)

Theme 3: User Training and Technical Support
(Microlevel)
The dimension service quality is defined as user training and
ongoing technical support and availability of support [16].
Participants were asked if they had an IT specialist on-site to
support the EMR system. A total of 6 participants raised the
issue of vendors’ insufficient ongoing technical support to
enhance clinic performance, limited ongoing training for
advanced EMR use, and ineffective user training. Technical
support was not available on-site unless it was paid out of pocket
or if a staff member communicated with the vendor.

Theme 4: Perceived Usefulness of Electronic Medical
Record Features, Perceived Impact on Productivity,
and Perceived Impact on Quality of Care (Microlevel)
The CAF cites user satisfaction as one category that measures
the dimension satisfaction, defined as the subjective opinions
of users with regard to their perceived expectations; value;
information, system, and service quality; and use of the system.
Lau et al [16] assessed the framework’s user satisfaction
component using indicators of perceived usefulness and value
of the system, perceived impact on productivity and integration
with workflow, and perceived impact on quality of care [16].

According to several participants, certain EMR features (eg,
recall system and diabetic flow sheets) were useful and improved
their quality of care, for example:

If there’s a drug recall, you can find all the patients
who are on that drug and call…them to come in. So
it’s amazing what you could do which you couldn’t
do on a paper chart. [P4, age 41-50 years]

Overall, 2 participants stated that using the EMR feature to
assess cardiovascular risk was time consuming and inefficient,
thus impacting productivity and preventing them from using
this advanced ready-made feature. One participant described
the use of the cardiovascular risk feature as challenging, in that
it was not fully integrated into their EMR system, necessitating
the use of other online tools to calculate risk:

Anything that’s inefficient is dangerous because it
creates a barrier for people to do it. It promotes
transcription errors. You move the data manually,
you’re going to type a key wrong. [P6, age 51-60
years]

Theme 5: Change in Provider Efficiency, Net Cost,
and Care Quality (Microlevel)
The CAF portrays net benefits as quality, access, and
productivity. The framework assesses quality using indicators
such as changes in provider effectiveness and appropriateness
of care, whereas productivity is measured by indicators of
change in provider efficiency, such as the time needed to assess
a patient and clinician workflow [16]. The framework also refers
to productivity as the change in net costs in terms of cost savings
[16].

Participants reported improved workflow efficiency and
improved patient efficiency when certain advanced EMR
features were used. One participant described how workflow
efficiency and patient efficiency were enhanced when they used
a customized referral letter template to expedite a specialist
referral: “So when I see an abnormal result I can send a referral
at that time and its more efficient for me” [P2, age 61-70 years].

Overall, 2 participants suggested that change in productivity
was a barrier to their use of advanced EMR features because of
the additional cost associated with the EMR system, particularly
maintaining, supporting, and upgrading the system to ensure
effectiveness and efficiency. Other associated costs included
after-sales support from vendors and hiring additional staff to
deal with paper documents that were not electronically deposited
into the EMR:

Since the EMR, we had to hire one person whose job
was just to scan stuff in before the e-fax came.…I’m
paying someone a full-time job just to scan, which is
out of my pocket, which is created because of this
technology. [P4, age 41-50 years]

Furthermore, the quality of provider effectiveness and
appropriateness of care were adversely affected when
participants could not access patients’ test results from hospitals,
in the EMR system. Participants mentioned wasting time
searching for unavailable laboratory results instead of using
that time for other tasks.

Theme 6: Roles and Personal Characteristics
(Mesolevel)
The CAF defines the dimension people as the individuals or
groups involved, their personal characteristics and expectations,
and their roles and responsibilities vis-à-vis the HIS [17].
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The framework uses an individual’s age, gender, experience,
and position (eg, being an IT leader) to measure personal
characteristics and roles [17]. One participant with over 10 years
of EMR experience, who was also the IT leader, described how
they exploited the system:

I am too far into using EMRs.…I just do what EMR
permits.…I really exploit the system. [P1, age 51-60
years]

On the contrary, another participant (P2) with 3 years of
experience using an EMR system revealed that they train their
patients to remember when to do blood tests rather than use the
reminder feature to prompt the physician for patient preventive
services. Clearly, the participants’ characteristics and roles
impacted their use of advanced EMR features.

Theme 7: Return on Value and Infrastructure
(Mesolevel)
The CAF categorizes organization as how the HIS fits with the
organization’s strategy, culture, and structure or processes, as
well as information, infrastructure, and return on value [17].
The framework defines return on value of HIS adoption in terms
of cost benefit and effectiveness. Infrastructure is measured in
terms of technical architectures, level of integration, and the
privacy or security in place or planned [17].

Only a few participants stated that the return on value of
advanced EMR features was a barrier to the use of these
features. One participant said that the electronic fax feature was
expensive and not reliable, so their clinic continued to use a
paper-based process:

And that’s a problem with the software. They have
an Internet faxing version, but they charge a fortune
for it…and it has problems with capacity and
reliability. [P6, age 51-60 years]

Most participants noted that their inability to directly transfer
documents among the EMR system and hospitals and
pharmacies was a barrier. The majority of participants reported
that they received laboratory results directly into their EMR
system from private laboratories. However, most hospital results
are faxed, scanned, and added to the patient’s chart, which was
another barrier. The OLIS feature facilitates searching for
missing laboratory results. However, some participants
mentioned that not all hospital laboratory results were available
in OLIS. If they were, the amount of paper that clinics received
from hospitals would decrease:

If I go to [the patient’s] chart, I will see if their lab
results are actually available through the EMR’s
access to OLIS….If I can do that, then I don’t need
all that printed paper. [P3, age 61-70 years]

Theme 8: Governance and Privacy Laws (Macrolevel)
Some participants were concerned about the lack of leadership
in addressing poor EMR infrastructure, namely, lack of direct
links with hospitals and pharmacies. According to one
participant:

The fact that we can’t get stuff from hospital…There’s
no technical problem. There’s no leadership that puts

together the infrastructure and secures it to do it the
way it’s supposed to be done. That’s all we’re
missing, leadership…the government can fix two
things. One, they could tell the people who supply the
software whom they certify, that they have to provide
turnkey end-to-end service. And number two, the
government actually can help create the connectivity
between us and the pharmacies, us and the hospitals.
[P6, age 51-60 years]

Furthermore, 2 participants were concerned about the security
and privacy of patient charts because of legislation allowing
the Ontario government to access patient data.

Theme 9: Funding (Macrolevel)
A total of 2 other participants noted that they did not receive
enough government funding to cover all the EMR system
expenses. As one participant said:

[The program] didn’t cover everything but it was
great, but then they stopped that…then this ongoing
and maintaining, it’s all out of our pockets. [P4, age
41-50 years]

Theme 10: Maturity of Electronic Medical Record Use
Participants were directly asked how their use of EMRs for
performing clinical tasks had evolved since adoption. The CAF
does not have a category to account for the different maturity
stages of the user, so a new category was developed. The CAF
describes factors that impact the success of EMR adoption at a
moment in time, whereas the new theme describes how these
factors evolve over time.

Overall, 2 participants stated that their use of EMRs for
performing clinical tasks had not evolved effectively since
adoption. They noted flaws such as technical errors with the
laboratory requisition feature; poor feature design for prescribing
medication doses; and excessive scanner use because of the
inability to electronically transfer documents among the EMR
and some hospitals and pharmacies, which was needed to
support continuity of care over time. Such flaws limited these
participants from using the system to its maximum capacity.
As one participant explained:

There’s way too much paper handling. Why is a
person sitting at a scanner all day long? Why are we
still waiting? [P6, age 51-60 years]

However, most participants agreed that their use of the EMR
system to perform clinical tasks had improved since its adoption.
Several participants revealed the importance of using certain
advanced EMR features (eg, electronic fax and Hospital Report
Manager) to facilitate patient care delivery and reduce paper
work. As one participant said:

We get features that now allow us to run almost a
paperless office that did not exist when we first started
[P5, age 30-40 years]

As such, the use of advanced features to facilitate patient care
delivery and reduce paper work demonstrates that these
physicians’ use of the EMR system is maturing as they are able
to incorporate advanced EMR features into their workflow.
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Furthermore, using the electronic fax and Hospital Report
Manager is considered advanced EMR use as physicians have
incorporated these features into their clinical process as a way
to facilitate CDPM. These features allow physicians to
electronically access patient’s results and limit the need to scan
paper documents into the EMR, thereby reducing the wait time
of physicians accessing patient’s results. Thus, these features
can improve patient care by decreasing the wait time during an
appointment as the physician searches for the patient’s results
or the possibility of human error when scanning paper
documents into the EMR, such as support staff mismatching
scanned results to a patient’s chart.

Theme 10 shows the need to have a temporal dimension to EMR
evaluation to see what types of emerging issues will arise over
time. The CAF looks at a more generic set of adoption factors,
whereas theme 10 highlights the need to identify specific factors
that facilitate EMR use that will emerge over time.

Discussion

This study explores primary care physicians’ use of EMR
systems to support CDPM. Most participants highlighted factors
that facilitated their use of advanced EMR features. However,
participants continue to experience barriers.

Principal Findings and Comparison With Prior Work

Microlevel Factors
Most participants mentioned that system quality and information
quality factors, such as quick response time for standardized
tasks (eg, receiving blood test results), and the feature’s
provision of complete and relevant information facilitated their
use of advanced EMR features. However, participants reported
unreliability as a barrier (eg, EMR feature not working), and a
few participants also found the drug database feature to be
non–user friendly.

Studies have recommended involving users in system design
to address such technical factors [2,31,33]. As suggested in one
study, professional associations, such as OntarioMD, could
influence vendors by imposing standards and publishing
specifications so that EMR features would be designed to benefit
physicians [5].

Several participants noted that insufficient technical support
and inadequate user training on the part of the vendor was a
barrier. In addition, lack of on-site technical support from the
vendor created additional costs such as hiring staff to address
technical issues. A program such as QIDSS [13] could help
address this barrier by helping physicians make better use of
EMR data to improve clinical performance.

User satisfaction emerged from the data in terms of participants’
perceived usefulness of an EMR feature as well as its perceived
impact on both productivity and quality of care. Although
several participants noted that EMR features (eg, recall system
and diabetic flow sheets) supported their quality of patient care,
for others, certain EMR features (eg, data entry and
cardiovascular risk feature) were inefficient and time consuming,
thus a barrier to their productivity.

A systematic review recommended discussing the usefulness
of a given EMR feature, demonstrating its ease of use, and
having fellow physicians demonstrate the feature [34].
OntarioMD’s Peer Leader program is a network of clinicians
with several years of EMR experience. These individuals support
practices in Ontario to advance their EMR use [35]. Such a
program can help address the user satisfaction barriers identified
in our study.

Mesolevel Factors
According to our findings, participants who were IT leaders
and had more EMR experience were more likely than others to
exploit the EMR system. These findings are consistent with the
diffusion of innovations theory, which describes how
characteristics of potential adopters (eg, expertise and perception
of innovation) influence the success of innovation adoption
[10]. Furthermore, a commonly cited infrastructure barrier was
the inability to directly transfer documents among the EMR
system and hospitals and pharmacies. This barrier has also been
identified in other studies [5,36].

Macrolevel Factors
Lack of leadership in addressing poor interoperability among
EMR systems and hospitals and pharmacies is an important
macrolevel factor discussed by a few participants. A grounded
theory study conducted in Ontario also noted the lack of
connectivity among clinical EMRs and hospital laboratories
[5]. The study recommended that OntarioMD could influence
software development via standards and publishing future
requirements and through financial support to improve the
interoperability among EMR systems and other health care
entities [5].

Legislation and funding also emerged as issues in the data. Some
participants were uneasy regarding the security and privacy of
patient charts because of legislation that allows the Ontario
government to access patient data. Other studies have also
shown that concerns about privacy and security of patient data
are a barrier to EMR use because of the potential legal problems
[34,37,38].

In addition, participants who were not part of an FHT practice
felt that government funding was not sufficient to cover EMR
expenses. These findings confirm those of other studies in which
barriers related to insufficient funding influenced the adoption
and use of EMRs [2,5,39].

Maturity of Electronic Medical Record Use
Most participants thought that their use of EMR systems had
improved since adoption with the support of advanced EMR
features (eg, electronic fax and Hospital Report Manager).
Studies that assessed clinicians’use of EMR systems found that
longer EMR use led to improved outcomes (eg, greater expertise
and improved patient care) [14,15]. Some of the key factors
explored in this study could be measured over time to assess
the different maturity stages of physicians’ use of advanced
EMR features.

Key factors such as reliability, functionality, and
user-friendliness of the EMR feature; technical support and user
training; user satisfaction; productivity; return on value; and
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infrastructure could be assessed as part of the mature use of an
EMR system either quantitatively using surveys or qualitatively
through interviews. One possible method would be ranking the
progress of each key factor for each advanced feature and the
progress of mature use of these advance features. For example,
for the advanced feature OLIS, its reliability, functionality, and
user-friendliness could be ranked using a Likert scale that ranges
from 0 to 5, where 0 indicates that the user strongly disagrees
that OLIS is reliable, functional, and user friendly. Similarly,
the progress of mature use can be assessed using a 5-point Likert
scale, where 0 shows that the user strongly disagrees that the
feature is fully integrated within their clinical workflow (eg,
feature is not being used) and 5 implies that the user strongly
agrees that the feature is fully integrated within their clinical
workflow (eg, feature is used to access patient’s current and
past test results to enable treatment decisions and, if applicable,
results are shared with the patient at the point of care). A
longitudinal analysis of a clinic would need to be done to
measure the progress of these key factors over time and the
progress of mature use of these advanced EMR features. Thus,
the maturity of EMR use dimension extends the CAF by
incorporating postadoption factors perceived by physicians to
influence their use of advanced features and the effects of these
factors over time to reflect the different maturity stages of the
user.

An application of this extended CAF would be to evaluate the
progress of advanced EMR feature use among primary care
physicians. Another would be for physicians to identify potential
factors within their practice that influence their use of advanced
EMR features in reaching maturity and to make
recommendations for improvements.

Furthermore, the extended CAF could be used by key
stakeholders, such as Canada Health Infoway and OntarioMD,
to assess the progress of advanced EMR feature use to inform
future policies designed to sustain the momentum of advanced
EMR feature use.

Limitations and Strengths
One limitation of our study is the composition of the participant
sample. OntarioMD assisted with recruiting participants by
reaching out only to its peer leaders. Peer leaders are typically

super users who could be biased favorably toward EMRs.
Another limitation is that no participants were located in a rural
setting. This group might report other barriers or motives.
Researcher bias because of using directed content analysis is
another limitation, as researchers are likely to find evidence
supportive of their theory. Finally, participants might have
answered questions a certain way to please the researcher [24].
Doing an audit trail minimized biased results.

In addition, as the type of EMR software investigated was
dependent on the software used by participants, the study only
involved 3 types of EMR software: PS Suite, IndiviCare, and
Nightingale On Demand. This may have prevented us from
observing other advanced EMR features available in other EMR
software. Moreover, the EMR software we investigated were
all OntarioMD certified, which provided additional benefits
(eg, access to Hospital Report Manager, OLIS, and EMR
funding eligibility). Other factors might have emerged had we
investigated non–OntarioMD-certified EMR systems.

A key strength of this study is that physicians were interviewed
in person, providing a deeper understanding of their responses
and allowing them to demonstrate certain EMR features. This,
in turn, allowed us to observe the barriers and facilitating factors
experienced by participants. In addition, the credibility of this
study was enhanced by coauthors auditing the results and 2
team members independently analyzing transcripts.

Conclusions
In this study, 9 primary care physicians in Ontario discussed
barriers and facilitating factors that influenced their use of
advanced EMR features. This study also extended the CAF
through the emergence of a new dimension regarding the
maturity of users’ EMR use. The extended CAF can be used to
support key stakeholders in tracking the use of advanced EMR
features, which would support future policies. A future research
direction could be the development tools (eg, survey or interview
guide) to formally evaluate the extended CAF. Overall, our
findings show that although primary care physicians’ use of
EMR systems has improved, barriers remain and need to be
addressed to further enhance the physicians’ use of advanced
EMR features to facilitate CDPM.
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Abstract

Background: Despite the potential benefits of electronic health information exchange (HIE) to improve the quality and efficiency
of care, HIE use by ambulatory providers remains low. Ambulatory providers can greatly improve the quality of care by
electronically exchanging health information with affiliated providers within their health care network as well as with unaffiliated,
external providers.

Objective: This study aimed to examine the extent of electronic HIE use by ambulatory clinics with affiliated providers within
their health system and with external providers, as well as the key technological, organizational, and environmental factors
affecting the extent of HIE use within and outside the health system.

Methods: A Web-based survey of 320 ambulatory care providers was conducted in the state of Illinois. The study examined
the extent of HIE usage by ambulatory providers with hospitals, clinics, and other facilities within and outside their health care
system–encompassing seven kinds of health care data. Ten factors pertaining to technology (IT [information technology]
Compatibility, External IT Support, Security & Privacy Safeguards), organization (Workflow Adaptability, Senior Leadership
Support, Clinicians Health-IT Knowledge, Staff Health-IT Knowledge), and environment (Government Efforts & Incentives,
Partner Readiness, Competitors and Peers) were assessed. A series of multivariate regressions were used to examine predictor
effects.

Results: The 6 regressions produced adjusted R-squared values ranging from 0.44 to 0.63. We found that ambulatory clinics
exchanged more health information electronically with affiliated entities within their health system as compared with those outside
their health system. Partner readiness emerged as the most significant predictor of HIE usage with all entities. Governmental
initiatives for HIE, clinicians’ prior familiarity and knowledge of health IT systems, implementation of appropriate security, and
privacy safeguards were also significant predictors. External information technology support and workflow adaptability emerged
as key predictors for HIE use outside a clinic’s health system. Differences based on clinic size, ownership, and specialty were
also observed.

Conclusions: This study provides exploratory insights into HIE use by ambulatory providers within and outside their health
care system and differential predictors that impact HIE use. HIE use can be further improved by encouraging large-scale
interoperability efforts, improving external IT support, and redesigning adaptable workflows.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e12000)   doi:10.2196/12000
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Introduction

Background
Health information exchange (HIE) is the electronic sharing of
patient-level clinical health information among health care
organizations, providers, and practice settings. HIE allows
sharing of health information across organizational and
geographic boundaries, making critical patient information
available whenever and wherever needed [1,2]. HIE provides
clinicians timely access to more complete patient information
that is scattered across a fragmented US health care network.
Ultimately, HIE can greatly improve quality of care, enhance
patient safety, and reduce overall costs.

Evidence about the benefits of HIE is encouraging [3]. Studies
on HIE outcomes have reported modest to moderate reductions
in duplicate laboratory and radiology testing [4,5], better
identification of medication discrepancies, and improved
medication reconciliation [6]. HIE use has also decreased
hospital readmissions and associated costs [7]. Faster access to
patient information via HIE has enhanced emergency care and
reduced costs [8]. From a business value viewpoint, effective
use of HIEs has enhanced the resource utilization and
productivity of providers, thereby improving their overall
efficiency [9].

Despite such benefits, HIE usage has been low among
ambulatory care providers [10]. In contrast to 76% hospitals
who used HIE in 2014, only 42% of ambulatory care physicians
engaged in any kind of HIE—within or outside their system.
Furthermore, only 26% did so to share health information with
external providers [11,12]. The relatively low HIE use among
ambulatory clinics and the gap between HIE usage by hospitals
and ambulatory care providers are concerning as the potential
benefits of HIE will be hard to realize. Even among ambulatory
clinics, there seem to be notable variations in the extent of
electronic HIE within their health care system and with external
providers. A health care system for an ambulatory clinic includes
affiliated hospitals, providers, and other health entities who are
connected through common ownership, or joint management,
or some agreeable business arrangement [13].

HIE use in ambulatory care clinics can be complicated because
each setting may have varying information needs, different
levels of electronic health record (EHR) adoption, technological
sophistication, and resource constraints. Although many
technological, environmental, and organizational factors could
affect the use of HIE [14], specific factors that affect HIE usage
by ambulatory care providers remain underexplored. The
influence of specific factors that cause variations in HIE usage
within and outside the system is also not known. Exploring
these factors is important to ensure the success of HIEs and to
further promote their usage among ambulatory care providers.
Our study addresses this gap by exploring the association
between the key factors and HIE usage by ambulatory care
providers. Our research objectives are 2-fold: (1) to assess the
extent of HIE usage by ambulatory clinics to exchange health

information with internal and external providers and (2) to
examine the associat ions between key
technology-organization-environment (TOE) factors and HIE
usage within and outside the health care system.

Key Factors Affecting Health Information Exchange
Usage
Figure 1 presents a summary of key factors associated with
ambulatory clinics’ HIE use—within or outside their system.
The factors have been grouped based on the TOE framework
[15] that has been widely used to understand the contextual
factors associated with information technology (IT) usage in
organizations.

The 2009 Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical (HITECH) Act included a health care organization’s
ability to engage in HIE as a criterion for Meaningful Use—the
federal standard for incentives provided to clinicians and health
care organizations for using EHR systems. Incentive payments
for meaningful use in stage 2 require demonstrating actual HIE
usage rather than merely possessing the ability to electronically
exchange patient information. These efforts have resulted in a
proliferation of HIE initiatives by hospitals as well as
ambulatory care providers that range from minimally meeting
the meaningful use requirements to more intense exchange of
health care information [16,17]. Another key environmental
factor influencing HIE use is the readiness level of partners.
Ambulatory care clinics typically serve patients who also receive
care from other partner hospitals, specialty clinics or laboratories
and pharmacies, and these organizations could influence HIE
use [18]. Ambulatory clinics can face interoperability challenges
if partners differ in technological sophistication or use
incompatible EHR systems. Competing clinics or providers can
also influence HIE use [17,19]. Using HIE can help ambulatory
clinics distinguish themselves from other competing clinics.
However, in highly competitive markets, providers may be
reluctant to share data because of fear of loss of patients to rival
organizations [20]. Even among those sharing data, providers
can restrict the type and amount of health care information that
is shared [19].

Effective use of HIE is influenced by the ambulatory provider’s
internal capabilities. The primary internal capabilities include
workflow processes [16,21] and senior leadership support for
HIE [22]. To enhance HIE usage, providers need to effectively
incorporate HIE into current workflows and routines [23].
Workflows tend to differ across practice settings [21], and fusing
them with HIE can be challenging [10]. Integrating HIE into
current workflows can be achieved by (1) tweaking and
redesigning existing workflows or (2) customizing the
HIE-related information systems to fit in with the clinic-specific
workflows. As the latter alternative can be costly, workflows
in smaller physician practices will need considerable redesign
for integration with HIE systems, and this can be a significant
factor inhibiting HIE use in resource-constrained ambulatory
settings [18]. Organizational leadership has been consistently
found to be important to spearhead HIE initiatives among
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hospitals [24] and ambulatory clinics. HIE initiatives have been
successful when senior leadership actively engages in HIE

efforts and acts as organizational champions [25].

Figure 1. Key predictors of health information exchange use by ambulatory clinics: technology-organization-environment framework. IT: information
technology; HIT: health information technology; Orgs: organizations.

A provider’s IT infrastructure maturity and sophistication can
greatly affect their HIE use. IT infrastructure includes the
technological components as well as knowledge levels of key
organizational stakeholders to effectively exploit IT to enhance
business performance [26]. The fundamental building block for
an interoperable, electronic HIE is a robust technological
infrastructure and associated EHR system. In addition to flexible
and compatible IT infrastructure, recognition of HIE’s potential
and the knowledge levels of clinicians and administrative staff
is an important factor associated with HIE usage [27]. An
additional factor that can augment HIE usage is the external
technical support provided to HIE users [27]. Ambulatory care
providers have historically relied on external consultants and
EHR vendors for training and technical support. With an
evolving marketplace, identifying and gaining access to health
care knowledgeable IT support has been challenging for several
health care providers. Availability of quality and timely IT
support can augment HIE use. An often-repeated concern in
HIE relates to security and privacy of health information that
is being exchanged. Implementing technological safeguards can
greatly promote HIE use both within a health care system and
with outside providers [17].

Building upon the TOE framework and prior studies, we
conducted a survey study to assess the associations between
these factors on HIE usage by ambulatory care providers within
and outside their health care system.

Methods

Setting and Sample
This study draws from a population of ambulatory health care
clinics from the state of Illinois. We partnered with 2
Illinois-based health information technology (HIT) regional
extension centers (RECs) for recruiting ambulatory clinics to
participate in our study. RECs are organizations that have
received funding under the HITECH Act to assist health care
providers with the selection and implementation of HIT. The
primary constituency of RECs consists of small- and mid-sized
practices that seek education and assistance in evaluating and
implementing HIT. In addition, a list of Illinois rural health
clinics and other ambulatory care providers was obtained from
the Illinois Department of Public Health. The data were collected
through a Web-based survey of office-based physicians in the
practice. The Institutional Review Board of the University of
Illinois at Chicago approved the study protocol. All participants
provided informed consent. Respondents were provided a
financial incentive to complete the Web survey.

Survey Questionnaire
The survey questionnaire was constructed using items from
several existing instruments that measured HIE usage and
perceptions about the key TOE factors associated with HIE
usage. We also used relevant items on the contextual factors
from relevant HIT and management information systems
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literature. Multimedia Appendix 1 lists the survey items along
with sources from literature. As most of the questionnaire items
for survey were adapted from the prior literature, we gave
careful consideration to the content validity of the measures. A
total of 5 subject matter experts carefully assessed the survey
items and wording of the items in the questionnaire. On the
basis of their feedback, minor changes were made to the wording
and design of the questionnaire. Then, the questionnaire was
pretested with 6 clinicians from ambulatory clinics, and based
on their feedback, minor changes were made to the survey.

In the survey, we specified HIE to mean any electronic form of
data exchange—excluding fax machines—including any
computer-to-computer interface (such as an EHR system) or a
Web portal. To assess HIE usage, we asked respondents about
their level of usage (coded as 0 for no usage, 1 for partial usage,
and 2 for completely using electronic exchange) for sharing
different types of health information (patient demographics,
referrals, clinical orders, care summaries, physician notes or
medication lists, radiology results, and laboratory results) within
and outside their health care system. Respondents indicated
HIE usage (0-2) for each health information type for 3 partner
contexts—hospitals, clinics, and other health care
organizations—both within and outside their system. For each

ambulatory clinic, aggregate HIE usage scores were computed
for each of the 3 partner contexts, that is, we computed 6 scores
(ranging from 0 to 14) indicating HIE usage with hospitals,
clinics, and others within their health care system, and similarly
for the 3 partner contexts outside a clinic’s health care system.

Questions on the predictors (survey items are shown in
Multimedia Appendix 1) captured the perceptions of respondents
on the influence of technological factors (eg, compatibility of
IT systems, access to external IT support, and security
safeguards for exchanging health information), organizational
factors (eg, vision of senior leadership on HIE, adaptability of
workflows, and clinician and staff HIT knowledge), and
environmental factors (eg, government regulations and
incentives, competition, and readiness of partners) on HIE usage.
Questions about perceptions used 5-point Likert scale responses
ranging from 1, strongly disagree, to 5, strongly agree. Mean
scores were computed for each of the predictors (Table 1). We
also included questions on the ambulatory clinic’s demographic
information such as the number of clinicians, practice specialty
(family medicine, pediatrics, urgent care, obstetrics and
gynecology, surgical, and other), type of setting (solo, group,
primary care, and specialty care), and ownership status of the
clinic (provider owned, hospital or system owned, or mixed).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of technology-organization-environment predictors.

Value, mean (SD)Predictor factors

3.65 (0.89)ITa compatibility

3.37 (0.69)External IT support

3.81 (0.88)Security safeguards

3.35 (0.76)Senior leadership support

3.27 (0.65)Workflow adaptability

3.77 (0.85)Clinician HITb knowledge

3.67 (0.74)Staff HIT knowledge

3.35 (0.71)Government initiatives

3.01 (0.83)Competitor and peer influence

3.48 (0.94)Partner readiness

aIT: information technology.
bHIT: health information technology.

Data Analysis
Demographic characteristics of respondent clinics were assessed
using frequencies and percentages. For perceptive measures,
wherever multiple items were defined a priori to reflect a factor,
we took respondents’ average scores across respective items to
create a summary score for each factor: influence of government,
competition, and peers; HIT knowledge levels of clinicians and
staff; workflow adaptability; security safeguards; and external
IT support (see Table 1). All the statistical analyses were
performed using IBM SPSS version 22 running on a Windows
10 platform.

For multiitem measures, we assessed the reliability (ie, internal
consistency) and validity (ie, convergent and discriminant).
Cronbach alpha is a standard way to perform a reliability

analysis [28], and a range of .70 to .80 is considered acceptable.
The Cronbach alpha values of our constructs ranged from .710
to .795 and hence were acceptable. Then, we performed a
principal component analysis to assess validity. To assess
convergent validity, the degree to which a measure is correlated
with other measures that it is theoretically predicted to correlate
with, we evaluated the loading of each item onto their specified
factor. All loadings were above alpha=.70. We compared the
coefficients of the indicators with the standard errors (where
the loadings should be at least twice as much as the standard
error) and assessed the t statistic, which were all significant at
P=.05. To assess discriminant validity, we checked cross-factor
correlations against the square root of the average variance
extracted (AVE) of each factor. As correlations were all smaller
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than the square root of AVE, we concluded that discriminant
validity was not a problem.

To explore the associations between the TOE factors and HIE
usage, we performed a series of linear multivariate regressions.
A series of 6 regressions were run with HIE usage as the
dependent variable: one for each of the three partner contexts
(hospitals, clinics, and others), both within and outside a health
care system. Collinearity issues were also diagnosed by the
examined variance inflation factor scores, which were all below
permissible levels.

Results

Descriptive
Of the 2949 recruitment emails and faxes sent, 383 completed
the survey for an overall response rate of 12.98% (383/2949).
Moreover, 63 clinics indicated that they did not use any kind
of HIE at all and were excluded from our analysis, reducing our
usable sample size to 320.

Table 2 shows respondent demographics by number of clinical
providers, clinic ownership, practice specialty, and type of
setting. Over half (53.0%, 171/320) of the clinics have 10 or
fewer providers, 43.0% (136/320) are wholly provider owned,
over two-thirds (68.4%, 219/320) are either family medicine or
pediatric clinics, and nearly half (48.1%, 154/320) constitute a
primary clinic setting (either solo or group practice).

Table 2. Characteristics of respondent ambulatory clinics.

Value, n (%)Clinic characteristics

Number of providers

41 (13)1-2

36 (11)3-5

94 (29)6-10

149 (46.6)More than 10

Practice setting

68 (21)Solo primary care

104 (32.5)Solo specialty care

86 (27)Group primary care

62 (19)Group specialty care

Practice type

101 (31.6)Family medicine

118 (36.9)Pediatrics

52 (16)Urgent care

15 (5)Surgical

25 (8)Obstetrics/gynecology

9 (3)Others

Clinic ownership

136 (43.0)Wholly physician/provider owned

123 (38.9)Wholly owned by hospital, health care system, HMOa, etc

47 (15)Partially owned by hospital, health care system, HMO, etc

10 (3)Others

aHMO: health maintenance organization.

Table 3 reports the nature of health information electronically
shared by Illinois ambulatory clinics by data type for the three
contexts both within and outside of the health care system. The
mean and standard deviation of the independent variables is
shown as well. Over half of the respondent clinics indicated
sharing basic patient demographic information with providers
within and outside of their system. However, only around

one-third of ambulatory care providers exchanged care summary
documents or referrals with other providers within and outside
their system. About 40% of clinics indicated exchanging
laboratory results and radiology reports with other providers.
Electronic exchange of referrals ranged from 44.4% (142/320)
to 52.5% (168/320) within the health care system and 35.9%
(115/320) to 39.4% (136/320) outside the health care system.
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Table 3. Number and percentage of providers exchanging information electronically by data type.

Outside health care systemWithin health care systemMeasure

OthersaClinicsHospitalsOthersaClinicsHospitals

4.68b (2.95)4.57b (3.11)4.35b (3.06)5.28b (3.69)5.17b (3.67)4.92b (3.56)Independent variable, mean (SD)

186 (58.1)171 (53.4)176 (55.0)168 (52.5)178 (55.6)169 (52.8)Patient demographics, n (%)

118 (36.9)126 (39.4)115 (35.9)163 (50.9)168 (52.5)142 (44.4)Referrals, n (%)

112 (35.0)109 (34.1)91 (28)103 (32.2)125 (39.1)101 (31.6)Clinical orders, n (%)

120 (37.5)118 (36.9)98 (31)121 (37.8)124 (38.8)107 (33.4)Clinical/summary care records, n (%)

119 (37.2)116 (32.3)96 (30)110 (34.4)139 (43.4)121 (37.8)Medication history and/or physician notes, n (%)

130 (40.6)119 (37.2)124 (38.8)142 (44.4)117 (36.6)125 (39.1)Laboratory results/reports, n (%)

130 (40.6)128 (40.0)137 (42.8)133 (41.6)124 (38.8)124 (38.8)Radiology results/reports, n (%)

aOthers refer to laboratories, pharmacies, and other care facilities.
bPaired sample t tests confirmed significant differences in means between the 2 groups, P<.01.

Predictors of Health Information Exchange Use
Table 4 presents the results of the 6 multivariate regression
models, with panel 1 depicting the regression results for HIE
use by Illinois clinics with hospitals, clinics, and other entities
within their health care system and panel 2 reporting results for
HIE use with hospitals, clinics, and others outside the Illinois
clinics’ health care system. All the 6 models had statistically
significantly adjusted R-squared values ranging from 0.44 to
0.63. Thus, our models were able to explain 43% to 63% of the
HIE usage by sample clinics. Among the environmental factors,
as presented in Table 4, partner readiness is the strongest
predictor of HIE usage across all the 6 regression models.
Government efforts for promoting HIE are also significantly
associated with HIE with internal and external entities.
According to panel 1, competitor or peer health organizations
exert a negative influence on a clinic’s HIE use within the
system.

Among the organizational factors examined, clinician’s
knowledge of HIT systems emerged as a strong predictor across
all 6 regression models, indicating that clinics with providers
who used electronic medical records (EMRs) and other health
technologies more are likely to see greater HIE usage. Moreover,

senior leadership support for HIE is also a significant predictor
of HIE use in 5 of the 6 models. Per panel 2, workflow
adaptability is a significant predictor of HIE use for exchanging
information with external clinics and other health entities. Panel
2 also indicates knowledge of ambulatory clinic’s staff to be
negatively associated with HIE use with external clinics and
external health entities. Taken together, providers’ knowledge
and experience with HIT systems are more important to promote
HIE usage rather than that of support staff in a clinic.

Among the technological factors, implementation of appropriate
security safeguards emerged as a significant predictor of HIE
use across all 6 regression models. Per panel 2, external IT
support to ambulatory clinics is an important predictor of
electronically exchanging health information with external
hospitals, clinics, and other health entities. Compatibility of
existing IT infrastructure is a significant predictor for
exchanging health information with other entities within the
clinics’ health care system.

Examining the clinic characteristics that were associated with
HIE use, wholly provider-owned independent clinics, smaller
clinics with 1 or 2 providers, family medicine practices, and
solo primary care clinics seem to engage in more HIE use within
as well as outside the health care system.
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Table 4. Regression coefficients: key predictors of health information exchange use by ambulatory clinics.

HIE outside health care systemHIEa within health care systemPredictor variables

OthersClinicsHospitalsOthersClinicsHospitals

Environmental factors

0.17b0.27b0.24b0.10d0.12c0.17bGovernment initiatives for HIE

0.21b0.27b0.24b0.31b0.24b0.36bPartner readiness

———d−0.15c−21b−0.24bPeers and competitors

Organizational factors

0.21b0.12e0.16c—0.16c0.13eSenior leadership support for HIE

0.10e0.09e————Workflow adaptability

0.14b0.10c0.10e0.14c0.17b0.14cClinicians HITf knowledge

−0.12c−0.11c————Staff HIT knowledge

Technological factors

———0.14c——ITg compatibility

0.09e0.14b0.13c———External IT support

0.10c0.17b0.15c0.11e0.10e0.13cSecurity safeguards

Clinic characteristics

Providers per clinic

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference01-Feb

—−0.10e−0.11e———03-May

—−0.15c————06-Oct

—−0.15c————More than 10

Ownership

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceWholly or partly owned by hospital, HMOh, or health
system

0.36b——0.11c0.10e—Provider owned

Specialty

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceFamily medicine

−27b−22b−0.16b−27b−0.24b−0.17bPediatric care

−0.19b−0.20b−0.11c−0.12c−0.15b−0.12cUrgent care

−0.22b−0.13b−0.14c−0.13c−0.11c−0.11cObstetrics/gynecology or surgical/others

Setting

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceSolo primary care

−0.12c−0.11e−0.15c−25b−0.14c−0.15cSolo specialty care

−22b−0.13c−0.18b−0.20c−0.12e—Group primary care

−0.12c−0.11c−0.13e———Group specialty care

0.610.630.500.440.450.47Adjusted R-squared

20.88b22.79b13.79b10.84b11.57b12.46bF test

aHIE: health information exchange.
bP≤.01.
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cP≤.05.
dNot applicable.
eP≤.10.
fHIT: health information technology.
gIT: information technology.
hHMO: health maintenance organization.

Discussion

Analysis
To our knowledge, this is the first empirical study to examine
predictors of HIE within and outside a health care system in
ambulatory settings. Using data from 383 clinics, we examined
TOE factors associated with the use of electronic HIE by small-
and mid-sized clinics across the state of Illinois. Usage was
examined for exchange partners within the clinic’s health care
system, if any, and outside their health care system. For each
system context, 3 categories of exchange partners were analyzed:
hospitals, clinics, and other health care–related entities.
Regression results varied by usage context, thereby revealing
a differentiated understanding of the phenomena not previously
examined.

Partner readiness emerged as the most significant predictor of
HIE usage with all affiliates within as well as outside health
care system. Governmental initiatives for HIE, clinicians’ prior
familiarity and knowledge of HIT systems, and implementation
of appropriate security and privacy safeguards are also
significant predictors of all the 6 contexts examined.

A key factor influencing decisions about the use of a health
technology is the knowledge about the capabilities, limitations,
and consequences of using that technology. For clinicians,
knowledge about HIT systems improves with prior and
continued use of technologies. A significant relationship
between clinician HIT knowledge and HIE usage was indicated
for all contexts both within and outside the health care system.
When exchanging patient information in traditional ways (eg,
fax), the workflow often utilizes administrative staff for
performing these functions. However, the use of electronic HIE
puts capabilities and access to information instantly at the hands
of clinicians. If clinicians are required to utilize EMR systems,
and different forms of electronic HIE are tied to the EMR, then
usage is dependent on the clinician’s knowledge of the EMR
technology. In contrast, we found staff knowledge of HIT to be
an insignificant predictor of electronic HIE usage within the
health care system, but it was negatively related to HIE usage
in 2 contexts outside the health care system. Staff knowledge
might not be sufficient to promote electronic HIE, rather it is
those clinicians who are adept at using EMR and other HIT
systems who are likely to promote electronic HIE in ambulatory
settings. Our survey assessed clinician perceptions regarding
the knowledge of staff about HIT systems in general, and our
findings show that generic knowledge of HIT systems might
prove to be a negative factor for exchange of health information
with unaffiliated entities. Our findings point to the need for
additional HIE-specific training that may be required for staff
in ambulatory clinics.

Peer practices, which include competition, indicated a negative
and significant relationship for the 3 contexts within the clinic’s
health care system but no statistical significance outside the
health care system. Our findings regarding peer influence
inhibiting HIE usage within a health care system underscore
competitive concerns for provider organizations’ participation
in HIE.

Workflow adaptability and external IT support exhibited
significant positive association with HIT usage outside the
clinic’s health care system. HIE within a clinic’s health care
system might be relatively easier as the entities may not have
much variability in terms of workflows and EMR systems.
However, considerable variations in terms of HIT systems,
processes, and workflows could impede electronic HIE with
external partners. Managers and policy makers need to work
toward more standardization of workflows and offer greater
technical support to spur more HIE usage of clinics with partners
outside their health care system.

Our findings confirm significant variations in HIE usage within
and outside a clinic’s health care system. This finding coupled
with the need for external IT support for HIE use with external
providers underscores a broader interoperability problem in
exchanging health information. For instance, the leading EMR
vendor Epic Systems has been criticized for limiting the data
exchange capabilities and for charging providers additional fees
to enable data exchange with providers who use non-Epic
systems [29]. In response to such criticisms and subsequent
congressional hearings [30], several new interoperability
improvement efforts have been proposed. These initiatives,
though well intended, could further increase the fragmentation.
Deliberate information blocking practices by EHR vendors and
providers where they knowingly interfere with electronic
exchange of health information for competitive purposes can
also impede HIE use [31]. Ambulatory clinics could be coerced
into implementing systems and document exchange practices
by larger providers or vendors [32]. Recent federal efforts aimed
at implementing and improving interoperability standards are
moving in the right direction to promote HIE use by clinical
providers, for instance, the support by the Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology for the
development of solutions using the Fast Health care
Interoperability Resources standard [33].

Limitations
A major limitation of this study stems from the sample being
drawn from a single state. However, HIE efforts in the state of
Illinois are not unlike those in many other states and, therefore,
results may be typical. State-level efforts to improve HIE have
varied across the country, and these could have differential
impacts on HIE use by ambulatory providers. Another limitation
pertains to self-reported data. We relied on perceptions of our
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respondents to capture our variables. We were unable to obtain
specific objective measures of HIE use. More objective measures
of HIE such as the number of records exchanged or volume of
data exchanged could be a fruitful extension of our research.

Conclusions
This study provides exploratory insights into HIE use by
ambulatory providers within and outside their health care system

and differential predictors that impact HIE use. By identifying
key predictors, we have highlighted the importance of federal
efforts, status of partners, and HIT knowledge of clinicians.
HIE use by ambulatory providers can be further improved by
encouraging large-scale interoperability efforts across the
industry, improving external IT support, and redesigning
adaptable workflows.
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Abstract

Background: In the context of exchange technologies, such as health information exchange (HIE), existing technology acceptance
theories should be expanded to consider not only the cognitive beliefs resulting in adoption behavior but also the affect provoked
by the sharing nature of the technology.

Objective: We aimed to study HIE adoption using a trust-centered model. Based on the Theory of Reasoned Action, the
technology adoption literature, and the trust transfer mechanism, we theoretically explained and empirically tested the impacts
of the perceived transparency of privacy policy and trust in health care providers on cognitive and emotional trust in an HIE.
Moreover, we analyzed the effects of cognitive and emotional trust on the intention to opt in to the HIE and willingness to disclose
health information.

Methods: A Web-based survey was conducted using data from a sample of 493 individuals who were aware of the HIE through
experiences with a (or multiple) provider(s) participating in an HIE network.

Results: Structural Equation Modeling analysis results provided empirical support for the proposed model. Our findings indicated
that when patients trust in health care providers, and they are aware of HIE security measures, HIE sharing procedures, and
privacy terms, they feel more in control, more assured, and less at risk. Moreover, trust in providers has a significant moderating
effect on building trust in HIE efforts (P<.05). Results also showed that patient trust in HIE may take the forms of opt-in intentions
to HIE and patients’ willingness to disclose health information that are exchanged through the HIE (P<.001).

Conclusions: The results of this research should be of interest to both academics and practitioners. The findings provide an
in-depth dimension of the HIE privacy policy that should be addressed by the health care organizations to exchange personal
health information in a secure and private manner. This study can contribute to trust transfer theory and enrich the literature on
HIE efforts. Primary and secondary care providers can also identify how to leverage the benefit of patients’ trust and trust transfer
process to promote HIE initiatives nationwide.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14050)   doi:10.2196/14050
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Introduction

Background
Trust plays a significant role in the situations where there is a
distance between consumers and vendors, such as in
internet-dependent contexts [1]. Health information exchange
(HIE) networks share health information electronically with
other care providers to improve care coordination and enhance
patient safety. HIE projects can help primary and secondary
health care providers by connecting them via information
exchange networks. Different sharing mechanisms are being
used by public and private health care organizations to facilitate
information exchange initiatives [2]. Existing studies in HIE
indicate that the following 3 exchange models are mainly applied
by health care entities to electronically transmit patient health
information: direct, query-based, and patient-centered exchange
[3]. Electronic data exchange between providers can also take
place at a regional or national level [4]. In a nationwide HIE
project, health care organizations can exchange patients’
information across a huge network of providers consistent with
nationally defined standards and contracts [5]. In a regional HIE
initiative, medical records are shared electronically with
unaffiliated hospitals or ambulatory providers in a particular
region. A regional health information organization is a third
party that enables information exchange across health care
organizations within a community, county, or state HIE platform
[6].

HIE initiatives utilize sharing mechanisms with which health
information is mostly transmitted without a patient’s close
supervision; thus, patient trust in the HIE is the core in this
setting where a great deal of security concerns and privacy risks
may be involved [3]. Trust in HIE technology can predict the
direction of patients’ responses to the implementation of HIE
in health care organizations, especially when patients perceive
that they may not know everything about this sharing
mechanism. The lack of awareness is mainly because of the
distance imposed between patients and actual users (health care
organizations), lack of direct interactions between patients and
HIE networks, newness and evolving nature of HIE initiatives,
and unfamiliar mechanisms used in the HIE system to share
health information electronically. These characteristics create
a setting that is more intangible than the traditional sharing
methods (such as fax or mail). The mentioned reasons may
make patient trust more critical in the HIE context.

At this point, the use of HIEs by patients or health care
professionals is not at a stage of diffusion [7,8]. There is
vigorous debate among the entities in the health care industry
about the topic of opt-in versus opt-out of digital health records
and electronic exchange of such information [9]. This debate
argues whether health care providers or patients should have
the right to decide whether the digital health information should
be exchanged [10]. However, patients have the unconditional
right to be aware of the data-handling practices of medical
providers [11]. Public perspectives are important to researchers
and policy makers because patients are one of the key
stakeholders, and the widespread adoption of HIEs is not
possible without their positive beliefs and attitudes toward this

technology (such as trust factors). Therefore, it is noteworthy
to determine whether consumers will choose to opt in to an HIE
system if they are given the choice in the near future.

Human thoughts and decisions include cognition and emotion
[12]; therefore, both beliefs and feelings should be investigated
to better understand how a patient would trust and react to a
system that is leveraged by other users (health care providers)
to disseminate health information. Consistent with the trust
transfer process [13], the level of trust in health care providers
can be migrated to trust in HIE systems. Accordingly, patients’
trust in HIE characteristics can be derived from a trusted
physician who has certain association with the HIE [14]. A
patient has to trust an HIE system before he or she is willing to
make an opt-in decision or disclose personal health information.
Consumers will rely on a technology because of not only the
technology’s efficiency and effectiveness but also the fair and
honest relational exchange between the information technology
(IT) and them [15]. Thus, trust can reflect its effects through a
cognitive process (robust rational reasons) and an emotional
procedure (strong affects and feelings).

In line with the previous research [16], individual trust is defined
as the levels of trust in the specific characteristics of a trustee,
such as competence, integrity, and benevolence. Extrapolating
to the HIE context, it is expected that the patients should trust
some HIE characteristics to opt in to the HIE and become more
willing to disclose their personal health information. In the
context of HIE, trust in competence refers to the trust in the
HIE’s abilities, technical capabilities, skills, and expertise
embedded in the technology. This dimension of trust implies
the extent to which patients rely on technologically competent
performance of HIE to effectively disseminate health
information among a wide variety of health organizations. Trust
in integrity describes the belief that the agreement between the
patients and an HIE network is reliable, the HIE system honestly
fulfills predetermined promises, and the HIE adheres to a set
of principles that the patient finds acceptable. Trust in
benevolence pertains to the belief that HIE cares about patients
beyond the expected commitments to genuinely act in the
patients’ interests. On the basis of this dimension, the HIE
initiatives are believed to seek joint gain in dyadic relationships
with patients aside from profit motives to openly follow patients’
welfare. Emotional trust implies an emotional security that
enables individuals to feel assured that an IT will be responsive
in uncertain situations.

Previous research on how patients’ trust in HIE is built is still
scarce [17]. Despite the importance of patient trust in HIE, the
nature of patient trust has not been thoroughly conceptualized,
clearly measured, and fully delineated in this context. Previous
studies mainly investigate different dimensions of cognitive
trust (mostly trust in network design characteristics), and
relatively little attention has been given to other trust dimensions
[18]. Moreover, the difference between the different levels and
dimensions of patient trust in the HIE context has not been
analyzed. For a patient to trust an HIE network, the patient
should feel assured that the HIE will not compromise personal
health information and sensitive medical records and will not
act unreasonably [19]. Sharing sensitive health information
through a technology that is used by health care providers
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requires a new lens for understanding health consumers’ opt-in
intention toward HIE. According to Kim et al [20], traditional
IT research mostly focuses on organizational employees as users
who adopt traditional IT for work-related purposes. In the
contexts of many technology adoption studies, cognitive factors
(eg, effort expectancy or facilitating conditions) can overshadow
the effects of emotional variables (eg, emotional trust) on
adoption decisions. The existing theories of IT adoption (such
as technology acceptance model and unified theory of
acceptance and use of technology) are mostly cognitive oriented
and focus on users’ intention to accept and use a technology.
However, in the HIE context, consumers are not the main users.
Patients are the beneficiaries of HIE, but they are not the final
users. The users are the health care professionals (ie, physicians
and nurses), and the decision to adopt HIE is made at the
practice or hospital level.

Information system (IS) literature shows that people feelings
about IT impact their adoption decisions [21]. Our study is an
attempt to extend this research stream by describing 2 aspects
of trust (cognitive and emotional) and examining their roles in
consumers’ opt-in intention and their willingness to disclose
health information. The main point of this research is that when
a technology (eg, an HIE) deals with sharing sensitive
information and may exacerbate privacy concerns, patients will
not only depend on cognitive factors to shape opt-in intentions
and make information disclosure decisions. This study takes a
trust-based perspective to investigate HIE adoption from the
patients’ standpoint. On the basis of the study by Chopra and
Wallace [22], trust plays an important role in situations where
2 sides are dependent, and this dependency may cause risk. In
the context of HIE, given the amount of information exchanged
among health care organizations, patients depend on HIE to
improve treatment process, enhance care coordination, and
increase the quality of care before they actually experience the
possible effects. In this setting, risk can arise because patients
may be concerned that too much personal information is shared,
or erroneous health information is exchanged among health care
providers through HIEs [23]. Therefore, health consumers’
reactions to HIE implementation largely depend on their trust
in the HIEs.

To the best of our knowledge, the nature of trust and the
differences between the dimensions of patient trust in HIE have
not been clearly described. Few empirical studies examined the
impact of trust in health care providers on building patient trust
in HIE from a trust transfer mechanism. Moreover, patients’
decisions about HIE (such as opt-in decision) may not be purely
cognitive based because of the special context in which this
sharing technology is implemented and used. In many IT
adoption decisions at the individual level, consumers’ affective
reactions influence their choices [24]. In the HIE context,
patients may not directly share their health information through
exchange mechanisms, and they are distant from care providers
who actually use these systems. Such a situation can downplay
the pure impact of cognitive factors and give more weight to
emotion because of the uncertainty associated with HIE and
how this technology is used. Our study aims to advance the
existing understanding of patient trust by defining and
differentiating it in the HIE adoption setting from the patient’s

perception. This study uses a balanced perspective to take both
aspects of human experience (cognitive and emotional) into
account and show whether emotional factors affect the
consumers’willingness to disclose health information and their
intention to opt in to a technology designed to exchange their
sensitive health information.

The purpose of the study was to contribute to the current
literature in trust transfer and propose a practical solution to
improving patient trust and opt-in rates for HIE. This study is
conducted to contribute to the existing research by investigating
how individual consumers develop trust in HIE and in what
manner dimensions of trust will affect their resultant decisions
related to HIE. This research is derived from the literature on
trust transfer and IT adoption by articulating how perceived
transparency of privacy policy and trust in health care providers
impact opt-in intention and willingness to disclose health
information through enhancing cognitive and emotional trust
in HIE characteristics.

Theoretical Background and Related Literature
Previous literature highlights the role of privacy statement in
trust building in other contexts, for example, Web-based
shopping, website registration, and mobile internet use. The
completeness and transparency of Web privacy statements
influence Web-based consumers’ perceptions and behavioral
intentions to purchase products [25]. In electronic commerce
(e-commerce) settings, the content of privacy statements is
found as a significant factor to predict consumer trust in websites
[26]. According to Callanan et al [27], user awareness of privacy
policy has a direct effect on using mobile internet. The presence
of a solid website privacy policy heightens the Web-based
shoppers’ trust and, in turn, reduces their privacy concerns [28].
Framing a rigorous privacy statement that shows organizational
compliance with the personal data protection regulations can
significantly influence the consumers’ buying decisions [29].

As reported by Tsai et al [30], if Web-based retailers provide
accessible and transparent privacy policy guidelines, consumers
are more likely to pay a premium to purchase services from
privacy protective websites. When a privacy statement is clearly
presented by websites, consumers are more willing to read it
carefully to get more Web-based services [31]. Recent studies
indicate that adults are likely to avoid using mobile apps or opt
out of Web-based services because of the absence of solid
privacy statements [32]. If consumers are well informed about
Web-based privacy terms and conditions, they provide more
information to websites [33]. On the contrary, if no details are
presented in privacy policies, customers are not aware of
collecting and sharing procedures. Privacy policy dimensions
contain details that empower customers by clarifying their rights
and the options they may have to better control the use of health
information. For instance, if they can opt out of information
sharing with a third party, they will feel more control over their
personal data, and this feeling makes Web-based services appear
more trustworthy to them [34].

With the advance of technologies used for information exchange,
a great number of consumers are anxious about the disclosure,
transfer, and sale of personal information that organizations
collect from them. Privacy policies should be framed to address
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patients’ privacy and security concerns. Privacy policy
statements define how a health care organization collects,
manages, uses, and disseminates personal health information
(ranging from less sensitive to highly sensitive). Previous studies
in the HIE context described that HIE privacy policies should
be informative and comprehensive to reassure patients that
exchanging their health information is a low-risk practice [35].
However, it is still not clear what type of contents, dimensions,
and format an HIE privacy policy should cover to raise public
awareness and build cognitive trust in HIE. Privacy policies are
mainly devised based on the 5 dimensions of Fair Information
Practice Principles: notice, access, choice, security, and
enforcement [26]. Notice refers to the commitment of
organizations to send timely announcements to consumers about
their information collection practices before personal
information is collected. Choice indicates that the consumers
should be given the options about how the collected personal
information would be used. Access means defining the
consumers’ rights to view their own personal data and check
whether such data are accurate and complete. Security defines
the required steps and actions that should be taken by the
organizations to ensure security and integrity of the consumers’
personal information. Enforcement articulates which national
or international mechanisms, guidelines, and instruments are
in place to enforce principles of privacy protection. Thus, HIE
initiatives should clearly communicate their privacy policy
standpoint to patients to increase the degree of trust.

A large number of IS studies treat trust as trusting beliefs
[13,36]. Trusting beliefs are the cognitive beliefs shaped by the
trustor based on the trustee’s trust-related characteristics (ie,
competence, integrity, and benevolence) [12]. This cognitive
trust is the result of a rational process in which a trustor expects
that a trustee will own the required attributes that are reliable.
Thus, cognitive trust is developed by a conscious calculation
of advantages leading to rational reasons to trust a trustee. A
mechanism that helps develop cognitive trust is the trust transfer,
which is a cognitive process that may arise from a trusted entity
to another new context [37]. According to Stewart [38], the trust
transfer process relies on the relationships and interactions
between the source and target. In the HIE settings, health care
providers can be considered as the source, whereas the target
is HIE systems, and the interaction is the efforts made to develop
a transparent privacy policy model for information exchange.
Thus, patients may form same perceptions about HIE because
this technology will be used by the trusted health care providers.
Nevertheless, rational expectations are not adequate for
individuals to make trust-related decisions [39]. Previous trust
literature describes trust in IT as a combination of both reasoning
(cognitive trust) and feeling (emotional trust) [12]. Emotional
trust, which is an individual’s evaluation of feeling and faith
[40], is developed by emotional reactions to the trustee. In the
context of dealing with an IT, emotional trust denotes whether
an individual feels comfortable and secure about relying on the
technology.

As cognitive and emotional trust are 2 different concepts, it is
important to consider both types of trust in our research to
portray a more comprehensive effect of trust on individuals’

reactions to the HIE implementation. On the basis of previous
studies [41], trust in HIE is defined as follows:

Cognitive Trust in Competence
An individual’s rational beliefs about the technical expertise
and ability of an HIE to exchange health information among
health care entities.

Cognitive Trust in Integrity
An individual’s rational beliefs related to the honesty of the
exchange process.

Cognitive Trust in Benevolence
An individual’s rational beliefs that an HIE system always
considers the patient’s interest.

Emotional Trust
An individual’s feelings of assurance and security about relying
on an HIE to share information across health care providers.

The 3 dimensions of trust are treated independently because
they are conceptually and operationally different [13]. For
instance, an HIE system may have the competence required to
exchange information, but the consumers may be worried that
the HIE might be designed to be biased by sharing sensitive
information for other purposes (such as marketing).
Alternatively, the consumers may perceive that an HIE network
exhibits care to the patients, especially, in case new conditions
of information sharing arise (when no agreement and
commitment were made before), but the HIE does not have
adequate technical capability. Trust in HIE’s benevolence is
not easy to evaluate because individuals may not be likely to
form the beliefs that HIE networks show care and goodwill
beyond the main tasks of sharing personal health information
in competent and honest manners. Previous studies in other
contexts also indicate that cognitive trust in benevolence may
not apply to every technology [39]. As there is no bilateral
interactions and close personal relationships between patients
and an HIE system, the HIE is not considered as a social actor,
and cognitive trust in the benevolence of HIE may not be
conceivable. Therefore, consistent with the key tasks HIEs are
designed to perform, only cognitive trust in competence and
integrity were used in this study.

The main theoretical foundation applied in this study was the
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [42]. According to TRA, an
individual’s intention to perform a behavior is dependent on 2
variables: attitude and subjective norms. Attitude indicates an
individual’s positive or negative feelings about a behavior, and
a subjective norm denotes an individual’s perception about
whether their significant others believe he or she should or
should not engage in the behavior. Consistent with the study
by Karahanna et al [43], the effect of subjective norms (which
are normative beliefs) becomes more significant when there is
a lack of experience with an IT. Furthermore, a subjective norm
is a salient factor when a user perceives social pressure from
important others to adopt a technology for his or her personal
usage. In the context of HIE adoption, patients will not actually
be able to use this technology and may only shape attitudes and
form beliefs toward using a new system in health care
organizations to manage information exchange among a wide
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range of providers [11]. Therefore, as the main objective of this
study was to investigate the opt-in intention and information
disclosure willingness of individuals who have experience with
HIE, the proposed model focused on attitude and not subjective
norms.

Research Model
The following research model (Figure 1), which is mainly based
on a belief-attitude-intention framework, explains the causal
relationships. The links begin with perceived transparency of
privacy policy and trust in health care providers (perceptions)
to cognitive trust (trusting beliefs) and emotional trust (trusting
attitude), and finally ends with opt-in intention to HIE as well

as willingness to distribute health information (trusting
intention). In this study, we focused on the intention rather than
the adoption behavior, as there is a solid evidence in the IS
literature that shows that intention is a strong predictor of
behavior [44].

In this model, cognitive trust in competence and integrity is
considered as beliefs, and emotional trust is conceptualized as
an attitude. Patients may believe that the HIE is competent and
honest in sharing their health information based on firm rational
reasons. Emotional trust plays the role of attitude toward the
HIE adoption behavior, as it is an evaluative affect (ie, feeling
secure) about trusting in HIE.

Figure 1. Research model. H: hypothesis; HIE: health information exchange.

Hypotheses Development
Consumers’ concerns in medical practices include high volume
of collected health information, the possibility of privacy
violations (eg, unauthorized access or hacked personal data),
secondary use of medical records (eg, datamining purposes),
lack of control over how medical records are collected, and how
such information will be used [45-47]. Information privacy
concerns may influence the validity and completeness of HIEs’
patient databases, which may result in wasteful investment,
inaccurate treatments, erroneous care planning, and higher
mortality rates [48]. To avoid such issues, HIE networks should
assure patients that their medical records would be well
protected. Privacy issues will influence consumer beliefs about
HIE initiatives. The degree of trust between patients and HIE
efforts may attenuate the information privacy concerns.

According to Dimitropoulos and Rizk [49], privacy concern is
defined by the extent to which the health care entities (eg,
providers and organizations) could access, view, and share
patient health information without obtaining a permission or
consent. A factor that may mitigate privacy concerns related to

information exchange efforts and help form patient trust is the
transparency of privacy policies. Thus, privacy policies should
be clearly presented by the health care organizations to build
patient trust in the HIE’s competence in protecting sensitive
health information. The main objectives of the privacy policies
are to enhance the understanding of how health information
will be used inside or outside the organizations and decrease
the concern that personal health information may be subject to
improper access and would be used for unanticipated purposes
[50]. The risk of information privacy misuse or unauthorized
access highlights the importance of trust development before
disclosing personal information. Previous studies emphasize
that patients are concerned about losing control over the ways
HIE systems handle their health information [51]. This concern
mainly arises because of the lack of transparency of HIE
information practices and policies. One of the best ways to
address privacy concern and increase patient trust is through
building a privacy policy with complete and transparent
dimensions to clearly declare security tools and protection
safeguards [27]. Comprehensible privacy policies should be
developed by HIE initiatives to reduce the negative effects of
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information privacy concerns and improve patients’ cognitive
trust in the HIE’s technical competence. The dimensions and
principles included in the policies should be informative and
transparent enough to be able to advance patients’ awareness
of HIE data collection policies and information sharing practices.
The more transparent the privacy policies are, the more they
are likely to be reviewed and comprehended by patients, and
only under this circumstance, patients are more willing to trust
HIE’s technical abilities to protect health information.

Nowadays, patients are very likely to seek medical treatments
and care services from different physicians and providers. HIE
systems provide networks in which patients’ medical records
are shared with a number of health care entities that are
geographically scattered and use different privacy policies. In
general, interoperable systems of data sharing between health
care organizations are capable of improving completeness,
reliability, and accuracy of medical records, which, in turn,
ameliorate public health [52]. According to O'Kane et al [53],
patients perceive that if the privacy policy is transparent, the
electronic exchange of information among the health care
providers is a more convenient and cost-effective sharing
method, compared with the traditional data sharing efforts (eg,
mail, phone, and fax transmission). With a clearly defined
privacy policy, patients trust that a complete and flawless body
of authorized information is shared electronically among health
care entities through HIEs, and this is likely to help physicians
generate better medical treatments and prescribe accurate
medications. If privacy policy is perceived transparent, patients
can learn about how health information is electronically shared
between providers, what types of exchange mechanisms (eg,
direct and look-up) are utilized to complete the sharing process,
what types of sensitive information will be exchanged through
the HIE, who will access and use the shared information, and
for how long the information will be available to the authorized
users. This perception may heighten trust in the HIE competence
and encourage patients to believe that HIE technology is a real
expert system in information-sharing area. Therefore, patients
will become more familiar with HIE’s main functions and obtain
a cognitive picture of the sharing procedures and security
mechanisms associated with HIE. This cognitive map becomes
a tool for them to facilitate their decisions to support the use of
HIE by health care entities to improve care quality and reduce
health care bills [54]. Therefore, the transparency of privacy
policy dimensions is a sound and rational reason for the
consumer to trust in the HIE’s competence. Accordingly, the
following hypothesis is proposed:

H1: Perceived transparency of HIE’s privacy policy
will positively influence cognitive trust in HIE’s
competence.

Different industries have diverse levels of compliance because
of the various degrees of confirmation requirements and the
different levels of information sensitivity [55]. Organizations
operating in the health care industry should satisfy a higher
level of compliance because they deal with highly sensitive
health information and medical reports. Thus, stricter policy
guidelines are imposed on the industry sectors that process and
handle highly sensitive personal information. HIE projects can
take advantage of a transparent and accessible privacy policy

to resolve concerns associated with data safety and potential
misuse to win patient trust in HIE’s integrity, which, in turn,
leads to competitive advantage. Privacy policies should be
comprehensive and transparent enough to address all principles
mentioned in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act [49].

Notice principle articulates what health information is collected
and exchanged, what the purpose of data exchange is, how such
information will be used internally, and whether patient data
will be disclosed to third parties. Choice principle delineates
the consent process and permission requirements. This
dimension provides options to patients regarding the use of their
health data and the disclosure of such records to other third-party
entities. For instance, by relying on this dimension, either
patients are able to limit the exchange of personal information
or voluntarily disclose their medical data for research purposes.
Access principle entails granting the right to patients to obtain,
review, and amend their personal information to ensure data
accuracy and completeness. Security principle implies the
adoption of reasonable measures and technical security steps
to protect health information from unauthorized access, improper
use, loss, unapproved alteration, or unanticipated disclosure
during data exchange processes. Retention principle clarifies
the acceptable duration of keeping and processing shared health
information by health care providers. This dimension articulates
the reasonable steps to permanently delete shared personal data
if it is no longer required for the consented purpose.
Enforcement principle highlights the self-regulation, such as
privacy seals, that informs the public that the exchange
procedures correspond to the legal requirements to protect
information privacy [56]. Thus, highly transparent principles
of privacy policies are able to demonstrate how safe, reliable,
and dependent an HIE is and, in turn, increase patients’cognitive
trust in the HIE’s integrity.

The integrity of an HIE is the extent to which the HIE system
is perceived to be honest and unbiased in the process of data
sharing. However, an HIE system may be designed to adhere
to a set of principles that are not acceptable by the patients. For
instance, an HIE might collect, share, and use the patient’
personal information for purposes other than care provision
without obtaining an authorization. Health information might
have been shared with unauthorized entities for secondary use
(such as marketing and research) [57]. Unauthorized third parties
may illegally access patients’ sensitive medical records through
HIE procedures and use such information for data mining
purposes [18]. An HIE system with transparent privacy policy
dimensions will be more effective in encouraging patients to
trust a safe and credible mechanism that shares health
information with authorized entities for legitimate purposes.
Clear privacy policy dimensions attached to an HIE are likely
to convince patients that the right amount of health information
will be shared with authorized health care providers to meet
relevant clinical purposes that are useful for patients’ treatments.
Patients perceive that HIE systems that offer a more transparent
privacy policy may tell the truth by fulfilling the agreed
promises without any deviations. Thus, these HIE efforts would
be better in line with consumers’ clinical preferences and
heighten trust in integrity. An HIE privacy policy that is highly
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transparent to customers is perceived to be aligned with their
health care–related expectations than any other party’s
preferences. Compared with an HIE with low transparency, an
HIE network with higher privacy transparency may be perceived
to employ reliable procedures to grant access only to authorized
users and apply honest exchange procedures to share health
information for legitimate purposes. These reliable
characteristics will increase the patients’ perceptions that the
HIE’s procedures are unbiased.

According to Meinert et al [58], familiarity with the privacy
policy statements can reduce the amount of risks and concerns
related to an organization. Familiarity with the privacy policy
of an HIE project can help patients develop a body of knowledge
about what procedures are likely to be conducted and what
mechanisms will be used in the future to exchange health
information. This trust-related knowledge can increase the
predictability power of patients to anticipate the HIE functions.
If patients experienced some wrongdoing, dishonest procedures,
deceptive information collection practices, unauthorized access,
or illegal secondary use supported by an HIE system, they may
predict that relying on the HIE systems is not wise.
Consequently, they will think that the HIE network will also
remain dishonest and untruthful in exchanging health
information in the future. Thus, HIE’s transparent privacy policy
will promote the patient’s trust in the HIE’s integrity.

H2: Perceived transparency of HIE’s privacy policy
will positively influence cognitive trust in HIE’s
integrity.

According to trust transfer theory, the trust transfer is a cognitive
process in which the trust in one entity influences attitudes
toward another phenomenon [59]. Trust transfer process
describes that trust in a channel may affect the attitude toward
a product or service offered in the same channel (intrachannel
effects). Moreover, trust in a channel can be transferred to
another channel because of perceived connections between them
(interchannel effects) [37]. On the basis of the trust transfer
theory, consumer trust in internet payment services may affect
the level of consumer trust in mobile-based payment services
[60]. In e-commerce settings, a study shows that trust can be
transferred from the established and reputable websites to the
unknown ones because of their links [38]. According to Lee et
al [61], customers’ trust in an offline bank is transferred to its
Web-based banking services and, in turn, influences perceived
website satisfaction. Customers’ trust built over time in
brick-and-mortar retailers is positively related to their level of
trust in Web-based transactions before they visited their website
[62].

As mentioned by Shin et al [63], trusted relationships between
patients and providers play an important role in the acceptance
of health informatics services. As HIE technology is mainly
used by the health care providers to share personal information,
trust in providers can form rational expectations that an HIE
will also be a reliable and trustworthy sharing means [18].
Trusted interactions with the health care providers involved in
the treatment process implies that the health care professionals
will leverage a reliable, competent, and dependable mechanism
for information exchange across organizations [64]. Heightened

levels of trust in the providers can result in higher trust in the
HIE’s technical capabilities and integrity because the patients
may perceive that the providers will act in the best interest of
patients with minimum risks [35]. Therefore, trust in health care
providers may initiate a conscious calculation of HIE advantages
by evaluating competency and reliability of exchange procedures
that will be used to minimize privacy and security risks [65].
Consistent with the findings of the study by Tang et al [66],
trusting relationships with providers lead to rational reasons to
participate in information-sharing initiatives. If patients believe
that they can rely on health care providers, they become more
likely to reason that a sharing mechanism used by them is also
reliable and competent [67].

In the context of our study, trust transfer can be a key factor in
the HIE context where the transfer of consumers’cognitive trust
to the HIE’s competence and integrity will take place because
of their trust accumulated over time in health care providers.
On the basis of the provided discussions on the trust transfer
process, we proposed that trust in reliable and dependable health
care providers can positively affect patients’ cognitive trust in
the HIE’s competence and integrity. Thus, we hypothesize the
following:

H3: The level of trust a patient has in health care
providers positively affects their cognitive trust in the
HIE’s competence.

H4: The level of trust a patient has in health care
providers positively influences their cognitive trust
in the HIE’s integrity.

Trust building is a process of interactions between involved
parties and technology [68]. According to Lu et al [60], the level
of trust transferred from the internet to mobile payment services
moderates the relationship between trust in mobile payment and
customers’ behavioral intention. In the context of this study,
we can argue that trust in health care providers also impacts the
way privacy policy perceptions establish cognitive trust in the
HIE’s competence and integrity. The level of trust in providers
may change the direction of the path between perceived
transparency of privacy policy and patients’ cognitive trust in
the HIE. We proposed that the transparent privacy policy of the
HIE initiatives can positively affect a patient’s cognitive trust
in the HIE competence and integrity, but these relationships
may be variable depending on the level of trust a patient has in
health care providers. A transparent privacy policy presented
by an HIE network may encourage patients to believe that the
exchange project has required reliable characteristics to protect
health information. However, the strength of privacy policy-
cognitive trust link will change contingent on the levels of
trusting relationship between patients and providers. Moreover,
when poor trusting relationships are established with the health
care providers in society, less transparency will be perceived
from the HIE privacy policy, and patients will have less rational
reasons to trust in the HIE. The privacy policy and cognitive
trust relationship is improved when patients hold a trusting
perception about health care providers. Thus, we propose that
trusted interactions with health care providers reinforce the
relationship between the perceived transparency of HIE privacy
policy and the level of cognitive trust in the HIE. This helps us
develop our next hypotheses as follows:
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H5a: The level of trust a patient has in health care
providers moderates the relationship between
perceived transparency of privacy policy and
cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence.

H5b: The level of trust a patient has in health care
providers moderates the relationship between
perceived transparency of privacy policy and
cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity.

Cognitive trust in the HIE is delineated by 2 dimensions: the
rational expectations about the HIE’s ability to fulfil its
obligations (cognitive trust in competence) and the rational
reasons associated with the reliability of the HIE principles
(cognitive trust in integrity). Emotional trust is defined as a
patient’s comfort and security feelings about relying on the HIE
to disseminate health information. Consistent with the findings
of the study by Curtin et al [69], emotion is mostly evoked by
cognition. A study by Komiak and Benbasat [39] highlights the
positive relationship between cognitive and emotional trust.
They suggest that if individuals analyze that a recommendation
agent (such as a Web-based personalization technology) is
logically reliable, they, in turn, become more likely to rely on
it emotionally. Extrapolating from the previous studies to the
HIE context, we can also argue that cognitive trust in the HIE’
competence and integrity is conceptualized as a belief. On the
basis of the cognitive trust in competence, patients believe that
the HIE is trustworthy because it has the required technological
underpinning and competent exchange mechanisms to share
health information among providers effectively and efficiently.
Consistent with the cognitive trust in integrity, patients believe
that the HIE is dependable for sharing health information
because it holds reliable principles, truthful sharing standards,
and honest promises. Consistent with TRA, these beliefs can
strongly affect the attitude of patients toward the HIE efforts.
Emotional trust is conceptualized as an attitude [42]. Emotional
trust refers to an affective evaluation and feelings of relying on
a trustee (such as a technology). In the context of HIE adoption,
the higher the level of cognitive trust (both competence and
integrity) in the HIE, the stronger the feelings of assurance,
security, and comfort about the behavior of relying on the HIE.
Therefore, the following hypotheses are developed:

H6: Cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence will
positively influence emotional trust.

H7: Cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity will
positively influence emotional trust.

In this study, 2 related but different constructs are considered
as dependent variables. Opt-in intention toward the HIE is the
extent to which a patient is willing to rely on the HIE as a useful
and reliable technology to be used by the health care entities to
disseminate information. Willingness to disclose health
information is the extent to which an individual is likely to share
his or her sensitive health-related information with the health
care organizations, with the knowledge that such information
may be exposed to other providers through HIE systems. These
2 constructs are related because both of them are intention-based
concepts; the first one is connected to adopting a technology
(opt-in intention) and the second one is associated with a
volunteer behavior (information disclosure). Nevertheless, they
are different. The former variable deals with the notion that

whether consumers are comfortable with the idea of having
their health information shared through HIEs and whether to
allow providers to use the system (if they are provided with the
choice in the near future). The latter factor is the predictor of
information disclosure behavior when the HIE systems are
implemented by health care organizations. As patients typically
cannot adopt an HIE, they can form attitudes, beliefs, and
emotions about the concept of participating in sharing efforts.
Therefore, in this context, the use should be evaluated through
perceptual measures rather than actual opt-in behavior. A
patient’s feelings of security and a strong sense of comfort about
relying on an HIE network can increase the intention to opt in
to the HIE system. Thus, emotional trust in the HIE can
encourage patients to have their medical records shared with
relevant entities.

Information disclosure intention indicates the willingness of
the individuals to voluntarily reveal personal information about
themselves to others [70]. Information disclosure intention has
an important effect on sharing behaviors in different Web
contexts (eg, e-commerce and Web-based health communities)
[71]. In the HIE context, patients may be likely to disclose their
information with providers participating in an HIE network in
exchange for disease prevention, reduced health care costs, and
more accurate and timely treatment suggestions. Previous studies
highlight the importance of privacy and security concerns in
the context of HIE implementation [49,54]. Patients will hold
a positive attitude toward an HIE network when their health
records are collected, stored, and exchanged confidentially [72].
According to Wright et al [73], if a patient’s privacy and security
needs related to a data exchange mechanism are not met, he or
she will become more likely to hide further health information
from health care providers. Favorable attitude toward an HIE
system is a result of a solid match between the HIE mechanisms
and security or privacy requirements [3]. In this study, emotional
trust is conceptualized as an attitude toward the HIE. In the
presence of emotional trust, individuals are assured about the
security of an HIE network and the privacy of their sensitive
information that may be shared through this exchange means
in the future. Thus, a high level of emotional trust in an HIE
(ie, feeling secure about HIE use) will increase patients’ opt-in
intention toward it. Moreover, we expect that patients holding
a favorable attitude toward an HIE are more likely to disclose
personal health information to providers using the HIE in their
practice.

H8: Emotional trust will positively influence opt-in
intention toward the HIE.

H9: Emotional trust will positively influence
willingness to disclose health information.

Consistent with TRA, our model only proposes indirect
relationships between perceptions (perceived transparency of
privacy statement and trust in health care providers) and attitude
(emotional trust) through beliefs (cognitive trust).
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Methods

Measurement Development
This study drew on the existing literature to measure the
constructs included in the model, and minor changes were made
to the instrument to fit the HIE context. Items measuring opt-in
behavioral intentions were adapted from the studies by
Venkatesh et al [44] and Angst and Agarwal [11]. The scales
used to measure cognitive trust in the HIE’s competency,
cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity, and emotional trust in the
HIE were adapted from the studies conducted by Komiak and
Benbasat [39] and Mpinganjira [41]. To measure the 6
dimensions of the perceived transparency of privacy policy (ie,
notice, choice, access, security, retention, and enforcement),
we adapted the items reported by Chua et al [56] and Wu et al
[26]. In this study, the perceived transparency of privacy policy
was measured as a reflective second-order construct with 6
dimensions. The rationale behind this measurement is that the
perceived transparency is reflective of the 6 dimensions and the
expected interactions among them. According to Kayhan [74],
reflective modeling is a better option than formative when
first-order factors are expected to interact, correlate, or share a
common theme. Thus, interrelationships among these factors
is an important component of measuring the perceived
transparency. For instance, notice principle, which defines the
purpose of data exchange and explains what information is
shared, may be related to security dimension that defines the
security safeguards used to protect such information and the
data transmission process. To measure trust in health care
providers, we adapted the items reported by Moon [65] and
Gefen et al [36]. Finally, the items indicating willingness to
disclose health information were adapted from Zhang et al [75].

Once the initial questionnaire was developed based on previous
research, we used an expert judgment approach to enhance the
content validity of the survey. To check for the completeness,
accuracy, readability, and format of the survey, the questionnaire
was sent to 7 experts who are well published in the field of
health informatics and HIE. The content validity index testing
was used to analyze the feedback and suggestions. In this
approach, the team of experts indicated whether each item on
a scale was congruent with (or relevant to) the construct. Then,
the percentage of items deemed to be relevant for each expert
was computed, and finally, the average of the percentages across
experts was taken. The average congruency percentage (ACP)
was 92, which was higher than the threshold of 90% [76].
Therefore, the ACP was considered acceptable for the survey
used in this study. We then removed the marked ambiguous
words and modified the questions based on the experts’
suggestions to ensure that they were clear and easy to understand
for potential participants. Before conducting the main study,
we conducted a pilot test with 137 graduate students at a large
southeastern university in the United States to ensure the
reliability and validity of the instrument. The Cronbach alpha
was computed for each construct (perceived transparency of
privacy statement, alpha=.96; trust in health care providers,
alpha=.88; cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence, alpha=.85;
cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity, alpha=.90; emotional trust
in the HIE, alpha=.91; opt-in intention toward the HIE,

alpha=.92; and willingness to disclose health information,
alpha=.92). All Cronbach alpha values were above the cutoff
point of 0.7, which indicated that the instrument was internally
consistent [77]. This study used 5-point Likert scales, with
anchors ranging from 1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree.
The final measure items used in this study are listed in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Data Collection Procedure
Data were collected in June 2018 from Amazon's Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) to obtain a representative group of subjects. As
the HIE is still not considered as a routine technology for many
individuals, to get more solid and reliable findings, we specified
an additional qualification that individuals had to meet to
participate in the survey. We defined a screening question to
include only those individuals who had visited a health care
provider participating in an HIE network. Thus, the participants
were aware of the HIE efforts, and their health information was
shared through an HIE project when they took part in this
study’s data collection. The incentive for participation was a
monetary reward (US $3). At the beginning of the Web-based
survey, a detailed description of the HIE technology was
provided to ensure that respondents completely comprehended
the context and purpose of the study. The respondents were then
asked a question about their level of familiarity with HIEs. To
capture the dynamic trust transfer process and double check on
whether their experience with the HIE projects met our criteria,
before answering the main survey questions, they were requested
to describe why and how they were familiar with HIEs. In total,
517 individuals attempted the survey. The respondents’answers
to the familiarity question were analyzed to detect the main
reasons they were aware of the HIE. Almost 94.9% (491/517)
of the respondents were familiar with HIEs through visiting a
(or multiple) doctor who participated in an HIE network. The
remaining 5.0% (26/517) were aware of HIEs because of other
reasons such as through the internet searching/social media,
reading health care magazines/newspaper, friends/family, and
working in health care. As we only focused on individuals who
were familiar with HIEs because of visiting providers that
actually shared their information through HIE networks, 16
potential participants were discarded and 501 met this condition.

As mentioned in previous studies, a general concern in data
collection is the potential lack of attention and random responses
[78]. Consistent with other studies, we used captcha questions
to prevent and identify careless, hurried, or haphazard answers
[79]. On the basis of the answers to these questions, 8 responses
were dropped. This ratio is similar to those reported in previous
studies that used MTurk for data collection [80]. Thus, concerns
that Web-based respondents might reply randomly or
haphazardly to complete the survey quickly were alleviated.
After excluding responses that failed the response quality
questions, the final set of usable and valid responses contained
493 samples. Moreover, the average completion time was 15.3
min that given the number of questions in the survey, suggested
respondents spent an acceptable amount of time completing it.

Then, participants were requested to complete the survey by
answering questions regarding the last time a health care
provider used an HIE network to share their health information
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with other entities (such as other hospitals, physician practices,
laboratories, pharmacies, primary care, and emergency
department). To ensure that their experience was recent enough,
and so, they were able to remember its details, they were asked
to indicate how many times they visited a (or multiple) doctor
participating in an HIE project and when the most recent one
was. Respondents had visited a (or multiple) physician involved
in an HIE effort an average of 4.32 times during the previous
year, and the most recent experience ranged from 2 months to
a week ago. Relying on these screening questions and figures,
the final sample fitted the study objective, which was
investigating the trust of individuals (who were experienced
with an HIE through providers who shared their records using
the HIE) in the HIE and their opt-in intention toward it.

When testing the research model in this study, we controlled
for consumer demographics and contextual factors such as
income, age, education, race, gender, general technology
experience, perceived health status, and engagement in the
health care service, which are found and tested by the previous
research as important factors in the adoption of HIEs. Therefore,
it could be argued that by controlling the effects of
aforementioned variables, the opt-in intention toward the HIE
and willingness to disclose health information will mainly be
measured based on the elements of cognitive and emotional
processes linked with the health consumers’beliefs and attitudes
toward electronic data exchange.

Instrument Validation
To validate the survey instrument, we performed confirmatory
factor analysis on all the constructs to assess the measurement
model. To do so, International Business Machines Corporation

SPSS Amos (version 22) was used to test convergent and
discriminant validity. According to Gefen et al [81], convergent
validity can be tested by examining the standardized factor
loading, composite reliability, and the average variance extracted
(AVE). Table 1 shows the results of convergent validity test.
All values of composite reliabilities were more than the
threshold value of 0.7, which highlighted that the reliability of
constructs was adequate [82]. According to Hair et al [83], a
factor loading of ≥0.7 is acceptable. In this study, all reported
standardized factor loadings were >0.7. The AVE of each
construct was calculated using standardized factor loadings. All
reported values of the AVE were also >0.5, which met the
minimum requirement [84]. These measures indicated that the
convergent validity of the measurement model was acceptable.

We also tested the discriminant validity of the constructs (Table
2). All the diagonal values were >0.7 and exceeded the
correlations between any pair of constructs [85]. Therefore, the
result indicates that the model fulfills the requirements of
discriminant validity, and we can assume that the model also
has adequate discriminant validity.

Although the correlations among constructs were not very
noticeable (eg, a correlation of 0.483 between cognitive trust
in the HIE’s competence and integrity), we checked for
multicollinearity by computing the variance inflation factor
(VIF) and tolerance values for the predictor variables. The
resultant VIF values were between 1.385 and 1.831, which were
below the cutoff value of 5, and the tolerance values were in
the range of 0.546 and 0.722, which were greater than the
threshold of 0.1 [77]. Thus, the multicollinearity is not an issue
in this research.
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Table 1. Results of convergent validity.

Average variance extracted (>0.5)Composite reliability (>0.7)Standardized factor loading (>0.7)Construct and respective items

Perceived transparency of privacy policy

Notice

0.7160.9270.811

——a0.852

——0.863

——0.874

——0.845

Choice

0.6960.920.831

——0.832

——0.853

——0.864

——0.85

Access

0.6570.8840.811

——0.812

——0.773

——0.854

Security

0.7230.9130.811

——0.862

——0.873

——0.864

Retention

0.7310.9160.831

——0.872

——0.843

——0.884

Enforcement

0.7570.9030.881

——0.872

——0.863

Trust in health care providers

0.6950.8720.811

——0.842

——0.853

Cognitive trust in the competency of health information exchange

0.6380.8750.751

——0.812

——0.863

——0.774

Cognitive trust in the integrity of health information exchange
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Average variance extracted (>0.5)Composite reliability (>0.7)Standardized factor loading (>0.7)Construct and respective items

0.6870.9160.821

——0.862

——0.863

——0.834

——0.775

Emotional trust in health information exchange

0.7750.9320.871

——0.882

——0.93

——0.874

Opt-in intention to health information exchange

0.7580.9260.811

——0.892

——0.883

——0.94

Willingness to disclose health information

0.7660.9290.891

——0.832

——0.93

——0.884

aNot applicable.
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Table 2. Results of discriminant validity (the main diagonal elements in italics denote the square roots of the average variances extracted, and the
off-diagonal values represent the correlation coefficients between the constructs).

WILLlINTkEMTjCTIiCTChTHPgENFfRETeSECdACCcCHObNOTaConstruct

——————————0.846NOT

——————————0.8340.372CHO

—————————0.8100.4790.421ACC

————————0.8500.4470.4210.467SEC

———————0.8540.4640.4590.3930.358RET

——————0.8703.7640.3780.3870.3730.411ENF

—————0.8330.4853.8620.4460.5150.3230.381THP

————0.7980.3170.4543.8980.3990.4960.3560.396CTC

———0.8280.4830.3960.5173.6700.3230.3220.4640.367CTI

——0.8800.4740.3580.2610.5234.2540.3560.5050.3780.434EMT

—0.8700.3240.3820.3350.3680.5453.9410.2290.4780.4460.418INT

0.8750.4900.3060.3750.3800.3720.5050.5530.3150.4970.3990.359WILL

aNOT: notice.
bCHO: choice.
cACC: access.
dSEC: security.
eRET: retention.
fENF: enforcement.
gTHP: trust in health care providers.
hCTC: cognitive trust in the competency of health information exchange.
iCTI: cognitive trust in the integrity of health information exchange.
jEMT: emotional trust in health information exchange.
kINT: opt-in intention to health information exchange.
lWILL: willingness to disclose health information.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
Table 3 depicts respondents’ characteristics. The demographic
characteristics show that the majority of the respondents were
male (272/493, 55.1%), white (369/493, 74.8%), with a full-time
job (338/493, 68.6%), and had a Bachelor’s degree (257/493,
52.2%). Over 70% of respondents were aged between 20 and
39 years, and around 28% of the sample was aged >40 years.

Our sample could be a representative of the actual demographics
of the HIE users, as this is consistent with the age distribution
in previous studies on the HIE [54,86].

Respondents of this study were fairly familiar with the general
(eg, the internet and computer) and health care (eg, health
tracking apps, Web-based patient community, and personal
health record) technologies. Moreover, they were healthy enough
to participate in the Web-based survey and were relatively
engaged in their own care. Table 4 shows characteristics such
as respondents’ technology background, health status, and levels
of engagement in care. The descriptive statistics of constructs
used in the conceptual model are shown in Table 5.
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Table 3. Sample (N=493) characteristics.

PercentageVariable and respective categories

Gender

55.1Male

44.9Female

Age (years)

0.4<20

35.820-29

35.830-39

13.340-49

850-59

6.6≥60

Annual household income (US $)

13.3<25,000

32.325,000-49,999

24.350,000-74,999

16.475,000-99,999

13.7≥100,000

Education

1.8Less than high school

12.8High school graduate

19.5Some college

8.42-year degree

52.2Bachelor’s degree

5.3Graduate degree

Employment status

68.6Employed—full time

16.8Employed—part time

6.2Unemployed

5.3Retired

3.1Student

Race or ethnicity

74.8White

8.4African American

9.7Asian

4.9Hispanic

2.2Mixed

Participation in a Web-based patient community

52.2Yes

47.8No

Using a personal health record

63.7Yes

36.3No
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Table 4. Sample technology background, engagement level, and health status.

Descriptive statistics, mean score (SD)Variable

3.98 (0.783)Perceived health status

4.41 (0.668)Computer skills

4.61 (0.680)Comfortable with using computers

4.69 (0.581)Comfortable with using the internet

4.33 (0.947)Comfortable with using mobile devices or apps for health purposes

3.72 (0.68)Patient commitment

3.48 (0.79)Therapeutic alliance

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of constructs (all measures are 5-point scales, with anchors 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree).

Descriptive statisticsConstructs

VarianceMean (SD)

0.943.75 (0.97)Notice

0.993.62 (0.99)Choice

0.913.53 (0.95)Access

0.993.62 (0.99)Security

13.51 (1)Retention

1.113.64 (1.05)Enforcement

1.023.76 (1.01)Trust in health care providers

1.113.64 (1.05)Cognitive trust in HIE’sa competency

0.943.75 (0.97)Cognitive trust in HIE’s integrity

0.993.62 (0.99)Emotional trust in HIE

1.113.64 (1.05)Opt-in intention to HIE

1.113.62 (1.05)Willingness to disclose health information

aHIE: health information exchange.

Control Variables
Factors that do not represent the core variables (ie, those
included in the causal model) of this study, but which
nevertheless may affect the interrelationships between the core
variables, have been controlled for. These factors include age,
gender, race, income, education, technology experience,
familiarity with HIE, engagement in the care services, and
perceived health status. Although the causal model seems to
represent consumers’ opt-in intention and determine their
willingness to disclose health information, we found that the
effects of control variables were not negligible. On the basis of
the results, 2 dimensions of patient engagement in care (ie,
patient commitment and therapeutic alliance) [87] directly
influence both the HIE opt-in intention (beta=.204; P<.01) and
disclosure willingness (beta=.127; P<.05) as contextual factors.
This implies that factors that drive the patients to seek a greater
understanding of their conditions will encourage them to opt in
to the HIE and disclose health information. Moreover, the levels
of patient’s connection to the providers in the pursuit of care
goals influence the trust building process and opt-in decision
making. The findings also show that age (beta=−.141; P<.01),
education level (beta=.112; P<.05), technology experience

(beta=.132; P<.01), and HIE familiarity (beta=.247; P<.001)
influence opt-in intention toward the HIE. These effects indicate
that younger patients who are more familiar with the HIE
networks and also have higher educational and technology
experience backgrounds may have higher intentions toward the
implementation of the HIE. Among the control variables, only
education level affects the willingness to disclose health
information (beta=.186; P<.01), meaning, individuals with
higher levels of education are more likely to share their personal
health information with providers. In contrast, no effects of
gender, race, income, and perceived health status were found
on both opt-in intention and willingness to disclose health data.

Structural Model
International Business Machines Corporation SPSS Amos
(Version 22) was used to test the hypotheses within a structural
equation modeling [88] framework. According to Ho [89], the
goodness of fit statistics can evaluate the entire structural model
and assess the overall fit. The findings indicated that the value
of chi-square divided by degree of freedom for the model was

X2/df=3507.2/1563=2.2. The index values for confirmatory fit
(0.914), normed fit (0.921), relative fit (0.923), and
Tucker-Lewis (0.936) indices were above 0.9 and the
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standardized root mean square residual (0.035) and root mean
square error of approximation (0.047) were below 0.08 [90].
All these measures of fit were in the acceptable range, and only
goodness of fit index (GFI; 0.851) and adjusted GFI (0.822)
were marginal. On the basis of the study by Kline [91], at least
4 of the statistical values met the minimum recommended
values, which supported a good fit between the hypothesized
model and the observed data.

The results show that the perceived transparency of privacy
policy is more accurately modeled and measured in the context
of HIE as a second-order construct with 6 factors (ie, notice,
choice, access, security, retention, and enforcement). The
expectation of interactions is confirmed by the presence of
significant positive correlations between the 6 dimensions.
Moreover, the path values of the 6 indicators (notice: 0.92;
choice: 0.95; access: 0.96; security: 0.96; retention: 0.93; and
enforcement: 0.95) are significant (P<.001). Figure 2 displays
the standardized path coefficients of the structural model under
investigation and depicts the significant predictors of patients’
opt-in intentions toward HIE and willingness to share health
information.

The results of hypotheses testing are summarized in Table 6.
The findings provide enough evidence to support H1, which
indicates that the perceived transparency of privacy policy
significantly increases cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence
(beta=.31; P<.01). The analysis also demonstrates that the
perceived transparency of privacy policy is a significant

antecedent of cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity (beta=.46;
P<.001), and this positive linkage supports H2. Moreover, the

R2 scores for the 2 types of cognitive trust are 0.49 (cognitive
trust competency) and 0.58 (cognitive trust in integrity),
respectively. The results support H3 by showing the significant
positive relationship between the trust in health care providers
and the cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence (beta=.24;
P<.01). H4 is also supported where the higher level of trust in
health care providers leads to higher cognitive trust in the HIE’s
integrity (beta=.41; P<.001). H6 argues the existence of a
positive relationship between cognitive trust in the HIE’s
competence and emotional trust in the HIE, which is supported
by the statistics (beta=.52; P<.001). Support is also found for
H7, with cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity significantly
affecting emotional trust in the HIE (beta=.34; P<.01).

Furthermore, the R2 score for emotional trust is 0.48. The
findings provide solid evidence to support H8 by indicating that
the higher the emotional trust in the HIE, the more likely patients
are to allow health care providers to electronically exchange
their health information using the HIE networks (beta=.61;
P<.001). In addition, the positive effect of emotional trust to
entice patients to disclose their health information is significant,

supporting H9 (beta=.57; P<.001). Finally, the R2 scores for
opt-in intention and willingness to disclose health information
are 0.56 and 0.51, respectively, reflecting that the model
provides relatively strong explanatory power to predict the
variance in the patients’ willingness to release their health data
and their intentions to opt in to HIE systems.

Figure 2. Model paths (**P<.01; ***P<.001). β: beta value; HIE: health information exchange.
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Table 6. Results of hypotheses testing (all results supported the hypotheses).

Critical ratioSEStandardized coefficientPathHypothesis

11.2650.0770.316cPTPPa to CTCbH1

11.1520.0740.468ePTPP to CTIdH2

4.6490.0630.248cTHPf to CTCH3

6.9910.0570.415eTHP to CTIH4

6.8060.0660.527eCTC to EMTgH6

8.1950.0820.344cCTI to EMTH7

12.6690.0620.611eEMT to opt-in intention to health information exchangehH8

13.5790.0630.570eEMT to willingness to disclose health informationiH9

aPTPP: perceived transparency of privacy policy.
bCTC: cognitive trust in the competency of health information exchange (R2=0.49).
cP<.01
dCTI: cognitive trust in the integrity of health information exchange (R2=0.58).
eP<.001
fTHP: trust in health care provider.
gEMT: emotional trust in health information exchange (R2=0.48).
hR2=0.56
iR2=0.51

Moderating Effect of Trust in Health Care Providers
The moderating effect of trust in health care providers on the
paths of perceived transparency of privacy policy to cognitive
trust in the HIE’s competence and cognitive trust in the HIE’s
integrity are significant at .05. To further interpret the
interactions, separate regression analyses were conducted for
subgroups of the sample. According to the approach of 1
standard deviation below and above the mean [89], the sample
was split into 2 subgroups: low provider trust and high provider
trust. Then, the relationship between perceived transparency of
privacy policy and cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence was
regressed for each subgroup. The same analysis was conducted
on the path of perceived transparency of privacy policy to
cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity. The moderating test results
indicate that the positive relationship between perceived
transparency of privacy policy and cognitive trust in the HIE’s
competence is stronger among those who have well-established
trusting relationships with health care providers. The findings
also reveal that there is a significant difference in the
relationship between perceived transparency of privacy policy
and cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity between high versus
low provider trust subgroups (critical ratio of difference between
the 2 groups=2.51; P<.05). This finding supports our hypotheses
(ie, H5a and H5b) that indicate that the relationship between
perceived transparency of privacy policy and cognitive trust in
the HIE’s competence and the linkage of perceived transparency
of privacy policy with cognitive trust in the HIE’s integrity are
positively moderated by the trust level in health care providers.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Implications for Research
The main findings of this study indicate that trust in health care
providers and perceived transparency of privacy policy are
significant predictors of cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence
and integrity. Our study also shows that the levels of trust in
health care providers can moderate the relationships between
perceived transparency of privacy policy and dimensions of
cognitive trust in the HIE. Therefore, trusting relationships
between patients and providers can strengthen the effects of
privacy policy on cognitive trust in the HIE networks. Moreover,
the results demonstrate that cognitive trust in the HIE can
improve emotional trust in the HIE projects. Finally, emotional
trust in the HIE efforts can encourage patients to opt in to HIE
projects and become more willing to disclose their personal
health information.

This research contributes several implications for theory. First,
as trust has been proposed by previous studies as an important
variable in the context of HIE rollout [92], it is crucial to add,
and empirically test, different dimensions of trust in the HIE
adoption research stream. In this study, the cognitive trust in
competence, cognitive trust in integrity, and emotional trust are
separated to provide a more complete evaluation of trust effects
on patients’ intentions to endorse the use of HIE and its possible
impacts on their information disclosure decisions. In the context
of HIE, previous studies mostly consider trust as trusting beliefs
[18,35]. To offer more comprehensive insights, both cognitive
and emotional dimensions of patient trust in the HIE are
investigated. Our proposed model posits that cognitive trust is
reflected as beliefs and emotional trust is conceptualized as
attitude. In line with TRA and previous studies that use this
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theory in other contexts, the findings show that cognitive trust
in the HIE’s competence and integrity (beliefs) significantly
influences emotional trust in the HIE (attitude). This is
consistent with psychology studies [69] suggesting that emotion
is triggered by cognition, and it directly influences
decision-making process.

This study differentiates between cognitive and emotional trust
to contribute to the understanding of the process of patient trust
formation in the HIE context. Cognitive trust in HIE is
delineated by 2 dimensions: the rational expectations about the
HIE’s ability to fulfill its obligations (cognitive trust in
competence) and the rational reasons associated with the
reliability of the HIE principles (cognitive trust in integrity).
Emotional trust is defined as a patient’s comfort and security
feelings about relying on the HIE to disseminate health
information. This study also indicates that perceived
transparency of privacy policy is able to resolve uncertainty
associated with information-sharing processes, advance patient
awareness of the HIE, and generate knowledge about how it
operates. Then, patients’ interpretation of their knowledge will
directly affect cognitive trust in competence and integrity. In
line with the findings of the study by Kahn et al [93], rational
expectations and reasons that the HIE has the necessary
characteristics to be relied upon will affect the degree to which
patients feel in control, secure, and comfortable (emotional
trust) about relying on the HIE to share their personal health
information. On the basis of the significant relationships
described in the model, when a patient is cognitively and
emotionally involved with the HIE system, and trust is formed,
he or she becomes more likely to disclose health information
and allow health care providers to leverage this technology to
share such information electronically with other health care
parties.

Second, we draw upon the trust transfer theory to explain how
patients’ trusting beliefs in the HIE are formed in the context
of HIE. This study examines trust transfer as a salient means
of establishing initial trust in the HIE initiatives. The model
developed in this study highlights how trust in health care
providers (as the main users of HIE) is migrated to patients’
cognitive and emotional trust in the HIE and how these trust
factors will influence patients’ opt-in decisions and their
willingness to share personal health information. The results
are consistent with the findings of the study by Lin et al [37],
indicating that before a consumer accepts a technology, his or
her past encounters and experiences may influence his or her
beliefs about the new technology. The significant impact of
trust in health care providers on the cognitive trust levels in the
HIE’s competence and integrity provides an empirical evidence
on a dynamic of trust transfer process between health care
professionals and health-related technologies (such as the HIE
systems). This implies that well-established trust in health care
providers strongly transfers to patients’ cognitive trust in a
technology designed to share sensitive health information across
health care entities. Visiting reliable and responsible health care
providers can lead to a rational process in which a patient
expects that an HIE network is designed in a way to own the
required features that are dependable. The significant interaction
relationships between trust in health care providers and cognitive

trust in the HIE’s competence and integrity further validate the
important role of previous experience with trusted providers in
establishing positive beliefs and attitudes toward the HIE
initiatives. The proposed model also highlights the importance
of trust transfer mechanism in building cognitive trust in the
HIE, emotional trust in the HIE, adoption behavior of patients,
and their willingness to share their health information in the
future.

Third, we figure out 3 factors to understand the trust transfer
process: trust in source (trust in health care providers), trust in
target (trust in the HIE), and the relationships between the source
and the target (formulating a transparent privacy policy).
According to the model, we propose that the trust in health care
providers and the interactions between health care providers
and the HIE (through the development of a transparent privacy
policy to protect health information) can affect patient
trust-building process. As patient trust in the HIE has become
a critical factor for most of the HIE networks [94], the research
on how this phenomenon is formed is of critical value. Our
study delivers a comprehensive picture of the trust transfer
process by highlighting the role of trust in source (providers),
trust in target (HIE initiatives), and the interactions between
source and target through creating a solid and comprehensive
privacy policy for information exchange across various
providers. In a study by Delgado-Ballester et al [95], perceived
business tie is considered as the main predictor of trust in target.
In contrast, Lin et al [37] argue that trust in source is the only
key factor in the trust transfer process. Our study is an attempt
to provide a full picture of trust transfer mechanism in the HIE
context by indicating that both trust in health providers and the
relationships between the providers and HIE can impact patients’
trust in the HIE systems.

Our research identifies a factor to capture the interactions
between the providers and HIE efforts. The perceived
transparency of privacy policy is considered as the factor
reflecting the tie and linkage between the providers and HIE
networks. This enriches the trust transfer literature by showing
that not only initial trust in providers can play an important role
in developing patient trust in the HIE but also the beliefs that
trusted providers will make a significant contribution to the
development of a comprehensive and transparent privacy policy
will meaningfully affect the patient trust-building process. This
finding also implies that trust in health care providers has both
direct and moderating effects on the cognitive trust in the HIE’s
competence and integrity. Relying on the moderating effect
proposed in the model, our findings also answer the following
question: will patients always trust an HIE system if a robust
privacy policy with transparent components is provided and
reliable security safeguards are leveraged to protect the health
data in the information transmissions? The strong moderating
effect of trust in health care providers on the relationships
between the perceived transparency of privacy policy and the
level of cognitive trust in the HIE’s competence and integrity
can address this question. This study provides empirical
evidence that the greater levels of trust patients have in health
care providers can reinforce their perceptions that a highly
transparent and solid privacy policy is attached to the HIE
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initiatives, and, in turn, their cognitive trust in the HIE will be
improved.

Fourth, the results show that trust transfer factors have explained
more than half of the variance in opt-in intention toward the
HIE and individuals’willingness to disclose health information.
Therefore, we can predict that trust transfer process is a strong
explanatory mechanism to understand how patients’ trust in the
HIE efforts is built. We also believe that our model is not
necessarily limited to the HIE but would be applicable to other
technologies in the health care industry with similar
characteristics, such as electronic health record and electronic
prescribing systems. Finally, this study enriches the HIE
literature by applying trust transfer theory to this research
domain. Different from the traditional exchange mechanisms
(such as mail or fax), the development of the HIE networks has
largely pushed the information sharing among health care
providers from conventional approaches to electronic exchange
mechanisms. As patients are not the main users of the HIE
systems and because of the distance imposed between patients
and the actual users (providers), patients’past perceptions about
health care providers may be transferred to the electronic
exchange context. This study uses the trust transfer perspective
to explain the theorization of the HIE adoption by capturing the
dynamics of trust-building process.

Implications for Practice
There are also a number of important practical implications
derived from this study. First, the significant role of trust in
health care providers to predict cognitive trust in the HIE and
the moderating effect of trust in providers in the relationship
between privacy policy development and cognitive trust suggest
that health care providers with good reputation can practically
advance patient engagement in the HIE efforts. In contrast,
patients are not likely to support and participate in the HIE
efforts if these systems are developed or managed by providers
with relatively poor reputation because of previous data
breaches. Consistent with the findings of the study by Lu et al
[60], consumers’ initial lack of trust in health care providers
can become a significant barrier in the implementation of the
HIE projects. Thus, participations of trusted providers in the
implementation of the HIE initiatives and contributions of
reputable health care organizations to the development of
comprehensive and transparent privacy policies should be
highlighted in the HIE projects to win the cognitive and
emotional trust of patients. Patient trust can be used as an
enabler that allows a health care provider to expand from the
traditional sharing methods to the HIE models (such as direct
exchange or query-based exchange) [96]. Health care providers
should look for opportunities to nurture their patients’ trust in
projects designed to exchange health information electronically.
They should consider using tactics to increase the transparency
and completeness of the HIE privacy policy and develop
campaigns that leverage the power of image and reputation.

Second, HIE policy makers should establish a broad marketing
strategy to enhance patients’perceptions about the accountability
and accuracy of privacy policies, which can foster their trust in
the HIE services. Research implications suggest that the HIE
initiative managers should consider maximizing the transparency

of privacy policy dimensions to induce consumers to read the
privacy policy statements and make it a significant consideration
in sharing personal information. The findings suggest the
importance of educating consumers about the HIE mechanisms
and sharing procedures to appeal to their cognitive and
emotional trust. As our study shows the significant role of the
perceived transparency of privacy policy in building cognitive
trust in competence and integrity, a systematic strategy can be
performed by health care entities to better demonstrate the
dimensions of HIE’s privacy statement. For instance, national
educational programs, health conferences, and webinars that
are easily accessible to a wide range of people can be
administered to clearly publicize the key goals and policies of
the national HIE efforts. Educational forums available on official
health websites, Web-based tutorials accessible on patient
portals or Web-based health communities, and computerized
help programs can be used by health care organizations to
improve the transparency of HIE efforts, broadcast their privacy
policies, and increase public awareness on digital exchange
mechanisms.

Third, according to the findings, the lack of public awareness
about the expected benefits of HIE and the components of its
privacy policy may impede the progress of sharing information
between providers because of a lack of patients’ cognitive and
emotional trust in the HIE. This study suggests that both
physicians and health care organizations (such as hospitals) can
directly play an important role in persuading patients to give
consent to sharing medical records using HIEs. Physicians’ role
may be more effective because they have face-to-face encounters
with patients, and during consultations, they can enlighten the
patients about the privacy policy of electronic sharing
mechanisms. Hospitals can also influence how patients build
trust in the HIE by educating them through brochures, leaflets,
diagrams, and fact sheets that are comprehensible for an average
person. These efforts should be able to clearly highlight why
health information is shared, what types of information can be
exchanged, how such information is shared from a point to
another, what exchange mechanisms are used, who can access
the medical data, what security safeguards will protect their
records, and how often the transmission takes place.

Fourth, beside the educational programs designed to market
expected benefits of the HIE for patients, the HIE administrators
and health care organizations should attempt to meet patients’
privacy policy expectations. According to the results, a
comprehensive privacy statement that is able to address privacy
policy requirements should have 6 related dimensions. The
notice component should clearly state the type of health data
collected and shared, specify the purposes of data exchange,
identify any potential recipients of the data, explain how the
shared personal information will be used, and indicate whether
the exchange of the requested data is voluntary or required. The
choice factor should provide transparent options for patients
about how to put a limit on sharing personal information, give
patients clear choice by asking for permission before disclosing
health information to a third party, and clearly provide
individual’s choice of sharing health information under specific
conditions (eg, in the case of emergency). The access component
should describe whether individuals are able to access their
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personal information and are able to correct inaccuracies in their
personal information and state whether they have the right to
delete their personal information from the HIE records. The
security feature should clearly state the safeguards used to
protect the data from unauthorized access and explain the
required technology used to ensure cross-border data protection.
The retention factor should clearly state the duration of keeping
personal data, describe the time frame during which providers
will access shared health information, and explain the reasonable
approaches to ensure that the private health data are not kept
longer than is necessary. Finally, the enforcement component
should be clear enough to describe the actions that will be taken
according to the law against who violate the privacy principles
and provide a set of guidelines and enforcement mechanisms
to assure that information sharing on the Web will abide by
privacy laws.

Finally, the results show that the transparency of HIE privacy
policies is important for patients, and the contents significantly
affect their cognitive trust in the HIE competence and integrity.
HIE privacy policies should not be merely prepared to meet
legal requirements and protect health care entities from potential
privacy lawsuits; most importantly, they should be able to
address patients’ privacy and security risks. Evidence suggests
that in general, the contents of hospitals’ privacy policies are
prepared in a way that are not easily understandable by the
majority of adults, and, in turn, patients are not usually interested
in reading policy statements [97,98]. Presenting all required
dimensions of privacy practices in the privacy policies,
standardizing writing patterns, and improving the transparency
of contents, along with the simplification of legal jargon, special
expressions, and specialized language used to develop policy
statements, can help patients better understand their rights and
controls of their sensitive health information. HIE privacy
statements should choose and focus on the contents that are able
to resolve the most pressing privacy concerns. Administrators
of the HIE initiatives can modify the contents and elements
included in privacy policies based on the issues that rank high
on their patients’ concern list. The regulatory agencies can also
play an important role by conducting educational workshops
or training for the HIE organizations and health care providers
on how to develop comprehensive privacy policies and running
awareness campaigns to advance public understanding of
information privacy and privacy practices of the HIE initiatives.
By doing so, legal punishments and privacy violation penalties
can be minimized and patients’ trust in the HIE initiatives will
be enhanced. Thus, the different dimensions and requirements
of the HIE privacy policy point out the importance of health
care providers’ endeavor to prepare a detailed privacy policy
framework for HIEs. The entities involved in the HIE efforts
should also analyze the existing privacy statement’s language,
format, and wording to ensure the privacy policy clearly reflects
the 6 components. The findings of this research would be useful
for the HIE organizations to create robust, accessible,
comprehensive, and transparent privacy statements for
information exchange purposes to improve patient trust in the
HIE initiatives.

Limitations and Future Research
Our research has some limitations that call for additional studies.
The opportunity of further research on the development of
patient trust in the HIE is rich, and we urge future studies to
continue to test and improve the proposed model, theoretical
logics, and hypotheses. The proposed model in this study may
serve as a starting point in delineating the formation of patient
trust in the HIE, and further research is required to investigate
the processes of trust building and its different dimensions,
antecedents, and outcomes. Consistent with previous research
in other contexts [39], in this study, we separated the cognitive
trust in the HIE competence from cognitive trust in the HIE
integrity to better demonstrate the different role each dimension
may play in the patient’s decision-making process. Future
studies can extend this model by measuring cognitive trust as
a second-order construct. Moreover, another promising area for
future research is to investigate the likely difference between
patients’ trust in individual providers and trust in health care
organizations with large administrative systems to identify how
this difference will influence the degree of cognitive and
emotional trust in the HIE technology. Thus, the possible
variance of trust transfer mechanism based on provider types
can be further examined in future research.

In this study, we leveraged several measures and filters to recruit
participants who were familiar with a regional, patient-centered
HIE’s functions and its privacy policy. However, as a self-rated
sample of participants on MTurk was used, there is a small
chance that some individuals were not completely aware of the
HIE mechanisms and formed their own mental construal of the
IT artifact. Therefore, we suggest that further studies use a
different method to ensure that subjects are knowledgeable
about the HIE efforts. For instance, future research can recruit
informed patients who are directly referred by the providers
participating in the HIE initiatives. Moreover, our study used
a Web-based survey to recruit participants digitally. Thus, we
only considered individuals who accessed the internet and were
healthy enough to participate in the Web-based survey. Future
studies can use other data collection means and sampling
strategies to reach out to a sample that is generalizable to a wide
range of health care consumers.

The variance of trust factors (cognitive and emotional) explained
by the proposed model was around 50%. This implies that there
are other variables that could be included in the model. Future
research should examine other factors that may affect the
trust-building process in the HIE context. Moreover, the
intention to opt in to HIE and willingness to disclose health
information may be affected by the sensitivity levels of health
information. For instance, if a patient perceives that his or her
health information is highly sensitive (eg, mental health
information and sexual health diseases), he or she may prefer
to hide it from health care providers and, in turn, become less
likely to opt in to an HIE network that shares such personal
information with other providers. Future studies can measure
the possible effect of perceived health information sensitivity
on the 2 behavioral intentions. In addition, this study does not
focus on a specific group of patients with sensitive information
(such as individuals living with HIV). Future research can
extend this model to identify how the cognitive and emotional
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trust will be developed in the context where health information
is highly sensitive. Finally, the 2 behavioral intentions may
follow a 2-stage model, in which intention to opt in to HIE may
occur before the willingness to disclose health information. We
recommend that future studies investigate the possible
relationship between the 2 behavioral intentions and the impact
of these intentions on actual patient behaviors.

Conclusions
Sharing personal information and dependence on a technology
to conduct information exchange are a trust-related behavior.
However, how patient trust develops in the HIE context, within
which the HIE technology is implemented and used by health
care organizations for sharing purposes, has not been clearly

discussed yet. To fill this research gap, this study mainly draws
upon the trust transfer mechanism to articulate patients’
trust-building process. The cognitive trust in the HIE’s
competence and integrity, in addition to the emotional trust, is
a fundamental part of patients’ opt-in decisions and willingness
to disclose their health information. The findings also show that
patients’ initial trust in health care providers and their perception
about the role of trusted providers in the development of privacy
policy are found significant to determine the opt-in intentions
and willingness to share health information in the future. These
results can contribute to trust transfer theory and enrich the
literature on the HIE efforts. Practitioners can also identify how
to leverage the benefit of patients’ trust and trust transfer process
to promote the HIE initiatives nationwide.
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Abstract

Background: Cloud computing for microbiome data sets can significantly increase working efficiencies and expedite the
translation of research findings into clinical practice. The Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud provides an invaluable option for
microbiome data storage, computation, and analysis.

Objective: The goals of this study were to develop a microbiome data analysis pipeline by using AWS cloud and to conduct a
proof-of-concept test for microbiome data storage, processing, and analysis.

Methods: A multidisciplinary team was formed to develop and test a reproducible microbiome data analysis pipeline with
multiple AWS cloud services that could be used for storage, computation, and data analysis. The microbiome data analysis pipeline
developed in AWS was tested by using two data sets: 19 vaginal microbiome samples and 50 gut microbiome samples.

Results: Using AWS features, we developed a microbiome data analysis pipeline that included Amazon Simple Storage Service
for microbiome sequence storage, Linux Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances (ie, servers) for data computation and analysis,
and security keys to create and manage the use of encryption for the pipeline. Bioinformatics and statistical tools (ie, Quantitative
Insights Into Microbial Ecology 2 and RStudio) were installed within the Linux EC2 instances to run microbiome statistical
analysis. The microbiome data analysis pipeline was performed through command-line interfaces within the Linux operating
system or in the Mac operating system. Using this new pipeline, we were able to successfully process and analyze 50 gut
microbiome samples within 4 hours at a very low cost (a c4.4xlarge EC2 instance costs $0.80 per hour). Gut microbiome findings
regarding diversity, taxonomy, and abundance analyses were easily shared within our research team.

Conclusions: Building a microbiome data analysis pipeline with AWS cloud is feasible. This pipeline is highly reliable,
computationally powerful, and cost effective. Our AWS-based microbiome analysis pipeline provides an efficient tool to conduct
microbiome data analysis.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14667)   doi:10.2196/14667
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Introduction

Big data and data-driven analysis has become a primary driver
of precision health [1,2]. The human microbiota and their

genomes, collectively called the human microbiome, is one
form of big data [3]. The human body harbors trillions of
microbes, including bacteria, viruses, fungi, and archaea [4,5],
which vary from host to host and across body sites within a
single host [6,7]. The human microbiome plays a critical role
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in human health and disease [8,9]. With advances in
next-generation sequencing technology and the rise of shotgun
metagenomics and metabolomic techniques, microbiome data
sets have rapidly expanded, especially following the initiatives
of the Human Microbiome Project [10] and the American Gut
Project [11]. Computation and analysis of big data sets in local
infrastructures via traditional computational methods (eg, use
of personal computers and local computational clusters) often
requires prolonged run times, delaying further analytic work
that needs to be performed and postponing the translation of
research findings into clinical practice [12]. Another
shortcoming of classical data analysis methods is the difficulty
involved in sharing the data and findings among research
collaborators. Advances in cloud computing have provided the
technical capabilities to help resolve difficulties posed by
standard computational methods [12,13].

Beyond data storage, assessing human microbiome data sets
requires bioinformatic tools that enable deeper mining, the
deciphering of the mechanistic connections among the microbes,
and the potential functions of these communities. To examine
significant associations between metadata (eg, demographic
and clinical variables) and DNA sequencing data, special
bioinformatic and statistical tools for conducting microbiome
analyses are needed [14]. It was not until recently that
researchers have developed software for microbiome data
analysis (eg, Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology
[QIIME] and Mothur) [15]. One popular bioinformatics tool,
QIIME 2, can be installed natively within a conda environment
through a docker or a cloud platform. The Amazon Web
Services (AWS) cloud provides an invaluable computational
environment for running bioinformatics tools, such as QIIME
2, without the overhead of implementing and supporting a
large-scale computing infrastructure [12]. Cloud-based
computational pipelines have been developed for a variety of
data analysis, including CloudNeo [16] and RNA-Sequencing
(RNA-Seq) Analysis Pipeline [17], for next-generation
sequencing data, and Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats Cloud (CRISPRcloud) for the
deconvolution of pooled screening data [18]. The development
of a comprehensive microbiome data analysis pipeline, including
data storage, computations, and analysis, along with its testing
using microbiome data sets from actual studies, would help
researchers further investigate the impact of the microbiome on
human health and disease (eg, cancer, metabolic syndromes,

and neurodegenerative disorders) [8,19-21]. A reliable and
validated microbiome data analysis pipeline operating through
the AWS cloud could be used to provide a consistent
communication platform for research collaborators to share
information on data processing, data analysis, and research
findings. Thus, the AWS pipeline could increase both the
reproducibility of microbiome studies and the proficiency of
the research team [22].

For clinical scientists, several challenges need to be overcome
before conducting microbiome projects: (1) collective storage
space for big microbiome data sets needs to be created so that
the data and results can be easily shared within the research
team; (2) centralized data computing capabilities need to be
established to foster the replicability of results across all current
and future projects; and (3) the cost for cloud computing services
needs to be determined so that the team can cost-effectively
study the human microbiome. The AWS cloud has become a
popular platform for big data storage, high performance
computing, and analytics [16-18,23]. Thus, the purpose of this
study was to develop a microbiome data analysis pipeline using
the AWS cloud service (MAP-AWS) and conduct a
proof-of-concept test for microbiome data computation and
analysis with this newly developed MAP-AWS.

Methods

Overview
The process of developing and testing the MAP-AWS comprised
of four stages, as illustrated in Figure 1. We first collected
resources regarding microbiome data analysis and the use of
MAP-AWS, built a multidisciplinary research team, and lined
up available support systems from our institution and the AWS
Support Center. Second, we initiated the development of the
microbiome analysis pipeline, including a tutorial, with support
of the Research Informatics Team from the Winship Cancer
Institute at Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia, USA).

Third, we began pilot testing: we ran a small vaginal microbiome
data set (n=19), refined the pipeline and the tutorial, and retested
the pipeline with a larger data set from the gut microbiome
(n=50). Last, we disseminated the MAP-AWS within our
institutional research groups via presentations and workshops
and obtained feedback regarding this newly developed
MAP-AWS.
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Figure 1. Design process of the microbiome analysis pipeline.

Preparation
Through our previous work analyzing microbiome data sets
[22,24], we found that assembling a team with the necessary
skill sets, ensuring financial feasibility, and establishing system
resources were essential components of developing a system
for big data analysis. Building a multidisciplinary team with
specific expertise is key to successfully deploying AWS cloud
for use in microbiome data processing, computing, and analysis.
The MAP-AWS team was built within a multidisciplinary group
of nurses, physicians, biostatisticians, epidemiologists, and
microbiologists from the Schools of Nursing, Public Health,
and Medicine, and the Winship Cancer Institute at Emory
University. One nurse researcher, primarily trained in the human
microbiome and cancer science, led the team and formed
extensive collaborations with several other team members: one
research informatics analyst from the Winship Cancer Institute,
one biostatistician from the School of Public Health, and one
predoctoral student from the School of Nursing. All team
members had considerable experience in microbiome data
analysis [24,25], including previous QIIME 2 training, active
participation in microbiome-related internal and external
workshops, and publications on the human microbiome and its
impact on human health [24,25].

Recruiting information technology (IT) resources early in the
preparation phase is critical to ensuring that all IT resources are
coordinated by the time they are needed, and support services
for troubleshooting activities can be provided in a timely
manner. IT staff can help coordinate and organize the diverse
data sets that will be used, including the DNA sequencing data,
metadata, project-related information, and research protocols.
Assignment of policies and permissions for access to all AWS
resources is a critical role of the Research Informatics IT group.
Assistance with AWS command-line interface (CLI) was
provided through the IT support group as well. We set up AWS
accounts for each team member intensively involved in
developing the MAP-AWS with the support of our IT support
group and the online AWS Support Center.

Development of the Microbiome Data Analysis Pipeline
Using Amazon Web Services
AWS cloud provides various options for microbiome data
storage, computing, and analysis. For data storage, the Amazon
Simple Storage Service (S3) buckets were used. For microbiome
data computing, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
instances (ie, virtual servers in the AWS cloud) were primarily
used, and for microbiome data analysis and specific
bioinformatics, statistical packages that included QIIME 2 [22]
and RStudio (RStudio, Boston, Massachusetts), were installed
within the EC2 instances. For most of the EC2 instances we
created we opted to use the Linux operating system, which has
an optimized central processing unit (CPU), memory, and
storage configurations [26]. During this specific developmental
stage, we produced a step-by-step tutorial on how to run
processes on microbiome data sets within AWS. This tutorial
included the topics: logging into AWS, data importation and
storage, data analysis using QIIME 2, and exportation of analysis
results. This newly developed MAP-AWS provides a complete
workflow to run microbiome data analysis in AWS.

The use of QIIME 2 for microbiome data analysis has been
tested by our group in a variety of computer systems, such as
the Linux operating system, the Mac operating system (OS),
and AWS cloud [24]. The QIIME 2 pipeline generates the
bacterial community’s information for each sample [22], and
this process includes two phases which are referred to as the
upstream and downstream stages (Figure 2). The upstream stage
consists of importing 16S rRNA sequences, ensuring sequence
quality control, constructing a feature table, and generating a
phylogenetic tree which illustrates the ecologic similarities of
the bacterial taxa present in a sample [24]. The feature table
describes the features present and the number of samples
associated with each feature in the sample set. The downstream
stage consists of taxonomic, diversity, and abundance analysis
[14,22]. In this stage, statistics and interactive visualizations of
the data are used to display the findings via figures and tables
[27].
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Figure 2. QIIME 2 workflow. QIIME: Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology; OTU: operational taxonomic unit; PCoA: principal coordinates
analysis; ANCOM: analysis of composition of microbiomes.

Testing the Microbiome Data Analysis Pipeline Using
Amazon Web Services
To test the feasibility of the MAP-AWS, we undertook three
rounds of testing using a case-based formative approach to refine
the microbiome analysis pipeline. In round one, we trained two
novice students to use the MAP-AWS to determine where major
changes were needed to improve the usability of the content
and presentation formats of the tutorial and pipeline. Then, we
demonstrated the MAP-AWS to a group of cancer scientists to
get feedback regarding the content and presentation of the
tutorial. In round two, we conducted a pilot test of the workflow
in AWS cloud with a small training data set (19 deidentified
vaginal microbiome samples from women with gynecologic
cancers), which we had prepared for the purpose of training
research scientists in microbiome data analysis [24]. This step
enabled us to identify and troubleshoot issues before running a
larger microbiome data set. In round three, two team members
(JB and IJ) independently analyzed the same vaginal
microbiome data set (ie, 16S rRNA V3-V4 gene sequences with
corresponding metadata) using the MAP-AWS with the same
Greengenes classifiers to determine the reproducibility of the
pipeline. Final findings were compared between the two team
members. Lastly, we ran a larger sample (50 deidentified gut
microbiome samples) sequenced by the Emory Integrated
Genomics Core. For each project, we regularly tracked costs
and the processing times using the built-in QIIME 2 provenance
feature that captures system environment variables, including
processing time and system versions (ie, Linux and QIIME).

Dissemination of the Microbiome Data Analysis
Pipeline Using Amazon Web Services
After testing and refining the MAP-AWS processes and tutorial,
we expanded the use of this pipeline to other microbiome
projects within our team, including a gut microbiome and
colorectal carcinogenesis study which involved sequence and
metadata import, data quality control, results analysis, and model
building. We disseminated our pipeline through presentations
and workshops.

Ethical Consideration
All the microbiome data we used in this study have been
deidentified and no Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval
is needed.

Results

Description of the Developed Microbiome Data
Analysis Pipeline Using Amazon Web Services
The main components of the MAP-AWS include a
multidisciplinary research team, bacterial sequences and
corresponding metadata, Amazon S3 buckets for microbiome
data storage, Linux EC2 instances (with QIIME 2 and RStudio
installed) to run microbiome data analysis, and security keys to
create and manage the use of encryption (Figure 3). With our
platform, microbiome data analysis can be performed using
AWS’s CLI within the Linux operating system or in the Mac
OS system.
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Figure 3. The microbiome data analysis pipeline using AWS. AWS: Amazon Web Services; S3: Simple Storage Service; VPC: virtual private cloud;
QIIME: Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology; EBS: Elastic Block Store; EC2: Elastic Compute Cloud.

We primarily used S3 buckets for storage and EC2 instances
for analysis. With our MAP-AWS, we used two specific types
of storage. The first was Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS),
which is closely integrated with our EC2 instance. EBS is used
to store hard drive contents of EC2 instances, as well as
snapshots of these instances [28]. The other storage class used
was Amazon S3 bucket, which is simply cloud object storage.
We carefully planned permissions for storage, encryption, and
EC2 instance access. The AWS EC2 provides virtual machines
that are optimized for running CPU-intensive cloud-based
applications [28]. Depending upon the analysis and virtual server
purpose, our EC2 instances were configured for general purpose
or optimized specifically for memory, computational power, or
storage. For each EC2 instance, we were able to specify random
access memory (RAM), virtual CPUs, storage, and network
performance.

A Secure Shell (SSH) client (either a Mac OS terminal or
MobaXterm for Windows) was used to securely connect to our
EC2 instances, enabling remote access to a terminal through
which Linux commands could be entered to process data. The
AWS CLI was installed and used extensively to interact with
our AWS resources and infrastructure.

Next, we set up encryption to ensure our S3 buckets were
secured from unauthorized access. We assigned encryption at
the bucket level so that all objects moved into the bucket were
automatically encrypted.

Testing of the Microbiome Data Analysis Pipeline
Using Amazon Web Services

Feasibility
Two undergraduate nursing students were trained to use the
MAP-AWS tutorial we developed and were interviewed after
they finished performing analysis of the training microbiome
data set (the vaginal microbiome samples). They both

successfully completed the training data set analysis under the
guidance of the tutorial and our team member (IJ). Both
undergraduates were positive about the use of the MAP-AWS
and the tutorial, supporting the feasibility of the MAP-AWS.

Reproducibility
All steps performed using the MAP-AWS in this study were
tested with support from the QIIME 2 Development Team and
the AWS Support Center. A total of three incidents involving
the S3 bucket and EC2 instances needed addressing and were
resolved by the AWS Support Center during the MAP-AWS
development process. Two trained microbiome team members
(JB and IJ) independently analyzed the same vaginal
microbiome data set (ie, 16S rRNA V3-V4 gene sequences with
the corresponding metadata, n=19) using the MAP-AWS.
Comparisons of the final findings showed identical results in
upstream and downstream analyses (Figure 2) [24], supporting
the reproducibility of the MAP-AWS for microbiome data
analysis.

Cost and Efficiency
The 50 gut microbiome samples were successfully processed
within 4 hours with the MAP-AWS and subsequently processed
for microbiome diversity, taxonomy, and abundance analyses
using QIIME 2, version 2018.4 (Table 1). Performing
microbiome data analysis for the same data set with typical
client-server architecture took >6 hours. These running times
were retrieved from the QIIME 2 provenance. We duplicated
our efforts on a more recent QIIME 2, version 2019.4, and the
running times for completion were congruent with previous
results. Compared with standard methods of microbiome data
analysis, the MAP-AWS processed these samples efficiently
and at a low cost. We used a c4.4xlarge EC2 instance, which
costs $0.80 per hour. This pricing level is similar to the Nephele
pipeline published in 2017, a c3.4xlarge EC2 instance at the
time costing $0.84 per hour [23].
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Table 1. Running Time for the Gut Microbiome Sample Analysis (n=50).

Traditional methodsMAP-AWSaStage, step

Upstream stage

1 min 48 s4 sData import

6 h 38 min 49 s3 h 22 min 27 sQuality control (ie, Dada2)

<1 min32 sPhylogeny

Downstream stage

3 min 27 s1 min 23 sTaxonomy analysis

8 s2 sDiversity analysis

aMAP-AWS: Microbiome Data Analysis Pipeline Using Amazon Web Services.

Discussion

Key Findings
This paper developed a microbiome data analysis pipeline by
using AWS cloud and conducted a proof-of-concept test for
microbiome data storage, processing, and analysis. This pipeline
is highly reliable, computationally powerful, and cost effective.
This study was a proof of concept for building and testing a
newly developed pipeline (MAP-AWS) for microbiome data
analysis. This pipeline is efficient and highly cost effective. It
will provide a convenient environment to share analysis tools
and results between collaborators. To accurately assess and
utilize this data, we rely on the development of tools, pipelines,
and standard operating procedures to handle big data effectively
and efficiently via the AWS cloud. Microbiome pipelines using
on-demand EC2 instances showed a great capacity for
microbiome data analysis at a low cost. This pipeline improved
productive and insightful collaboration with clinical scientists
across different institutions to help the multidisciplinary research
team continue the collaborative use of AWS.

With growing interest in evaluating the human microbiome and
deciphering its relationship with health and disease, more
efficient and cost-effective tools are needed for microbiome big
data analysis. The purpose of this study was to develop and
evaluate the MAP-AWS platform for use by clinical scientists.
We described how researchers can construct their own
microbiome data analysis pipeline using AWS. The AWS cloud
can significantly expedite the microbiome analysis process and
provide a collaborative platform for sharing data and results
among research collaborators. The MAP-AWS tool successfully
completed all microbiome processing and analysis steps both
efficiently and reproducibly. The MAP-AWS not only maintains
essential reproducibility of processing steps and analyses but
also facilitates the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of
microbiome data analysis in contrast with basic, commonly
used methods of microbiome data analysis [12].

Compared with standard processing for big data analysis, the
AWS cloud brings extensive benefits to current microbiome
data analysis, including optimized computational capabilities,
flexible EC2 instance configurations, and robust security and
policies for all resources. Although common server and desktop
environments can provide microbiome processing capabilities,
AWS brings a supportive systems environment for storage,

computational, and analytical capabilities. For instance, many
methods in the microbiome platform benefit from
compute-optimized processing since their focus is serving high
performance computing targeted for compute-intensive
applications. The MAP-AWS includes an integrated tool with
a combined tutorial for using AWS tools (such as S3 bucket
retrieval and EC2 instances use) and performing raw data
processing, advanced QIIME 2 and RStudio analysis, and data
sharing and management between researchers. This MAP-AWS
platform establishes a common environment for sharing analysis
tools and results between project managers and researchers
across institutions. Given the appropriate permissions,
researchers internal to the University and external collaborators
can reliably rerun analyses and share findings. It is easy to
deploy the microbiome data platform in multiple regions around
the world with just a few clicks.

AWS cloud has been widely adopted for whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) analysis tasks. For large-scale WGS
analyses, AWS was shown to be an efficient and affordable
WGS analysis tool [29]. Specifically, Wang and colleagues
evaluated the performance of GT-WGS with a 55×WGS data
set (400 gigabyte fastq sequences), provided by the
genome-wide complex trait analysis (GCTA) 2017 competition,
and found that their system took only 18.4 minutes to finish the
analysis and that the cost of the whole process was only $16.50
(United States Dollars) [29]. Likewise, our initial microbiome
pilot study was completed quickly (within 4 hours) using the
MAP-AWS, in contrast with 2-3 days for runs using local
computers. Thus, implementing MAP-AWS can significantly
improve computing efficiency and speed up the translation of
research findings into clinical practice.

Several EC2 pricing models exist, including on-demand,
reserved, and spot instances. Users can increase or decrease
their computing capacity according to the real-time demand of
their applications with on-demand instances and by paying by
a specified hourly rate. We tested our microbiome pipeline using
on-demand instances, showing a great capacity for microbiome
data analysis at a low cost.

One of the biggest challenges facing researchers is the ability
to integrate and correlate the massive amounts of data produced
by these protocols and identify biologically relevant information
that can be used to formulate testable hypotheses. As a
proof-of-concept test for the utilization of AWS in microbiome
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data analysis, our findings support its value and affordability.
Our MAP-AWS efficiently integrated and correlated significant
amounts of omics data stored and utilized in a cloud-based
environment and provided a streamlined platform for
communication between researchers. Microbiome research is
on the precipice of producing large data sets of great magnitude.
To accurately assess and utilize this data, investigators must
rely on the development of tools, pipelines, and standard
operating procedures to handle big data effectively and
efficiently via the AWS cloud. Together, researchers, clinicians,
and computer scientists, with the help of AWS cloud computing
services, are poised to revolutionize microbiome research and
its applications in human health.

Our microbiome data analysis pipeline was undertaken within
a cancer nursing research group and tested with data sets of
small sample sizes. The technical pipeline should also be
applicable to other microbiome data sets, such as oral or skin
microbiome data. A dysbiotic human microbiome is associated
with a variety of human disease susceptibility [21,30], including
endocrine-related disorders (eg, diabetes [31] and inflammatory
bowel diseases [32]) and neurodevelopmental disorders (eg,
autism spectrum disorders [33] and Alzheimer’s disease [34]).
Therefore, the MAP-AWS can be extended to analyze the
microbiome data of various chronic diseases and conditions.
Our goal is to further test our MAP-AWS using large data sets.

In addition, the current pipeline is primarily embedded with
QIIME 2 and RStudio, which limits the use of other microbiome
analysis packages like Mothur [35]. As QIIME 2 is gaining
more attention as a bioinformatics tool, the MAP-AWS is an
ideal example of conducting microbiome data analysis with the
AWS cloud. As there is increased access to deidentified
microbiome data sets, such as the Human Microbiome Project
[10], American Gut [11], and the Qiita platform [36], the
MAP-AWS will provide our clinical scientists and clinicians a
new cloud-based tool to understand the role of the microbiome
in quality of care and patient outcomes.

Conclusions
This study was a proof of concept for building and testing a
newly developed pipeline (MAP-AWS) for microbiome data
analysis. This pipeline is efficient and highly cost effective. It
will provide a convenient environment to share analysis tools
and results between collaborators. The long-term goal for this
platform is to continue the collaborative use of AWS among
clinical scientists across different institutions to make our
multidisciplinary research team more productive and insightful.
A larger-scale testing of the MAP-AWS across different clinical
conditions will enhance communications between
multidisciplinary researchers and confirm our proposed
efficiencies for running a microbiome pipeline in a cloud-based
environment.
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Abstract

Background: High numbers of consumable medical materials (eg, sterile needles and swabs) are used during the daily routine
of intensive care units (ICUs) worldwide. Although medical consumables largely contribute to total ICU hospital expenditure,
many hospitals do not track the individual use of materials. Current tracking solutions meeting the specific requirements of the
medical environment, like barcodes or radio frequency identification, require specialized material preparation and high infrastructure
investment. This impedes the accurate prediction of consumption, leads to high storage maintenance costs caused by large
inventories, and hinders scientific work due to inaccurate documentation. Thus, new cost-effective and contactless methods for
object detection are urgently needed.

Objective: The goal of this work was to develop and evaluate a contactless visual recognition system for tracking medical
consumable materials in ICUs using a deep learning approach on a distributed client-server architecture.

Methods: We developed Consumabot, a novel client-server optical recognition system for medical consumables, based on the
convolutional neural network model MobileNet implemented in Tensorflow. The software was designed to run on single-board
computer platforms as a detection unit. The system was trained to recognize 20 different materials in the ICU, while 100 sample
images of each consumable material were provided. We assessed the top-1 recognition rates in the context of different real-world
ICU settings: materials presented to the system without visual obstruction, 50% covered materials, and scenarios of multiple
items. We further performed an analysis of variance with repeated measures to quantify the effect of adverse real-world
circumstances.

Results: Consumabot reached a >99% reliability of recognition after about 60 steps of training and 150 steps of validation. A
desirable low cross entropy of <0.03 was reached for the training set after about 100 iteration steps and after 170 steps for the
validation set. The system showed a high top-1 mean recognition accuracy in a real-world scenario of 0.85 (SD 0.11) for objects
presented to the system without visual obstruction. Recognition accuracy was lower, but still acceptable, in scenarios where the
objects were 50% covered (P<.001; mean recognition accuracy 0.71; SD 0.13) or multiple objects of the target group were present
(P=.01; mean recognition accuracy 0.78; SD 0.11), compared to a nonobstructed view. The approach met the criteria of absence
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of explicit labeling (eg, barcodes, radio frequency labeling) while maintaining a high standard for quality and hygiene with
minimal consumption of resources (eg, cost, time, training, and computational power).

Conclusions: Using a convolutional neural network architecture, Consumabot consistently achieved good results in the
classification of consumables and thus is a feasible way to recognize and register medical consumables directly to a hospital’s
electronic health record. The system shows limitations when the materials are partially covered, therefore identifying characteristics
of the consumables are not presented to the system. Further development of the assessment in different medical circumstances
is needed.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14806)   doi:10.2196/14806

KEYWORDS

convolutional neural networks; deep learning, critical care; intensive care; image recognition; medical economics; medical
consumables; artificial intelligence; machine learning

Introduction

A large amount of medical materials are consumed in the daily
routine of intensive care units (ICUs). It is estimated that 85%
of their healthcare costs are captured by three cost blocks,
namely staff, clinical support services, and consumable medical
materials [1,2]. The latter include, for example, sterile disposable
material (eg, venous catheters or scalpels), material for body
care (eg, absorbent pads, disposable flaps), or small materials
(eg, needles, swabs or spatulas). A study of the International
Programme for Resource Use in Critical Care (IPOC) quantified
the daily cost for disposables in four European countries between
139.5€ (152.9 United States Dollars [USD]) (104.9€ [115
USD]–177.2€ [194.2 USD]) and 29.6€ (32.4 USD) (17.5€ [19.2
USD]–59.7€ [65.4 USD]), for drugs and fluids between 183.3€
[200.9 USD] (150.6€ [165 USD]–217.4€ [238.3 USD]) and
65.3€ (71.6 USD) (42.2€ [46.2 USD]–91.5€ [100.3 USD]) per
patient [1]. Materials are often stored centrally in a departmental
location, such as a materials warehouse or a centralized room,
from which only the daily required material is taken and stored
in proximity to patients. This is particularly relevant for
infectious patients, as possibly contaminated material may have
to be disposed of for hygienic reasons when the patient is
discharged.

Due to the complexity of an ICU treatment, the financing of
ICUs is often based on a flat-rate reimbursement scheme [3],
resulting in a fixed daily hospital reimbursement for each day
on the unit, not taking into account the reason for admission,
the disease, or the resulting expenditure. In this scheme,
individual medical or nursing measures are only remunerated
with an additional fee in special cases (eg, blood transfusions
or very complex interventions). As the consumption of the
above-mentioned material has also been financed from the
reimbursed lump-sum payment, this means the consumption of
disposable medical material can hardly be recorded on a
patient-related basis. It is largely unknown how many materials
are needed for a single patient with a specific disease, so it is
therefore not possible to carry out analyses in this respect even
though these questions are highly relevant in daily practice.
This is particularly true for storage and investment, as
suboptimal management results in unnecessarily high storage
maintenance costs. Furthermore, from a scientific perspective,
timely and accurate documentation of medical consumables is
critical, as it is especially noticeable in daily scientific work

when medical measures are not documented in a timely manner.
For example, the administration of an infusion solution is usually
not documented until several minutes after the start of the
procedure [4]. This makes retrospective data analysis (eg, in
the field of machine learning) considerably more difficult as
action and reaction are often critically time-linked, thus making
the scientific evaluation of measures and data analysis
significantly more time-consuming [5].

In some hospitals, this problem is solved by scanning a
material-specific barcode when a disposable material is used at
the patient site, which enables patient-specific billing. However,
this means each article needs to be marked with an individual
code. The use of wireless radio-frequency identification (RFID)
has been assessed in the circumstances of patient care, however
this requires the installation of specialized reader infrastructure
and related management systems [6]. However, applying the
previous techniques for identification is impossible for a relevant
part of the materials (such as swabs, needles) because of their
physical structure or their low price in relation to the tagging
technique. An intelligent, cost-effective solution is urgently
needed for this problem, and the developed solution must suit
the specific needs of the ICU with the following characteristics:
(1) recognizes materials without explicit labelling (eg, barcodes,
radio frequency labelling); (2) fulfills the high standards for
quality and hygiene of ICUs (ideally minimizing
touch-interactions); and (3) has minimal consumption of
resources (eg, cost, time, training, and computational power)
[7]. Most notably, the system must fulfill the high data
protection requirements of the sensitive area of intensive care
medicine.

The aim of this work is to develop and evaluate Consumabot,
a novel client-server recognition system for medical consumable
materials based on a convolutional neural network, as an
approach to solve the above-mentioned challenges in the sector
of intensive care medicine. We first described the technical
background (hardware and machine learning), taking the specific
limitations and challenges of the ICU sector into account. In a
proof-of-concept study, we then evaluated the performance of
the system in the adverse circumstances of a real ICU
environment, assessing the feasibility of the application in a
real-world hospital setting.
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Methods

General Layout
We performed a thorough analysis on the technical, medical,
and economic circumstances of ICUs and defined the specific
requirements of the system. This included the identification of
the need for a visual and contact-free recognition of the
consumables, and for detection in proximity to the patient bed

to facilitate assignment to the individual patient. Based on these
considerations, the distributed concept of Consumabot was
developed as follows: multiple low-cost detection units are
located close to the patient bed, then these units are wirelessly
connected to a local training server with high computational
power for model training. This server has a direct connection
to the hospital database and the electronic health record (EHR)
backend (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Client-server setup between bedside detection units, local training server, and hospital database of the Consumabot system.

Hardware Setup
For the bedside detection units (clients), the commercially
available single board computer Raspberry Pi was chosen as
the hardware platform. Raspberry Pi is an inexpensive and
widespread, small, single-board computer, initially developed
to promote teaching of basic computer science in schools and
in developing countries. The system architecture was developed
at the University of Cambridge and is now being promoted by
the charitable foundation the Raspberry Pi Foundation [8]. With
low power consumption, no need for active cooling, and
designed for continuous operation over several weeks, it is the
ideal platform for the bedside detection units. Due to the
popularity of the system, versatile extensions are available (eg,
a powerful camera and hygienic housings). Indeed, Raspberry

Pi has seen widespread use in different Internet of Things (IoT)
applications in the healthcare sector [9-11].

In this work, we specifically used the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
for the detection units (clients), equipped with a quad-core
processor ARM Cortex A53, a network and wireless network
card, and one gigabyte of random accessible memory. The
official camera module of the Raspberry Pi Foundation version
2.1, with 8-megapixel resolution (Figure 2b), as well as a touch
screen monitor module with 7-inch display for interaction with
the software (Figure 2d) were used. The whole setup was
installed into a stable polyethylene housing (Figure 2c), and the
camera was positioned using flat ribbon cable (Figure 2e). The
local recognition modules could not be used for the training of
the neural network since the computational capabilities of the
processors are too low, thus resulting in a long training time.

Figure 2. Hardware setup of the recognition module on the Raspberry Pi computational platform: a) Raspberry Pi 3 Model B; b) camera module version
2.1; c) Polyethylene housing; d) touch screen monitor module with 7 inch display diagonal; and e) Flat ribbon cable.
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Consequently, a more computationally capable training server
was set up. This server was equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold
6140 processor with four dedicated processor cores, had 40
gigabytes of storage space on a single-state hard disk and had
320 gigabytes of storage space on a conventional magnetic hard
disk for the resulting training data. Both the recognition module
and the server used the open source operating system Linux in
the Debian distribution [12].

Training Setup and Machine Learning Scheme
The software backbone of Consumabot was developed in
Python, a programming language often used in the field of
machine learning. One major advantage of Python is the
availability of a wide range of machine learning tools like
NumPy, used in data preprocessing, scikit-learn, used for data
mining, or Keras as a high-level neural network interface. For
modelling the machine learning backend, we adapted the model
of a convolutional neural network (CNN) [13]. The convoluted
(folded) structure makes CNNs particularly suitable for
processing visual information, especially in the fields of image
recognition and classification [14-16]. However, manual
development of a neural network is very time-consuming, so
software frameworks in which essential mathematical and
preprocessing steps have already been developed are often used.
Consumabot uses the software library TensorFlow, a software
framework that simplifies the programming of data
stream–centered procedures [17], and several adapted
programming code elements for retraining image classifiers
were included into Consumabot’s source code [18]. Since the
training of a full neural network is a complex and
computationally intensive process, we applied a technique called
transfer learning, a machine learning method where a model
developed for a task is reused as the starting point for a model
on a second task [19]. In transfer learning, basic processing
image recognition steps, such as the recognition of edges,
objects, and picture elements, are already trained in many
iteration steps while the classification task is only assigned to
the neural network in its final step, which is analogous to the
training of an infant. However, it is important to note that the
quality of the classification depends on the specificity of the
training of the respective net. Thus, a neural network trained
on images achieves better results in this domain than in the
domain of something like natural language processing, resulting
in the need to choose a task-specific, suited, pretrained network.

In the first step of the training the bottlenecks were generated,
and they are the layer of the network that is located directly
below the output layer [20]. Since each image is used several
times, the bottlenecks do not change during the training as they
can be created once and stored temporarily. In the second step,
a set of random images from the training data set, with
associated bottlenecks, were selected and placed in the output
layer. The network-classified predictions are then compared
with the correct classification, adjusting the weighting of the
layers backwards (backpropagation) [21]. Classification
accuracy and training progress were tracked with Tensorboard,
a software designed for monitoring the training of neural
networks [17,21].

Classification and Feedback
The internal structure of the system must take the particularities
of the ICU environment into account. The detection module's
camera took a picture every second and stored it on a memory
card. This image from the camera was presented to the trained
model of the recognition unit, which then predicted the
probabilities of the recognized objects. If anything other than
an empty surface was detected then the recognized object with
the greatest probability was selected and presented to the user.
After pressing the store in database button on the screen, the
material was then registered in the database of the training
server. This resulted in an additional confirmation step of human
classification, as only images confirmed to have been classified
correctly were included in further training. To facilitate online
learning, at regular intervals the stored images of correctly
recognized materials were transferred as training data to the
training server and the model of the neural network was trained.
The resulting model (the retrained graph) was distributed among
the recognition units, which enabled an improved recognition
of the desired consumables. Finally, the database of the control
server was used to further process the data for either analysis
or optimization.

On-Site Study
After finishing the training, we installed the hardware on an
ICU within the University Hospital Aachen. Testing the system
in real ICU conditions is obligatory due to the specific lighting
and environmental conditions. In a test series, the 20 objects
specified in Textbox 1 were classified using the camera of the
recognition unit. Different rotations and orientations of the
objects were chosen to correspond to the realistic field of
application. To simulate the adverse circumstances of typical
clinical workflow, we simulated a total of three scenarios: (1)
scenario one, where the material was presented without any
visual obstruction to the detection unit; (2) scenario two, where
the material was 50% covered to simulate a visual obstruction
during the routine clinical workflow; and (3) scenario three,
where a secondary material (skin disinfection bottle) was present
in the visual field while the material was presented without
visual obstruction.

Each material was presented 10 times to the system. An object
was classified as correct if it correctly appeared on the screen
as the most probable classification (top-1 accuracy).

A full video of the hardware setup and training process can be
found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

We performed a repeated measures, one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with Geisser-Greenhouse correction and a
Tukey’s multiple comparisons test with individual variances
computed for each comparison. This was performed to assess
the effect of adverse conditions in scenario two and three in
comparison to the nonobstructed view in scenario one. All
calculations were performed using GraphPad Prism 8.1.2
(GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego).
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Textbox 1. Selection of medical consumables.

• Disposable bag valve mask

• Ampoule

• AuraOnce laryngeal mask

• Berotec inhalator

• Hand disinfection bottle

• Documentation sheet

• Boxed Dressings

• Packaged Gauze bandage

• Unpackaged Gauze bandages

• Gelafundin infusion solution

• Intravenous access orange

• Tube set for infusion solutions

• Intravenous access grey

• Braun sterile syringe

• Green Molinea protective pad

• White Protective pad

• Oxygen mask

• Oxygen tubing for mask

• Infusion solution Sterofundin

• Empty scenario (reference)

Results

Principal Findings
We trained the system in the context of a real ICU, taking special
lighting conditions and other circumstances into account. We
randomly chose a total of twenty common medical consumables
from diverse categories with various sizes and formats to train
the system on-site (Textbox 1). An empty scenario where no
materials were present was provided to the system as a reference.

Setup of the System and Training
Figure 3 shows the overall setup of Consumabot. The initial
training was carried out using a newly developed data generation
script, generating a series of 100 images of each medical
consumable to be recognized. A total of 2000 images were
generated. For training, we used 1800/2000 (90%) images, and
200 images were randomly picked from this training set for
validation. Finally, the remaining 200/2000 (10%) were picked
for testing. We ran the system for 500 epochs, or training steps
(training, validation, and testing), each epoch consisting of 100
randomly chosen images per item.

The top layer of the CNN received a 1001-dimensional vector
as input for each image, and we trained a softmax layer on top
of this vector representation [22]. Assuming the softmax layer
contains N labels, this corresponds to learning of 1001 × N
model parameters corresponding to the learned weights and
biases.

For choosing the appropriate network, we took the recognition
accuracy of different convolutional neural networks into
account. For this purpose, we used the top-1 score [23]. Briefly,

in this process, the predicted class multinomial distribution ( )
is obtained and compared to the appearance of the top
classification as the target label (having the highest probability).
The top-1 score is then computed as the times a predicted label
matched the target label, divided by the number of data points
evaluated. Selecting the correct model also needs to take the
computational requirements into account, as the computational
power of the recognition module is limited. Comparing
MobileNet, AlexNet, GoogleNet and VGG16, we decided to
apply a MobileNet, a class of efficient models for mobile and
embedded vision apps, as a compromise between low
requirements for computational power and high accuracy in
image classification [24].
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Figure 3. Overall setup of the Consumabot system. CNN: convolutional neural network.

Evaluation of Training Setup and Machine Learning
Scheme
Figure 4 shows the performance of the learning algorithm on
the training and validation datasets. We observed a >99%
accuracy of the model prediction after 60 training steps and 150
validation steps, as defined by the relation of true positives over
the total number of occurrences. The prediction accuracy
approached asymptotically and remained there during the

training phase, consequently showing a high prediction accuracy.
Of note, there was no sign of overfitting [25], a phenomenon
indicated by an increase or constancy in training accuracy while
there is an observed decrease in validation accuracy. Thus, since
our model did not show any indication of over-learning, the
generalization of the output of the learned model is applicable.
The smoothing linear filter is explained in Multimedia Appendix
2.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of the model. The orange line represents the accuracy of correctly classified consumable material within the training set, while the
blue line represents the accuracy of correctly classified consumable material within the validation set. A smoothing weight of 0.7 was applied and
nonsmoothed curves are shown in pale orange and blue.

Like all common machine learning techniques, the used model
also requires a cost function that has to be minimized. We used
cross-entropy as a cost function [26]:

We applied this function to quantify the difference between the
two probability distributions of the training and the validation
set. As shown in Figure 5, our model revealed a desirable
cross-entropy <0.03, with asymptotic stability after
approximately 170 iteration steps in the validation set and 100
steps in the training set (Figure 5). As for Figure 4, the
smoothing linear filter is explained in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Figure 5. Cross-entropy of the model during training. The orange line represents the entropy of the training set, while the blue line represents the
entropy of the validation set. A smoothing weight of 0.7 was applied, and nonsmoothed curves are shown in pale orange and blue.

The fully trained model (graph visualization, retrained graph,
label list) is provided in Multimedia Appendices 3 and 4.

On-Site Study
We then performed the on-site study at an ICU at the University
Hospital Aachen, taking the particular lighting conditions and
adverse circumstances due to clinical workflow into account.
Each of the 20 consumable materials were presented ten times
to the detection unit and were classified as correct if they
appeared correctly on the screen with the highest associated

probability (Table 1). The data generation for an entirely new
consumable or for retraining, if a previously trained consumable
material significantly changed its outer appearance, took
approximately 100 seconds (1 second per picture, 100 pictures).
We simulated adverse visual conditions as described in the
methods section. For comparability reasons, no human feedback
was included into the model training, and classification was
based only on the first 100 training images. In Table 1, accuracy
is provided in fractions of 1, as in a 0.7 recognition accuracy
represents 70% (7/10) correct predictions.
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Table 1. Top-1 recognition accuracy in the three scenarios.

Multiple materialsPartially coveredNoncoveredConsumable material

0.90.81Bag valve mask

0.60.60.8Ampoule

0.80.80.9AuraOnce laryngeal mask

0.70.80.7Berotec inhalator

0.90.70.9Hand disinfection bottle

0.90.71Documentation sheet

0.70.70.8Boxed Dressings

0.80.70.8Packaged Gauze bandage

0.80.91Unpackaged Gauze bandage

0.80.70.8Gelafundin infusion solution

0.50.40.6Intravenous access orange

0.90.70.9Tube set for infusion solutions

0.70.60.8Intravenous access grey

0.80.70.9Sterile syringe

0.70.80.8Molinea protective pad green

0.80.80.9White Protective pad

0.80.50.7Oxygen mask

0.90.60.9Oxygen tubing

0.90.70.8Infusion solution Sterofundin

0.811Empty scenario (reference)

In nonobstructed visual conditions, the model showed a good
recognition performance, with a mean recognition accuracy of
0.85 (SD 0.11). Materials with large surface areas and many
distinguishable visual features (eg, a disposable bag valve mask
[mean recognition accuracy 1.0] or sterile syringes [mean
recognition accuracy 0.9]) had particularly good detection rates.
For materials only distinguishable by color (eg, intravenous
[IV] accesses in different colors) Consumabot showed lower
recognition accuracies for the grey IV access (mean 0.8) and
the orange IV access (mean 0.6) (Figure 6, Table 1).

In a scenario where the surface area of the material was 50%
covered, the system showed a lower, although still acceptable,
mean recognition accuracy of 0.71 (SD 0.13). This was
particularly true for materials with a small surface or with less

distinguishable features (eg, for an oxygen tube), where the
recognition accuracy dropped by 0.3 between when it was
uncovered (mean 0.9) to when it was covered (mean 0.6).

Assessing the performance of the system in a scenario with
multiple elements present in the scene resulted in a mean
recognition accuracy of 0.78 (SD 0.11). For small elements
compared to the secondary material present in a scene, this
mostly resulted in a drop in recognition accuracy (eg, for a
medication ampoule in the noncovered scenario [mean 0.8]
versus a multiple element scenario [mean 0.6]).

We also performed an ANOVA with repeated measures to
quantify the effect of the different scenarios, representing
adverse real-world circumstances. Results of the ANOVA and
other statistical analyses are given in Tables 2-4.
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Figure 6. Results of the usability study in the context of a real ICU, real-world top-1 recognition accuracy of twenty sample materials. Top-1 recognition
accuracy is provided in fractions of 1. Consumable materials: 1. AmbuBag (Disposable bag valve mask), 2. Ampoule, 3. AuraOnce laryngeal mask, 4.
Berotec inhalator, 5. Hand disinfection bottle, 6. Documentation sheet, 7. Boxed Dressings, 8. Packaged gauze bandage, 9. Unpackaged gauze bandages,
10. Gelafundin infusion solution, 11. Intravenous access orange, 12. Tube set for infusion solutions, 13. Intravenous access grey, 14. Braun sterile
syringe, 15. Molinea protective pad green, 16. White protective pad, 17. Oxygen Mask, 18. Oxygen tubing for mask, 19. Infusion solution Sterofundin,
20. Empty scenario (reference). ICU: intensive care unit.

Table 2. Summary of the repeated measures ANOVA.

Geisser-Greenhouse's epsilonR2P valueFTest

0.760.46<.00116.2ANOVAa summary

—b0.57<.0014.89Matching effectiveness

aANOVA: analysis of variance
bNot applicable.

Table 3. Results of the Tukey's multiple comparisons test.

Adjusted P value95% CIMean differenceComparisons

<.0010.08-0.20.14Noncovered versus covered

.0010.02-0.110.07Noncovered versus multiple

.06–0.15 to 0.003–0.075Covered versus multiple

Table 4. Detailed results of the repeated measures ANOVA.

P valueF (DFna, DFdb)Mean squaresDegrees of freedomSum of squaresMeasures

<.001F (1.5,29)=160.120.20Treatment (between columns)

<.001F (19, 38)=4.90.03190.56Individual (between rows)

——c0.01380.23Residual (random)

———590.99Total

aDFn: degrees of freedom numerator
bDFd: degrees of freedom denominator
cNot applicable.

Independence of the observations among the groups, no
sphericity, and a normal distribution were assumed for the
analysis. The results of the performed ANOVA showed
significant differences between the groups (F=16.2; P<.001;

R2=0.46), and post hoc analyses with Tukey's multiple
comparisons test showed a significant difference between the
noncovered cohort and the partially covered cohort (P=.001;
95% CI 0.08-0.2). Further significant differences between the

noncovered scenario and the scenario with multiple consumables
were also observed (P=.001; 95% CI 0.02-0.11), however, the
differences between the noncovered group and multiple
consumables were not statistically significant (P=.06).
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Discussion

In this work we developed and evaluated Consumabot, a novel
contactless visual recognition system for tracking medical
consumable materials in ICUs using a deep learning approach
on a distributed client-server architecture. In our
proof-of-concept study in the context of a real ICU environment,
we observed a high classificatory performance of the system
for a selection of medical consumables, thus confirming its wide
applicability in a real-world hospital setting.

Building on the foundation of fundamental mathematical
research and technical progress, machine learning technologies
today have the potential to drive ICUs towards a more
sustainable, data-driven environment. In particular, contributions
from other scientific disciplines, such as biology and
engineering, have led to significant breakthroughs in quality
and availability of neural networks, thus forming the backbone
of Consumabot. The development of software for processing
complex visual information is no longer a task requiring
specialized hardware and software, as even the training of a
complex neural network without specialist knowledge is possible
now. This enables researchers and medical professionals alike
to expand the use of artificial intelligence beyond today's
commercial applications, such as in the fields of natural
language processing [27,28], or intention, or pattern analysis
[29], within constantly growing data volumes.

In this work we demonstrated the feasibility of the application
of an on-device, deep learning–based computational platform
for optical material recognition in the context of an ICU. Using
a convolutional neural network infrastructure, the system
Consumabot consistently achieved good results in the
classification of consumables and thus is a feasible way to
directly recognize and register medical consumables to a
hospital’s EHR system. Choosing a transfer learning technique
based on MobileNet assured a fast training time while keeping
steadily high recognition rates, achieving an optimal
compromise of high accuracy and low computational
requirements while maintaining a moderate model size. Using
an optical recognition approach takes the specific conditions of
the ICU into account, such as the need for a low maintenance,
hygienic, contact-free solution. The use of MobileNet allowed
us to apply Consumabot to the inexpensive, computationally
weak, Raspberry Pi platform, while maintaining acceptable
recognition speed. This confirmed the feasibility of use of the
Raspberry Pi platform in healthcare, as described in multiple
earlier works [11,30,31]. The upcoming increase in
computational power of single-board computers could make
the distributed client-server structure of the system unnecessary,
as training could take place directly on the recognition units.
This will enable its direct use in environments where no network
connectivity is available (eg, rural areas), potentially facilitating

scientific research in less developed medical infrastructure and
healthcare systems. Thus, we believe that Consumabot will
ultimately enable hospitals to reduce costs associated with
consumable materials and consequently let them spend their
resources on higher quality care (eg, by employing additional
medical personnel).

Nevertheless, the conducted on-site study showed potential for
optimization, particularly for standard medical consumables
(eg, venous accesses of different sizes) since they did not show
fully satisfactory recognition rates. This occurred if the
distinguishing features were not clearly visible, partially
covered, or multiple consumables were present in the scene. To
solve this problem, a user training course with a note that
identifying features must be clearly presented is recommended.
Further, the model performance is likely to increase with added
training data during daily use in the ICU due to the implemented
feedback mechanism of Consumabot. Further development of
the software and assessment of its performance with larger sets
of medical consumables is desirable. The presentation of an
object unknown to the detection unit results in a prediction with
low confidence. In our prototype we display this confidence
factor (see Multimedia Appendix 1) to the user. When using
Consumabot in scenarios where many objects are unknown to
the system (eg, if the system will only be used for detection of
certain objects), the software should be adapted to only display
predictions above a certain confidence threshold. In addition,
the performance of multiple detection units running in parallel
needs to be assessed as potential conflicts in the distribution of
the model could occur.

Overall, though, the results were satisfactory enough to promote
the further use and development of Consumabot in practice and
research. The system fulfilled the requirements for recognizing
materials without explicit labelling while maintaining the
standard for quality and hygiene of ICUs. The system will make
retrospective data analysis (eg, in the field of machine learning)
considerably easier and enable time-critical research with direct
correlation between action and reaction. The prototype’s
capabilities could potentially be enhanced by the integration of
visual, multi-object detection algorithms, thus enabling it to
detect a multitude of objects in parallel. Further, the need for
tactile manual confirmation could be reduced by the integration
of a microphone array to enable voice commands. The full
source code of the detection unit, the pretrained model, and the
training script have been released under the open source license
Apache Version 2.0, January 2004 [32], and detailed assembly
instructions have been released with the manuscript to encourage
and enable other researchers to contribute to the development
of the system and assess usability and feasibility in other use
cases without increasing the financial burden of ICU patients
[33].
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EHR: electronic health record
ICU: intensive care unit
IoT: Internet of Things
IPOC: International Programme for Resource Use in Critical Care
IV: intravenous
RFID: radio-frequency identification
USD: United States Dollar
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Abstract

Background: Telehealth has been shown to improve access to health care and to reduce costs to the patient and health care
system, especially for patients living in rural settings. However, unique challenges arise when implementing telehealth in remote
communities.

Objective: The study aimed to explore the current use, challenges, and opportunities of the Yukon Telehealth System. The
lessons learned from this study were used to determine important factors to consider when attempting to advance and expand
telehealth programs in remote communities.

Methods: A mixed methods approach was used to evaluate the Yukon Telehealth System and to determine possible future
advances. Quantitative data were obtained through usage logs. Web-based questionnaires were administered to nurses in each of
the 14 Yukon community health centers outside of Whitehorse and patients who had used telehealth. Qualitative data included
focus groups and semistructured interviews with 36 telehealth stakeholders.

Results: Since 2008, there has been a consistent number of telehealth sessions of about 1000 per year, with clinical care as the
main use (69.06% [759/1099] of all sessions in 2015). From the questionnaire (11 community nurses and 10 patients) and the
interview data, there was a consensus among the clinicians and patients that the system provided timely access and cost savings
from reduced travel. However, they believed that it was underutilized, and the equipment was outdated. The following 4 factors
were identified, which should be considered when trying to advance and expand a telehealth program: (1) patient and clinician
buy-in: past telehealth experiences (eg, negative clinician experiences with outdated technology) should be considered when
advancing the system. Expansion of services in orthopedics, dermatology, and psychiatry were found to be particularly feasible
and beneficial in Yukon; (2) workflow: the use and scheduling of telehealth should be streamlined and automated as much as
possible to reduce dependencies on the single Yukon telehealth coordinator; (3) access to telehealth technology: clinicians and
patients should have easy access to up-to-date telehealth technology. The use of consumer products, such as mobile technology,
should be leveraged as appropriate; and (4) infrastructure: the required human resources and technology need to be established
when expanding and advancing telehealth.

Conclusions: While clinicians and patients had generally positive perceptions of the Yukon Telehealth System, there was
consensus that it was underutilized. Many opportunities exist to expand the types of telehealth services and the number of telehealth
sessions, including the expansion of services in several new specialty areas, updating telehealth equipment to streamline workflows
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and increase convenience and uptake, and integrating novel technologies. The identified barriers and recommendations from this
evaluation can be applied to the development and expansion of telehealth in other remote communities to realize telehealth’s
potential for providing efficient, safe, convenient, and cost-effective care delivery.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e11353)   doi:10.2196/11353

KEYWORDS

health care systems; telemedicine; remote consultation; Yukon territory; telehealth; program evaluation; medical informatics

Introduction

Background
Telehealth services have become an integral part of health care
in many jurisdictions within Canada and internationally [1-6].
Studies have found that telehealth can improve access to health
services, improve health outcomes, reduce costs, and increase
educational opportunities [7]. In particular, access to telehealth
services for citizens in remote or underserved areas enables
access to health care and programs that may otherwise be
unavailable and reduces wait time, costs to the health care
system, and personal expenses related to the patient’s travel to
reach health care services in urban centers [8,9]. Previous studies
have found that telehealth increased access to health services,
enhanced educational opportunities and social support, and
improved health outcomes, quality of care, quality of life, and
cost-effectiveness [7].

Telehealth provides substantial opportunities to improve health
outcomes and service delivery, while reducing costs in regions
such as Yukon, Canada, that have remote communities,
centralization of health care services within a few cities, and
significant reliance on out-of-territory clinical specialists
[10,11]. However, the same remote nature of Yukon’s
communities outside of Whitehorse, with populations between
50 and 2500, provides some of the main challenges for the use
and wide-scale deployment of telehealth technology.

The existing Yukon Telehealth System is used to serve the
38,450 inhabitants of Yukon (accurate as of 2017) [12], and is
used for clinical care, clinician education, and administration.
It comprises mobile telehealth units that are mainly used for
clinical care and desktop telehealth software that is used for
educational and administrative purposes. Each of the 14
community health centers has a single telehealth unit, and
additional telehealth units are located in major centers such as
Whitehorse. The system is managed by a single telehealth
coordinator. Her duties include scheduling, initiating the
scheduled telehealth sessions, technical support, and general
oversight of the Yukon Telehealth System. Patients travel to
one of the community health centers or other sites with
telehealth units to participate in the scheduled telehealth
sessions.

Objectives
The objective of this evaluation was to understand the current
use, challenges, and opportunities of the current Yukon
Department of Health and Social Services Telehealth System.
The evaluation was initiated as part of the improvement
initiatives focused on Mental Health, Addictions, and Chronic
Conditions Support Program areas and aimed at providing a

better understanding of the current state of the system that will
enable the Yukon government to explore options to expand and
advance the current system. The opportunities and barriers
identified, as well as the provided recommendations, can be
used to help guide other telehealth programs for remote
communities to increase adoption and promote expansion of
telehealth services.

Methods

Study Design Overview
A mixed methods approach was used to evaluate the Yukon
Telehealth System and to determine the possible future advances
to their existing infrastructure and services, combining
interviews, focus groups, and site visits, with additional
quantitative metrics using questionnaires. The Clinical Adoption
Framework, which includes macroconstructs, mesoconstructs,
and microconstructs that can influence the implementation and
successful use of health care technologies, was used to guide
the evaluation [13]. Data were collected between April 17, 2016,
and August 2, 2016. The evaluation was aimed at answering
the following 2 research questions:

1. What are the perceptions and use of the current Yukon
Telehealth System?

2. What are the challenges and opportunities to improving the
Yukon Telehealth System?

Quantitative Data
To determine the number and types of telehealth sessions that
have occurred, usage logs were obtained and analyzed.
Information on each telehealth session arranged by the telehealth
coordinator was regularly logged in a comprehensive Excel
(Microsoft Corporation) log file. Every record entered on the
log file was time stamped and tagged using structured labels
for the (1) type of call (administrative, educational, and clinical
care), (2) location of the call initiation, (3) call duration, (4)
location of external members (external to the territory), and (5)
Yukon sites involved in the call. Other indicators such as more
granular types of calls were logged using unstructured labels.
The data were structured in a tabular format and logged using
binary variables for each indicator described above.

These data were analyzed to determine usage patterns over the
years, including the purposes of the telehealth sessions, number
of sessions in different categories, and the location of the
sessions. These usage logs were validated by comparing them
with the data generated by the telehealth platform (Cisco
Telepresence Management Suite) and with the telehealth billing
data.
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Community nurses and patients were asked to complete
questionnaires regarding their use and perceptions of the
telehealth system. A community nurse from each of the 14
Yukon communities, outside of Whitehorse with a telehealth
unit, was sent an email with a link asking them to complete the
Web-based questionnaire. During a regular visit to the
community health center, patients who had previously used
telehealth services were asked by the community nurses and
clerks if they would be willing to voluntarily complete either a
paper copy or Web-based version of a questionnaire. Completed
paper copies of the questionnaires were mailed back to the
evaluation team using a prestamped and addressed envelope.
Both community nurses and patient questionnaires included a
section enabling free-text comments. The questionnaire data
were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Further statistical
analysis was not possible owing to the small sample size of the
responses to the questionnaires.

Qualitative Data
Individual semistructured interviews were conducted with
stakeholders and users and 3 focus groups to gain an
understanding of the current use, satisfaction, and perceived
challenges and opportunities of the Yukon Telehealth System.
Face-to-face interviews were conducted during site visits to
Whitehorse, Carcross, and Dawson City. In total, 23

stakeholders participated in the face-to-face focus
groups/individual interviews. The interview guide was
developed to explore each relevant construct of the Clinical
Adoption Framework [13].

In addition to the onsite interviews and focus groups, telephone
interviews were conducted with (1) 4 community nurses, 1 each
from Dawson City (population 1860), Watson Lake (population
1550), Beaver Creek (population 100), and Faro (population
400); (2) 9 physicians who provide services in Yukon
(dermatologists, orthopedic surgeons, ophthalmologists,
psychiatrists, and the chief of medical staff); (3) the manager
of telehealth core services in British Columbia; and (4) 2
members of the Ontario Telemedicine Network. The outpatient
services office manager at Whitehorse General Hospital referred
the specialists for the interview as they were deemed as
physicians who may be interested in using the telehealth services
or who were already providing services in Yukon. The
specialists were all out-of-territory health care providers as they
flew periodically into Yukon to provide clinical services but
were not residents of Yukon. In addition, a face-to-face
interview was conducted with a previous manager of the
telehealth services in Ontario. In total, 40 stakeholders of the
Yukon Telehealth System and telehealth experts were consulted
during this evaluation. A summary of the stakeholders
interviewed is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Study participants organized by methods and by groups used for data collection.

Sample size, nMethod, roles or groups

Face-to-face focus groups and interviews

23 (community nurses, physicians, and administrators)Yukon telehealth users

1External telehealth specialists

Phone interviews

9 (dermatologists, orthopedic surgeons, ophthalmologists, psychiatrists,
and the chief of medical staff)

Yukon specialists (from other provinces)

4 (Dawson City, Watson Lake, Beaver Creek, and Faro)Community nurses

1Managers

2External telehealth specialists

Furthermore, 2 researchers (ES and PPM) were present for all
interviews and focus groups. Extensive notes were taken by the
researcher who was not the main facilitator of the
interview/focus group. All interviews and focus group sessions
were also audio recorded but were not transcribed. A thematic
analysis [14] was conducted, whereby the 2 researchers
discussed the findings from each of the interviews/focus groups,
immediately after each session, with the aid of the notes that
were taken to determine emerging themes. The themes were
added to the list of generated themes after each session. As the
interview guide used for each of the interviews/focus groups
followed the constructs of the Clinical Adoption Framework,
the qualitative data largely followed the same format which
facilitated thematic analysis. Any discrepancies in the
interpretation of the interviews/focus groups were discussed
until consensus was reached. After all the interviews/focus
groups were completed, the 2 researchers convened to finalize
the derived themes. The recordings were reviewed as necessary

to refresh the memory of the researchers and to extract relevant
quotes. Finally, the themes were presented and discussed with
2 other members of the study team (DS and MJ) who worked
in the Health and Social Services of the Yukon government.

The quantitative and qualitative findings were triangulated
through discussions among all authors to provide a
comprehensive understanding of the current state of the system
and the potential for an improved future Yukon Telehealth
System.

Results

Current Use of the Yukon Telehealth System
The Yukon Telehealth System was first deployed in 2006 and
has had no substantial upgrades since that time. Each of the 14
community health centers (Beaver Creek, Carmacks, Dawson
City, Destruction Bay, Haines Junction, Mayo, Pelly Crossing,
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Old Crow, Watson Lake, Teslin, Carcross, Ross River, Faro,
and Whitehorse sites) has a single mobile telehealth unit;
additional telehealth units are located in major centers such as
Whitehorse and Dawson City. Other stationary telehealth units
are mounted on the walls of boardrooms and meeting rooms in
major centers (Whitehorse, Dawson City, etc). A complementary
telehealth desktop application was installed on the computers
used by the nurses in charge in the communities to attend
meetings remotely and for peer consultations, while they were
at their workstations. The desktop application was not used for
clinical care with patients.

The Yukon Telehealth System was being used for 3 major
purposes: (1) clinical care, (2) clinician education, and (3)
administration. There has been a consistent number of telehealth
sessions of approximately 1000 sessions per year since 2008,
with the main use of the telehealth system being clinical care.
The total number of calls for each year for the 3 categories
(administration, educational, and clinical care), along with the

total number of billed consultations in the Yukon for each year
are presented in Table 2. The same data are presented in a
graphical form in Figure 1. On an average, 4.61%
(5345/115,867) of the specialist consultations were delivered
through telehealth.

The specific use of the telehealth system was recorded by the
telehealth coordinator on an Excel log file. A total of 676 unique
labels existed on the dataset, with some labels only logging a
couple of calls over the years. The top 10 specific reasons for
the telehealth sessions are displayed in Table 3. The information
presented in Table 3 provides the number of calls for each type
of telehealth session, in addition to the corresponding percentage
of yearly calls associated with that specific use. The top 10 uses
of the telehealth platform shown in the table account for 40%
to 50% of all telehealth calls for each year. Owing to the
complexity of the log file and the lack of a systematic labeling
structure, further analyses were not possible.

Table 2. The total number of calls per year for 3 different purposes (administrative, educational, and clinical care).

Billed Consultations, n (% via telehealth)Telehealth calls, nYear

EducationClinicalAdministration

8975 (2.02)92181242006

9681 (2.38)138230502007

9453 (6.00)2495671692008

9120 (4.81)3544391932009

10,246 (4.41)3964522102010

10,619 (4.60)3774891792011

10,499 (4.51)3414731282012

11,595 (4.75)2615511462013

12,152 (6.29)2267641202014

11,708 (6.48)1797591612015

11,819 (3.72)1274401072016

115,867 (4.161)274053451487Total
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Figure 1. Telehealth usage by the number of sessions per week and the percentage of calls per week, collected from the log file generated by the
telehealth coordinator and organized by the different types of calls.
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Table 3. Specific use of the telehealth platform (top 10). Numbers presented in the table indicate the total number of sessions logged with that specific
label and the percentage of that type of session for each year.

YearReason for session

20162015201420132012201120102009200820072006

Clinical care, n (%)

26 (4)61 (6)59 (5)74 (8)71 (8)68 (7)92 (9)105 (11)144 (15)59 (13)20 (7)Diabetic education follow-up
with patients

35 (5)51 (5)50 (5)46 (5)51 (5)45 (4)46 (4)41 (4)22 (2)1 (0)0 (0)AAa meetings

9 (1)7 (1)21 (2)21 (2)23 (2)42 (4)35 (3)103 (10)72 (7)6 (1)1 (0)Counseling (mental health pa-
tient/professional)

55 (8)97 (9)106 (10)53 (6)1 (0)16 (2)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Occupational stress injury

38 (6)80 (7)88 (8)61 (6)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Doctor’s appointment (mental
health)

0 (0)6 (1)13 (1)23 (2)30 (3)48 (5)45 (4)48 (5)27 (3)11 (2)8 (3)Interview (general interviews)

43 (6)74 (7)65 (6)49 (5)21 (2)6 (1)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Cancer patient appointment

62 (9)76 (7)90 (8)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Surgeon’s clinic (virtual sur-
geon’s appointment with patients
in community)

Educational, n (%)

9 (1)17 (2)22 (2)18 (2)14 (1)29 (3)57 (5)20 (2)40 (4)2 (0)0 (0)Rural mental health supervision

Administrative, n (%)

34 (5)85 (8)63 (6)76 (8)52 (6)82 (8)107 (10)83 (8)91 (9)35 (8)16 (5)General meetings

aAA: Alcoholics Anonymous.

Perceptions of Clinicians Residing in Yukon
Clinicians residing in Yukon were generally satisfied with the
telehealth system. In particular, users of the telehealth system
cited the quality of the telehealth coordinator’s work and
commitment to the operation of the platform as the key factors
in their satisfaction with the system. The clinicians residing in
Yukon who were interviewed believed that telehealth had
several benefits to the health care system, clinicians, and
patients, including the following:

• Saving patients’ time and money by reducing travel to urban
centers and hospitals (ie, patients would not have to take
as much time off from work to attend consultations).

• Saving government funds by not having to pay for the
patients’ travel expenses to go to urban centers for
consultations that could have been delivered through
telehealth.

• Improving the patients’ quality of care by providing more
timely and convenient access to clinical care.

• Preventing isolation as it was reassuring to clients to see
the clinician’s face when isolated in remote communities.
Prevention of isolation was also cited as a benefit of using
telehealth to connect social worker staff as isolation is one
of the main contributors to burning out.

• Preventing unnecessary medevac cases and, therefore,
reducing the need for nurses to leave the community health
centers (nurses travel with patients to hospital in medevac
cases).

• Multiple family members and care providers can be
included in the same telehealth session, improving the
overall awareness of the patients’conditions and care plans.

• Enabling community members to participate in programs
not offered in their local community, such as Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) meetings.

The questionnaire responses provided by the community nurses
(11 nurses completed a questionnaire out of the 14 nurses that
were invited to participate) supported the information gathered
at the interviews in that the responses were generally neutral to
satisfactory with the telehealth system (see Figure 2). However,
the interviewed clinicians identified several limitations of the
telehealth system, including the following:

• Suboptimal, outdated, and complex technology, combined
with complex workflows to access and use the technology,
resulting in the underutilization of the infrastructure for
clinical purposes. A clinician commented, “I hope we could
use it more, but the technology is not there yet.” Another
clinician stated, “The system seems old and clunky.”

• Dependency on a single telehealth coordinator resulted in
the loss of service quality and associated system knowledge
when that individual was unavailable (vacation, sick leave,
retirement, etc), even considering the existence of a backup
person. One of the interviewed clinicians stated, “If we
didn’t have (the telehealth coordinator), we would not have
a program.”

• Nonexclusive telehealth rooms (rooms shared for
meetings/boardrooms) resulted in telehealth units not being
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available when needed, in addition to not providing a
comfortable and conducive environment for the patient.

• Inadequate training of users of the telehealth technology
led to an overreliance on the telehealth coordinator.

• Not all sessions or specialties are suitable for telehealth, as
some may still require a face-to-face meeting for a
comprehensive assessment of the patients’ health.

• Limitations in the availability of telehealth units, lack of
access of telehealth on their own desktops, and inconvenient
setup process resulted in out-of-territory physicians
spending more time to see a telehealth patient compared
with an in-person visit by a patient to their office.

• Complexity and being unaware of the territories’ billing
process limited the willingness of the out-of-territory
providers to use telehealth.

Figure 2. Results from the community nurse questionnaire. A total of 11 out of 14 nurses completed the questionnaire.

Out-of-Territory Specialists’ Perceptions
The out-of-territory providers that were interviewed fell under
1 of the 4 specialties: dermatology, psychiatry, orthopedics, and
ophthalmology. Each of the 4 specialties had different
perspectives on the potential benefits of telehealth and different
ideas on how to expand the use of the platform, as outlined
below:

• Dermatology: The out-of-territory providers mentioned that
dermatology was an area that could greatly benefit from
the use of telehealth in terms of store-and-forward and live
consultations in conjunction with inspection cameras.

• Psychiatry: Telehealth could be extremely useful to connect
to Yukon clients between the psychologist’s visits to
Whitehorse, and it could also prevent clients from driving
long distances to come for a consultation in Whitehorse.
The benefits of telehealth for group sessions, such as AA
meetings, were also highlighted.

• Orthopedics: Telehealth was viewed as a potential way for
orthopedic surgeons to assess more Yukon citizens, to triage

patients (ie, prioritize urgent cases) before a surgical
consultation, and for postsurgical follow-ups. The presence
of a physiotherapist with the client would enable the surgeon
to assess whether the client should be scheduled for a
face-to-face consultation in Whitehorse.

• Ophthalmology: A more systematic and secure method of
sending ophthalmology images may be of use
(store-and-forward), particularly for any future screening
programs for diabetic clients. It was also believed that
nurses trained to dilate the pupil could take the images
locally and send the images along with relevant client
information (eg, blood pressure, hemoglobin A1c, and blood
glucose levels) for review. It was also suggested that the
camera on mobile phones, particularly with an adapter lens,
would be sufficient to take images for screening sessions
that were noncritical. However, telehealth sessions between
clients and ophthalmologists did not seem to be of benefit.

Although most specialists stated that they perceived the potential
benefit of telehealth, 2 themes of barriers specific to the
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specialists emerged from the interviews. The first barrier was
that the specialists were already too busy and there was a lack
of incentives to use telehealth. The specialists commented that
they already had full schedules with wait lists for their clients
in their home location. Therefore, there were not a lot of
incentives (financial and otherwise) to start seeing more Yukon
clients with telehealth. An additional complication was revealed
by one orthopedic surgeon who discussed that he was only
allowed to perform a certain number of surgeries on joints per
year. The number of joint surgeries he performs in Yukon would
get deducted from his quota of clients in his home province.
The second barrier was with regard to the challenges with
scheduling telehealth consultations. Many specialists commented
on the difficulty of scheduling telehealth sessions between
face-to-face consultations because of the timing (ie, clients being
late or not showing up for telehealth sessions, time required to
connect via telehealth, normal backlog of in-person clients, etc).

Patients’ Perceptions
The patients’ perspective was collected through patient
questionnaires and indirect information provided by the
clinicians. A total of 10 patients completed the questionnaire.
The results from the patient survey are provided in Figure 3.
Collecting additional data through patient interviews was
considered infeasible by the evaluation team owing to the
infrequent use of telehealth in each community and the
remoteness of the communities likely leading to challenges in
recruitment. In addition, the small population size of the remote
communities could present challenges in assuring patient
confidentiality during the interviews.

Patients perceived telehealth to be extremely important to the
quality of their care and wanted it to be more widely available.
In general, the patients were satisfied with their telehealth
experiences, including the quality of the sessions, security, and
wait times. Some quotes from patients who provided comments
on the questionnaire, support the perceived benefits from
telehealth:

I only have used telehealth for an AA meeting, but it
is extremely significant to my recovery. [Patient]

Excellent service for the communities. [Patient]

I appreciate the convenience of going to the Health
Centre versus driving an hour to Whitehorse for
doctors’ appointments. [Patient]

The interviewed clinicians believed that the clients would want
to use telehealth more often but were not aware that it was
available. Instead, patients would often ask if it was possible to
use Skype (Microsoft Corporation). Clinicians believed that
many patients would find the reduction of travel to be the main
benefit of telehealth, especially as many lived in remote areas
and the weather in Yukon can be a barrier to traveling. By not
having to travel to their health care appointments, clients would
not need to take as much time away from work, which can be
especially important depending on their jobs (eg, storekeepers
and farmers). However, several clinicians mentioned that some
clients would want to continue traveling to Whitehorse for their
appointments as they are reimbursed for their travel and hotel
costs, and that it is an opportunity for them to get chores (eg,
shopping and visiting friends and family) accomplished while
they are in Whitehorse for their consultations.

Figure 3. Results from the patient questionnaire. A total of 10 patients completed the questionnaire used in this study.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This evaluation explored the current use and perceptions of the
Yukon Telehealth System, as well as the opportunities and
challenges to improving the system. Although the clinicians’
and patients’ experiences with telehealth have been generally
positive, there was a consensus that telehealth services were
underutilized, which is in alignment with other studies in the
field [11]. This qualitative finding was supported by the
observed plateau in the number of telehealth sessions since
2008, which can be seen in Figure 1. Several factors could
potentially explain the occurrence of such a plateau, which
include (1) the system reaching the maximum capacity to handle

calls, (2) limited capacity of the telehealth staff to handle more
calls, (3) limited access to telehealth-equipped locations to
initiate and receive calls, (4) limited interest by physicians and
practitioners to use the telehealth system, or (5) limited
awareness about the telehealth services and capabilities. Such
results indicate that the limitations are likely at the system level,
providing several opportunities for improvement as discussed
below. However, since 2012 there has been an increase in the
use of telehealth for clinical purposes and a decrease in the use
for educational purposes. There was no direct evidence on the
reasons for this shift in the use of the Yukon Telehealth System,
but it could be because of an increase in the desire to use
telehealth for clinical purposes owing to an improved perception
of its clinical benefits; however, this resulted in less availability
of the system for educational purposes.
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The main contribution of this case study is the determination
of 4 overarching factors related to sustainability, quality
improvement, and scalability that should be considered when
attempting to advance and expand telehealth systems in remote
communities such as in Yukon. These factors can be easily
overlooked or not properly addressed, which can lead to the
stagnation and underuse of telehealth programs, as was the
situation in this case study. This case study provides specific

examples of how these factors have impacted the growth and
adoption of telehealth in a remote setting. These factors are
generally aligned with the findings from other telehealth studies
in similar environments [11,15]. Each of these 4 factors is
discussed below with recommendations on how to address the
identified issues. See Table 4 for a summary of the factors and
recommendations.

Table 4. Overarching factors and recommendations for the expansion of telehealth systems.

RecommendationsImplications if not addressedFactor

Patient and clinician buy-in •• Leverage existing patient and clinician buy-in to fo-
cus on the specific applications of telehealth.

Underutilization of the telehealth program owing
to lack of interest, resulting in wasted resources.

• Consider population-specific social drivers and
goals.

• Capitalize on the existing clinical interest to identify
clinical champions.

Workflow •• Ensure that scheduling and initiation to telehealth
services are quick and easy (ideally directly between
the provider and patient).

Telehealth sessions may take more time than face-
to-face consultations, resulting in clinician frustra-
tion and decision to stop using telehealth.

• Poor patient satisfaction with telehealth owing to
scheduling delays.

Access to telehealth technology •• Enable clinicians to provide telehealth services from
their own offices with desktop solutions instead of
relocating to other rooms.

Clinicians spending time relocating to another room
or not having a suitable time slot for the telehealth
session, leading to frustration and decision to stop
using telehealth. • In case there is a separate telehealth room, ensure

that it is accessible at all times with a priority for
telehealth use.

• Telehealth being inaccessible to patients as they
cannot physically get to the location of the tele-
health site. • Provide options for patients to access telehealth from

their own homes.

Infrastructure •• Ensure redundancy of telehealth staff (ie, do not
solely rely on a single telehealth coordinator).

Lack of appropriate human resources and techno-
logical infrastructure can result in telehealth ser-
vices being unavailable if staff are away (eg, be-
come sick) or the technology has a point of failure.

• Ensure that the telehealth coordinator has the time
and resources for quality improvement initiatives.

• Develop detailed training and maintenance plans.
• Consider multiple points of access to telehealth ser-

vices for patients, such as through consumer mobile
devices.

Patient and Clinician Buy-In
The overall perception of patients and clinicians, both from
interviews and questionnaires, indicated perceived value to
using telehealth in Yukon, which include reduced need to
mobilize patients while creating opportunities to connect patients
and physicians on a more regular basis. The desire to expand
telehealth services was voiced by both clinicians and patients.

However, program evaluations should also consider
population-specific social drivers and goals. For example, some
patients may prefer to travel for clinical visits as it is an
opportunity for paid travel to Whitehorse to perform other
errands in the city. Other challenges also include past negative
experiences with telehealth (eg, past difficulty to use or access
telehealth services, connectivity issues, and scheduling
conflicts), which directly influence their willingness to use the
system in the future.

A major opportunity to expand the use of telehealth services is
through clinical champions who have indicated particular

interest in using telehealth, as demonstrated by Wade et al [16].
Our interviews found strong interest from champions in Yukon
in the areas of orthopedics, dermatology, and psychiatry,
highlighting a relevance for both physical (orthopedics and
dermatology) and social (psychiatry) interactions with patients.
These specialties have had recent significant developments in
telehealth [17-20], which indicate that expansion in these areas
in Yukon may be particularly beneficial. A study of future
developments of telehealth in Western Australia found that their
top 4 most needed telehealth services were wound care,
emergency, psychiatry, and ophthalmology [21], which
somewhat differed from our case study. This points to the
potential differences in targeting applications of telehealth for
implementation, depending on the current opportunities and
clinical buy-in of the jurisdiction.

Workflow
One of the barriers identified by the clinicians was the current
cumbersome workflow related to scheduling calls. Telehealth
users expect the scheduling process to be seamless and easy,
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similar to scheduling calls via other current communication
channels, such as through the phone or Skype. The availability
of consumer technology in the market that provides patients
with a better experience is a significant driver for improvements
in other services [22]. In the case of the Yukon Telehealth
System, clinicians expect to be able to schedule a call directly
with the patient, without having to go through telehealth
coordinators. Anecdotal information collected during this study
from clinicians that currently use telehealth in Yukon also
indicate that patients share the same feeling and would benefit
from the opportunity to take calls from the convenience of their
own home, as explored by DelliFraine and Dansky [23] and
Bensink et al [24].

This evaluation found that clinicians perceived that owing to
complexities in the workflow and the limitations of the telehealth
system, some telehealth calls require more time than a regular
in-person consultation session, which is consistent with the
findings in the literature [11]. To deliver a positive user
experience to clinicians, an ideal telehealth platform should
enable clinicians to initiate and receive calls from their own
office and connect directly to the patient, minimizing
uncertainties introduced by a cumbersome workflow and
allowing users to initiate their own sessions. Although specific
schedules for telehealth were identified as a condition for
telehealth implementation in previous studies [11], our study
found that establishing an easy scheduling procedure was a key
factor to increase adoption.

For a telehealth system to be successful and support expansion,
an improved and direct scheduling system should be
implemented to deliver a more streamlined workflow. This
scheduling system should allow direct and automatic scheduling
by patients and clinicians to schedule their own sessions with
a telehealth coordinator who can provide oversight for conflicts
and prioritization.

Access to Telehealth Technology
In line with the workflow difficulties, getting physical access
to telehealth units (rooms too far from their main workplace or
rooms inaccessible at the time of the call) was also described
as a significant issue. The Yukon telehealth equipment was
usually in rooms that were used for multiple activities, and
clinicians commented that on several instances, they were not
able to use the technology as the space was booked for meetings
or face-to-face consultations. Consequently, the clinicians’daily
activities were disrupted if they had to relocate for telehealth
sessions, which was compounded by cases in which patients
did not show up for their telehealth session.

The solutions to some of these recurring issues are
complementary to those identified in the workflow section,
where the telehealth systems should provide expanded
desktop-based telehealth services that would enable clinicians
to make and receive calls directly from their offices and provide
dedicated telehealth space for the telehealth units, when more
specialized equipment is necessary (cameras, vitals sensors,
etc). Numerous technologies in the market can provide secure,
desktop-based telehealth services such as Jabber (Cisco Systems)
and Skype for Business, among others. The use of desktop-based
technology would enable physicians to schedule multiple

sequential sessions directly from their office, which would
minimize the impact on their face-to-face consultations and
workload [25].

Patients have also shown a strong interest in being able to
minimize the number of visits to their local community health
center to receive telehealth, as a trip could be a hazardous
endeavor in winter months in Northern Canada. The ability to
connect via telehealth directly from home using their own home
devices, such as mobile phones and tablets, would provide a
significant improved experience for these patients and
potentially reduce issues related to mobilizing sick patients to
community health centers. Similar home-based services have
been widely presented by other authors in the field, showcasing
the widespread benefit of enabling patients to attend their visits
from the comfort of their own home [26-31].

Infrastructure
The fourth factor relates to the infrastructure (human resources
and technology) necessary to operate a telehealth system. The
evaluation identified an understaffed telehealth team, with
overdependence on a single telehealth coordinator. A telehealth
assistant or a second coordinator could be employed to add
redundancy for the current telehealth coordinator, improving
the overall service quality for telehealth users. The automation
of currently manual procedures (eg, scheduling and telehealth
session initiation) could free up time for the telehealth
coordinator to conduct continuous quality improvement
initiatives that would improve the overall experience of
telehealth users.

Auxiliary services that are often not considered when
implementing a telehealth service include training and
maintenance staff to support the telehealth units that are in
remote communities. Owing to a high turnover rate of staff in
remote locations, a training plan is particularly essential.
Training and maintenance are especially important with regard
to the Yukon Telehealth System because of its outdated
equipment, which has components that can no longer be
procured if broken.

The ideal shift in technology should include a combination of
more modern telehealth units, telehealth desktop clients, and
consumer mobile devices to be used based on the application
and needs of the users. The use of consumer mobile devices for
telehealth is a relatively new concept and a potential area of
future research. An integrated, multiplatform system would
deliver a much better experience to patients and clinicians,
potentially increasing the usage of telehealth in Yukon and
expanding the accessibility of the telehealth service to
underserved groups. Such an integrated solution can potentially
include modules for scheduling sessions, initiation of sessions,
call tracking, and quality improvement.

Limitations
The limitations of this evaluation include an underrepresentation
of the patient perspective owing to a low patient questionnaire
response rate (10 patients completed the questionnaires) and
the inability to interview patients as the potential burden was
deemed to be too high. A more comprehensive evaluation of
the patients’ perspectives could have provided more
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patient-driven issues for this evaluation. In addition, only 11
community nurses returned a completed questionnaire. However,
considering that there were only 14 community nurses in total,
the response rate was relatively high. Furthermore, the
out-of-territory perspective from clinicians also had limited
representation, as this study had access to only 4 types of
out-of-territory specialists (dermatology, psychiatry, orthopedics,
and ophthalmology), which corresponds to the clinical
specialties that were already delivering telehealth or face-to-face
care to Yukon citizens by out-of-territory specialists. Finally,
the clinicians who agreed to be interviewed or to participate in
focus groups may have been more interested or had a more
positive opinion of telehealth than the clinicians who did not
participate in the study.

Conclusions
This evaluation found that there are significant opportunities to
improve and expand the Yukon Telehealth System, which has

plateaued in the number of telehealth consultations since 2008.
These opportunities include the expansion of services in several
new specialty areas, updating telehealth equipment to streamline
workflows and increase convenience and uptake, and integrating
novel technologies such as telemonitoring, education tools, and
online programs. This expansion would be facilitated by the
current general positive perceptions of the Yukon Telehealth
System by both patients and clinicians. The factors that have
been historically challenging to expansion and should be
considered while the system evolves include patient and
clinician buy-in, workflow, access to telehealth technology, and
infrastructure with regard to human resources and technology.
These factors and the lessons learned from this case study can
be valuable considerations for the development of new telehealth
programs in remote communities and for programs that may
have plateaued in use.
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Abstract

Background: The phecode system was built upon the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD-9-CM) for phenome-wide association studies (PheWAS) using the electronic health record (EHR).

Objective: The goal of this paper was to develop and perform an initial evaluation of maps from the International Classification
of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) and the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-10-CM) codes to phecodes.

Methods: We mapped ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM codes to phecodes using a number of methods and resources, such as concept
relationships and explicit mappings from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, the Unified Medical Language System,
Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics, Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms, and the National
Library of Medicine. We assessed the coverage of the maps in two databases: Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC)
using ICD-10-CM and the UK Biobank (UKBB) using ICD-10. We assessed the fidelity of the ICD-10-CM map in comparison
to the gold-standard ICD-9-CM phecode map by investigating phenotype reproducibility and conducting a PheWAS.

Results: We mapped >75% of ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM codes to phecodes. Of the unique codes observed in the UKBB (ICD-10)
and VUMC (ICD-10-CM) cohorts, >90% were mapped to phecodes. We observed 70-75% reproducibility for chronic diseases
and <10% for an acute disease for phenotypes sourced from the ICD-10-CM phecode map. Using the ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM
maps, we conducted a PheWAS with a Lipoprotein(a) genetic variant, rs10455872, which replicated two known genotype-phenotype
associations with similar effect sizes: coronary atherosclerosis (ICD-9-CM: P<.001; odds ratio (OR) 1.60 [95% CI 1.43-1.80] vs
ICD-10-CM: P<.001; OR 1.60 [95% CI 1.43-1.80]) and chronic ischemic heart disease (ICD-9-CM: P<.001; OR 1.56 [95% CI
1.35-1.79] vs ICD-10-CM: P<.001; OR 1.47 [95% CI 1.22-1.77]).

Conclusions: This study introduces the beta versions of ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM to phecode maps that enable researchers to
leverage accumulated ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM data for PheWAS in the EHR.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e14325)   doi:10.2196/14325
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Introduction

Background
Electronic health records (EHRs) have become a powerful
resource for biomedical research in the last decade, and many
studies based on EHR data have used International Classification
of Diseases (ICD) codes [1]. When linked to DNA biobanks,
healthcare information in EHRs can be a tool to help discover
genetic associations by using billing codes in phenotyping
algorithms. The phenome-wide association study (PheWAS)
paradigm was introduced in 2010 as an approach that scans
across a range of phenotypes, similar to what is done for the
genome in genome-wide association studies. Studies using
PheWAS have replicated hundreds of known
genotype-phenotype associations and discovered dozens of new
ones [2-12]. The initial version of phecodes consisted of 733
custom groups of ICD Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-9-CM) diagnosis codes. The most recent iteration of
phecodes consists of 1866 hierarchical phenotype codes that
map to 15,558 ICD-9-CM codes [13,14]. However, many health
systems and international groups use the International
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10) or the
International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD-10-CM) codes [15], therefore necessitating
a new phecode map.

Transition from ICD-9 to ICD-10
In 1979, the World Health Organization (WHO) developed
ICD-9 to track mortality and morbidity. To improve its
application to clinical billing, the United States National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS) modified ICD-9 codes to create
ICD-9-CM, whose end-of-life date was scheduled around the
year 2000 but was delayed until October 2015 [15]. In 1990,
the WHO developed ICD-10 [16], which the NCHS used to
create ICD-10-CM to replace ICD-9-CM.

Moving from ICD-9-CM to ICD-10-CM led to major structural
changes in the coding system. First, the structure moved from
a broadly numeric-based system in ICD-9-CM (eg, 474.11 for
“Hypertrophy of tonsils alone”) to an alphanumeric system in
ICD-10-CM (eg, J35.1 for the same condition). Second,
ICD-10-CM contains much more granular information than
ICD-9-CM, as seen with the approximately tenfold increase in
the number of diabetes-related codes in ICD-10-CM.
ICD-10-CM also differs from ICD-9-CM in terms of semantics
and organization [15,17].

Compared to ICD-10, ICD-10-CM has even more codes and
granularity. While the 2018AA Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) [18] contains 94,201 unique ICD-10-CM codes,
it has 12,027 unique ICD-10 codes after exclusion of range
codes (eg, ICD-10-CM A00-A09). Further, there are ICD-10
codes that do not exist in ICD-10-CM, and vice versa, like
ICD-10 A16.9 “Respiratory tuberculosis unspecified, without

mention of bacteriological or histological confirmation”, which
has no ICD-10-CM equivalent. 

Prior Work
To develop the original phecode system, one or more related
ICD-9-CM codes were combined into distinct diseases or traits.
For example, three depression-related ICD-9-CM codes, 311,
296.31, and 296.2, were condensed to phecode 296.2
“Depression”. With the help of clinical experts in disparate
domains, such as cardiology and oncology, we have iteratively
updated the phecode groupings [19].

The phecode scheme is unique because it has built-in exclusion
criteria to prevent contamination by cases in the control cohort.
This is an important feature, as case contamination of control
groups decreases the statistical power for finding
genotype-phenotype associations [20]. For each disease
phenotype, we defined exclusion criteria by using our clinical
knowledge and by consulting physician specialists.

An example for how users can use phecode exclusion criteria
is illustrated by a type 2 diabetes study using EHRs. To define
cases of type 2 diabetes, users include patients with ICD codes
that map to phecode 250.2 “Type 2 diabetes”. To create the
control cohort, they only include patients without phenotypes
in the “Diabetes” group, which is comprised of phecodes in the
range of 249-250.99. This prevents contamination of the control
group by patients with diseases such as “Type 1 diabetes”
(phecode 250.1) and “Secondary diabetes mellitus” (phecode
249). Excluded patients also include those with signs and
symptoms commonly associated with type 2 diabetes, such as
“Abnormal glucose” (phecode 250.4), which may indicate
someone who has not yet been diagnosed with diabetes.

Though the phecode system is effective at replicating and
identifying novel genotype-phenotype associations, PheWAS
have largely been limited to using ICD-9-CM codes. A few
studies have mapped ICD-10 codes to phecodes by converting
ICD-10 to ICD-9-CM, and then mapping the converted
ICD-9-CM codes to phecodes [3,10]. However, these studies
limited their mappings to ICD-10 (non-CM) codes, did not
provide a map to translate ICD-10-CM codes to phecodes, and
did not evaluate the accuracy of these maps.

Study Goals
In this study, we developed and evaluated maps of ICD-10 and
ICD-10-CM codes to phecodes. The primary aims of this study
were to create an initial beta map to perform PheWAS using
ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM codes and to focus the analyses on
PheWAS-relevant codes. Our goal was to demonstrate that
researchers should expect similar results from the ICD-10-CM
phecode map compared to the gold-standard ICD-9-CM map.
To accomplish this goal, we investigated phecode coverage,
phenotype reproducibility, and the results from a PheWAS.
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Methods

Databases
In this study, we used data obtained from the Vanderbilt
University Medical Center (VUMC) and UK Biobank (UKBB)
databases. The VUMC EHR contains clinical information
derived from the medical records of >3 million unique
individuals. The UKBB is a prospective longitudinal cohort
study designed to investigate the genetic and environmental
determinants of diseases in UK adults. Between 2006-2010, the
study recruited >500,000 men and women aged 40-69 years.
Participants consented to allow their data to be linked to their
medical records. EHR records from the UKBB were obtained
under an approved data request application (ID:10775).

We used VUMC data with >2.5 years of ICD-10-CM data
(October 10, 2015 to June 1, 2017) for inpatient and outpatient
encounters. Comparatively, we used UKBB data with >2
decades of ICD-10 data [21] (April 1, 1995 to March 31, 2015)
for only inpatient encounters.

Mapping ICD-10-CM and ICD-10 Codes to Phecodes
We extracted ICD-10-CM codes from the 2018AA release of
the UMLS [18] and used several automated methods to translate
ICD-10-CM diagnosis codes to phecodes (Figure 1). We mapped
515 ICD-10-CM codes directly to phecodes by matching code
descriptions regardless of capitalization (eg, ICD-10-CM H52.4
“Presbyopia” to phecode 367.4 “Presbyopia”). We mapped
82,287 ICD-10-CM codes indirectly to phecodes using the
existing ICD-9-CM phecode map [14]. To convert ICD-10-CM
codes indirectly to phecodes, we used General Equivalence
Mappings (GEMS) provided by the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services that map ICD-10-CM to ICD-9-CM and vice
versa [22]. We included both equivalent and nonequivalent
GEMS mappings (ie, where the approximate flag was either 0
or 1). As an example of this indirect approach, to map
ICD-10-CM E11.9 “Type 2 diabetes mellitus without
complications” to phecode 250.2 “Type 2 diabetes,” we mapped
ICD-10-CM E11.9 to ICD-9-CM 250.0 “Diabetes mellitus
without mention of complication” to phecode 250.2.

Figure 1. Mapping strategy for ICD-10 (non-CM) and ICD-10-CM diagnosis codes to phecodes. We mapped ICD-10-CM codes directly by matching
code descriptions (path A) or indirectly to phecodes, using a number of manually validated mapping resources (paths B, C, D, E, and F). In path D, we
used NLM’s SNOMED CT to create ICD-9-CM one-to-one and many-to-one maps [23]. To map ICD-9-CM codes to phecodes, we applied Phecode
Map 1.2 with ICD-9 Codes (ICD-9-CM phecode map) [14]. Boxes with solid lines indicate clinical terminologies, and those with dashed lines describe
the resources and mapping methods used. ICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification; CUI: Concept
Unique Identifier; SNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms; GEMS: General Equivalence Mappings; NLM: National
Library of Medicine; ICD-9-CM: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; OHDSI: Observational Health Data
Sciences and Informatics.

Since the GEMS do not provide ICD-9-CM mappings for all
ICD-10-CM codes [17], we complemented this approach with
UMLS semantic mapping [24], Observational Health Data
Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) concept relationships
[25,26], and National Library of Medicine (NLM) maps [23].
In this approach to indirect mapping, we first mapped
ICD-10-CM codes to Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine
Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) through UMLS Concept Unique
Identifier (CUI) equivalents, which were then converted to
ICD-9-CM through either UMLS CUI equivalents [18,24],
OHDSI [25], or NLM maps [23]. For example, we mapped
ICD-10-CM L01.00 “Impetigo, unspecified” to CUI C0021099
to SNOMED CT 48277006 to OHDSI Concept ID 140480 to

OHDSI Concept ID 44832600 to ICD-9-CM 684 and finally to
phecode 686.2 “Impetigo”.

There were two general instances when an ICD-10-CM code
mapped to more than one phecode. First, some ICD-10-CM
codes mapped to both a parent phecode and one of its child
phecodes that was lower in the hierarchy. To maintain the
granular meanings of ICD-10-CM codes, we only kept the
mappings to child phecodes, a decision that we could make due
to the hierarchical structure of phecodes. For example,
ICD-10-CM I10 “Essential (primary) hypertension” was mapped
to phecodes 401 “Hypertension” and 401.1 “Essential
hypertension”, but we only kept the mapping to phecode 401.1.
Second, we kept all the mappings for ICD-10-CM codes that
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were translated to phecodes that were not in the same family.
This can be seen in the mapping of ICD-10-CM D57.812 “Other
sickle-cell disorders with splenic sequestration” to phecodes
282.5 “Sickle cell anemia” and 289.5 “Diseases of spleen”. This
latter association created a polyhierarchical nature to phecodes
that did not previously exist.

To map ICD-10 (non-CM) codes to phecodes, we also used
ICD-10 codes from the 2018AA UMLS [18]. ICD-10 codes
were mapped to phecodes in a similar manner to ICD-10-CM,
but since a GEMS to translate ICD-10 to ICD-9-CM was not
available, we used only string matching and previously manually
reviewed resources from the UMLS [24], NLM [23], and
OHDSI [25,26].

Evaluation of Phecode Coverage of ICD-10 and
ICD-10-CM in UKBB and VUMC
To evaluate the phecode coverage of ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM
source codes in UKBB and VUMC, respectively, we calculated
the number of source codes in the 2018AA UMLS, the number
of source codes mapped to phecodes, and the number of mapped
and unmapped source codes that were used in the two EHRs
(Figure 2). To identify potential limitations of our automated
mapping approach, two authors with clinical training (PW,
WQW) manually reviewed all the unmapped ICD-10 and
ICD-10-CM codes that were used at UKBB and VUMC,
respectively.

Figure 2. Counts of distinct ICD-10-CM source codes at VUMC and ICD-10 (non-CM) source codes in UKBB. (A) Number of unique ICD-10-CM
codes in each category. For example, there were 34,793 unique codes (grey section) that were in the official ICD-10-CM system, observed in the VUMC
dataset, and mapped to phecodes. (B) Number of unique ICD-10 codes in each category. For example, there were 5823 unique codes (off-white section)
that were in the official ICD-10 system, observed in the UKBB dataset, and mapped to phecodes. ICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases,
10th Revision, Clinical Modification; VUMC: Vanderbilt University Medical Center; ICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision;
UKBB: UK Biobank.

Comparison of Phenotypes Generated from the
ICD-10-CM Phecode Map 
We aimed to provide evidence that the ICD-10-CM phecode
map resulted in phenotypes like those sourced from the
ICD-9-CM phecode map. First, we selected 357,728 patients
in the VUMC EHR who had ≥1 ICD-9-CM and ≥1
ICD-10-CM codes in two 18-month windows. We selected
windows to occur prior to and after VUMC’s transition to
ICD-10-CM. To reduce potential confounders, we left a 6-month
buffer after ICD-9-CM was replaced with ICD-10-CM. Further,
the ICD-10-CM observation window ended before VUMC
switched from its locally developed EHR [27] to the Epic
system. This created two windows ranging from January 1,

2014 to June 30, 2015 for ICD-9-CM, and January 1, 2016 to
June 30, 2017 for ICD-10-CM (Figure 3). The final cohort
consisted of 55.10% (197,109/357,728) females with mean age
of 45 (SD 25) years old. From the two observation periods, we
extracted all ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM codes for each patient.
We then mapped these codes to phecodes using the ICD-9-CM
phecode [14] and ICD-10-CM phecode maps.

We used the patient cohort to test our hypothesis that the
ICD-10-CM phecode map created phenotype definitions that
were comparable to those generated using the gold-standard
ICD-9-CM phecode map. For this analysis, we used four
common chronic diseases (Hypertension, Hyperlipidemia, Type
1 Diabetes, and Type 2 Diabetes) and chose one acute disease
(Intestinal infection) as a negative control. We expected that a
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large majority of the chronic disease patients and a small
minority of the acute disease patients from the ICD-9-CM era
would reproduce the same phenotypes during the ICD-10-CM
era. We defined the phenotype cases as follows: Hypertension
with phecodes 401.* (* means one or more digits or a period);
Hyperlipidemia, phecodes 272.*; Type 1 diabetes, phecodes
250.1*; Type 2 diabetes, phecodes 250.2*; Intestinal infection,
phecodes 008.*.

For each phenotype, we reported the number of ICD-9-CM
cases and the number of those individuals who were also
ICD-10-CM cases. To identify the possible reasons for
individuals who were not identified as phenotype cases in the
ICD-10-CM period, two authors with clinical training (PW,
WQW) manually reviewed the EHRs of ten randomly selected
patients from each chronic disease group, except Type 1
diabetes, for a total of thirty patients.

Figure 3. Timeline of the two 18-month periods from which ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM codes from VUMC were analyzed. The cohort of 357,728
patients had at least one ICD-9-CM and one ICD-10-CM code in the respective 18-month windows. ICD-9-CM: International Classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; ICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification.

Comparative PheWAS Analysis of a Lipoprotein(a)
Single-Nucleotide Polymorphism
To evaluate the accuracy of the ICD-10-CM phecode map, we
performed two PheWASs on a Lipoprotein(a) (LPA) genetic
variant (rs10455872) using mapped phecodes from ICD-9-CM
and ICD-10-CM. The LPA single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) is associated with increased risks of developing
hyperlipidemia and cardiovascular diseases [28-30].

We used data from BioVU, the deidentified DNA biobank at
VUMC, to conduct the PheWAS [31]. We identified 13,900
adults (56.9% female; mean 59 [SD 15] years old in 2014), who
had rs10455872 genotyped and at least one ICD-9-CM and
ICD-10-CM code in their respective time windows. For
rs10455872, we observed 86.7% AA, 12.8% AG, and 0.5%
GG. We used 1632 phecodes that overlapped in the time
windows for PheWAS using the R PheWAS package [13] with
binary logistic regression, adjusting for age, sex, and race.

Results

Phecode Coverage of ICD-10-CM and ICD-10 in
VUMC and UKBB
Of all possible ICD-10-CM codes [18], 82,303 (87.37%) mapped
to at least one phecode, with 7881 (8.37%) mapping to >1

phecode. For example, ICD-10-CM I25.708 “Atherosclerosis
of coronary artery bypass graft(s), unspecified, with other forms
of angina pectoris” mapped to phecodes 411.3 “Angina pectoris”
and 411.4 “Coronary atherosclerosis”. Of all possible ICD-10
codes, 9060 (75.33%) mapped to at least one phecode, and 289
(2.40%) mapped to >1 phecode. For example, ICD-10 code
B21.1 “HIV disease resulting in Burkitt lymphoma” mapped
to phecodes 071.1 “HIV infection, symptomatic” and 202.2
“Non-Hodgkins lymphoma”.

Among the 36,858 ICD-10-CM codes used at VUMC, 34,793
(94.40%) codes were mapped to phecodes. Of the 6245 ICD-10
codes used in the UKBB, 5823 (93.24%) codes mapped to
phecodes (Table 1, Figure 2). Considering all the instances of
ICD-10-CM and ICD-10 codes used at each site, we generated
a total count of unique codes grouped by patient, date, and those
codes that mapped to phecodes (Table 1). Among the total
number of codes used, the vast majority of ICD-10-CM
(17,658,470/19,682,697; 89.72%) and ICD-10
(4,279,544/5,114,363; 83.68%) codes were mapped to phecodes.
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Table 1. ICD-10-CM and ICD-10 codes data summary.

ICD-10c (UKBBd)ICD-10-CMa (VUMCb)

Official classification systems

12,02794,201Unique codes, n

9,060 (75.33)82,303 (87.37)Unique codes mapped, n (%)

Official codes used in cohorts

6,24536,858Unique codes, n

5,823 (93.24)34,793 (94.40)Unique codes mapped, n (%)

391,181651,649Total patients (with ICD-10-CM or ICD-10 codes), n

5,114,36319,682,697Total instances of all ICDe codes, n

4,279,544 (83.68)17,658,470 (89.72)Instances mapped to phecodes, n (%)

aICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification
bVUMC: Vanderbilt University Medical Center
cICD-10: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision
dUKBB: UK Biobank
eICD: International Classification of Diseases

Analysis of Unmapped ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM Codes
Many of the unmapped ICD-10 codes used in the UKBB dataset
represented medical concepts related to personal (ie, past
medical history) or family history of disease. For ICD-10-CM,
removing codes used at VUMC that we expected to be
unmapped (ie, local or supplementary classification codes) left
2065 ICD-10-CM codes that did not map to a phecode. After
excluding 1395 codes (eg, X, Y, and Z codes) indicating
nonbiological disease phenotypes, 670 codes remained, the
majority of which represented either external causes of
morbidity or factors influencing health status and contact with
health services. All the remaining unmapped ICD-10-CM codes
in this cohort had <200 unique individuals (ie, <0.1% of the
cohort), and the majority of the ICD-10-CM codes with >10
unique individuals were phenotypes that are most likely due to
nongenetic factors. For example, 287 (59.2%) of the unmapped
ICD-10-CM codes represented external causes of morbidity,
such as assault and injuries due to motor vehicle accidents.

Reproducibility Analysis of the ICD-10-CM Phecode
map
In the defined 18-month time windows, a cohort of 357,728
patients had both ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM codes (Figure
3). For the chronic diseases, 70-75% of individuals with the

relevant phecodes in the ICD-9-CM observation period also
had the same phecodes of interest during the ICD-10-CM period.
On the contrary, for the reproducibility analysis with an acute
disease we observed that <10% of individuals who had phecodes
008.* (Intestinal infection) in the ICD-9-CM period also had
the same phecodes in the ICD-10-CM period (Table 2).

To identify the reasons that may explain why some patients
were not identified as cases for the phenotype of interest during
the ICD-10-CM period, we manually reviewed their medical
records. A total of 30 patients were selected for review, 10 each
from the Hypertension, Hyperlipidemia, and Type 2 diabetes
cohorts (see Multimedia Appendix 1). We found that none of
the patients had a relevant ICD-10-CM code for the phenotype
being studied in the 18-month observation period. Reasons for
patients not being ICD-10-CM cases included: patients were
labeled with the relevant ICD-10-CM code(s) outside of the
short ICD-10-CM observation window (8 patients), patients
had <2 visits at VUMC during the ICD-10-CM period or were
only seen by physician specialists (10 patients; eg, a patient
with hypertension was only seen by their neurologist during the
ICD-10-CM period), and patients were inconsistently diagnosed
(2 people; eg, patient with Type 1 diabetes given Type 2 diabetes
ICD-9-CM code). No cases were missed due to errors in the
ICD-10-CM phecode map.
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Table 2. ICD-10-CM phecode map reproducibility analysis.

ICD-10-CMc case|ICD-9-CM cased, n (%)ICD-9-CMb cases (n)PhecodesaPhenotype

49,468 (75.85)65,216401.*Hypertension

36,187 (70.7)51,187272.*Hyperlipidemia

4412 (76.31)5782250.1*Type 1 diabetes

19,066 (76.03)25,077250.2*Type 2 diabetes

273 (8.01)3410008.*Intestinal infection

aIn the phecode column, * means ≥1 digits or a period (eg, phecode 401.*=phecodes 401, 401.1, 401.3, 401.22, 401.21, or 401.2)
bICD-9-CM: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification
cICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical Modification
dIn the last column, “ICD-10-CM case|ICD-9-CM case” indicates patients who were cases for the phenotype of interest during the ICD-9-CM period
who were also ICD-10-CM cases

Comparative PheWAS Analysis of the Lipoprotein(a)
SNP, rs10455872
To further evaluate the ICD-10-CM phecode map, we performed
and compared the results of PheWAS analyses for rs10455872.
One PheWAS was conducted using the ICD-9-CM map and
another was conducted using the ICD-10-CM map. Both

analyses replicated previous findings with similar effect sizes:
coronary atherosclerosis (ICD-9-CM: P<.001; odds ratio [OR]
1.60 [95% CI 1.43-1.80] vs ICD-10-CM: P<.001, OR 1.60 [95%
CI 1.43-1.80]) and chronic ischemic heart disease (ICD-9-CM:
P<.001; OR 1.56, [95% CI 1.35-1.79] vs ICD-10-CM: P<.001,
OR 1.47 [95% CI 1.22-1.77]) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Comparative PheWAS of lipoprotein(a) genetic variant, rs10455872. “Coronary atherosclerosis” (phecode 411.4) and “Other chronic ischemic
heart disease” (phecode 411.8) were top hits associated with rs10455872 in a PheWAS analysis conducted using ICD-9-CM (top) and ICD-10-CM
(bottom) phecode maps. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, and race. PheWAS: phenome-wide association studies; ICD-9-CM: International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; ICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical
Modification.

Discussion

Maps of ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM Codes to Phecodes
have High Coverage and Yield Similar Results
In this study, we described the process of mapping ICD-10 and
ICD-10-CM codes to phecodes and evaluated the results of the
new maps in two databases. These results show that the majority
of the ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM codes used in EHRs were
mapped to phecodes. Our analyses suggest that researchers can

expect that phenotypes sourced using the ICD-10-CM phecode
map will be like those sourced from the gold-standard
ICD-9-CM phecode map. As the use of ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM
codes increases, so does the need for convenient and reliable
methods of aggregating codes to represent clinically meaningful
phenotypes. 

Since the introduction of phecodes, many studies have
demonstrated the value of aggregating ICD-9-CM codes for
genetic association studies. These maps will allow biomedical
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researchers to leverage clinical data represented by ICD-10 and
ICD-10-CM codes for their large-scale PheWAS using EHRs.
They will also allow researchers to combine phenotypes as
phecodes mapped from ICD-9- and ICD-10-based coding
systems, thereby increasing the size of their patient cohorts and
statistical power of their studies. The maps are available from
the PheWAS Resources page [14] and are incorporated in the
PheWAS R package, version 0.99.5-2 [13,32]. 

ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM Codes not Mapped to
Phecodes
Analysis of the unmapped ICD-10 codes demonstrates a possible
area of expansion for phecodes. The ICD-10 phecode map did
not include medical concepts representing personal history or
family history of disease.

We observed that a majority of the unmapped ICD-10-CM codes
represented concepts that we did not expect to have phecode
equivalents. Most of the codes were from ICD-10-CM chapters
20, “External causes of morbidity” and 21, “Factors influencing
health status and contact with health services”. Codes from
chapter 19, “Injury, poisoning, and certain other consequences
of external causes” also made up a large proportion of unmapped
codes, such as ICD-10-CM T38.3X6A, “Underdosing of insulin
and oral hypoglycemic [antidiabetic] drugs, initial encounter”.
We did not expect ICD-10-CM T38.3X6A to map to a phecode,
as it is an encounter code that is not relevant to PheWAS.
Three-digit codes that are not frequently used for reimbursement
purposes, such as ICD-10-CM I67, “Other cerebrovascular
diseases”, also made up many unmapped codes. A few potential
clinically meaningful phenotypes, such as ICD-10-CM O04.6,
“Delayed or excessive hemorrhage following [induced]
termination of pregnancy”, were unmapped and represent areas
of potential expansion for phecodes.

ICD-10-CM Phecode Map Phenotype Reproducibility
Analysis
In general, our analysis suggests that in most of the cases in
which phenotypes are not reproduced in the ICD-10-CM
observation period, they are not due to errors in the ICD-10-CM
phecode map.. This study’s reproducibility analysis (Table 2)
demonstrates that most patients (70-75%) with phecodes of four
chronic diseases sourced from ICD-9-CM codes were also
phenotype cases in the ICD-10-CM era. In comparison, when
the same experiment is repeated for an acute disease (Intestinal
infection), a minority (<10%) of patients had the same
phenotype in the ICD-10-CM period. 

Using the ICD-9-CM and ICD-10-CM maps, PheWAS found
significant genetic associations with similar effect sizes for
coronary atherosclerosis and chronic ischemic heart disease
(Figure 4). Results of this analysis provide additional support
for the accuracy of the ICD-10-CM map when compared to the
gold-standard ICD-9-CM phecode map.

PheWAS Using ICD-10 Phecode Map
Two published studies have used the ICD-10 phecode map to
identify genotype-phenotype associations using UKBB data.
Zhou et al used the map to demonstrate a method that adjusts
for case-control imbalances in a large genome-wide PheWAS

[33], and Li et al used the same map to estimate the causal
effects of elevated serum uric acid across the phenome [12].

Utilization of Phecodes Outside of PheWAS
In addition to being employed for PheWAS, phecodes have
been used to answer a range of questions in biomedicine.
Phecodes have been used to identify features in radiographic
images that are associated with disease phenotypes [34] and
used in machine learning models to improve cardiovascular
disease prediction [35]. In a recent study to understand public
opinion about diseases, Huang et al identified articles about
diseases and mapped them to phecodes [36]. Motivated by the
difficulties in automatically translating diagnosis codes from
EHRs, Shi et al used phecodes to map ICD-9-CM diagnosis
codes from one health system to another [37]. Phecodes have
also been applied to identify conditions for aggregation in
phenotype risk scores, much as SNPs are aggregated as a genetic
risk score to identify Mendelian diseases and determine
pathogenicity of genetic variants [38].

Related Work
The Clinical Classification Software (CCS) is another
maintained system for aggregating ICD codes into clinically
meaningful phenotypes. CCS was originally developed by the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to cluster
ICD-9-CM diagnosis and procedure codes to a smaller number
of clinically meaningful categories [39]. CCS has been used for
many purposes, such as measuring outcomes [40] and predicting
future health care usage [41]. In a previous study, we showed
that phecodes were better aligned with diseases mentioned in
clinical practice and that were relevant to genomic studies than
CCS for ICD-9-CM (CCS9) codes [20]. We found that phecodes
outperform CCS9 codes, in part because CCS9 was not as
granular as phecodes. Since CCS for ICD-10-CM (CCS10) is
of similar granularity as CCS9 (283 versus 285 disease groups)
[42], we believe that the phecode map would likely still better
represent clinically meaningful phenotypes in genetic research.

Limitations
This study has limitations. First, only 84.14% (1570/1866) of
phecodes are mapped to at least one ICD-10 code. This may be
due in part to the automated strategy that we used to map
ICD-10 to ICD-9-CM. Second, the VUMC data are from a
single site, thereby making it difficult to generalize the results
of our accuracy studies (eg, phenotype reproducibility analysis
and LPA SNP PheWAS) to patient cohorts in other EHRs. Third,
we have not yet manually reviewed all the mappings in these
beta phecode maps, and our assumptions that the manually
reviewed resources (eg, NLM and OHDSI) are highly accurate
could have affected the accuracy of the new phecode maps. For
example, in the 2009 ICD-10-CM to ICD-9-CM GEMS, >90%
of the mappings were approximate (ie, nonequivalent) [15]. For
this study’s purposes, we aimed to maximize phecode coverage
of ICD source codes and thus included both equivalent and
nonequivalent 2018 GEMS translations, which could have
decreased mapping performance.

Fourth, our automated approach to map >80,000 ICD-10-CM
and >9000 ICD-10 codes to phecodes with minimal human
engineering could have decreased the accuracy of the final maps.
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Hripcsak et al [43] recently evaluated the effects of translating
ICD-9-CM codes to SNOMED CT codes on the creation of
patient cohorts. In general, they found that mapping source
billing codes to a standard clinical vocabulary (eg, ICD-9-CM
to SNOMED CT) did not greatly affect cohort selection. Their
findings suggested that optimized domain
knowledge–engineered mappings outperformed simple
automated translations between clinical vocabularies. Using
four phenotype concept sets, they showed that automated
mappings resulted in errors of up to 10% and that
domain-knowledge engineered mappings had errors of <0.5%.
Other studies have also found that mapping performance is
generally better with smaller value sets [17]. To create a more
comprehensive and accurate map between ICD-9-CM and
ICD-10-CM, future mapping studies could consider using an
iterative forward and backward mapping approach using GEMS
[17]. 

Future Directions
Currently, if an ICD-10 or ICD-10-CM code maps to ≥2
unlinked phecodes, we keep all the mappings. In subsequent

studies, it will be important to further scrutinize these mappings
to ensure accuracy through manual review. As new ICD-10-CM
codes are released, we plan to assess their relevance to clinical
practice and genetic research and decide whether we should
translate them to phecodes. We intend to address the unmapped
source codes (eg, ICD-10-CM E78.41 “Elevated
Lipoprotein(a)”) by potentially expanding the phecode system,
and to systematically evaluate the mappings with input from
users. 

Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced our work on mapping ICD-10 and
ICD-10-CM codes to phecodes. We provide initial beta maps
with high coverage of EHR data in two large databases. Results
from this study suggested that the ICD-10-CM phecode map
created phenotypes similar to those generated by the ICD-9-CM
phecode map. These mappings will enable researchers to
leverage accumulated ICD-10 and ICD-10-CM data in the EHR
for large PheWAS.
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Abstract

Background: Online healthcare communities are changing the ways of physician-patient communication and how patients
choose outpatient care physicians. Although a majority of empirical work has examined the role of online reviews in consumer
decisions, less research has been done in health care, and endogeneity of online reviews has not been fully considered. Moreover,
the important factor of physician online services has been neglected in patient decisions.

Objective: In this paper, we addressed the endogeneity of online reviews and examined the impact of online reviews and services
on outpatient visits based on theories of reviews and channel effects.

Methods: We used a difference-in-difference approach to account for physician- and website-specific effects by collecting
information from 474 physician homepages on two online health care communities.

Results: We found that the number of reviews was more effective in influencing patient decisions compared with the overall
review rating. An improvement in reviews leads to a relative increase in physician outpatient visits on that website. There are
channel effects in health care: online services complement offline services (outpatient care appointments). Results further indicate
that online services moderate the relationship between online reviews and physician outpatient visits.

Conclusions: This study investigated the effect of reviews and channel effects in health care by conducting a
difference-in-difference analysis on two online health care communities. Our findings provide basic research on online health
care communities.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e16185)   doi:10.2196/16185

KEYWORDS

online health care communities; online reviews; online services; outpatient care; channel effect; patient choice

Introduction

Background
Patients often face uncertainty regarding the quality of physician
services such as medical quality and bedside manner and often
lack channels to access that information [1]. Information
disclosure of medical quality is mainly based on the

hospital/nursing home/organization level. However, patients
are increasingly concerned about health care quality at the
physician level. Information asymmetries between patients and
physicians are extensive. Traditionally, patients relied on social
networks to learn this information, such as peer
recommendations. With the growing popularity of Web 2.0
technologies, online health care communities provide a useful
channel for people to get physician information and have
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become an integral part of their daily lives. In 2013, the number
of adults who used the internet to search online for health care
information was 59% in the United States [2]. More than 80%
of patients search for health information before going to the
doctor in China [3].

Online health care communities provide review forums, in which
patients can share their disease information and treatment
experience with other members of the community. In the
absence of other channels to acquire information on physician
medical quality, online review forums provide a potential
opportunity for patients. Compared with traditional channels
(eg, acquaintance recommendations), however, there has not
been enough research into whether patients trust and refer to
this information received online from strangers. Much effort
has been dedicated to researching the health care quality of
organizations such as hospitals and nursing homes [4,5], but
less has been done at the individual physician level. Moreover,
although quite a few studies have investigated the relationship
between reviews and performance and generally get consistent
results that higher reviews correlate with improved performance
in other fields [6-8], the endogeneity of online reviews that may
cause bias has not been fully considered in previous studies.

Today’s organizations are continually adding new marketing
channels through the internet to better serve their products and/or
service receivers [9], and this phenomenon is also manifested
in the health care industry. Online health care communities
enable physicians to better help and serve patients by providing
physicians with a variety of functions—for example, question
and answer (written consultation) and telephone consultation
services. With channel diversification, researchers try to find
channel effects and channel choice [10,11]. Some researchers
assert that the internet competes with traditional channels by
decreasing transaction costs, such as search and monitoring
[12,13]. For example, service receivers could find service
providers in distant geographic markets who have lower prices,
provide better service, offer higher quality products, or have
products that better match their needs [12,13]. However, other
researchers emphasize the importance of synergies between
online and offline channels [14,15], demonstrating that the use
of multiple channels tends to be more successful. Online
channels have spillover effects, generating increased purchases
in offline channels [16]. However, there are only a few studies
that empirically explore the channel effect, especially in the
health field [11].

Both online reviews and online services provide information
sources for patients. Online reviews help patients get information
about the treatment experience from others, and patients can

use online services to get their own experience by
communicating with physicians directly. When physicians
choose to provide online services, this may decrease patient
dependence on online reviews. With the development of online
channels, efforts to examine whether there are moderating
effects of online services on the relationship between reviews
and offline service (ie, outpatient visits) becomes necessary.
The specific research questions addressed in this paper are as
follows:

• RQ1: How do online reviews impact physician outpatient
visits?

• RQ2: How do physician services provided via online
channels impact their outpatient visits?

• RQ3: How does the relationship between online reviews
and outpatient visits change relative to physician online
services?

To answer these questions and solve endogeneity issues in the
empirical estimation, we used a dataset of 474 physicians from
two leading online health care communities, Haodf [17] and
Guahao [18], to construct measures of each physician’s
outpatient visits and used a difference-in-difference approach
to account for physician- and website-specific effects. Both
Haodf and Guahao allow patients to post reviews on their
platforms. In addition to outpatient visits, physicians on Haodf
can provide online services (written and telephone consultations)
for patients. Guahao only provides outpatient appointments.
We use the overall review rating and number of reviews to
measure the quality of reviews, both of which have been used
in prior studies and are considered to be useful [1,19]. A
difference-in-difference approach similar to that used in
Chevalier and Mayzlin [20] is used in our paper: we measured
reviews and number of outpatient visits for each physician who
works at both Haodf and Guahao over three time points, and
we examined whether a change in overall review rating and
number of reviews over time for a physician on one website
relative to the other predicts a change in subsequent outpatient
visits of that physician on one website relative to the other. By
using this approach, we were able to control for possible effects
of unobserved physician characteristics on both reviews and
outpatient visits. Moreover, by focusing on the differences
across websites over time, we controlled for the unobserved
website fixed effects at the two websites that may have affected
both reviews and outpatient visits, such as website design,
different patient populations, and patient preference. Figure 1
shows the conceptual model of this study. The hypotheses,
presented below, were established according to the relationships
expressed in the model in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model.

Online Health Care Communities
With the growing popularity of Web 2.0 technologies such as
blogs, tweets, podcasts, and wikis, many health care
organizations and professionals are embracing social media.
The use of social network software, with its ability to enrich
the connection between patients and the rest of the medical
industry, has been dubbed Health 2.0 [21], and the number of
organizations adopting Health 2.0 is growing. Many online
communities have been developed by patient organizations,
providers, and nonprofit organizations in recent years, making
it easier for patients to find health information [22,23]. Such
online communities are virtual forums for patients to discuss
their health concerns, share information about treatments and
support, and communicate with physicians, an example of which
is PatientsLikeMe [24].

Researchers have started to investigate the benefits of online
health care communities for physicians [25,26] and patients
[27]. Xiao et al [28] examined the factors that influence patients’
online health care information searches and found that perceived
health status could affect patients’ online health care search
frequency and diversity. Privacy concerns, trust, and information
sensitivity are factors that have an impact on people’s decisions
about whether to place their health information online [29].

As a result of the limitations of existing health services, online
communities in China have emerged in recent years. China has
the world’s largest population and thus represents a huge
resource-consumption country. China’s large population
generates a variety of unique needs relating to medical services,
therefore exhibiting unique behaviors within online health care
communities. Health intimately concerns everyone, and with
the emergence of online health care communities, patients have
more channels to get physician information and physicians have
more choices in the ways of helping patients. Based on the
existing literature, we have found few studies exploring the
causal effects of online reviews and services on outpatient visits.
Our study aims to fill these gaps.

Endogeneity of Online Reviews
Several factors cause the endogeneity of online reviews. First,
whether to post reviews is self-selected. Existing studies suggest
that consumers are motivated to engage in posting reviews for
different reasons (altruistic, product involvement,
self-enhancement purposes, anxiety-reducing, vengeful, and
advice-seeking, etc) [30,31]. This kind of volitional activity is
likely subject to a variety of biases and social influences [32,33]
that will cause estimation deviation if not considered. Second,
product and service quality can be an underlying factor that
drives both reviews and sales. Research has shown that
consumers who are particularly satisfied or dissatisfied with the
product or service quality will post feedback to let other knows
[34]. Product and service quality is often hard to quantify or
observe, especially in health care. Researchers face difficulties
deciding whether high reviews or high product/service quality
impacts high visits [35]. In this paper, we attempt to resolve the
above endogeneity problem using a sophisticated econometric
method.

Online Reviews and Outpatient Visits
Numerous empirical studies suggest reputation is one of the
predominant factors in influencing seller performance [36,37]
and consistently reveals that there is a close relationship between
reviews and future visits. Online reviews can improve the
interaction between consumers and sellers and decrease
consumer risk, thereby increasing trust and cooperation on both
sides [38,39]. Positive reviews can also positively impact
product demands [7,20]. Reviews are increasingly believed to
influence consumer behavior [40] and be more effective than
traditional advertising [41].

Online health care communities are changing how patients
choose physicians. The digitization of health care reviews makes
it easy for patients to find physician treatment information,
assists them in thoroughly evaluating physicians before making
a choice, increases their trust in the physician, and decreases
perceived risk [42,43]. However, how reviews impact patient
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choice in health care has rarely been researched. In this paper,
we investigated the role of online reviews in influencing patient
decisions and thoroughly considered the endogeneity of online
reviews. Previous studies have used different measurements
about reviews, including the overall review rating [44-46] and
the volume of online posting [47]. We hypothesized that both
the overall review rating and number of reviews positively
impact outpatient visits.

• H1a: An improvement in the overall review rating leads to
an increase in outpatient visits on that website.

• H1b: An improvement in the number of reviews leads to
an increase in outpatient visits on that website.

Channel Effects and Moderating Effects
With the emergence of online communities, more and more
physicians adopt multiple channels to serve patients. Existing
studies from other fields find both complementary and substitute
effects between online and offline channels. From the
complementary perspective, a number of studies suggest that
the internet has a distinct influence on offline sales [16,48].
Many product and service receivers still rely on offline stores
for the actual product or service purchase. Because the internet
gains increasing importance for information collection [48],
online channels may have spillover effects, generating increased
purchases in offline channels [16]. These studies emphasize the
theoretical advantages of integrating online services with
existing physical channels. For example, a combinations of
channels can be used to target different kinds of service receivers
and offer different kinds of services cost effectively [49]. From
a substitution perspective, researchers suggest that there may
be substitution by advertisers between print, television, and
radio advertising channels [50,51].

By analyzing the existing studies, we believe that studies that
find substitute effects often focus on these highly standardized
products. Using the example of a cup, a seller can sell it online
or in the store, and the buyer gets the same thing regardless of
the channel chosen. Some product categories compete because
they can serve a similar defining purpose and thus may have
similar potential customers [52,53]. However, for the health
care industry, diagnoses often cannot be given to patients using
online services; only suggestions can be given. Online channels
cannot provide services that are identical to offline channels. If
patients choose to get advice online, they have to accept the
risks associated with the fact that the doctor cannot communicate
with them face-to-face or look directly at the patient, listen to
verbal cues, examine the patient physically, or even use the four
diagnostic methods of traditional Chinese medicine. We
hypothesized, however, that there is a complementary effect
between online services and outpatient visits in health care.

Online health care communities can help patients access
information about and contact physicians [54]. Through written
and telephone consultation services, patients can engage with
physicians before going to hospitals. Online communication
helps patients to get to know the physician, thus reducing their
uncertainty and sense of risk and enhancing their trust in the
physician and increasing outpatient visits. Based on these

insights, we hypothesized that the more online services that
patients use, the higher the use of outpatient visits.

• H2a: A physician who provides written consultation services
has higher totals of outpatient visits.

• H2b: A physician who provides telephone consultation
services has higher totals of outpatient visits.

A physician providing online services can give patients more
opportunity to evaluate the, which can enhance patient trust.
Online service content is public to all users of online health
communities, so these public communications give patients
some insight into the physician’s ability, including medical
quality and bedside manner. Reviews are from patients who
have finished an outpatient visit and can provide information
to potential patients. If a physician provides online services,
online service content offers a source of information for patients
so they may be less dependent on reviews. If a patient
communicates with a physician using online services before
making an appointment for outpatient care, communication in
advance can also decrease the uncertainty between physicians
and patients.

During this channel extension process, consumer experiences
with a seller in one channel may affect their perceptions and
beliefs about the same seller in another channel [55]. The use
of online services can reflect physician popularity and decrease
the perceived risk of offline service, a similar effect of reviews,
which are also described as a quality signal and can reduce
perceived risk. Based on these considerations, we hypothesized
that online services mitigate the relationship between reviews
and outpatient visits.

• H3a: Increasing numbers of online written consultations
by a physician mitigates the main effect between reviews
and outpatient visits.

• H3b: Increasing numbers of online telephone consultations
by a physician mitigates the main effect between reviews
and outpatient visits.

Methods

Research Contexts
Our research contexts are Haodf and Guahao, two very popular
and professionally regarded online health care communities in
China that have established cooperative relationships with big
companies such as Tencent, Sina, and Sohu.

Haodf was founded in 2006 and has become the most influential
medical information and physician-patient interaction platform
in China. On this platform, physicians can choose to offer online
written consultations, telephone consultations, outpatient visits,
or all of the above. Patients can search for generalized health
information and/or ask physicians questions. Many unique
attributes and services are available on Haodf to help patients
make better and more accurate selections that suit their needs.
Patients visit in increasing numbers and use this website to get
help from physicians online. Haodf began to provide video
consultation services in late 2016; however, only a very few
patients use these services, so we did not consider them in our
paper. Figure 2 shows a physician page on the Haodf website.
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Figure 2. Haodf website.

Guahao was founded in 2010 and has become the leading online
health care community for outpatient appointments specifically.
Guahao was authorized by the China Health and Family
Planning Committee in March 2010. With the help of Guahao,
patients can make appointments easily, save valuable time, and
increase efficiency. It has helped more than one hundred million
people. Guahao began to provide online written consultations

and video consultation services in September 2016. However,
compared with outpatient appointments, the proportion of
written and video consultation use is small. Our data were
collected in 2014 when only outpatient care appointment service
was provided on Guahao. Figure 3 shows a physician page on
the Guahao website.

Figure 3. Guahao website.
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While Haodf is designed to help patients find suitable physicians
to provide written and telephone consultations and outpatient
visits, Guahao aims to provide people with the most efficient
and best medical treatment and only provides outpatient
appointments. These two communities automatically create
homepages for physicians and their hospitals based on a
directory collected. Physicians can choose to manage their
homepages and work on them. Both websites have a formal and
comprehensive reputation mechanism, which is important for
this study. Patients can post their treatment experiences after
receiving outpatient services, which helps potential patients
make better choices.

Sample and Data Collection
The homepage contains details of the physician, including their
title (eg, chief physician, associate chief physician, attending
physician), hospital that the physician belongs to, and the
hospital’s level (eg, level A, B and C; level A offers the highest
level of care). More importantly, it shows text content of all
treatment experiences (reviews) and number of patients treated
by online consultation, telephone consultation, and outpatient
visit. The website also calculates the overall review rating for
each physician based on all reviews.

We developed a crawler to automatically download homepages
of physicians and information about physicians from Haodf and
Guahao. For Guahao, we crawled the active physicians who
have added or modified outpatient information or individual
information, and for Haodf, we crawled physicians who are
active and provided outpatient visits. We completed the
collection process for three periods (one week each in June,
September, and December 2014). We used a
difference-in-difference method to compare physician outpatient
visits on Haodf and Guahao, so we needed to determine which
physicians had a homepage on both websites. Our physician
samples needed to be present on both websites during all
sampling periods; after we matched physicians from two
websites and three time points, the number of observations
shrank. A total of 474 physicians were included in our research
using this criterion. For each physician in our sample, we
gathered their corresponding service and review information at
each time point.

We collected the following data from each physician’s
homepage on both websites:

• All reviews for physician posted by patients until the day
of our data collection, including the number of reviews for
each physician and the overall review rating (on a scale of
0 to 10, 0 meaning very dissatisfied and 10 meaning very
satisfied). The overall review rating reflects both medical
quality and bedside manner of physician. Reviews on both
websites come from patients who receives treatment at
outpatient visits

• Number of outpatient visits for physician
• Number of online written and telephone consultations for

physician (available on Haodf only)
• Date physician joined website (because length of time on

the website can influence reviews, online services, and
outpatient visits)

Variables and Models
Our empirical variables are shown in Table 1. Dependent
variables are the number of outpatient visits on both websites,
which are easily obtained from the physician homepages and
represent the performance of physicians. We took the
logarithmic value of the number of reviews, online services,
and outpatient visits to stabilize the variance. The number of
outpatient visits on each website is a function of a physician
fixed effect (pi), an online health care community website fixed
effect (wi), and other factors like the number of reviews. A
physician fixed effect is related to factors such as age, education,
gender, medical title of the physician, level of the hospital that
the physician belongs to, and popularity of the physician. The
online health care community website fixed effect is related to
website design and patient preference.

We used Houtpatient_care and Goutpatient_care to denote the
number of outpatient visits, Hreview and Greview to denote the
number of patient reviews on Haodf (Figure 4) and Guahao
(Figure 5), respectively (we allow Haodf reviews to influence
patients on Guahao and Guahao reviews to influence patients
on Haodf). Similarly, Hrating and Grating respectively represent
the summary statistics of a physician’s online reviews—the
overall review rating. In addition, for Haodf, we consider two
extra variables: Hwritten_consultation refers to the number of
a physician’s online written consultations and
Htelephone_consultation denotes the number of online telephone
consultations. The superscripts H and G refer to Haodf and
Guahao, respectively.
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Table 1. Variable description.

ExplanationVariable and symbol

Dependent variables

Number of physician outpatient visits on Haodf (logarithmic form).Ln(Houtpatient_care)

Number of physician outpatient visits on Guahao (logarithmic form).Ln(Goutpatient_care)

Independent variables

Overall review rating of the physician on Haodf.Hrating

Overall review rating of the physician on Guahao.Grating

Number of reviews on Haodf (logarithmic form).Ln(Hreview)

Number of reviews on Guahao (logarithmic form).Ln(Greview)

Number of physician online written consultations on Haodf (logarithmic form).Ln(Hwritten_Consultation)

Number of physician online telephone consultations on Haodf (logarithmic form).Ln(Htelephone_Consultation)

Moderating effects

Moderating effect of online written consultations on the relationship between reviews
and outpatient visits.

Hrating*Ln(Hwritten_Consultation)

sameGrating*Ln(Hwritten_Consultation)

sameLn(Hreview)*Ln(Hwritten_Consultation)

sameLn(Greview)*Ln(Hwritten_Consultation)

Moderating effect of online telephone consultations on the relationship between reviews
and outpatient visits.

Hrating*Ln(Htelephone_Consultation)

sameGrating*Ln(Htelephone_Consultation)

sameLn(Hreview)*Ln(Htelephone_Consultation)

sameLn(Greview)*Ln(Htelephone_Consultation)

Control variables

Opening date of physician homepage on Haodf.Htime

Opening date of physician homepage on Guahao.Gtime

Figure 4. Equation for Haodf.

Figure 5. Equation for Guahao.

We expect there are unobservable factors (fixed effects) that
may affect the independent or dependent variable and cause a

deviation of estimation if omitted. The physicians we collected
are matched; for example, consider physician i in our
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dataset—although they work on both websites and have
homepages on both websites, they are exactly the same person
and have exactly the same characteristics such as title,

popularity, etc (pi
H=pi

G). We are able to control for the possible

effect of unobserved physician characteristics on both reviews
and outpatient visits and can eliminate physician fixed effects
by differencing the data across websites (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Equation to eliminate physician fixed effects.

For the online health care communities fixed effect, we first
assume that both websites are virtually identical in terms of

patient preference (ie, wi
H=wi

G), so we eliminate website fixed
effects by differencing the data across websites (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Equation to eliminate online health care community fixed effects.

However, if there are differences across the two websites (ie,

μi
H≠μi

G), we need to collect data for another time point and
difference the data across the websites and time (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Equation to eliminate differences across the websites.

All the above equations omit interaction terms. Accordingly,
we add the moderating effects (Figures 7 and 8) in our empirical
models. Formula expression is omitted to save space.

Results

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Tables 2 and 3 show the summary, description, and correlation
of our variables. From Table 2, we can see there are obvious
changes for all variables, which is helpful for empirical analysis.
There are a few notable differences across the two websites that
are apparent in Table 2. First, the mean of the difference between
the number of outpatient visits on Haodf and Guahao is less
than zero. This is consistent with the primary functions of the

websites: Haodf provides many services for patients to choose,
and its primary services are online services; Guahao specializes
in providing outpatient care appointments. Second, Haodf has
more reviews than Guahao. Third, the overall review rating is
higher at Haodf; although again, they are overwhelmingly
positive overall at both websites.

From Table 3, we can see the number of online written and
telephone consultations positively impacts the difference
between the number of outpatient visits of physicians on Haodf
and Guahao. We can also see that the number of reviews on
Haodf is positively related to the difference in the number of
outpatient visits on the two websites. However, the overall
review rating and number of reviews on Guahao are negatively
related to the difference in outpatient visits on the two websites.
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Table 2. Summary data.

June-December 2014 mean (standard
error)

Sep 2014 mean (standard error)Jun 2014 mean (standard error)Variable

GuahaoHaodfGuahaoHaodfGuahaoHaodf

——8.353 (2.141)9.284 (2.220)8.084 (2.072)9.084 (2.560)Lnrating

——3.103 (1.616)3.483 (1.041)2.893 (1.661)3.450 (1.070)Lnreviews

———6.485 (1.663)—6.363 (1.749)Lnwritten consultation

———1.987 (1.998)—1.781 (1.931)Lntelephone consultation

—–1.662 (2.209)———–1.380 (2.370)LnHoutpatient_care-LnGout-
patiet_care

Table 3. Description and correlation.

P value6P value5P value4P value3P value2P value1Variable

————————————1. LnHoutpa-
tient_care-LnGoutpati-
et_care

——————————.040.3232. LnHwritten_consul-
tation

————————.020.453.030.1953. LnHtelephone_con-
sultation

——————.340.051.010.184.220.0374. Hrating

————.010.278.020.419.010.577.030.2255. LnHreview

——.430.034.32–0.034.210.065.23–0.060.02–0.3166. Grating

.030.359.020.222.440.070.070.102.070.110.03–0.6607. LnGreview

Empirical Results

Results Without Considering the Website-Specific Fixed
Effects
We used an ordinary least squares regression model for analysis
using STATA (StataCorp LLC) software. We first assume there
were no website-specific fixed effects and examined the model
(Figure 7). Table 4 shows the estimation results. Column 1
presents the results of the control variables. As we chose
physician i, who provides services on both websites, the
physician individual characteristics did not need to be
considered. We included the opening time (duration of use) for
each physician in column 1. A longer time on the website may
lead to having more patients and affect important variables in
our model. Columns 2 and 3 introduce these independent
variables. Both written and telephone consultations increase the
difference in outpatient visits (written consultation: β=0.325,
P<.001; telephone consultation: β=0.093, P=.005), and this
suggests there are complementary effects between online
services and outpatient visits. Physicians can use online services
to attract more patients to have treatment in hospitals. The
coefficient of the number of reviews on Haodf is positive and
statistically significant (β=0.518, P<.001), suggesting that when
reviews increase, visits on Haodf becomes larger. However, the
ratings on Haodf do not significantly impact the difference in
outpatient visits. The overall review rating on Haodf is 9.084,
which is very high compared with the full mark (ie, 10). High
overall review ratings make it more likely patients will discount

the reviews and not use them for decision making. Again, when
ratings and number of reviews rise on Guahao, the difference
in outpatient visits decreases (ie, outpatient visit increases on
Guahao relative to Haodf; rating: β=–0.066, P=.009; number
of reviews: β=–1.037, P<.001). The absolute value of the
coefficient of the number of reviews on Guahao is bigger than
on Haodf, suggesting that difference in visits responds more to
the number of reviews on Guahao than on Haodf. This is
consistent with the main function of the two sites. Guahao only
provides outpatient care appointments, and patients can only
refer to the reviews from other patients to make choices.
However, in addition to offline services, Haodf also provides
online services, so there is more information for patients to
make choices.

Column 4 in Table 4 includes the interaction effects. As the
impact of ratings on Haodf is not significant, we only introduce
the interaction terms of significant factors. Online services
negatively moderate the relationship between the number of
reviews on Haodf and difference in visits (written consultations
and reviews: β=–0.101, P<.001; telephone consultations and
reviews β=–0.011, P=.04). However, the moderating effects
are not statistically significant for the number of reviews on
Guahao. When a physician provides online services, the impact
of ratings on Guahao on difference in visits declines (written
consultations: β=0.019, P=.01; telephone consultation: β=0.033,

P=.04). The adjusted R2 is 64.2%; these variables explain the
independent variable well.
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Table 4. The effect of online services and reviews on outpatient visits (sample is the complete June 2014 sample. Dependent variable is the difference
between the log outpatient visits on Haodf and the log outpatient visits on Guahao. Dependent variable is Ln(Houtpatient_carei)-Ln(Goutpatiet_carei).

P valueModel 4 Coeffi-
cient (robust
standard error)

P valueModel 3 Coeffi-
cient (robust
standard error)

P valueModel 2 Coeffi-
cient (robust
standard error)

P valueModel 1 Coeffi-
cient (robust
standard error)

Variable

.040.108 (0.065).110.036 (0.035).110.424 (0.055).110.289 (0.058)HTime

.120.035 (0.035).120.102 (0.066).12–0.086 (0.102).12–0.154 (0.107)GTime

.11–0.191 (0.197)<.0010.325 (0.048)<.0010.397 (0.066)——LnHwritten_Consultation

.040.397 (0.219).0050.093 (0.039).100.075 (0.060)——LnHtelephone_Consultation

.22–0.003 (0.028).23–0.028 (0.027)————Hrating

.030.116 (0.244)<.0010.518 (0.081)————LnHreview

.04–0.163 (0.143).009–0.066 (0.034)————Grating

<.001–1.119 (0.170)<.001–1.037 (0.043)————LnGreview

<.001–0.101 (0.039)——————LnHwritten_Consultation*LnHre-
view

.04–0.011 (0.039)——————LnHtelephone_Consula-
tion*LnHreview

.010.019 (0.021)——————LnHwritten_Consultation*Grating

.450.015 (0.028)——————LnHwritten_Consultation*LnGre-
view

.040.033 (0.206)——————LnHtelephone_Consulation*Grat-
ing

.31–0.001 (0.026)——————Lntelephone_Consulation*LnGre-
view

—0.642—0.634—0.101—0.0002Adjusted R2

—474—474—474—474N

Results With Considering the Website-Specific Fixed
Effects
The websites have different characteristics, so omitting the
website-specific fixed effects may bias the estimation results.
In this section, we estimate the equation seen in Figure 8. The
results are shown in Table 5.

The homepages for all 474 physicians on both websites existed
during the second period. Columns 1 and 2 on Table 5 include
the independent variables. The coefficients of the number of
reviews are higher in magnitude than on Table 4, even though
some are no longer significant. The impacts of ratings on both
websites are not significant. This may be due to relatively little
variance in the overall review rating over time. Most of the
results of the previous section are replicated. Thus, there are
complementary effects between online services and visits
(written consultations: β=0.172, P=.03; telephone consultations:
β=0.155, P<.001), and therefore hypotheses H2a and H2b are

supported. An increase in the number of reviews on Haodf over
time results in a higher number of visits to the physician on
Haodf over time (β=0.588, P<.001); the same is true for the
number of reviews on Guahao (β=–1.661, P<.001), supporting
hypothesis H1b.

Column 3 on Table 5 shows the results of moderating effects.
We only introduce the moderating effects of significant factors.
The results are almost the same as we predicted (hypothesis
H3b is partly supported), except the moderating effect between
telephone consultations and number of reviews on Haodf is not
significant. When a physician provides online written
consultations, the impact of reviews declines (β=–0.829,
P=.004). When a physician provides online services, the impact
of reviews on Guahao for visits declines (written consultations:
β=0.730, P=.03; telephone consultations: β=0.296, P=.009).

The adjusted R2 is 42.7%, which has declined compared with
the same value on Table 4.
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Table 5. The effect of changes in online services and reviews on changes in visits over 2 months (sample is the set of physicians who were available
on both websites in June and December 2014. Reviews were collected in June and September 2014. Dependent variable is
Δ[Ln(Houtpatient_carei)-Ln(Goutpatiet_carei)]).

P valueModel 3 Coefficient
(robust standard error)

P valueModel 2 Coefficient
(robust standard error)

P valueModel 1 Coefficient
(robust standard error)

Variable

.50–0.003 (0.208).50–0.001 (0.208).50–0.001 (0.021)ΔHrating

<.0010.655 (0.143)<.0010.588 (0.126)<.0010.591 (0.127)ΔLnHreview

.130.049 (0.048).130.043 (0.048).120.049 (0.049)ΔGrating

<.001–1.827 (0.119)<.001–1.661 (0.096)—–1.643 (0.097)ΔLnGreview

.040.175 (0.151).030.172 (0.097)——ΔLnHwritten_Consultation

.030.049 (0.073)<.0010.155 (0.058)——ΔLnHtelephone_Consultation

.004–0.829 (0.359)————ΔLnHwritten_Consultation*ΔLnHreview

.54–0.057 (0.349)————ΔLnHtelephone_Consultation*ΔLnHreview

.030.730 (0.567)————ΔLnHwritten_Consultation*ΔLnGreview

.0090.296 (0.156)————ΔLnHtelephone_Consultation*ΔLnGreview

—0.427—0.411—0.39Adjusted R2

—474—474—474N

Robustness Check
We examine the robustness of our estimations in Tables 4 and
5. For Table 4, we repeat the specification of column 4, but we
examine only the subsample of 400 physicians who have at
least one review on each website. The results are shown in
column 1 on Table 5 and are similar to those we presented

previously. All signs of the coefficients are as we predicted. For
Table 5, we only include physicians who have at least one
review variable changed; we repeated the equation found in
Figure 8 by using the subsample 371, and the results are shown
in column 2 on Table 6. The results prove the robustness of our
empirical results.

Table 6. Robustness check results (for column 1, sample is the subsample of physicians who had at least one review on both websites in June 2014,
and dependent variable is Ln(Houtpatient_carei)-Ln(Goutpatiet_carei). For column 2, sample is the subsample of physicians who had new reviews
posted on both websites between June and September 2014).

P valueModel 2 Coefficient (robust stan-
dard error)

P valueModel 1 Coefficient (robust stan-
dard error)

Variable

——.010.104 (0.064)HTime

——.220.035 (0.034)GTime

.010.189 (0.020).46–0.035 (0.205)LnHwritten_Consultation

.030.067 (0.012).030.237 (0.204)LnHtelephone_Consultation

.430.001 (0.002).430.008 (0.033)Hrating

<.0010.738 (0.201).040.219 (0.278)LnHreview

.060.002 (0.024).04–0.023 (0.143)Grating

<.001–0.205 (0.121)<.001–1.083 (0.143)LnGreview

.009–0.988 (0.273)<.001–0.105 (0.044)LnHwritten_Consultation*LnHreview

.05–0.105 (0.023).03–0.006 (0.038)LnHtelephone_Consulation*LnHreview

——.040.004 (0.022)LnHwritten_Consultation*Grating

.030.870 (0.556).320.027 (0.032)LnHwritten_Consultation*LnGreview

——.030.012 (0.019)LnHtelephone_Consulation*Grating

.030.443 (0.154).32–0.015 (0.027)Lntelephone_Consulation*LnGreview

—0.408—0.613Adjusted R2

—371—400N
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Discussion

Principal Findings
We studied the role of reviews in the health care industry and
found that the number of reviews tended to have positive
impacts on both websites. Our empirical results show that
patients value the number of reviews more than the average
rating when making decisions. The evidence suggests that
physicians should try to improve their service quality and
attitude to attract more patients to write reviews for them. Our
regression estimates show that the relative visits of a physician
across the two websites are related to the differences across the
websites in the number of reviews.

When we used the equation found in Figure 8 to eliminate the
physician- and website-specific fixed effects, the effects of
overall review ratings for both websites were no longer
significant. This finding differs from prior studies, which
generally saw significant and positive effects of the overall
review rating [44-46]. First, we found the overall review rating
was very high on both websites—much higher than in other
fields such as e-commerce. One possible explanation is that the
health care industry in China is facing intense physician-patient
conflicts [56]. Possible manipulations in reviews on websites
may exist [57] such as deleting negative reviews. Another

possible explanation is that many diseases (eg, chronic diseases)
require follow-up, and patients may be afraid of being retaliated
against by physicians they review poorly. From the data
summary on Table 3, we show that the mean value of the overall
review rating is over 9.0 on Haodf and 8.0 on Guahao, which
may seem artificially inflated to patients. Second, we use a more
sophisticated econometric method, difference-in-difference, to
eliminate physician- and website-specific fixed effects, which
may not have been fully addressed in other studies.

For channel effects, our results show that online services
complement offline services (outpatient visits), which is
consistent with our hypotheses. Online services can help patients
get more information but cannot replace face-to-face service.
By first having a written or telephone consultation with a
physician, patients gain a basic understanding of their disease,
and then they can see the physician in the hospital for further
details.

For the interaction effects, our results show that online services
mitigate the relationship between reviews and outpatient visits
(Table 5). The interaction effects are illustrated in Figure 9. We
only draw the moderating effects in Table 5. Haodf provides
online written and telephone consultations. We show that these
two kinds of services significantly affect outpatient visits in our
empirical results, and this eliminates the impact of reviews of
Haodf on patient choice.

Figure 9. Images (a) and (b) show the moderating effects of written consultations on the relationship between the number of reviews on Haodf/Guahao
and outpatient visits. Image (c) shows the moderating effect of telephone consultations on the relationship between the number of reviews on Guahao
and outpatient visits.
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Limitations
This paper has several limitations. First, we do not explore the
context of the reviews. We just study the overall review rating
and number of reviews, and this could affect the impact of
reviews. For example, some reviews contain more information,
and these kinds of reviews may have more impact. Second, we
studied only two contexts. This helped us improve the internal
validity, but it may have also reduced the generalizability of
our findings, and future research should validate our results in
more service contexts. Future research can take more effective
empirical methods to solve these limitations.

Implications of the Research
Our study has important theoretical and practical implications.
For the theoretical implications, our study enriches the research
on the role of reviews by investigating them in the health care
field. Existing studies mainly research them in the marketplace.
Moreover, we have addressed the endogeneity of
reviews—self-selected problem and the impact of underlying
factors (eg, service quality) in our paper. We use a
difference-in-difference method to account for physician- and
website-specific effects. Our paper has important theoretical
implications for research in health care. Second, despite some
studies indicating that there are channel effects in the
marketplace [12,16], literature rarely uses empirical methods
to validate claims. Our study is among the first to use real data
to empirically examine the channel effect, especially in health
care, which is a universally beneficial sector. The research
contexts allow us to study the effects of two kinds of online
channels on offline channels, and our results show that there
are channel effects in health care. Third, our study contributes
to existing theories of reviews and channel effects by
hypothesizing and empirically testing the moderating influence
of online channels on the relationship between online reviews
and offline channels. In analyzing existing literature, we found
that there were few studies combining them. Although some
researchers have studied the importance of reviews [7,20], few
studies consider their effect on the relationship between online
and offline channels.

This paper also makes contributions to practice. First,
multichannel use is on the rise, with practitioners seeking
guidance on how to balance different channels. Our empirical

results show that a multichannel strategy is helpful for
physicians to access more patients. Therefore, we believe our
analysis provides insights that are helpful to physicians as they
consider implementing a multichannel strategy such as providing
online consultation services to patients. Second, based on the
empirical results, our study gives physicians suggestions to
improve their reviews (both medical quality and bedside
manner), such as learning more to improve medical skills.
Moreover, we found that the overall review rating is not always
effective in influencing patient decisions and recommend that
physicians encourage and remind patients to write reviews for
them. Third, our study highlights the importance of rethinking
the nature of reviews in relation to multichannel strategies. Our
study shows online services have a significant moderating effect
on the relationship between reviews and outpatient visits. This
result indicates that even if physicians have lower reviews, they
can improve their career outcomes by working hard in an online
health care community. Our study has proved that online health
communities benefit not only patients but also physicians. These
results can encourage physicians to attract more patients and
achieve their career goals by participating in online
communities.

Conclusions
A majority of empirical work has examined the role of online
reviews in consumer decisions. However, less evidence has
been found in health care, and endogeneity of online reviews
has not been fully considered. Moreover, the important factor
of physician online services has been neglected in patient
decisions. To address this research gap, this study investigates
the effect of reviews and channel effects in health care by
conducting a difference-in-difference analysis on two online
health care communities. Our empirical results show that
compared with average rating, patients consider number of
reviews more when making decisions. The evidence suggests
that physicians should try to improve their service quality and
attitude to attract more patients to write reviews for them. Our
regression estimates show that the number of visits to a
physician across the two websites is related to the differences
across the websites in the number of reviews. Our findings
provide basic research on online health care communities and
have both theoretical and practical implications.
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Abstract

Background: Regional population management (PM) health initiatives require insight into experienced quality of care at the
regional level. Unsolicited online provider ratings have shown potential for this use. This study explored the addition of comments
accompanying unsolicited online ratings to regional analyses.

Objective: The goal was to create additional insight for each PM initiative as well as overall comparisons between these
initiatives by attempting to determine the reasoning and rationale behind a rating.

Methods: The Dutch Zorgkaart database provided the unsolicited ratings from 2008 to 2017 for the analyses. All ratings included
both quantitative ratings as well as qualitative text comments. Nine PM regions were used to aggregate ratings geographically.
Sentiment analyses were performed by categorizing ratings into negative, neutral, and positive ratings. Per category, as well as
per PM initiative, word frequencies (ie, unigrams and bigrams) were explored. Machine learning—naïve Bayes and random forest
models—was applied to identify the most important predictors for rating overall sentiment and for identifying PM initiatives.

Results: A total of 449,263 unsolicited ratings were available in the Zorgkaart database: 303,930 positive ratings, 97,739 neutral
ratings, and 47,592 negative ratings. Bigrams illustrated that feeling like not being “taken seriously” was the dominant bigram
in negative ratings, while bigrams in positive ratings were mostly related to listening, explaining, and perceived knowledge.
Comparing bigrams between PM initiatives showed a lot of overlap but several differences were identified. Machine learning
was able to predict sentiments of comments but was unable to distinguish between specific PM initiatives.

Conclusions: Adding information from text comments that accompany online ratings to regional evaluations provides insight
for PM initiatives into the underlying reasons for ratings. Text comments provide useful overarching information for health care
policy makers but due to a lot of overlap, they add little region-specific information. Specific outliers for some PM initiatives are
insightful.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13053)   doi:10.2196/13053
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Introduction

With respect to evaluating experienced quality of care,
unsolicited online ratings given to health care providers have
received more and more attention. This is a shift away from a
past focus on solicited surveys. Studies have shown the potential
of unsolicited data as a valuable resource to provide insight into
the quality of care experienced at the provider level [1-3].
Furthermore, online data have some very interesting properties
for policy makers and researchers, as they tend to be easier to
collect, have a bigger reach, are generally cheaper, are
consistently updated, and can consist of more responses than
solicited surveys [1,4].

Insight into how experienced quality of care can be improved
is a pivotal challenge for population management (PM)
initiatives. The rising costs, changing care demands, and issues
with the provided quality of care are pushing policy makers to
take new approaches. Instead of health care being a reactive
system based on individual demands, it should be a proactive
system organized around a population’s needs [5,6]. This
requires a whole-system approach in order to improve quality
and efficiency, including prevention. As a result, reforms
designated as population health management are becoming more
and more widespread in health policy. Even though different
definitions exist [7], PM initiatives generally focus on the health
needs of a specified population across the continuum of health
and well-being by introducing multiple interventions that
organize services related to health and social care, as well as
prevention and welfare [7,8]. PM initiatives often strive to
achieve the Triple Aim by shifting focus from individuals to
populations and by integrating care across health and social
domains [8,9]. The Triple Aim was introduced by Berwick et
al in 2008 and requires the simultaneous pursuit of improving
population health and experienced quality of care, while
reducing costs [10]. Examples of PM initiatives include the
American Accountable Care Organizations [11], the National
Health Service’s Vanguard sites [12], and the Dutch pioneer
sites [13]. For the pursuit of the Triple Aim by such initiatives
to be successful, each of the Triple Aim’s three pillars needs to
be evaluated at the population or often regional level.
Unsolicited online data could be a valuable source for evaluating
the experienced-quality-of-care pillar. However, a previous
study, utilizing the same dataset used in this study, explored
rating distributions and applied multilevel analyses. Results
from these analyses suggested that when using only the available
quantitative data, their use at the regional level is limited [14].
First, while differences in mean ratings between providers were
caused by differences in provider-specific characteristics,
regional differences could not be attributed to differences in
regional characteristics. This means that any variation in mean
rating between regions does not point to a structural difference
in, for example, quality of care or population. Second, no insight
was provided regarding the reasoning behind any given rating
and why it was either negative or positive. Additional methods
and/or data are needed to make unsolicited data more valuable
for regional initiatives.

Text comments could be able to provide a solution for the lack
of regional specificity and reasoning of unsolicited provider

ratings. Much of the created online data comes in the form of
text; examples include tweets, Facebook posts, forum comments,
and others. In health care, most rating websites provide patients
with the opportunity to add comments to their ratings as well.
Comments are already used for, among other things, competitive
analyses and consumer sentiment analyses [1,15]. Combining
ratings with their comments in analyses can provide insight into
the reasoning and rationale behind a positive or negative rating
[16,17]. Typically, interviews would have to be conducted to
determine reasoning. However, at the population scale,
conducting interviews is a costly and time-consuming endeavor
and unsolicited data could significantly help in this regard.
Despite the potential, adding comments to the accompanying
unsolicited provider ratings when evaluating differences in
experienced quality of care between regional initiatives has not
yet been explored.

This study explores whether adding text comments—that
accompany ratings—to regional analysis can provide additional
insight into evaluating experienced quality of care. The goal is
to determine the comments’value for PM initiatives individually
as well as when comparing initiatives. The largest health care
ratings website in the Netherlands will be studied using different
sentiment and machine learning analyses.

Methods

Dataset
The Zorgkaart Nederland website [18] provided the unsolicited
online patient ratings. On this website, patients can both give
and see reviews. To add a review, patients first select a care
provider, which can be a care professional, such as a specific
general practitioner or specialist, or an organization, such as a
hospital department or nursing home. Quantitative data included
ratings for six quality-of-care dimensions. These ranged from
1 to 10, with 1 indicating the worst experience and 10 the best.
The six rated dimensions differed depending on the category
of provider that is selected. For most providers, the dimensions
were appointments, accommodation, employees, listening,
information, and treatment. Qualitative data was gathered using
a textbox where patients could elaborate on their ratings and
add other relevant comments as well as the condition they were
treated for. No further personal information about respondents
was requested, but time stamps and email addresses were
registered. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows a screenshot (Dutch)
of the rating form from the Zorgkaart Nederland website (Figure
A1.1). The Zorgkaart Nederland staff checked each submission
for repeated entries, integrality, and anomalies, and gave an
identifier to each one.

Regions
Ratings and providers were clustered at the regional level using
nine PM initiatives’ zip codes. These nine initiatives were
selected in 2013 by the Dutch Minister of Health and are
specified geographical areas in which different organizations
cooperate to achieve the Triple Aim. They are spread out across
the Netherlands and around 2 million people live in these regions
in total. The Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment was assigned their evaluation and set up the
National Population Management Monitor for this purpose [13].
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Preprocessing
An Excel file was provided by the Dutch Patient Federation
(DPF), meaning no Web scraping or duplicate removal was
necessary. The dataset is available from the DPF upon request.
Mean ratings were calculated for each entry by averaging the
six ratings provided. This combination was proven to provide
an approximation of overall quality of care for an entry [19].
This mean rating was also used to assign a sentiment to each
rating based on the Net Promotor Score (NPS). This is an
instrument that determines consumer loyalty and whether a
consumer is a promotor or a detractor for a company; sentiments
are scored as follows: <6.5=negative, ≥6.5 and <8.5=neutral,
and ≥8.5=positive [20]. Furthermore, providers in the Zorgkaart
data were grouped into the following categories: hospital care,
nursing home, general practitioner, insurer, birth care, pharmacy,
physiotherapy, youth care, dental care, and other (see
Multimedia Appendix 1, Table A1.1).

Text comments were transformed into a so-called
“bag-of-words,” which is required by the analyses described
below. “Bag-of-words” means that any grammar, including
punctuation, numbers, and capitalization, as well as word orders
are removed from the text [21]. When the grammar is stripped
away from a comment, that comment is then transformed into
a matrix. In this matrix, each word (ie, unigram) or combination
of two words (ie, bigram) is its own column. The rows are then
filled with the number of times a word appears in that particular
comment. This is done for all comments and creates a large
matrix in which all comments and words in the whole dataset
appear individually on the rows and columns. To tailor bigrams
and prevent some word combinations from appearing positive,
the previous words were evaluated and added if there were
words such as “not” (“niet” in Dutch). For example “taken
seriously” becomes “not taken seriously,” essentially creating
a trigram in these cases. To further prepare the dataset, stop
words (eg, “and,” “the,” and “with”) were removed. Words with
a sparsity above 99% were also removed; this meant that these
words only appeared in 1% or less of the comments, as it was
expected that these words would not appear enough to be
relevant for analyses. The dataset was transformed into a long
or wide form, depending on the needs of the analyses. Finally,
sentiment was established using two methods. First, the mean
rating belonging to a comment was used to establish a positive,
neutral, or negative sentiment to that comment (row). These
categories were based on the NPS, as described above. Second,
a Dutch lexicon was used to assign a polarity to each word
(column) individually in the dataset [22]. The polarity in this
lexicon ranged from -1 (the most negative connotation) to +1
(the most positive connotation).

Analyses
Frequencies of both unigrams and bigrams were determined for
each of the rating sentiment categories using the complete
dataset and then by PM initiative and provider category. Output
was further tailored by excluding unigrams and bigrams that
did not provide insight into the reasoning behind the rating,
including terms such as “bad,” “very good,” or “not satisfied.”
This provided an overview of the most-used words or
combination of words in each category. Next, the word polarity

was averaged for all words in each PM initiative, which was
compared to the average quantitative rating in the same
initiative. The quantitative ratings have been studied in a
previous study [14]. A linear regression analysis was added to
determine if there was any correlation between the mean polarity
and rating of each initiative.

In order to determine which words were the largest predictors
of a positive, neutral, or negative rating, as determined by the
NPS, supervised machine learning was used. Determining the
most important predictors can provide insight into the reasoning
of patients behind a rating: in other words, what patients value
the most when providing a positive rating and what they dislike
when they give a negative rating. The specific machine learning
techniques used in this study are called naïve Bayes and random
forest. The algorithms were run using the caret package in
RStudio, version 1.1.383 (RStudio, Inc) [23]. Naïve Bayes is a
fast method that performs well with a lot of dimensions and
often performs similarly to other more complex methods [24].
A naïve Bayes model tries to predict, based on the words in a
comment, the sentiment of a comment. It can be positive,
neutral, or negative: the so-called classes. A naïve Bayesian
classifier is based on the theorem of Bayes, in which predictors
(ie, words) are assumed to be independent (ie, conditional
independence); this theorem provides a method to calculate the
posterior probability. The model uses this probability to predict
the class (ie, sentiment). The dataset was randomly split between
a training (50%) and a test (50%) dataset. The training set was
used to train the models, while the test set was used to test the
created models. Testing is done on an unseen set to prevent
overfitting. The same test and training datasets were used in the
random forest models. The algorithm creates multiple
classification trees using a different bootstrap sample of the
data. At each node of the tree, it chooses the best predictor out
of a random subset of predictors [25]. The random forest model
is known for its accuracy [26].Two models were run with each
algorithm: one model aimed to predict the rating’s sentiment
using the words in the comment; a second model tried to predict
from which PM initiative a rating originated to determine if
word use was different between initiatives. The goal was to see
whether it was possible to identify unique strengths and/or
weaknesses of PM initiatives. In the second model, the PM
initiatives could be considered the classes. Using these
outcomes, it was possible to determine the most important
predictors of rating sentiment and of differences between
initiatives, which could indicate what patients value or miss the
most. The models were evaluated using the accuracy metric and
confusion matrices. A confusion matrix shows how many
predictions a model got right and wrong in each of the categories
[27].

Trial Registration
The Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO)
does not apply to this study, therefore, official approval was
not required [28]. Participants agreed to the terms of service of
Zorgkaart Nederland, which state that their submissions can be
used anonymously for research purposes [29].
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Results

Dataset
In total, 449,261 unsolicited ratings were available in the
Zorgkaart database, coming from all providers in the
Netherlands. These were given by 208,047 unique identifiers.
Of these unsolicited ratings, 31,260 identifiers gave 70,800
ratings to providers in the PM initiatives (see Multimedia
Appendix 1, Table A1.1). Of the 25,616 Dutch care providers
that received at least a single rating in Zorgkaart, 4100 were
located in one of the nine initiatives. The number of ratings
within initiatives differed substantially, ranging from 1451 in
the Vitaal Vechtdal region to 17,953 in the Slimmer met Zorg
(SmZ) region (see Multimedia Appendix 1, Table A1.1). Each
rating was accompanied by a comment.

Sentiment
Based on the NPS, there were 303,930 positive ratings, 97,739
neutral ratings, and 47,592 negative ratings. This illustrates that
patients were generally positive about the care they received.
Unigrams did not give real insight into the reasoning behind
ratings; words like “very,” “good,” “treatment,” and “satisfied”
were very dominant. The unigrams are, therefore, not shown in
the results. Before tailoring, many bigrams did not provide

insight into the reasoning. For example, in the comments of
neutral and positive ratings, most bigrams were related to
general satisfaction with the service, for example, “very
satisfied” and “very good.” Bigrams such as the following were,
therefore, excluded: “very bad,” “very good,” “very satisfied,”
“bad experience,” “good experience,” “helped well,” “very
nice,” “takes all,” “not again,” “not good,” “totally not,” “just
only,” “totally not,” “not really,” and “a lot.”

The most-used bigrams after tailoring are shown in Figure 1.
Negative bigrams were focused on listening and feeling like
patients were being heard. The dominant term here was “not
taken seriously.” Other bigrams within the negative ratings were
mostly related to listening, waiting times, and not being satisfied
with the treatment or diagnosis. Bigrams in the neutral and
positive sentiment categories were similar and focused on being
heard and kindness. These patterns were also seen when bigrams
were split up by PM initiative (see Multimedia Appendix 2),
with some exceptions. Positive ratings illustrated kindness in
some and skill in other PM initiatives as the main topics, while
negative ratings overall were mostly related to incorrect
diagnoses and long waiting times. Standouts within the negative
ratings include the region Gezonde Zorg, Gezonde Regio (ie,
Healthy Care, Healthy Region), which mentioned a specific
insurance company, and the mentioning of specific physicians
by name in the Blauwe Zorg (ie, Blue Care) region.

Figure 1. Most-used bigrams per the Net Promotor Score (NPS) category overall. The Dutch versions of the bigrams are listed to the left of the English
translations.

When splitting up the dataset by provider type (see Multimedia
Appendix 3), it becomes clear that different aspects mattered

for different providers. For example, the amount of personnel
was very important in nursing homes and was often considered
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in negative ratings, while the guidance by care providers was
often considered a positive aspect of birth care.

Both sentiment polarity and rating did not show a large range
when averaged by PM initiative. Comparing the mean sentiment

with the mean ratings showed a strong positive correlation (see
Figure 2). A higher mean rating in a PM initiative indicated that
the sentiment was actually better within that initiative.

Figure 2. Correlation between ratings and sentiment with linear regression (r=.85): GZGR: Gezonde Zorg, Gezonde Regio; SSiZ: Samen Sterk in Zorg;
SmZ: Slimmer met Zorg.

Machine Learning
Both the naïve Bayes and the random forest analyses were
performed, but the results of the random forest are reported in
the text, as these showed better results. The results of the naïve
Bayes can be seen in Multimedia Appendix 4. Table 1 shows
the confusion matrix of the sentiment model with the positive,
neutral, and negative classes. The model was able to identify
positive and negative ratings as such, but struggled with neutral
ratings. Almost all neutral ratings were mistaken as positive
ratings.

The words that had the biggest influence, including “satisfied,”
“good,” “very,” and “fine,” were hard to interpret and were,
therefore, not shown. Most words were simply similar to “good”
or “bad,” but words related to employees seemed to be additional
influential factors. They did not provide a clear indication of
what patients value the most in each sentiment category. The
results of the naïve Bayes analysis were similar (see Multimedia
Appendix 4, Table A4.1). Bigrams were not tested as predictors,
as their numbers were insufficient.

Table 1. Confusion matrix of sentiment analyses using random forest machine learning.

Actual sentimenta, %Prediction

PositiveNeutralNegative

2.79.749.2Negative

1.50.123.2Neutral

95.890.227.6Positive

100100100Total

aAccuracy=0.696.
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Most ratings were positive, creating an imbalanced dataset.
Additionally, the NPS scores we used could have influenced
the results. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was performed with
a balanced dataset and only two sentiments: negative and
positive. All ratings below 7.5 were considered to be negative,
which yielded 98,974 results. An equal number of positive
ratings were selected at random to create a balanced dataset.

Other aspects of the analyses were kept identical to the previous
analyses. This analysis showed that the accuracy improves
drastically when using two sentiment categories, even when
balancing them (see Table 2). The naïve Bayes variant of this
analysis showed similar classifications but had worse accuracy
(see Multimedia Appendix 4, Table A4.2).

Table 2. Confusion matrix of balanced sentiment analyses using random forest machine learning.

Actual sentimenta, %Prediction

PositiveNegative

20.083.2Negative

80.016.8Positive

100100Total

aAccuracy=0.816.

The model attempting to predict PM initiatives based on
comments was not as successful; the accuracy was low (0.26).
Almost all ratings were classified as either PELGRIM or SmZ,
which were the PM initiatives with the most ratings. However,
nine categories are a lot to predict. To fine-tune the analysis, it
was repeated with only the three-largest PM initiatives. The
accuracy did increase (see Table 3), also due to the reduction

in categories, but ratings were still mostly classified as
PELGRIM and SmZ. This indicates that the model was not able
to distinguish between the different PM initiatives and that the
reasoning behind ratings was similar in each. Similar results
were shown by the naïve Bayes analysis (see Multimedia
Appendix 4, Table A4.3).

Table 3. Confusion matrix of the largest population management (PM) initiatives analyses using random forest machine learning.

Actual PM initiativea, %Prediction

Slimmer met Zorg (SmZ)PELGRIMFriesland Voorop

9.910.117.5Friesland Voorop

27.241.430.6PELGRIM

62.948.551.9Slimmer met Zorg (SmZ)

100100100Total

aAccuracy=0.439.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study explored the addition of comments accompanying
unsolicited online ratings to regional analyses. The goal was to
create additional insight for each PM initiative as well as for
overall comparisons between initiatives by attempting to
determine the reasoning and rationale behind a rating. A large
online dataset provided by Zorgkaart Nederland, part of the
DPF, was analyzed using sentiment analyses and machine
learning techniques (naïve Bayes). Sentiment analyses illustrated
that bigrams (ie, two-word combinations) proved to be more
interpretable than unigrams (ie, single words). Feeling like not
being “taken seriously” was the dominant bigram in negative
ratings, while positive ratings mentioned mostly kindness and
perceived knowledge. Comparing bigrams between PM
initiatives showed a lot of overlap, but some small differences
were present as well. When sentiments were quantified using
a Dutch lexicon [22] and then by simply averaging the polarity
of the words used, a strong correlation was found with the actual
ratings. The machine learning models were able to identify
sentiments of comments, especially the negative and positive

comments. However, predictors did not give any meaningful
insights into the underlying reasoning. When the second model
tried to assign comments to PM initiatives, it could not
distinguish between initiatives. This indicated that there was
no clear difference in word use between initiatives.

The sentiment analyses showed that, when taken as a whole,
the studied PM initiatives had mostly the same positive and
negative aspects. Most ratings were positive and related to a
kind and responsive staff, while negative ratings focused on
being taken seriously, long waiting times, and misdiagnoses.
These observations have been seen in the past in both solicited
surveys [30] and interviews [31] and can be very useful for all
PM initiatives, as they suggest that to get a positive rating,
intangible aspects are important. Despite the amount of overlap
between PM initiatives, some standout words are worth
mentioning. For example, a specific care provider was
mentioned often in negative ratings in a specific region. This
very detailed information could prove to be very valuable for
PM initiatives, as this could be used as a signal for further
investigation.
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Limitations
The Zorgkaart data has to be interpreted with the inherent
limitations of most online datasets in mind. The data are
anonymous, making it impossible to correct for potential
confounders, such as age, sex, and social economic status; thus,
it is impossible to correct for selection bias. It is, for example,
known that a younger, more tech-savvy population tends to
provide online ratings [32]. Text analysis methods also often
require vast amounts of data, which were not available for each
of the studied initiatives. For example, this number of comments
was insufficient for the use of trigrams (ie, three-word
combinations). However, as the Zorgkaart dataset shows, it is
growing faster each year and this issue should resolve itself
over time. Additionally, it may be possible to combine text data
from different sources to increase the amount of data. The
machine learning results, combined with the polarity analyses,
suggest that this is possible. For example, Twitter, Facebook,
and Zorgkaart data in a region could be aggregated to strengthen
sentiment analyses and comparisons.

Future Research
As mentioned, online data have many benefits compared to
other types of data. The biggest perk is probably the ability to

monitor data close to real time. Policy makers and researchers
often have to wait for survey or claims results regarding the
output of an intervention; leveraging the strengths of online
data could help here. In this study, the unsolicited online data
have also shown that results in many regards are often similar
to the results obtained from other sources. One next step for
PM could, therefore, be to create a ratings dashboard for a region
that keeps up with ratings and comments given in that region.
It could show simple word clouds or frequencies or more
advanced real-time results using machine learning; it should
also be combined with more objective quality measures (eg,
readmissions). This could give policy makers and researchers
a more up-to-date idea of progress and might give them the
opportunity to more quickly address any issues that could arise.

Conclusions
Adding information from text comments that accompany online
ratings to regional evaluations provides insight for PM initiatives
into the underlying reasons for the ratings. Text comments
provide useful overarching information for health care policy
but due to a lot of overlap, there is only limited specific
information for regional policy. Specific outliers for some
initiatives are insightful but comparing PM initiatives remains
difficult.
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Abstract

Background: Pain volatility is an important factor in chronic pain experience and adaptation. Previously, we employed
machine-learning methods to define and predict pain volatility levels from users of the Manage My Pain app. Reducing the number
of features is important to help increase interpretability of such prediction models. Prediction results also need to be consolidated
from multiple random subsamples to address the class imbalance issue.

Objective: This study aimed to: (1) increase the interpretability of previously developed pain volatility models by identifying
the most important features that distinguish high from low volatility users; and (2) consolidate prediction results from models
derived from multiple random subsamples while addressing the class imbalance issue.

Methods: A total of 132 features were extracted from the first month of app use to develop machine learning–based models for
predicting pain volatility at the sixth month of app use. Three feature selection methods were applied to identify features that
were significantly better predictors than other members of the large features set used for developing the prediction models: (1)
Gini impurity criterion; (2) information gain criterion; and (3) Boruta. We then combined the three groups of important features
determined by these algorithms to produce the final list of important features. Three machine learning methods were then employed
to conduct prediction experiments using the selected important features: (1) logistic regression with ridge estimators; (2) logistic
regression with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; and (3) random forests. Multiple random under-sampling of the
majority class was conducted to address class imbalance in the dataset. Subsequently, a majority voting approach was employed
to consolidate prediction results from these multiple subsamples. The total number of users included in this study was 879, with
a total number of 391,255 pain records.

Results: A threshold of 1.6 was established using clustering methods to differentiate between 2 classes: low volatility (n=694)
and high volatility (n=185). The overall prediction accuracy is approximately 70% for both random forests and logistic regression
models when using 132 features. Overall, 9 important features were identified using 3 feature selection methods. Of these 9
features, 2 are from the app use category and the other 7 are related to pain statistics. After consolidating models that were
developed using random subsamples by majority voting, logistic regression models performed equally well using 132 or 9 features.
Random forests performed better than logistic regression methods in predicting the high volatility class. The consolidated accuracy
of random forests does not drop significantly (601/879; 68.4% vs 618/879; 70.3%) when only 9 important features are included
in the prediction model.
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Conclusions: We employed feature selection methods to identify important features in predicting future pain volatility. To
address class imbalance, we consolidated models that were developed using multiple random subsamples by majority voting.
Reducing the number of features did not result in a significant decrease in the consolidated prediction accuracy.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e15601)   doi:10.2196/15601

KEYWORDS

chronic pain; pain volatility; data mining; cluster analysis; machine learning; prediction model; Manage My Pain; pain app

Introduction

Background
Pain is one of the most prevalent health-related concerns and
is among the top three most frequent reasons for seeking medical
help [1]. Mobile pain apps are transforming how people monitor,
manage, and communicate pain-related information [2], and
scientific publications on methods and results can help both
consumers and health care professionals select the right app to
support their treatment plans. Moreover, appropriate analyses
can provide valuable insights into pain experiences over
long-term periods. We previously conducted two studies [3,4]
using data from a pain management app called Manage My Pain
[5], where data mining and machine learning methods were
employed to understand app usage patterns and define and
predict pain volatility. In the first study [3], we divided users
into five clusters based on their level of engagement with the
app and then applied statistical methods to characterize each
user cluster using six different attributes (eg, gender, age,
number of pain conditions, number of medications, pain severity,
and opioid use).

In the more recent study [4], we developed prediction models
to identify and predict groups of users who reported
improvements or decrements in their pain levels. To facilitate
the development of these models, we addressed the important
issue of identifying the most appropriate statistic to use when
measuring pain severity over time. We proposed a measure of
volatile change that captures fluctuation or variability in pain
scores over time. Pain volatility is an important contributor to
pain experience for people with chronic pain, particularly
because of its linkage with the initiation of opioid addiction
[6,7]. Moreover, pain perception and consequent disability are
heightened under conditions of greater uncertainty and
unpredictability [8], and greater pain volatility is one contributor
to uncertainty and unpredictability. Being able to predict future
pain volatility can assist patient awareness and application of
self-management and appropriate medication use. We defined
pain volatility as the mean of absolute changes between 2
consecutive self-reported pain severity ratings (0-10 numeric
rating scale). We applied clustering methods to divide users
into two classes based on their pain volatility levels: low
volatility and high volatility. We then employed four machine
learning methods to predict users’ pain volatility level at the
sixth month of app use. We developed prediction models where
information related to user demographics, pain, medications,
and app engagement from the first month’s app use were
extracted as features. The total number of features in the
prediction models was 130. Prediction models, trained using

random forests, performed the best, with the accuracy for the
low and the high volatility class reasonably high.

One major drawback of using random forests and similar
black-box methods is the lack of interpretability of the trained
models. This is especially true when the application domain is
medicine and the set of features is large. An interpretable
prediction model should incorporate a way to identify a subset
of important features that are significantly better predictors than
other members of the large features set. This provides health
care providers with a practical model to apply and may result
in increased confidence in the model. Moreover, the important
features may help health care professionals and patients develop
appropriate interventions and pain management plans for the
future.

While developing volatility prediction models, we addressed
the issue of class imbalance because the number of low volatility
users was much higher than that of high volatility users. We
employed random under-sampling methods to make two equal
class sizes. We repeated this under-sampling procedure three
times to ensure the stability of the results. Because we did not
consolidate the result of these multiple models trained on
random subsamples into a single unified model in previous
work, we were intent on consolidation in this research.

Objectives
Accordingly, the present study has two objectives. The first was
to identify important features in the pain volatility prediction
models that have significantly higher predictive capability than
other features. We used two criteria to rank features based on
their importance: Gini impurity and information gain. We also
applied the Boruta feature selection algorithm to identify a
subset of important features. The second objective was to
consolidate prediction results from models trained on multiple
random subsamples of data where the number of users in the
low and high volatility classes was equalized. We employed
the majority voting approach to achieve this. Training and
testing were conducted using standard 5-fold cross validation.
Accuracy for the low and high volatility classes and overall
accuracy were calculated to measure and compare the
performance of individual and consolidated prediction models
developed.

Methods

Manage My Pain
Manage My Pain [5], developed by ManagingLife, helps people
living with pain to track their pain and functioning daily using
an Android or Apple smartphone app. The central feature of
Manage My Pain is the pain record that enables users to enter
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details about their pain experience. Each record contains only
one mandatory item, a rating of pain severity using a slider on
a visual analogue scale. Users have the option of completing
seven more items to describe their pain experience more
comprehensively. The app issues daily reminders and prompts
users to reflect on their daily accomplishments through a daily
reflection. Users can also add pain conditions, gender, age, and
medications to their profile in the app. As of March 1, 2019,
Manage My Pain had 31,700 users and 949,919 pain records.

Procedure
The present study was reviewed and approved by the Research
Ethics Board at York University (Human Participants Review
Committee, Certificate number: e2015-160). The user database
was accessed and downloaded in two separate files (using plain
text format): (1) deidentified user information; and (2) pain
records. The user information file contains the following fields:
user ID, age at date of app registration, gender, self-reported
pain conditions and self-reported medications. The pain record
file contains the following fields: user ID, date, pain severity
rating (0-10), body location(s) of pain, pain type, pain duration,
other associated symptoms, characteristics, relieving factors,
ineffective factors, aggravating factors, and environments of
pain occurrence. All fields in the text files are delimited using
special characters. The data used in this study were downloaded
on March 1, 2019. This study covers pain records entered by
users between January 1, 2013 and March 1, 2019.

Data
The primary dataset includes 949,919 pain records from 31,700
users. The outcome period for predicting pain volatility is the
sixth month of app usage. The sixth month was chosen because
pain lasting at least 6 months meets most generally accepted
definitions of chronic pain [9]. In the present study, as in our
previous work, we used the first month as the predictor period
and we thus collected features from the first month of
engagement with Manage My Pain to predict pain volatility
during the sixth month of Manage My Pain engagement. The
mathematical minimum for calculating pain volatility is 2 pain
severity records. However, to increase the reliability of
prediction results, users with at least 5 pain records in both the
predictor and outcome periods were required for prediction
experiments in this study. The number of users in the primary
dataset meeting this criterion was 879 and there were 391,255
pain records in the dataset. This is an increase of 97 users and
62,185 records over the number of users and pain records used
in our previous study. These 879 users had a mean of 370.09
pain records and a median of 213 pain records.

Pain Volatility Definition and Prediction
We first briefly summarized the methods used in our previous
work [4] to develop volatility prediction models. We defined
pain volatility as the mean of absolute changes between two
consecutive pain severity ratings within each of the two
observation periods. We also applied the k-means clustering
method [10] to divide users into two distinct classes (high
volatility and low volatility) using a threshold on the pain
volatility measure. We extracted 130 features from each user
to develop prediction models. Four machine learning methods

were employed to develop prediction models: (1) logistic
regression with ridge estimators [11]; (2) logistic regression
with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
[12]; (3) random forests [13]; and (4) support vector machines
(SVM) [14].

The stratified 5-fold cross-validation procedure was used for
training and testing. Initial experiments employing 10-fold
cross-validation produced similar prediction performance. Data
preprocessing was conducted in R (version 3.5.0) (R Core Team,
Vienna, Austria). R package glmnet (version 2.0-16) [15] was
used for training and testing logistic regression models. We
applied the standard Random Forests classification package in
WEKA (version 3.8) (University of Waikato, Hamilton, New
Zealand) [16], using 100 trees in the Random Forests
implementation. The number of features selected at random at

each tree-node was set to , where n is the total number of
features. For SVM implementation, we used the WEKA libsvm,
employing the Gaussian radial basis function kernel.

The following three measures were used to measure prediction
performance:

If we consider users in the low volatility class to be the control
group in our experiments, the accuracy of the low volatility
class and that of the high volatility class are Specificity and
Sensitivity, respectively.

In the present study, the same methods were employed for
defining and predicting pain volatility. We added 2 new features
to the previous list of 130 features: (1) the standard deviation
of the mean of the absolute values of changes between
consecutive pain severity ratings; and (2) the absolute value of
the difference in pain severity ratings between the end point
and the starting point of the trend line of the ratings from the
predictor and outcome periods. These two are added to
complement 2 existing features: (1) the mean of the absolute
values of changes between consecutive pain severity ratings;
and (2) the difference in pain severity ratings between the end
point and the starting point of the trend line of ratings from the
predictor and outcome periods.

Thus, we extracted 132 features from each of the 879 users for
developing prediction models. We divided these 132 features
into 8 broad categories to facilitate discussions on results from
feature selection experiments. The 8 categories are listed below:

1. Demographic (2 features)
• Gender
• Age

2. App usage (2 features)
• Number of pain records (1 features)
• Number of days with at least one pain record (1

features)

3. Pain statistics (8 features)
• Mean and standard deviation of pain severity ratings

(2 features)
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• Mean and standard deviation of absolute values of
changes between consecutive severity ratings (2
features)

• The difference and the absolute value of the difference
between the end point and the starting point of a trend
line fitted through the severity ratings (2 features)

• Pain severity level (1 feature)
• Pain volatility level (1 feature)

4. Pain descriptors (64 features)
• Pain locations (24 features)
• Associated symptoms (20 features)
• Characteristics (13 features)
• Environments (7 features)

5. Factors impacting pain (43 features)
• Aggravating (15 features)
• Alleviating (14 factors) and Ineffective (14 features)

6. Pain conditions (6 features)
7. Medications (5 features)
8. Mental health conditions (2 features)

Feature Selection

Summary
We applied three different methods to identify features important
in predicting pain volatility: the Gini Impurity criterion, the
Information Gain criterion, and Boruta.

Gini Impurity Criterion
The Gini impurity measure [13] is defined as the probability of
an incorrect prediction of a random instance in a dataset,
assuming it is randomly predicted according to the distribution
of the outcomes in the dataset. This criterion is used while
training a Random Forests prediction model [17] to help choose
the best feature for splitting a node of a tree. Once a feature has
been selected to split a node in a tree in the model, the Gini
impurity for the descendants is less than the parent node. The
importance is calculated as the difference between the parent
node’s impurity and the weighted sum of the children’s nodes’
impurity. This is averaged over the whole forest and a higher
mean value indicates higher importance.

Information Gain Criterion
For each feature, the information gain [18] measures how much
information is gained about the outcome when the value of the
feature is obtained. It is calculated as the difference between
the unconditional entropy associated with the outcome and the
conditional entropy of the outcome given the value of a feature.
A higher value of information gain indicates higher importance
in prediction.

Boruta
Boruta [19] is a wrapper feature selection algorithm built around
Random Forests. This method adds randomly permutated copies

of all features to the dataset and trains a Random Forests model
on this extended dataset. For each feature and its copy, an
importance score (mean decreased accuracy) is calculated by
the Random Forests training algorithm. A feature is identified
to be important by the Boruta algorithm if its importance score
is determined to be higher than the best importance score of the
permutated copies through a statistical significance test.
Similarly, a feature is labeled as not important if the importance
is lower than the best importance score of the permutated copies
by a statistically significant margin. This process is repeated
iteratively until all features have been assigned an important or
not important label.

In our prediction experiments, we had five different training
sets as we conducted 5-fold cross validation. For each of these
five training sets, we applied random under-sampling 5 times,
resulting in a total of 25 different training sets. We applied each
of the three described algorithms on all 25 sets and identified
the features that were common across these sets. We then
combined the three groups of important features determined by
the three algorithms to produce the final list of important
features.

Class Imbalance
After defining the low and high volatility classes using the
clustering approach, the number of low volatility users is much
higher than that of high volatility users (approximately 3 times),
as will be detailed in the Results section. In our previous study,
we addressed this class imbalance issue by repeated, random
under-sampling from the majority class to create a balanced
dataset for training prediction models. Under the under-sampling
method, instances are chosen at random from the majority class
to make the size of the two classes equal. We repeated the
under-sampling procedure 3 times to ensure stability of the
results.

In the present study, we repeated the under-sampling 5 times
and employed a majority voting approach to consolidate the
prediction results of these multiple subsamples. In this majority
voting method, we assigned a user to the high volatility class
when the output was predicted to be high volatility by at least
3 models trained on different subsamples.

Results

Prediction Results
We first employed the k-means clustering method on the pain
volatility measures to distinguish between low and high
volatility classes. Figure 1 shows the clustering output. Each of
879 users has two values in the figure: one from the predictor
and one from the outcome period. Low and high volatility
classes are indicated by black and red colors, respectively. The
numerical threshold distinguishing these two classes of users
is approximately 1.6, which is the same as our previous study.
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Figure 1. Clustering pain volatility measures. The total number of data points is 1758. Each user has two data points, one each from the predictor and
outcome periods. Data points with index (x-axis) 1 to 879 are volatility values from the predictor period and 880 to 1758 are from the outcome period.
Black and red colors indicate low and high volatility levels, respectively. The horizontal solid line shows the volatility threshold of 1.6 and the vertical
dotted line indicates the cut-off between the predictor and the outcome period.

We further validated this threshold by reapplying the clustering
algorithm on randomly chosen subsamples of the pain volatility
values.

Using the pain volatility threshold of 1.6 resulted in the
following division of users in the outcome period: 694 had low

volatility and 185 had high volatility. We addressed the class
imbalance issue by random under-sampling (repeating 5 times)
of the majority class (ie, the low volatility class). We then
developed prediction models using logistic regression with ridge
estimators and LASSO, random forests, and SVM. The
prediction results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.

Table 1. Prediction performance using all 132 features. Random under-sampling of the majority class (low volatility) was applied and repeated 5 times
to make class sizes equal in the training dataset.

SVMb, n (%)Random forests, n (%)Logistic regression (LASSOa),
n (%)

Logistic regression (ridge),
n (%)

Performance measure, subsamples

Accuracy (low volatility class; n=694)

437 (63.0)473 (68.2)513 (73.9)476 (68.6)Subsample 1

453 (65.3)482 (69.5)520 (74.9)476 (68.6)Subsample 2

465 (67.0)499 (71.9)514 (74.1)492 (70.9)Subsample 3

458 (66.0)491 (70.7)509 (73.3)499 (71.9)Subsample 4

469 (67.6)471 (67.9)512 (73.8)495 (71.3)Subsample 5

Accuracy (high volatility class; n=185)

120 (64.9)129 (69.7)119 (64.3)122 (65.9)Subsample 1

118 (65.3)126 (68.1)115 (62.2)112 (60.5)Subsample 2

117 (63.2)127 (68.6)115 (62.2)117 (63.2)Subsample 3

116 (62.7)128 (69.2)117 (63.2)121 (65.4)Subsample 4

115 (62.2)129 (69.7)121 (65.4)124 (67.0)Subsample 5

Overall accuracy (n=879)

557 (63.4)602 (68.5)632 (71.9)598 (68.0)Subsample 1

571 (65.0)608 (69.2)635 (72.2)588 (66.9)Subsample 2

582 (66.21)626 (71.2)629 (71.6)609 (69.3)Subsample 3

574 (65.3)619 (70.4)626 (71.2)620 (70.5)Subsample 4

584 (66.4)600 (68.3)633 (72.0)619 (70.4)Subsample 5

aLASSO: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator.
bSVM: support vector machines.
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Figure 2. Prediction performance using all 132 features (graphical representation of <xref ref-type="table" rid="31table1">Table 1</xref>). LASSO:
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; SVM: support vector machines.

The overall accuracy is approximately 70% for both random
forests and logistic regression models. Random forests
consistently achieved the same accuracy in predicting both low
and high volatility classes across all subsamples. However,
SVM did not perform well in predicting future pain volatility
levels. Therefore, SVM was not used for features selection
experiments in this study.

Feature Selection Results
We first used the Gini importance criterion to identify important
features in distinguishing high from low volatility users. Mean

decreased Gini was calculated for each training set. In 5-fold
cross validation experiments, we had 5 different training sets.
As we conducted under-sampling 5 times for each training set,
we eventually had 25 training sets for this study. For each of
these 25 training sets, we trained models using random forests
and all 132 features. We then calculated the Gini importance
score for each feature to create a ranking based on importance.
In Figure 3, we show this importance score for the top 20
features of all 25 training sets.

Figure 3. Ranking of importance of features according to Gini importance criterion for all 25 different training sets.
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The importance of features does not decrease significantly
beyond the top 11 features in all the training sets. In the list of
these top 11 features, we identified 8 that were common across
all training sets. They are: (1) the number of days with at least
one pain record; (2) the number of pain records; (3) the mean
pain severity rating; (4) the standard deviation of the pain
severity ratings; (5) the mean of the absolute changes between
consecutive pain ratings; (6) the standard deviation of the
absolute changes between consecutive pain ratings; (7) the
change between the start and end of the trend line fitted through
the severity ratings; and (8) the absolute value of the change
between the start and end of the trend line fitted through the
severity ratings.

The second criterion that we used to calculate the importance
of features was information gain. Figure 4 shows the top 20
features in all 25 training sets and the corresponding information
gain values.

The information gain drops significantly between the sixth and
the ninth feature across different training sets. The following
features are the common ones among the top features as ranked
by the information gain criterion: (1) the number of days with
at least one pain record; (2) the standard deviation of the pain
severity ratings; (3) the mean of the absolute changes between
consecutive pain ratings (pain volatility scores); (4) the standard
deviation of the absolute changes between consecutive pain
ratings; and (5) the pain volatility levels in the predictor period.

Lastly, we applied the Boruta method to identify important
features in each of the 25 training sets. The number of features
considered important by this method varied between 4 and 7
across training sets, with the following 4 common in all sets:

(1) the number of days with at least one pain record; (2) the
standard deviation of the pain severity ratings; (3) the mean of
the absolute changes between consecutive pain ratings; and (4)
the standard deviation of the absolute changes between
consecutive pain ratings.

Combining the features identified to be important by the three
methods leads to the following 9 features: (1) the number of
days with at least one pain record; (2) the number of pain
records; (3) the mean pain severity rating; (4) the standard
deviation of the pain severity ratings; (5) the mean of the
absolute changes between consecutive pain ratings (pain
volatility scores); (6) the standard deviation of the absolute
changes between consecutive pain ratings; (7) the change
between the start and end of the trend line fitted through the
severity ratings; (8) the absolute value of the change between
the start and end of the trend line fitted through the severity
ratings; and (9) the pain volatility levels in the predictor period.

The first 2 features are related to app usage and the other 7
features are from the pain statistics category. We used these 9
features to develop volatility prediction models using random
forests and logistic regression methods. We then applied
majority voting to consolidate the five models developed using
subsamples. The prediction results of the individual and
consolidated models are presented in Table 2. In Table 2,
random under-sampling of the majority class (low volatility)
was applied and repeated 5 times to make class sizes equal in
the training dataset. Although low volatility and overall accuracy
is higher for logistics regression models, random forests perform
better when predicting high volatility class across different
random subsamples.

Figure 4. Ranking of features based on the importance calculated using information gain for all 25 different training sets.
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Table 2. Prediction performance using the 9 selected important features.

Random forests, n (%)Logistic regression (LASSOa), n (%)Logistic regression (ridge), n (%)Performance measure

Accuracy (low volatility class; n=694)

461 (67.4)513 (73.9)510 (73.5)Subsample 1

475 (68.4)516 (74.4)518 (74.6)Subsample 2

474 (68.3)518 (74.6)511 (73.6)Subsample 3

454 (65.4)506 (72.9)511 (73.6)Subsample 4

455 (65.6)506 (72.9)504 (72.6)Subsample 5

476 (68.6)515 (74.2)510 (73.5)Consolidated

Accuracy (high volatility class; n=185)

119 (64.3)122 (65.9)114 (61.6)Subsample 1

129 (69.7)117 (63.2)116 (62.7)Subsample 2

121 (65.4)115 (62.2)114 (61.6)Subsample 3

124 (67.0)121 (65.4)118 (63.8)Subsample 4

123 (66.5)119 (64.3)120 (64.9)Subsample 5

125 (67.6)121 (65.4)115 (62.2)Consolidated

Overall accuracy (n=879)

587 (66.8)635 (72.2)624 (71.0)Subsample 1

604 (68.7)633 (72.0)634 (72.1)Subsample 2

595 (65.8)633 (72.0)625 (71.1)Subsample 3

578 (65.8)627 (71.3)629 (71.6)Subsample 4

578 (65.8)625 (71.1)624 (71.0)Subsample 5

601 (68.4)636 (72.4)625 (71.1)Consolidated

aLASSO: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator.

We applied majority voting to the models developed using all
132 features to compare to the consolidated performances of
the models developed using the 9 selected features. Figure 5
shows the comparative performance of the consolidated models
developed using 132 or 9 features.

Logistic regression–based models perform equally well when
developed using 132 or 9 features. This was expected because
both methods used regularization to reduce the magnitude of
some features’ coefficients. As such, the effect of a redundant
feature was significantly diminished even when all features
were included in the model.

Random forests performed better than logistic regression
methods in predicting the high volatility class. The consolidated
overall accuracy measure did not drop significantly (601/879;
68.4% vs 618/879; 70.3%) when only 9 important features were
included in the prediction model. The consolidated model’s
accuracy was very close to the best performing model
(Subsample 2) and was better than four other models (Subsample
1, Subsample 3, Subsample 4, and Subsample 5). Thus,
consolidating prediction output from models trained on multiple
random subsamples using majority voting performs well when
random forests are employed with all features as well as selected
important features.
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Figure 5. Comparison of consolidated prediction accuracy achieved by all 132 features versus the 9 selected important features. LASSO: least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator.

Figure 7. Standalone Equation 2.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we identified features with high predictive
capability that could play an important role in predicting pain
volatility in users of Manage My Pain, a digital health app for
recording pain experiences. Initially, 132 features were
extracted, and four methods were used to develop prediction
models (logistic regression with ridge estimators, logistic
regression with LASSO, random forests, and SVM). We used
Gini impurity and information gain criteria to rank features

based on their importance. We also employed the Boruta feature
selection method to identify a subset of important features. We
conducted 5-fold cross validations for training and testing, and
repeated random under-sampling 5 times to address the class
imbalance issue. Thus, there were 25 different training sets, and
for each feature selection method the common important features
across all these 25 sets were identified. Finally, we combined
the feature sets selected by the three methods to create a list of
9 important features. Two of these 9 features are from the app
usage category and the other 7 are from users’ self-reported
pain statistics.
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Majority voting was utilized to consolidate prediction models
trained on the multiple random subsamples to address class
imbalance in the dataset. This method worked effectively in
achieving the prediction performance closest to the best
performing trained model. After feature reduction, the prediction
accuracy achieved by two logistic regression methods did not
decrease. This shows that the regularization technique embedded
in these two methods effectively minimized the impact of
redundant features. The consolidated random forests–based
models using 9 selected features achieved approximately 68%
accuracy for both low and high volatility classes. This is close
to the 70% accuracy achieved when models were developed
using all 132 features. Logistic regression methods performed
better than random forests in predicting the low volatility class
while random forests achieved better accuracy for the high
volatility class.

Major Contributions and Future Work
This study continues two prior studies [3,4] where data mining
and machine learning methods were used to analyze mobile app
users’ pain data. We effectively reduced the set of 132 features
drawn from 8 different categories to 9 important features from
2 categories, extracted over the first month of app use, to predict
pain volatility at the sixth month. We achieved this without
significant reduction in prediction accuracy. Thus, the prediction
models developed can be more effectively interpreted and
applied as reducing the number of features from 130 to 9 with
little loss in accuracy aids interpretability. This is in part because
accuracy and facility of medical decision-making depends on
the quantity and complexity of information [20]. Health care
providers and patients have a limited capacity to absorb and
synthesize a predictor set that contains 130 features, making
interpretability a challenge. Moreover, increasing interpretability
by reducing the important features to a set of 9 may help health
care professionals and patients develop appropriate interventions
and pain management plans for the future.

Moreover, the approach of majority voting performed well in
consolidating models trained on multiple random subsamples
while also addressing the class imbalance issue. Notably,
random forests using the selected 9 important features performed

better in predicting the high volatility class than logistic
regression methods. Correctly predicting future high volatility
patients is desirable in many ways even with a minor reduction
in the accuracy of low volatility prediction. Accordingly,
identifying the important features through the 3 different
methods used in this study and then developing nonlinear
prediction models using random forests is preferable to
developing linear models using logistic regression methods.

In our previous study [4] we noted that mean pain intensity
among those affected by chronic pain tends not to change
significantly over time, given that the pain is, by definition,
chronic. As such, mean changes are not always informative,
whereas volatility, the degree of change in pain the person must
cope with daily, weekly, or hourly, can be helpful in adaptation
and management plans. In this current study, 6/9 of the features
that were deemed important were useful in measuring change
in pain during the predictor period. This variability in pain
during the predictor period strongly predicts future volatility at
six months. However, two other interesting features related to
app use were also significant predictors of pain volatility in our
experiments: the number of pain records and the number of days
when users created pain records. While the number of pain
records may be interpreted as the number of data points in the
predictor period, the significance of the number of days and the
correlation between these 2 features requires additional analysis.
In the future, we shall conduct additional analyses to investigate
the possible multicollinearity among the 9 important features
and shall also analyze the effects of interactions between features
on future pain volatility.

Limitations
It is usually recommended that datasets used in analytics
research are made publicly available for reproducibility and
independent verification. However, ManagingLife, the
developers of Manage My Pain, is a private organization that
serves as the custodian of the data collected by users of Manage
My Pain. To ensure it complies with privacy legislation and its
own internal privacy policy, ManagingLife cannot make its
users’ data public.
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Abstract

Background: Bone age assessment (BAA) is an important tool for diagnosis and in determining the time of treatment in a
number of pediatric clinical scenarios, as well as in legal settings where it is used to estimate the chronological age of an individual
where valid documents are lacking. Traditional methods for BAA suffer from drawbacks, such as exposing juveniles to radiation,
intra- and interrater variability, and the time spent on the assessment. The employment of automated methods such as deep learning
and the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can address these drawbacks and improve the assessment of age.

Objective: The aim of this paper is to propose an automated approach for age assessment of youth and young adults in the age
range when the length growth ceases and growth zones are closed (14-21 years of age) by employing deep learning using MRI
of the knee.

Methods: This study carried out MRI examinations of the knee of 402 volunteer subjects—221 males (55.0%) and 181 (45.0%)
females—aged 14-21 years. The method comprised two convolutional neural network (CNN) models: the first one selected the
most informative images of an MRI sequence, concerning age-assessment purposes; these were then used in the second module,
which was responsible for the age estimation. Different CNN architectures were tested, both training from scratch and employing
transfer learning.

Results: The CNN architecture that provided the best results was GoogLeNet pretrained on the ImageNet database. The proposed
method was able to assess the age of male subjects in the range of 14-20.5 years, with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.793
years, and of female subjects in the range of 14-19.5 years, with an MAE of 0.988 years. Regarding the classification of
minors—with the threshold of 18 years of age—an accuracy of 98.1% for male subjects and 95.0% for female subjects was
achieved.

Conclusions: The proposed method was able to assess the age of youth and young adults from 14 to 20.5 years of age for male
subjects and 14 to 19.5 years of age for female subjects in a fully automated manner, without the use of ionizing radiation,
addressing the drawbacks of traditional methods.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e16291)   doi:10.2196/16291
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age assessment; bone age; skeletal maturity; deep learning; convolutional neural networks; transfer learning; machine learning;
magnetic resonance imaging; medical imaging; knee
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Introduction

Background
Bone age and skeletal maturity are closely related concepts that
measure the stage of bone development of an individual [1,2].
When compared to the chronological age, they aid in the
diagnosis and in determining the time of treatment of many
pediatric disorders related to orthodontics, orthopedics, and
endocrinology. Further, they are also used in estimations about
the final height of an individual [3].

From a legal standpoint, bone age assessment (BAA) also plays
an important role in the estimation of chronological age. In this
sense, the estimation of the bone age is employed when
determining if an individual is a minor in the absence of valid
documents, which is the case for numerous unaccompanied
minors seeking asylum [2], as well as in adoption, imputability,
and pedopornography judicial and civil issues [4]. The
estimation of chronological age is also used in age-related sports
competitions to guarantee fair play [5,6]. In all of these cases,
BAA is an important tool that is used to make important legal
decisions that can enormously affect an individual's life.

The traditional methods for performing BAA are the
Greulich-Pyle (GP) atlas and the Tanner-Whitehouse (TW)
scoring system. The GP atlas [7] comprises hand and wrist
radiograph reference images of subjects from 0 to 19 years of
age for males and 0 to 18 years of age for females. The process
for determining bone age is done by comparing the nearest
matching reference image in the atlas to the image of the
individual being assessed [3]. The TW scoring system [8] first
analyzes the hand and wrist radiograph of a subject and
categorizes the skeletal maturity scores of the ossification
centers of the radius, ulna, and 13 short bones of the hand and
carpals into stages ranging from A to I. Then, all of the stages
are aggregated into a numerical score that is converted to the
bone age [2].

Drawbacks of the Traditional Age-Assessment Methods
The drawbacks of the GP and TW methods derive from the fact
that they are done manually by radiologists; thus, they can be
prone to inter- and intrarater variability, in addition to being
time-consuming tasks [9,10].

Also, there is an important ethical issue related to submitting
healthy subjects to ionizing radiation without therapeutic
purposes, which is especially important in the case of assessing
if an individual is a minor for legal purposes [10]. This scenario
suggests that new approaches for the assessment of age should
be explored by research in order to address these drawbacks.

The use of radiation-free medical imaging can be achieved by
the employment of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). An
additional advantage of MRI technology is that it supports the
manipulation of the image's contrast, granting the possibility of
highlighting different tissue types and allowing better
visualization of ossification centers [11,12]. Additionally, since
MRI images are volumetric, more information can be extracted
and analyzed when compared to 2D radiographs [13].

The issues related to rater variability and time spent in the
assessment are big motivators for the use of more automated
techniques like deep learning. Deep learning is a type of machine
learning technique, which refers to algorithms that are able to
learn a task from a set of training examples; in view of a new
set of data, this task can be reproduced with an acceptable
performance [14]. The use of machine learning for health
applications is not new and is broadly employed for disease
prediction and prognosis [14,15], genomics, proteomics, and
microarrays [16]; it has also been used to predict health care
utilization through Web search logs [17]. Contrary to many
machine learning techniques, deep learning methods perform
feature engineering: instead of having a domain expert specify
important data characteristics, it learns the informative
representations in the data and performs a task of classification
or regression [18,19]. When working with medical images, this
is especially advantageous since image features are difficult to
translate into descriptive means [20]. That is the reason why
the first applications of deep learning with health data were
aimed at analyzing medical images, specifically MRI images
of the brain for the prediction of Alzheimer disease and MRI
images of the knee to estimate the risk of osteoarthritis [21]. In
the specific area of BAA, most computerized approaches extract
features following established procedures (eg, TW or GP), which
can be limiting in terms of the information available in the image
[22]. When using deep learning, the algorithm finds the
important representations in the images without any constraint,
which could allow more features in the image to be considered
in the classification or regression task not previously known by
the current methods [22].

Goal of This Study
Taking into account the numerous settings in which the
estimation of chronological age is employed and their
importance and potential effect on individuals' lives, it is
important to address the drawbacks in the methods currently in
use. Thus, this paper proposes an automated approach for age
assessment of youth and young adults (14-21 years of age)
employing deep learning methods with MRI images of the knee.

The knee region aggregates four ossification centers—femur,
tibia, fibula, and patella—but it has not been explored very
much by the research in BAA, which is mostly focused on the
hand and wrist regions; this research makes use of radiograph
images, due to the impact the GP method, which is still
considered by many to be the gold standard for BAA [23]. The
choice of the knee region in this study was motivated by findings
in the research with MRI images that reported the presence of
cartilage signal intensity at the knee ossification centers in male
individuals from 17.8 to 30.0 years of age and female individuals
from 16.6 to 29.6 years of age, which could imply later fusion
of maturation centers [24]. Additionally, recent findings in the
research of BAA with MRI images of the knee also reported a
uniform spatial pattern of maturation of ossification centers in
the knee in both male and female individuals [12].
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Methods

Overview
The fully automated age-assessment method proposed in this
paper uses MRI images of the knee and the subjects'
chronological ages to train deep learning models for continuous
age estimation with convolutional neural networks (CNNs).

An overview of the method is shown in Figure 1. It comprises
two CNN models: the first one is responsible for selecting the
most informative images of an MRI sequence for age-assessment
purposes; these are then fed to the age-prediction CNN, which
outputs an estimated age. The remainder of this section further
details the process of training, deploying, and evaluating the
CNN models of the proposed method as well as the materials
used in the experiments.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed automated age-assessment method. CNN: convolutional neural network; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging.

Recruitment
This study prospectively acquired MRI images of the knee
region of 402 volunteer subjects—221 males (55.0%) and 181
(45.0%) females—aged 14.0-21.5 years (see Table 1) between
2017 and 2018. It is important to note that throughout the text
of this paper, the mention of an age group X refers to an age
span from X to X.5 (eg, the age group 14 refers to an age span
of 14 to 14.5 years). The criteria used for subject recruitment
in the study were as follows:

1. Inclusion criteria: subjects (1) were born in Sweden and
(2) have a birth certificate verified by national authorities.

2. Exclusion criteria: subjects (1) have a history of bilateral
fractures or trauma near the growth plate, (2) have a history
of chronic disease or long-term medication, (3) exhibit
noncompliance during MRI examinations, (4) have resided
outside Sweden for more than 6 consecutive months, and
(5) experienced a past pregnancy or were pregnant at the
time of recruitment: all female volunteer subjects were
tested.

Table 1. Age distribution of the volunteer subjectsa (N=402).

Total, n (%)Subject age groupb, years, n (%)Gender

2120191817161514

221 (100)33 (14.9)35 (15.8)25 (11.0)24 (10.9)25 (11.3)31 (14.0)26 (11.8)22 (10.0)Male (N=221)

181 (100)24 (13.3)25 (13.8)12 (6.6)20 (11.0)27 (14.9)30 (16.6)21 (11.6)22 (12.2)Female (N=181)

402 (100)57 (14.1)60 (14.9)37 (9.2)44 (10.9)52 (12.9)61 (15.2)47 (11.7)44 (10.9)Total (N=402)

aAll data were acquired within a maximum of 6 months after the subjects' birth dates.
bAge group X refers to an age span from X to X.5 (eg, the age group 14 refers to an age span of 14 to 14.5 years).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging Examinations
The MRI examinations were performed on 1.5 Tesla whole-body
MRI scanners with dedicated knee coils. The images were taken
from the nondominant side of the knee; however, in the case of
previous fracture or trauma near these regions, the dominant
side was imaged.

The examinations were performed in two sites, with the same
protocol, 256 x 256-pixel resolution, and 160 x 160 mm field
of view. The following machinery was used:

1. Site 1: MAGNETOM Avanto Fit (Siemens Healthcare
Gmbh) and Achieva (Philips Healthcare) whole-body
scanners.

2. Site 2: SIGNA (GE Healthcare) whole-body scanner.

Data Privacy and Study Ethics
All acquired data were anonymized and stratified by age and
gender. The study was approved by the local ethics committee
and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent was acquired from all
subjects and legal guardians, in the case of minors.

Image Selection
Each MRI examination produced 17-35 images per subject,
however, not all of them were equally informative in regard to
the assessment of the age of an individual. To simplify the age
estimation learning task, only the best images were considered
for the CNN: Age Prediction model. To make the method fully
automated without any need for human input, a CNN classifier
was trained to be able to select the most informative images in
an MRI sequence. An informative image in the context of the
proposed method corresponds to the part of the bone that
contains anatomical structures of interest, which include the
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growth plate, epiphysis, and metaphysis. This classifier
corresponds to the CNN: Image Selection block in Figure 1.

The CNN architecture used was GoogLeNet [25], a model that
has been shown to generalize well to a wide variety of image
classification tasks, medical and otherwise [26].

To be able to train this classifier, one image from each MRI
sequence that had growth zones clearly visible was annotated
as informative. Also, one image from each MRI sequence in
which the growth zones were occluded by other tissue types

was selected and labelled as noninformative. Examples of
informative and noninformative images are shown in Figure 2.

The output of the CNN model is the confidence levels of the
two classes—informative and noninformative—for the given
MRI image. The confidence level is a continuous value between
0 and 1, where 1 is the highest confidence level and the
confidence levels of the two classes sum up to 1. In later steps,
only images with a confidence level for the informative class
above a threshold C on the test set were used.

Figure 2. Examples of informative and noninformative images from the same subject.

Age Prediction
For predicting the age of an individual from the MRI images,
another CNN model was built. This model corresponds to the
CNN: Age Prediction block in Figure 1. Seven different CNN
architectures were considered; these were as follows:
GoogLeNet [25], ResNet-50 [27], Inception-v3 [28], Visual
Geometry Group (VGG) [29], AlexNet [30], DenseNet [31],
and U-Net [32].

The final classification layer of these networks was replaced
with a linear scalar output providing the age estimation. The
only exception from this was U-Net, which is a fully connected
model without classification layers in the end. Here, the linear
scalar output was added after the last convolutional layer instead.

The age-prediction model takes an MRI image with N channels
as input, then outputs the estimated chronological age of the
subject. To create an image with N channels, a subset of the
MRI volume, centered on an image classified as informative,
is extracted (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Example of how an N-channel image is created from one of the images in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) volume classified as
informative.

Input images of 1-9 channels were tested. The idea was that the
model might be able to use information from neighboring images

to improve results and make the model more robust to mistakes
in the image-selection process.
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Training the Models

Training and Evaluation
The Convolutional Architecture for Fast Feature Embedding
(Caffe) deep learning framework [33] was used to train the
models. Training and evaluation were done on Amazon Web
Services on an Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) P3.2xlarge with
a Tesla V100 Nvidia graphics processing unit.

Optimization
The Adam optimizer [34] was used to minimize the
cross-entropy loss when training the classifier and the Euclidean
loss when training the regressor. Cross-entropy loss for binary
classification is calculated as follows:

–1/N ΣN
i=1yi × log(p(yi)) + (1–yi) × log(1–p(yi)) (1)

with N being the number of training samples per batch, y being
a binary indicator (0 or 1) of the correctness of classification
for an observation o being of class c, and p being the predicted
probability of an observation o being of class c. Euclidean loss
is calculated as follows:

1/2N ΣN
i=1 │|xi

1=xi
2|│ 22 (2)

with N being the number of training samples per batch, x1 the

estimated age, and x2 the verified chronological age.

Cross-Validation
All experiments were performed using six-fold cross-validation,
including the test set. The dataset was split into six equal-sized
parts, with data stratified for age and gender. This data partition
followed the procedure that all of the images from a subject
were assigned to a single fold. Four parts were used for training,
one part was used for validation during training, and one part
was used to finally evaluate and measure the model’s

performance. This was done to be able to evaluate the models
on the full dataset.

Before performing a full cross-validation, a sparse grid search
was performed for each model to find good hyperparameters.
This was done using the validation set of the first
cross-validation split only. The hyperparameters tuned during
the grid search were as follows: learning rate, weight decay,
momentum, dropout ratio, and batch size.

Transfer Learning
Both training from scratch and transfer learning were tested.
Transfer learning is a technique that, instead of using randomly
initialized weights, takes the weights from a CNN that has
already been trained to perform well on a generic task as a
starting point. The model is then adapted by carefully updating
the weights using the task-specific training data. This makes it
possible to leverage larger datasets to avoid overfitting when
the task-specific dataset is small [35,36]. All pretrained models
used in this paper were trained on ImageNet [37]. During the
task-specific training, the weights of all layers were updated.

Data Augmentation
Data augmentation is a technique that aims to synthetically
increase the size of the training set from existing data without
additional labelling work, using geometric or photometric
transformations, noise injections, and color jittering operations.
It is used to prevent overfitting when training CNNs on small
datasets [38,39].

In the proposed method, data augmentation was performed on
all training samples to increase the dataset. The images were
randomly cropped, shifted, rotated at a maximum of five
degrees, and scaled up to 20%. Figure 4 shows examples of the
applied data augmentation operations.

Figure 4. Examples of data augmentation operations applied in the proposed method.

Estimation
When estimating the age on the test set for each subject, all
images with a confidence higher than threshold C of 0.95 for
the informative class were used. Each of these test images were
used to create a number of copies with different augmentations
applied to each copy. All augmented test images were fed
through the network to produce one result each. Finally, the
results from the augmented versions of the images were used
to estimate a final result. This technique has been shown to
improve the performance of the predictions and is widely used
within deep learning [25].

In this method, each image was augmented 15 times, using the
same augmentations as during training, generating 15 new
images. If none of the images for a subject had a confidence
higher than the threshold, the image with the highest confidence
was used instead. This was the case for two subjects only. The
highest confidence value for these subjects were 0.91 and 0.81.
If more than 10 images had a confidence level higher than the
threshold, only the 10 images with the highest confidence were
used in order to set a maximum limit on the processing time.

Age was estimated for all augmented images and, finally, the
median of all estimated ages for each subject was computed to
get the final prediction. For example, if a subject had eight
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images with high-enough confidence, 120 augmented images
were created and 120 ages were estimated, of which the median
was used as the final estimated age.

Results

Overview
Hyperparameters and settings were tuned to optimize the models'
performance. This was done through a sparse grid search on the
first cross-validation split, as specified previously. The
validation set was used for tuning in order to avoid tuning
specifically toward the test set and thereby overestimating the
models' performance on new data. The final results reported in
this section were evaluated on the full dataset from the
cross-validation test sets in terms of the mean absolute error
(MAE), calculated as follows:

MAE = 1/n Σn
i=1 |xi–x| (3)

with n being the number of samples, xi being the estimated age,
and x being the verified chronological age.

Conclusions From Experiments
Fine-tuning pretrained models showed significantly better results
compared to training the models from scratch. The two
architectures that showed best results were GoogLeNet and
ResNet-50. Training on men and women subjects separately
gave better results for both groups compared to single training
using all data.

The best results were achieved using a confidence threshold C
of 0.95 in the image selection data preprocessing stage for
choosing the most informative MRI images. The results did not
change much using different thresholds. MAE differed only by
0.004 years when using thresholds in the range of 0.5-0.99.

Results were very similar when using MRI images with one or
three channels, but with more channels than three the
performance dropped. This can be due to the increasing number
of parameters in the models when using more channels, which
might lead to overfitting. Using one channel gave a slightly
better result, which is why we used this in our final models.

The hyperparameters that gave the best results were as follows:

1. Learning rate: 1e-4
2. Weight decay: 1e-2
3. Momentum: 0.83
4. Dropout ratio: 0.7 for GoogLeNet and 0.6 for ResNet-50
5. Batch size: 66 for GoogLeNet and 30 for ResNet-50

The best results were achieved when resizing the images to
256×256 pixels for both GoogLeNet and ResNet-50. Both these
architectures use cropped images of size 224×224 pixels as
input.

Results for the Best Models
The results for the experiments with the best-performing models,
GoogLeNet and ResNet-50, in terms of the MAE and SD per
age group is shown in Figure 5 and detailed in Table 2 below.
The acquisition of the MRI images happened in a window within
6 months from the subjects' birthdays. The best overall results
for male subjects were achieved by the GoogLeNet model using
knee MRI images. When training the age-prediction model for
women, only the architecture performing best on men was
considered.

There is a clear trend on all of the experiments among male
subjects in which the MAE increases substantially from the age
of 21. The same phenomenon occurs for the model among
women subjects but from the age of 20. These results lead us
to believe that after the ages of 20.5 for men and 19.5 for
women, no information regarding older ages can be extracted
from the MRI image data, regarding the knee region. This is
also supported by Figure 6 and Table 3, which show that the
mean estimated age planes out around these ages for the
respective genders. The models underestimated the age more
and more the older the subjects got after these ages. In
conclusion, the presented method is not able to estimate ages
above 20.5 for men and above 19.5 for women. Therefore, these
ages were removed in the results below, which focus on the
applicable age ranges for the models: 14 to 20.5 years for men
and 14 to 19.5 years for women.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the best-performing models: GoogLeNet and ResNet-50. MAE: mean absolute error.

Table 2. Results from the experiments with the best-performing models: GoogLeNet and ResNet-50.

Subject age groupa in years, MAEb (SD)Gender, model

2120191817161514

1.37 (0.59)0.51 (0.49)0.55 (0.70)1.14 (1.19)0.98 (1.17)0.99 (1.07)0.73 (0.80)0.74 (0.50)Men, GoogLeNet

1.51 (0.57)0.66 (0.63)0.54 (0.72)1.18 (1.18)1.15 (1.38)0.95 (1.11)0.75 (0.92)0.58 (0.50)Men, ResNet-50

1.75 (0.62)1.25 (0.73)0.54 (0.55)0.61 (0.70)1.09 (1.34)1.57 (1.08)0.89 (1.05)0.75 (0.56)Women, GoogLeNet

aAge group X refers to an age span from X to X.5 (eg, the age group 14 refers to an age span of 14 to 14.5 years).
bMAE: mean absolute error.
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Figure 6. Mean age and mean estimated age per age group with the best-performing model, GoogLeNet, on male and female subjects.

Table 3. Mean age and mean estimated age per age group by the best-performing model, GoogLeNet, on male and female subjects.

Subject age groupa, yearsGender

2120191817161514

21.1820.2319.1818.1817.2116.1915.2414.23Men, mean age

19.8019.8019.3618.7517.0916.6215.5214.96Men, mean estimated age

21.2120.2519.2918.1917.2216.1915.2414.22Women, mean age

19.0019.0018.7918.4517.7217.5015.6714.93Women, mean estimated age

aAge group X refers to an age span from X to X.5 (eg, the age group 14 refers to an age span of 14 to 14.5 years).

Results for the Best Models in the Applicable Age
Ranges
Figure 7 shows the MAE in years for the best models in their
applicable ranges: 14-20.5 years for men and 14-19.5 years for

women. The best achieved result for the age prediction of youth
and young adult individuals in this study corresponds to an
MAE of 0.793 years for men and 0.988 years for women, using
the GoogleNet architecture.
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Figure 7. Mean absolute error (MAE) of the best-performing models in the applicable age ranges.

Results for the GoogLeNet Model in the Applicable
Age Ranges for Male and Female Subjects
Figures 8 and 9 show the MAE for the GoogLeNet model
applied to male and female subjects, respectively, in the

applicable age ranges. It is interesting to notice that the age
range with the highest error occurs earlier for females (age group
of 16) compared to men (age group of 18). This goes in line
with previous knee studies where findings showed that women
mature earlier than men [40].

Figure 8. Mean absolute error (MAE) for the GoogLeNet model for male subjects in the applicable age ranges.
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Figure 9. Mean absolute error (MAE) for the GoogLeNet model for female subjects in the applicable age ranges.

Classification Performance of Minors Versus Adults
Experiments were also performed for classification of subjects
as being adults or minors, considering the age of 18 years old
as the adulthood threshold. This classification is especially
important in cases regarding the age assessment of minors from
a legal standpoint.

No new training of models was performed. Instead, the
classification of adults and minors was performed by applying
a threshold to the estimated age from the best-performing models
trained in the age-assessment experiments.

Three different strategies for setting the threshold were
evaluated:

1. Setting the threshold to increase the accuracy for minors
and sacrificing accuracy for adults.

2. Setting the threshold to get as equal accuracy as possible
for adults and minors.

3. Using the threshold of 18 years of age without any
modification.

The results for male subjects are shown in Figure 10 and Table
4. The same procedures and reasoning were also applied to the
women's case and the results are shown in Figure 11 and Table
5.
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Figure 10. Accuracies for minor versus adult classification of male subjects, using threshold to increase accuracy for minors.

Table 4. Accuracies for minor versus adult classification of male subjects.

Accuracy for adults, %Accuracy for minors, %Threshold in yearsStrategy for setting the threshold

88.098.118.73Using the threshold to get lower errors for minors

93.293.318.38Using the threshold to get as equal accuracy for adults and minors as possible

95.790.418.00Using estimated age without modifying the threshold

Figure 11. Accuracies for minor versus adult classification of female subjects, using threshold to increase accuracy for minors.

Table 5. Accuracies for minor versus adult classification of female subjects.

Accuracy for adults, %Accuracy for minors, %Threshold in yearsStrategy for setting the threshold

45.795.019.11Using threshold to get lower errors for minors

85.285.018.20Using threshold to get as equal accuracy for adults and minors as possible

88.977.018.00Using estimated age without modifying the threshold
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper proposed a fully automated method, free from
ionizing radiation, for age assessment based on MRI images of
the knee using CNNs. The method was able to assess the age
of male subjects in the range of 14-20.5 years of age, with an
MAE of 0.793 years, and of female subjects in the range of
14-19.5 years of age, with an MAE of 0.988 years.

The method developed in this paper addresses and proposes
solutions to the drawbacks in age-assessment research, which
currently deals with the following:

1. Ethical issues of submitting healthy individuals to ionizing
radiation for nontherapeutic purposes [10], since most of
the established methods (ie, GP and TW) and recently
published methods make use, mostly, of radiographs as the
analysis input [23]. This paper showed that it is possible to
achieve a good estimation of age by employing MRI images
instead.

2. Lowering the risk of intra- and interrater variability, which
can be very high when general radiologists are employed
in the assessment of age instead of high-expertise pediatric
radiologists [41,42]. Also, there is limited evidence that
contrasts with the findings of manual raters and automatic
systems regarding chronological age assessment, since most
of the published material is directed to predict bone age
[23]. However, a novel study reports a higher rate of false
positives in classifying adults—with a threshold of 18
years—from hand images for manual raters compared to a
deep learning system [43].

3. Time spent on assessment [9] addressed by the automation
of the proposed method, which is able to perform
evaluations in real time.

It is also important to mention that the proposed method in this
paper provides the estimation of chronological age based on
MRI images of the knee, contrary to most previous research,
which aimed at estimating bone age and evaluating the methods
using bone age and not chronological age. While the concept
of bone age is certainly useful and important in many clinical
settings, it was not conceived as a method to determine the
chronological age of an individual. It was used to examine the
developmental status of children and adolescents in comparison
to their known chronological age, which can be advanced or
delayed due to a multitude of factors that include chronic
illnesses, hormonal disorders, etc [7,10]. The widespread use
of BAA as an estimation of chronological age sometimes
confuses these concepts and they are erroneously used
interchangeably, as in many studies to justify the execution of
BAA to judicial and civil issues. Also, it can be argued that the
bone age attributed to an individual may be subjective and there
is no objective way to obtain a confirmation of the exact number.
In a clinical setting this may not be a problem since doctors can
work with secure thresholds, but if the estimation is done for
legal purposes it can become problematic, since decisions based
on this estimation, especially regarding the ages of adulthood,
can greatly affect the life of the individual in question.

Regarding our experiments, it is shown that for the male
subjects, after the age of 20.5 the model could not identify any
more information in the MRI images to discriminate the age of
individuals. The same phenomenon occurred at the age of 19.5
for female subjects, which could indicate that the
transformations that occur in the knee area related to the
maturation process occur earlier in women than in men. This
is in line with prior research on the knee region [12,24,44].

We also had satisfactory results for the problem regarding the
classification of minors versus adults, considering the threshold
of 18 years of age, which can be especially important in civil
and judicial scenarios. Misclassification of minors as adults can
often be viewed as much more problematic than the inverse,
since the imputability for the application of laws, as well as
guaranteed rights, may be different for these groups of
individuals and usually harsher for adults. Our method can
reduce that problem by distributing the errors depending on the
application, using a modifiable threshold applied to the estimated
age. Our method achieved an accuracy of 98.1% for male
subjects and 95.0% for female subjects when it came to correctly
classifying minors from the MRI images, when using a threshold
that increased the accuracy for minors and sacrificed accuracy
for adults.

From an operational point of view, the CNN technology
employed with transfer learning can be seen as an enabler in
performing research with medical images. The high cost for
medical imaging can result in smaller datasets for many studies,
but this caveat can be partially addressed when using the transfer
learning technology on pretrained CNNs that have learned
features from generic images. In this study, even if the features
changed during training they were not changed much in our
case. Generic features seem to work in a satisfactory way for
MRI images; it is just detecting edges, corners, and blobs, which
are relevant in MRI images as well as in generic images.
Therefore, there is a possibility of applying automated methods
even for smaller datasets. The study by Spampinato et al
reported similar conclusions, but for radiographs of the hand
[36].

Comparison With Prior Work
We propose a fully automated and radiation-free method for
chronological age assessment based on MRI images of the knee
region, employing deep learning techniques. We could not find
prior published work with the same attributes in the literature,
as not much work has been done in estimating chronological
age per se.

A recent study by Stern et al [43] employed MRI volumes of
the hand with CNNs in order to predict chronological age of
male subjects from 13 up to 19 years of age. They reported an
MAE of 0.82 years for subjects under 18 years of age. They
also reported results on majority age classification for male
subjects between the ages of 13 and 25 years. An error of 5%
for minors gave an error of 27.5% for adults, and an error of
1% for minors gave an error of 67.2% for adults. This can be
compared to our results where an error of 1.9% for minors gave
an error of 12% for adults on male subjects between the ages
of 14 and 22 years. In an earlier study by Stern et al [45], they
proposed a multi-factorial age estimation method using MRI
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volumes of the hand, clavicle, and teeth with CNNs. With this
approach, they managed to predict chronological age of male
subjects from 13 up to 25 years of age with an MAE of 1.01
years. They also reported results on majority age classification,
where an error of 0.5% for minors gave an error of 25.0% for
adults, and an error of 3% for minors gave an error of 18.1%
for adults. This can be compared to our results, where an error
of 1.9% for minors gave an error of 12% for adults on male
subjects between 14 and 22 years of age. The results on majority
age classification in these two papers by Stern et al [43,45] are
the best published results so far, using one or multiple body
parts. However, our results are significantly better even
compared to their method using MRI data from three different
body parts.

The study by Tang et al [46] proposed an artificial neural
network model for estimating the chronological age of subjects
(12-17 years old) using MRI images of the hand and wrist and
other skeletal maturity factors of 79 subjects. In this study, the
authors chose as the performance metric the comparison between
the mean chronological age for all subjects and the mean
estimated age for all subjects (ie, mean disparity), not calculating
the error per subject, which could be misleading. The mean
disparity measures whether there is a constant offset in the
estimations, not the performance of the model on a per-subject
level, like MAE does. A model can, therefore, have large errors
in age estimation for all subjects and high MAE but can still
have a small mean disparity; the MAE was not reported in this
paper. Additionally, the reported results were on the validation
set, probably due to the small sample size. In this fashion, the
authors reported a mean disparity of 0.1 years between the
estimated skeletal age and the chronological age.

Prior published methods for BAA that employed automated
methods still focused mostly on the hand and wrist regions for
the age assessment and made heavy use of radiographs as the
input for their systems, as reported by a recent systematic
literature review (SLR) and meta-analysis on BAA systems
[23].

In this SLR, only two studies were reported to have made
assessments based on the knee. The study by O’Connor et al
[44] proposed a scoring system based on the assessment of knee
radiographs as to the stage of epiphyseal fusion of the femur,
tibia, and fibula on subjects from 9 to 19 years of age, employing
regression model-building techniques. This study reported
residuals of more than 2 bone-age years for both male and
female individuals. The study by Fan et al [24] aimed to
compare the age assessment based on the knee region from
radiographs and MRI images on subjects from 11 to 25 years
of age. They built regression models for bone age based on the
scoring system by Krämer et al [47] for both image modalities,

yielding better results for the MRI images, achieving R2 values
(eg, the variance in the dependent variable that is predicted from
the independent variables in regression models) of 0.634 and
0.654 for female and male subjects, respectively.

On the choice of medical imaging, the referred SLR reported
only three studies that built systems for BAA based on MRI
images; one of these was the study by Tang et al [46], mentioned
previously. The study by Urchsler et al [13] designed a system

with the deep learning technology to automatically locate the
ossification centers on MRI images of the hand and wrist to
assess the bone age of individuals, 13-20 years of age, with
random forests. This study obtained an MAE of 0.850 bone-age
years. The study by Hillewig et al [48] obtained MRI images
from the clavicle and radiograph images from the hand and
wrist of 220 subjects, 16-26 years of age, and evaluated these
regions according to the Schmeling et al [49] and Kreitner et al
[50] scoring systems for the clavicle and the hand and wrist,
respectively. The study concluded that the assessment of the
clavicle alone was not sufficient to discriminate individuals as
younger or older than 18 years of age, thus requiring the
information from the hand and wrist for the assessment.

Another noninvasive and radiation-free medical imaging method
for the estimation of age that is reported in the literature is the
assessment of retinal images, which is an approach that provides
diagnostic evidence about important diseases, such as
cardiovascular disease and diabetes. Retinal images were
assessed with deep learning in the study by Poplin et al [51] in
predicting a variety of cardiovascular risk factors, including
age, which achieved an MAE of 3.26 years. Retinal images
were also assessed by Ting et al [52] in estimating the
prevalence and systematic risk factors for diabetic retinopathy,
which included young age.

In regard to approaches that make use of deep learning methods
in the field of BAA, the biggest initiative posed in recent years
was done so by the Radiological Society of North America
(RSNA) for the prediction of bone age: the RSNA 2018
Pediatric Bone Age Challenge [53]. This challenge aimed to
encourage participants to develop algorithms that could
most-accurately determine the bone age of subjects from 0 to
19 years of age, providing a database of around 12,000
radiograph images of the hand and wrist, labeled as to their
bone age [53]. The participants proposed CNN models, like the
ones by Iglovikov et al [54], Zhao et al [55], and Ren et al [22],
which achieved MAEs of 7.52, 7.66, and 5.2 months. However
good the obtained results were, they were not comparable to
our results, since our aim was to predict the chronological age
of a subject, and the RSNA project’s goal was to predict the
bone age. It is also important to note that although these studies
made use of large-enough sample sizes, the data were not
uniformly distributed, as only 0.1% of the dataset was composed
of individuals of 18 and 19 years of age. Additionally, Dallora
et al [23] provided a meta-analysis on the performances based
on seven studies, which contained all three deep learning studies
mentioned previously, where the age ranges were mostly within
0-19 years of age and the performance metrics were given in
MAE (bone-age months). The weighted average by the dataset
size resulted in 9.96 MAE (bone-age months), which is higher
than the results presented in this paper.

Limitations
Regarding the limitations of this study, it could be argued that
the sample size would not be big enough to be generalizable;
therefore, we employed methods to ensure that the models did
not overfit by using test sets separated from the training and
validation sets. The results showed that the model was able to
generalize to new data in the test sets. Additionally, further
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work will be directed to the collection of more data, which may
improve the precision and MAE of our models.

Also, we aimed at having a uniform number of subjects for each
age group, which was achieved by the data acquisition process;
an exception was for the 19-year-old female subjects, who
accounted for only 12 subjects, which could be seen as a caveat
to the female model.

Additionally, the acquisition of ages for the first half year from
each age group may interfere with the estimation accuracy of
the minor versus adult classification. The largest impact occurs
for the ages closest to 18 years. The missing data for those
17.5-17.99 years of age is important and we plan to collect new
data to complement those ages in future work. Concerning the

MAE numbers, these missing ages do not have as much impact
as for the accuracy numbers.

Finally, the method was built upon data from healthy youth and
young adult subjects and the effect of disorders that can affect
growth was not explored.

Conclusions
This paper proposed a model for the estimation of chronological
age in youth and young adults using MRI images of the knee.
Our method demonstrated good results and addressed the biggest
drawbacks in the traditional age-estimation procedures that are
still currently in use. Our results on majority age classification
were significantly better than the best results previously
published.
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Abstract

Background: Heart failure (HF) is a condition that affects approximately 6.2 million people in the United States and has a
5-year mortality rate of approximately 42%. With the prevalence expected to exceed 8 million cases by 2030, projections estimate
that total annual HF costs will increase to nearly US $70 billion. Recently, the advent of remote monitoring technology has
significantly broadened the scope of the physician’s reach in chronic disease management.

Objective: The goal of our program, named the Heart Health Program, was to examine the feasibility of using digital health
monitoring in real-world home settings, ascertain patient adoption, and evaluate impact on 30-day readmission rate.

Methods: A digital medicine software platform developed at Mount Sinai Health System, called RxUniverse, was used to
prescribe a digital care pathway including the HealthPROMISE digital therapeutic and iHealth mobile apps to patients’ personal
smartphones. Vital sign data, including blood pressure (BP) and weight, were collected through an ambulatory remote monitoring
system that comprised a mobile app and complementary consumer-grade Bluetooth-connected smart devices (BP cuff and digital
scale) that send data to the provider care teams. Care teams were alerted via a Web-based dashboard of abnormal patient BP and
weight change readings, and further action was taken at the clinicians’ discretion. We used statistical analyses to determine risk
factors associated with 30-day all-cause readmission.

Results: Overall, the Heart Health Program included 58 patients admitted to the Mount Sinai Hospital for HF. The 30-day
hospital readmission rate was 10% (6/58), compared with the national readmission rates of approximately 25% and the Mount
Sinai Hospital’s average of approximately 23%. Single marital status (P=.06) and history of percutaneous coronary intervention
(P=.08) were associated with readmission. Readmitted patients were also less likely to have been previously prescribed
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin II receptor blockers (P=.02). Notably, readmitted patients utilized the
BP and weight monitors less than nonreadmitted patients, and patients aged younger than 70 years used the monitors more
frequently on average than those aged over 70 years, though these trends did not reach statistical significance. The percentage of
the 58 patients using the monitors at least once dropped from 83% (42/58) in the first week after discharge to 46% (23/58) in the
fourth week.

Conclusions: Given the increasing burden of HF, there is a need for an effective and sustainable remote monitoring system for
HF patients following hospital discharge. We identified clinical and social factors as well as remote monitoring usage trends that
identify targetable patient populations that could benefit most from integration of daily remote monitoring. In addition, we
demonstrated that interventions driven by real-time vital sign data may greatly aid in reducing hospital readmissions and costs
while improving patient outcomes.

(JMIR Med Inform 2019;7(4):e13353)   doi:10.2196/13353
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Introduction

Background
Heart failure (HF) currently affects about 6.2 million people in
the United States and has an approximate 5-year mortality rate
of 42% [1,2]. With the incidence rate projected to rise by 46%
to exceed 8 million cases by 2030, HF is an increasing public
health concern [2]. Furthermore, although admission rates for
HF have declined over the past two decades [3], readmission
rates have not [1,4]; Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) data suggest that about 25% of HF patients are
readmitted within 30 days after initial hospitalization, and 35%
of these readmissions are because of HF [5]. About half of
discharged HF patients are readmitted within 6 months post
discharge. In 2012, the HF cost burden was estimated to be US
$30 billion, and projections show that by 2030, total HF costs
will increase 125% from 2012 to nearly US $70 billion, which
averages to US $244 for each US adult [2].

Numerous studies have been aimed at understanding the greatest
risk factors for HF readmission, and results are widely varied
[6-13]. The American Heart Association reports that old age,
African-American race, hypertension, diabetes mellitus (DM),
and low socioeconomic status were associated with higher
incidence of HF [1,2]. Other reported factors include nonclinical
factors such as single marital status and Medicare/Medicaid
status, and clinical factors such as renal failure, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and history of drug use
[8,9,11,14-22]. Many studies have sought to build models that
use these factors to predict readmission for HF patients
[14,16,17,22-26]. However, these prediction schemes have
struggled to universally reduce readmission rates for HF patients
because of lack of evidence and inconsistencies in determining
relevant factors [1,22,26].

Owing to the advent of remote monitoring technology, recent
attempts to reduce readmission rates have begun to integrate
modes by which physicians directly track their patients’ health
statuses [27,28]. In addition to promoting a steadier
communication between physician and patient, such protocols
actively encourage patient participation in their own health,
which has been shown to facilitate informed decision making
and increase health literacy [29-31]. Studies utilizing remote
monitoring for HF patients have shown varying but promising
results; however, many of the reported solutions were done in
research settings and required significant staff resources and
costs associated with integration of telemonitoring [28,29,32,33].

Objectives
In our quality improvement (QI) initiative, named the Heart
Health Program, we developed a time-efficient and relatively
cost-effective remote monitoring mobile device platform,
prescribed from electronic health record (EHR)–connected

platform, which helped to reduce hospital readmissions among
HF patients. In addition to assessing readmission rates, we aimed
to identify and analyze monitor usage and adherence trends in
real-world home settings to inform future interventions to be
conducted on larger scales.

Methods

Participants
The program included 60 patients who were admitted to the
Mount Sinai Hospital for a diagnosis of acute HF. Under an
approved QI protocol, eligible patients were approached around
2 days before discharge, and interested patients were enrolled
in the Heart Health Program, a digital health monitoring
initiative.

Intervention Protocol
Our digital care pathway “solution toolkit” consisted of apps
(HealthPROMISE digital therapeutic and iHealth mobile apps)
that were prescribed using RxUniverse Digital Medicine
platform (Rx.Health, Inc). RxUniverse is an EHR-integrated
platform that allows digital prescription of automated care
pathways including apps, digital therapeutics, education, and
reminders directly to patients. This platform has been previously
shown to have high usability and patient activation rate [34].
Patients were provided with HF education content, SMS or text
reminders, and the ability to track their patient-reported
outcomes (PROs) via preselected symptom checkboxes on
HealthPROMISE digital therapeutic. In addition, each patient
was provided with a complementary, consumer-grade
Bluetooth-connected weight scale and blood pressure (BP)
monitor that connected to the iHealth app installed on their own
smartphone. Patients were instructed to measure their weight
and BP each day. The total cost of equipment for each patient
was US $110, paid for by the institution (Figure 1).

Electronic PRO and Bluetooth scale and BP monitor data were
sent to a Web-based dashboard (Figure 2), which was monitored
daily by a patient health coordinator (coauthor, EO) who worked
with the clinical team to assess symptoms and respond as
needed. The clinical team comprised the nurse manager for the
patient floor and a cardiologist. Any critical red-flag values, for
example, a greater than 2-pound weight gain within 24 hours
or greater than 5-pound weight gain within a week automatically
alerted the physician and prompted the patient to seek medical
attention. The alerted physician could then elect to have the
patient contacted to set up an appointment with the cardiologist.
Physicians were also able to contact patients based on individual
judgment of changes in BP or weight. This pipeline is illustrated
in Figure 3. This program was exempted by the institutional
review board and classified as a QI study by the Department of
Medicine’s QI Board.
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Figure 1. Digital care pathway “solution toolkit” for heart failure patients’ remote monitoring.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the electronic patient-reported outcomes data dashboard.
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Figure 3. Intervention protocol pipeline and roles. EHR: electronic heath record.

Dependent Variables
The primary outcome measured was 30-day all-cause
readmission. In addition, usage of the monitors was defined as
the number of times patients would use the weight and BP
monitors per week following discharge. Usage for each monitor
was calculated separately.

Covariates
All patient data were pulled from EHRs, HealthPROMISE
digital therapeutic, and Bluetooth-connected devices.
Demographic variables included age, sex, race, and marital
status. Clinical and social factors included insurance status;
previous percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI); drug abuse;
prescription of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor (ACEI)
or angiotensin II receptor blocker (ARB); prior HF; prior
hospitalization within the last 12 or 6 months; and diagnoses
of systolic HF, atrial fibrillation, COPD, depression, anxiety,
cancer, coronary artery disease, HIV, DM, and anemia. Factors
were selected based on a comprehensive literature search of
factors correlated with HF readmission.

Analysis
Readmission rates were compared with the reported Mount
Sinai Hospital’s standard HF all-cause 30-day readmission rate
as well as the national readmission rate. Patient characteristics

were compared between the readmission and nonreadmission
group using t tests and Fischer exact tests as appropriate. Finally,
BP and weight monitor usage trends were qualitatively and
quantitatively analyzed based on weekly usage percentage. All
statistical tests are reported with the absolute P values.

Results

Patient Characteristics
A total of 60 patients were enrolled in the Heart Health
demonstration program. Two patients dropped out because of
personal reasons. Of the remaining 58 patients in the program,
33% (n=19) were female and 67% (n=39) were male, with a
median age of 62 years (Table 1). Of the 58 patients, 57 were
on Medicare or Medicaid. A majority of patients had been
hospitalized in the prior 12 months before discharge (60%,
n=36) and were single (55%, n=32).

Readmission Statistics
Overall, there were 6 hospital readmissions (10%, 6/58) after
30 days, compared with the national 30-day readmission rate
of 25%, which denotes a significant decrease (P=.06), and
Mount Sinai Hospital’s readmission rate of 23%. As shown in
Table 1, readmission was associated with single status (P=.06),
a previous PCI (P=.08), and no prescription of ACEI or ARB
(P=.02).
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Table 1. Patient characteristics for 30-day readmitted and nonreadmitted patients.

P valueNot readmitted (n=52)Readmitted (n=6)Characteristics

.3758.7 (14.1)63 (9.1)Age (years), mean (SD)

.38Sex, n (%)

36 (69)3 (50)Male 

16 (31)3 (50)Female 

.46Race, n (%)

 11 (21)3 (50)African-American 

 17 (33)1 (17)White 

 23 (44)2 (33)Other 

 1 (2)0 (0)Unknown 

.06Marital status, n (%)

 27 (52)5 (83)Single 

 24 (46)0 (0)Not single 

 1 (2)1 (17)Unknown 

>.9937 (71)5 (83)Systolic HFa, n (%)

.434 (8)1 (17)Depression, n (%)

.282 (4)1 (17)Anxiety, n (%)

.278 (15)2 (33)Cancer, n (%)

.4117 (33)3 (50)Coronary artery disease, n (%)

>.991 (2)0 (0)History of drug abuse, n (%)

.100 (0)1 (17)HIV, n (%)

.6517 (33)1 (17)Atrial fibrillation, n (%)

>.994 (8)0 (0)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, n (%)

.6618 (35)3 (50)Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

.1716 (31)4 (67)Anemia, n (%)

.088 (15)3 (50)Percutaneous coronary intervention, n (%)

.3921 (40)4 (67)Prior HF, n (%)

.3931 (60)5 (83)Prior 12 months hospitalization, n (%)

.3414 (27)3 (50)Prior 6 months hospitalization, n (%)

.0248 (92)3 (50)Taking angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor/angiotensin II receptor blocker, n (%)

>.9951 (98)6 (100)Medicare/aid, n (%)

aHF: heart failure.

Device Usage
The percentage of the total 58 patients using the monitors at
least once dropped steadily from 83% (n=48) in the first week
after discharge to 46% (n=27) in the fourth week (Figure 4; ie,
in the fourth week following discharge, 46% of the original 58
patients, or 27 patients, were still using the BP monitor at least
once). The percentage of patients using the monitors at least
five times per week dropped from around 50% (n=29) to 30%
(n=17) by the fourth week. Patients, on average, used the BP

monitor more often than the weight scale. Device usage was
not correlated with any patient characteristic or demographic
factor.

Readmitted patients utilized the BP and weight monitors less
frequently than nonreadmitted patients, and patients aged less
than 70 years used the monitors more frequently on average
than those aged more than 70 years. Furthermore, patients were
more likely to use the monitors on weekdays compared with
weekends. These trends, however, did not reach statistical
significance.
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Figure 4. Absolute percentage of the total 58 patients with at least 1 or at least 5 blood pressure (BP) and weight checks each week following discharge.

Discussion

Overview
Readmission rates for HF patients have not decreased in the
last few decades, and in fact, have risen, likely because of the
decreased mortality and subsequent increased prevalence of HF
patients [1]. Thus, strategies aimed at reducing readmissions
are essential. The goal of this QI initiative was to assess
feasibility (in part measured by readmission reduction and
adherence rates) of using affordable digital health monitoring
in real-world home settings, ascertain patient adoption trends,
and evaluate impact on 30-day readmission rate as the primary
outcome. We demonstrated that remote monitoring of BP and
weight data via an app-based platform can be affordable, be
adopted by patients irrespective of age, and reduce 30-day
readmissions in real-world setting. We further identified usage
trends that will be informative for future population health-wide
implementations.

Readmission Statistics
Our program’s readmission rate of 10% represented a significant
decrease in 30-day readmission rate compared with both the
Mount Sinai Hospital’s rate (23%) as well as the national rate
(25%). Readmitted patients utilized the BP and weight monitors
less frequently than nonreadmitted patients, and device usage
was not correlated with any patient characteristic or
demographic factor. These results support the published
literature on the potential role of technology-aided remote care
in HF patient management [27,30-32]. However, many of the
published solutions were conducted in research settings and
required invasive monitor placement, significant staff resources,
or expensive equipment, which may not be necessary for all HF
patients [31,32,34,35].

We were able to integrate an intervention protocol that reduced
barriers to adherence on both the physician side and patient side
by developing mobile apps that automated many parts of the
workflow: PROs and monitor data were sent directly to a

dashboard via mobile apps, and the patient health coordinator
would only need to notify the physician of suspicious readings
or symptoms. In addition, the RxUniverse platform would
automatically notify patients to enter their symptoms on the app
and measure their weight and BP. Thus, we were able to remove
the need for telemonitoring, frequent check-ins for every patient,
and the hassle that many patients may face in recording daily
symptom and weight readings manually.

Besides physician monitoring of patient health status,
interventions such as ours may also play a greater role in
facilitating patient engagement with their own health [36]. For
example, in receiving a weight scale, patients can be educated
that quick increases in weight may reflect fluid retention because
of high salt intake, which can exacerbate the HF symptoms. In
this way, patients may be educated on their own condition,
which has been shown to decrease mortality, morbidity, and
costs associated with the disease [36-38].

Device Usage
Decreased patient adherence to discharge protocols is one of
the most prominent obstacles in HF patient management [39,40].
In our program, the vast majority of patients used the monitors
in the week following discharge, and about half of the patients
continued to measure their weight and BP at least once in the
fourth week following discharge. The first week after discharge
is the most vulnerable period for patients, and high engagement
during that time was one of the important factors in reducing
readmission rate. This drop in adherence from the first week
onward may be attributable to numerous context-dependent
factors, such as low motivation once patients know they are out
of the “danger zone,” lack of long-term nursing or social support
and/or living alone, and low technological proficiency [41].
Although some of these factors were beyond the scope of our
program, these data provide insight into how intervention timing
may be improved. As adherence falls after the first week,
perhaps a front-loaded approach to increase patient engagement
(via automated SMS text messages, direct interactive voice
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response calls, telemedicine and incentives when needed, etc)
rather than an evenly spaced approach would increase and have
a more long-lasting effect.

It is important to note that the number of patients taking BP and
weight readings at least five times per week did not fall as
drastically as the number of patients taking readings at least
once per week. Furthermore, the majority of patients using the
monitor at least five times in week 1 after discharge were the
same as those in week 4. In other words, frequent monitor users
are more likely to stay frequent users in the long run. Thus,
patients that exhibit drastic decreases in monitor usage after the
first week may represent a more specific targetable population.

In the past decade, remote monitoring, namely telemonitoring,
has become a large field of interest in chronic disease
management, and studies such as the Weight and Activity with
Blood Pressure Monitoring System have described detailed
protocols for such modalities [34]. In addition, studies that have
implemented these monitoring solutions have showed great
promise in reducing mortality and readmission [27]. However,
many of the proposed workflows, in addition to the
telemonitoring, require personnel-heavy intervention strategies,
such as frequent phone calls and videoconferencing [27,29].

Many mobile apps have also been developed to help patients
better manage HF, such as PatientConnect and HeartMapp [42].
Our app toolkit is similar to these apps in that it provides
educational materials, care plans, reminders, in-app
communication, and input options for PROs. In addition, our
toolkit (1) integrates Bluetooth connectivity and automated
updates of patient BP and weight data on the physician’s
dashboard and (2) implements newly developed digital care
pathways that can be delivered to patients without the need for
mobile app downloads (eg, via SMS text messages). In our
Heart Health Program, we reduced readmission by exclusively
using remotely collected BP and weight readings, significantly
reducing the cost and staff burden compared with other more
resource-heavy interventions [29,32]. Coupled with the
development of cheaper Bluetooth monitors and more effective
risk stratification of patients who need monitors, our approach
may be scaled as larger health systems look to expand digital
health monitoring enterprise-wide to all HF patients. The Heart
Health Program is now being expanded across multiple health
systems through a nationwide digital transformation network
in partnership with the American College of Cardiology.

Limitations
Owing to our program being a demonstration program, our
sample size was limited to 60 participants. Future research
should use similar interventions on larger populations as well
as different population demographics. Our sample size was also
influenced by barriers to enrollment, including onboarding time,
competition with other hospital initiatives and research trials,
missed recruiting opportunities because of limited notice of
discharge, language barriers, and smartphone ownership. Our
program addressed these issues by enrolling HF patients around
2 days before expected discharge and adding a patient health
coordinator to hospital rounds. Future research studies using
device-dependent remote interventions on a larger scale could
establish personnel with specific roles to address these issues
and to maximize enrollment efficiency. Finally, consistent with
real-world QI initiatives, specific physician-patient
communications were not protocolized, and it was left to
individual physicians to follow their best practices when
patients’ alerts were seen. Additional work could be done to
integrate a mobile app–enabled protocol where physicians may
report their communications with patients to gain more granular
data.

Conclusions
Despite rigorous ongoing research, HF continues to contribute
to increased health care costs and hospitalizations [1]. As
technology advances, there is an increasing opportunity for a
comprehensive, affordable, and personalized solution that can
leverage existing technology to provide care to patients post
discharge in real-world settings [31,43]. Recently, CMS
approved reimbursement codes for remote monitoring and
nonface-to-face chronic care disease management [44]. Diseases
with increasing cost and health burdens such as HF could
particularly benefit from such solutions. In our program, we
demonstrated that interventions driven by real-time vital sign
data may greatly aid in reducing hospital readmissions and costs,
improving patient outcomes. Remote monitoring protocols such
as ours both facilitate caregiver-patient interactions as well as
engage the patient in his or her own health. Furthermore, remote
monitoring programs have the potential to be scalable, especially
when combined with digital medicine platforms integrated with
EHRs. Future studies should seek to measure population
health-wide impact on outcomes and revenue as digital health
remote monitoring is expanded enterprise-wide.
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